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PLENARY SESSION 01: IMPACT OF COVID-19
PANDEMIC ON DIABETES

HOW TO MANAGE TYPE 2 DIABETES
AND OBESITY DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

A. Ceriello

IRCCS MultiMedica, Diabetes Research, Milan, Italy

People with diabetes compared with people without exhibit
worse prognosis if affected by COVID-19 induced by the SARS-
CoV2, particularly when compromising metabolic control and
concomitant cardiovascular disorders are present. This per-
spective article seeks to explore newly occurring cardio-renal-
pulmonary organ damage induced or aggravated by the disease
process of COVID-19 and its implications for the cardiovascular
risk management of people with diabetes, especially also taking
into account potential interactions with mechanisms of cellular
intrusion of SARS-CoV2. Severe infection with SARS-CoV2
can precipitate myocardial infarction, myocarditis, heart failure,
and arrhythmias as well as an acute-respiratory-distress-syn-
drome and renal failure. They may evolve along with multi-organ
failure due to directly SARS-CoV2 infected endothelial cells and
resulting endotheliitis. This complex pathology may bear challenges
for the use of most diabetes medications in terms of emerging
contraindications that need close monitoring of all people with
diabetes diagnosed with SARS-CoV2-infection. Whenever possi-
ble, continuous-glucose-monitoring should be implemented to
ensure stable metabolic compensation. Patients in intensive-care-
unit requiring therapy for glycemic control should solely be
handled by intravenous insulin using exact dosing with a perfusion
device. Although not only ACE-inhibitors and angiotensin-2-
receptor-blockers, but also SGLT2-inhibitors, GLP1-receptor-ag-
onists, pioglitazone, and probably insulin seem to increase the
number of ACE2-receptors on the cells utilized by SARS-CoV2 for
penetration, no evidence presently exists that this might be harmful
in terms of acquiring or worsening COVID-19 with unequivocal
proof urgently awaited. In conclusion, COVID-19 and related
cardio-renal-pulmonary damage can profoundly affect cardiovas-
cular risk management of people with diabetes.

010 / #842

PARALLEL SESSION 01: FUTURE OF DIGITAL
CLINICS FOR THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES

DEBATE: IN THE ERA OF REMOTE VISITS – DO WE
STILL NEED A1C MEASURES - PRO

F. Cameron

Royal Children’s Hospital, Department Of Endocrinology And
Diabetes, Melbourne, Australia

Debate: In the Era of Remote Visits, Do We Still Need A1c
Measures? Fergus Cameron and Stuart A Weinzimer He-
moglobin A1c has been the gold standard metric to assess gly-
cemic control in people with type 1 diabetes since the Diabetes
Control and Complications Trial, and subsequently has been
adopted to other forms of diabetes, as well as for diagnosing
diabetes. However, the rapidly increasing use of continuous
glucose monitoring (CGM) has enabled clinicians to assess
metrics of glycemia more directly; and with the growing popu-
larity of telemedicine, driven most urgently in the past year by
the COVID pandemic, the role of A1c as a clinically important
measure has been questioned. In this debate, we will discuss the
relative merits and limitations of A1c and CGM, and whether
continuing use of A1c measures in clinical care is still warranted.

011 / #843

PARALLEL SESSION 01: FUTURE OF DIGITAL
CLINICS FOR THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES

DEBATE: IN THE ERA OF REMOTE VISITS – DO WE
STILL NEED A1C MEASURES - CON

S. Weinzimer

Yale University, Pediatrics, New Haven, United States of America

Hemoglobin A1c has been the gold standard metric to assess
glycemic control in people with type 1 diabetes since the Diabetes
Control and Complications Trial and has subsequently been
adopted to other forms of diabetes, as well as for the diagnosis of
diabetes. However, the rapidly increasing use of continuous glu-
cose monitoring (CGM) has enabled clinicians to assess metrics
of glycemia more directly; and with the growing popularity of
telemedicine, driven most urgently in the past year by the COVID
pandemic, the role of A1c as a clinically important measure has
been questioned. In this brief debate, we will discuss the relative
merits and limitations of A1c and CGM, and whether continuing
use of A1c measurement in clinical care is still warranted.

014 / #846

PARALLEL SESSION 02: CLOSED-LOOP

ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS DEVICE UPGRADES—BEST
PRACTICES FOR ONBOARDING AND FOLLOW-UP

L. Messer

DIABETES TECHNOLOGY & THERAPEUTICS
Volume 23, Supplement 2, 2021
ª Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.
DOI: 10.1089/dia.2021.2525.abstracts
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University of Colorado, Barbara Davis Center, Aurora, United
States of America

An increasing number of Automated Insulin Delivery (AID)
devices are available for commercial use for persons with dia-
betes. Typically, industry trainers are responsible for onboarding
users to the new technology, and there is no universal clinical
follow-up in the first few months of use. Ideal onboarding to AID
systems should include a) thorough pre-AID education on gen-
eral diabetes self-management, carbohydrate counting, insulin
pump and continuous glucose monitoring basics, and expecta-
tions for AID systems b) Actual device training via face-to-face
or teleconference based training, and c) clinical follow-up with
diabetes professionals in the first 2-6 weeks of use for device
optimization, troubleshooting, and reinforcing expectations.
Clinical centers should consider ways to implement pre-AID
education and post-AID clinical follow up for new AID device
users to mitigate the risk of potential device discontinuation or
unsafe practices.

PARALLEL SESSION 03: PREGNANCY AND
TECHNOLOGY

PREGNANCY OUTCOMES OF 17,375 WOMEN WITH
DIABETES: NATIONAL POPULATION-BASED
COHORT STUDY

LIVE QA: PARALLEL SESSION 03: PREGNANCY
AND TECHNOLOGY

H. Murphy1, C. Howgate2, J. O’Keefe2, J. Myers3, M. Morgan4,
M. Coleman5, M. Jolly6, J. Valabhji7, E. Scott8, P. Knighton2,
B. Young9, N. Lewis-Barned10

1University of East Anglia, Med, Norwich, United Kingdom,
2Clinical Audit and Registries Management Service (CARMS),
Npid, Leeds, United Kingdom, 3St Mary’s Hospital,
Manchester, UK, Obstetrics, Manchester, United Kingdom,
4Swansea Bay University Health Board, Obstetrics, Swansea,
United Kingdom, 5University Hospital Southampton NHS
Foundation Trust, Obstetrics, Southampton, United Kingdom,
6NHS England and NHS Improvement,, Obstetrics, London,
United Kingdom, 7NHS England and NHS Improvement,,
Diabetes, London, United Kingdom, 8Leeds Institute of
Cardiovascular and Metabolic Medicine, Department Of
Population And Clinical Sciences, Leeds, United Kingdom,
9NHS Digital, Nda, Leeds, United Kingdom, 10Northumbria
Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust, Diabetes, Northumberland,
United Kingdom

Background: Our aim was to compare risk factors associated
with adverse pregnancy outcomes in women with type 1 and type
2 diabetes. Methods: We included 17,375 pregnancies in 15,290
women with diabetes in a population-based cohort study across
172 maternity clinics. Obstetric complications (preterm delivery,
large birthweight) and adverse pregnancy outcomes (congenital
anomaly, stillbirth, neonatal death) were obtained for pregnan-
cies during 2014-2018. We assessed associations between
modifiable (glycaemia, obesity, clinic) and non-modifiable risk
factors (age, deprivation, ethnicity) with pregnancy outcomes.
Results: Of 17,375 pregnancies, 8,690 (50.0%) were in women
with type 1 and 8,685 (50.0%) in women with type 2 diabetes.
The rates of preterm delivery (42.5% type 1, 23.4% type 2), and
large birthweight (52.2% type 1, 26.2% type 2) were higher in
type 1 diabetes (p < 0.001). The prevalence of congenital

anomaly (44.8/1000 type 1, 40.5/1000 type 2; p = 0.175), and
stillbirth (10.4/1000 type 1, 13.5/1000 type 2; p = 0.072) did not
differ but neonatal death rates (7.4/1000 type 1, 11.2/1000 type 2;
p = 0.013) were higher in type 2 diabetes. Independent risk factors
for perinatal death were third trimester HbA1c > 48mmol/mol
(OR 3.06, 95% CI 2.16 to 4.33), living in the highest deprivation
quintile (OR 2.29 95% CI 1.16 to 4.52) and having type 2 diabetes
(OR 1.65 95% CI 1.18 to 2.31). Variations in glycaemia and
large birthweight were associated with maternal characteristics
(diabetes duration, deprivation, BMI) without substantial differ-
ences between clinics. Interpretation: No clinics were achieving
appreciably better outcomes, suggesting that healthcare system
changes are needed across all clinics.

026 / #858

PARALLEL SESSION 04: SPORT AND DIABETES

DECISION SUPPORT AND CLOSED LOOP CONTROL
DURING EXERCISE: NEW FINDINGS FROM
CLINICAL STUDIES AND LARGER DATA SETS

P. Jacobs

Oregon Health & Science University, Biomedical Engineering,
Portland, United States of America

Exercise remains a challenge for people with type 1 diabetes.
Hypoglycemia during and following exercise is a common
problem. People with type 1 diabetes oftentimes have difficulty
maintaining normal glucose levels during and following exer-
cise. Automated hormone delivery and decision support systems
can provide assistance in adjusting dosing in response to various
types of exercise to help people with type 1 diabetes avoid hy-
poglycemia and maintain glucose within a target range. These
automated systems and decision support systems rely on expert
knowledge and predictive models that can determine adjustments
to hormone dosing, food consumption, or behavior interven-
tions. We show how we used data collected under both free-
living conditions and data collected from highly controlled
glucose clamp physiology studies during and following different
types of exercise to build glucose forecasting models. We show
how aerobic and resistance exercise models of metabolism are
designed using ordinary differential equations (ODE) and Mar-
kov Chain Monte Carlo system identification methods with data
collected from two studies of people with type 1 diabetes un-
dergoing three glucose clamp studies under three different in-
sulin loading conditions (1x, 1.5x, and 3x basal infusion rate) and
at moderate and intense exercise. And we show how data-driven
models are trained using larger data sets and machine learning to
predict the impact of free-living exercise on glucose changes
during and following exercise, including nocturnal hypoglyce-
mia on nights following exercise. We provide demonstrations of
how the ODE and machine learning algorithms are integrated
into automated hormone delivery and decision support systems.

027 / #859

PARALLEL SESSION 04: SPORT AND DIABETES

CLOSED-LOOP AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
IN YOUTH WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

K. Dovc

A-2 ATTD 2021 INVITED SPEAKER ABSTRACTS
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Department for Paediatric Endocrinology, Diabetes and
Metabolic Diseases,UMC - University Children’s Hospital and
University of Ljubljana Faculty of Medicine, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Closed-loop glycemic control, characterized by glucose-re-
sponsive automated insulin, is now a part of regular clinical
reality for many individuals living with type 1 diabetes. The
management of type 1 diabetes during exercise is complex. At
the same time, dosing insulin adequately either in advance of
activity or in real-time can generate positive outcomes and re-
duce the likelihood of hypoglycemia.

The performance of closed-loop glycemic control in individ-
uals with type 1 diabetes during and after the physical activity has
been extensively evaluated, especially in the controlled environ-
ment, while there is less data regarding unsupervised physical
activity in home settings. Closed-loop therapy was in the past
challenged with different exercise protocols of different durations
and intensity, in heterogeneous age groups, with additional de-
vices to detect physical activity, such as activity and heart rate
monitoring, and adding glucagon to prevent hypoglycemia.

In this presentation, we will present contemporary data on
closed-loop glycemic control challenged by physical activity in
children, adolescents and young adults with type 1 diabetes.

029 / #861

PLENARY SESSION 02: ADVANCES IN CLOSED-LOOP
SYSTEMS – LESSONS LEARNT FROM CLINICAL
STUDIES

PERFORMANCE OF STUDIES ON ADVANCE
HYBRID CLOSED-LOOP 780G

A.L. Carlson

International Diabetes Center. Minneapolis, USA

There have been major advancements in automated insulin
delivery systems in the past several years, with hybrid closed-
loop systems offering patients new means to manage their dia-
betes. Such systems rely on algorithms to modulate the insulin
delivery, increasing or decreasing insulin delivery based upon
programed target glucose, patient-entered carbohydrates and
correction boluses that can be user or device initiated. The
MiniMedTM Advanced Hybrid Closed Loop (AHCL) system, or
MiniMedTM 780G, is a new iteration of pump therapy that has a
target set point of either 100 mg/dL (5.6 mmol/L) or 120 mg/dL
(6.7 mmol/L), along with automated corrections that can deliver
boluses every 5 minutes as needed. The MiniMedTM 780G sys-
tem has been studied for safety and efficacy in recent trials. The
largest trial was a multi-site pivotal trial of 39 adolescents (age
14-21 years) and 118 adults (>22 years) during which patients
with type 1 diabetes used either the 100 mg/dL or 120 mg/dL set
point for approximately 45 days, and then crossed over to the
other set point for another period of about 45 days. For the overall
study group, time in range (70-180 mg/dL/ 3.9 mmol/L-
10 mmol/L) increased from 68.8% to 74.5% (p = 0.001). For
those using the set point of 100 mg/dL and an active insulin time
of 2 hours, time in range increased to 78.8%. Auto Mode was in
use for 95% of the time for both set points during the study. Of
the total bolus insulin delivered during the study, approximately
22% of this was administered by the auto-correction function.
Time in hypoglycemia was reduced in both adolescents and
adults, and there were no DKA or severe hypoglycemia events.
Additional studies have compared the MiniMedTM 780G system

against both the first commercially available hybrid closed-loop
system in the United States, the MiniMedTM 670G, and to a
system with predictive low glucose threshold suspend Mini-
MedTM 640G. Both studies concluded the AHCL system pro-
vided improved glycemic control without increasing time in
hypoglycemia. The MiniMedTM 780G has consistently demon-
strated improved time in range without increasing time below
range, and has been safe in the trials to date. The system also
seemed to have improved user experience with patient-selected
targets and fewer Auto Mode exits.

030 / #862

PLENARY SESSION 02: ADVANCES IN CLOSED-LOOP
SYSTEMS – LESSONS LEARNT FROM CLINICAL
STUDIES

PIVOTAL TRIAL AND REAL-LIFE DATA
OF A CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL (CLC)
SYSTEM - CONTROL IQ

B. Kovatchev

University of Virginia, Center For Diabetes Technology,
Charlottesville, United States of America

In 2018-2020, two randomized controlled pivotal trials tested
a new CLC system - Control-IQ� from Tandem Diabetes Care -
based on an algorithm developed at the University of Virginia.
Both studies were part of the International Diabetes Closed-Loop
(iDCL) Trial sponsored by NIH/NIDDK. NCT03563313 ran-
domized 168 participants ages 14 years or older to Control-IQ vs.
sensor-augmented pump (SAP) and met all primary and sec-
ondary outcomes. The time in range (TIR, 70-180mg/dL) in-
creased in the Control-IQ group by 11%, compared to SAP, and
the time below range (TBR) was reduced by 0.9%, without se-
vere hypoglycemia. NCT03844789 randomized 101 participants
ages 6-13 and achieved similar outcomes: Control-IQ compared
to SAP resulted in 11% increase in TIR, 0.4% reduction in TBR
without severe hypoglycemia, and reduction of HbA1c by 0.4%.
Two papers in the New England Journal of Medicine presented
the complete results, leading to FDA clearance of this system for
use by children and adults ages 6 and up. In February 2021, one-
year real-life data became available for 9,451 users of Control-IQ
with type 1 and type 2 diabetes. The median percent time in
automated control was 94.2%; TIR increased from 63.6% at
baseline 73.6% during Control-IQ use; TBR remained consistent
at approximately 1%, and the Glucose Management Indicator
(GMI) was reduced from 7.2 at baseline to 6.9. We can therefore
conclude that the outcomes of the two pivotal trials of this system
were replicated during 1-year real-life use by thousands of
children and adults with type 1 or type 2 diabetes.

034 / #866

PARALLEL SESSION 05: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
(AI): TANGIBLE APPLICATIONS TO IMPROVE
DIABETES CARE

AI APPLICATIONS TO SUPPORT DECISION
MANAGEMENT IN INSULIN THERAPY

S. Bidet1, N. Caleca1, P. Soulé1, L. De La Brosse1, P. Calmels1,
T. Camalon1, M. Rehn1, J. Place2, E. Renard3

ATTD 2021 INVITED SPEAKER ABSTRACTS A-3
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1hillo, Data Science, Palaiseau, France, 2University of
Montpellier, Institute Of Functional Genomics,
MONTPELLIER, France, 3University of Montpellier,
Endocrinology, Diabetes & Metabolism, Montpellier, France

The advent of big data and artificial intelligence opens new
perspectives for diabetes mellitus monitoring and management.
Yet, complexity and uniqueness of the human body hardly allow
to define a general statistical approach able to accurately predict
blood glucose variations in all patients. Our technology, MIND,
is a personalized, patient-specific blood glucose level (BGL)
prediction service integrated in a diabetes management platform.
For each patient, a machine Learning model is created using
his/her historical data, including BGL and insulin inputs col-
lected through wide-spread devices and meals recorded by the
patient when available. The CDDIAB study conducted in 2018
demonstrated that our prediction technology is accurate enough
to allow safe therapeutical decisions ; an extension of this study
conducted in 2019 showed that accurate BGL predictions drive
better decision making on treatment options than patient alone.
The positive outcomes of this study triggered new research cases.
First, the technology is tested on another patient cohort to assess
its robustness; then, the confidence in the prediction provided is
studied. The second point is essential for large-scale industrial-
ization. Hence the study of a confidence index and an envelope
curve, to provide visual insights of the accuracy and an additional
security on the predictions. Based on our results, the next chal-
lenge is to predict accurate bolus doses given the historical data
and the predicted BGL. Another challenge is to build a system
able to detect and reconstruct meals, thus meal management
would be streamlined by avoiding manual inputs.

035 / #867

PARALLEL SESSION 05: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
(AI): TANGIBLE APPLICATIONS TO IMPROVE
DIABETES CARE

AI UPGRADES AUTOMATED INSULIN DELIVERY
TOWARDS A FULLY CLOSED-LOOP

P. Herrero1, R. Armiger1, J. Daniels1, M. Reddy2,
N. Oliver2, P. Georgiou1

1Imperial College London, Centre For Bio-inspired
Technology, Electrical And Electronic Engineering, London,
United Kingdom, 2Imperial College London, Department Of
Metabolism, Digestion And Reproduction, London, United
Kingdom

The Bio-inspired Artificial Pancreas (BiAP) is an advanced
hybrid closed-loop insulin delivery system based on mathemat-
ical modelling of the pancreatic beta-cell physiology. BiAP in-
corporates an innovative adaptive meal-insulin bolus calculator
which uses artificial intelligence to provide adaptive and in-
dividualised mealtime insulin dosing by learning from past post-
prandial glycaemic outcomes, user behaviour, and controller’s
functioning. The BiAP control algorithm is designed for em-
bedded low-power solutions. It has been implemented in a ded-
icated microchip-based handheld device and, more recently, in
an iPhone connected to a Dexcom G6 continuous glucose sensor,
a Tandem t:slim AP insulin pump, and a dedicated remote web-
based platform. BiAP has been successfully assessed in-clinic
and an ambulatory crossover randomised controlled trial is
planned to evaluate its longer-term clinical effectiveness. In this

talk, we review the latest algorithmic and software developments
within BiAP, as well as the results of a realistic in-silico head-to-
head comparison of the BiAP controller and an open-source do-
it-yourself (DIY) artificial pancreas controller. Finally, the latest
developments on enhancing BiAP with a machine learning-based
meal detection algorithm will be introduced.

044 / #876

PARALLEL SESSION 07: DIGITAL/VIRTUAL
DIABETES CLINICS

MANAGING T1D-NEW-ONSETS AND DKA THROUGH
TELEHEALTH

S. Garg

Barbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes, Endocrinology,
Aurora, United States of America

Since December of 2019, the COVID-19 outbreak has affected
more than 215 countries, translating to more than 125 million
cases worldwide of COVID-19 at the time of this writing. More
than 2.8 million people have died from COVID-19 across the
globe; specifically, in the USA and South America, there have
been more than 30 million cases reported, with a total of 560,000
deaths due to the virus. The exact prevalence of infection is
currently unknown. However, it is commonly believed that *70-
80% of the population will need to be infected or vaccinated for
herd immunity to be effective. Many new-onset patients with type
1 diabetes delayed seeking medical advice during COVID-19
because of the risk of getting infected. Many hospitals noted a
higher number of patients presenting with diabetic ketoacidosis
because of the delay in diagnosing type 1 diabetes. Similar con-
cerns were noted by many of the physicians managing diabetes
during pregnancy. However, in many instances, most diabetes
care including patients with DKA could be effectively managed
remotely by using newer technologies like CGM, insulin pumps,
and hybrid closed-loop systems. In several instances, even the
pump and CGM initiation were initiated remotely with no adverse
outcomes. The virtual care gave a similar or better Time in Range
(TIR) for glucose levels with no increase in Time Below Range
during the virtual care period, irrespective of how patients were
treated (whether it was remotely or in-person).

047 / #879

PARALLEL SESSION 07: DIGITAL/VIRTUAL
DIABETES CLINICS

USING TELE-EDUCATION WITH THE ECHO MODEL
TO REACH PRIMARY CARE PROVIDERS IN RURAL
AREAS TO IMPROVE THE LEVEL OF CARE FOR
PEOPLE WITH DIABETES

M. Haller1, A. Walker1, D. Maahs2, X. Echo Diabetes Study
Group1

1University of Florida, Pediatrics, Gainesville, United States of
America, 2Stanford University School of Medicine, Pediatrics,
Palo Alto, United States of America

Introduction and Objectives: Project ECHO (Extension for
Community Healthcare Outcomes) is a tele-education outreach
model seeking to democratize specialty knowledge, reduce

A-4 ATTD 2021 INVITED SPEAKER ABSTRACTS
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disparities, and improve outcomes. Limited access to endocri-
nologists forces many primary care providers (PCPs) to care for
patients with T1D without specialty support. Accordingly, an
ECHO T1D program was developed and piloted in Florida and
California. Our goal was to demonstrate feasibility and improve
PCPs’ abilities to manage patients with T1D. Methods: Health
centers (i.e. spokes) were recruited through an innovative ap-
proach, focusing on Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC)
and through identification of high-need catchment areas using the
Neighborhood Deprivation Index (NDI) and provider geocoding.
Participating spokes received weekly tele-education provided
by the University of Florida and Stanford University hub team,
real-time support with T1D medical decision making, access to
diabetes support coaches, and access to an online repository of
resources. Participating PCPs completed pre/post-tests assessing
diabetes knowledge and confidence and exit surveys. Results: In
Florida, 12 spoke sites enrolled with 67 clinics serving >1,000
patients with T1D. In California, 11 spoke sites enrolled with 37
clinics serving >900 patients with T1D. During the 6-month in-
tervention, 27 tele-education clinics were offered and n = 70 PCPs
(22 from Florida, 48 from California) from participating spoke
sites completed pre/post-test surveys assessing knowledge and
confidence in diabetes care. There was statistically significant
improvement in knowledge (p £ 0.01) and diabetes confidence
(p £ 0.01). Conclusions: ECHO T1D’s pilot demonstrated proof
of concept for a T1D-specific ECHO program and represents a
viable model to reach medically underserved communities.

052 / #954

PARALLEL SESSION 08: JDRF

FUTURE OF ADJUNCTIVE THERAPY: SIMPLIFYING
THE TREATMENT OF T1D THROUGH GK
ACTIVATION

C. Valcarce1, J. Freeman1, I. Dunn1, C. Dvergsten1, K. Klein2,
M. Kirkman2, J. Buse2

1vTv Therapeutics LLC, Translational Medicine, High Point,
United States of America, 2UNC Chapel Hill, Endocrinology
And Metabolism,, Chapel hill, United States of America

Despite more physiologic insulin analogs, continuous glucose
monitoring (CGM), and continuous subcutaneous insulin infu-
sion (CSII) therapy, a minority of patients with type 1 diabetes
(T1D) achieve adequate glycemic control, and hospitalizations
for diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) and hypoglycemia are increas-
ing globally. Several therapies for the treatment of type 2 dia-
betes have been evaluated as potential adjunctive treatment for
T1D, however they have either had no effect in T1D or improved
glycemic control, but at increased risk for life-threatening
complications like DKA or hypoglycemia. Approaches that
harness the body’s existing glucose regulatory machinery may be
the solution to the need for adjunctive therapies providing ef-
fective glycemic control while minimizing the frequency and
severity of hypoglycemia and DKA. The novel hepato-selective
glucokinase (GK) activator TTP399 was developed to preserve
the physiologic relationship between GK and GK Regulatory
Protein. Therefore, TTP399 only enhances GK activity during
periods of hyperglycemia, thus limiting risk of hypoglycemia.
The data from the SimpliciT1 study, showed the potential of
TTP399 to significantly lower HbA1c, improve time in range,
and reduce hypoglycemia in the absence of an increase in blood
ketones. If confirmed in phase 3, adding TTP399 to insulin would

represent a substantial improvement over insulin administration
alone for the treatment of T1D. While a cure for T1D remains the
long-term objective, novel adjunctive therapies such as TTP399
may have an important role to play by enabling patients with
T1D to achieve and maintain glycemic control without the fear
and negative health effects of hypoglycemia and DKA.

054 / #948

PARALLEL SESSION 09: UPDATES ON NAFLD/NASH
AND DIABETES

NAFLD/NASH IN TYPE 1 DIABETES: OVERRATED OR
UNDERAPPRECIATED

C. De Block, J. Mertens

Antwerp university hospital, Endocrinology-diabetology,
Edegem, Belgium

NAFLD is the most common chronic liver disease in western
countries, affecting 25-30% of the general population and up to
65% in those with obesity and/or type 2 diabetes. Accumulation
of visceral fat and insulin resistance (IR) are pivotal factors
contributing to NAFLD. NAFLD is not an innocent entity as it not
only may cause liver-associated disease but also contributes to
cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. More and more people
with type 1 diabetes (T1D) are becoming overweight and present
with features of IR, but the prevalence and impact of NAFLD in
this population is still unclear. The utility of non-invasive risk
scores to screen for NAFLD in T1D is being explored. Based
upon ultrasonographic criteria NAFLD is present in *22% in
adults with T1D. MRI based data show a prevalence rate of
*8.6%. However multiple factors affect these data, ranging from
study design and referral bias to discrepancies in diagnostic ac-
curacy. Subjects with T1D have a 7-fold higher risk of cardio-
vascular disease (CVD) and CV mortality is the most prominent
cause of death in T1D. IR may contribute to NAFLD and to CV
complications in T1D. The independent contribution of NAFLD
to CV events has to be determined in this population. Further-
more, preliminary data in T1D point towards a 2-3x higher risk for
microvascular complications in those with NAFLD. We will
discuss epidemiological and diagnostic challenges of NAFLD in
T1D, explore the role of IR in NAFLD and NAFLD-associated
complications, and examine the contribution of NAFLD to the
presence of macro- and microvascular complications.

055 / #949

PARALLEL SESSION 09: UPDATES ON NAFLD/NASH
AND DIABETES

NAFLD/NASH IN METABOLIC SYNDROME AND
EARLY TYPE 2 DIABETES

C. Byrne

University of Southampton, Nutrition & Metabolism,
Southampton, United Kingdom

Abstract Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a
metabolic liver disease that is strongly associated with obesity,
type 2 diabetes (T2DM) and other metabolic and vascular risk
factors. It is now established that NAFLD is a multisystem dis-
ease with consequences beyond the liver. NAFLD increases risk
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of many extra-hepatic diseases such as cardiovascular disease
(CVD), chronic kidney disease (CKD) and certain cancers.
NAFLD encompasses a spectrum of lipid-associated liver dis-
ease and in affected individuals NAFLD may progress from
simple steatosis to steatohepatitis, liver fibrosis and cirrhosis.
This presentation will discuss the relationships between NAFLD
and type 2 diabetes that form part of a vicious cycle of spiralling
and worsening metabolic disease. Not only does NAFLD in-
crease risk of developing diabetes with insulin resistance and
poor glycaemic control, but development of diabetes further
increases risk of worsening liver disease, liver fibrosis and he-
patocellular carcinoma. Relationships between NAFLD and
cardiovascular disease and the modifying influence on cardio-
vascular disease of certain genotypes known to increase severity
of liver disease will also be discussed.

059 / #885

PARALLEL SESSION 10: COVID-19 AND
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS WITH DIABETES:
HOW TO IMPLEMENT SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE TO
CLINICAL PRACTICE?

GLUCOSE CONTROL DURING COVID-19 INFECTION:
TARGETS AND ACUTE DERANGEMENTS

O. Mustafa

King’s College Hospital, Department Of Diabetes, London,
United Kingdom

The aim of the presentation is to explore the challenges of
managing dysglycemia in the context of COVID-19 in hospital-
ized patients and how to achieve the best outcomes. Diabetes and
suboptimal glycemic control, amongst other characteristics, have
been identified as risk factors for developing COVID-19 fol-
lowing infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome cor-
onavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). These risk factors are also associated
with worse outcomes. Several mechanisms have been postulated.
Hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia during admission to hospital
are associated with adverse hospital outcomes. There is a higher
risk of dysglycemia in patients with COVID-19 with or without
pre-existing diabetes. Many patients present to hospitals with
diabetes emergencies (diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) and/or hy-
perosmolar hyperglycemic state (HHS)). Hyperglycemia on ad-
mission with COVID-19 is associated with worse outcomes.
Hyperglycemia in the context of COVID-19 is linked to longer
hospitals stays, higher risk of developing acute respiratory dis-
tress syndrome, increased mortality compared to those who did
not develop hyperglycemia. Severe hyperglycemia after admis-
sion was a strong predictor of death among patients not admitted
to intensive care units. Critically unwell patients with diabetes
and COVID-19 have high insulin requirements and poorer time in
range at the time of the COVID-19 peak inflammatory response.
There is a higher risk of stress hyperglycemia in patients with
COVID-19 without a history of pre-existing diabetes. Dex-
amethasone and other steroids (e.g. hydrocortisone, methylpred-
nisolone, prednisolone) are being used to manage patients with
COVID-19. Maintaining good blood glucose control during this
time is essential to improve clinical outcomes. Several guidelines
have been developed to improve time in range and prevent the
development of diabetes emergencies during admissions to hos-
pital. There are studies emerging to support the use of flash and
continuous glucose monitoring systems in addition to point of

care testing to optimize inpatient glucose time in range and pre-
vention of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia. Concerns were
raised of shortages of infusion pumps as a results of hospitals
being overwhelmed by cases of COVID-19. As a result, several
guidelines were developed using subcutaneous regimen to man-
age diabetes emergencies (DKA/HHS) and persistent hypergly-
caemia. Following a phase of high insulin requirements at the
peak of the COVID-19 inflammatory response, it is challenging to
predict the drop in insulin requirements when there is a higher risk
of hypoglycemia. Our understanding of the management of
COVID-19 and glucose control during hospital admissions con-
tinue to evolve with further studies and technologies.

061 / #887

PARALLEL SESSION 11: ADVANCED THERAPEUTIC
APPROACHES IN TYPE 2 DIABETES

TOXIC INTESTINAL SIGNALS AS A CAUSE OF TYPE 2
DIABETES AND THE METABLIC SYNDROME

W. Pories, T. Jones, J. Houmard, E. De Maria, G.L. Dohm

East Carolina University, Brody School Of Medicine,
Greenville, United States of America

Background: It makes no sense. How can two modest and to-
tally different operations on the foregut produce not only durable
loss of 1/3 of patients’ original weight but, at the same time, lead to
rapid and full remission of type 2 diabetes, dyslipidemias, non-
alcoholic steatotic hepatitis (NASH), polycystic ovary syndrome
(PCOS) and reduce all-cause mortality by 80%? Methods: A series
of clinical studies that investigated glucose and lipid metabolism
were conducted on patients before and after Roux-en-Y gastric
bypass and gastric sleeve. Results: Our data indicate that these
diseases and the other co-morbidities of the metabolic syndrome are
associated with high lactate levels that return to normal following
surgery (Pories et al. SOARD, in press, 2021). Conclusions: These
findings suggest the patients with the syndrome have an increased
dependence on anaerobic metabolism due to a signal, most likely
from the gut, that interferes with the entry of glucose and fatty acids
into the TCA cycle. Identification of this signal offers a new path-
way for drug development.

067 / #893

PARALLEL SESSION 12: INCLUDING AND
INTERPRETING PATIENTS RELATED OUTCOME
(PRO) IN CLINICAL RESEARCH

PRESENTATION OF KEY INSTRUMENTS AND HOW
TO USE THEM (INSPIRE MEASURES)

K. Barnard-Kelly1, K. Hood2, L. Laffel3,
J. Weissberg-Benchell4, D. Naranjo2

1BHR Ltd, R&d, Fareham., United Kingdom, 2Stanford
University, Pediatrics, Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences,
Stanford, United States of America, 3Harvard Medical School,
Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, United States of America,
4Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine, Ann
And Robert H Lurie Children’s Hospital Of Chicago, Chicago,
United States of America
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Aim: Diabetes technologies come with benefits and burdens
that affect their uptake and continued use. The aim of the
INSPIRE measures is to capture the psychosocial aspects of
automated insulin dosing systems for youth, parents, adults
and partners living with type 1 diabetes. Methods: An exten-
sive mixed-methods investigation consisting of interviews,
focus groups, cognitive debriefing and questionnaire comple-
tion was conducted across centres in the USA and UK. To
validate the measures, data from 292 youth, 159 adults, 150
parents of youth and 149 partners of individuals recruited from
the Type 1 Diabetes Exchange Registry were analysed. Parti-
cipants completed INSPIRE questionnaires and measures of
quality of life, fear of hypoglycaemia, diabetes distress, glu-
cose monitoring satisfaction. Exploratory factor analysis as-
sessed factor structures. Associations between INSPIRE scores
and other measures, HbA1c, and technology use assessed
concurrent and discriminant validity. Results: Four brief self-
report measures were completed and successfully qualified
through the FDA MDDT process. Youth, adult, parent and
partner measures assess psychosocial aspects of automated
insulin delivery systems and provide opportunity for consistent
assessment across clinical trials globally. Measures range from
17 to 22 items, are available in several languages and are
reliable (a = 0.95–0.97). Use of the INSPIRE measures in
clinical research will be discussed in terms of evaluation and
reporting of PROs. Conclusions: INSPIRE measures assessing
the psychosocial aspects of automated insulin dosing systems
for youth, adults, parents and partners have meaningful factor
structures and are internally consistent. The developmentally-
sensitive INSPIRE measures offer added value both within
clinical trials and clinical practice.

068 / #894

PARALLEL SESSION 12: INCLUDING AND
INTERPRETING PATIENTS RELATED OUTCOME
(PRO) IN CLINICAL RESEARCH

IMPACT OF PROS ON ADULT CLINICAL CARE: WHY,
WHEN AND HOW?

W. Polonsky

Behavioral Diabetes Institute, N/a, San Diego, United States of
America

In the mix of diabetes technology and clinical care, there may
be significant benefit to assessing and addressing patient-re-
ported outcomes (PROs), such as depression, diabetes distress,
hypoglycemic fear and attitudes toward diabetes technology.
When used appropriately, PRO data can serve to guide and in-
form key aspects of clinical care. These data, for example, can
help to determine whether or not the patient will be open to
diabetes technology solutions, likely to benefit from them, and
likely to stay with them over the long-term. More broadly, in-
formation from PROs can contribute to more meaningful con-
versations between clinicians and patients, help to identify and
address obstacles to self-management (including problematic use
of diabetes technology) as they arise, and serve to promote pa-
tients’ engagement in their own care. In this brief presentation,
we will consider how PROs are used and misused in clinical
practice, and will provide practical tips for how they may be used
most effectively.

071 / #897

PARALLEL SESSION 13: CLOSE-LOOP

BROADENING USAGE OF CLOSED-LOOP

C. Boughton

University of Cambridge, Wellcome Trust-mrc Institute Of
Metabolic Science, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Hybrid closed-loop systems are associated with improved
glycaemic control and quality of life benefits in children and
adults with type 1 diabetes. Commercially available hybrid
closed-loop systems are increasingly being used as part of rou-
tine clinical diabetes care. Disparities in clinical outcomes of
type 1 diabetes are widening, and inequalities in access to dia-
betes technologies may perpetuate this. Closed-loop systems
may provide an important opportunity to address variations in
diabetes outcomes. In this talk we review the available clinical
evidence, and report on our experience of closed-loop use in
patient groups where diabetes management can be particularly
challenging. We will also discuss key considerations for
healthcare providers to promote equitable access to closed-loop
technology.

072 / #898

PARALLEL SESSION 13: CLOSE-LOOP

MULTI-HORMONE CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEMS

A. Haidar

McGill University, Medicine, Montreal, Canada

In this talk, I will summarize results of dual-hormone closed-
loop systems, with focus on insulin-and-pramlintide closed-loop
systems. The use of insulin-and-pramlintide closed-loop system
to improve glucose control as well as alleviate the need for
carbohydrate counting will be discussed. Finally, results from
the addition of empagliflozin to closed-loop systems will be
presented.

073 / #899

PARALLEL SESSION 13: CLOSE-LOOP

EFFICACY OF CLOSED-LOOP INSULIN THERAPY IN
ADULTS PRONE TO HYPOGLYCEMIA – THE
INTERNATIONAL DIABETES CLOSED-LOOP TRIAL
PROTOCOL 2

E. Renard1, Y. Reznik2, M. Joubert2, J. Place3, A. Farret1

1CHU Montpellier, Department Of Endocrinology, Diabetes,
Nutrition, Montpellier, France, 2CHU Caen, Department Of
Diabetology And Endocrinology, Caen, France, 3University of
Montpellier, Institute Of Functional Genomics,
MONTPELLIER, France

The objective of DCLP2 trial is to assess the efficacy and
safety of home use of a Control-to-Range (CTR) closed-loop
(CL) system in patients with type 1 diabetes (T1D) prone to
hypoglycemia. The study design is a Randomized Clinical Trial
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with 2:1 randomization to intervention with a CL system vs.
sensor and pump for 3 months followed by a 3-month extension
phase in which the original control group switches to the CL
system and the original intervention group continues to use the
system. The hybrid CL system includes a Tandem t:slim X2
insulin pump with embedded CTR algorithm and the Dexcom G6
CGM. The control system is patient’s personal insulin pump and
Dexcom G6 CGM in an open-loop mode. The primary outcome
is baseline-treatment difference in time below 70 mg/dL mea-
sured by CGM after 3-month use of CL control versus CGM and
pump. Secondary outcomes include no increase of time above
target range in CL group vs. control group over 3 months, other
metrics of glycemic control, and patient reported outcomes.
From 117 screened adult T1D patients (>1 year), treated by in-
sulin pump >6 months, with a Clarke score >3 and/or severe
hypoglycemia during the previous 6 months and a third party
support in case of severe hypoglycemic episode, in two French
sites, 72 have been randomized after they showed during a 2-
week run-in phase a time spent with Dexcom G6 CGM below
70 mg/dl of 5% or above. Available study data will be presented.

074 / #900

PARALLEL SESSION 13: CLOSE-LOOP

FASTER ACTING INSULIN ANALOGUES IN CLOSED-
LOOP INSULIN DELIVERY

K. Dovc

University Children’s Hospital, and Faculty of Medicine,
University of Ljubljana, Endocrinology, Diabetes And
Metabolic Diseases (pediatric Clinic), Ljubljana, Slovenia

Diabetes technology options have greatly increased for indi-
viduals with type 1 diabetes, with the commercialization of
multiple advanced insulin pumps, including hybrid closed-loop
devices. Hybrid closed-loop insulin therapy consists of an insulin
pump, a connected continuous glucose monitor, and an algorithm
that enables automated insulin delivery apart from prandial bo-
luses in response to glucose levels. While improvements seen in
glycemic control are reassuring, users of these treatment mo-
dalities still experience the everyday burden of feed-forward
actions, such as carbohydrate counting or exercise announce-
ment, and still require premeal insulin dosing (bolus) to prevent
postprandial glycemic excursion. To fully close the loop, these
systems might benefit from a faster insulin action and clear-
ance rate, which are recently reported with novel faster insulin
analogues.

In this presentation, we will present current data on closed-
loop glycemic control with faster insulin formulations in indi-
viduals with type 1 diabetes.

082 / #902

PARALLEL SESSION 15: PREVENTION AND EARLY
INTERVENTION THERAPIES FOR TYPE 1 DIABETES

INTRODUCTION INNODIA/INNODIA HARVEST
STUDY

C. Mathieu

University Hospitals Leuven - KU Leuven, Endocrinology,
Leuven, Belgium

INNODIA - Translational approaches to disease modifying
therapy of type 1 diabetes: An innovative approach towards
understanding and arresting Type 1 diabetes The overall objec-
tive of INNODIA is to advance in a decisive way how we predict,
stage, evaluate and prevent the onset and progression of type 1
diabetes (T1D). We are achieving this by creating novel tools,
such as biomarkers, disease models and clinical trial paradigms.
These tools allow us to distinguish and understand at the cellular
and molecular level distinctive paths of ontogeny and progres-
sion in this heterogeneous disease, thus impacting on the future
management of T1D patients and at risk individuals. We have
established an interdisciplinary network of clinical and basic
scientists, who are leading experts in the field of T1D in Europe,
with complementary expertise from the areas of immunology, b-
cell biology, biomarker research and T1D therapy, joining forces
in a coordinated fashion between academic and industry partners,
two foundations, as well as with patients with T1D and their
families. INNODIA follows over 600 people with newly diag-
nosed T1D with intensive biomarker measures. Over 4000 first
degree family members of people with T1D have been screened
of whom close to 300 have been found to have autoantibodies
against the b-cell. Over 250 of these autoantibody-positive in-
dividuals accepted to be followed up intensively for biomarker
research. Since November 2020 INNODIA has initiated 4 clin-
ical trials in people with newly diagnosed T1D (ranging from 5y
to 45y). All trials are based on the INNODIA Masterprotocol
follow up scheme and are using intensive CGM monitoring as a
tool for glucose follow up. More information on INNODIA and
our clinical trials can be found on www.innodi

087 / #907

PARALLEL SESSION 16: IMPROVING ADHERENCE
AND REDUCING BURDEN IN DIABETES CARE

INTERVENING ON HYPOGLYCEMIA FEAR IN
PARENTS OF YOUNG CHILDREN USING DIRECT-TO-
HOME VIDEO-BASED TELEHEALTH

S. Patton

Nemours Children’s Health System, Pediatrics, Jacksonville,
United States of America

Parents of young children with type 1 diabetes (<7 years-old)
commonly report at least moderate levels of hypoglycemia fear,
which may negatively impact their quality of life and management
of their child’s diabetes. To help treat parents’ fear, we designed a
group-based behavioral intervention ready for delivery via direct-
to-home video-based telehealth. Our intervention, called Reducing
Emotional Distress for Child Hypoglycemia in Parents (RED-
CHiP), teaches parents cognitive-behavioral strategies, behavioral
parenting strategies, and new coping methods to help reduce their
fear of child hypoglycemia. To date, we have tested our REDCHiP
intervention in a pilot study that recruited 42 parents. We ran-
domized parents to one of two groups. Parents randomized to the
active treatment condition received REDCHiP at study enrollment
(n = 22), while parents randomized to a wait list control (n = 21)
condition eventually had the option of receiving the REDCHiP
intervention after they had completed the wait list period. In our
pilot, 97.6% of parents described themselves as the mother. Par-
ents’ mean age was 35.2 years (SD = 5.0 years). Young children’s
mean age was 4.4 years (SD = 1.4 years) and 59.5% were boys.
Comparing post-treatment scores, parents receiving REDCHiP as
part of the active treatment condition reported a significant
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reduction in hypoglycemia fear (p = 0.04) compared to wait list
parents. Parents who received REDCHiP as part of the active
treatment condition also reported significant reductions in hypo-
glycemia fear and parenting stress (p’s<0.01) compared to their
pre-treatment levels after a three-month maintenance period. Fi-
nally, all parents receiving REDCHiP (n = 36) reported significant
reductions in hypoglycemia fear and parenting stress (p’s<0.001),
and in sensitivity analyses, we observed a significant reduction in
glycated hemoglobin (p < 0.05) among young children with pre-
treatment levels above 58 mmol/mol (>7.5%). Preliminary results
from our pilot trial of REDCHiP suggest that it may be feasible and
acceptable to reduce parent’s hypoglycemia fear via cognitive-
behavioral therapy and direct-to-home video-based telehealth.
A larger efficacy trial of REDCHiP is now underway to confirm
these preliminary results. This trial will recruit families from
multiple diabetes centers to enhance generalizability of the results
and to provide a platform for developing and testing novel strate-
gies to enhance future implementation of the REDCHiP interven-
tion and its direct-to-home video-based telehealth delivery method.

092 / #912

PARALLEL SESSION 17: SOCIAL MEDIA: IN THE SEA
OF VOICES – WHERE IS THE LIGHTHOUSE?

HARNESSING THE POWER OF SOCIAL MEDIA AND
PEER SUPPORT

K. Close

The diaTribe Foundation, N/a, San Francisco, United States of
America

Social media has become a powerful resource where people
with diabetes can access peer support, information, anecdotes,
and blogs written by the community for the community. The
stigma associated with diabetes remains a considerable burden
for many, and digital safe spaces must be available where people
with diabetes can express themselves and share experiences, gain
support and advice, and offer support to each other. In this talk, I
will present information about the power of social media, stories
of peer to peer empowerment, and resources to help people with
diabetes connect safely online.

098 / #919

PARALLEL SESSION 18: NUTRITION AND FOOD
TECHNOLOGIES

ISPY: NOVEL CARBOHYDRATE COUNTING
SMARTPHONE APP FOR YOUTH WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES

J. Alfonsi, M. Palmert

University of Toronto, Medicine, Toronto, Canada

Background: Accurate carbohydrate counting is an important
aspect of diabetes management, but it can be challenging. iSpy is
a novel mobile application designed to assist with carbohydrate
counting by using machine learning to identify foods through
images. Our objective was to evaluate iSpy’s usability and po-
tential impact on carbohydrate counting accuracy. Methods: For
usability testing, three iterative cycles were conducted involving
a total of 16 individuals (aged 8.5-17.0 years) with type 1 dia-

betes. Participants used iSpy to complete tasks while thinking
aloud. Errors were noted, acceptability was assessed, and re-
finements were made before moving on to the next cycle. Next,
iSpy was evaluated in a pilot randomized controlled trial with 22
iSpy users and 22 usual care controls aged 10-17 years. Primary
outcome was change in carbohydrate counting ability over 3
months. Secondary outcomes included engagement, acceptabil-
ity, and change in HbA1c level. Results: After 3 cycles of us-
ability testing, no errors occurred that prevented a user from
completing a task. For the pilot RCT, use of iSpy was associated
with improved carbohydrate counting accuracy (total grams per
meal, P = .008), reduced frequency of individual counting errors
greater than 10 g (P = .047), and lower HbA1c levels (P = .03).
Qualitative interviews and acceptability scale scores were posi-
tive. No major technical challenges occurred. Moreover, 43% (9/
21) of iSpy participants were still engaged, with usage at least
once every 2 weeks, at the end of the study. Conclusions: Our
results provide evidence of efficacy and acceptability of a novel
carbohydrate counting application, supporting the advancement
of digital health apps for diabetes care among youth with type 1
diabetes. Further testing is needed, but iSpy may be a useful
adjunct to traditional diabetes management.

099 / #920

PARALLEL SESSION 18: NUTRITION AND FOOD
TECHNOLOGIES

COMPARISON OF NOVEL AND TRADITIONAL
DIETARY ASSESSMENT METHODS IN DIABETES
PATIENTS

M. Vasiloglou

University of Bern, Artorg Center For Biomedical Engineering
Research, Bern, Switzerland

Accurate estimation of carbohydrates as well as other nutrients,
are beneficial in the management of diabetes mellitus, leading to
improved glycemic control and balanced dietary patterns. This
presentation includes an overview of studies that compare con-
ventional versus innovative dietary assessment methods and dis-
cusses the challenges of both categories. Various conventional
dietary assessment methods exist (e.g. 24-h food recall, food fre-
quency questionnaires) which aim at measuring dietary intake.
However, existing methods encounter different drawbacks such as
lack of precision, inaccuracy in portion size estimation and non-
real-time feedback. Innovative methods of dietary assessment that
have been introduced will be presented, with a focus on image-
based apps which use food photos/videos as an input and ,via ar-
tificial intelligence, translate them into nutrients. Finally, based on
international surveys, the preferences, criteria and barriers related
to recommendation or usage of nutrition apps from the perspective
of healthcare professionals and end-users will be presented.

101 / #922

PARALLEL SESSION 19: DIABETES TECHNOLOGIES
IN INDIA

USING CGM IN ROUTINE CLINICAL PRACTICE IN
INDIA PARTICULARLY FOR TYPE 2 DIABETES

B. Makkar
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Dr Makkar’s Diabetes and Obesity Centre, Diabetes And
Obesity, DELHI, India

Diabetes in India, with estimated prevalence of 10.4% in
adults, affects more than 77million persons. Type 2 diabe-
tes(T2DM) accounts for almost 97% of total diabetes burden.
Despite substantial advances in diabetes monitoring and thera-
peutics, glycemic control remains suboptimal with only about 1/
3rd patients achieving A1c levels below 7%. Hyperglycemia,
hypoglycemia as well as glycemic variability(GV) have been
shown to increase risk of complications and mortality. SMBG,
the most common tool for home blood glucose monitoring, and
A1c a gold standard for assessing overall glucose control, do not
provide key information about intraday and day-to-day glucose
variability and fail to identify hypos. CGM has emerged as an
important tool in identifying ongoing continuous variations in
glucose levels and identifying hypoglycemia, especially noc-
turnal hypos. Increased GV has emerged as a strong predictor of
hypoglycemia and poor glycemic control. GV induces oxidative
stress, inflammation and endothelial dysfunction, which lead to
long term complications of diabetes. Though role of CGM in
type 1 diabetes patients on MDI is undisputed, studies have also
shown its importance in T2DM patients on insulin or oral hy-
poglycemic agents. However, CGM is used infrequently in
T2DM patients in routine clinical practice in India. Despite
limited data available, studies in T2DM have reported usefulness
of CGM in identifying postprandial glucose excursions and GV,
nocturnal and early morning hypos, hypoglycemia unawareness,
which helps in making therapeutic decisions to improve gly-
cemic control. Further, CGM helps in evaluating response to
lifestyle/therapeutic interventions and is an effective motiva-
tional/educational device in poorly controlled diabetes patients.

102 / #923

PARALLEL SESSION 19: DIABETES TECHNOLOGIES
IN INDIA

TIME IN RANGE: HOW TO MEASURE ITS
PRACTICAL APPLICATION IN CLINICAL DECISION
MAKING

M. Chawla

LINA DIABETES CARE AND MUMBAI DIABETES
RESEARCH CENTRE, Diabetology, MUMBAI, India

Background and Aims: Time in Range (TIR), an evolving
metric in monitoring of blood glucose overcomes limitations of
HbA1c as it determines not only glycemic variability but also
overall glycemic control and is increasingly accepted globally.
Methods: TIR which refers to the time spent by an individual
with diabetes within a recommended blood glucose range over a
24-hour duration is usually derived by continuous glucose
monitoring (CGM) methods or through frequent SMBG. ATTD
2019 released recommendations for TIR metrics for people with
diabetes and the different types of the same. There are various
practical applications for TIR in clinical practice. Results:
Commonly, TIR metrics focus on time in range (TIR), time
above range (TAR), and time below range (TBR). There is
growing evidence of association between TIR and micro and
macrovascular complications of diabetes; an inverse relation
between increasing TIR and decreasing HbA1c also exists. The
TIR and TAR allow clinicians and patients alike to identify the

time spent within and above acceptable blood glucose range,
respectively and make adjustments to therapy and lifestyle in
terms of dietary intake and physical activity at the specific time
points within the 24-h period to improve the metrics. TBR is an
important tool in identifying the duration spent in the hypogly-
cemic range and a means to address the biggest limitation in
achieving tight glycaemic control. Conclusions: TIR metrics are
a simple and effective means of communication between the
clinician and patient towards improving metabolic control and
sets clear, understandable targets for patients to achieve.
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PARALLEL SESSION 19: DIABETES TECHNOLOGIES
IN INDIA

USING TELEMEDICINE AND REMOTE MONITORING
FOR DIABETES DURING COVID-19: THE INDIAN
EXPERIENCE

J. Kesavadev

Jothydev’s Diabetes Research Center, Diabetes, Trivandrum,
India

Covid-19 pandemic has been a new experience where physi-
cians & scientists, experimented with already existing therapies
& technologies in various permutations and combinations. Over
the past 1 year, at least 20% of those experiments provided
fruitful results worthy enough to fight a pandemic which is un-
likely to settle soon. Our center in Kerala,South India, has been in
the forefront of using technologies in diabetes- tele-
medicine (TM) and remote monitoring (Diabetes Tele Manage-
ment System- DTMS�) since 1997. Recent advancements such
as bluetooth enabled glucometers, Guardian Connect, Libre etc.,
were incorporated whenever indicated. Since more than 20,000
of our patients were already familiar with TM before lockdown,
we organized multiple Zoom webinars on advices on necessity to
urgently reach customized treatment targets. Option for Virtual
Covid IP was also provided to registered patients who contracted
Covid. Virtual Covid IP involved dedicated WhatsApp groups
with patient, family members and a team of 3 doctors, 4 nurses, 2
diabetes educators and 2 dietitians ensuring 24*7 care, every 2–
3-hour remote monitoring of temperature, glucose, blood pres-
sure, respiratory rate and pulse rate. Remote glucose monitoring
with CGM was initiated if required with training via WhatsApp
video. Blood glucose has been now recommended as the fifth
vital sign. The use of TM and remote monitoring for diabetes as
well as for Covid has been found to result in 90.9% success with a
substantial 85% adopting this technology post Covid when
compared to 60% pre Covid. User friendly cost effective diabetes
technolgies are under utilised in India. If Covid is facilitiating a
transformation, it might save millions.

106 / #927

PARALLEL SESSION 21: NEW INSULINS:
FORESEEABLE IMPACT ON DIABETES THERAPY

ONCE WEEKLY INSULINS

J.H. Devries
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Amsterdam University Medical Centers, Internal Medicine,
Amsterdam, Netherlands

One hundred years after the first commercialization of insulin,
once-weekly insulins represent the latest development in this
field. Advanced prolongation mechanisms have been employed
to enable once-weekly dosing. This presentation will highlight
the pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic and clinical data of
once-weekly insulins disclosed so far.
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PARALLEL SESSION 21: NEW INSULINS:
FORESEEABLE IMPACT ON DIABETES THERAPY

SMART INSULINS

T. Heise

Profil, -, Neuss, Germany

‘‘Smart’’ or glucose-responsive insulins (GRIs) that only act
when blood glucose levels are high safely avoiding hypogly-
caemia are considered as the "holy grail" of insulin therapy. First
concepts for such an insulin had already been published in the
1970ies, but to date only one clinical trial with a GRI has been
published and this development was stopped. On the hand, nu-
merous publications and patent applications have presented
concepts and designs of GRIs, often with proof-of-concept data
in (mostly small) animals. The presentation will explain the
various challenges GRIs are facing including, but not limited to,
a high affinity and selectivity of the glucose-sensing moiety, a
very fast activation and inactivation of insulin to avoid both
hyperglycaemia and hypoglycaemia, and toxicity and stability
issues. The pros and cons of various developments trying to
overcome these challenges will be discussed. Finally, it will be
discussed how GRIs might change insulin therapy. While the
ideal GRI would allow coverage of both basal and prandial
glucose needs, first developments might still need to be com-
bined with other glucose-lowering agents.
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PARALLEL SESSION 21: NEW INSULINS:
FORESEEABLE IMPACT ON DIABETES THERAPY

ORAL INSULIN

E. Zijlstra

Profil, Research, Neuss, Germany

In 1923, shortly after Frederick Banting & Charles Best dis-
covered insulin, the first experiments with orally administered
insulin were conducted. Fast forward, almost 100 years later, no
insulin pill or tablet is commercially available. Despite the lack of
success in developing an oral insulin, an oral insulin replacement
therapy remains a very appealing alternative to subcutaneous
injections for many patients with diabetes. To apply insulin
without skin injury and to benefit from a more physiological
provision of insulin are the main reasons triggering the continuous
search for an oral insulin formulation. Most oral formulations are
designed to protect against insulin degradation in the gastroin-
testinal tract and to enhance insulin absorption into the circula-

tion. Insulin absorption via the oral route is fast and most
developments have therefore focussed on providing mealtime
insulin coverage. Food intake together or shortly after oral insulin
administration can however significantly reduce the amount of
insulin that can be absorbed via the stomach and intestine. An oral
basal insulin formulation demonstrated promising results in pa-
tients with type 2 diabetes. The oral basal insulin achieved similar
reductions in glucose control as insulin glargine over 8 weeks of
treatment. However, as the amount of insulin required to see a
glucose lowering effect is very large, the development was dis-
continued. To continue the search for an oral insulin, techno-
logical advances to increase insulin absorption from the
gastrointestinal tract are needed. Nanotechnology and ingestible
insulin application systems are amongst newly proposed ideas
that may provide an oral insulin delivery platform in the future.

114 / #934

PARALLEL SESSION 22: CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE
SENSORS IN PATIENTS USING MDI

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ISCGM: COMPARISON OF
DATA FROM RCTS AND ROUTINE-USE

E. Wilmot1,2

1Royal Derby Hospital, University Hospitals of Derby and
Burton NHS Trust, Diabetes & Endocrinololgy, Derby, United
Kingdom, 2University of Nottingham, Division Of Medical
Sciences, Nottingham, United Kingdom

For decades finger prick self-monitoring of blood glucose
(SMBG) has been the cornerstone of diabetes self-management,
with the expectation that people with diabetes undertake SMBG
at multiple points across the day to inform treatment decisions.
Intermittently scanned continuous glucose monitoring (isCGM)
has more recently become established as an alternative to finger
prick SMBG. Individuals wear a sensor on the arm which is
scanned with a reader, allowing the user to visualise the glucose
information. This contrasts to real time CGM systems which
allow direct visualisation of the data without the need to scan.
Early randomised controlled trials highlighted the ability of
isCGM to reduce hypoglycaemia in people living with Type 1
diabetes and Type 2 diabetes. The uptake of isCGM has since
risen exponentially, largely replacing finger prick SMBG for
many individuals living with diabetes. The latest generation of
isCGM is now available with the additional benefit of optional
alarms. A range of randomised controlled trials and real-world
studies have been undertaken to explore the potential clinical
benefits of the different generations of isCGM on outcomes,
including HbA1c, hypoglycaemia and patient related outcome
measures. This lecture will aim to review these studies and
compare the findings of the randomised controlled trials with
those of the published real-world data.

115 / #935

PARALLEL SESSION 22: CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE
SENSORS IN PATIENTS USING MDI

CGM DERIVED DATA IN ELDERLY PWD TREATED
BY MDI

E. Toschi1,2
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1Joslin Diabetes Center, Director Of Young Adult Program,
Boston, United States of America, 2Joslin Diabetes Center,
Joslin Diabetes Technology Program, Boston, United States of
America

Elderly persons with type 1 (PwT1D) or type 2 diabetes
(PwT2D) on insulin therapy are at a high risk of hypoglycemia
and its poor consequences. The current guidelines for elderly
PwD recommend less stringent hemoglobin A1c (A1C) targets to
mitigate hypoglycemia. Recently, continuous glucose monitor-
ing (CGM) has provided a better tool to capture glucose average,
glucose variability (coefficient of variation (CV%), and time
spent in hypoglycemia (time below range (TBR), compared with
A1C. In elderly PwT1D, CGM-derived metrics as CV £36% are
associated with less TBR and more time in range (TIR), while
CV% >36% is associated with less TBR, despite similar A1C
levels. Moreover, in elderly PwT1D, personal CGM use, inde-
pendent of insulin administration method – insulin pump or
multiple daily injections (MDI) – is associated with less TBR
and lower CV. Furthermore, in elderly PwT1D, GMI differ from
A1C much more than in the general population. When HbA1c >
GMI by >0.5%, the difference is associated with greater TBR,
while a GMI > HbA1c by >0.5% is associated with higher time
above range (TAR). This data highlight the importance of GMI
for capturing TBR and TAR, compared to A1C in this vulnerable
population. Thus far, CGM-derived metrics in elderly PwT2D on
MDI are scant, however we foresee that CGM-derived data will
provide similar insight into glycemic control. Therefore, in el-
derly PwD on MDI, compared to A1C, CGM-derived metrics as
CV% and GMI help to identify individuals at higher risk for
hypoglycemia and to develop more personalized diabetes man-
agement plans.
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PARALLEL SESSION 23: ISPAD

COVID-19 OUTBREAK AND PEDIATRIC DIABETES

C. De Beaufort

Centre Hospitalier Luxembourg, Deccp, Luxembourg, Luxembourg

Since early 2020 the COVID-19 pandemic has evolved into a
global health and economic crisis. Morbidity and mortality is
greatest in the elderly but more recent evidence suggests children
become infected at similar or even higher rates. The younger
population have no or mild symptoms and as such few children
with COVID-19 have sought medical attention. The impact of the
pandemic on children with chronic conditions such as diabetes
however is large. Several major problems have been identified:
Changes in access to care, either due to overstretched clinics or
due to anxiety to access clinics has led to an increase in diabetes
ketoacidosis (DKA) and a delay in diagnosis with a more severe
onset. Although rare, a small number of children with type 1
diabetes and COVID-19 infection required intensive care treat-
ment Delivery of essential drugs and essential material for dia-
betes management has been delayed or been impossible, putting
lives of persons with diabetes at risk. The virus itself may cause or
facilitate the development of type 1 diabetes Lockdown measures
to contain the spread of the virus have a huge psychological im-
pact on all age groups, but certainly on the adolescents and young
adults. Despite many challenges, the pandemic has also lead to
positive developments including increased use of telemedecine
and of diabetes technology. It is vital to continue to monitor the
impact of the pandemic on persons with diabetes and diabetes care
through registries and survey, without exclusion of any age group.
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ATTD 2021 Oral Abstract Presentations

O001 / #38

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

DEVELOPING A NOVEL INTRAVENOUS
AUTOMATED INSULIN DELIVERY SYSTEM. AN IN-
SILICO STUDY CHARACTERIZING THE GLUCOSE
MEASUREMENT EFFECT ON THE SYSTEM’S
PERFORMANCE

A. Tarniceriu1, L. Desborough2, C. Ziemba1,
B. Schär1, R. Mathys1

1Securecell AG, -, Urdorf, Switzerland, 2Nudge BG Inc., -,
Thousand Oaks, United States of America

Background and Aims: We are developing a blood glucose
control technology based on intravenous (IV) blood sampling
and delivery of insulin. A wearable device photometrically
measures glucose in IV blood samples and delivers insulin via
the same IV path. This removes the time lag between the inter-
stitial and blood compartments associated to subcutaneous
technologies and ensures faster insulin action. In turn, this fa-
cilitates blood glucose control without prior meal or activity
information. As the performance of the automated glucose
measurement is a critical component of automated insulin de-
livery (AID) systems, we evaluate the effect of measurement
delay and error on the time-in-range and time-below-range for
type 1 diabetes in-silico subjects.

Methods: Glucose profiles for in-silico type 1 diabetes sub-
jects are simulated using the UVa/Padova T1DMS model
(33 subjects) and the NudgeBG model (1000 subjects, including
the effect of unmeasured sources of variation such as stress and
exercise). The simulated time for each subject is two days, in-
volving four unannounced meals/day (20–70 grams of carbo-
hydrates/meal). The control interval is 15 minutes. Time in the
narrow glycemic range (70–140 mg/dl) and time below range
(<70 mg/dl) are computed for measurement delays up to 20
minutes and measurement errors up to 35%.

Results: UVa/Padova T1DMS model: udgeBG model:
Conclusions: As the measurement delay increases, the time-

in-range decreases. Because IV sampling eliminates the lag be-
tween venous and interstitial compartments, it reduces the
overall delay, leading to higher performance. The time-in-range
is less sensitive to the measurement error, but the high accuracy
of the photometric method ensures lower hypoglycemia risks.

O002 / #80

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF THE
MINIMEDTM 780G SYSTEM VERSUS MULTIPLE
DAILY INJECTIONS WITH INTERMITTENTLY
SCANNED CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING IN
INDIVIDUALS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES IN AUSTRIA

O. Cohen1, A.Z. Ozdemir Saltik2, M.I. Buompensiere2,
E. Walter3

1Medtronic International Trading Sarl, Medical Affairs,
Tolochenaz, Switzerland, 2Medtronic International Trading
Sarl, Health Economics, Tolochenaz, Switzerland, 3IPF GmbH
Institute for Pharmaeconomic Research, Health Economics,
Vienna, Austria

Background and Aims: This study assessed the long-term
cost-effectiveness of the MiniMedTM 780G system versus Mul-
tiple Daily Injections (MDI) with intermittently scanned con-
tinuous glucose monitoring (isCGM) in people with type 1
diabetes (T1D) in Austria.

Methods: The IQVIA-CORE-Diabetes-Model was used to
perform cost-effectiveness analysis over simulated patient life-
time. Clinical data were derived from the MiniMedTM 780G
system pivotal clinical study1,2, the isCGM prospective observa-
tional real-world cohort study (FUTURE)3, and the European se-
vere hypoglycaemia event rates (SHE) study4. For the former,
assumptions for HbA1c reduction, given an 8.0% (63.9 mmol/mol)
level at baseline, were 0.8% with MiniMedTM 780G system and
0% with isCGM. For the latter, assumptions requiring medical
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assistance for SH were 0 vs 0.25 per patient-year for the Mini-
MedTM 780G system versus isCGM. Cost data, expressed in 2020
Euros, were obtained from published sources and represented
Austrian reimbursement prices. Societal perspective was used.

Results: The MiniMedTM 780G system was associated with a
quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) gain of 2.09 but higher overall
costs versus MDI+isCGM, leading to an incremental cost-ef-
fectiveness ratio (ICER) of e24475 per QALY-gained. Mini-
MedTM 780G system use resulted in a lower cumulative
incidence of diabetes-related complications. Higher acquisition
costs were partially offset by reduced complications costs. Ex-
tensive sensitivity analysis on key drivers confirmed the ro-
bustness of results.

Conclusions: Compared to MDI–isCGM, MiniMed� 780G
therapy was associated with clinical benefits and QALY im-
provements in patients with T1D in Austria. At a willingness-to-
pay threshold of e28000 per QALY-gained, the system likely
represents a cost-effective treatment option.

O003 / #91

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

PERFORMANCE OF OMNIPOD� 5 AUTOMATED
INSULIN DELIVERY SYSTEM AT SPECIFIC GLUCOSE
TARGETS FROM 110–150MG/DL OVER THREE
MONTHS IN ADULTS AND ADOLESCENTS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES

B. Bode1, C. Levy2, S. Brown3, A. Carlson4, V. Shah5,
J. Pinsker6, A. Bhargava7, S. Mehta8, L. Laffel8, T. Jones9,
G. Aleppo10, G. Forlenza5, T. Ly11

1Atlanta Diabetes Association, Ceo President, Atlanta, United
States of America, 2Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai,
Medicine, New York, United States of America, 3University of
Virginia, Division Of Endocrinology, Charlottesville, United
States of America, 4Park Nicollet, HealthPartners,
International Diabetes Center, Minneapolis, United States of
America, 5University of Colorado, Barbara Davis Center For
Diabetes, Aurora, United States of America, 6Sansum Diabetes
Research Institute, Clinical Research, Santa Barbara, United
States of America, 7Iowa Diabetes Research, Research, West
Des Moines, United States of America, 8Harvard Medical
School, Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, United States of
America, 9East Coast Institute for Research at The Jones
Center, Research, Macon, United States of America,
10Northwestern University, Feinberg School Of Medicine,
Chicago, United States of America, 11Insulet Corporation,
Clinical Affairs, Acton, United States of America

Background and Aims: Insulin therapy should be individu-
alized to reflect patients’ unique treatment goals. The Omnipod 5
System provides novel full on-body hybrid closed-loop (HCL)
control with customizable glucose targets from 110–150mg/dL
(6.1–8.3mmol/L). This analysis aimed to assess system perfor-
mance at varying glucose targets during the 3-month pivotal
study in adults and adolescents.

Methods: Participants aged 14–70y with T1D‡6 months and
A1C<10% used the HCL system for 3 months at home after a 14-
day run-in phase of their standard therapy (ST). Participants
selected glucose targets from 110–150mg/dL (6.1–8.3mmol/L)
in 10mg/dL (0.6mmol/L) increments in a daily profile with up to
8 segments. Primary safety and efficacy endpoints, respectively,
were occurrence of severe hypoglycemia (SH) and diabetic ke-
toacidosis (DKA), and sensor glucose percent time in target
range (TIR) (70–180mg/dL, 3.9–10.0mmol/L) during HCL at
each glucose target compared with ST.

Results: Participants (N = 128) were aged (mean–SD)
37 – 14y with T1D duration 18 – 12y and baseline A1C 7.2 –
0.9% (range 5.2–9.8%). TIR improved during the HCL phase for
most targets, with reductions in time below range (TBR <70 and
<54mg/dL [<3.9 and <3.0mmol/L]) (Table). There were 2 epi-
sodes of SH (both following user-initiated boluses), and no ep-
isodes of DKA reported.

Conclusions: The Omnipod 5 System was safely used by a
large cohort of adults and adolescents with T1D at glucose tar-
gets from 110–150mg/dL (6.1–8.3mmol/L). Optimal results
were seen using 110mg/dL (6.1mmol/L) as target, with 75.6%
TIR and minimal TBR. Most (92%) participants completing the
pivotal study opted to continue using the system in an extension
phase. Omnipod 5 Study Group as an author.

O004 / #93

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

PERFORMANCE OF OMNIPOD� 5 AUTOMATED
INSULIN DELIVERY SYSTEM AT SPECIFIC GLUCOSE
TARGETS FROM 110–150MG/DL OVER THREE
MONTHS IN CHILDREN WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES
(T1D)

J. Sherr1, G. Forlenza2, B. Buckingham3, A. Criego4,
D. Hansen5, B. Bode6, S. Brown7, S. Macleish8, J. Pinsker9,
D. Desalvo10, S. Mehta11, L. Laffel11, A. Bhargava12, T. Ly13

1Yale School of Medicine, Department Of Pediatrics,
Connecticut, United States of America, 2University of Colorado,
Barbara Davis Center For Diabetes, Aurora, United States of
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America, 3Stanford University, Pediatric Endocrinology, Palo
Alto, United States of America, 4International Diabetes
Center/Park Nicollett, Pediatric Endocrine, Minneapolis,
United States of America, 5SUNY Upstate Medical Center,
Pediatrics, Syracuse, United States of America, 6Atlanta
Diabetes Associates, Endocrinology, Atlanta, United States of
America, 7University of Virginia, Division Of Endocrinology,
Charlottesville, United States of America, 8University Hospitals
Cleveland Medical Centre, Rainbow Babies and Children’s
Hospital, Pediatrics, Cleveland, United States of America,
9Sansum Diabetes Research Institute, Clinical Research, Santa
Barbara, United States of America, 10Baylor College of
Medicine, Pediatric Diabetes And Endocrinology, Houston,
United States of America, 11Harvard Medical School, Joslin
Diabetes Center, Boston, United States of America, 12Iowa
Diabetes Research, Research, West Des Moines, United States
of America, 13Insulet Corporation, Clinical Affairs, Acton,
United States of America

Background and Aims: Insulin therapy should be individu-
alized for patients’ unique treatment goals. The Omnipod 5
System provides novel full on-body hybrid closed-loop (HCL)
control with customizable glucose targets from 110–150mg/dL
(6.1–8.3mmol/L). This analysis aimed to assess system perfor-
mance at varying glucose targets during the 3-month pivotal
study in children.

Methods: Participants aged 6–13.9y with T1D‡6 months and
A1C<10% used the HCL system for 3 months at home after a 14-
day run-in phase of their standard therapy (ST). Participants
(or caregivers) selected glucose targets from 110–150mg/dL
(6.1–8.3mmol/L) in 10mg/dL (0.6mmol/L) increments which
could vary by time of day. Primary safety and efficacy endpoints,
respectively, were occurrence of severe hypoglycemia (SH) and
diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA), and sensor glucose percent time in
target range (TIR) (70–180mg/dL, 3.9–10.0mmol/L) during
HCL at each glucose target compared with ST.

Results: Participants (N = 112) were aged (mean–SD)
10.3 – 2.2y with T1D duration 4.7 – 2.6y and baseline A1C
7.7 – 0.9% (range 5.8–10.3%). TIR improved during the HCL
phase for most targets, while time below range (TBR <70 and
<54mg/dL [<3.9 and <3.0mmol/L]) remained low (Table). There
was 1 SH episode (delayed eating after pre-meal bolus) and 1
DKA episode (suspected failed pump site) reported.

Conclusions: The Omnipod 5 System was safely used by a
large cohort of children with T1D at glucose targets from 110–
150mg/dL (6.1–8.3mmol/L). Optimal results were seen using
110mg/dL (6.1mmol/L) as target, with 68.4% TIR and minimal
TBR. Most (99%) participants completing the pivotal study op-
ted to continue using the system in an extension phase. Omnipod
5 Study Group as an author.

O005 / #127

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

INSIGHTS INTO DO-IT-YOURSELF ARTIFICIAL
PANCREAS SYSTEM USER EXPECTATIONS AND
CONCERNS PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT: INTERIM
ANALYSIS

T. Crabtree1,2,3, A. Mclay4, A. Maslen5, E. Wilmot1

1Royal Derby Hospital, University Hospitals of Derby and
Burton NHS Trust, Diabetes & Endocrinololgy, Derby, United
Kingdom, 2University of Nottingham, School Of Health
Sciences, Derby, United Kingdom, 3Sandwell and West
Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust, Diabetes & Endocrinology,
Birmingham, United Kingdom, 4DIY APS Community, -, Derby,
United Kingdom, 5The Royal Bournemouth & Christchurch
Hospitals NHS Trust, The Royal Bournemouth Hospital,
Bournemouth, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: There are a growing number of Do-
It-Yourself Artificial Pancreas Systems in the UK. These systems
are unregulated and unapproved: exploring the perceived bene-
fits, concerns and expectations of people with diabetes prior to
using DIY APS; specifically the perceived response of their
healthcare teams and any potential safety concerns is important.

Methods: A healthcare professional (HCP) and DIY-APS
community collaborativley designed survey was distributed to
users during UK ‘‘build sessions’’.

Results: Twenty-seven responses were received (100% re-
turn) from two ‘‘build sessions’’. Over half (59.3%,16/27) were
female, mean age 35.7years (18.5%, 5/27), median diabetes
duration 23 years (IQR 11.3–30.0) and median duration of pump
therapy 60months (IQR 30-109). Almost all (25/27) pumps were
NHS-funded. Half (51.9%, 14/27) were using FreeStyle Libre
(FSL) +MiaoMiao, only 2 FSL were not NHS-funded. Important
driving factors were ‘‘reduced time spent thinking about diabe-
tes’’ (81.5%,22/27); improved glycaemic control (63%, 17/27)
and reducing future complications (63%, 17/27). On a 7-point
Likert (1 = Very concerned), 5/27 (18.5%) users were at least
somewhat (<4) concerned about both a negative HCP response or
decreased NHS support. Concerns around safety (2/27, 7.4%) or
lack of regulation (1/17, 3.7%) were less common. Even so, 74%
(20/27) had informed their HCPs that they were planning to start
DIY APS, one of which was perceived as unsupportive.

Conclusions: Perceived potential benefits outweigh regula-
tory or safety concerns. Users have concerns about the impact on
their relationships with HCPs. This survey provides novel in-
sights into user expectations prior to commencing DIY-APS and
highlights the ongoing ethical challenges for users and HCPs
alike.

O006 / #157

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF THE
MINIMED� 670G SYSTEM VERSUS MULTIPLE DAILY
INJECTIONS WITH INTERMITTENTLY SCANNED
CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING IN
INDIVIDUALS WITH TYPE1 DIABETES IN THE
NETHERLANDS

E. Serné1, S. Roze2, M.I. Buompensiere3, H. De Valk4
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1Amsterdam UMC, Internal Medicine, Amsterdam,
Netherlands, 2Vyoo Agency, Health Economist, Villeurbanne,
France, 3Medtronic International Trading Sarl, Health
Economics, Tolochenaz, Switzerland, 4University Medical
Center, Internal Medicine, Utrecht, Netherlands

Background and Aims: This study assessed the long-term
cost-effectiveness of the MiniMedTM 670G system versus Mul-
tiple Daily Injections (MDI) with intermittently scanned con-
tinuous glucose monitoring (isCGM) in people with type 1
diabetes (T1D) and baseline HbA1c < 8% in the Netherlands.

Methods: The IQVIA-CORE-Diabetes-Model was used to
perform cost-effectiveness analysis over patient lifetime. Clin-
ical data were derived from the retrospective Akturk study1 and
the prospective observational real-world cohort study (FU-
TURE)2. MiniMedTM 670G system use was associated with a
reduction in HbA1c of 0.4%, from 7.8% (61.7 mmol/mol) at
baseline to 7.4% (57.4 mmol/mol) at the end of the study1;
isCGM use was associated with a reduction in HbA1c of 0%2.
Severe hypoglycemic events requiring medical assistance were 0
vs 0.639 per patient-year for the MiniMedTM 670G system versus
the MDI+isCGM system, respectively. Cost data, expressed in
2020 Euros, were obtained from published sources and Dutch
reimbursement prices. Societal perspective was used.

Results: The MiniMedTM 670G system was associated with a
quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) gain of 2.23 with higher
overall costs versus MDI+isCGM, leading to an incremental
cost-effectiveness ratio of e6133 per QALY-gained. MiniMedTM

670G system use resulted in a lower cumulative incidence of
diabetes-related complications. Higher acquisition costs were
partially offset by reduced complications costs. Extensive sen-
sitivity analysis on key drivers confirmed the robustness and the
transferability of the results to future developments of the
system.

Conclusions: At a willingness-to-pay threshold of e80000 per
QALY-gained, the MiniMed� 670G system likely represents a
cost-effective option in people with T1D in the Netherlands.

O007 / #179

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

SIMULTANEOUS COMPARISON OF BASAL-RATE
ADAPTIONS SUGGESTED BY AN OPEN-SOURCE
ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS SYSTEM WITH ACTUAL
BASAL-RATE DELIVERY OF AN APPROVED HYBRID
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM

A. Melmer1, J. Künzler1, T. Zueger1, D. Lewis2, S. Leibrand2,
C. Stettler1, M. Laimer1

1Inselspital, Bern University Hospital and University of Bern,
Department Of Diabetes, Endocrinology, Nutritional Medicine
And Metabolism, Bern, Switzerland, 2OpenAPS.org, Openaps,
Seattle, United States of America

Background and Aims: Open-source artificial pancreas
systems (openAPS) autonomously adapt insulin delivery in order
to achieve and maintain euglycemia. OpenAPS has not been
approved for human use. We compared suggested adaptions and
delivery of basal-rate doses of an openAPS with actual adaptions

and delivery of the Medtronic 670G closed loop system
(M670G). Both systems were simultaneously active.

Methods: Seven participants using M670G completed the
study. Each participant carried a separated openAPS in close
distance, which was filled with saline for a maximum duraton of
seven days. Both systems simultaneously received independent
CGM glucose measurements (Guardian Sensor 3 for M670G and
Dexcom G6 glucose sensor for openAPS).

Results: OpenAPS and M670G were simultaneously active
for 546.7 hours. CGM measurements matched in 92.59%. De-
cision to increase or decrease current basal-rate doses were
consistent in 83.87% of all time-points among both systems.
OpenAPS delivered higher basal rate doses compared to M670G
during daytime (from 06:00 to 23:59h; 25.31 – 16.71 IU vs.
14.70 – 10.92 IU; p = 0.033), nighttime (from 24:00 to 5:59h;
12.08 – 4.95 IU vs. 6.82 – 4.51 IU; p < 0.001), euglycemia
(CGM-glucose 4.0-10.0 mmol/L; 29.50 – 20.95 IU vs.
15.94 – 11.49 IU; p < 0.001), and hyperglycemia (CGM-glucose
>10.0 mmol/L; 3.51 – 4.26 IU vs. 1.45 – 1.71 IU; p = 0.002) but
similar doses during hypoglycemia (CGM-glucose <4.0 mmol/L;
0.32 – 0.41 IU vs. 0.03 – 0.06 IU; p = 0.077).

Conclusions: Decision to increase or decrease current basal
rate doses were similar in openAPS and M670G. In general,
openAPS delivered higher basal rate doses as compared to
M670G, except during hypoglycemia.

O008 / #282

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

OPTIMIZING FORMULAS FOR BASAL, CARB RATIO
AND SENSITIVITY FACTOR FOR PREDICTIVE
CONTROLLERS: LESSONS LEARNED FROM LOOP

R. Lal1,2, A. Quinlan1, L. Desborough3, E. Nykaza4

1Stanford University, Stanford Diabetes Research Center,
Stanford, United States of America, 2Stanford University,
Division Of Endocrinology, Department Of Pediatrics &
Medicine, Stanford, United States of America, 3Nudge BG Inc.,
-, Thousand Oaks, United States of America, 4Tidepool, Data
Science, Palo Alto, United States of America

Background and Aims: Rather than utilizing user-entered
settings, prediction-based commercial automated insulin deliv-
ery (AID) systems calculate internal representations of basal,
carbohydrate-to-insulin (CIR) ratio and/or insulin sensitivity
factor (ISF) to generate estimates of future glucose. Frequently
simple formulas are used that incorporate a proportionality
constant and total daily dose (TDD), total daily basal or weight.
In contrast, the open-source AID system Loop relies on the set-
tings provided by users and healthcare providers. We attempt to
optimize the formulas used for basal, CIR and ISF based on data
from Loop users.

Methods: Utilizing data from the Loop observational study
we define an ‘‘aspirational’’ cohort of individuals who provide
complete data (390% CGM availability), meeting the standard
international consensus on Time in Range clinical targets, no
time below 40mg/dL and normal BMI. We then perform fitting to
the traditional equation forms utilizing TDD and test additional
forms that also include age, BMI and average daily carbohydrate
consumption to optimize fitting.

Results: 219/743 (29%) of Loop observational study partici-
pants who had settings data met inclusion criteria for the ‘‘as-
pirational’’ cohort. When fitted to TDD alone, basal and CIR
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tended to be more aggressive while ISF tended to be less ag-
gressive than the standard equations. Incorporating BMI, daily
carbohydrate consumption and total daily dose provided a sig-
nificantly better fit than did formulas using TDD alone.

Conclusions: The data provided in the Loop observational
study allows the creation of new formulas for basal, CIR and ISF
that can benefit all users of prediction-based AID.

O009 / #297

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

VIRTUAL TRAINING ON THE HYBRID CLOSE LOOP
SYSTEM IN PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES (T1D)
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC.

A.M. Gómez Medina, M. Rondon

Hospital Universitario San Ignacio, Endocrinology Unit,
Bogota, Colombia

Background and Aims: As a technology-focused diabetes
care center, we developed a virtual training program for patients
with type 1 diabetes (T1D) who were upgrading to the hybrid
closed-loop (HCL) system after mandatory isolation during the
COVID-19 pandemic. We aim to describe outcomes of a virtual
training program and compare the manual mode against the auto
mode feature.

Methods: A prospective observational cohort study. Patients
with diagnosis of T1D previously treated with multiple doses of
insulin (MDI) or sensor augmented pump therapy (SAP) who
were updating to Hybrid Close loop (HCL) system from March
to July 2020, were included. The education program consisted in
at least seven sessions according to baseline therapy. Virtual
training and follow-up were done through the Zoom video con-
ferencing application and Medtronic Carelink System version
3.1 software. Demographical, clinical and A1c data were col-
lected. CGM data such as TIR, time below range (TBR), time
above range (TAR) and coefficient of variation (%CV) after two
weeks using manual mode and the last two weeks in auto mode
were analyzed.

Results: 91 patients were included in the analysis. Mean TIR
achieved with manual mode was 77.3 – 11.3%. A significant
increase in TIR to 81.6% – 7.6% (p < 0.001) was described after
two weeks of auto mode use with a significant reduction in TBR
<70mg/dL from 2,7% – 2,28% to 1,83% – 1,67% (p < 0,001).
Reduction of glycemic variability was significant independent of
baseline therapy.

Conclusions: Virtual Training and follow-up through the
Carelink platform allows the achievement of adequate results
similar to face-to-face training.

O010 / #319

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

SWITCHING TO A NEW ADVANCED HYBRID
CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM: IMPROVED TIME IN
RANGE, SUSTAINED AUTO MODE AND BETTER
AVERAGE GLUCOSE LEVELS

H.-J. Aanstoot1, P. Winterdijk1, S. Bovenberg1, P. Dekker1,
M. De Vries1, T. Sas1,2, D. Mul1, I. Bliek1, S. Huijbers1,
M. Alkemade3, L. Olierook3, H. Veeze1

1Diabeter Nederland, Center For Pediatric And Adult Diabetes
Care And Research, Rotterdam, Netherlands, 2Erasmus
Medical Center, Paediatric Endocrinology, Rotterdam,
Netherlands, 3Medtronic, Diabetes Nederland, Heerlen,
Netherlands

Background and Aims: Outcome of type 1 diabetes (T1D)
can only be improved by further automation of insulin delivery.
As part of a real-life technical evaluation of a new advanced
hybrid closed-loop system, and in the middle of COVID-19
pandemic, we analyzed outcomes after 5 weeks of use.

Methods: Thirty-five T1D patients, who were already using a
Medtronic Minimed (MM)670G hybrid closed-loop in Auto
Mode for >3 months, were invited for real-life evaluation of the
MM780G advanced hybrid closed-loop system. Due to Covid-
19, education and change between systems were largely done by
remote video sessions. We used CareLink-generated reports to
compare the last week of 670G system use with the 5th week of
780G system use.

Results: Patients successfully completed education and
switched to SmartGuard (auto mode) after 48 hours. Average age
22 – 13 years (range: 7–49y), duration T1D 12 – 11y (range 0.7–
49y), HbA1c 6.8 – 0.4% (51 mmol/mol). Time In Range during
last week of 670G was 76 – 8% and improved to 84 – 6% with
780G use. Time Below Range was similar (2.6%). Time Above
Range decreased from 21% on 670G to 13% on 780G. Average
glucose improved from 9.2 – 1.4 mmol/l to 7.9 – 0.9 mmol/l for
780G use. Patients were in automatic modes (Auto Mode/
SmartGuard) for 74% (670G) and 96% (780G) of the time.

Conclusions: It is very feasible to switch from a MM670G to
an MM780G system in remote education sessions under COVID-
19 circumstances. A strong improvement of important gluco-
metric data was seen in a relatively short timeframe, even in a
selected group of patients with good baseline diabetes regulation.

O011 / #358

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

THE DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF AN AUTOMATIC
PRANDIAL INSULIN DOSING SYSTEM FOCUSED ON
SAFETY

J. Corbett, D. Lv, M. Breton

University of Virginia, Center For Diabetes Technology,
Charlottesville, United States of America

Background and Aims: We designed a safety-focused
methodology for automatically dosing prandial insulin by uti-
lizing a glycemic disturbance detector.

Methods: By using regularized deconvolution to solve for
unknown disturbances, we simulated how changes in insulin
doses would affect glycemia in a clinical dataset of 14 patients
over a month (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03859401). Our automatic
bolus strategy relied on an algorithm that determined the prob-
ability of glycemic disturbances requiring insulin to prevent
hyperglycemia. Percentages of the individual’s total daily insulin
(TDI) were delivered at different probability thresholds. After
injection, blood glucose was simulated for 120 minutes and the
number of hypoglycemic events was counted. We determined an
escalating dosing strategy based on what led to no more than one
additional hypoglycemic event per day. We then simulated the
dataset using automatic doses to augment or replace boluses in
the record.
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Results: From our criteria, we chose thresholds of 3%, 4%,
5%, 6%, and 9% TDI at probabilities of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9,
respectively. When the full dataset was simulated, there was an
increase of 0.88% percent time <70 mg/dL, a 2.85% increase in
percent time 70–140 mg/dL, a 2.09% increase in percent time
70–180 mg/dL, a reduction of 2.97% percent time >180 mg/dL,
and 1.47% less percent time >250 mg/dL when compared to the
observed hybrid closed-loop (HCL) data. Figure 1 - Number of
hypoglycemic events per day at different TDI percentages and
thresholds.

Conclusions: This automatic bolusing strategy increased eu-
glycemia and decreased hyperglycemia in simulation when
compared to HCL, while only increasing hypoglycemia slightly.

O012 / #494

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

REAL-WORLD OUTCOMES OF THE FIRST 1’000
USERS OF THE MINIMEDTM 780G SYSTEM

J. Da Silva1, A. Arrieta2, J. Castaneda2, B. Grosman3,
O. Cohen1

1Medtronic International Trading Sarl, Medical Affairs,
Tolochenaz, Switzerland, 2Medtronic, Bakken Research Center,
Maastricht, Netherlands, 3Medtronic, Diabetes, northridge,
United States of America

Background and Aims: The MiniMedTM 780G system
clinical trials demonstrated improved glycemic control of >70%
of time spent in target glucose range (70–180 mg/dL, TIR) and
HbA1c or Glucose Management Indicator (GMI) of <7%.1,2

Following introduction of the system in Europe, in October 2020,
real-world glycemic control outcomes were evaluated.

Methods: MiniMed� 780G system data from countries
having ‡50 users were uploaded voluntarily to CareLinkTM

Personal software from 05October2020- 11December2020 by
individuals providing consent, and analyzed. Mean sensor glu-
cose (SG), GMI, and percentage of time spent across SG ranges
and in closed loop (automated basal, at minimum) were deter-
mined for users having ‡10 days of SG data after initiating
MiniMed� 780G automated basal and correction boluses.

Results: Individuals (N = 1033) had a TIR of 76.8 – 9.1% and
SG of 142.6 – 14.3 mg/dL (7.9 mmol/L), corresponding to a GMI
of 6.7 – 0.3% (Figure). Time spent at <70 mg/dL and <54 mg/dL

was 2.7 – 2.3% and 0.6 – 0.9%, respectively, while time spent at
>180 mg/dL was 20.4 – 9.3%. The percentage of users achieving
a TIR >70% and a GMI <7.0% was 80.2% and 82.4%, respec-
tively. Time below ranges of <1% (for <54 mg/dL) and <4% (for
<70 mg/dL) were achieved by 74.8% of users, and while in
closed loop 92.7 – 10.8% of the time.

Conclusions: In this first analysis of real-world MiniMedTM

780G system data, most users achieved internationally re-
commended goals of glycemic control for TIR, TBR3 , and GMI.
These results are similar to those observed in the MiniMedTM

780G system clinical trials, supporting real-world reproducibil-
ity and providing evidence to the robustness of the algorithm.

O013 / #554

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

ATTD CONSENSUS TARGETS ARE ACHIEVABLE FOR
PRESCHOOLERS: HYBRID CLOSED LOOP USE IN
CHILDREN FROM 2–14 YEARS

T. Von Dem Berge1, K. Remus1, S. Biester1, F. Reschke1,
B. Klusmeier1, N. Pisarek1, K. Adolph1, O. Kordonouri1,
A. Thomas2, T. Danne1, T. Biester1

1Children’s Hospital AUF DER BULT, Pediatrics, Hannover,
Germany, 2Medtronic, Research And Development, Pirna,
Germany

Background and Aims: Currently, only one CE marked
systems with a hybrid automated insulin delivery (H-AID) is
available per prescription in Germany. It is not labelled for use in
preschoolers. The only technical limitation of this system
(Minimed670G) for small children is a daily use of 8 units of
insulin. ATTD consensus targets recommend a Time in Range
(TIR) of >70% and Time below Range <4% in all ages with T1D.

Methods: A two phase study of children aged 7–14 and <7
years was conducted at our center. All children received training
for the system and used it for 8 weeks in manual mode or 8 weeks
in auto mode, the order was randomly assigned. Primary out-
come parameter was the TIR 70–180%.

Results: 20 children from 2.5 to 6 years and 17 from 8–14
years completed the trial; younger group recruitment was stop-
ped preliminary by Covid19 pandemic. After 8 weeks of HCL,
TIR in 14day-profile was 70.7 % compared to 53.8% after PLGM
in the older group, HCL 73.9 % vs. PLGM 68.2% in preschool
kids. Details on achievement are shown in table.

Conclusions: As shown in other trials, 670G is safe even
under the labelled age. TIR was higher in our study than
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published before. In both groups best results were achieved with
the H-AID system. Prescoolers benefit from their parents per-
forming the insulin therapy. To ensure safe use and modalities
for children and prescribers, a label is also needed for small
children.

O014 / #593

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

VIRTUAL CAMP EFFECTIVENESS TO START NEW
TECHNOLOGIES IN FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN
LIVING WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

V. Cherubini1, R. Gesuita2, R. Bonfanti3, S. Giorda4, L. Lenzi5,
C. Maffeis6, M. Marigliano7, M. Marino1, I. Rabbone8,
R. Schiaffini9, S. Toni10, A. Rigamonti3, B. Piccini10,
A. Scaramuzza11, V.C. Study Group12

1Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria Ospedali Riuniti Ancona,
Women’s And Children’s Health, ANCONA, Italy, 2Università
Politecnica delle Marche, Epidemiology And Biostatistics,
Ancona, Italy, 3Ospedale San Raffaele, Uo Pediatric, Diabetes
Research Institute,, Milan, Italy, 4Regina Margherita Hospital,
Pediatric Endocrinology and Diabetology, Torino, Italy,
Paediatric Diabetology, Torino, Italy, 5Meyer University
Children’s HospitalFlorence, Diabetes Unit, Florence, Italy,
6Verona Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria integrata,
Pediatric Endocrinology and Diabetology, Verona, Italy,
Paediatric Diabetology, Verona, Italy, 7Pediatric Diabetes and
Metabolic Disorders Unit, Regional Center for Pediatric
Diabetes, University City Hospital of Verona, Dep.surgery,
Dentistry, Paediatrics And Gynaecology, University Of
Verona., Verona, Italy, 8AOU Maggiore della Caritá,
Department Of Health Sciences, University Of Piemonte
Orientale, Novara, Italy, 9Bambino Gesu’ Children’s Hospital,
Rome, Italy,, Paediatric Diabetology, Rome, Italy, 10Meyer
University Children’s Hospital, Centre Of Pediatric Diabetes,,
Florence, Italy, 11ASST Cremona Ospedale Maggiore,
Pediatrics, Cremona, Italy, 12BAMBINO GESU’ CHILDREN’S
HOSPITAL -, Diabetes Unit, Rome, Italy

Background and Aims: To analyze the impact of an educa-
tional Virtual Camp (eVC) in children with T1D and their parents
on glucose control.

Methods: Nineteen Italian centers for pediatric diabetes par-
ticipated. The eVC was held from 6 to 8 November 2020; it
involved parents and their children aged 6–17 years who previ-
ously updated their pump software from Tandem Basal-IQ to
Control-IQ technology. Several interactive sessions involving
pediatric diabetologists, psychologists, dieticians and physical
education teachers have been performed during the eVC. Eight
weeks before the update to Control-IQ and eight weeks after

eVC, CGM metrics were downloaded and summarized using
median and interquartile range (IQR) and compared by Wil-
coxon sign-rank test. Median differences and 95%CI were
estimated.

Results: 43 children, 53.5% females, median age 15y and
diabetes duration 10y, were included. After the eVC, the per-
centage of time in range and time above range significantly
improved (Table 1); %CV and %GMI significantly decreased;
IQR values showed a lower interindividual variability when
using the updated algorithm. In addition, a significant reduction
of daily percentage of bolus insulin was reported.

Conclusions: A significant huge improvement of glucose
metrics was observed in children with T1D using Control-IQ
technology after a 3-day eVC. More than 75% of children
maintained a percentage of TIR over 70% during an 8-week
period after eVC, suggesting that, despite forced interruption of
clinical visits due to Covid-19 pandemic, the eVC is a useful tool
to start new technological devices.

O015 / #621

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

3-MONTH EVALUATION OF ADVANCED HYBRID
CLOSED-LOOP IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES: A SINGLE-CENTER
EXPERIENCE IN ITALY

A. Scaramuzza, L. Bonetti, C. Cavalli

ASST Cremona Ospedale Maggiore, Pediatrics, Cremona, Italy

Background and Aims: The Medtronic Minimed� Advanced
Hybrid Closed-Loop system (AHCL) includes an individualised
algorithm with optional set points, automated correction bolus,
and improved SmartGuard� Auto Mode stability. After clearing
the EU CE Mark in June 2020, it was in the market in Italy
starting first week of October 2020. We present the first 3-month
results of AHCL in children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes
from a single center.

Methods: This one-centre, user-evaluation study in 25 chil-
dren, adolescents and young adults (aged 1–25yrs), compared
AHCL (MiniMed 780G, Medtronic, Northridge, CA, US) auto-
mated mode to first 14 days using manual mode, similar to
Predictive Low Glucose Management (SAP+PLGM). Time in
range (TIR), above range (TAR), below range (TBR), coefficient
of variation (CV), mean sensor glucose, GMI, and severe adverse
events (severe hypoglicemia and diabetic ketoacidosis in auto vs
manual mode are presented.using median and interquartile range
(IQR) and compared by Wilcoxon sign-rank test. Median dif-
ferences and 95%CI were estimated.
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Results: Twenty-five patients, 70% males, median age 14y
and diabetes duration 11y, were included. Nineteen switched
from a hybrid closed-loop system (MimiMed 670G), 4 from
multiple daily injections and 2 from other insulin pumps. After
3-month using AHCL, TIR significantly improved and TAR
decreased, while TBR did not change; %CV and %GMI sig-
nificantly decreased (Table).

Conclusions: AHCL (MiniMed 780G system) with auto-
mated correction bolus showed a significant improvement in
glucose metrics compared to PLGM (manual mode of the sys-
tem), in children, adolescents and young adults with type 1 di-
abetes using AHCL after a 3-month usage.

O016 / #644

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

NEW PROPOSED PHYSIOLOGY MODELS THAT
UTILIZE METABOLIC EXPENDITURE DATA FROM
ACTIVITY SENSORS TO FORECAST CHANGES IN
GLUCOSE DURING AEROBIC EXERCISE

N. Tyler1, J. El Youssef2, G. Young1, J. Castle2, P. Jacobs1

1Oregon Health & Science University, Biomedical Engineering,
Portland, United States of America, 2Oregon Health & Science
University, Harold Schnitzer Diabetes Health Center, Division
Of Endocrinology, Portland, United States of America

Background and Aims: People with type 1 diabetes can
experience dramatic changes in glucose during aerobic exercise
leading to hypoglycemia. Physiological models of glucose dy-
namics do not correctly estimate glucose changes during exer-
cise. This project compares two candidate mathematical model
structures of glucose metabolism during exercise. Both models
include metabolic expenditure as an input derived from body-
worn physical activity sensors.

Methods: Models were identified and evaluated using a sec-
ondary analysis of data collected from adults with T1D who
participated in a glucose-tracer infusion study (n = 17, 11 F,
weight 78.2 – 11.0, TDIR 56.2 – 12.7). After randomization into
moderate intensity (40–45% V02 max) vs. high intensity (60–
65% V02 max) group, participants performed in-clinic exercise
on three days clamped at infusions of low (basal), medium (1.5x
basal), or high (3x basal) insulin rate, and performed 45 minutes
of aerobic exercise. Models of exercise impacted endogenous
glucose production (EGP), and rate of glucose disposal (Rd).
Model 1 was designed such that EGP and Rd from exercise were
not dependent on insulin. Model 2 included both an insulin-
dependent and non-insulin-dependent component of exercise-

induced EGP and Rd. Parameters for Models 1 and 2 were fit
using a Hamiltonian Monte-Carlo sampling scheme.

Results: Model 1 was more accurate than model 2 when
evaluated across all study data (root-mean-squared error
0.71 – 0.20 mmol/L Vs. 1.10 – 0.35 mmol/L), and in estimating
glucose changes during exercise (RMSE 0.97 – 0.77 mmol/L Vs
1.22 – 0.81 mmol/L).

Conclusions: Additional models will be proposed and eval-
uated prior to incorporation into existing virtual patient popula-
tions and model predictive control closed-loop algorithms.

O017 / #730

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

SWITCHING FROM BASAL-IQ TO CONTROL-IQ
TECHNOLOGY IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES: ONE WEEK IS ENOUGH TO
IMPROVE TIME IN RANGE.

M. Marigliano1, A. Scaramuzza2, R. Bonfanti3, R. Gesuita4,
S. Giorda5, L. Lenzi6, M. Marino7, B. Piccini8, I. Rabbone9,
A. Rigamonti3,10, R. Schiaffini11, S. Toni8, C. Maffeis1,
V. Cherubini7, V.C. Study Group12

1Pediatric Diabetes and Metabolic Disorders Unit, Regional
Center for Pediatric Diabetes, University City Hospital of
Verona, Dep.surgery, Dentistry, Paediatrics And Gynaecology,
University Of Verona., Verona, Italy, 2Pediatric Endocrinology
and Diabetes, ASST Cremona Ospedale Maggiore, Pediatrics,
Cremona, Italy, 3Ospedale San Raffaele, Uo Pediatric,
Diabetes Research Institute,, Milan, Italy, 4Università
Politecnica delle Marche, Epidemiology And Biostatistics,
Ancona, Italy, 5Regina Margherita Hospital, Pediatric
Endocrinology and Diabetology, Torino, Italy, Paediatric
Diabetology, Torino, Italy, 6Meyer University Children’s
HospitalFlorence, Diabetes Unit, Florence, Italy, 7Azienda
Ospedaliero-Universitaria Ospedali Riuniti Ancona, Women’s
And Children’s Health, ANCONA, Italy, 8Meyer University
Children’s Hospital, Centre Of Pediatric Diabetes,, Florence,
Italy, 9AOU Maggiore della Caritá, Department Of Health
Sciences, University Of Piemonte Orientale, Novara, Italy,
10IRCCS San Raffaele Hospital, Department Of Pediatrics,
Diabetes Research Institute, Milan, Italy, 11Bambino Gesu’
Children’s Hospital, Rome, Italy,, Paediatric Diabetology,
Rome, Italy, 12BAMBINO GESU’ CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL -,
Diabetes Unit, Rome, Italy

Background and Aims: In people with Type 1 Diabetes
(T1D) the percentage of time in Range (TIR), 70–180 mg/dL, is
now recognized as the most effective glucometrics together with
HbA1c. The aim of this study was to analyze the early effect on
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TIR changes after switching from Tandem Basal-IQ to Control-
IQ technology in a group of children and adolescents with T1D.

Methods: Children and adolescents from 19 Italian centers
have been recruited. After a standard educational program, the
enrolled patients updated pumps software from Basal-IQ to
Control-IQ. Differences in TIR one week (excluding the day of
the update) and three weeks before and after the update were
analyzed. TIR values were summarized using median and in-
terquartile range (IQR) and compared by Wilcoxon sign-rank
test. Median differences in TIR and 95%CI were used.

Results: TIR data of 43 youths (53.5% females, median age
15y, diabetes duration 10y) were analyzed. After upgrading to
Control-IQ technology, TIR significantly improved, starting af-
ter the first week [median (IQR)], 75% (70;82) vs 67% (53;73),
p < 0.001, and keeping steady for the whole 3-week observation:
76% (69;82) vs 65% (55;73), p < 0.001 (Figure 1). Furthermore,
with Control-IQ algorithm, there was a lower interindividual
variability as shown by the reduced differences in the IQR.

Conclusions: A significant increase in TIR is already evi-
dent after the first week with Tandem t:slim Control-IQ tech-
nology and this improvement is kept in the following weeks of
observation.

O018 / #787

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

COMPARING USE OF THE OMNIPOD� 5 SYSTEM
WITH 3 MONTHS OF AUTOMATED INSULIN
DELIVERY TO 3 MONTHS IN MANUAL MODE: A
POST-HOC CROSSOVER ANALYSIS

B. Buckingham1, L. Norlander1, I. Hirsch2, L. Huyett3,
T. Vienneau4, S. Lowen5, B. Dumais6, T. Ly6

1Stanford University, Pediatric Endocrinology, Palo Alto,
United States of America, 2University of Washington,
Department Of Medicine, Seattle, United States of America,
3Insulet Corporation, Medical Affairs, San Diego, United States
of America, 4Insulet Corporation, Medical Affairs, Acton,
United States of America, 5Insulet Corporation, Data Analytics,
Acton, United States of America, 6Insulet Corporation, Clinical
Affairs, Acton, United States of America

Background and Aims: Achieving treatment goals can be
challenging for people with type 1 diabetes (T1D) due to the
many daily manual tasks and decisions required. During a 3-
month single-arm pivotal study of the Omnipod 5 automated
insulin delivery system, a 3-month mid-study safety pause pro-
vided the opportunity to assess the system in manual mode (MM,
algorithm inactive) compared to automated mode (AM, algo-
rithm active) in a post-hoc crossover analysis.

Methods: A subset of adults (14–70y) and children (6–13.9y)
with T1D participating in the study completed four distinct
phases of therapy: (1) run-in phase with their standard therapy
(ST, 14d), followed by use of the Omnipod 5 System in (2) AM,
(3) MM (3mo.), and (4) AM. The total duration of AM use was 3
months per participant (phases 2 + 4 combined). The primary
glucose outcome was percent time in range (TIR, 70–180mg/dL,
3.9–10.0mmol/L).

Results: Adults (N = 83) and children (N = 89) were aged
(mean–SD) 36 – 14y and 10.5 – 2.1y with T1D duration 16 – 11y
and 4.8 – 2.7y and baseline A1C 7.3 – 0.9% and 7.7 – 0.9%, re-
spectively. TIR was significantly higher during the AM phases

compared to ST and MM (Table). Specifically, TIR increased
with AM during Phase 2 compared to ST, reduced back to a level
comparable to ST during MM in Phase 3, and then increased
again when AM resumed in Phase 4 (all p < 0.05).

Conclusions: This post-hoc crossover study emphasizes the
effectiveness of the Omnipod 5 automated insulin delivery al-
gorithm on glycemic outcomes, beyond pump and CGM use
alone.

O019 / #789

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

DIABELOOP DBL4K HYBRID CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM
IMPROVES TIME IN RANGE WITHOUT INCREASING
TIME IN HYPOGLYCEMIA IN CHILDREN AGED 6–12
YEARS.

D. Kariyawasam1, C. Morin2, K. Casteels3, C. Le Tallec2,
C. Godot1, A. Sfez4, N. Garrec4, M. Polak1, G. Charpentier5,
S. Franc5, J. Beltrand1

1Hôpital Universitaire Necker-Enfants Malades, Pediatric
Endocrinology, Diabetology, Gynecology Department, Paris,
France, 2Children Hospital, University Hospital Center of
Toulouse, 2. pediatric - Gastroenterology, Hepatology,
Nutrition And Diabetology Department, Children’s Center,
Toulouse, France, 3Leuven University Hospital, 3. department
Of Paediatrics, Leuven, France, 4Grand Hôpital de l’Est
Francilien, 5. paediatrics Department - Adolescent Medicine,
Marne la Vallée, France, 57. Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches
pour l’Intensification du Traitement du Diabète (CERITD),
Département Du Diabète, Évry-Courcouronnes, France

Background and Aims: The DBLG1 Hybrid Closed-Loop
system improves time in range and glycemic control in adults.
However, efficacy and safety of the system had not yet been
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evaluated in children. The objective is to evaluate the non-infe-
riority of the DBL4K (Diabeloop for Kids) hybrid closed-loop
system (Kaleido pump + Dexcom G6 = CL) compared to a
Dexcom G6 sensor augmented pump (open loop = OL) in pre-
pubescent children.

Methods: Multicenter open-label randomised controlled trial
in 3 pediatric diabetology centers. The CL and OL are worn for 4
days in hospital, followed by 6 weeks at home.

Results: Twenty-one patients (mean age: 8.3+/- 1.6 years; 10
boys) were included between March and December 2019. The
percentage of time spent in range (4–10 mmol/L) was identical in
both groups during the 72-hour phase in hospital (68.73% in CL
vs 70.53% in OL, p = 0.539) then significantly higher in the CL
group during the 6 weeks at home (66.19% in CL vs 58.68% in
OL, p < 0.001). The percentage of time spent in hypoglycemia
(< 3.85 mmol/L) was significantly lower in the CL group during
the 72 hours in hospital (2.04% in CL vs 7.06% in OL, p < 0.001)
and the 6 weeks at home (2.62% in CL vs 5.24% in OL,
p < 0.0001). No events of ketoacidosis or severe hypoglycemia
were recorded.

Conclusions: The DBL4K Closed-Loop System is suitable
for prepubescent children. Just as in adults it improves the time in
range while decreasing the time spent in hypoglycemia. It could
allow for better long-term glucose control in children with
diabetes.

O020 / #822

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

PHYSICIANS’ ATTITUDES TOWARD AID-SYSTEMS
AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR DIABETES CARE

B. Kulzer1, L. Heinemann2, N. Hermanns1, D. Ehrmann1,
T. Roos1

1Forschungsinstitut der Diabetes-Akademie Bad Mergentheim,
Fidam, Bad Mergentheim, Germany, 2Science Consulting in
Diabetes GmbH, Profil Gmbh, Neuss, Germany

Background and Aims: To date, there has been little research
on the impact of AID systems in routine diabetes care.

Methods: 337 diabetologists (2018: 422; 2019: 324; 43%
female, average age 53.2 years) were asked about their attitudes
and expectations for AID systems.

Results: 59.4% of physicians currently consider AID systems
to be very important for people with diabetes, and 91.6% will do
so in 5 years. The majority of diabetologists expect that diabetes
care will become more complex with AID systems (85.2 %), that
more education is needed (81.4%) to facilitate the use of AID
systems and will also result in an increase in the amount of time
spent with the patient (65,9%). 48.3% believe that diabetes pa-
tients with AID systems will become more autonomous and be
able to manage their diabetes more independently. 41.4% agree
with the statement that many patients will not be able to manage
AID systems in the right way. However, only 13.9% also share
the view, that AID systems will make diabetes therapy riskier.
Overall, the diabetologists do not believe that AID systems result
in fewer contacts with patients (21.8 % agreement), less contact
with patients (21.8% agreement), reduced amount of care re-
quired (13.9 % agreement) or that the diabetes team will become
even become superfluous (3.5% agreement).

Conclusions: Overall, diabetologist estimate AID systems as
a very important innovation. The effort required for education,
therapy adjustment and further support is considered to be rela-

tively high. There are less fear that diabetes team will become
less important.

O021 / #129

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

IMPROVED POSTPRANDIAL GLUCOSE (PPG)
CONTROL WITH ULTRA RAPID LISPRO (URLI)
VERSUS LISPRO WITH CONTINUOUS
SUBCUTANEOUS INSULIN INFUSION (CSII) IN TYPE 1
DIABETES (T1D)

M. Warren1, J. Cho2, R. Liu2, J. Tobian3, D. Ignaut3

1Physicians East, Endocrinology, Greenville, United States of
America, 2Eli Lilly and Company, Global Statistical Sciences,
Indianapolis, United States of America, 3Eli Lilly and Company,
Medicine Development, Indianapolis, United States of America

Background and Aims: URLi is a novel insulin lispro for-
mulation developed to more closely match physiological insulin
secretion. This Phase 3, 16-week, treat-to-target study evaluated
efficacy and safety of URLi vs. Lispro in adults with T1D on
CSII. Primary endpoint was HbA1c change from baseline.

Methods: After a 2-week lead-in on Lispro, patients were
randomised to double-blind URLi (N = 215) or Lispro (N = 217).
Two-week blinded continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) ses-
sions were conducted prior to randomisation, and at weeks 8 and
16. Additionally, a standardised meal test was performed at
randomisation and at week 16 to evaluate PPG control.

Results: Change from baseline to week 16 in HbA1c for URLi
was non-inferior to Lispro: least squares mean (LSM) difference
0.3 mmol/mol (0.02%) with 95% CI of -0.6 to +1.2 mmol/mol
(-0.06 to +0.11%). URLi was superior to Lispro in controlling
1- and 2-h PPG levels during the meal test (Figure). Compared to
lispro, URLi resulted in significantly less percent time in hy-
poglycaemia (<3.0 mmol/L [54 mg/dL]) over the nighttime and
24-hour period: LSM difference -0.97% and -0.52%, respec-
tively, both p < 0.05. Time spent between 3.9–10.0 mmol/L (70–
180 mg/dL) and in hyperglycaemia was similar between groups.
Incidence of treatment-emergent adverse events was higher with
URLi (60.5% vs. 44.7%), primarily driven by infusion site re-
action and infusion site pain. The rate and incidence of severe
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hypoglycaemia and diabetic ketoacidosis were similar between
groups.

Conclusions: URLi was efficacious, providing superior PPG
control and an acceptable safety profile compared to Lispro in
patients with T1D on CSII.

O022 / #330

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

REAL-WORLD EFFECTIVENESS AND SAFETY OF
INSULIN GLARGINE 300 U/ML (GLA-300) IN INSULIN-
NAÏVE PEOPLE WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES (T2DM):
THE ATOS STUDY

G. Galstyan1, A. Tirosh2, H. Vargas-Uricoechea3,
M. Mabunay4, J. Quan5, V. Pilorget6, D. Cherkasov7,
M. Naqvi8, N. Khan9

1Endocrinology Research Centre of Health Care Ministry of
Russian Federation, Endocrinology, Dmitriya Ulyanova,
Russian Federation, 2Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel-
Hashomer, and Tel-Aviv University, Division Of
Endocrinology, Diabetes And Metabolism, Tel-Hashomer,
Israel, 3Universidad del Cauca, Division Of Endocrinology And
Metabolism, Department Of Internal Medicine, Popayan-
Cauca, Colombia, 4Sanofi, Medical, Singapore, Singapore,
5Sanofi, Biostatistics & Programming, Chengdu, China,
6Sanofi, Clinical Sciences And Operations, Paris, France,
7Excelya, Clinical Sciences And Operations, Boulogne-
Billancourt, France, 8Sanofi, Medical, Mumbai, India,
9Imperial College London Diabetes Centre, Department Of
Endocrinology, Al Ain, United Arab Emirates

Background and Aims: The clinical benefits of Insulin
glargine 300U/mL (Gla-300), a second-generation basal insulin
analog, have been confirmed in real-world studies in the US and
Western Europe. However real-world effectiveness and safety of
Gla-300 in wider geographic regions is needed. ATOS is a pro-
spective, 12-month, observational study assessing real-world
effectiveness and safety of Gla-300 in countries outside US and
Western Europe.

Methods: Adults (‡18 years) with T2DM, uncontrolled
(HbA1c >7–£11%) on ‡1 oral antihyperglycaemic drug (OAD) in
whom the treating physician had decided to add Gla-300 were
recruited from Asia, Middle East and Africa, Eastern Europe and
Latin America.

Results: Overall, 4422 participants (51.8% females) were
eligible. Mean (SD) age was 57.2 (10.8) years, duration of dia-
betes was 10.2 (6.2) years and baseline HbA1c was 9.28 (1.00)%.
Physician-set individualized HbA1c(%) goals at baseline were
<7: 13.7%; 7–<7.5: 70.4%; 7.5–<8: 11.8%; ‡8: 4.1%. The pro-
portion of patients achieving their HbA1c goal at Month 6 (pri-
mary endpoint) and Month 12 was 25.2% (95%CI: 23.8–26.6)
and 44.5% respectively; HbA1c reductions from baseline to
Month 6 and 12 were -1.50 and -1.87 respectively. The docu-
mented hypoglycaemia incidence (<2%) and change in body
weight (LSM, -0.1 (95%CI: -0.3-0.0) at Month 12) was low.
Treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs) were reported in
283 (6.4%) patients, with 57 (1.3%) serious TEAEs.

Conclusions: In a real-life setting in countries outside US and
Western Europe, initiation of Gla-300 in people with T2DM
uncontrolled on OADs resulted in improved glycaemic control
and low rates of hypoglycaemia with minimal weight change.
Data first submitted to AACE-GulfChapter 2020.

O023 / #512

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

FAST-ACTING INSULIN ASPART IMPROVES
GLUCOSE CONTROL IN A REAL-WORLD SETTING:
A 1-YEAR MULTICENTER STUDY IN PEOPLE WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES USING CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE
MONITORING.

L. Billion1, C. De Block1, L. Verbraeken1, M. Sterckx1,
K. Vangelabbeek1, N. De Block1, C. Janssen2, K. Van Dessel1,
E. Dirinck1, F. Peiffer1, N. Bolsens1, C. Mathieu3, P. Gillard3

1University Hospital Antwerp, Endocrinology-diabetology-
metabolism, Edegem, Belgium, 2University Hospitals Leuven-
KU Leuven, Endocrinology, Leuven, Belgium, 3University
Hospitals Leuven - KU Leuven, Endocrinology, Leuven, Belgium

Background and Aims: To evaluate whether switching from
traditional mealtime insulin analogs to fast-acting insulin aspart
(Fiasp) in routine clinical practice is efficacious and safe in adult
people with type 1 diabetes (PWD1) using intermittent or real-
time continuous glucose monitoring (iCGM or rtCGM).

Methods: Data from 438 adult PWD1 (60% men, age
44.6 – 16.1 years, duration of diabetes 21.5 – 14.0 years, iCGM
/rtCGM: 391/47, injections/pump: 409/29), initiating Fiasp be-
tween January 2018 and May 2020 were retrospectively ana-
lyzed. Primary endpoint was the evolution of time in range
(TIR:70–180 mg/dl) at 12 months. Secondary endpoints included
change in Time <70, Time <54, Time >180 and Time
>250 mg/dl, coefficient of variation (CV), standard deviation
(SD), HbA1c, insulin doses, and composite endpoint of reaching
TIR >70% and Time <70 mg/dl of <4%.

Results: Time in range improved from 50.3 – 15.6% to
55.5 – 15.2% (p < 0.0001), corresponding to an increase of 75
minutes/day. Time <70 mg/dl decreased from 7.4 – 5.5% to
6.8 – 5.5% (p = 0.037), Time <54 mg/dl evolved from 3.1 – 3.3%
to 2.5 – 3.0% (p = 0.003), Time >180 mg/dl decreased from
42.3 – 16.7% to 37.7 – 16.9% (p < 0.0001) and Time >250 mg/dl
decreased from 16.5 – 12.8% to 13.1 – 12.5% (p < 0.0001). Glu-
cose variability also improved (CV from 41.9 – 7.0% to
40.3 – 6.9%, p = 0.002 and SD from 72.7 – 18.0 to 65.8 –
18.5 mg/dl, p < 0.0001). The number of people reaching the
composite endpoint TIR >70% and Time <70 mg/dl of <4% in-
creased from 36.1% to 42.6% (p = 0.047). HbA1c (from
7.8 – 1.1% to 7.7 – 1.0%) and insulin doses (0.66 – 0.24 to
0.62 – 0.21 units/kg body weight/day) remained stable.

Conclusions: Switching to Fiasp resulted in a 75 min/day
increase in TIR, in combination with less time spent below range
in a real-world study of adult PWD1.

O024 / #173

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

DO-IT-YOURSELF AUTOMATED INSULIN DOSING:
QUALITATIVE STUDY EXPLORING HEALTHCARE
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES

L. Cohen1, D. Naranjo2, S. Suttiratana3, J. Wong2, M. Lanning2,
J. Shepard4, K. Barnard-Kelly1

1BHR Ltd, R&d, Fareham., United Kingdom, 2Stanford
University School of Medicine, Pediatrics, Palo Alto, United
States of America, 3Yale University, Yale School Of Public
Health, New Haven, United States of America, 4University of
Virginia School of Medicine, Psychiatry And Neurobehavioral
Sciences, Charlottesville, United States of America
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Background and Aims: Healthcare professional (HCP) en-
gagement with do-it-yourself automated insulin dosing (DIY
AID) systems is variable with no clear guidelines or liability
clarification if they choose to do so. We conducted qualitative
interviews to examine the HCP perspective on these systems and
their impact on routine healthcare.

Methods: Twenty healthcare professionals were interviewed
from adult and paediatric diabetes services. HCP interviews
explored perceptions of DIY AID systems, facilitators, and
barriers to supporting such systems with patients and views on
what would be required for the systems to be integrated into
routine healthcare if safety and efficacy could be proven.

Results: HCPs reported benefits including glycaemic im-
provements (n = 13), being safer than or presenting no added risk
compared to other diabetes technologies and management ap-
proaches (n = 12) and customizability (n = 9). HCPs described the
primary barriers to supporting DIY AID use as uncertainty about
liability issues (n = 19) and lack of formal guidelines regarding
DIY AID systems in clinical practice (n = 19). The majority of
HCPs discussed reviewing data or collaborating with patients
using DIY systems. Approximately half of HCPs reported
making efforts to learn about DIY systems from patients, col-
leagues, or online resources.

Conclusions: We provide useful data about the complexities
of the HCP and DIY AID user relationship as well as factors
involved in HCP decisions about whether to support patients
using these systems. HCP decision-making appears to be more
nuanced than supporting or not supporting DIY use, with HCPs
describing varying degrees of support for patients’ DIY systems.

O025 / #295

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTERNATIONAL
CONSENSUS STATEMENT AND PRACTICAL
GUIDANCE ON OPEN-SOURCE AUTOMATED
INSULIN DELIVERY (DO-IT-YOURSELF ARTIFICIAL
PANCREAS SYSTEMS) FOR HEALTHCARE
PROFESSIONALS

K. Braune1, R. Lal2, L. Petru�zelková3, P. Winterdijk4,
M. Riddell5, G. Scheiner6, S. Schmidt7, L. Raymond7, K. Raile1,
K. Hood8, S. Hussain9,10

1Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Department Of
Paediatric Endocrinology And Diabetes, Berlin, Germany,
2Stanford University, Stanford Diabetes Research Center,
Stanford, United States of America, 3University Hospital Motol,
Department Of Pediatrics, Prague, Czech Republic, 4Diabeter,
Center For Pediatric And Adult Diabetes Care And Research,
Rotterdam, Netherlands, 5York University, Muscle Health
Research Centre, Toronto, Canada, 6Integrated Diabetes
Services, Diabetes, Wynnewood, United States of America,
7Steno Diabetes Center, Diabetes, Copenhagen, Denmark,
8Stanford University, Pediatrics, Psychiatry & Behavioral
Sciences, Stanford, United States of America, 9Guy’s and St
Thomas’, Diabetes & Endocrinology, London, United Kingdom,
10King’s College London, Department Of Diabetes, London,
United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Despite increasing use of Open-
Source Automated Insulin Delivery (OS-AID) systems and real-
world outcomes demonstrating safety and efficacy, there is no
professional guidance available for HCPs to support use or

provide clarity on ethical and legal concerns. As a result, a lot of
uncertainty remains in care teams around the world on how to
support people with diabetes using OS-AID. Therefore, an in-
ternational professional consensus statement and practical
guidance review is urgently needed.

Methods: As part of the OPEN project, a steering committee
comprising of HCPs (endocrinologists, educators, exercise
physiologists and psychologists) with significant clinical expe-
rience in OS-AID and publication track record was formed to
develop the guidance. An international group of clinicians across
several global regions formed part of a larger HCP network and
contributed to the wider consensus of this guidance using an
online feedback system. Input was also provided by medico-legal
experts.

Results: Since the initial meeting at ATTD 2020, the steering
committee has met virtually over 12 times. A review strategy was
devised (see figure) and up-to-date best practice guidance and
consensus statement were drafted using a real-time collaboration
tool. The current final version is being appraised by the wider
HCP network and major professional diabetes organisations on a
multinational level.

Conclusions: Our detailed consensus finds OS-AID satisfies
the principles of medical ethics and there is sufficient observa-
tional data supporting its safety and efficacy. It provides best
practice recommendations for HCPs. Furthermore, it highlights
important recommendations for regulators and industry.

O026 / #514

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

OUTPATIENT USE OF INTEROPERABLE ARTIFICIAL
PANCREAS SYSTEM WITH LARGE MEALS AND
UNANNOUNCED PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES IS SAFE IN
ADOLESCENTS AND CHILDREN

S. Deshpande1, S. Weinzimer2, K. Gibbons2, L. Nally2,
K. Weyman2, L. Carria2, M. Zgorski2, F. Doyle Iii1,
E. Dassau1,3

1Harvard University, Harvard John A. Paulson School Of
Engineering And Applied Sciences, Boston, United States of
America, 2Yale University School of Medicine, Pediatric
Endocrinology, New Haven, United States of America, 3Joslin
Diabetes Center, Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, United States
of America

Background and Aims: We evaluated the feasibility and
safety of the interoperable artificial pancreas system (iAPS)
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utilizing zone model predictive control in a pediatric outpatient
study (NCT04255381).

Methods: Pediatric subjects (n = 20, 8F) with type 1 diabetes
completed 48 hours of automated insulin delivery (AID) using
the iAPS on an unlocked smartphone in three sequential age-
based cohorts: 12–<18 years (n = 8, 5F), 8–<12 years (n = 7, 2F)
and 5–<8 years (n = 5, 1F). Subjects consumed larger-than-usual
meals of their choice and engaged in unannounced physical ac-
tivities such as escape room, trampoline park and ropes course.
Primary outcomes using fingerstick blood glucose (BG) assessed
safety while secondary outcomes using continuous glucose
monitoring (CGM) compared performance with sensor aug-
mented pump (SAP) preceding AID.

Results: During AID, there were no instances of more than
one confirmed BG <50 mg/dL, two instances of more than two
confirmed BG ‡300 mg/dL longer than 2 hours, and no adverse
events. Overnight during AID (Table), the low blood glucose
index decreased by 0.3 (p = 0.006) and glucose variability de-
creased by 14.9 mg/dL (p = 0.009). In the youngest cohort, per-
cent time in 70–140 mg/dL range increased by 12.2% (p = 0.015).
Pre-pubertal subjects (1F) were significantly more sensitive to

exercise-induced glycemic changes (Figure). Table. Comparison
of outcomes (mean (standard deviation)) during iAPS AID over
SAP for all subjects. { indicates p < 0.05.

Figure. Pre-pubertal (Tanner I) vs pubertal/post-pubertal
(Tanner II-V) during physical activities.

Conclusions: The smartphone-based iAPS AID system was
feasible and safe in pediatric subjects, even with larger meals and
unannounced physical activities.

O027 / #570

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

EARLY GLYCEMIC EFFECTS OF THE MINIMED�
ADVANCED HYBRID CLOSED-LOOP (AHCL) SYSTEM
AMONG PEDIATRIC (7–17 YEARS) AND ADULT (18–75
YEARS) PERSONS WITH T1D

J. Shin1, X. Chen1, M. Liu1, S. Huang1, T. Cordero2,
A. Rhinehart2, R. Vigersky2

1Medtronic, Clinical Biostatistics, Northridge, United States of
America, 2Medtronic, Medical Affairs, Northridge, United
States of America

Background and Aims: Clinical trials of the AHCL system
demonstrated improved glycemic outcomes.1,2,3 An exploratory
analysis investigated how early optimum control was reached in
pediatric and adult participants of the MinMed� AHCL pivotal
trial.

Methods: Participants underwent baseline run-in (*2 weeks)
with HCL, SAP or CSII therapy followed by a 3-month study
phase with the AHCL automated basal and autocorrection bolus
therapy. Glycemic outcomes of the run-in and study were com-
pared (including the months 1, 2, and 3 of the study phase) to
determine how long it takes to reach glycemic stability and its
duration of sustainability.
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Results: Tables 1 and 2 show glycemic data for the run-in
period, end-of-study phase and months 1, 2, and 3 of the study
phase for the pediatric and adult cohorts, respectively. Sig-
nificant change in mean sensor glucose was observed from run-in
to end-of-study and run-in to month 1. Thereafter, no significant
changes were observed.

Conclusions: These data suggest that glycemic outcomes in
the first month of AHCL use may predict the subsequent two
months and permit a shorter time to determine the effectiveness
of AHCL in individual patients.

O028 / #742

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

FULLY AUTOMATED CLOSED-LOOP IN
ADOLESCENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES: A SAFETY
AND FEASIBILITY STUDY

J. Garcia-Tirado1, M. Deboer1,2, H. Myers1, K. Krauthause1,
M. Fuller1, J. Diaz1, J. Corbett1, C. Barnett1, M. Dawson1,
R. Esquivel-Zuñiga2, M. Breton1

1University of Virginia, Center For Diabetes Technology (cdt),
Charlottesville, United States of America, 2University of
Virginia, Division Of Pediatric Endocrinology, Department Of
Pediatrics, Charlottesville, United States of America

Background and Aims: Modern automated insulin delivery
system (AID), relying on timely quantification of meals, have
reliably improved glycemic control in people with Type 1 Dia-
betes (T1D) of all ages. Achieving similar control without meal
information has so far proven elusive. We present a new gener-
ation closed loop control (CLC) algorithm designed for such use.

Methods: Adolescents with T1D were enrolled at the UVA
Center for Diabetes Technology (CDT) in a supervised outpa-
tient clinical trial comparing the legacy UVA CLC (USS) with
our new algorithm (RCKT) during hybrid (HCL) and fully au-
tomated (FCL) use. Four 24h periods were studied with 3 meals
repeated from day to day; the second and fourth dinner were
unannounced. One algorithm was used for day 1–2 and the other
for day 3–4, in random order. Glucose control was evaluated on
standard CGM-based metric.

Results: Twenty-one adolescent participants signed consent
at CDT. Eighteen completed the study. Time in range (TIR)
overall was 79.1 – 11.4% vs 83.2 – 10.8 (p = 0.22) with dinner
bolus and 78.6 – 11.1% vs 84.5 – 7.4% (p = 0.075) without, for
USS and RCKT respectively. Focusing on dinner (6PM-mid-
night) TIR in HCL was 90.9 – 12.9% vs 97.8 – 5.7%, p = 0.052,
and 58.8 – 25.7% vs 77.0 – 22.6%, p = 0.02, in FCL. There
was no difference in time below 70mg/dL or occurrence of
hypoglycemia.

Conclusions: Our new AID algorithm was shown to be fea-
sible in adolescents with T1D, equivalent to UVA legacy algo-
rithm in hybrid use, and led to +18% TIR during un-bolused
dinners. Additional studies are needed to assess its impact over
several days of use and less supervised environments.

O029 / #759

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

BIHORMONAL CLOSED LOOP GLUCOSE CONTROL
VERSUS CURRENT CARE AFTER TOTAL
PANCREATECTOMY (APPEL5+): OUTPATIENT
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED CROSSOVER TRIAL

C.L. Van Veldhuisen1, A.E.J. Latenstein1, H. Blauw2,
L.B. Vlaskamp3, M. Klaassen3, E. Van Der Harst4, D.J. Lips5,
B.A. Bonsing6, M.J.W. Stommel7, H.C. Van Santvoort8,
C.H.J. Van Eijck9, O.R. Busch1, M.G. Besselink1, J.H. De Vries2

1Amsterdam UMC, Amsterdam Gastroenterology
Endocrinology Metabolism, Department Of Surgery,
Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2Amsterdam UMC, Amsterdam
Gastroenterology Endocrinology Metabolism, Internal
Medicine, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 3Inreda Diabetic, Inreda,
Goor, Netherlands, 4Maasstad Hospital, Surgery, Rotterdam,
Netherlands, 5Medical Spectrum Twente, Surgery, Enschede,
Netherlands, 6Leiden University Medical Center, Surgery,
Leiden, Netherlands, 7Radboud University Medical Center,
Surgery, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 8St. Antonius Hospital,
Surgery, Nieuwegein, Netherlands, 9Erasmus Medical Center,
Surgery, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Background and Aims: Glucose control in patients with di-
abetes after total pancreatectomy (TP) is problematic due to
complete absence of both pancreatic alpha and beta cells. Re-
cently, a novel bihormonal (insulin and glucagon) artificial
pancreas (AP) for closed loop glucose control showed better
glucose control compared to standard insulin pump therapy in
patients with diabetes type 1. This AP system might also improve
glucose control in patients after TP. The aim is to assess the
efficacy and safety of the bihormonal AP in patients after TP.

Methods: This trial was an outpatient, randomized, crossover
trial comparing AP therapy to current care (insulin pump or pen
therapy). The outcomes in both phases were analyzed during a
total of 7 days. The AP closed loop phase was preceded by a 5-
day training period. Primary outcome was the time spent in eu-
glycemia (3.9-10 mmol/L or 70–180 mg/dL).
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Results: A total of 10 patients were included in the analysis. In
the AP closed loop phase, the time spent in euglycemia was
significantly higher (78.3% [IQR 72.3-81.7] vs 57.4% [IQR 54.1-
80.2], p = 0.027), as compared to current care. Also, the AP
showed a significant lower time spent in hypoglycemia (0% [IQR
0.0-0.0] vs 1.6% [IQR 1.0-2.8]), p = 0.004). No serious adverse
events related to the AP device were seen.

Conclusions: This small randomized crossover trial showed
that an artificial pancreas bihormonal closed loop system is safe
and significantly improves time in euglycemia as compared to
current practice of insulin pump or pen injections. Larger ran-
domized trials including longer periods of treatment are needed.

O030 / #79

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

A DATA-DRIVEN CLASSIFIER OF DAILY
CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING (CGM)
PROFILES

B. Lobo1, L. Farhy2, M. Shafiei2

1University of Virginia, School Of Data Science,
Charlottesville, United States of America, 2University of
Virginia, Center For Diabetes Technology, Charlottesville,
United States of Americas

Background and Aims: With the proliferation of CGM,
massive databases of CGM traces (daily profiles) are constantly
growing. A question therefore arises: are all of these profiles
substantially different or is there a finite set of distinct daily
profiles which sufficiently approximate all possible profiles? We
propose a data-driven approach to determine a finite set of
‘‘motifs’’ – representative daily profiles – such that almost any
daily profile can be matched to one of the motifs.

Methods: Data: 595 individuals with type 1 or type 2 diabetes
(T1D, T2D) participating for 3–6 months in either the Interna-
tional Diabetes Closed-loop (iDCL) Trial or in Dexcom’s DIa-
MonD study. A set of 226 motifs was constructed by clustering
4,802 (training) profiles from the iDCL Protocol 1 study (T1D)
and identifying the motif for each cluster. The representative set
of motifs was then tested using profiles from the iDCL Protocol 3
and DIaMonD studies (T1D and T2D), which included a variety
of treatment modalities, e.g. daily insulin injections, insulin
pumps, and artificial pancreas.

Results: Over 98.8% of the 39,916 testing profiles were suc-
cessfully classified using the motifs. Each cluster of profiles from
the testing data had similar clinical characteristics (e.g., time
within or above range) to the corresponding cluster of profiles
from the training data.

Conclusions: The finite set of motifs can sufficiently describe
almost any daily profile, and the clinical characteristics of each
motif are representative of the CGM profiles clustered around it.
The motifs can be used for predictive modeling, decision sup-
port, or automated closed-loop control.

O031 / #280

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

VALIDATION OF A PREDICTIVE PHYSIOLOGICAL
MODEL TO SUPPORT PERSONALIZED MEDICINE IN
TYPE 2 DIABETES

C. Manohar1, H. Mikulski2, S. Dajani3, G. Freckmann4,
E. Salzsieder5, L. Vogt5

1Roche Diabetes Care, Inc., Strategy & Customer Solutions,
Indianapolis, United States of America, 2Roche Diabete Care,
Spain, Global Medical & Scientific Affairs, Sant Cugat del
Vallès, Spain, 3Roche Diabetes Care, Inc., Reseach &
Development, Indianapolis, United States of America, 4Institute
of Diabetes Techology University Ulm, General Medicine And
Diabetes, Ulm, Germany, 5Diabetes Institute Karlsburg, GmbH,
Diabetes Service Center, Karlsburg, Germany

Background and Aims: We evaluated the accuracy of a
predictive physiological model for simulating the predicted
glucose response to metformin therapy in individuals with type 2
diabetes (T2D). The model is a computer-based, interactive de-
cision support system that enables clinicians to perform indi-
vidualized simulations that test various treatment options for the
prediction of glucose profiles in response to various metabolic
interventions.

Methods: This two-step validation study used an independent
dataset collected in a clinical trial that assessed glucose response
in a cohort of individuals with type 2 diabetes who transitioned
from diet/exercise treatment to metformin therapy. The primary
objective was to evaluate the quality of the model both in terms
of fitting the dataset as well as the accuracy of prediction.

Results: Data from 16 T2D patients were included in the
analysis. The overall fit between observed and modeled glucose
profile values showed concordance pre- and post-metformin
treatment (Figure) with notable accuracy as measured by mean
absolute relative difference (MARD): 8.1% and 12.6%, respec-
tively. Parkes Error Grid analysis also showed strong correlation
pre- and post-therapy: r2 = 0.89 & SSE = 18.3 and r2 = 0.55 &
SSE = 27.9, respectively, which was confirmed by two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Conclusions: The integration of predictive modeling ap-
proaches into clinical decision support tools has the potential to
optimize clinician time and accuracy in determining the most
effective treatment regimen for each T2D patient.

O032 / #342

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

AN INTERPRETABLE LSTM-BASED PREDICTION
MODEL FOR ASSESSING THE RISK OF
HOSPITALIZATION AND RE-HOSPITALIZATION IN
YOUTH WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS

M. Athanasiou1, K. Zarkogianni1, S. Monou1, I. Kosteria2,
I. Vasilakis2, C. Kanaka-Gantenbein2, K. Nikita1

1National Technical University of Athens, School Of Electrical
And Computer Engineering, Athens, Greece, 2Medical School,
National and Kapodistrian University Athens, Agia Sophia
Children’s Hospital, Division Of Endocrinology, Diabetes And
Metabolism, First Department Of Pediatrics, Athens, Greece

Background and Aims: Diabetic Ketoacidosis (DKA) and
hyperglycemia with ketosis in the absence of acidosis constitute
major causes of hospital admission and morbidity in children and
adolescents with Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (T1DM). This study
aims at the development of an interpretable prediction model for
the risk assessment of hospitalization and re-hospitalization in
children and adolescents with T1DM.

Methods: Data collected from a two-year follow-up of 127
T1DM patients at the ‘‘Agia Sofia’’ Children’s Hospital, within
the framework of the ‘‘SWEET’’ Initiative, were used for de-
velopment and evaluation purposes. Frequently identified risk
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factors for recurrent DKA admissions were considered to com-
pose the input space. The model was based on Long Short-Term
Memory Neural Networks (LSTM) in order to leverage LSTM’s
efficiency in handling sequential data. The unbalanced nature of
the dataset was addressed by applying an ensemble learning
method, based on a sub-sampling approach. Interpretation of the
model’s decisions was achieved by deploying the Local Inter-
pretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) technique.

Results: The 3-fold cross-validation criterion was applied to
assess the model’s generalization ability. The obtained results in
terms of C-statistic (71.34 – 0.05%) indicate acceptable dis-
crimination ability. Meaningful insights about the influence of
the considered risk factors on the model’s decisions were pro-
vided by applying the LIME technique.

Conclusions: The obtained results demonstrate the potential
of the proposed method to achieve high accuracy while ensuring
user’s trust by providing appropriate explanations on the pro-
duced decisions. Acknowledgment: Supported within the
framework of the ENDORSE project, which is funded by the
NSRF (Grant agreement: T1EDK-03695).

O033 / #372

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

THE ROLE OF EGDR AS A PREDICTOR OF INSULIN
RESISTANCE AND CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE

J. Mertens1,2,3, S. Francque1,3, C. De Block1,2

1University of Antwerp, Laboratory Of Experimental Medicine
And Paediatrics, Antwerp, Belgium, 2Antwerp University
Hospital, Endocrinology, Diabetology And Metabolism,
Edegem, Belgium, 3Antwerp University Hospital,
Gastroenterology And Hepatology, Edegem, Belgium

Background and Aims: People with type 1 diabetes (T1D)
have a high risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD) which may be
accelerated by insulin resistance. Estimated glucose disposal rate
(eGDR) correlates well with the euglycaemic clamp. We aimed
to assess the association between eGDR, liver steatosis and CVD.

Methods: Adult T1D subjects were consecutively screened
for liver steatosis using ultrasound (US), Fatty Liver Index (FLI)
and controlled attenuation parameter (CAP). The eGDR was
calculated based on hypertension, HbA1c and waist circumfer-
ence. CVD was assessed based on patient files.

Results: CVD was present in 34 out of 355 subjects. Divided
into tertiles (<5.39,5.39-7.79,>7.79), 36.6% expressed low
eGDR; 32.7% intermediate eGDR and 30.7% high eGDR. There
was moderate correlation between eGDR and FLI (r = 0.68,
p <0.001) and weak correlation with US (r = 0.33,p <0.001) and
CAP (r = 0.50,p <0.001). In the low eGDR group ( = insulin re-
sistant group) not only steatosis (38.5% vs. 11.2% (intermediate
eGDR) and 12.8% (high eGDR)) but also composite CVD
(18.5% vs. 6.0% and 2.8%) were significantly more present
(p < 0.001 for both). Low eGDR (OR:4.2[2.2-8.2],p <0.001), but
not BMI or dyslipidaemia was independently associated with
US-defined liver steatosis. Low eGDR was also independently
associated with FLI-determined steatosis (OR:5.5[1.7-
17.6],p = 0.004) together with BMI (OR:1.6[1.4-1.9],p <0.001).
Low eGDR (OR:8.0[2.3-27.4],p = 0.001) and liver steatosis
(OR:2.7[1.2-6.1],p = 0.022 (US-defined), OR:2.9[1.4-6.0], p =
0.005 (FLI-defined)) were independently associated with com-
posite CVD, but presence of metabolic syndrome, dyslipidemia
and BMI were not.

Conclusions: Insulin resistance is prevalent in T1D. eGDR
correlates with the presence of liver steatosis. Both eGDR and
liver steatosis correlate with prevalent CVD.

O034 / #466

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

ENABLING PATIENT-DATA INTERACTIONS IN TYPE
1 DIABETES THROUGH A CLOUD-BASED
SIMULATION TOOL

P. Colmegna, R. Mcfadden, C. Wakeman, M. Oliveri, R. Nass,
M. Breton

University of Virginia, Center For Diabetes Technology,
Charlottesville, United States of America

Background and Aims: Advanced insulin therapy in type 1
diabetes (T1D) relies on key individual treatment profiles such as
basal rate, carbohydrate ratio, and correction factor. Periodic
adjustments of these profiles are needed based on review of data
that usually require manual downloads from multiple devices.
The aim of this project is to design and test a novel, cloud-based,
centralized platform – the Web-Based Simulation Tool (WST) –
that allows users to quickly and safely explore changes to their
treatment practices.

Methods: WST automatically collects data from the patients’
insulin pumps via Tandem t:connect technology and generates
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personalized models of their glucose metabolism on a daily basis.
It is equipped with a simple user-interface where users can vi-
sualize their data, run simulations with modified meals and in-
sulin parameters, and generate reports. An outpatient pilot study
with fifteen adult participants with T1D is currently being con-
ducted to evaluate WST usability and performance.

Results: WST has already processed 233 days of data from
which it was able to generate 195 models (83.69% success rate)
with an average RMSE and MARD of 15.98 – 6.45 mg/dl and
7.95 – 3.15%, respectively, and with 99.59% of reconstructed
glucose values in the A- and B-zones of the Clarke Error Grid.
Analysis of responses to technology expectation/acceptance and
psychobehavioral questionnaires will be completed at the end of
the trial.

Conclusions: Simulation technologies helps leverage the vast
amount of diabetes data currently available, enabling novel pa-
tient-data interactions that could facilitate decision-making
processes related to the optimization of T1D treatment strategies.

O035 / #552

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

EVALUATION OF THE HYPOGLYCAEMIA
PREDICTIVE ALGORITHM IN THE INSULCLOCK�

INSULIN PEN CAP DIGITAL PLATFORM IN TYPE 1
DIABETES TREATED WITH INSULIN MULTIDOSE

F. Gomez-Peralta1, C. Abreu1, S. Gomez-Rodriguez1,
M. Cruz-Bravo1, C. Marı́a1, G. Poza1, L. Ruiz-Valdepeñas2

1Hospital General de Segovia, Endocrinology And Nutrition
Unit, SEGOVIA, Spain, 2Insulcloud S.L., Research And
Development Unit, BILBAO, Spain

Background and Aims: Insulclock� is a small electronic
device that functions as a cap fitted to the available insulin pens
and monitors the date, time and dose of insulin, and information
from glucometers and continuous glucose monitors (CGM).
Store the information in an app designed for this purpose. Our
goal was to evaluate the accuracy of an algorithm for hypogly-
cemia (HG) prediction by the Insulclock app using the device’s
information exclusively.

Methods: An original HG (glucose <70mg/dL) predictive
algorithm was developed that uses data from Insulclock� and the
Freestyle Libre� (Abbott) CGM. It alerts the risk of HG and the
expected time up to it. Intakes are automatically detected using
the GRID method. Subsequently, it has been evaluated for 180
days in a patient 47 years old with DM1 30 years ago. We con-
sider correct alarms real HG avoided with an intake; false
positive if after the expected time for HG, it does not arrive
without having eaten; false negative, HG without previous
alarm. Additionally, the error in the calculated time and the total
number of HG events were evaluated.

Results: 132 alarms issued. Correct alarms 90 (84.9%); false
positives 42 (31.8%); false negatives 16 (15.1%); 116 actual HG
events (77.5% detected). The average advance time detection
was 87 minutes. The average absolute error value in the time
prediction for hypoglycemia is 35 minutes.

Conclusions: The predictive algorithm tested allows to detect
and alert in advance to potentially avoid a high number of hy-
poglycemia events using only information obtained automati-
cally by the Insulclock�device. New studies should expand and
confirm this experience.

O036 / #707

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

TIME IN RANGE AND GLUCOSE CONTROL IN
PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES USING A MOBILE
APP-ASSISTED CARBOHYDRATE COUNTING

S.I. Briganti, R. Strollo, D. Maggi, S. Kyanvash, P. Pozzilli,
S. Manfrini

Campus Bio-Medico, Endocrinology, Rome, Italy

Background and Aims: Carbohydrate (CHO) counting is
often performed inaccurately by patients with type 1 diabetes
(T1D). We hypothesized that mobile App ‘‘Dietrometro’’, that
estimates CHO content of food pictures and weights, would
ameliorate glucose control in T1D subjects. To study the effect of
Dietometro on glucose control.

Methods: 60 T1D subjects (aged 18–60 years, 31 males), on
multiple daily injections (n = 26) or continuous subcutaneous
insulin infusion (n = 34), were randomly assigned to three
groups: no CHO counting (group 1; n = 21), ‘‘self-managed’’
counting (group 2; n = 19) and App-assisted counting (group 3;
n = 20). Main outcomes were TIR at one-month and HbA1c at
three-months follow-up. Time above (TAR) and below range
(TBR) were estimated by flash (Freestyle Libre-1) or continuous
glucose monitoring (Guardian, Dexcom G6).

Results: Age, gender, type of insulin, glucose monitoring
system and baseline TIR were similar between groups, while
baseline HbA1c was lower in group 3 compared to group 1
(6.9 – 1.06 vs. 7.8 – 0.85%; p < 0.05). At one-month follow-up,
TIR was higher in group 3 compared to group 1 (66.53 – 14.71 vs.
54.38 – 14.23; p = 0.02), but similar between other groups
(p > 0.11), although this difference disappeared after adjustment
for baseline HbA1c. At three-months follow-up, groups 2 and 3
had a lower HbA1c than group 1 (7.17 – 0.86 vs. 6.88 – 1.05 vs.
8.18 – 1.06%, respectively; p = 0.001). TAR and TBR were sim-
ilar between groups at baseline and after one-month follow-up.

Conclusions: app-assisted CHO counting might improve TIR
in T1D. Larger sample size and longer follow-up are needed to
define the long-term effect of this system and its advantage over
self-managed counting.

O037 / #785

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

AN INNOVATIVE ONLINE SELF-DETERMINATION
PROGRAM TO IMPROVE SELF-MANAGEMENT IN
YOUNG ADULTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

B. Rasmussen1, K. Wynter2, J. Currey1, S. Hamblin3, C. Steele4,
V. Zoffman5, S. Holton2, C. Rodda3

1Deakin University, Faculty Of Health, Burwood, Australia,
2Western Health Partnership, Nursing Research, St Albans,
Australia, 3Western Health, Departments Of Diabetes And
Endocrinology, St Albans, Australia, 4Western Health,
Endocrinology And Diabetes And, St Albans, Australia,
5University of Copenhagen, Department Of Public Health,
Copenhagen, Denmark

Background and Aims: For young adults with type 1 diabetes
(YAWD), it can be difficult to manage diabetes due to competing
lifestyles and work commitments. The Guided Self-
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determination (GSD) method is an evidence-based self-man-
agement program that aims to improve motivation to make
positive lifestyle changes. The study aim was to evaluate the
feasibility and efficacy of the online GSD program in improving
diabetes self-management skills among YAWD.

Methods: Nine Diabetes Educators (DEs) attended a 1.5 day
face-to-face training course. YAWD aged 18 to 30 were recruited
from a Young Adults Diabetes Service clinic, from Consumer
organisation and from University student forums. DEs com-
pleted the online GSD program flexibly with YAWD over 3 to 6
months. Online validated surveys measures of autonomy, com-
petency and communication with healthcare providers were
completed by YAWD before and after participation. Follow-up
surveys invited comments on YAWDs’ and DEs’ experience of
the program and DEs participated in a focus group.

Results: 15 young adults have completed the program. DEs
indicated that the program has changed the way they commu-
nicate with their clients, and that the online GSD approach was
most successful when applied flexibly, to suit YAWDS’ pre-
ferred time of day, learning style and mode of conversation
(eg telephone versus videoconferencing).

Conclusions: The online GSD program is feasible; efficacy in
improving self-management skills has yet to be assessed in a
larger sample of YAWD, however, has the potential to empower
YAWD to improve diabetes care and facilitate access to
healthcare 24/7 and regardless of location.

O038 / #42

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

REAL WORLD COST OUTCOMES WITH DIABETES
TECHNOLOGY USAGE AMONG ADULTS WITH TYPE
1 OR TYPE 2 DIABETES USING RAPID-ACTING
INSULIN

E. Meadows, C. Vallarino, S. Wong-Jacobson, B. Benneyworth

Eli Lilly and Company, Diabetes Business Unit, Indianapolis,
United States of America

Background and Aims: We aimed to determine the 1-year
medical costs associated with initiation of a continuous glucose
monitor (CGM) or insulin pump.

Methods: Using the IBM MarketScan database, we included
people with diabetes (PwD) ‡40 years old using rapid-acting
insulin who initiated a CGM or a pump (index date) between
2015–2017. A third cohort, a control group, were blood glucose
monitor (BGM) users. Continuous enrollment was required in
the 12 months before (baseline) and after (follow-up) index date.
Mean total medical costs, excluding device-related costs, are
reported as unadjusted values. Adjusted follow-up costs were
calculated by fitting a generalized linear model with gamma
distribution and log link.

Results: PwD meeting all criteria (n = 7,700) were assigned to
one of the 3 cohorts (table). For CGM and Pump cohorts, un-
adjusted follow-up costs were higher than baseline. After mul-
tivariable adjustment, in the first year after initiation CGM was
associated with $2038 in savings compared to BGM (p = 0.0076)
while pump was associated with $1786 higher costs (p = 0.0039).
Significant covariates in the models included baseline cost, age,
diabetes type (and interaction with age), and polypharmacy.

Conclusions: During the follow-up period, the unadjusted
medical costs appear lower than BGM for both CGM and Pump,
but multivariable adjustment yielded medical cost savings only

for CGM use. Economic benefits might be observable sooner for
CGMs than for pumps. Future work should extend the analyses to
longer follow-up periods, characterize the source(s) of the in-
cremental savings/costs, and evaluate whether the results differ
for newer generations of devices.

O039 / #162

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

COMPARING REAL-TIME AND INTERMITTENTLY
SCANNED CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING IN
ADULTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES: THE SIX-MONTH
MULTICENTER RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED
ALERTT1 TRIAL

M. Visser1, S. Charleer1,2, S. Fieuws3, R. Hilbrands4, T. Maes5,
C. De Block6, G. Vanhaverbeke7, E. Dirinck6, N. Myngheer7,
F. Nobels8, B. Keymeulen4, C. Mathieu1, P. Gillard1,9

1University Hospitals Leuven - KU Leuven, Endocrinology,
Leuven, Belgium, 2Fonds Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek,
Strategic Basic Research, Brussels, Belgium, 3KU Leuven and
University of Hasselt, Interuniversity Institute For Biostatistics
And Statistical Bioinformatics, Leuven, Belgium, 4Academic
Hospital and Diabetes Research Center Vrije Universiteit
Brussel, Diabetology, Brussels, Belgium, 5Imeldaziekenhuis
Bonheiden, Endocrinology, Bonheiden, Belgium, 6University
Hospital Antwerp, Endocrinology-diabetology-metabolism,
Edegem, Belgium, 7AZ Groeninge, Endocrinology, Kortrijk,
Belgium, 8OLV Hospital Aalst, Endocrinology, Aalst, Belgium,
9Fonds Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek, Senior Clinical
Investigator Fellow, Brussels, Belgium

Background and Aims: It is currently unclear whether
switching from isCGM to rtCGM with alert functionality offers
additional benefits for adults with type 1 diabetes (T1D).

Methods: This multicenter, open label, randomized con-
trolled trial compared 6-month rtCGM use (Dexcom G6; n = 127)
with isCGM (Abbott FreeStyle Libre; n = 127) in adults with
T1D previously using isCGM. Primary endpoint was time in
range (TIR; 70-180 mg/dL). The trial was also powered for key
secondary endpoints HbA1c, time <54 mg/dL, and Hypoglyce-
mia Fear Survey worry (HFS-worry) score. Sensor-glucose data
were measured with (blinded) Dexcom G6 sensors in both
groups. Groups (rtCGM/isCGM) were comparable in terms of
baseline TIR (52.5%/51.3%), age (42.8 years/43.0 years),
HbA1c (7.4%/7.4%), CSII use (18.9%/19.7%), and hypoglyce-
mia unawareness (18.9%/15.7%; based on Clarke score).

Results: After six months, participants on rtCGM spent more
TIR compared to isCGM users (59.6% vs. 51.9%; P < 0.0001),
corresponding to 99 minutes/day. HbA1c was 0.36% (95%CI -
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0.48,-0.24; P < 0.0001) lower compared to isCGM, while time
<54 mg/dL differed by 0.35% (95%CI -0.61,-0.10; P = 0.007)
and HFS-worry by 2.62 points (95%CI -4.52,-0.71; P = 0.0071).
Compared to isCGM, more people on rtCGM achieved consen-
sus targets for TIR (28.2% vs. 14.9%; P = 0.0017), time
>180 mg/dL (24.2% vs. 12.4%; P = 0.008), time <54 mg/dL
(85.5% vs. 73.6%; P = 0.034), HbA1c (48.8% vs. 33.1%;
P = 0.0003), and HbA1c without severe hypoglycemia (48.0%
vs. 32.2%; P = 0.0004). Scores on treatment satisfaction ques-
tionnaires were higher in rtCGM users (P < 0.0001).

Conclusions: In an unselected group of adults with T1D,
switching from isCGM to rtCGM with alerts significantly im-
proved time in range, HbA1c, time <54 mg/dL, and hypoglyce-
mia worry.

O040 / #195
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ASSOCIATION OF MACRONUTRIENTS INTAKE
WITH CGM-BASED TIME IN RANGE IN CHILDREN
WITH T1D

M. Marino1, C. Maffeis2, A. Chianese3, M. Marigliano4,
S. Rollato3, S. Giorda5, D. Tinti5, D. Iafusco3, A. Lorubbio6,
R. Schiaffini7, L. Tomaselli8, A. Iannilli1, R. Gesuita9,
V. Cherubini1

1Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria Ospedali Riuniti Ancona,
Women’s And Children’s Health, ANCONA, Italy, 2Verona
Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria integrata, Pediatric
Endocrinology and Diabetology, Verona, Italy, Paediatric
Diabetology, Verona, Italy, 3Vanvitelli, University of Naples,
Naples, Italy, Paediatric Diabetology, Napoli, Italy, 4Pediatric
Diabetes and Metabolic Disorders Unit, Regional Center for
Pediatric Diabetes, University City Hospital of Verona,
Dep.surgery, Dentistry, Paediatrics And Gynaecology,
University Of Verona., Verona, Italy, 5Regina Margherita
Hospital, Pediatric Endocrinology and Diabetology, Torino,
Italy,, Paediatric Diabetology, Torino, Italy, 66Bambino Gesu’
Children’s Hospital, Rome, Italy,, Paediatric Diabetology,
Rome, Italy, 7Bambino Gesu’ Children’s Hospital, Rome, Italy,,
Paediatric Diabetology, Rome, Italy, 87ARNAS Garibaldi
Nesima Hospital, Pediatric Diabetology and Endocrinology,
Catania, Italy, Paediatric Diabetology, Catania, Italy,
9Università Politecnica delle Marche, Epidemiology And
Biostatistics, Ancona, Italy

Background and Aims: To evaluate the association between
clinical factors and macronutrients intake with CGM-based time
in range (TIR) in children with T1D.

Methods: A multi-center cross-sectional study recruited
children with T1D, aged 2–17y, HbA1c < 86 mmol/mol, using
CGM, during Jan 2019–Jan 2020 in Italy. Diet intake was col-
lected through three day weighed food diaries. Nutrients were
evaluated as percentages of total intake and summarized as
median and (IQR). TIR was considered at target if the percentage
of readings and time 70-180 mg/dL was higher than 70%. Clin-
ical and nutritional factors associated to TIR at target were
analysed using multiple logistic regression, results were ex-
pressed as OR and 90%CI.

Results: Data were available for 197 children, 53% male, 47%
using CSII, median age 11.6y (8.6-14.3), HbA1c 55 mmol/mol
(48–61). Median nutrients intake was Protein, P 16.9% (14.4-19),
SFA 9.6% (7.8-10.9), polyunsaturated fatty acid, PUFA 10.3%

(7-14.9), monounsaturated fatty acid, MUFA 16.4% (13.8-19.4),
carbohydrates, CHO 45.9% (42.3-49.1). TIR at target was ob-
served in 28% of participants; median TIR was 60% (47-71).
Increasing diabetes duration and complex CHO assumption
significantly reduced the probability to reach TIR >70%. Use of
CHO counting, and higher fat consumption were associated with
an increase probability to achieve TIR >70%.

Conclusions: Less than 30% of the observed population
reached the TIR >70%. Both clinical and nutritional factors are
associated with TIR at target. This study highlights the role of
CHO counting and macronutrient intake in modulating CGM-
based glycemic targets in children and adolescents with T1D.

O041 / #220
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FREQUENCY OF FLASH GLUCOSE MONITORING IN
RELATION TO GLUCOSE METRICS: REAL-WORLD
DATA FROM SAUDI ARABIA

M. Al-Harbi1, T. Dunn2, K. Kao2, L. Brandner2, M. El Jammal3

1Ministry of Health, Diabetes Centers And Units Management,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 2Abbott Diabetes Care, Research &
Development, Alameda, United States of America, 3Abbott
Diabetes Care, Scientific & Medical Affairs, Alameda, United
States of America

Background and Aims: The FreeStyle Libre� flash glucose
monitoring system is a sensor-based glucose monitor. The aim of
this real-world data study was to analyze glucose metrics from
FreeStyle Libre� in relation to scanning frequency in Saudi
Arabia.

Methods: Anonymized data from FreeStyle Libre� glucose
readers from Saudi Arabia was analyzed for the period October
2015 to June 2020. Sensors, grouped per reader, were required to
have ‡120 hours of operation. Readers were rank-ordered by
scanning frequency into quartiles. Differences in estimated A1c
(eA1c), time in range (TIR), time in hypo- and hyperglycemia,
and glucose variation metrics were analyzed in relation to
scanning frequency.

Results: A total of 6097 readers, 35,747 sensors and 40 mil-
lion automatic glucose measurements were analyzed. Patients in
the lowest scanning frequency quartile (Q1, mean 5.2 scans/day)
had a mean eA1C of 9.77% versus 8.47% (p < 0.0001) for the
highest scanning frequency quartile (Q4, mean 32.0 scans/day).
Mean TIR was 32.8% for Q1 versus 46.4% (p < 0.0001) for Q4.
Median time below 54 and 70 mg/dL were 1.08% and 3.31% for
Q1 versus 0.41% (p < 0.05) and 2.31% (p < 0.05) for Q4. Mean
time above 180 mg/dL was 62.0% for Q1 versus 49.6%
(p < 0.0001) for Q4. Mean glucose standard deviation and
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coefficient of variation were 94.9 mg/dL and 41.3% for Q1
versus 75.0 mg/dL (p < 0.0001) and 38.2% (p < 0.0001) for Q4.

Conclusions: Analysis of real-world data demonstrates that
higher scanning frequency in FreeStyle Libre� users is associ-
ated with lower eA1c, greater TIR, less time in hypo- and hy-
perglycemia and lower glucose variation.

O042 / #262

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING AND
CLINICAL OUTCOMES AMONG PATIENTS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES AND COVID-19: A U.S. BASED
MULTI-CENTER OBSERVATIONAL STUDY

N. Noor1, D. Sparling2, J. Sanchez3, O. Ebekozien1,
A. Choudhry4, S. Stone5, G.T. Alonso6, D. Maahs7

1T1D Exchange, Quality Improvement And Population Health,
Boston, United States of America, 2University of Oklahoma
College of Medicine, Pediatric Diabetes And Endocrinology,
Oklahoma, United States of America, 3Miller School of
Medicine University of Miami, Pediatric Endocrinology,
Miami, United States of America, 4UT Southwestern Medical
Center, Pediatric Endocrinology, Dallas, United States of
America, 5Upstate University Hospital, Pediatric
Endocrinology, New York, United States of America, 6Barbara
Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes, Pediatrics, Colorado,
United States of America, 7Stanford University School of
Medicine, Pediatrics, Palo Alto, United States of America

Background and Aims: Continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM) improves glycemic control and reduces complications in
patients with type 1 diabetes (T1D). This study examines the
frequency of diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) and hospitalization
among patients with T1D and COVID-19 and CGM use.

Methods: This analysis included all patients with T1D who
tested positive for COVID-19 (n = 241) in the T1D Exchange
COVID-19 Registry. Data for the registry was collected using an
online survey tool. Healthcare teams from 52 endocrinology
clinics across the U.S. completed the survey using electronic
medical records between April and September 2020.

Results: Of the 241 patients included in this analysis, 53%
were CGM users and 47% were CGM non-users. CGM non-users
were more likely to be on public insurance compared to CGM
users (68% vs. 34%). HbA1c in the CGM group was lower

compared to non-users (Median [IQR],%: 8.1 [2.6] vs 10.0 [3.3]
[p < 0.001]), and DKA was less frequent for CGM users relative
to the non-users (9% vs 36%) [p < 0.001]. Further, patients who
did not use CGM were more likely to be hospitalized (33% vs
13%) [p < 0.001] or need ICU care [30% vs.6%) [p < 0.001] than
patients who used CGM.

Conclusions: Patients with T1D infected with COVID-19
who used a CGM device had lower rates of adverse clinical
outcomes than patients who did not use CGM.

O043 / #278
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REAL-TIME CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING
VERSUS SELF MONITORING OF BLOOD GLUCOSE IN
TYPE 1 DIABETES: REAL-WORLD DATA FROM A
LARGE U.S. MULTI-CENTER STUDY

N. Noor1, G. Norman2, N.-H. Yayah Jones3,
S. Majidi4, J. Indyk5, M. Clements6, S. Dei-Tutu7,
O. Ebekozien1, D. Desalvo8

1T1D Exchange, Quality Improvement And Population Health,
Boston, United States of America, 2Dexcom, Inc., Global
Access, San Diego, United States of America, 3Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital, Pediatrics, Cincinnati, United States of
America, 4Barbara Davis Center for Diabetes, Pediatric
Endocrinology, Aurora, United States of America, 5Nationwide
Children’s Hospital, Pediatric Endocrinology, Ohio, United
States of America, 6Children’s Mercy Hospital, Pediatric
Endocrinology, Kansas City, United States of America, 7Texas
Children’s Hospital, Diabetes And Endocrinology, Houston,
United States of America, 8Texas Children’s Hospital, Pediatric
Diabetes & Endocrinology/Houston, United States of America

Background and Aims: The management of type 1 diabetes
(T1D) involves strict glucose control to avoid acute complica-
tions. The use of real-time continuous glucose monitors (rtCGM)
relative to self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) has dem-
onstrated better glycemic control in T1D patients. This study aims
to examine the distribution of patient demographics and frequency
of clinical outcomes across the rtCGM and SMBG groups.

Methods: The analysis included 14,248 T1D patients in the
T1D Exchange Quality Improvement (T1DX-QI) database for
whom electronic medical record data was available from eight
endocrinology clinics across the U.S. Patients over 2 years with
at least one completed clinic encounter between July 2017 –
February 2020 were included for analysis.
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Results: In this population, 37% (N = 5,276) of T1D patients
were rtCGM users, whereas 63% (N = 8,972) self-monitored
blood glucose. Fewer Non-Hispanic Black (2% vs. 11%) and
publicly insured patients (8% vs. 16%) used a rtCGM device
relative to the SMBG group [p < 0.001]. HbA1c levels were
higher in the SMBG group compared to those using rtCGM
(Mean [SD],%: 8.8 [2.1] vs. 8.1[1.7] [p < 0.001]), and events of
severe hypoglycemia (8% vs.10%) and diabetic ketoacidosis
(2% vs. 7%) were less frequently recorded for rtCGM users
relative to the SMBG group [p < 0.001].

Conclusions: This study highlights inequities in adoption of
rtCGM for glycemic control, while consolidating previous
findings demonstrating rtCGM device use being critical in ef-
fective management of blood glucose levels.

O044 / #376
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PERFORMANCE OF THE GUARDIAN� SENSOR 3
CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEM
WITH NO CALIBRATION

R. Brazg1, T. Bailey2, B. Bode3, K. Castorino4,
M. Christiansen5, K. Kaiserman6, Y. Kudva7, D. Liljenquist8,
D. Shulman9, R. Slover10, S. Lee11, J. Shin12, S. Huang12,
A. Rhinehart11, R. Vigersky11

1Rainier Clinical Research Center, Endocrinology, Renton,
United States of America, 2AMCR Institute, Clinical Research,
Escondido, United States of America, 3Atlanta Diabetes
Associates, Endocrinology, Atlanta, United States of America,
4Sansum Diabetes Research Institute, Endocrinology, Santa
Barbara, United States of America, 5Diablo Clinical Research,
Endocrinology, Walnut Creek, United States of America,
6Mannkind Corporation, Pediatric Endocrinology, Westlake
Village, United States of America, 7Mayo Clinic, Endocrinology,
Rochester, United States of America, 8Rocky Moutain Diabetes
& Osteoporosis Center, Endocrinology, Idaho Falls, United
States of America, 9University of South Florida, Pediatrics,
Tampa, United States of America, 10Barbara Davis Center for
Childhood Diabetes, Endocrinology, Aurora, United States of
America, 11Medtronic, Medical Affairs, Northridge, United
States of America, 12Medtronic, Clinical Biostatistics,
Northridge, United States of America

Background and Aims: Continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM) is becoming an important tool for glycemic management
and is an integral part of automated insulin delivery (AID) sys-
tems. Medtronic developed a new sensor algorithm for use with
the Guardian� Sensor 3 (GS3) glucose sensor that requires no
calibration, and the present study assessed its performance.

Methods: There were 160 subjects (aged 18–80 years, *64%
with T1D) who wore GS3 sensors in the arm and abdomen. Data
were compared with Yellow Springs Instrument (YSI) values
and processed using the Zeus algorithm and incorporating dif-
ferent calibration schemes. The primary endpoint was determi-
nation of overall sensor glucose (SG) values within 20% of YSI
reference, or –20 mg/dL when SG was <80 mg/dL (20%/20).
Other endpoints included overall mean absolute relative differ-
ence (MARD) between system and reference values, –15 mg/dL
at SG <70 mg/dL, and Consensus Error Grid (CEG) analyses.

Results: For no calibrations and the arm location, 20%/20 and
–15 mg/dL agreement rates were 88.0% (N = 20,612 paired data
points) and 89.6% (N = 2456 paired data points), respectively.

For the abdomen, the rates were 88.0% (N = 18,423) and 92.1%
(N = 1963), respectively. MARD was 10.64% for the arm and
10.78% for the abdomen. MARD for the <70 mg/dL SG range
was 12.61% for the arm and 14.78% for the abdomen. The CEG
analyses determined 99.9% of points within the A + B range for
both the arm (N = 20,590) and abdomen (N = 18,409) locations.

Conclusions: These data on the performance of the no-
calibration Guardian� Sensor 3 system may support non-
adjunctive insulin dosing in standalone CGM and AID systems.

O045 / #387
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FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH IMPROVEMENT IN
DIABETES-RELATED DISTRESS IN PEOPLE LIVING
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES WITH FREESTYLE LIBRE -
ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH CLINICAL
DIABETOLOGISTS (ABCD) STUDY

H. Deshmukh1, E. Wilmot2, R. Gregory3, A. Kilvert4,
D. Barnes5, R. Herring6, R. Banatwalla1, P. Narendran7,
J. Patmore1, C. Walton1, R. Ryder8, T. Sathyapalan1

1University of Hull, Academic Diabetes And Endocrinology,
Hull, United Kingdom, 2Royal Derby Hospital, University
Hospitals of Derby and Burton NHS Trust, Diabetes &
Endocrinololgy, Derby, United Kingdom, 3Leicester General
Hospital, Diabetes And Endocrinology, LE PW, United
Kingdom, 4Northampton General Hospital, Diabetes And
Endocrinology, Northampton, United Kingdom, 5Tunbridge
Wells Hospital, Diabetes And Endocrinology, Tunbridge Wells,
United Kingdom, 6Royal Surrey County Hospital, Guildford,
U.K., Diabetes And Endocrinology, Guildford, United
Kingdom, 7University Hospitals Birmingham NHS Foundation
Trust, Department of diabetes, Birmingham, United Kingdom,
8City Hospital, Birmingham, U.K., Diabetes And
Endocrinology, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: We have recently shown that use of
FSL is associated with improvement in diabetes-related distress
(DDS) in people with T1D. The objective of this study was to
identify factors associated with improvement in DDS following
the use of FSL.

Methods: The study was performed using data from the
ABCD nationwide FreeStyle Libre audit. We collected diabetes-
related distress scores at baseline and follow up (two-item dia-
betes distress screening instrument, ‘feeling overwhelmed by the
demands of living with diabetes’ and ‘feeling that I am often
failing with my diabetes routine’DDS2). An average item score
of ‡3 (moderate distress) discriminated high from low-distressed
subgroups. We used an unsupervised gradient boosting machine
learning model (GBM) to identify the relative influence (RI) of
post-FSL use on two components of DDS. Since the two com-
ponents were correlated, we only present the factors associated
with the change in DDS1 following FSL use.

Results: The study included 4,588 people living with T1D
who had baseline and post-FSL DDS score and consisted of
48.6% female, with baseline, and post FSL HbA1c of
67.6(–16.02)) and 62.9 (–14.02) mmol/l and a baseline and post
FSL DDS of 2.8(–1.4) and 2.2(–1.9) respectively. In the GBM
model, improvement in the GOLD score (RI = 42.2), and HbA1c
with FSL use (RI = 19.4), post-FSL HbA1c (RI = 13.8) and the
greater number of FSL scans per day (RI = 10.07) were associ-
ated post FSL reduction in DDS.
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Conclusions: Improvement in hypoglycaemia awareness,
glycaemic control and engagement with FSL is associated with
improved DDS in people living with T1D.

O046 / #452
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ACCURACY OF RT-CGM SYSTEMS DURING
CONTINUOUS AND INTERVAL EXERCISE IN ADULTS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

G. Da Prato, S. Pasquini, E. Rinaldi, T. Lucianer, S. Donà,
L. Santi, C. Negri, P. Moghetti, E. Bonora, M. Trombetta

University and Hospital of Verona, Endocrinology, Diabetes
And Metabolism Department Of Medicine, Verona, Italy

Background and Aims: Real-time glucose monitoring sys-
tems (rt-CGMs) play an important role in the treatment decisions
of subjects with type 1 diabetes (T1D), but their accuracy may be
lower during exercise. We assessed the accuracy of several re-
cent rt-CGMs in T1D subjects during both moderate continuous
(CON) and interval training (IT) exercise.

Methods: In 22 patients, already using a rt-CGM, a second
different sensor was applied. Participants performed, in a random
order, a 30’ CON session, and a 30’ IT session. Data recorded by
rt-CGMs were compared with the corresponding blood glucose
values, measured by a glucose analyzer. The accuracy of rt-
CGMs was assessed by the Sensor Bias (SB), the Mean Absolute
Relative Difference (MARD) and the Clarke error grid.

Results: A total of 2355 plasma-sensor glucose paired points
were collected. Both average plasma and interstitial glucose did
not significantly differ during CON and IT. However, plasma
glucose change at the end of exercise was greater during CON
than during IT. During CON, the sensors overestimated plasma
glucose more than during IT, as shown by both SB and MARD.
Classifying the clinical performance according to the Clarke
error grid, no differences were found between the exercise ses-
sions and >97% of values were in the A + B zone.

Conclusions: In conclusion, continuous exercise affects rt-
CGMs accuracy to a greater extent than interval training,likely
due to larger acute glycemic variations. However, this phe-
nomenon does not compromise clinical reliability of recent
CGMs. Larger studies, should investigate a broader spectrum of
activities in terms of intensity and type of exercise.

O047 / #515
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HEART RATE VARIABILITY CHANGES PRECEED
ONSET OF NOCTURNAL HYPOGLYCEMIA IN
CHILDREN WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES- A WAY TO
PREDICT HYPOGLYCEMIA?

S. Bachmann1, B. Xu2, M.-A. Burckhardt1, G. Szinnai1,
M. Hess1, U. Zumsteg1, B. Donner3

1University Children’s Hospital Basel UKBB, Paediatric
Endocrinology And Diabetology, Basel, Switzerland,
2University of Montpellier, Euromov, Ales, France, 3University
Children’s Hospital Basel UKBB, Paediatric Cardiology,
Basel, Switzerland

Background and Aims: Nocturnal hypoglycemia is most
feared in children with diabetes, though often unrecognized.

Heart rate variability (HRV) reflects activation of the autonomic
nervous system. As hypoglycemia and declining glucose induce
sympathoadrenal activation, changes of HRV could be assumed.
Hence, the aim of this study was to evaluate, if HRV changes
occur before the onset of nocturnal hypoglycemia in children
with type 1 diabetes (T1D).

Methods: Children aged 1 to 18 y, with T1D for >6 months,
participated in an observational study using continuous glucose
monitoring (CGM) during 5 days. Simultaneously, Holter ECG
was recorded each night. HRV parameters such as time (SDNN)
and frequency (VLF and total power) domain and sample en-
tropy were calculated using a 6min moving window from 90mins
before until the onset ( = 0mins) of nocturnal hypoglycemia
(sensor glucose level <3.9mmol/l for ‡15mins). Mean HRV
parameters at several timepoints were compared to timepoint 0
using a Kruskal-Wallis test.

Results: Twenty-five children (11f, mean (SD) age 13.5y
(2.5) participated in the study. 33 hypoglycemic events with
concomitant ECG recording occurred. Mean SDNN increased
from 79ms at -70mins and 83ms at -30mins to 89ms at 0mins
(p = 0.002 and 0.01), as did VLF (from 3158ms and 4366ms to
5153ms; p = 0.0001, 0.0002) and total power (from 7960ms and
9663ms to 10700ms; p = 0.0002, 0.0081). Sample entropy de-
creased from 1.76 and 1.75 to 1.65 (p = 0.001, 0.001).

Conclusions: Significant changes of multiple HRV variables
as early as 70 mins before the occurence of nocturnal hypogly-
cemia were documented. This indicates that HRV changes may
be used to help predict nocturnal hypoglycemia.
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CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING USE AND
GLUCOSE VARIABILITY IN VERY YOUNG
CHILDREN WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES: THE VIBRATE
STUDY

K. Dovc1, M. Van Name2, E. Rusak3, C. Piona4, G. Yesiltepe-
Mutlu5, R. Mentink6, G. Frontino7, M. Macedoni8, S. Ferreira9,
J. Serra-Caetano10, J. Galhardo11, J. Pelicand12, F. Silvestri13,
B. Jenko Bizjan14, A. Chobot15, T. Biester16

1University Children’s Hospital and Faculty of Medicine,
University of Ljubljana, Department Of Endocrinology,
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Slovenia, 2Yale University School of Medicine, Pediatric
Endocrinology, New Haven, United States of America, 3Medical
University of Silesia, Department Of Children’s Diabetology,
Katowice, Poland, 4University City Hospital of Verona,
Pediatric Diabetes And Metabolic Disorders Unit, Regional
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Background and Aims: While data on the efficacy and safety
of CGM is evident across a broad age spectrum, there is a limited
assessment in very young children with type 1 diabetes (T1D).
This study aimed to assess real-world data in this high-risk
population, focusing on glycemic variability and time in ranges.

Methods: The study adopted a prospective, multi-national,
registry-based population cohort design to compare glycemia
metrics over 12 months between very young children with T1D
using real-time CGM and those using intermittent fingerstick
blood glucose monitoring (BGM) alone. Major eligibility criteria
included T1D diagnosed at least 6 months prior, age 1 to 7 years,
insulin pump therapy for at least 3 months and at least 10 days of
CGM/BGM data. The primary endpoint was assessment of gly-
cemic variability as measured by the difference in coefficient of
variation (CV) between the CGM users and BGM cohort and
time in ranges as other pre-specified endpoints calculated for
each group. The trial is registered with Clinicaltrials.gov:
NCT04558710

Results: Data from 229 individuals (44% were female, mean
age 5.1 – 1.6 years) from 15 centers were analyzed.Results of the
primary and pre-specified secondary efficacy outcomes are pre-
sented in Table 1 over the full 24-hour period.

Conclusions: The use of CGM was associated with reduced
glucose fluctuations and increased time in range and decreased
time above and below range. In our study, very young children
with T1D using CGM were more likely to approach the targeted
glycemia as measured by time in range.

O049 / #566

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

GLUCOSE MANAGEMENT INDICATOR (GMI)
VARIABLY PREDICTS AVERAGE HBA1C LEVELS
ACCORDING TO GLYCEMIC VARIABILITY (%CV)
ACROSS THE LIFESPAN IN TYPE 1 DIABETES (T1D)

B. Cooper1, K. Miller2, L. Laffel3

1Retina Associates, Ophthalmology, KANSAS CITY, United
States of America, 2JAEB Center for Health Research, Senior
Epidemiologist, Tampa, United States of America, 3Harvard
Medical School, Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, United States
of America

Background and Aims: GMI can estimate average HbA1c
based on the mean glucose from at least 14 days of CGM data.
Using CGM data, one can also assess glycemic variability with
coefficient of variation for glucose (CV, glucose SD/mean x
100%). Given that glycemic levels fluctuate across the lifespan,
we aimed to evaluate the accuracy of GMI in estimating average
A1c based on CV and age.

Methods: GMI was calculated from over 300 hours of base-
line, masked CGM data collected before starting RT-CGM in
3 US studies in persons with T1D (SENCE [N = 143, 2–6y] /
CITY [N = 152, 14–24y] / WISDM [N = 203, 60–86y]). GMI (%)
was calculated using the formula: 3.31 + 0.02392 x [mean glu-
cose in mg/dL]. We assessed associations between baseline
HbA1c, from a central laboratory, and CGM metrics (mean
glucose, TIR (70-180mg/dL) by study and stratified by CV
(£36,>36).

Results: Across all studies, lab HbA1c was strongly corre-
lated with CGM metrics (p < 0.0001). When CV >36 vs. CV £36,
GMI underestimated average HbA1c in all studies; greatest
differences were seen in adolescents/young adults (CITY).
Correlations between HbA1c and mean glucose and TIR were
stronger when CV >36 (Table).

Conclusions: These 3 studies affirm that CGM metrics, both
mean glucose and TIR, can estimate laboratory HbA1c. Notably,
glycemic variability (CV) alters these associations across the
lifespan in persons with T1D. Caution should be used in inter-
preting GMI in those with high variability due to risk for under-
approximation; changes in RBC kinetics likely also impact these
associations.
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O050 / #617

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

IDENTIFYING CGM DATA USING MACHINE
LEARNING; A CGM DIGITAL ‘FINGERPRINT’

P. Herrero1, M. Reddy2, P. Georgiou1, N. Oliver2

1Imperial College London, Centre For Bio-inspired
Technology, Electrical And Electronic Engineering, London,
United Kingdom, 2Imperial College London, Department Of
Metabolism, Digestion And Reproduction, London, United
Kingdom

Background and Aims: Cybersecurity in eHealthcare is a
growing concern, and in particular, in diabetes care, where vast
amounts of data are being generated by the recent surge in
wearable devices, such as continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM). The use of open-source platforms, for example, Night-
Scout and OpenAPS, has increased the risk of data breaches and
might represent a privacy concern for some users. In this work,
we aim to demonstrate that it is possible to identify CGM data at
an individual level by standard machine learning techniques.

Methods: The publically available REPLACE-BG dataset
containing 226 adult participants with type 1 diabetes wearing
CGM over 6 months was used. A support vector machine (SVM)
binary classifier aiming to determine if a CGM data stream be-
longs to an individual was trained and tested for each subject in
the dataset. Eleven standard glycaemic metrics were employed to
generate the feature vector for the SVM. Data points in the
training and testing datasets were generated by evaluating the
selected glycaemic metrics over multiple incidences of one-
month time windows. In order to increase the number of data
points, a sliding time window was employed.

Results: The mean and standard deviation of sensitivity,
specificity, and accuracy results on the testing data set were
0.80 – 0.24, 0.97 – 0.03, and 0.89 – 0.12, respectively.

Conclusions: This work demonstrates that it is possible to
determine with relatively high accuracy if a CGM data stream
belongs to an individual. The proposed approach can be used as a
digital CGM ‘fingerprint’ or for detecting glycaemic changes
within an individual (e.g. illness).

O051 / #656

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

STRONG TREATMENT EFFECT OF CONTINUOUS
GLUCOSE MONITORING (CGM) IN REDUCING
HYPOGLYCEMIA IRRESPECTIVE OF PREVIOUS
BLOOD GLUCOSE MONITORING AMONG OLDER
ADULTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES (T1D)

K. Miller1, L. Kanapka1, R. Beck1, M. Rickels2, R. Pratley3

1Jaeb Center for Health Research, Diabetes, Tampa, United
States of America, 2Rodebaugh Diabetes Center, University of
Pennsylvania, School Of Medicine, Philadelphia, United States
of America, 3AdventHealth Translation Research Institute,
Diabetes, Orlando, United States of America

Background and Aims: The Wireless Innovation for Seniors
with Diabetes Mellitus (WISDM) randomized clinical trial
demonstrated reductions in hypoglycemia with CGM compared
with blood glucose monitoring over 6 months among older adults

with T1D. The aim of this analysis was to evaluate whether the
treatment effect was influenced by the frequency of pre-study
self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG).

Methods: 203 older adults age ‡60 yrs were randomly as-
signed to use CGM or BGM for 26 weeks. CGM-measured
outcomes stratified by baseline SMBG (<4x/d vs. >4x/d) were
calculated at baseline (masked CGM) and during follow-up
(masked CGM for BGM group).

Results: Among participants with baseline SMBG <4
times/day, median percent time <70 mg/dL was reduced from
7.2% at baseline to 1.8% at 26 weeks in the CGM group and was
4.8% at baseline and 5.1% at 26 weeks in the BGM group.
A positive treatment effect also was observed among participants
with baseline SMBG ‡4 times/day (Table). After 26 weeks of
CGM use, 78% and 85% of participants were using CGM six or
more days/wk in those with baseline SMBG <4 times/day and
SMBG ‡4 times/day, respectively.

Conclusions: Prior to changing restrictions during the COV-
ID-19 pandemic, public insurance (Medicare) for older adults in
the US required SMBG ‡4 times/day for approval of CGM.
These study results show CGM can be effectively used to reduce
hypoglycemia irrespective of SMBG history.

O052 / #710

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

THE PROMISE STUDY: AN EVALUATION OF THE
SAFETY AND ACCURACY OF THE NEXT
GENERATION 180-DAY LONG-TERM IMPLANTABLE
EVERSENSE CGM SYSTEM

S. Garg1, D. Liljenquist2, B. Bode3, M. Christiansen4,
T. Bailey5, R. Brazg6, D. Denham7, A. Chang8, H. Akturk9,
A. Dehennis10, K. Tweden11, F. Kaufman12

1Barbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes, Endocrinology,
Aurora, United States of America, 2Rocky Mountain Diabetes
Center, Research, Idaho Falls, United States of America,
3Atlanta Diabetes Associates, Endocrinology, Atlanta, United
States of America, 4Diablo Clinical Research, Endocrinology,
Walnut Creek, United States of America, 5AMCR Institute,
Clinical Research, Escondido, United States of America,
6Rainier Clinical Research Center, Endocrinology, Renton,
United States of America, 7Clinical Trials of Texas, Inc,
Research, San Antonio, United States of America, 8John Muir
Health, Research, Concord, United States of America,
9University of Colorado, Barbara Davis Center For Diabetes,
Aurora, United States of America, 10Senseonics Inc,
Engineering, Germantown, United States of America,
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11Senseonics Inc, Clinical Science, Germantown, United States
of America, 12Senseonics Inc, Medical Affairs, Germantown,
United States of America

Background and Aims: The prospective, multi-center
PROMISE Study was conducted from 27Dec2018–08May2020
in 181 adults ‡18 years with diabetes at 8 US clinical sites to
evaluate the safety and accuracy of the next generation Eversense
CGM System for up to 180 days.

Methods: During 10 clinic visits between day 1–180 lasting
up to 10 hours, accuracy between 40-400mg/dL was assessed
comparing CGM and reference glucose values from Yellow
Springs Instruments (YSI), including hyperglycemia and hypo-
glycemia challenges. A total of 279 sensors were placed (85 and
96 subjects had 1 and 2 sensors inserted in the arm, respectively,
with 2 replaced sensors) for 558 insertion/removal procedures.
Two calibrations/day to day 21 were prompted, after which it
primarily prompts 1 calibration/day.

Results: The mean age was 48.6 years (range 18–77years).
Accuracy analyses were based on 49,613 matched pairs over 180
days. Percent CGM readings within 15/15% and 20/20% of YSI
values was 85.6% and 92.9%, respectively, and the overall Mean
Absolute Relative Difference (MARD) was 9.1%. MARDs
across different time periods over 180 days were <9.6% (Table),
except for the beginning and end of sensor life. The confirmed
hypoglycemia detection rate at 70mg/dL and 60mg/dL were 93%
and 87%, respectively. Hyperglycemia at 180mg/dL was de-
tected in 99%. There were no device or insertion/removal pro-
cedure-related serious adverse events. Two mild skin infections
occurred for a rate of 0.36% per procedure.

Conclusions: These results indicate the next generation
Eversense long-term implantable CGM System has sustained
accuracy and safety up to 180 days with mainly one calibra-
tion/day.

O053 / #712

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

TEMPORAL TRENDS IN DIABETES TECHNOLOGY
USE AND ASSOCIATED OUTCOMES AMONG
CHILDREN WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES £6 YEARS
BETWEEN 2000 AND 2020

S. Lanzinger1,2, S. Tittel1,2, C. Knoll3,4,5, C. De Beaufort6,
J. Ziegler7, C. Reinauer8, S. Bachmann9,
H. Schöttler10, R. Holl1,2

1Ulm University, Institute Of Epidemiology And Medical
Biometry, Zibmt, Ulm, Germany, 2German Center for Diabetes
Research (DZD), Munich-neuherberg, Munich-Neuherberg,
Germany, 3University of Leipzig, Hospital for Children and
Adolescents, Leipzig, Department Of Pediatrics, Leipzig,
Germany, 4Median Childrens Hospital am Nicolausholz, Bad
Kösen, Bad Kösen, Germany, 5University of Leipzig, Hospital
For Children And Adolescents, Leipzig, Germany, 6Centre
Hospitalier de Luxembourg, Clinique Pédiatrique,
Luxembourg, Luxembourg, 7University Children’s Hospital,
Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany, 8Heinrich-Heine-University
Düsseldorf, Department Of Pediatrics, Düsseldorf, Germany,
9University Children’s Hospital Basel UKBB, Paediatric
Endocrinology And Diabetology, Basel, Switzerland,
10Darmstädter Kinderkliniken Prinzessin Margaret, Darmstadt,
Darmstadt, Germany

Background and Aims: To investigate temporal trends in the
use of insulin pumps (CSII) and continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM) in children with type 1 diabetes (T1D) £6 years of age
from 2000 to 2020. Furthermore, to study changes in HbA1c and
event rates of severe hypoglycaemia over time in a prospective,
multicentre diabetes patient follow-up (DPV) registry.

Methods: Children with T1D £6 years (‡ 6 months at onset),
registered in DPV from 2000 to 2020 were included. Temporal
trends in diabetes technology use were studied using repeated
measurements logistic regression models considering sex, dia-
betes duration (£1 year, >1 year), age (<2, 2-<4, ‡4 years), mi-
gration background and the interaction of age*year as covariates.
Changes in HbA1c and event rates of severe hypoglycaemia
were studied using linear and negative binomial regression
models.

Results: Among 16,907 children, use of CSII increased con-
sistently from 2000 (<1%) to 2020 (86%) with a most significant
increase in very young children <2 years (2020: 96% (95%-
CI:93-98%) vs 90% (88-92% 2-<4 years), 82% (80-84% 4-£6
years)). Use of CGM increased from 2% in 2016 to 73% in 2020
(76% (69-81%) <2 years to 72% (70-74%) in 4-£6 years). HbA1c
was stable at 7.7%. Event rates of severe hypoglycaemia de-
creased significantly from 0.35 events/PY (0.30-0.40PY) in 2000
to 0.07 events/PY (0.06-0.09PY) in 2020.

Conclusions: These registry data show consistent increases in
CSII and CGM use in T1D children £6 years during the last 2
decades. Increasing use of diabetes technology might be asso-
ciated with the significant decrease in severe hypoglycaemia.

O054 / #728

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

GLUCOSE TRACKING WITH OPTICAL
MEASUREMENT IN CLINICAL EVALUATION—
PROFUSA LUMEE GLUCOSE PLATFORM

J. Mader1, A. Simic2, M. Roosen2, M. Hartmann2, L. Scholle3,
R. Siegl2, S. Vardanyan2, T. Pöttler2, W. Menzie4, S. Gamsey4,
K. Rebrin4, U. Kamecke4

1Medical University Graz, Division Endocrinology And
Diabetology, Graz, Austria, 2Medical University of Graz,
Division Of Endocrinology And Diabetology, Graz, Austria,
3Medical University of Graz, Division Of Endocrinology And
Diabetology, Department Of Internal Medicine, Graz, Austria,
4Profusa, R&d, Emeryville, United States of America
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Background and Aims: Profusa is developing a soft glucose-
sensitive hydrogel, a sterile, small (5.0x0.75x0.65mm when
hydrated), intended for subcutaneous injection. The hydrogel is
suitable for long term use and could remain in the body perma-
nently. Presented studies assess the platform function, transi-
tioning from animal studies to human studies.

Methods: The glucose sensor is comprised of a hydrogel
scaffold with covalently bound fluorescent molecules that pro-
duce near infrared light proportional to glucose concentration
when interrogated by an optical reader placed on the skin
(Figure 1). The v3.0 Reader utilizes a set of LEDs to excite
fluorophores within the Hydrogel. The LEDs reside in the Reader
which sits on the skin above the Hydrogel. The reader commu-

nicates wirelessly to a tablet for control and data transmission
(Figure 2). Pre-clincal performance was validated in a swine
mode in multiple 8-hour experiments over 3 month-
s.Performance was assessed during in-clinic visits in subjects
with diabetes over a period of 3 months. Frequent blood glucose
measurements with a Super GL laboratory analyzer were col-
lected as reference.

Results: This study was designed to characterize baseline
performance and signal perturbations due to environmental
conditions, including motion, temperature, and ambient light.
This characterization is used to develop and refine the signal
processing algorithm to calculate glucose levels.The follow-
ing graphs (Figures 3–5) demonstrate the successful identifica-
tion of a glucose excursion in a single subject during the first two
weeks.

Conclusions: Results of using this hydrogel and reader in the
swine model are confirmed in this clinical study, tracking glucose
during study days over a 3-month period.
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O055 / #732

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

REAL-WORLD DATA ON TIME IN RANGE AMONG
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES: DATA FROM THE INTERNATIONAL
SWEET REGISTRY

K. Dovc1, S. Lanzinger2, R. Cardona Hernandez3,
M. Tauschmann4, M. Marigliano5, V. Cherubini6, R. Preikša7,
U. Schierloh8, H. Clapin9, F. Aljaser10, J. Pelicand11,
R. Shuklar12, T. Biester13

1University Children’s Hospital, and Faculty of Medicine,
University of Ljubljana, Endocrinology, Diabetes And Metabolic
Diseases (pediatric Clinic), Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2Ulm
University, Institute Of Epidemiology And Medical Biometry,
Zibmt, Ulm, Germany, 3Hospital Sant Joan de Déu, Division Of
Pediatric Endocrinology;, Barcelona, Spain, 4Medical
University of Vienna, Department Of Pediatrics And Adolescent
Medicine, Vienna, Austria, 5Pediatric Diabetes and Metabolic
Disorders Unit, Regional Center for Pediatric Diabetes,
University City Hospital of Verona, Dep.surgery, Dentistry,
Paediatrics And Gynaecology, University Of Verona., Verona,
Italy, 6Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria Ospedali Riuniti
Ancona, Women’s And Children’s Health, ANCONA, Italy,
7Lithuanian University of Health Sciences, Institute And Clinic
Of Endocrinology, Kaunas, Lithuania, 8Centre Hospitalier
Luxembourg, Department Of Pediatric Diabetes And
Endocrinology, Luxembourg, Luxembourg, 9Perth Children’s
Hospital, Department Of Diabetes And Endocrinology, Perth,
Australia, 10Amiri Hospital, Ministry of Health, Department Of
Pediatrics, Dasman, Kuwait, 11Hospital Universitaria San
Camilo, Pediatric Diabetology, San Felipe, Chile, 12Center for
Diabetes & Endocrine Diseases, Department Of Diabetes And
Endocrinology, Kanpur, India, 13Children’s Hospital AUF DER
BULT, Pediatrics, Hannover, Germany

Background and Aims: An international consensus proposed
time in range 70–180 mg/dl (TIR), below (<70 mg/dl) and above
(>180 mg/dl) range as compound metrics of glycemic control to
complement HbA1c regardless of age in individuals with Type 1
Diabetes (T1D). The aim of this study was to evaluate real-world
data from an international network for pediatric diabetes centers
(SWEET).

Methods: We retrospectively analyzed data from four age
groups: 1–6y (n = 185), 7–13y (n = 1,195), 14–17y (n = 996) and
18–21y (n = 347) with T1D using CGM. Linear regression
models adjusted for gender, diabetes duration, age, BMI and
insulin therapy modality were performed to identify potential
predictors of TIR.

Results: CGM data from 2,723 individuals (mean 229 sensor-
days/person) from 22 centers were analyzed. Overall median TIR
was 54.5%. Time in/below/above ranges were 59.3/3.0/37.9%
among 1–6y, 57.4/3.0/38.5% among 7–13y, 51.7/3.6/42.8%
among 14–17y and 50.7/4.7/42.5% among 18–21y. We observed
a significant positive association between TIR and insulin ther-
apy modality, an inverse association between T1D duration and
TIR, while there was no association with gender or BMI. Ad-
justed mean (95%CI) TIR was 57% (54;59) in insulin pump users
and 51% (47;54) in non-users. Pearson correlation coefficients
showed strong correlations between HbA1c and TIR (R = -0.746,
P < 0.0001).

Conclusions: Data from the SWEET registry demonstrate that
only a minority of young individuals with T1D achieve re-

commended goals for TIR. We observed higher TIR at younger
age groups, a significant decline in TIR with longer T1D duration
and a positive association with insulin pump therapy.

O056 / #733

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

GLUCOSE SENSOR ACCURACY DURING
SUBCUTANEOUS GLUCAGON INFUSION NEAR
SENSOR SITE

A. Ranjan1, C. Laugesen1, D. Boiroux2, S. Schmidt1,
A. Reenberg2, J. Jørgensen2, K. Nørgaard1

1Steno Diabetes Center Copenhagen, Diabetes Technology
Research, Gentofte, Denmark, 2Technical University of
Denmark, Department Of Applied Mathematics And Computer
Science, Kgs Lyngby, Denmark

Background and Aims: The study aim is to compare sensor
accuracy after subcutaneous (s.c.) infusion of glucagon near to
versus remote from sensor site.

Methods: Seventeen adults with type 1 diabetes wore two
continuous glucose monitors (Dexcom� G6; CGMglucagon and
CGMcontrol) placed on each side of the abdomen during a 33-h in-
clinic visit. During the study visit, participants’ plasma glucose
was controlled with DiaCon’s dual-hormone insulin-glucagon
closed-loop system, consisting of a smartphone, CGMcontrol and
two s.c. infusion pumps (Dana RS insulin pump, Sooil) for de-
livery of insulin and glucagon (GlucaGen�, Novo Nordisk).
The infusion site for glucagon was placed 2 cm next to the
CGMglucagon. The CGM performance for the 33 hrs were com-
pared with the plasma glucose measured with Yellow Spring
Instrument 2900 (YSI).

Results: In total, 1,076 paired YSI–CGMglucagon and 1,172
paired YSI–CGMcontrol were collected from the 17 participants.
Using YSI as comparator, no difference in the median (inter-
quatile range) absolute relative difference (MARD) for
CGMglucagon and CGMcontrol was found (16.7 (8.3-22.9) % vs.
11.0 (8.0-17.5) %; PWilcoxon = 0.105). Values in zone A + B of
Clarke error grid analysis did not differ between CGMglucagon and
CGMcontrol using YSI as reference measurement (94.1% vs.
94.9%, PMcNemar = 0.103). The precision absolute relative devi-
ation between sensors was 6.9 %.

Conclusions: Sensor accuracy was not significantly affected
by s.c. infusion of glucagon near to sensor site.

O057 / #760

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

GLYCEMIC MEASURES FOR 8,914 ADULT
FREESTYLE LIBRE� USERS DURING ROUTINE CARE
SEGMENTED BY AGE GROUP AND OBSERVED
CHANGES DURING THE COVID PANDEMIC

P. Choudhary1, K. Kao2, L. Brandner2, T. Dunn2, G. Rayman3,
E. Wilmot4,5

1University of Leicester, Diabetes Research Centre, Leicester,
United Kingdom, 2Abbott Diabetes Care, Research &
Development, Alameda, United States of America, 3Ipswich
Diabetes Center, Diabetes, Ipswich, United Kingdom, 4Royal
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Derby Hospital, University Hospitals of Derby and Burton NHS
Trust, Diabetes & Endocrinololgy, Derby, United Kingdom,
5University of Nottingham, Endocrinology, Nottingham, United
Kingdom

Background and Aims: We report for the first time normative
glucose metrics for %TIR 3.9-10 mmol/L, %TBR <3.9 mmol/L
and %TAR >10 mmol/L for adult FreeStyle Libre users in the
UK within 4 defined age-groups and the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on these over time.

Methods: Data was extracted from 8,914 LibreView� de-
identified user accounts from adult users aged 18+ with ‡5 days
of sensor readings in each month from January to June 2020.
Age-group categories were based on self-reported age on Li-
breView accounts (18-25, 26-49, 50-64, 65+ yrs).

Results: Adult FreeStyle Libre users in this UK study report
mean TIR above 51% and median TBR 4.2% or below. In Jan-
uary, prior to the pandemic, the 65+ age group had the highest
%TIR (57.9%) while the 18–25 age group had the lowest
(51.2%). Consensus targets >70% TIR and <4% TBR were
achieved by 11.7% of users aged 65+ compared to 6.0% of those
18-25. Within each age group, TIR change was significant during
the analysed months (p < 0.001) by repeated measures ANOVA.
Comparing January to June 2020, all age groups increased TIR,
with those aged 65+ increasing the most (3.1%; p < 0.001). The
proportion of adults achieving both >70% TIR and <4% TBR
targets increased to 15.9% for those 65+ years (p < 0.001) and
9.1% for 18-25 (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: During lockdown in the UK, the proportion of
adults achieving TIR consensus targets increased among Free-
Style Libre users. The glucose metrics suggest an opportunity for
even further improvement with continued CGM use.

O058 / #808

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

CLINICAL USEFULNESS OF INTERMITTENT
SCANNING CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING
(ISCGM) IN COVID-19 INPATIENTS

V. Provenzano, D. Brancato, G. Saura, M. Fleres, A. Salvaggio,
F. Provenzano, A. Scorsone, V. Aiello, L. Spano, A. Di Noto

Hospital of Partinico, Internal Medicine - Regional Reference
Center For Diabetes And Insulin Pumps, Partinico, Italy

Background and Aims: COVID-19 patients are often af-
fected by Diabetes Mellitus (DM) and/or hyperglycemia, and the
management of their glycemia is challenging. Aim of this study
is to assess clinical utility of intermittent scanning Continuous
Glucose Monitoring (is-CGM).

Methods: We assessed many different clinical, bioumoral and
Ambulatory Glucose Profile (AGP) derived parameters in 51
consecutive inpatients (male = 39 patients) (age, mean – DS =
65.9 years –12.5) affected by COVID-19 pneumonia and with
DM (n = 31) or prediabetes (n = 11) and/or fasting glycemia
>125 mg% (n = 9). Main outcomes were: median glucose (com-
pared to goal) (MG) across 5 different daily time intervals (hours
03–08; 08–12; 12–18; 18–22; 22–03); detection of episodes of
hyperglycemia (> 180 mg% for >15 minutes) or hypoglycemia
(< 70 mg% for 15 minutes) by routinely performed blood glucose
monitoring (BGM; pre-breakfast, pre-lunch, pre-dinner and 2 h
post-meals) and by is-CGM.

Results: MG were significantly > than goal and > than 20%
and 40 mg% greater than the whole day median in: 3/51 (hours
03–08), 4/51 (hours 08–12), 18/51 (hours 12–18), 13/51 (hours
18–22) and 2/51 (hours 22-03) patients (p < 0.0001). We detected
significantly more episodes of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia
with CGM than BGM (respectively: 11.3 – 8.5 vs 7.7 – 6.2,
p < 0.0001; 3.4 – 5.4 vs 1.7 – 3.2; p < 0.0001).

Conclusions: In COVID-19 inpatients with diabetes, predia-
betes or fasting hyperglycemia is-CGM showed peculiar data
about glycemic variability across the day and about hyper- and
hypoglycemic episodes, indispensable to optimize the glycemic
management.

O059 / #813

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

EFFECT OF FLASH GLUCOSE MONITORING ON
GLYCAEMIC CONTROL IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
COMPARED TO SMBG; A PROSPECTIVE
OBSERVATIONAL STUDY FROM ITALY

E. Bosi1, G. Gregori2, C. Cruciani3, C. Irace4, P. Pozzilli5,
R. Buzzetti6

1San Raffaele Hospital, Medicine, Milan, Italy, 2ASL Toscana
Nord Ovest (ATNO), Ss Diabetologia Massa Carrara, Carrara,
Italy, 3USL Umbria 2 URP Terni, Diabetology Terni, Narni,
Amelia, Orvieto, Terni, Italy, 4University Magna Graecia
Catanzaro, Department Of Health Science, Catanzaro, Italy,
5Campus Bio-Medico University of Rome, Endocrinology And
Diabetes, Rome, Italy, 6Sapienza University of Rome,
Experimental Medicine, Rome, Italy

Background and Aims: This prospective, observational co-
hort study was designed to measure the change in HbA1c over 3–
6 months in adults with T2DM on a basal-bolus insulin regimen
using the FreeStyle Libre Flash Glucose Monitoring SystemTM

compared to self-monitoring blood glucose (SMBG), in a real-
world setting.

Methods: A total of 322 patients (109 intervention, 213
control) with T2DM from 16 hospital sites in Italy were enrolled.
To minimise selection bias, all eligible FreeStyle Libre users
were included, matched to SMBG patients by HbA1c (within
–0.5%) and study site. The study population included adults on a
basal-bolus insulin regimen for ‡1 year, with HbA1c 8.0–12.0%
(64-108 mmol/mol), who were either new to FreeStyle Libre and
planned to use it for ‡3 months (intervention) or planned to
continue with SMBG (control) in a 1:2 ratio. On average, HbA1c
was 8.9 – 0.8% (73.9 – 8.8 mmol/mol), age 67.2 – 10.0 years,
BMI 30.5 – 6.5 kg/m2 and average duration of insulin use
8.6 – 6.6 years (mean–SD), 56.2% were male.
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Results: After 3–6 months, 234 complete case patients
(83 intervention, 151 control) demonstrated significantly re-
duced HbA1c for FreeStyle Libre users compared to SMBG by
0.30% (95%CI: -0.53, -0.07), p = 0.0113. Considering all 322
patients (109 intervention, 213 control), with imputed missing
HbA1c values, HbA1c was also significantly reduced for Free-
Style Libre users vs. SMBG by 0.28% (95%CI: -0.50, -0.05),
p = 0.0199. The difference remains statistically significant after
adjusting for the confounders.

Conclusions: This real-world, prospective cohort study con-
cluded that people with T2DM on basal-bolus insulin, using
FreeStyle Libre for 3–6 months significantly reduced HbA1c
compared to SMBG.

O060 / #13

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

USE AND PERCEPTION OF TELEMEDICINE IN
PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES DURING THE
COVID-19 PANDEMIC – RESULTS OF A GLOBAL
SURVEY

S. Scott1, F. Fontana1, T. Zueger2, M. Laimer2, C. Stettler2

1Team Novo Nordisk Professional Cycling Team, Research,
Atlanta, United States of America, 2University Hospital Bern,
Inselspital, Department Of Diabetes, Endocrinology,
Nutritional Medicine And Metabolism, Bern, Switzerland

Background and Aims: The coronavirus disease-2019
(COVID-19) pandemic has forced rapid reconsideration as to the
way in which healthcare is delivered. This study aimed to gather
information on the use and perception of telemedicine in people
living with type 1 diabetes (T1D) during the COVID-19 pan-
demic.

Methods: An anonymous questionnaire was widely distrib-
uted using an open-access web-based platform. Data were ana-
lysed descriptively and results were stratified according to age,
sex and HbA1c.

Results: There were 7477 responses from individuals in
89 countries. Globally, 30% reported that the pandemic had af-
fected their healthcare access due to cancelled physical ap-
pointments with their healthcare providers. Thirty-two percent
reported no fundamental change in their medical follow-up
during this period, with 9% stating that no personal contact
was established with their doctors during the study. Twenty-
eight percent received remote care through telephone (72%) or
video-calls (28%). Of these, 86% found remote appointments
useful and 75% plan to have remote appointments in the
future. Glucose control, indicated by HbA1c, was positively
associated with positive perception of telemedicine. In males,
45% of respondents with an HbA1c >9% rated telemedicine
not useful compared to those with lower HbA1c, while 20% of
females with an HbA1c >9% rated it not useful (c2 = 14.2,
p = 0.0016).

Conclusions: Remote appointments have largely been per-
ceived as positive in people with T1D with the majority (75%)
stating that they would consider remote appointments beyond the
pandemic. Age and level of education do not appear to influence
perception of telemedicine, whereas poor glucose control, par-
ticularly in males, seems to negatively affect perception.

O061 / #51

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

INTEGRATION OF A CGM SYSTEM AND A VOICE-
CONTROLLED VIRTUAL ASSISTANT

G. Acciaroli, J. Welsh, A.S. Parker

Dexcom, Inc., Clinical Affairs, San Diego, United States of
America

Background and Aims: Siri (Apple, Inc., Cupertino, CA)
allows for voice control of compatible apps, including the ‘‘G6’’
app for a continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) system (Dex-
com, Inc., San Diego, CA). A customizable voice command
(by default, ‘‘Hey Siri what’s my glucose?’’) is sufficient to
generate a spoken response that includes the user’s current sensor
glucose value (SGV) and trend (e.g., ‘‘You’re 134 and steady’’).
G6/Siri integration may simplify diabetes management, espe-
cially for patients with limited vision or dexterity. We examined
patterns and potential implications of invoking the feature.

Methods: Data were from US-based anonymized G6 cus-
tomers who invoked the feature in December 2019 and uploaded
‡30 days of CGM data in the first half of 2020 (1H2020). Non-
users and routine users were defined as those with zero and those
with an average of ‡1 feature invocation per day of CGM use in
1H2020. Feature invocations were analyzed for routine users;
summary statistics of glycemic metrics were calculated for both
groups.

Results: Of the 34,572 customers who used the feature in
December 2019, 6,847 were non-users and 2,282 were routine
users in 1H2020. Among routine users, the median number of
daily invocations was 1.84 (IQR, 1.29-3.29) and the feature was
most commonly invoked between 4PM and 6PM (Figure). Time
in range (70-180 mg/dL) was lower for non-users than for routine
users (57 – 20 vs. 62 – 20%, respectivey); mean – SD SGVs were
177 – 39 and 169 – 36 mg/dL, respectively.

Conclusions: Routine use of the G6/Siri integration feature
may contribute to appropriate diabetes management decisions.

O062 / #170

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

CONNECT1D- A NATIONAL, DIGITAL-FIRST, T1D
REGISTRY TO ACCELERATE PATIENT-ORIENTED
RESEARCH, POLICY, AND CLINICAL CARE.

S. Goyal1,2, K. Farnsworth2, P. Senior2,3

1University Health Network, Centre For Global Ehealth
Innovation, Toronto, Canada, 2Diabetes Action Canada, N/a,
Toronto, Canada, 3University of Alberta, Medicine Division Of
Endocrinology & Metabolism, Edmonton, Canada
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Background and Aims: While registries are fundamental for
planning and delivering high quality care for chronic diseases, the
number of people living with type 1 diabetes (T1D) in Canada is
unknown. The decentralized administrative data available, which
captures people living with all types of diabetes, is not able to
accurately identify the unique needs related to the daily man-
agement, preferences, and well being of people living with T1D
(PWD). The aim of this project was to co-design and develop a
patient-centered national registry that could enable PWDs to
drive future priorities in research, policy, and clinical care.

Methods: The conceptualization of Connect1d occurred in
three phases; 1) iterative co-design with PWDs (n = 30), 2) a pan-
Canada validation study with clinicians, researchers, and PWDs
(n = 125), and 3) a critical assessment of the patient-centricity of
existing T1D registries.

Results: The co-design process identified several gaps and
needs in the experience of PWDs, specifically highlighting the
hands-off experience they have with research and the lack of
accurate data to enable policy change. The resulting solution,
Connect1d, aims to improve accessibility and recruitment into
clinical trials, and collect data directly from patients to create a
national T1D registry. Furthermore, the validation study to date
has demonstrated slight variations in perspectives depending on
regionality and access.

Conclusions: Connect1d has the potential to overcome the
challenges associated with harmonizing data for disparate sys-
tems, while simultaneously bridging gaps that exist in conduct-
ing patient-oriented research. This project is funded by JDRF and
the Canadian Institutes for Health Research, and a part of Dia-
betes Action Canada.

O063 / #182

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

SIGNIFICANT A1C DECREASE FOR PATIENTS WITH
TYPE 1 & TYPE 2 DIABETES TREATED VIA
TELEMEDICINE WITH THE MYDIABBY
HEALTHCARE SOFTWARE

T. Jeanson

myDiabby Healthcare, Mydiabby Healthcare, Paris, France

Background and Aims: The ETAPES trial, initiated in 2018
by the French Health ministry, aims at evaluating a business

model for telemonitoring of patients with diabetes. Launched in
April 2015, the myDiabby telemedicine software allows HCPs to
monitor their patients remotely, in particular in the context of this
national trial. The goal of our study is to evaluate patients’ A1c in
order to analyse the impact of the ETAPES telemedicine trial on
their glycemic control.

Methods: Patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes were in-
cluded according to the ETAPES criteria (T1D: A1c ‡ 8% &
T2D with insulin: A1c ‡ 9%) and followed remotely via my-
Diabby during at least 6 month. Each patient benefited from a
weekly monitoring plus a monthly therapeutic coaching from
their healthcare providers. The A1Cs were collected via blood
tests and reported on myDiabby at the beginning and after several
months of telemonitoring.

Results: The average patients’ A1c was 10.12 – 0.11 % at the
beginning of the telemonitoring, and 7.90 – 0.13 % after 6
months of telemonitoring. This decrease of 2% of the A1C is
significant (p < 0,0001) and associated with a small sample var-
iation.

Conclusions: Our study highlights the positive outcomes of
telemonitoring for patients with diabetes. This new way of
treating patients has a highly significant impact on their blood
glucose control. In order to reinforce these first results, the Time
in Range (TIR), which is becoming a mainstream glucose metric,
is also collected on myDiabby for further analysis.

O064 / #219

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

REMOTE INITIATION OF HYBRID CLOSED LOOP
USING SKYPE IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

G. Petrovski, J. Campbell, D. Almajaly, F. Al Khalaf,
K. Hussain

Sidra Medicine, Pediatrics, Doha, Qatar

Background and Aims: The aim of this study was to evaluate
effectiveness of remote initiation of Hybrid Closed Loop (HCL)
System on glycemic control in patients with Type 1 Diabetes
(T1D) on Multiple Daily Injections (MDI).

Methods: Individuals with T1D (7 to 18 years old) initiated
the MiniMed 670G HCL system using Skype Meet Now with the
following program: introduction session, pre-course and tech-
nical requirements session, one face to face practical session for
sensor insertion and four consecutive online sessions: Day 1-
Manual Mode, bolus wizard use, basal rates, Auto Mode and
readiness; Day 2- Infusion set and reservoir change; Day 3-
hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia, exercise and travel management;
Day 4- Evaluation to initiate HCL system. HbA1c, Time in
Range, HCL system characteristics were analyzed after 3-month
of HCL initiation.

Results: A total of 14, patients (age 11.4 – 2.8 years) and their
caregivers commenced MiniMed 670G using the remote initia-
tion program and used the system for 3 months. Sensor wear of
89.1 – 8.2% and Auto Mode usage of 86.8 – 6.8% was noted after
3 months of HCL initiation. Time in Range (70-180mg/dL) in-
creased from 45.4 – 9.2% at baseline to 74.6 – 8.2% at the end of
the study ( p < 0.001). There was no severe hypoglycemia nor
DKA during the study.

Conclusions: Remote initiation program in individuals with
T1D on MDI, can be an effective tool to initiate an HCL system
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and to improve glycemic control in a safe manner. Technical
assessment (basic computer skills and internet connection), as
well as educators’ skills on remote teaching are crucial factors in
successful initiation of HCL system.

O065 / #254

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

GLYCATED HEMOGLOBIN AT ADMISSION IN THE
ICU AS A PROGNOSTIC MARKER FOR MORTALITY
IN CRITICALLY ILL PATIENTS, BASED ON REAL
WORLD EVIDENCE

G. Dafoulas1, I. Kalamaras2, K. Votis2, A. Bargiota3

1Faculty of Medicine, University of Thessaly, Endocrinology -
Diabetes, Larisa, Greece, 2Centre for Research and Technology
Hellas, Information Technologies Institute, Thessaloniki,
Greece, 3Faculty of Medicine, University of Thessaly,
Department Of Endocrinology And Metabolic Diseases, Larisa,
Greece

Background and Aims: The clinical significance of HbA1c
in critically ill patients, particularly those with previously undi-
agnosed Diabetes Mellitus (DM), has not been adequately ex-
plored. This study investigated the clinical significance of
HbA1c levels on admission in the intensive care unit (ICU) as a
prognostic marker for mortality in critically ill patients.

Methods: We performed a retrospective cohort study using
the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III v1.4 open
access, anonymised database (MIMIC-III), based on the data of
23620 ICU admissions between 2008 and 2012 at Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center, USA. Logistic regression was per-

formed, using age, sex, SOFA, OASIS and HbA1c levels on
admission (thresholded at 6.5%) as predictors, and death in ICU
as the target. The study protocol was approved by the respective
Institutional Review Boards.

Results: The results of the analysis:
Conclusions: When patients of medical ICUs with no known

diagnosis of diabetes are considered, high HbA1c is a significant
(p < 0.03) predictor of death in ICU, after adjusting for age,
gender, SOFA and OASIS scores. However, this association
ceases to be significant if other types of ICU (surgical, cardiac)
are included, or when patients with known diagnosis of diabetes
are included in the sample.

Acknowledgements:‘‘This research is co-financed by Greece
and the European Union (European Social Fund-ESF) through
the Operational Programme «Human Resources Development,
Education and Lifelong Learning 2014–2020» in the context of
the project ‘‘A retrospective, real world data based study, on the
impact of glycemic control on mortality and morbidity of criti-
cally ill patients in ICU’’ (MIS 5050694).’’

O066 / #261

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

OPTIMIZING WORKFLOWS TO CLOSE DISPARITIES
IN TELEHEALTH USE

P. Prahalad1, B. Leverenz1, A. Freeman2, M. Grover1, S. Shah1,
B. Conrad2, D. Stafford1, D. Maahs1

1Stanford University, Pediatric Endocrinology, Stanford,
United States of America, 2Stanford Children’s Health,
Pediatric Endocrinology, Palo Alto, United States of America

Background and Aims: Telehealth can bring care into the
homes of patients. However, there is a risk that telehealth may
worsen health care disparities.

Methods: Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, patients were
only eligible for telehealth if referred by their diabetes provider.
Providers assisted patients with device downloads and technical
issues. There was no access to interpreters, social workers, or
nutritionists. The COVID-19 pandemic necessitated transition to
telehealth in March 2020. Certified diabetes educators helped
obtain device downloads, medical assistants provided connec-
tion support, and workflows were developed to incorporate in-
terpreters, social workers, and nutritionists into telehealth visits
(Fig1). Chart review was performed for telehealth visits between
July 1, 2017 and April 30, 2020. Visits for children with public
insurance, a marker of lower socioeconomic status, and those
who were non-English speaking were determined.

Results: In the 31 months prior to COVID-19, 195 telehealth
visits were performed and in the first 6 weeks of the pandemic,
another 436 telehealth visits were completed. In our practice,
38.4% of children have public insurance and 17.4% of the pop-
ulation is non-English speaking. The percentage of children with
public insurance who accessed telehealth increased from 24.1%
to 39.9% with the new workflow (p = 0.004). The percentage of
non-English speakers accessing telehealth increased from 3.1%
to 13.5% (p < 0.01) with the new workflow.

Conclusions: Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, our work-
flows were sub-optimal and this increased disparities for children
who were non-English speaking or from lower socioeconomic
status. The creation of inclusive workflows and support for pa-
tients and providers helped close the disparities gap.
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O067 / #263

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

HEADWIND: DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF A
VEHICLE HYPOGLYCEMIA WARNING SYSTEM IN
DIABETES – RESULTS FROM A DRIVING
SIMULATOR STUDY

V. Lehmann1, T. Zueger1, M. Kraus2, M. Maritsch2,
S. Feuerriegel2, F. Wortmann3, T. Kowatsch2, C. Albrecht1,
C. Bérubé2, N. Styger1, S. Lagger1, M. Laimer1, E. Fleisch2,
C. Stettler1

1University Hospital Bern, Department Of Diabetes,
Endocrinology, Nutritional Medicine And Metabolism, Bern,
Switzerland, 2ETH Zurich, Department Of Management,
Technology And Economics, Zurich, Switzerland, 3University of
St. Gallen, Institute Of Technology Management, St. Gallen,
Switzerland

Background and Aims: Hypoglycemia is one of the most
relevant acute complications of diabetes mellitus and is associ-
ated with an increased risk of driving accidents. Today’s cars
gather a broad spectrum of real-time driving parameters. Based
on changes in driving behaviour during hypoglycemia we aim at
establishing algorithms capable of discriminating eu- and hy-
poglycemic driving patterns using artificial intelligence.

Methods: We included active drivers with type 1 diabetes
mellitus (T1DM). Using an adapted hypoglycemic clamp pro-
tocol and a professional driving simulator, driving data was re-
corded in 2 glycemic states: euglycemia (deu, 5-8 mmol/l) and
hypoglycemia (dhypo, 2.0-2.5 mmol/l). In each glycaemic state
the participants drove for 15 min through a random sequence of 3
environments: highway, rural and town. Car-based sensor data
were sliced into overlapping 45-second windows. Finally, pre-
dictive performance in hypoglycemia detection was evaluated
using gradient boosted decision trees.

Results: The study encompassed 15 participants with T1DM
(11 male, HbA1c 7.2 – 0.6 %). Mean blood glucose in deu and
dhypo was 5.9 – 0.6mmol/l and 2.4 – 0.25 mmol/l (p < 0.001),
respectively. Car-based data provided 466,303 measurements in
deu and 481,497 samples in dhypo. 1-fold cross-validation on
subject level resulted in a ROC-AUC in hypoglycemia prediction

of 0.85. ROC-AUC for the highway, rural and town environment
was 0.80, 0.98, and 0.78, repectively.

Conclusions: Our study applying machine learning models on
driving simulator-based data shows robust between-subject
predictability of hypogylcemia. This confirms the effectiveness
of artificial intelligence in hypoglycemia detection while driving
and may represent a promising novel approach to increase traffic
safety in people with diabetes.

O068 / #274

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

USE OF CONNECTED INSULIN PEN TO EVALUATE
THE EFFECTS OF PRE-MEAL, DELAYED, MISSED,
AND CORRECTION BOLUSES ON PRANDIAL
GLUCOSE CONTROL IN T1D AND T2D

D. Rodbard1, X. He2, W. Wang2, J. Xue2, J. Johnson2,
S. Edwards2, H. Wolpert2

1Biomedical Informatics Consultants LLC, Clinical Research
And Biostatistics, Potomac, United States of America, 2Eli Lilly
and Company, Diabetes Business Unit, Indianapolis, United
States of America

Background and Aims: Connected insulin pens have the
potential to objectively assess the impact of insulin dosing be-
haviors on postprandial glucose control.

Methods: This observational study enrolled 68 people with
T1D or insulin-using T2D with A1C ‡8% and ‡3 reported insulin
boluses/day at baseline. Connected pen and CGM data were used
to identify meal-related glucose excursions defined as glucose
increase ‡50 mg/dL within 2 hours with no glucose <70 mg/dL in
the preceding 30 min. A pre-meal bolus (PB) was taken within
one h prior to the nadir of excursion or during excursion with
maximum of rate-of-change of BG within preceding 20 minutes
less than 1.0 mg/dL/min. Doses taken during the excursions that
were not labeled as PB were defined to be delayed bolus (DB),
while doses taken within 6 h of nadir and after the peak but before
the next nadir of excursions were defined as correction bolus
(CB). We defined an excursion to have a missed bolus (MB) if
neither PB nor DB was taken.

Results: Participants were (mean–SD) 48 years (– 12), 44%
female, 59% T1D, 51% BMI ‡30, and 65% with A1C ‡9.0%. DB
and MB significantly impaired postprandial glucose control
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compared to PB (table). Use of a CB reduced the impact of DB
and MB, but slightly increased time below range.

Conclusions: These findings highlight the clinical utility of
connected pens to identify insulin dosing practices that contrib-
ute to suboptimal postprandial control. Individuals who do not
inject consistently premeal could potentially benefit from faster-
acting bolus insulins.

O069 / #302

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

TELEMEDICINE DURING COVID-19: A CALL FOR
MODERN AND INTEGRATED PLATFORMS THAT
CAN OPTIMIZE DELIVERY OF REMOTE DIABETES
CARE

C. Florissi, S. Croteau, J. Stevenson, S. Suhl, E. Ye,
A. Morgan, R. Wood

dQ&A - the Diabetes Research Company, Patient And
Outcomes Research, San Francisco, United States of America

Background and Aims: During COVID-19, countless
healthcare professionals (HCPs) have turned to telemedicine as
their only means of reaching patients with diabetes. The present
study sought to assess how HCPs were adapting to virtual visits,
with a focus on 1) use of audiovisual conferencing tools and 2)
software and data management.

Methods: From June-July 2020, a mixed-methods approach
was used to investigate HCPs’ telemedicine experience in the
US. Virtual interviews were conducted with 8 endocrinologists, 8
primary care providers (PCPs), and 8 diabetes educators (DEs).
An online questionnaire was completed by 105 endocrinologists,
110 PCPs, and 103 DEs.

Results: Qualitative insights revealed that most HCPs were
new to telemedicine, initially considered virtual visits more
burdensome than in-person ones, and felt frustrated by the lack of
an integrated conferencing and data management platform. In the
quantitative phase, the majority of HCPs reported never im-
plementing telemedicine before the pandemic (67%), but hosting
daily (60%) or weekly (31%) virtual visits since its onset. On
average, HCPs used 2 platforms to communicate with patients,
with many relying on audio calls (36%) and/or Facetime (22%).
Those who reviewed diabetes data (94%) typically used 3 dif-
ferent methods of gathering data, with the most popular being
patients’ verbal descriptions of trends (63%). Four in ten re-
ceived photos (42%) or faxes (39%) of paper logs.

Conclusions: Despite widespread adoption of telemedicine,
many HCPs remain reliant on older forms of communication and
data exchange. Going forward, the development of simple, in-
tegrated telemedicine platforms can facilitate and improve the
virtual care experience.

O070 / #304

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

CHALLENGES TO TELEMEDICINE TRANSITION
DURING COVID-19; INSIGHTS FROM 21 US DIABETES
AND ENDOCRINOLOGY CLINICS

J. Lee1, E. Carlson2, C. Demeterco-Berggren3, S. Corathers4,
J. Jimenez-Vega5, F. Vendrame6, R. Weinstock7, O. Ebekozien2

1C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital/University of Michigan,
Endocrinology, Ann Arbor, United States of America, 2T1D
Exchange, Quality Improvement, Boston, United States of
America, 3Rady Children’s Hospital/ University of California,
San Diego, Endocrinology, San Diego, United States of
America, 4Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical
Center/University of Cincinnati College of Medicine,
Endocrinology, Cincinnati, United States of America, 5Helen
DeVos Children’s Hospital/Michigan State University College
of Human Medicine, Endocrinology, Grand Rapids, United
States of America, 6University of Miami Miller School of
Medicine, Endocrinology, Miami, United States of America,
7SUNY Upstate Medical University, Endocrinology, Syracuse,
United States of America

Background and Aims: During the COVID-19 pandemic,
appointments for diabetes clinic visits rapidly switched to a tel-
emedicine format, impacting all aspects of the routine clinical
care, including: sharing data, clinic flow, technological readi-
ness, and billing. To understand this shift, we surveyed member
clinics of the T1D Exchange QI Collaborative.

Methods: A total of 21 clinics across the USA completed
surveys. Telemedicine was defined as any video visit or tele-
phone visit that took place in lieu of a face to face in response to
social distancing measures during COVID-19 pandemic. Out-
come metrics included survey responses and monthly metrics
regarding telemedicine visits ( January - August, 2020). The
survey covered topics related to access to technology tools, the
telehealth visit process, and insurance coverage.
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Results: Of 21 clinics (16 pediatric and 5 adult), 62% used
both video software and phone calls. Clinics reported that in-
surance covered 95% of telemedicine visits during the pandemic
(see Table 1). All clinics had access to Carelink, T-Connect,
Glooko, and Clarity platforms to support remote monitoring of
patients. Over half (62%) of clinics instituted workflows to ob-
tain patient lab results, less (38%) had a system for conducting
depression screening. Only 3 clinics had psychologists available
to participate in telemedicine. Clinics described similar rates of
prescribing for CGM and pumps (62%). . Clinics continued to
provide support for pumps (100%) and CGM (70%).

Conclusions: Physicians and insurers have adopted tele-
medicine with remarkable speed. Future studies will assess the
effectiveness of telemedicine visits during this pandemic in
different patient populations.

O071 / #338

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

USE OF A MOBILE HEALTH APPLICATION TO
SUPPORT INITIATION OF ONCE-WEEKLY
SEMAGLUTIDE: AN ANALYSIS FROM 13 COUNTRIES
OF USER ENGAGEMENT DURING THE DOSE
ESCALATION PERIOD

U. Erhan1, S. Birot1, U. Bodholdt2, F. Knop3

1Novo Nordisk, Global Medical Affairs, Semaglutide Once
Weekly, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2Kastruplægerne 326, Clinic,
Kastrup, Denmark, 3Gentofte Hospital, Endocrinology,
Hellerup, Denmark

Background and Aims: Successful management of patients
with T2D relies on successful treatment initiation and adherence.
A mobile health (mHealth) app that includes planning, body
weight and dose tracking features has been developed to support
patients during the initiation (first 12 weeks) of once-weekly

(OW) semaglutide, a glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonist
approved for type 2 diabetes. Here, we provide an overview of
users’ interaction with the app since its launch in August 2018.

Methods: Data were analysed both overall and separately for
active (£3 consecutive weeks without interacting with [opening]
the app) and less active (>3 consecutive weeks without inter-
acting with the app) users.

Results: Of 7,789 registered users, 2,820 were active and
4,969 were less active. ‘How to’ resources were frequently
viewed during the first week by both user groups. Resources most
viewed were ‘when to take’ and ‘side effects’. Overall, 73.1%
registered users set up injection reminders during the first week
and 39.8% set up anchoring plans (where the user anchors in-
jection behaviour to an existing habit in their routine). Setting up
anchoring plans resulted in more consistent self-recorded injec-
tion rates throughout the 12-week dose escalation period in ac-
tive (+7%) and less active (+20%) users vs users not setting up
plans; both p < 0.05 (Figure)

Conclusions: This analysis suggests that use of the mHealth
app and setting up anchoring plans is associated with more
consistent use of treatment as assessed by self-recorded injection
rates, regardless of overall engagement levels. This highlights
the benefits of medication-specific mHealth apps as patient
support tools when initiating new medications.

O072 / #354

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN TYPE 2 DIABETES (T2D)
MANAGEMENT AND FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES TO
IMPROVE CLINICAL OUTCOMES

S. Edelman1, D. Kerr2, K. Khunti3, G. Vespasiani4

1University of California, San Diego Veterans Affairs Medical
Center, San Diego, United States of America, 2Sansum Diabetes
Research Institute, , Santa Barbara, United States of America,
3University of Leicester, Diabetes Research Centre, Leicester,
United Kingdom, 4METEDA Srl, , Rome, Italy
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Background and Aims: Many people with T2D will even-
tually need insulin treatment to achieve glycaemic control and to
reduce complications from chronic hyperglycaemia. However,
insulin treatment initiation is often delayed, and HbA1c targets
are frequently not achieved in insulin-treated patients; the latter
is due, in part, to insufficient titration, inadequate dosing, or
missed doses. We aim to highlight current challenges in man-
aging insulin treatment and how new technologies may address
these barriers.

Methods: We searched PubMed and materials from four na-
tional and international diabetes conferences in this focussed liter-
ature review. The term ‘diabetes’ was combined with the following:
insulin titration, insulin AND digital, smart phone, digital health
technology, smart pen, connected pen, connected device. More than
300 resulting publications were manually filtered.

Results: A number of publications reported technology-based
interventions including software tools or devices to overcome
barriers to effective treatment. Of the software-based technolo-
gies selected for discussion (Table), most were developed for
smartphones and demonstrated equivalent or improved glycaemic
outcomes and required less contact time with healthcare practi-
tioners (HCPs) versus controls or previous care setting. The new
devices chosen generally aimed to track doses and dose timing.

Conclusions: Key features that new technology should offer
include efficacy at improving glycaemic control, ease of use,
accurate data capture, accessibility of data to the HCP and insulin
user, and data security. A solution that connects continuous
glucose monitoring, dose recording, help with titration, and re-
cording of lifestyle factors might reduce treatment complexity
and burden and result in improved titration and higher treatment
adherence.

Study funded by Sanofi

O073 / #384

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

IDENTIFYING DIGITAL HEALTH HABITS
CORRELATED WITH IMPROVED BLOOD GLUCOSE
CONTROL

M. Mudambi1, M. Dugas2, K. Crowley2, G.(. Gao2, M. Peeples3,
D. Hu1, M. Shomali3, A. Iyer3

1University of Maryland, Chids, College Park, United States of
America, 2University of Maryland, College Park, Chids,
College Park, MD, United States of America, 3Welldoc Inc.,
Research, Columbia, United States of America

Background and Aims: Digital health solutions that facilitate
self-tracking and offer coaching hold great promise to help users
manage their diabetes. Establishing patterns of good Digital
Health Habits, in which users engage with app features fre-
quently for a sustained period of time, may be a critical foun-
dation of success. The aim of this research was to identify digital
health habits correlated with improvements in blood glucose
(BG), focusing on early engagement patterns.

Methods: Data from a sample of 48,368 users of a digital
health solution were analyzed. Our primary outcome of interest
was a clinically significant improvement in BG from month 1 to
month 6 of using the digital health solution. This was defined as a
14 mg/dL drop of either max or average BG in that period. To
identify correlates of BG success, we included the first 4 week of
engagement data and user demographics as predictor variables in
a logistic regression model.

Results: of a logistic regression indicated that, in order of
effect size, logging blood glucose, food, medications, sleep, and
labs were significant predictors ( p < 0.05) of an improvement in
BG. In contrast, logging exercise, weight, steps and blood
pressure (BP) were not significant predictors.

Conclusions: Our results indicate that certain Digital Health
Habits are better predictors of overall improvements in diabetes
status. Specifically, habits more closely linked to daily diabetes
disease management (medications, BG, food) translate better to
clinical improvements in BG than those less relevant (steps, BP,
weight).

O074 / #390

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

TELEMEDICINE TO COMPLEMENT THE PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICES FOR UNDERSERVED WITH
DIABETES DURING THE COVID-19 CRISIS IN BRAZIL

B. Lima1,2, B. Patricio2, P. Ripoli1,2,3, B. Favero2,
L. Oliveira2,3, L. Castro2, C. Rodrigues2, G. Guaranha2,
R. Pineda-Wieselberg2,3, D. Franco2, M. Barone1,2,4

1Fórum Intersetorial para Combate às DCNTs no Brasil
(FórumDCNTs), Public Health And Partnerships, São Paulo,
Brazil, 2ADJ Diabetes Brasil, Research And Education, São
Paulo, Brazil, 3International Diabetes Federation, Young
Leaders In Diabetes, Brussels, Belgium, 4International Diabetes
Federation, Board, Brussels, Belgium

Background and Aims: During COVID-19 pandemic, access
to medicines and healthcare professionals (HCPs) was damaged
in Brazil. Although telemedicine and teleconsultations were
authorized during the crisis, people did not always find these
services available. For this reason, the quick response from not-
for-profit organizations (NGOs) was vital to the most vulnerable
people with diabetes (PwD).

Methods: ADJ Diabetes Brasil started teleconsultations
through voice-calls or WhatsApp video-calls with dietitians,
psychologists and physicians, in addition to online support
groups. Trained volunteers triaged PwD and scheduled the
consultations.
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Results: Between May 8th and September 25th, 204 first time
consultations had been offered, and 30 returning consultations;
while 122 were with dietitians, 74 with physicians, 8 with psy-
chologists, all the returning consultations were with physicians.
Among the main challenges identified by PwD were: 1) un-
availability of medical appointments at the public health system,
as a consequence lack of medicine adjustments and directions for
healthy choices in the new routine; 2) no diabetes education on
carbohydrate counting, insulin action and injection sites; 3)
difficulties for obtaining prescription to receive medicines.

Conclusions: The pandemic crisis threatened the health sys-
tems worldwide. In Brazil, the public health system was not able
to fully assist individuals with noncommunicable diseases such
as diabetes, since the efforts were mostly directed to equip
hospitals and relocate HCP to emergency care. In this environ-
ment the ability of NGOs to adapt and offer services to com-
plement the public health services was fundamental to guarantee,
at least in part, the continuity of care for underserved individuals.

O075 / #502

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

FEASIBILITY OF USING A FACTORY-CALIBRATED
CGM SYSTEM TO DIAGNOSE TYPE 2 DIABETES

S. Frank1, K. Hames2, A. Jbaily1, J. Welsh2,
C. Stroyeck1, D. Price1

1Dexcom, Inc., Data Science, San Diego, United States of
America, 2Dexcom, Inc., Clinical Affairs, San Diego, United
States of America

Background and Aims: Type 2 diabetes (T2D) can be di-
agnosed with the oral glucose tolerance test or with hemoglobin
A1C (HbA1c); however, the reproducibility and concurrence
between these tests is suboptimal. Continuous glucose monitor-
ing (CGM) may allow for convenient and accurate T2D diag-
nosis. We assessed whether a factory-calibrated CGM system
(Dexcom G6), worn in blinded mode for a single wear period,
can be used to diagnose T2D.

Methods: We developed a binary classification diagnostic
CGM (‘‘dCGM’’) algorithm based on CGM and HbA1c data
using a dataset of 716 individual CGM sensor sessions with as-
sociated HbA1c measurements from seven clinical trials. Data
from 623 sensor sessions were used for training and 93 subjects
for testing (49 normals [HbA1c <5.7%], 27 prediabetes, and 17
T2D [HbA1c ‡6.5%] not using pharmacotherapy). dCGM per-
formance was evaluated against the accompanying HbA1c
measurement which was assumed to provide the correct
diagnosis.

Results: The dCGM algorithm’s overall sensitivity, specific-
ity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value were
71%, 93%, 71%, and 93%, respectively. At other clinically rel-
evant HbA1c thresholds, dCGM specificity among normals was
98% (48/49 correctly classified) and for subjects with sub-
optimally-controlled diabetes (HbA1c ‡7%, above the ADA
recommended HbA1c goal) the sensitivity was 100% (8/8 sub-
jects correctly diagnosed with T2D).

Conclusions: We have shown in a small dataset that dCGM
has good performance for the diagnosis of T2D. Thus a factory-
calibrated CGM system with a dCGM algorithm is a feasible
alternative for the diagnosis of T2D and warrants further
investigation.

O076 / #530

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER TELEHEALTH TO SUPPORT
YOUTH WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES (T1D) PREDICTED
TO EXPERIENCE A RISE IN HEMOGLOBIN A1C
(A1C): A PRAGMATIC TRIAL

E. Dewit1, D. Williams1, S. Patton2, C. Mullaney3, D. Ferro1,
K. Noland1, L. Skrabonja3, B. Spartz1, R. Elliott1, R. Kenyon1,
R. Mcdonough1, S. Mehta4, L. D’Avolio3, M. Clements1

1Children’s Mercy Kansas City, Pediatrics, Kansas City, United
States of America, 2Nemours Children’s Health System,
Pediatrics, Jacksonville, United States of America, 3Cyft, Inc.,
Data Science, Cambridge, United States of America, 4Joslin
Diabetes Center, Pediatrics, Boston, United States of America

Background and Aims: One in five youth with T1D experi-
ence worsening HbA1c values between quarterly visits. We
evaluated the effectiveness of KidCare Anywhere (KCA), a di-
rect-to-consumer telehealth intervention offering problem-solv-
ing and education to identify and manage glucose patterns for
youth predicted to experience a rise in A1c 70–110 days fol-
lowing routine clinical visits.

Methods: Patients received care at a tertiary diabetes clinic in
the U.S. Midwest. Supervised machine learning was used to
develop a random forest-based model to predict 90-day change in
A1c. Clinic staff reviewed weekly lists of patients with a pre-
dicted 90-day rise in A1c of ‡3 mmol/mol. From these lists, 61
patients under 20yrs old with baseline A1c ‡55 mmol/mol were
enrolled in KCA. Youth received 1-6 brief telehealth sessions
with a trained interventionist over 90 days before their next
routine clinic visit. During each session, families reviewed de-
vice data with the interventionist and received personalized in-
sulin regimen adjustments and problem-solving support.

Results: Study cohort was 73% white, 3% Hispanic, 62%
female, 53% on CGM, 64% on insulin pump, median age
13.97yrs (IQR = 10.39,16.13), baseline A1c 64 mmol/mol
(60,73), and follow-up A1c 66 mmol/mol (58,79). Actual 90-day
A1c change was significantly lower than the predicted 90-day
A1c change (p = 0.0088). Of 61 KCA patients predicted to have
A1c rise ‡3 mmol/mol, only 21 (34%) did.

Conclusions: Findings suggest KCA may lead to improved
glycemic levels by preventing clinically significant 90-day rise in
A1c. Future research should evaluate the efficiency of this in-
tervention in a randomized controlled setting to better define
factors associated with intervention efficacy.

O077 / #784

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

A NEW TELEMEDICINE PLATFORM FOR CLINICAL
TRIALS WITH AUTOMATIC SENSOR DATA
GATHERING AND REAL TIME MONITORING

L. Cossu1, G. Cappon1, F. Boscari2, D. Bruttomesso2,
G. Sparacino1, A. Facchinetti1

1University of Padova, Department Of Information Engineering
(dei), Padova, Italy, 2University of Padova, Department Of
Medicine, Padova, Italy
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Background and Aims: Clinical trials are an essential in-
strument to test newly developed solutions for diabetes man-
agement and care. Multivariable and multisensor data that are
usually collected in such studies should be structured to enhance
their fruition, synchronized to a telemonitoring interface, and
finally analyzed to assess the methodology under examination.
The process of collecting and organizing data is complex and
requires ad-hoc multidomain infrastructures. This work presents
a newly developed telemedicine platform that allows real-time
data gathering and monitoring during clinical studies.

Methods: The platform is composed by a cloud database, a
mobile application and a web interface (see Figure, upper panel).
The mobile application allows to log daily-life events and au-
tomatically collects data from Dexcom’s CGM devices and
health vitals from both Apple Watch and Fitbit smartwatches.
Data are streamed to the cloud database through secure RESTful
APIs and ultimately exposed in real-time to clinicians through an
easy-to-use web interface. The platform complies with the Gen-
eral Data Protection Regulation and ensure modularity to allow
fast implementation of new algorithms for their assessment.

Results: Currently undergoing tests on a diabetic individual
show that the platform is robust and performant. An example of
data collected in such pilot study is reported (Figure, lower
panel). No errors or disconnections have been experienced so far.

Conclusions: The developed platform is proving to be an
efficient tool to gather and visualize in real-time multivariable
and multisensor data. Next steps include an ad-hoc study to ex-
tensively test and validate it on a large population.

O078 / #196

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

ACUTE CLINICAL OUTCOMES IN COVID-19
POSITIVE PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES (T1D)
USING INSULIN PUMP FOR DIABETES
MANAGEMENT: DATA FROM THE T1D EXCHANGE
COVID REGISTRY

O. Ebekozien1, A. Albanese2, N. Noor1, Z. Antal3, P. Thornton4,
R. Rapaport5, M.P. Gallagher6, L. Levin7

1T1D Exchange, Quality Improvement And Population Health,
Boston, United States of America, 2University of Florida,

Pediatrics, Florida, United States of America, 3New York
Presbyterian Komansky Children’s Hospital, Pediatric
Endocrinology, New York, United States of America, 4Cook
Children’s Hospital, Endocrinology, Fort Worth, United States
of America, 5Kravis Children’s Hospital at Mount Sinai,
Division Of Pediatric Endocrinology And Diabetes, New York,
United States of America, 6NYU Langone, Pediatric Diabetes
Center, New York, United States of America, 7Ann & Robert H
Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago, Pediatric Endocrinology,
Illinois, United States of America

Background and Aims: The use of continuous subcutaneous
insulin infusion (CSII) has demonstrated fewer acute complica-
tions in patients with type 1 diabetes (T1D). This study aims to
examine the frequency of adverse clinical outcomes among T1D
patients who tested positive for COVID-19 and were users versus
non-users of insulin pump therapy.

Methods: The analysis included 241 T1D patients from the
T1DX-QI COVID-19 registry who tested positive for COVID-
19. Healthcare providers extracted patient data from electronic
medical records of 52 endocrinology clinics across the U.S. Data
was collected from April 2020 to September 2020.

Results: In this population, 38% (N = 92) of T1D patients
were insulin pump users, whereas 62% (N = 149) were non-users.
HbA1c levels in the insulin pump group were lower compared to
non-users (Median [IQR], %: 8.0 [1.9] vs. 9.8 [3.7] [p < 0.001]).
Adverse events, such as diabetic ketoacidosis, were less fre-
quently recorded for insulin pump users relative to the non-users
(9% vs.30%) [p < 0.001]. Further, patients who did not use in-
sulin pump therapy were more likely to be hospitalized (29%
vs.12%) [p < 0.001] or need ICU care [25% vs.4%) [p < 0.001]
than patients who used insulin pumps.

Conclusions: Patients with established T1D and COVID-19
who used insulin pump therapy for diabetes management had
lower rates of adverse clinical outcomes.

O079 / #321

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

PATIENT REPORTED PREFERENCES FROM THE
PRO SOLO: NOVEL PATCH PUMP CLINICAL TRIAL

K. Barnard-Kelly1,2, E. Franek3, I. Vesper4, T. Etter5,
F. Thienel6, J. Mader7

1Bournemouth University, Health & Social Sciences,
Bournemouth, United Kingdom, 2BHR Ltd, R&d, Fareham.,
United Kingdom, 3Central Clinical Hospital MSWiA, Internal
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Diseases, Endocrinology And Diabetology, Warsaw, Poland,
4Roche Diabetes Care, Global Medical & Scientific Affairs,
Mannheim, Germany, 5Roche Diabetes Care GmbH, Medical
Value, Mannheim, Germany, 6Quakenbrueck Diabetes Center,
Quakenbrueck Diabetes Center, Quakenbrueck, Germany,
7Medical University of Graz, Division Of Endocrinology And
Diabetology, Graz, Austria

Background and Aims: Patch pumps have become a relevant
alternative to classic tethered (tubed) insulin pumps. Patient
Reported Outcomes (PROs) play a vital role in understanding the
ability/willingness of individuals to engage with such systems.
We aimed to investigate the preferences of participants using the
novel AccuChek Solo (ACS) pump.

Methods: Participants with T1D naı̈ve to insulin pump ther-
apy (39.0 – 11.9 years, 44% female, 15.0 – 10.8 duration of dia-
betes, HbA1c 8.0 – 0.6% (70.5 mmol/mol) enrolled in a
multinational RCT were asked to provide feedback on the ACS
pump. Participants were either ACS direct users or switched
from MDI six months into the study.

Results: Benefits of ACS were reported by n = 180 partici-
pants (n = 133 ACS direct use, n = 47 MDI switchers), providing
n = 226 individual coded responses. Most cited benefits: wireless
(n = 37), quick bolus (n = 32), no injections (n = 28), bolus cal-
culator, ease of use and discretion (all n = 22). Most useful at-
tributes reported by n = 166 participants (n = 166 individual
responses): bolus calculator (n = 64), flexible basal/bolus rates
(n = 42) and quick bolus function (n = 41). Downsides were re-
ported by n = 166 participants (n = 216 individual responses):
manager not a smartphone app (n = 57), not waterproof (n = 39)
and needs greater compatibility with other systems eg flash/
CGM/BG meter (n = 26)

Conclusions: Users overwhelmingly found the bolus calcu-
lator/device manager most useful and benefitted from the wire-
less, discreet nature of the system. Integration of the manager
into a smartphone was recommended by most and a waterproof
version desirable by many. Results indicate ACS is an acceptable
therapy choice with potential to improve biomedical and psy-
chosocial outcomes of users.

O080 / #343

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

GLYCEMIC PROFILES AND TREATMENT
PATTERNS: REAL-WORLD DATA FROM 13,109
PEOPLE IN EUROPE AND CANADA WITH DIABETES
USING A TUBELESS INSULIN PUMP WITH CLOUD-
BASED DATA MANAGEMENT

T. Danne1, E. Wilmot2, F. Lauand3, L. Huyett4, J. Jantz5,
A. Chang5, S. Lowen5, T. Vienneau6, T. Ly7

1Children’s Hospital AUF DER BULT, Hannover Medical
School, Pediatrics, Hannover, Germany, 2University Hospitals
of Derby and Burton, Diabetes & Endocrinololgy, Derby,
United Kingdom, 3Insulet International, Medical Affairs, Paris,
France, 4Insulet Corporation, Medical Affairs, San Diego,
United States of America, 5Insulet Corporation, Data Analytics,
Acton, United States of America, 6Insulet Corporation, Medical
Affairs, Acton, United States of America, 7Insulet Corporation,
Clinical Affairs, Acton, United States of America

Background and Aims: Real-world data has been recognized
as an important tool to better understand the impact of diabetes

technology on clinical outcomes of people with diabetes. This
retrospective study analyzed data from a large cohort of patients
with diabetes using a tubeless insulin pump (Omnipod� Insulin
Management System) with CGM or an integrated blood glucose
(BG) meter and a data management system to characterize gly-
cemic profiles, insulin use and treatment patterns.

Methods: Tubeless insulin pump data was generated between
December 1, 2018 and November 30, 2019 and uploaded to the
data management system from Europe and Canada. CGM, BG
and insulin data from users with ‡3 months system use were
analyzed.

Results: Data from 13,109 users from the United Kingdom
(25.3%), Sweden (18.3%), the Netherlands (12.6%), Canada
(29.2%) and other (14.6%) were included. Glycemic profiles
(mean–SD) for the CGM cohort included mean glucose of
177 – 32mg/dL, and percentage time <70mg/dL of 5.6 – 4.3%, in
target range (70 to 180mg/dL) of 52.6 – 14.6% and >180mg/dL
of 41.8 – 15.9% (see Table for BG results). For the total popu-
lation, mean total daily insulin was 40.6 – 17.6U/d which was
delivered as 47% basal and 53% bolus. There was an average of
5.9 – 2.2 bolus deliveries per day and the average bolus amount
was 4.2 – 2.5U.

Conclusions: This is the first study of real-world data on
glycemic profiles and treatment patterns from a large cohort of
people using a tubeless pump in Europe and Canada. It demon-
strates glycemic levels comparable to published worldwide data
using other means of intensive insulin regimens.
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O081 / #347

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

GLYCEMIC IMPROVEMENT IN 1,311 PATIENTS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES (T1D) USING THE OMNIPOD
DASH� INSULIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OVER
FIRST 90 DAYS OF USE

G. Aleppo1, D. Desalvo2, F. Lauand3, L. Huyett4, J. Jantz5,
A. Chang6, T. Vienneau7, T. Ly8

1Northwestern University, Feinberg School Of Medicine,
Chicago, United States of America, 2Texas Children’s Hospital,
Pediatric Diabetes & Endocrinology/Houston, United States of
America, 3Insulet International, Medical Affairs, Paris, France,
4Insulet Corporation, Medical Affairs, San Diego, United States
of America, 5Insulet Corporation, Data Analytics, Acton,
United States of America, 6Insulet, Data Analytics, Acton,
United States of America, 7Insulet Corporation, Medical
Affairs, Acton, United States of America, 8Insulet Corporation,
Clinical Affairs, Acton, United States of America

Background and Aims: Clinical outcomes describing real-
world use of various devices by people with T1D are important to
support decision-making. This retrospective study characterized
patient-reported clinical outcomes of people with T1D in the
United States before (baseline) and 90 days after (follow-up)
initiation of the tubeless Omnipod DASH� Insulin Management
System.

Methods: The primary outcome was change in self-reported
HbA1c levels from baseline to follow-up. Secondary outcomes
were change in self-reported total daily dose (TDD) of insulin
and self-reported frequency of hypoglycemic events (HE) per
week (#/week <70 mg/dL). Outcomes were assessed overall, by
prior treatment modality (MDI or CSII), and by age (<18y,
‡18y).

Results: Patients (n = 1,311) were divided into 2 age groups
(<18y: n = 405, ‡18y: n = 906) aged 9.9 – 4.2y and 45.9 – 16.9y
(mean–SD) and 49.6% and 60.7% female, respectively (Table 1).
The overall change in self-reported HbA1c at follow-up was -
0.9 – 2.0% for patients <18y (p < 0.0001) and -0.8 – 1.4% for
patients ‡18y (p < 0.0001). The change in HbA1c for prior MDI
and prior CSII users was -1.0 – 2.1% (p < 0.0001) and -0.4 – 1.3%
(p > 0.05) in patients <18y, and -0.9 – 1.6% (p < 0.0001) and -
0.5 – 1.0% in patients ‡18y (p < 0.0001), respectively. Overall

change in TDD of insulin for patients <18y and ‡18y was -
1.7 – 10.9U/d (p > 0.05) and -12.8 – 27.7U/d (p < 0.0001) and the
self-reported HE frequency decreased significantly by -1.4 – 2.9
(p < 0.0001) and -1.9 – 3.2 (p < 0.0001) episodes per week, re-
spectively.

Conclusions: This large cohort of patients with T1D using the
Omnipod DASH� Insulin Management System exhibited sig-
nificant reductions in HbA1c, TDD of insulin, and number of HE
after 90 days of use across both age groups.

O082 / #362

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

FEASIBILITY CLINICAL STUDY ASSESSING THE
COMPATIBILITY OF INSULIN FIASP WITH
MEDTRONIC 7-DAY EXTENDED WEAR INFUSION
SET

A. Tirosh1, O. Cohen1, M. Laron-Hirsh1, N. Peltz-Sinvani1,
G. Zhang2, S. Chattaraj3

1Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel-Hashomer, and Tel-Aviv
University, Division Of Endocrinology, Diabetes And
Metabolism, Tel-Hashomer, Israel, 2Medtronic Diabetes,
Diabetes, Northridge, United States of America, 3Medtronic
Diabetes, Materials, Chemistry And Subq Infusion, Northridge,
United States of America

Background and Aims: Fiasp� (Faster Insulin Aspart) is
approved to be administered through a pump with an infusion set
for up to 3 days, with recommendations to monitor pump settings
and hypoglycemia closely. Medtronic Extended Wear Infusion
Set (EWIS) is CE marked to infuse insulin Lispro and Aspart
subcutaneously via Medtronic insulin pumps for up to 7 day. This
feasibility study is aimed to evaluate safety and efficacy of EWIS
delivery of Fiasp� for up to 7 days.

Methods: This is a single-center, prospective, open label one
arm study of up to 40 subjects who use EWIS with a target for 20
subjects to complete the study. Subjects subjects used EWIS with
Fiasp� Insulin with MiniMed� 640G/670G Insulin Pumps for 4
weeks that will serve as an exploratory pilot study to assess the 7-
day survival of EWIS with Fiasp� Insulin. All subjects will be
instructed to change sets every 7 days or at set failure.

Results: The data collected up to date indicates that Fiasp�

can be administered by EWIS for up to 7 days safely. Survival
rate collected so far is with the EWIS survival rate of delivering
Lispro/Aspart.

Conclusions: This is the first trial of a 7-day infusion set for
Fiasp� use in insulin infusion pumps. Clinical data obtained from
this prospective, single site study demonstrates that using
MiniMed� 640G/670G pumps with EWIS for subcutaneous
delivery of Fiasp� for up to 7 days it both safe and efficacious.

O083 / #439

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

SKIN DEPTH AND SUBCUTANEOUS REACTIONS TO
DIABETES DEVICES IN CHILDREN AND
ADOLESCENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES MEASURED
BY ULTRASOUND

A.K. Berg1, C. Kinnander2, A.C. Grauslund1, S. Thorsen1,
C. Zachariae3, J.P. Thyssen4, J. Svensson1
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1Copenhagen University Hospital, Herlev, Department Of
Pediatrics And Adolescent Medicine, Herlev, Denmark,
2Copenhagen University Hospital, Herlev, Department Of
Radiology, Herlev, Denmark, 3Herlev and Gentofte Hospital,
Department Of Dermatology, Gentofte, Denmark, 4Bispebjerg
and Frederiksberg Hospital, Department Of Dermatology,
Copenhagen, Denmark

Background and Aims: More than 80% of pediatric patients
with type 1 diabetes in Denmark are using diabetes devices,
unfortunately, up to 30% suffer from dermatitis. To extend areas
for insertion ultrasound can visualize skin depths. Therefore,
primary aim of present study is to describe the skin depths in a
cohort of pediatric patients.

Methods: In a prospective study on pediatric patients, ultra-
sound was performed. The distance from skin surface to mus-
cular fascia was measured. All manufacturers were contacted to
elaborate the actual skin depth of their device. Additionally, the
echogenicity of dermis and subcutis was investigated as a mark
of tissue changes.

Results: A total of 103 pediatric patients (age 2–18 years)
were included in our analyses. In the upper arm, the mean dis-
tance from skin surface to muscular fascia was 5.63 mm
(SD 2.34) in the youngest age group (2–6 years) increasing to
10.01 mm (SD 5.20) in 15–20-year old, similar results with in-
creasing distance with age was found for other skin sites. Ac-
cording to the manufacturers the skin depths of devices were
ranging from 5–12 mm. Increased echogenicity (tissue conden-
sation) of subcutis were seen in 19 patients (18%).

Conclusions: Skin depths at different sites increases by age
and were in some patients less than the depth of device. Increased
echogenicity in subcutis was seen in 18% of the patients. How
the skin depth and the increases echogenicity influence func-
tionality of the sensor remain unknown.

O084 / #536

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

CENTER DIFFERENCES IN DIABETES TREATMENT
OUTCOMES AND INSULIN PUMP USE AMONG
CHILDREN WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES: A NATIONWIDE
STUDY OF 3,866 DANISH CHILDREN

N. Skipper1, P. Thingholm1, A. Gaulke2, T. Eriksen3,
C. Søndergaard4, L. Borch4, J. Svensson5

1Aarhus University, Department Of Economics, Aarhus,
Denmark, 2Kansas State University, Department Of Economics,
Kansas, United States of America, 3VIVE, The Danish Center
Of Social Science Research, Copenhagen, Denmark, 4Herning
Hospital, Department Of Pediatrics, Herning, Denmark,
5Copenhagen University Hospital, Herlev, Department Of
Pediatrics And Adolescent Medicine, Herlev, Denmark

Background and Aims: Differences in mean HbA1c across
treatment centers are well established, but less well understood.
The aim was to assess the importance of disparities in the patient
case-mix in explaining the variation in mean HbA1c between
pediatric treatment centers in Denmark. The association between
glycemic control, frequency of blood glucose monitoring
(BGM), treatment modality, and number of clinic visits per year
was also investigated.

Methods: This was a longitudinal nationwide study of 3,866
Danish children with type 1 diabetes between the years 2013-

2017 (n = 12,708 child-year observations). The children were
followed in 16 distinct pediatric diabetes clinics. Mean HbA1c,
proportion of children reaching treatment target (HbA1c£58m-
mol/mol (7.5%)) were compared across clinics using linear re-
gression models. This was done with and without adjustment for
socioeconomic characteristics (patient case-mix).

Results: The mean difference in HbA1c during follow-up was
11.6mmol/mol [95% CI 7.9, 15.3] (1.1% [95% CI 0.7, 1.4])
between the center with the lowest vs. highest mean HbA1c. The
difference was attenuated and remained significant after adjust-
ment for the patient case-mix (difference: 10.5mmol/mol [95%
CI 6.8, 14.2] (1.0% [95% CI 0.6, 1.3])). Overall, only 6.8% of the
differences in mean HbA1c across centers were explained by
differences in the patient case-mix. Higher BGM was associated
with lower HbA1c (Figure 1). Proportion of insulin pump users
and number of visits was not associated with HbA1c.

Conclusions: Large, significant differences in HbA1c across
centers were found, and this was not explained by patient
background. Visits and insulin pump use was not associated with
HbA1c.

O085 / #647

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

MEDTRONIC 640G VS TANDEM BASAL IQ DURING
THE FIRST 3 MONTHS OF DIABETES SINCE ONSET
IN VERY YOUNG CHILDREN.

A. Rigamonti, G. Frontino, V. Favalli, E. Tirelli, R. Di Tonno,
E. Morotti, F. Sandullo, C. Aracu, G. Barera,
F. Meschi, R. Bonfanti

IRCCS San Raffaele Hospital, Department Of Pediatrics,
Diabetes Research Institute, Milan, Italy

Background and Aims: Type 1 diabetes (T1D) management
in young children is challenging due to the risk of wide glucose
fluctuations and their long-term consequences. The aim of this
study was to compare the use of Medtronic 640G and off-label
use of Tandem Basal IQ in children with T1D younger than 6
years of age.

Methods: Twentyone children (mean age 3 years) were
started on either 640G (n = 11) or Tandem Basal IQ (n = 10) at
onset and pump/sensor data was downloaded after 3 months.
Parents of children started on Tandem signed an informed con-
sent. Mann-Whitney non-parametric U test was used to assess
differences in glucometrics between group.

Results: Glucometric parameters of 640G vs Tandem useres
were respectively: TIR 75% vs 63%, TBR 2.4% vs 3%, TAR
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21.6% vs 34%, CV 32 vs 38. Mean insulin dose was 0.4U/kg/die
in the 640G group and 0.7U/kg/die in the Tandem group. Dif-
ferences in glucose distributions were all statistically significant
except for TBR. No episoides of severe hypoglycemia or DKA
were reported.

Conclusions: Both pumps allowed these young children to
obtain good glucose control. However, Medtronic 640G
achieved significantly better glucose distributions, although this
may be partially explained by the lower daily insulin needs in this
group. Our data suggests that the use of Tandem Basal IQ in
children <6 years is safe, feasible and may be a valid alternative
to other systems in young children in whom also few capillary
glucose calibrations may be challenging. Broader prospective
studies in this delicate population are required to confirm our
results.

O086 / #168

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

NASAL GLUCAGON REVERSED INSULIN-INDUCED
HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN ADULTS WITH DIABETES: A
POOLED ANALYSIS

K. Khunti1, E. Seaquist2, M. Zhang3, Q. Wang4, Y. Takita5,
C. Child6, Y. Nagai7, Y. Yan8, M. Matsuhisa9

1University of Leicester, Diabetes Research Centre, Leicester,
United Kingdom, 2University of Minnesota, Department Of
Medicine, Minneapolis, United States of America, 3Eli Lilly
Canada, Inc, Medicine Development, Toronto, Canada, 4Eli
Lilly and Company, Global Statistical Sciences, Indianapolis,
United States of America, 5Eli Lilly Japan K.K., Global Statistic
Sciences, Kobe, Japan, 6Eli Lilly and Company, Global Medical
Affairs, Windlesham, United Kingdom, 7Eli Lilly Japan K.K.,
Medicine Development, Kobe, Japan, 8Eli Lilly and Company,
Global Medical Affairs, Indianapolis, United States of America,
9Tokushima University, Diabetes Therapeutics And Research
Center, Institute Of Advanced Medical Sciences, Tokushima,
Japan

Background and Aims: Nasal glucagon (NG), a ready-to-use
drug-device combination for treatment of severe hypoglycaemia,
contains 3 mg glucagon dry powder that is absorbed passively
through nasal mucosa. We examined the efficacy and safety of
NG compared to 1 mg injectable glucagon (IG) in reversing in-
sulin-induced hypoglycaemia in a global population of adults
with type 1 diabetes (T1D) and type 2 diabetes (T2D.). Notably,
this is the first analysis including pooled T2D data.

Methods: Post-hoc analyses used data from 3 randomised,
cross-over studies. Treatment success was defined as an increase
in blood glucose to ‡3.9 mmol/L (70 mg/dL) or an increase of
‡1.1 mmol/L (20 mg/dL) from nadir blood glucose within 30 min
of receiving glucagon. Tolerability was assessed using treat-
ment-emergent adverse events and a symptom questionnaire.

Results: In the T1D+T2D pooled analysis, 99.5% (213/214)
of NG and 100% (214/214) of IG administrations achieved
treatment success in a mean (median) time of 13 (10) minutes
and 11 (10) minutes, respectively. The times (mean [median]) for
achieving treatment success for participants with T2D (N = 41)
were similar for NG (12 [10] minutes) and IG (11 [10] minutes).
NG and IG induced similar blood glucose changes (figure). NG
and IG had similar incidences of nausea and vomiting, with NG
having a higher rate of side effects related to nasal administration
[headache (13% NG, 7% IG), nasal discomfort (4% NG, 1% IG),

etc.]. Separate T1D and T2D analyses showed similar results as
T1D+T2D.

Conclusions: NG was efficacious and well-tolerated in re-
versing insulin-induced hypoglycaemia in adults with T1D and
T2D.

O087 / #174

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

ULTRA-FAST AND ULTRA-STABLE INSULIN
FORMULATIONS

E. Appel

Stanford University, Materials Science & Engineering,
Stanford, United States of America
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Background and Aims: Insulin has been used to treat dia-
betes for 100 years but current insulin formulations are too slow
to maintain tight glycemic control at mealtimes. We have de-
veloped a new class of amphiphilic copolymers as stabilizing
agents for insulin formulations, enabling the development of an
ultrafast acting monomeric insulin lispro (UFAL) formulation
with the potential to improve glucose control and reduce burden
for patients with diabetes.

Methods: We compared the pharmacokinetics of UFAL to
Humalog using a pig model of insulin-deficient diabetes where
plasma lispro concentrations were determined by ELISA on
collected blood samples after subcutaneous administration. For
analysis of pharmacokinetic parameters, pharmacokinetic curves
were coded and were analyzed by a blinded researcher.

Results: We show that UFAL remains stable for 25 – 1 hours
under stressed aging conditions that cause Humalog to aggregate
in only 5 – 2 hours. In diabetic pigs, peak insulin exposure was
determined to be 9 – 4 min for UFAL and 25 – 10 min for Hu-
malog. Pharmacokinetic modeling based on the pig data predicts
peak exposure in humans to be at 10 min for UFAL and 43 min
for Humalog, in excellent agreement with human clinical data for
Humalog, suggesting that UFAL may have unprecedented
pharmacokinetics for an injectable formulation.

Conclusions: The ultrafast pharmacokinetics observed for
UFAL coupled with the dramatically improved stability over
current insulin formulations are highly distinguishing for com-
patibility with pump and closed-loop systems. Our stable ultra-
fast insulin formulation has the potential to improve diabetes
management and reduce patient burden around mealtime glucose
management.

O088 / #438

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF DAPAGLIFLOZIN ON
STANDARDIZED CGM METRICS IN PATIENTS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES

J.D. Salazar León1, E. Sola Izquierdo1,2,3, N. Bosch Sierra3,
J. Marco Expósito1, C. Bañuls Morant3, S. Garcı́a Torres1,
I. Modrego Pardo1, C. Morillas Ariño1,2,3

1Doctor Peset University Hospital, Endocrinology And
Nutrition, Valencia, Spain, 2University of Valencia, Department
Of Medicine, Valencia, Spain, 3Foundation for the Promotion of
Health and Biomedical research in the Valencian Region
(FISABIO), Endocrinology, Valencia, Spain

Background and Aims: Dapagliflozin is approved in the EU
for patients with type 1 diabetes (T1D) with BMI ‡27 kg/m2. Our
aim was to evaluate its safety and efficacy on standardized CGM
metrics in T1D patients using CGM.

Methods: We conducted a prospective study including all
T1D patients with BMI ‡27 kg/m2 using CGM who were pre-
cribed dapagliflozin 5 mg daily and were followed for at least 6
months. Education concerning ketosis prevention was given to
all patients before initiating dapagliflozin. Weight, standardized
CGM metrics and ketosis episodes were registered before and
after 3 and 6 months of treatment. Data were analyzed with
univariate repeated-measures ANOVA using SPSS Statistics.

Results: 13 patients were included from November 2019 to
July 2020: 5 were male and 8 female, 9 on insulin pump and 4 on
multiple dose injections, 8 on real-time CGM and 5 on inter-

mittently-scanned CGM, with baseline characteristics as follows:
age 45.9 – 7.2 years, BMI 31 – 3.7 kg/m2, HbA1c 7.5 – 0.7% and
TIR 56.2 – 9.2%. Medication was discontinued in 3 patients due
to ketosis (n = 2) and ketoacidosis (n = 1). Patients who completed
the 6 months period showed significant increase in TIR and a
significant decrease in weight, BMI, TBR, TAR and CV, and a
non-significant decrease in GMI and mean glucose (Table 1).
There were 8 ketotic decompensations and 1 ketoacidosis that
required ICU care. 2 patients had mild urinary tract infections.

Conclusions: Dapagliflozin led to further improvement in
CGM metrics in patients with T1D. Nevertheless, despite a
structured ketone-prevention program, ketosis risk was
increased.

O089 / #485

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

ONE-YEAR SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF INSULIN-
THERAPY SIMPLIFICATION WITH IDEGLIRA IN
TYPE 2 DIABETES

Z. Taybani1, B. Bótyik1, M. Katkó2, T. Várkonyi3

1Békés County Central Hospital, Dr Réthy Pál Member
Hospital, 1st Department Of Endocrinology, Békéscsaba,
Hungary, 2University of Debrecen – Faculty of Medicine,
Department of Internal Medicine, Division Of Endocrinology,
Debrecen, Hungary, 3University of Szeged, Faculty of Internal
Medicine, 1st Department Of Internal Medicine, Szeged,
Hungary

Background and Aims: Multiple daily insulin injection
(MDI) regimens in type 2 diabetes (T2D) can provide optimal
glycemic control but cause significant treatment burden, hence
simpler therapies with similar efficacy are needed. Our prelim-
inary 3-month follow-up data showed that switching from MDI
to once daily IDegLira, a fixed-ratio combination of insulin de-
gludec and liraglutide, in relatively well-controlled (HbA1c<
7.5%) subjects with T2D using low total daily insulin dose is safe
and provides similar or better glycemic control. Our aim was to
confirm the sustained efficacy and safety of the simplified
treatment during a 12-month follow-up.

Methods: 72 adults with T2D (mean–SD: age 63.8 – 9.5
years, HbA1c 6.36 – 0.70%, BMI 33.01 – 6.47kg/m2, body
weight 92.95 – 18.83kg, total daily insulin dose: 43.2 – 10.8
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units, duration of diabetes 9.7 – 7.5 years) treated with MDI–-
metformin participated in our study. Previous insulins were
stopped and once daily IDegLira was started. IDegLira was ti-
trated by the patients every 3 days with 2 dosage units to achieve
a self-measured pre-breakfast plasma glucose concentration of
<6mmol/L.

Results: After 12-month of follow-up good glycemic control
was maintained, while body weight and BMI decreased signifi-
cantly. Mean HbA1c changed by -0.15% to 6.21 – 0.82%
(p = 0.109), body weight changed by -3.89kg to 89.06 – 18.61kg
(p < 0.0001) and BMI changed to 31.61 – 6.22kg/m2. The sim-
plified treatment was safe and well-tolerated. Percentage of pa-
tients experiencing hypoglycemia was 49% during the month
before simplification and 17% during the last 3 months of the
follow-up.

Conclusions: Our 12-month data confirm that insulin-therapy
simplification with IDegLira in patients with well-controlled
T2D is safe, may induce weight loss and results in similar gly-
cemic control.

O090 / #498

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

ADO09, A CO-FORMULATION OF PRAMLINTIDE AND
INSULIN A21G IMPROVES POST-PRANDIAL
GLUCOSE (PPG) VERSUS INSULIN ASPART IN TYPE 1
DIABETES (T1D)

G. Meiffren1, G. Andersen2, R. Eloy1, C. Seroussi1, C. Mégret1,
S. Famulla2, Y.-P. Chan1, M. Gaudier1, O. Soula1,
J.H. Devries2, T. Heise2

1Adocia, R&d, Lyon, France, 2Profil, Clinic, Neuss, Germany

Background and Aims: Pramlintide improves PPG through
delaying gastric emptying, reducing glucagon secretion, and
promoting satiety. ADO09 is a stable co-formulation of
pramlintide and insulin A21G under development. This dou-
ble-blind, randomised, 2-period cross-over trial compared pre-
meal ADO09 versus insulin aspart over 24 days in 28 T1D
participants.

Methods: During a 28 days run-in period, basal insulin was
switched to insulin degludec. The cross-over treatment periods
consisted of 3 inpatient days (baseline assessments), followed by
3 outpatient weeks and a final inpatient mixed-meal-tolerance-
test (MMTT) on day 24. Blood glucose, glucagonemia and ki-
netics of gastric emptying were analyzed, as were CGM-metrics.
The two treatment periods were separated by a 5 to 7 day
washout.

Results: Incremental plasma glucose AUCs during MMTT
with ADO09 were reduced by >100% after 2h (p < 0.001) and by
39% after 4h (not significant), gastric emptying was slower
(Tmax +312%, p < 0.0001) and glucagon suppressed by 78%
over 0-2h (p < 0.0001) versus insulin aspart. ADO09 showed
improved CGM-metrics in the outpatient period with higher
Time-In-Range (+51 min, p = 0.01). Time <70 mg/dL was
slightly higher (+9.6 min, p = 0.046) as were hypoglycemic
events (142 vs. 115). ADO09 reduced body weight (-0.7kg vs
baseline, p = 0.01). Mean daily ADO09 doses were lower than
insulin aspart’s (17 vs 22 U, p < 0.0001). Both treatments were
well tolerated with more, but transient gastrointestinal adverse
events (24 vs 6) with ADO09, consistent with the known side
effect profile of pramlintide.

Conclusions: ADO09 was well tolerated and significantly
improved post-prandial blood glucose control, CGM-metrics,
weight control and bolus insulin needs versus insulin aspart over
24 days.

O091 / #814

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

NOVEL TREATMENT OF TYPE 1 DIABETES - THE
INFLUENCE OF HLA, NUMBER OF DOSES AND
ADMINISTRATION ROUTE ON THE EFFECT
OF GAD-SPECIFIC IMMUNOTHERAPY

U. Hannelius1, C. Beam2, J. Ludvigsson3

1Diamyd Medical AB, Management & R&d, Stockholm,
Sweden, 2Western Michigan University Homer Stryker M.D.
School of Medicine, Department Of Biomedical Sciences,
Kalamzoo, United States of America, 3Crown Princess Victoria
Childreńs Hospital, Linköping University, Div Of Pediatrics,
Dept Of Biomedical And Clinical, Linköping, Sweden

Background and Aims: We have previously shown an as-
sociation between the HLA haplotype DR3-DQ2 and a positive
treatment effect of GAD-alum in individuals recently diagnosed
with type 1 diabetes. In this study we sought to further investigate
the influence of HLA, number of injections and administration
route on the clinical effect of GAD/alum treatment.

Methods: We combined individual-level data (n = 627)
from four placebo controlled randomized clinical trials of both
subcutaneous and intralymphatic GAD-alum immunotherapy.
We estimated the treatment effect at 15 months from baseline
on C-peptide retention, HbA1c, insulin dose and insulin adjusted
HbA1c (IDAA1c) using a mixed model repeated measures model
including terms for HLA subgroup and number of doses. The effect
of administration route was evaluated using a Bayesian model.

Results: A significant treatment effect was seen in individuals
carrying HLA DR3-DQ2 (n = 313), with the best effect seen in
those receiving three-four doses showing an effect ratio of 1.48
(adjusted P < 0.0001) on preserving C-peptide compared to 1.21
(p = 0.092) for those receiving two doses. A lower HbA1c was
also seen in the three-four dose group compared to placebo
(-4.74mmol/mol, adjusted P < 0.01). Despite using only 1/5 of
the dose, there was a 98%, 99%, 71% and 97% probability that
three intralymphatic injections were superior to three subcuta-
neous injections for C-peptide retention, HbA1c, insulin dose
and IDAA1c, and safety profiles were comparable.

Conclusions: These analyses highlight the importance of
genetics, dosing regimen, and administration route in immuno-
therapeutic treatment of type 1 diabetes and a clinically relevant
potential for intralymphatic GAD-alum.
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O092 / #191

Topic: AS09-New Insulin Delivery Systems: Inhaled,
Transderma, Implanted Devices

TRANSDERMAL INSULIN TRANSPORT BY
SONOPHORESIS, AN APPROACH TO THE
ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS

A. Ruiz

Medicsensors S.L., Business Development, Madrid, Spain

Background and Aims: Insulin, the main hormone for
modulating blood glucose levels, is used for diabetes treatment
mainly through subcutaneous injections. This can lead to poor
patient compliance and side-effects. To face this problem,
Medicsen is developing a Smartpatch with a wide range of tested
technologies, focused on the non-invasive, controlled and pain-
less insulin transdermal delivery through sonophoresis.

Methods: In vitro and in vivo tests, such as the permeability
phenomenon using Franz diffusion Cell and swine model, or
biochemical, chromatography or circular dichroism tests, among
others, have been performed to prove the efficacy and safety of
the technology.

Results: Lack of damage was observed on insulin molecule,
which maintain its biological function and stability, as seen
in vivo, in HPLC studies and in the circular dichroism spectra of
the samples (Fig. 1), which shows no variability, reaching the
characteristic minimum at 219nm (sd+/-8.31) in all groups tes-
ted. TEM images of skin, ELISA of skin damage markers TNF a
and IL-2 (Fig. 2), and other biochemical tests, show no signifi-
cant changes in the tissue or in the expression and concentration
of relevant compounds. Lastly, the technology proved to be ef-
fective in the non-invasive insulin delivery through the skin, as
observed in our system and in the in vivo model of blood glucose
reduction.

Conclusions: All evidence collected during in vitro and
in vivo studies show promising results, indicating that the tech-
nology developed by Medicsen is safe and effective. Thus, hu-
man trials will be performed in order to demonstrate its potential
on diabetes treatment.

O093 / #716

Topic: AS09-New Insulin Delivery Systems: Inhaled,
Transderma, Implanted Devices

DEMONSTRATION OF INSULIN STABILITY USING
NOVEL CONTINUOUS INTRAPERITONEAL INSULIN
INFUSION (CIPII) SYSTEM WITH REGULAR INSULIN
EX-VIVO

C. Hanson1, J. Cutts1, T. Hoang1, T. Hattier2, M.D. Michael2,
L. Broadwater2, M. Mulaj2, M. Pulaski2

1Perikinetics Inc., Perikinetics, San Francisco, United States of
America, 2Thermalin, Innovation Center, Cleveland, United
States of America

Background and Aims: Intraperitoneal insulin delivery
provides more rapid onset of action and shorter duration com-
pared with subcutaneous insulin. These attributes are critical for
improving management of diabetes with sensor-augmented
pump therapy or automated insulin dosing. We present data on
the stability of insulin delivered through a novel system for
continuous intraperitoneal insulin infusion (CIPII) using an In-
sulin Delivery Conduit (IDC) made up of a subcutaneous port
and tunneled catheter that is accessed by a customized traditional
external pump infusion set in an ex-vivo environment that
mimics the intraperitoneal space. Aim: This study aims to ex-
amine three system configurations to evaluate compatibility with
insulin over 6 weeks.

Methods: Each system was maintained at 37�C. Regular in-
sulin was pumped through the IDC using a Medtronic insulin
pump at a basal rate of 0.6U/hr and three manual daily 5-unit
boluses. Infusion sets and pump cartridges (with fresh insulin)
were replaced every 7 days. Samples for all test replicates were
collected on Day 1, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35 and 42 just prior to weekly
infusion set/pump cartridge replacement, and tested for physical
and chemical degradation, using Thioflavin T (ThT) fluorescence
and HPLC, respectively.

Results: All insulin samples were negative for ThT response
indicating absence of insulin aggregates, and had purity levels
greater than 97.3%, which meets specification of less than 6%
loss in target purity. Therefore, target acceptance criteria for
insulin stability were met.

Conclusions: This novel IDC approach for CIPII is a prom-
ising method to effectively deliver insulin without insulin
degradation.

O094 / #743

Topic: AS10-Devices Focused on Diabetic Preventions

INDEPENDENT PREDICTORS OF HYPOGLYCAEMIA
AND IMPENDING HYPOGLYCAEMIA USING A
WEARABLE PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA ACQUISITION
SENSOR

C. Uduku1, T. Zhu2, K. Li3, J. Daniels2, P. Herrero4, N. Oliver1,
P. Georgiou4, M. Reddy1

1Imperial College London, Department Of Metabolism,
Digestion And Reproduction, London, United Kingdom,
2Imperial College London, Electrical And Electronic
Engineering, London, United Kingdom, 3University College
London, Institute Of Health Informatics, London, United
Kingdom, 4Imperial College London, Centre For Bio-inspired
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Technology, Electrical And Electronic Engineering, London,
United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Hypoglycaemia remains a prevalent
complication with deleterious consequences among individuals
with diabetes. We aimed to identify independent predictors of
hypoglycaemia and impending hypoglycaemia using real-time
continuous glucose monitoring and a physiological data acqui-
sition wristband.

Methods: Six-week longitudinal analysis of 12 adults with type
1 diabetes using real-time continuous glucose monitoring (Dex-
com G6) and a clinically validated physiological data acquisition
sensor (Empatica E4). A mixed effects logistic regression model
was applied to predict hypoglycaemia using measurements re-
corded during blood glucose levels below 72 mg/dL and 54mg/dL.
Measurements within 1-hour before glucose levels fell below
72mg/dL were used to predict impeding hypoglycaemia.

Results: Participants had a median age (IQR) of 40 (30–39)
years and were equally stratified by gender and mode of insulin
delivery (multiple daily injections and continuous subcutaneous
insulin infusion). Hypoglycaemia was negatively predicted by a
higher electrodermal activity standard deviation (SD) (p = 0.03),
higher heart rate (SD) (<0.01), and higher mean skin tempera-
ture, (p < 0.05). While greater maximum phasic skin conductance
responses and mean heart rate increased the odds of hypogly-
caemia (p < 0.01). Elevation in mean skin temperature and
physical activity (SD) were both significant positive predictive
factors for impeding hypoglycaemia but not established bio-
chemical hypoglycaemia.

Conclusions: Measurements obtained from wearable physio-
logical wristband data sensors could be integrated alongside CGM
data to improve identification and prediction of hypoglycaemia.

O095 / #719

Topic: AS12-New Technologies for Treating Obesity
and Preventing Related Diabetes

A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO EMPOWER
SELF-MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH IN CHILDHOOD
OBESITY BASED ON GAMIFICATION MECHANISMS
AND BIOFEEDBACK

K. Zarkogianni1, M. Athanasiou1, K. Mitsis1, E. Chatzidaki2,
N. Polychronaki2, K. Perakis3, D. Vergeti3, D. Antonopoulou4,
E. Papachristou4, V. Chioti2, A. Voutetakis5, E. Kalafatis1,
P. Pervanidou2, C. Kanaka-Gantenbein2,5, K. Nikita1

1National Technical University of Athens, School Of Electrical
And Computer Engineering, Athens, Greece, 2Medical School,
National and Kapodistrian University Athens, Agia Sophia
Children’s Hospital, Childhood Obesity Unit, Division Of
Developmental And Behavioral Pediatrics, First Department Of
Pediatrics, Athens, Greece, 3UBITECH, Research And
Development Department, Chalandri, Greece, 4Inspiring
Earth, Pegneon, Athens, Greece, 5Medical School, National
and Kapodistrian University Athens, Agia Sophia Children’s
Hospital, Division Of Endocrinology, Diabetes And
Metabolism, First Department Of Pediatrics, Athens,
Greece

Background and Aims: Modern m-health technologies open
new perspectives in managing childhood obesity. Within the
Greek funded project, named ‘‘ENDORSE’’, an innovative
software ecosystem is developed incorporating Artificial In-

telligence and gamification technologies capable of deliver-
ing tools and services facilitating self- management of health
while engaging the active involvement of formal and informal
caregivers.

Methods: ENDORSE applies a parent-child multicomponent
intervention including dietary, physical activity, educational and
behavioral components. It implements a goal-oriented approach
which includes periodic assessment of child’s weight, behavioral
lifestyle and needs in order to accordingly adjust goal settings
and improve adherence. Obese children are trained and encour-
aged to adopt healthy diet and physical activity through their
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interaction with the ENDORSE serious game. Aiming at opti-
mizing the parental role, a mobile application has been devel-
oped facilitating daily self-monitoring of goals and
communication with healthcare professionals.

Results: The ENDORSE platform has the capability to le-
verage data from different sources (e.g. activity trackers, mobile
apps) in order to create a complete user profile. Personalized,
tailored messages and reminders targeting child and parents,
along with recommendations for goal settings adjustment and
adherence reports, are produced by the ENDORSE recommen-
dation engine with the aim to achieve personalization and
adaptation.

Conclusions: The ENDORSE platform implements modern
m-health technologies into routine clinical care of obese chil-
dren. Future work includes the execution of pilot trials to eval-
uate its effectiveness in terms of improving health outcomes and
user’s acceptance. Acknowledgements: Supported within the
framework of the ENDORSE project, which is funded by the
NSRF (Grant agreement: T1EDK-03695)

O096 / #767

Topic: AS12-New Technologies for Treating Obesity
and Preventing Related Diabetes

THE ROLE OF ANTIOXIDANT PROTECTION
ASSOCIATED WITH LIVER MITOCHONDRIAL
BIOGENESIS IN OBESE PATIENTS

M. Vulf, A. Komar, D. Skuratovskaia, H. Vu, P. Zatolokin,
E. Kirienkova, L. Litvinova

Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University, Center Immunology
And Cellular Biotechnology, Kaliningrad, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: FFA accumulate not only in adipose
tissue during obesity. The high content of FFA contributes to the
development of NAFLD. Oxidative stress and mitochondrial
dysfunction contribute to the development of T2DM. The
adaptive defense mechanism promotes the activation of the an-
tioxidant and cytoprotective response. The study aimed to
identify the role of antioxidant protection associated with liver
mitochondrial biogenesis in obese patients.

Methods: Liver biopsies were taken during laparoscopic
surgery. The study included 59 obese patients with T2DM
(47.6 – 8.8 years; 47.2 – 6.1 kg/m2; 23 men and 36 women), 57
obese patients without T2DM (40.7 – 6.1 years; 41.8 – 7.1 kg/m2;
26 men and 31 women). The control group consisted of 41
healthy donors. Gene mRNA expression levels were determined
by PCR on a CFX96 Touch system (BioRad). MtDNA copies
were determined by drop PCR using a QX200 Droplet Digital
PCR system (BioRad).

Results: NFE2L2, HSP70 expression decreased in obese pa-
tients with T2DM relative to patients without T2DM and healthy
donors. In contrast, mtDNA copies and HSF1 expression increased
in obese patients with T2DM. SOD1 expression decreased in
obese patients with and without T2DM, while MT-ND4 expres-
sion increased.

Conclusions: Thus, liver compensatory mechanisms are
triggered and reduced the effects of oxidative stress and the de-
velopment of steatohepatitis in obese patients without T2DM.
State assignment in the field of scientific activity [No.FZWN-
2020-0010 to Larisa Litvinova]; State of Leading Scientific

Schools of the Russian Federation [No.2495.2020.7 to Larisa
Litvinova].

O097 / #769

Topic: AS12-New Technologies for Treating Obesity and
Preventing Related Diabetes

THE NEW THERAPEUTIC APPROACH TO OBESITY
MANAGEMENT. THE REAL-LIFE WEIGHT AND BMI
OUTCOMES

S. Levit1,2, T. Gavra3, N. Torban1, I. Musin2, V. Levit4,
C. Ryder5

1Assuta Medical Center, Endocrinology And Diabetology
Institute, Tel Aviv, Israel, 2Kazan National Research
Technological University, Medical Engineering, Kazan,
Russian Federation, 3Assuta Medical Centers, Research
Authority, Tel Aviv, Israel, 4City Clinical Hospital No8, Disease
Prophylaxis, Chelyabinsk, Russian Federation, 5Western
Galilee College, Department Of Criminology, Acre, Israel

Background and Aims: Obesity is a worldwide epidemic
with a clear-cut tendency for progression, now recognized as a
disease. Nevertheless, a non-operative approach for its treatment
remains a challenge. This study evaluated the efficacy of our new
obesity-treatment algorithm.

Methods: Twenty-seven patients files with uncomplicated
obesity were analyzed. GLP1 analogue Liraglutide (Saxenda)
treatment was implemented for all. In 17 patients (63%), Met-
formin therapy was additionally implemented due to Impaired
Fasting Glucose (IFG). Routine professional CGM (Medtronic
iPRO2) was performed in most of participants in order to exclude
hypoglycemia, mainly at nights. Our specific therapeutic
(Gravicentric) algorithm was used, based on several specific food
behavior recommendations, combining this therapy with met-
formin and physical activity guidance.

Results: The mean age was 58.5 years, therapy duration - 10.5
months, body weight before therapy was 97.3 kg, BMI was
32.7 kg/m2. By using our treatment algorithm, we achieved sig-
nificant reduction in body weight by 6.8 kg and BMI by 2.4 kg/m2

on average. No patients received Saxenda doses higher than
1.8 mg/day, while 70% were managed on 1.2 mg per day or less.

Conclusions: Our real-life weight and BMI resembles to the
Liraglutide large RCT results (average reduction of weight by
6.5 kg and BMI by 2.4 kg/m2) while using mild–to-moderate
Saxenda dose regimens, without clinically significant side ef-
fects. No hypoglycemia time-below-range elevation was noticed
at CGM investigations. This therapeutic scheme provides us the
unique opportunity to achieve maximal effect at minimal dose. It
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additionally reduces the probability of side effects (including
hypoglycemia and ketosis), and cut treatment costs.

O098 / #56

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

CLINICALLY RELEVANT IMPROVEMENT IN
GLYCAEMIC CONTROL IN TYPE 1 DIABETES USERS
OF THE HEDIA APPLICATION FOR DIABETES
MANAGEMENT: A REAL-WORLD COHORT STUDY

A. Karnoe1, M.O. Jakobsen1, S.M. Nielsen2,3, N. Ejskjaer4,5,
H. Gudbergsen6,7,8

1Hedia ApS, Data Science, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2Bispebjerg
and Frederiksberg Hospital, The Parker Institute, Copenhagen,
Denmark, 3University of Southern Denmark, Odense University
Hospital, Department Of Clinical Research, Odense, Denmark,
4Aalborg University Hospital, Steno Diabetes Center North
Denmark, Aalborg, Denmark, 5Aalborg University, Department
Of Clinical Medicine, Aalborg, Denmark, 6Hedia ApS, Clinical
Affairs, Copenhagen, Denmark, 7Bispebjerg and Frederiksberg
Hospitals, The Parker Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark,
8Copenhagen University, Department Of Public Health, The
Research Unit For General Practice And Section Of General
Practice, Copenhagen, Denmark

Background and Aims: Digital diabetes self-management
tools can support glycaemic control in people with type 1 dia-
betes (T1D). The Hedia Diabetes Assistant (HDA), an mHealth-
based medical device, was designed to assist insulin dosing and
daily decision making. Our aim was to investigate if T1D users of
HDA can achieve clinically relevant improvements in glycaemic
control after 12 weeks use.

Methods: Anonymized data from engaged users (‡10 logs/
week for 12 weeks) were extracted from the HDA database.
Outcomes were changes in eA1c (estimated HbA1c), and esti-
mated time-in-range (eTIR, proportion of blood glucose level
[BGL] measurements within 3.9-10.0mmol/l) after 12 weeks.
We applied GLMM to data from all users, and to a subgroup of
more poorly controlled users. Sensitivity analyses included t-
tests, and GLMM leaving out weeks 0-1 from the analyses to
mitigate for regression toward the mean.

Results: Results: The 234 engaged users had a mean age of
45.5 (SD 16.3) years and 116 (49.6%) were female. After 12
weeks, the more poorly controlled users (mean baseline BGL
‡10mmol/l, eA1c‡7.9% in week 0; n = 84) experienced statisti-
cally significant improvements in eA1c and eTIR. Improvements
across all users (n = 234) were not significant. Sensitivity ana-
lyses confirmed our results.

Conclusions: Statistically significant and clinically relevant
improvements in glycaemic control were observed after 12
weeks of using the HDA in individuals with poorly controlled
T1D. Findings support the relevance of mHealth in T1D, how-
ever, further studies including randomized controlled trials are
needed to substantiate our observational findings.

O099 / #339

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

RISK FACTORS FOR DIABETES-RELATED DISTRESS
IN PEOPLE LIVING WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES –
LESSONS FROM THE ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH
CLINICAL DIABETOLOGISTS (ABCD) FREESTYLE
LIBRE AUDIT

E. Wilmot1,2, H. Deshmukh3, A. Kilvert4, D. Barnes5,
R. Herring6, R. Banatwalla3, P. Narendran7, J. Patmore3,
C. Walton3, T. Sathyapalan3, R. Ryder8

1Royal Derby Hospital, University Hospitals of Derby and
Burton NHS Trust, Diabetes & Endocrinololgy, Derby, United
Kingdom, 2University Hospitals of Derby and Burton, Diabetes
& Endocrinololgy, Derby, United Kingdom, 3University of Hull,
Academic Diabetes And Endocrinology, Hull, United Kingdom,
4Northampton General Hospital, Diabetes And Endocrinology,
Northampton, United Kingdom, 5Tunbridge Wells Hospital,
Diabetes And Endocrinology, Tunbridge Wells, United
Kingdom, 6Royal Surrey County Hospital, Guildford, U.K.,
Diabetes And Endocrinology, Guildford, United Kingdom,
7Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham, Diabetes And
Endocrinology, Birmingham, United Kingdom, 8City Hospital,
Birmingham, U.K., Diabetes And Endocrinology, Birmingham,
United Kingdom

Background and Aims: The objective of this study was to
identify the baseline demographic and clinical characteristics
associated with Diabetes-related distress in people living with
Type 1 diabetes.

Methods: The study was performed using baseline data from
the ABCD nationwide FreeStyle Libre audit. We collected dia-
betes-related distress scores at baseline with two items diabetes-
related distress score (DDS) and follow up. An average item
score of ‡3 (moderate distress) discriminated high from low-
distressed subgroups. We used an unsupervised gradient boost-
ing machine learning model (GBM) to identify the relative in-
fluence of baseline parameters on two components of DDS. The
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results of the GBM model were confirmed using linear regression
analysis.

Results: The study consisted of 9124 people with Type 1
diabetes, with a mean age of 45.1(–15.3) years, 50.3% female,
mean BMI of 26.5(–6.2) kg/m2 and mean baseline HbA1c
70.2(–18.3) mmol/mol. High diabetes-related distress was
prevalent in 5476(60%) of people living with T1D at baseline.
The two components of the DDS were significantly correlated
(r2 = 0.73 P < 0.0001). In the GBM model, baseline HbA1c
(RI = 51.4), GOLD score (RI = 23.3), gender (RI = 7.05) and fear
of hypoglycaemia as an indication for starting on the FSL
(RI = 4.9) were associated with diabetes-related distress. The
linear regression model confirmed that higher baseline HbA1c,
higher GOLD score, female gender and fear of hypoglycaemia
were significantly associated with DDS.

Conclusions: In this large UK cohort of people living with
Type 1 diabetes, diabetes distress was prevalent and associated
with high HbA1c, impaired awareness of hypoglycaemia and
female gender.

O100 / #448

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 LOCKDOWN ON
DIABETES PATIENTS IN JEDDAH, SAUDI ARABIA

A. Alzahrani, R. Alshareef, A. Alzahrani, L. Ghandoura

King Abdulaziz medical city, Family Medicine, Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia

Background and Aims: Aims To explore the impact of the
coronavirus disease lockdown on diabetes patients living in
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in terms of their compliance with medi-
cation intake and lifestyle habits, and quality of life.

Methods: In this cross-sectional, qualitative prospective
study, a questionnaire was administered over the telephone to
diabetes patients who had attended National Guard primary care
centers in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The survey included questions
on demographic data, type of diabetes, medications used, co-
morbidities, medication compliance, and daily habits before and
after the lockdown, and those assessing patients’ psychological
parameters during the past month by using the Kessler Psycho-
logical Distress Scale (K10). Data analysis was performed using
SPSS program version 26.

Results: Totally, 394 patients participated. All of them had
type 2 diabetes, and 37.6% had only one comorbidity. Anti-
diabetic monotherapy was used in 76.4% of the patients, while
combination therapy was used in 23.6%. The compliance score
before the lockdown was significantly higher (18.49 – 3.05) than
that after it (17.40 – 3.25) (p-value <0.001). The average psy-
chological assessment score was 9.78 – 4.14 (range 8–35). Male
participants and smokers had a significantly better psychological
status than female participants (p-value = 0.002) and non-smokers
(p value <0.001), respectively.

Conclusions: The patients’ levels of compliance with medi-
cations and healthy lifestyle habits were significantly reduced
after the lockdown. These findings highlight the need for
healthcare professionals to encourage diabetes patients to adhere
to healthy lifestyle habits and use telemedicine during lockdowns
to ensure optimal blood glucose control and reduce the incidence
of complications.

O101 / #482

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING METRICS
PREDICT SUBOPTIMAL MATERNO-FETAL
OUTCOMES IN TYPE 1 DIABETES PREGNANCY

C. Meek1, D. Tundidor2, D. Feig3, J. Yamamoto4, E. Scott5,
D. Ma6, J. Halperin6, H. Murphy7, R. Corcoy2

1University of Cambridge, Institute Of Metabolic Science,
Cambridge, United Kingdom, 2l’Hospital de la Santa Creu i
Sant Pau, Institut De Recerca, Barcelona, Spain, 3University of
Toronto, Dept Of Medicine, Toronto, Canada, 4University of
Calgary, Dept Of Medicine, Calgary, Canada, 5Leeds Institute
of Cardiovascular and Metabolic Medicine, Department Of
Population And Clinical Sciences, Leeds, United Kingdom,
6Harvard University, Medical School, Boston, United States of
America, 7University of East Anglia, Norwich Medical School,
Norwich, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: The optimal method of monitoring
glycemia in pregnant women with type 1 diabetes remains con-
troversial. This study aimed to assess if continuous glucose
monitoring (CGM) metrics and alternative biochemical markers
of glycemia could improve ability to identify pregnancies at risk
of suboptimal obstetric and neonatal outcomes compared to
biochemical markers including HbA1c.

Methods: 157 women from the CGM in pregnant women with
type 1 diabetes trial (CONCEPTT) were included in this pre-
specified secondary analysis. HbA1c, CGM data, and alternative
biochemical markers (glycated CD59, 1,5 anhydroglucitol,
fructosamine and glycated albumin) were compared at approxi-
mately 12, 24 and 34 weeks gestation using logistic regression
and ROC curves to predict pregnancy complications (pre-
eclampsia, preterm delivery, large-for-gestational-age, neonatal
hypoglycemia, admission to neonatal intensive care unit).

Results: HbA1c, CGM metrics, and alternative laboratory
markers were all significantly associated with obstetric and neo-
natal outcomes at 24 weeks gestation. HbA1c, Time-in-range
(TIR; 63-140 mg/dl; 3.5-7.8 mmol/l) and time-above-range (TAR;
>140 mg/dl; >7.8 mmol/l) were the most consistently predictive
CGM metrics and showed good predictive ability for many out-
comes. Some alternative laboratory markers showed promise, but
overall, they had lower predictive ability than HbA1c.

Conclusions: CGM metrics TIR and TAR performed well and
had comparable predictive ability to HbA1c for many outcomes.
Alternative biochemical markers of glycemia and other CGM
metrics did not substantially improve the prediction of pregnancy
outcomes. CGM metrics TIR and TAR are able to predict sub-
optimal pregnancy outcomes in women with type 1 diabetes.

O102 / #14

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

INTRODUCTION OF THE DIABETES EXERCISE
PERCEPTION (DEEP-1) QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
ASSESSING PERCEIVED ATTITUDES AND
CHALLENGES IN ATHLETES WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES

S. Scott1,2, F. Fontana1, C. Hayes1, P. Lagrou1, T. Zueger2,
P. Southerland1, C. Stettler2
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1Team Novo Nordisk Professional Cycling Team, Research,
Atlanta, United States of America, 2University Hospital Bern,
Inselspital, Department Of Diabetes, Endocrinology,
Nutritional Medicine And Metabolism, Bern, Switzerland

Background and Aims: Little is known about individual
perspectives and challenges faced by elite-level athletes living
with type 1 diabetes (T1D). Currently, there is no structured tool
to assess this. We aimed to generate and pilot test the Diabetes
ExErcise Perception (DEEP-1) questionnaire in a group of pro-
fessional athletes with T1D.

Methods: The questionnaire consists of a range of open and
closed questions, focusing on 4 key areas related to T1D and
exercise: 1) Technology; 2) Sleep and Recovery; 3) Glucose
Management; 4) Nutrition. Sixteen professional cyclists with
T1D (age 27 – 4 years; HbA1c 6.8 – 0.5%) were asked to anon-
ymously complete the questionnaire. Data were then analyzed
descriptively.

Results: Fifteen participants responded. In this cohort, 90%
showed an interest in using technology for improved exercise
performance and 89% for glucose management, although 28%
felt unaware of newer technologies. Glucose was perceived as
being generally well regulated; however, according to the re-
sponses, more attention needs to be focused overnight and
pre/during exercise. Sleep quality was rated as an important
factor affecting exercise performance in 80% of respondents.
93% of participants identified nutrition as an area for improved
performance, with 25% reporting a lack of education in this area.

Conclusions: This pilot study highlights the importance of an
individualized approach to diabetes management and high-level
exercise. Future work should validate the DEEP-1 questionnaire
in a larger sample size using a range of physical activity levels.
Such a tool may provide a useful and time-efficient means for
healthcare professionals to gain deeper insight into their patients’
attitudes and challenges regarding exercise.

O103 / #69

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

FEATURE SET ENGAGEMENT AND GLYCEMIC
OUTCOMES AMONG USERS OF A CONTINUOUS
GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEM

M. Derdzinski1, G. Norman1,2, J. Welsh1

1Dexcom, Inc., Clinical Affairs, San Diego, United States of
America, 2Dexcom, Inc., Global Access, San Diego, United
States of America

Background and Aims: Persons with diabetes commonly
engage with continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) systems by
viewing data directly. Features such as alerts, real-time sharing,
and the ability to retrospectively summarize patterns and trends
offer additional opportunities for engagement and additional
pathways for therapeutic adjustments. We examined feature set
utilization and glycemic outcomes among users of the G6 CGM
System (Dexcom).

Methods: Data were from a convenience sample of anon-
ymized US-based G6 users who began use in 2H2019 and who
used a compatible mobile device to view and upload data on at
least 80% of the days in 1H2020. ‘‘Stable’’ profiles were those
with coefficients of variation £36%. Use or non-use of five fea-
tures was considered on each day of 1H2020: CLARITY (soft-
ware for report generation); Share/Follow (distributes real-time

data to remote devices); Urgent Low Soon (triggered by im-
pending hypoglycemia); and Low Threshold and High Threshold
(triggered by existing hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia, re-
spectively). Each user was categorized as low-engagement,
medium-engagement, or high-engagement based on their mean
daily use of features (<3, 3-4, and >4 features, respectively).

Results: Data from 35,993 users (12,079 low-engagement,
15,063 medium-engagement, and 8.851 high-engagement) were
analyzed. The Figure shows that the high-engagement group had
the highest TIR (62.2%), the lowest proportion of glucose values
<54 mg/dL (0.31%), and the highest proportion of users with
stable glucose profiles (67.7%). All between-group differences
were statistically significant (p < 0.001).

Conclusions: Routine engagement with CGM data as evi-
denced by use of optional features may contribute to favorable
glycemic outcomes.
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SPOTLIGHT CONSULTATIONS: ILLUMINATING
PATIENT PRIORITIES – T1 DIABETES

K. Barnard-Kelly1, D. C Hernavvsky2, N. Kanumilli3, R. Lal4,
K. Hood4, L. Cohen1, R. Kelly5

1BHR Ltd, R&d, Fareham., United Kingdom, 2Dexcom, Cgm,
San Diego, United States of America, 3Greater Manchester
Clinical Research Network, Northenden Group Practice,
Manchester, United Kingdom, 4Stanford University, Pediatrics,
Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, United States of
America, 5BHR Ltd, R&d, Fareham, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Burnout in people with diabetes and
healthcare professionals is at an all-time high. Spotlight is a
novel ‘smart’ adaptive dynamic patient questionnaire designed
to improve routine outpatient consultations by rapidly identify-
ing patient priorities and presenting these in the context of per-
sonalised areas for concern and best-practice care pathways to
illuminate consultations. We assessed the feasibility of using
Spotlight in routine care.

Methods: The Spotlight prototype tool was trialled at three
centres (two primary care, one specialist) between June-
September 2020.

Results: Thirty-one adults with T1D (n = 13 male; n = 18 fe-
male) participated in this real-world evidence collection, each
identifying two priority concerns. ‘Psychological burden of di-
abetes’ was the most common primary concern (n = 27,87.1%)
followed by ‘gaining more skills about particular aspects
of diabetes’ (n = 19,61.3%), ‘improving support around me’
(n = 8,25.8%) and ‘diabetes-related treatment issues’ (n = 8,25.8%).
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Burden of diabetes was widespread as was lack of confidence
around self-management. Participants with diabetes-related com-
plications more often prioritised ‘‘diabetes related treatment issues’’
than those without complications. People whose last HbA1c was
‡8.6% were more likely to prioritise ‘‘gaining more skills’’ than
those whose A1c was £8.5. Men reported greater psychological
burden (92.3%-v-83.3%) whilst women prioritised gaining more
skills (66.7%-v-53.9%). Those aged <35 years more often priori-
tised psychological burden than those ‡35 years (100%-v-82.6%).
Gaining more skills was more frequently a priority concern among
those with higher duration of diabetes (44% among <10 years vs.
68% among >10 years).

Conclusions: Spotlight is acceptable and feasible used in
routine care. It is effective in identifying biomedical and psy-
chological priorites of patients.
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PILOT OF A BEHAVIORAL INTERVENTION FOR
CGM USERS DECREASES DIABETES DISTRESS AND
IMPROVES TIME IN RANGE IN ADULTS WITH TYPE
1 DIABETES (T1D)

M. Tanenbaum1, J. Ngo1, S. Hanes1, M. Basina2,
B. Buckingham1, D. Hessler3, S. Mulvaney4, K. Hood1

1Stanford University School of Medicine, Pediatrics, Palo Alto,
United States of America, 2Stanford University School of
Medicine, Medicine, Stanford, United States of America,
3University of California, San Francisco, Family Community
Medicine, San Francisco, United States of America, 4Vanderbilt
School of Nursing, Center For Research And Scholarly
Development, Nashville, United States of America

Background and Aims: Continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM) can improve glycemic control for adults with T1D; near-
daily use increases benefits. Barriers to consistent use include
cost; data overload; alarm fatigue; physical discomfort; and un-
wanted social attention. This pilot study aimed to examine 1)
acceptability of a behavioral intervention, ONBOARD, to sup-
port adults with T1D in optimizing CGM use and 2) preliminary
effects on diabetes distress and glycemic outcomes.

Methods: Adults (18-50) with T1D in their first year of CGM
use were invited to participate in an individualized multicom-
ponent intervention delivered by a psychologist via videocon-
ference over four 60-minute sessions. ONBOARD combines
social learning, problem-solving, and education. Participants
completed surveys (diabetes distress; satisfaction with program)
and provided CGM data at baseline and post-intervention
(3 months). Data were analyzed using paired t-tests and Wil-
coxon signed-rank tests.

Results: Twenty-two participants (Age = 30.95 – 8.32; 59%
female; 91% Non-Hispanic; 86% White, 5% Black, 9% other;
73% pump users) completed the study. ONBOARD demon-
strated acceptability: 100% of those who attended 1 session
completed all 4 sessions. Most (81%) completers rated ON-
BOARD as ‘‘helpful’’ or ‘‘very helpful’’. Moderate effect sizes
(Cohen’s d and r) were found for diabetes distress and daytime
spent in range.

Conclusions: Findings show preliminary evidence that ON-
BOARD has the potential to optimize CGM use while alleviating
diabetes distress. Further research should examine ONBOARD
in a larger sample over a longer time period.
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DIFFERENCES IN USER ENGAGEMENT WITH THE
CAMAPS FX HYBRID CLOSED-LOOP APP
ACCORDING TO AGE AND USER CHARACTERISTICS

N. Chen1, C. Boughton1, S. Hartnell2, J. Fuchs1, J. Allen1,
M. Wilinska1, A. Thankamony3, C. De Beaufort4, F. Campbell5,
E. Fröhlich-Reiterer6, S. Hofer7, B. Rami-Merhar8, A. Ghatak9,
T. Randell10, R. Besser11, D. Elleri12, L. Denvir10,
N. Trevelyan13, N. Davis13, E. Gurnell2, R. Lindsay14,
D. Morris15, E. Scott16, L. Bally17, H. Thabit18,
L. Leelarathna18, M. Evans19, H. Murphy20, J. Mader21,
R. Hovorka19

1University of Cambridge, Wellcome Trust-mrc Institute Of
Metabolic Science, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 2Cambridge
University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Wolfson Diabetes
And Endocrine Clinic, Cambridge, United Kingdom,
3University of Cambridge, Department Of Paediatrics,
Cambridge, United Kingdom, 4Centre Hospitalier de
Luxembourg, Deccp, Clinique Pédiatrique, Luxembourg,
Luxembourg, 5Leeds Children’s Hospital, Department Of
Paediatric Diabetes, Leeds, United Kingdom, 6Medical
University of Graz, Department Of Pediatric And Adolescent
Medicine, Graz, Austria, 7Medical University of Innsbruck,
Department Of Pediatrics I, Innsbruck, Austria, 8Medical
University of Vienna, Department Of Pediatrics And Adolescent
Medicine, Vienna, Austria, 9Alder Hey Children’s NHS
Foundation Trust, Alder Hey Diabetes, Liverpool, United
Kingdom, 10Nottingham Children’s Hospital, Paediatric
Diabetes, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 11University of Oxford,
Department Of Paediatrics, Oxford, United Kingdom, 12Royal
Hospital for Sick Children, Diabetes, Edinburgh, United
Kingdom, 13Southampton Children’s Hospital, Diabetes,
Southampton, United Kingdom, 14Glasgow Royal Infirmary,
Diabetes, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 15Ipswich Hospital,
Diabetes, Ipswich, United Kingdom, 16Leeds Institute of
Cardiovascular and Metabolic Medicine, Department Of
Population And Clinical Sciences, Leeds, United Kingdom,
17Inselspital, Bern University Hospital, Department Of
Diabetes, Endocrinology, Clinical Nutrition And Metabolism,
Bern, Switzerland, 18Manchester University NHS Foundation
Trust, Diabetes, Endocrinology And Metabolism Centre,
Manchester, United Kingdom, 19University of Cambridge,
Wellcome Trust-mrc Institute Of Metabolic Science, Box 289,
Cambridge, United Kingdom, 20University of East Anglia,
Norwich Medical School, Norwich, United Kingdom, 21Medical
University of Graz, Division Of Endocrinology And
Diabetology, Graz, Austria

Background and Aims: It is currently unknown how much
time users spend interacting with hybrid closed-loop systems.
We aimed to investigate usage patterns of the CamAPS FX
closed-loop app across different populations with type 1 diabetes
(T1D).

Methods: We noted average time spent within the CamAPS
FX app per day over an 11-week observation period in 134 in-
dividuals with T1D from six ongoing clinical studies. The studies
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included caregivers of very young children (1–7y) with T1D,
children and adolescents (6–19y), adolescents (10–17y) using
closed-loop from diagnosis, adults, pregnant women, and older
adults (‡60y).

Results: The adjusted mean time spent in-app across all user
cohorts was 36 minutes/day. This includes initiation of insulin
boluses, responding to glucose/system alerts, announcing exer-
cise and reviewing data. Overnight usage was low with 3 minutes
on average spent in app. Participants from different demographic
cohorts differed significantly in the amount of time spent in-app,
ranging from 10 to 81 minutes/day. Pregnant women spent
double the time in-app than non-pregnant adults (32 [IQR 25–40]
minutes/day vs 16 [IQR 14–18] minutes/day). Adolescents using
closed-loop from diagnosis spent the least amount of time en-
gaging with the app (10 [IQR 9–11] minutes/day), while children
and adolescents with established T1D had similar engagement
time as adults (16 [IQR 13-21] minutes/day). Caregivers of very
young children and older adults had the greatest app usage
(81 [IQR 63-96] minutes/day and 63 [IQR 39-83] minutes/day
respectively).

Conclusions: Different user cohorts demonstrate consider-
able disparities in usage of a closed-loop application.
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GLYCEMIC TRENDS IN PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES BASED ON THEIR TIME OF ADOPTION
OF CONTROL-IQ TECHNOLOGY

H. Singh1, S. Leas2, S. Habif1

1Tandem Diabetes Care, Behavioral Sciences, San Diego,
United States of America, 2Tandem Diabetes Care, Data
Sciences, San Diego, United States of America

Background and Aims: As advanced hybrid closed-loop
systems come to market, the impact of early adopters on real-
world glycemic outcomes is debated. We retrospectively ex-
plored glycemic trends in T1D users based on their time of
adoption of the Tandem Diabetes Care� t:slim X2� insulin
pump with Control-IQ� technology.

Methods: Participants (N = 6,233) included T1D users from
Tandem’s installed base who had initiated Control-IQ technol-
ogy between its launch ( January 15, 2020) and July 15, 2020.

Participants were divided into three groups based on their time of
adoption: within 4 weeks (Group A), between 3–4 months
(Group B) and 5–6 months (Group C). Glycemic data was re-
trieved from Tandem’s t:connect� web application for six weeks
pre and post use of the system. Pre-post differences were ana-
lyzed using T-test or Wilcoxon-signed rank tests.

Results: Compared to other groups, Group A, initiated Con-
trol-IQ technology with a significantly higher median time in
range (TIR) (64.1%), lower mean sensor glucose (SG)
(167 – 30), and more time with SG <70mg/dL (1.1%). After six
weeks of Control-IQ technology, all three groups showed sig-
nificant improvements in TIR, reductions in mean SG, and time
with SG >180mg/dL. Groups B and C demonstrated greater in-
creases in TIR (+11%) vs. Group A (+9.4%).

Conclusions: Irrespective of when Control-IQ technology
was adopted, significant improvements in TIR were experienced
by all groups. These findings also suggest that early adopters of
diabetes technology pursue tighter SG control compared to other
users. Further exploration of diabetes management behaviors of
early adopters of diabetes technology is recommended.
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SUBOPTIMAL INSULIN USE IN DIABETES
MELLITUS: A SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW

T. Battelino1, S. Robinson2, T. Kennedy Martin2,
B. Liao3, R. Newson4

1University of Ljubljana, Faculty Of Medicine, Ljubljana,
Slovenia, 2KMHO Ltd., Medical Writing, Brighton, United
Kingdom, 3Eli Lilly and Company, Medical Affairs,
Indianapolis, United States of America, 4Eli Lilly and Company,
Gporwe International, Utrecht, Netherlands

Background and Aims: This review aimed for the first time
to identify and summarize real-world evidence on the extent of
suboptimal insulin use in People with Diabetes (PwD).

Methods: A systematic literature search of MEDLINE, EM-
BASE, and Cochrane databases identified studies reporting data
on missed, incorrect, miscalculated, and mistimed insulin doses,
and over/underdosing in PwD.

Results: From 3,305 publications, forty records (34 studies)
were included. Seventy percent of publications were cross-sec-
tional surveys (n = 28). Publications provided data on missed
(n = 29) and mistimed doses (n = 14), over/underdosing (n = 9),
and dose miscalculations (n = 6). PwD reported missing basal
and bolus insulin doses in all studies. Eleven records reported
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glycemic control was better in PwD who did not miss doses.
Mistiming of insulin was reported in 14 records, with 20–45% of
PwD mistiming doses. Eight records reported mistiming was
associated with higher rates of hypoglycemia and/or worse gly-
cemic control. Insulin over/underdosing varied widely across
studies. Data were limited regarding dosing miscalculations, but
all studies indicated that PwD experienced difficulties with in-
sulin adjustments. Reasons for suboptimal use (n = 19 records)
were multifactorial, including disrupted daily routines, social
situations, and hypoglycemia avoidance. Most dosing errors
were unintentional.

Conclusions: Suboptimal insulin use is experienced by almost
half of PwDs. This can increase the rate of hyperglycemia and
hypoglycemia and is often related to social situations for hypo-
glycemia avoidance. Technology solutions addressing this could
potentially improve diabetes management in most individuals
who are actively trying to improve their metabolic control.
Studies using artificial intelligence decision support systems and
connected insulin pen platforms are warranted.
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RATES OF AND RISKS FOR SEXUAL DYSFUNCTIONS
IN PEOPLE WITH DIABETES MELLITUS: RESULTS
FROM DIABETES MILES – FLANDERS

J. Van Cauwenberghe1, C. De Block1, J. Ruige2, J. Speight3,4,
C. Hendrieckx3,4, G. Nefs5, F. Pouwer6

1University Hospital Antwerp, Endocrinology-diabetology-
metabolism, Edegem, Belgium, 2AZ Nikolaas, Endocrinology,
Sint-Niklaas, Belgium, 3Deakin University, School Of
Psychology, Geelong, Australia, 4Diabetes Victoria, The
Australian Centre For Behavioural Research In Diabetes,
Melbourne, Aruba, 5Radbound University Medical Center,
Department Of Medical Psychology, Nijmegen, Netherlands,
6University of Southern Denmark, Psychology, Odense,
Denmark

Background and Aims: Sexuality affects quality of life. The
higher prevalence of sexual dysfunction in men with DM can be
partially explained by cardiovascular risk factors. Depression is
positively associated with sexual dysfunction in both men and
women with diabetes. This study aims to report the prevalence of
sexual dysfunctions in patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes
(T1D and T2D) and its associations with various clinical and
psychological factors. We also examined the proportion of par-
ticipants receiving psychological treatment.

Methods: Flemish adults with DM were invited to complete
an online survey including questions regarding psychological
factors, sexual functioning and healthcare use.

Results: Of the 756 participants included (T1D: M/W: 174/
242; T2D: M/W: 237/103), one third reported sexual dysfunc-
tion. Women reported decreased desire (T1D: 22%; T2D: 15%)
and decreased arousal (T1D: 9%; T2D: 11%), while men expe-
rienced erectile dysfunction (T1D:20%; T2D; 33%) and orgas-
mic dysfunction (T1D: 22%; T2D:27%). In men, higher waist
circumference (B: = 0.063;OR = 1.07;p = 0.004) and longer du-
ration of diabetes (B = 0.034;OR = 1.03;p = 0.011) were associ-
ated independently with sexual dysfunction. Women with sexual
dysfunction reported more diabetes distress (36% vs. 21%,
p = 0.003), impaired well-being (36% vs. 25%, p = 0.036), and
more anxiety (20% vs. 11%, p = 0.026) than without sexual

dysfunction. This was more pronounced in T1D (well-being:
39% vs. 26% (p = 0.213); diabetes-distress: 39% vs. 26%
(p = 0.213); anxiety symptoms 22% vs. 15% (p = 0.427), T1D
and T2D respectively). Women with sexual dysfunction reported
more psychological treatment (15 vs. 5%;p = 0.002).

Conclusions: Sexual dysfunction is common in men and
women with T1D and T2D. Both men and women with sexual
dysfunction reported greater diabetes-related distress.
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LIPOHYPERTROPHY MONITORING STUDY (LIMO):
EFFECT OF INJECTION SITE ROTATION AND
EDUCATION ON GLYCEMIC CONTROL

N. Bochanen1, K. Decochez2, E. Heleu2, J. Cuypers3,
C. Vercammen4, P. Coremans5, G. Vanhaverbeke6, S. Shadid7,
B. Keymeulen8, N. Bolsens1, C. De Block1

1University Hospital Antwerp, Endocrinology-diabetology-
metabolism, Edegem, Belgium, 2AZ Jan Portaels, Department
Of Endocrinology, Vilvoorde, Belgium, 3AZ Turnhout,
Department Of Endocrinology, Turnhout, Belgium, 4Imelda
ziekenhuis, Department Of Endocrinology, Bonheiden, Belgium,
5AZ Nikolaas, Department Of Endocrinology, Sint-Niklaas,
Belgium, 6AZ Groeninge, Department Of Endocrinology,
Kortrijk, Belgium, 7Ghent University Hospital, Department Of
Endocrinology, Ghent, Belgium, 8Academic Hospital and
Diabetes Research Center Vrije Universiteit Brussel,
Endocrinology, Brussels, Belgium

Background and Aims: Incorrect injection technique can
cause lipohypertrophy resulting in unpredictable insulin release.
We aimed to assess the impact of a correct injection technique
and lipohypertrophy on HbA1c, hypoglycemia and glucose
variability.

Methods: 171 insulin-injecting people with diabetes were
prospectively evaluated for 6 months. 146 subjects completed the
study (75 type 1, 71 type 2). They were provided extensive ed-
ucation concerning injection technique via an online education
platform (BD and Me�) based on the international Forum for
Injection Technique & Therapy Recommendations, encouraged
to systematically use 4 mm needles and not reuse needles. Pri-
mary outcome parameter was the evolution between baseline and
end-of-study percentage of needle re-use and injecting in a zone
of lipohypertrophy versus glucometrics (HbA1c, hypoglycemia
and glucose variability).

Results: At baseline, lipohypertrophy was present in 64%,
51% of patients injected in zones of lipohypertrophy, 37% ro-
tated incorrectly and 96% reused needles. After the intervention,
only 8% injected in a lipohypertrophy zone, 4% rotated incor-
rectly, and 21% reused needles. There was a significant reduction
in severe hypoglycemia (from 15.8% to 4.1%, p < 0.001), num-
ber of unexplained hypoglycemias (from 47% to 16%,
p < 0.001), and in the number of people with high glucose vari-
ability (from 64% to 30% p < 0.001). HbA1c (7.5 – 1.2%) and
total daily insulin dose (62 – 41 units) remained unchanged.

Conclusions: Online education on injection techniques fo-
cusing on avoidance of lipohypertrophy zones and reduction of
needle re-use results in a significant reduction in severe hypo-
glycemic episodes, unexplained hypoglycemias and in the
number of people with high glucose variability.
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BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF POST-MEAL INSULIN
CORRECTION BOLUS INJECTIONS IN TYPE 1
DIABETES INDIVIDUALS UNDER FREE-LIVING
CONDITIONS

N. Camerlingo, M. Vettoretti, S. Del Favero, A. Facchinetti,
G. Sparacino, On Behalf Of The Hypo-Resolve Consortium

University of Padova, Department Of Information Engineering,
Padova, Italy

Background and Aims: Besides describing the physiology of
patients with type 1 diabetes (T1D), realistic simulation tools for
in-silico trials should also mimic the behavioral aspects of pa-
tients’ lifestyle, which can notably affect glucose control. In a
previous work (Camerlingo et al., J. Diabetes Sci. Technol., 2020)
we modelled meal amount and timing variability, here we focus on
the timing of post-meal insulin correction bolus (CB) injections.

Methods: A multicenter study involving 30 patients with
T1D, monitored in free-living conditions for 1-month (Ko-
vatchev et al., Diabetes Technol. Ther., 2017) was used to extract
539 CBs for 1,963 meals. 7-hour post-prandial windows were
divided in 30-min portions, labelled as ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘0’’, based on the
occurrence of a CB injection. Three different binary classifica-
tion techniques were implemented to predict the labels: support
vector machine (SVM), decision tree (DT) and logistic regres-
sion (LOG), based on 13 features extracted from continuous
glucose monitoring (CGM), insulin, and meal data as well as
from patient’s characteristics. Average area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve (AUROC) over 10-fold cross
validation was used to select the best model.

Results: SVM provided an AUROC of 0.76 – 0.04
(mean–std), performing slightly better than LOG (0.75 – 0.04)
and DT (0.73 – 0.04). The 8 most representative predictors were:
time from last bolus and from last meal, current CGM reading
and rate-of-change, daytime, patient’s age, body weight, and
correction factor.

Conclusions: Once refined using larger datasets, the new
model can be incorporated in T1D simulators. By mimicking
patient behavior in self-administering CBs, the model will allow
more realistic in-silico trials.

O112 / #463
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SCHOOL NURSE CONFIDENCE WITH DIABETES
DEVICES IS NOT STRONGLY CORRELATED WITH
GENERAL DIABETES KNOWLEDGE

C. March1, A. Hill2, T. Kazmerski1, E. Wallace3, G. Switzer4,
L. Siminerio4, E. Miller1, I. Libman1

1UPMC Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh, Pediatrics,
Pittsburgh, United States of America, 2University of Pittsburgh,
School Of Medicine, Pittsburgh, United States of America,
3Pennsylvania Association for School Nurses and Advanced
Practitioners, N/a, Pittsburgh, United States of America,
4University of Pittsburgh, Internal Medicine, Pittsburgh, United
States of America

Background and Aims: As new and emerging devices are
increasingly used for pediatric diabetes care, school nurses need

knowledge and confidence to assist students with devices. The
aim of this study was to measure school nurse confidence with
devices in relation to diabetes knowledge, which, to our
knowledge, has not previously been evaluated.

Methods: School nurses in Pennsylvania were recruited to
complete a questionnaire evaluating confidence, designed by our
group and demonstrating content validity, and the Diabetes
Knowledge Test (DKT). We analyzed the association between
confidence and prior training, practical experience, and DKT
performance using non-parametric tests.

Results: Respondents (n = 269) were 99% female, 96% white,
mean age 52 years. Most had experience with insulin pumps
(95%) and continuous glucose monitor (CGM, 92%), but not
sensor-augmented pumps (34%). Half (54%) had cared for 5 or
more children with devices in the past 5 years. One-third (37%)
of school nurses had received formal device training from a di-
abetes center. Median response for pump items was 3.1/5 and for
CGM items 3.5/5, suggesting moderate confidence overall. Mean
score on the DKT was 89% (range 57–100). DKT performance
was weakly correlated with pump (0.10, p = 0.1) or CGM (0.14,
p = 0.02) confidence. In contrast, prior training from a diabetes
center (pumps p = 0.001, CGM p = 0.006) and caring for at least 5
students with devices (pumps p = 0.004, CGM p = 0.004) were
associated with higher median confidence.

Conclusions: General diabetes knowledge is not strongly
associated with device confidence. Experiential training focused
on specific skills may be needed to ensure school nurses are
prepared to assist students.

O113 / #464
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TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION IN AFRICAN
AMERICAN YOUTH WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES:
EXPLORING THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS

S. Mencher1, L. Sadler2, M. Van Name1, L. Nally1,
M. Nunez-Smith3, S. Weinzimer1

1Yale University School of Medicine, Pediatric Endocrinology,
New Haven, United States of America, 2Yale University School
of Nursing, Yale Child Study Center, Orange, United States of
America, 3Yale University School of Medicine, Internal
Medicine, New Haven, United States of America

Background and Aims: Significant disparities in diabetes
device (DD) use exist for African American (AA) adolescents
with type 1 diabetes (T1D), meriting further exploration. We
sought to describe how AA adolescents with T1D and their
guardians make decisions about using DDs and to understand
personal, familial and cultural beliefs that may influence use.

Methods: Nineteen AA adolescents with T1D and 17
guardians participated in individual qualitative semi-structured
interviews. Adolescents were purposively sampled for a range in
socioeconomic and clinical demographics. Interview data were
recorded, transcribed, and coded for thematic analysis, analyzed
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separately for guardians and adolescents, and then compared
across groups. Data collection continued until thematic satura-
tion was achieved.

Results: Adolescents and guardians reported similar themes
related to (1) intersectionality of age, race and T1D; (2) decisions
about DDs; (3) insight about use/nonuse of DDs; and (4) advice
about enhancing success with DDs. Adolescents reported lacking
peers with T1D ‘‘who look like me,’’ leading to stigmatization,
exacerbated by device visibility and alarms. Cultural and familial
traditions were described as both facilitators and barriers in de-
cisions about DDs. TID self-management support included ex-
tended family, school personnel and clinic providers. Lack of
familiarity with T1D, limited exposure to DDs, and mistrust were
reasons for decreased uptake of DDs. Participants provided
specific suggestions for clinical support for use of DDs.

Conclusions: Understanding the decision-making process
surrounding DDs and preferences around methods of education,
peer support and follow-up may help to ameliorate some dis-
parities in DD use, leading to improved glycemic control and
outcomes.

O114 / #721

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

USE OF ADVANCED DIABETES TECHNOLOGIES IN
PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES AND
DYSFUNCTIONAL OR DISTURBED EATING

L. Priesterroth, J. Grammes, M. Clauter, T. Kubiak

Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, Institute Of Psychology,
Health Psychology, Mainz, Germany

Background and Aims: People with type 1 diabetes show an
increased risk for dysfunctional eating behaviors and comorbid
eating disorders. In this population, the use of continuous sub-
cutaneous insulin infusion (CSII), continuous glucose monitor-
ing (CGM) or automated insulin delivery systems (AID) may
come with benefits, but also specific pitfalls. In this systematic
review, we aimed to (1) identify and describe research investi-
gating the use of advanced diabetes technologies (DT) in people
with type 1 diabetes and dysfunctional/disordered eating and (2)
to discuss potential advantages and disadvantages of DT use in
this population, derived from previous research.

Methods: A systematic literature search was conducted in two
databases for English language articles published between 2000
and 2020 (Prospero ID: CRD42020160244).

Results: From 70 publications initially identified, 17 met the
inclusion criteria. Overall, evidence on potential benefits and pit-
falls of DT use in people with type 1 diabetes and dysfunctional/
disordered eating is scarce. Providing the greatest self-management
flexibility, CSII may have beneficial effects on dysfunctional/
disordered eating but may also facilitate manipulation of insulin
dosage. CGM data may complement the diagnostic process of
dysfunctional/disordered with a physiological indicator of in-
sulin omission (i.e., time spent in hyperglycemia).

Conclusions: Evidence on potential (dis)advantages of DT
use is scarce and mostly stems from cross-sectional data, small
pilot trials in samples that predominantly consist of female ad-
olescents/young adults, and anecdotical results from case reports.
Prospective data from larger samples are needed to reliably de-
termine the potential effects of DT on dysfunctional/disordered
eating.

O115 / #803

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

QUALITY OF LIFE OUTCOMES AND GLYCEMIC
CONTROL FROM THE T:SLIM X2 PUMP WITH
CONTROL-IQ TECHNOLOGY – REAL WORLD
OBSERVATIONS FROM THE CLIO STUDY

S. Habif1, H. Singh1, M. Manning1, K. White2, S. Leas3,
L. Mueller4, B. Dokken2

1Tandem Diabetes Care, Behavioral Sciences, San Diego,
United States of America, 2Tandem Diabetes Care, Regulatory
Affairs, San Diego, United States of America, 3Tandem
Diabetes Care, Data Sciences, San Diego, United States of
America, 4University of California San Diego, Design Lab, La
Jolla, United States of America

Background and Aims: To forward a holistic understanding
of automated insulin dosing system efficacy, evaluation of both
glycemic and psychosocial outcomes is necessary.

Methods: As part of the ongoing Control-IQ Observational
(CLIO) Study, we evaluated glycemic and psychosocial out-
comes in people with type 1 diabetes (PWT1D) using the Tan-
dem Diabetes Care� t:slim X2� insulin pump with Control-IQ�

technology. Participants completed questionnaires at baseline
(T1) and 3 months after study start (T2), uploaded at least 21 days
of pump data to Tandem’s t:connect� web application, and had
‡75% CGM use during this time. Repeated measures ANOVA
was used to assess differences in patient-reported outcomes from
T1 to T2.

Results: In all, 700 PWT1D (59% female, 87% White, mean
age = 39 (SD = 17), mean diabetes duration = 21 years (SD = 15))
were included in the analysis. 81% reported baseline HbA1c
<8.5%, 80% had been using an insulin pump, and 89% were
using CGM prior to using Control-IQ technology. At T2, sensor
time in range for the overall sample using Control-IQ technology
was 72.5% (median, IQR = 71–73%) and sensor time
<70mg/dl = 1.1%. Participants reported greater satisfaction with
their insulin delivery device and its impact on their diabetes
management (7.06 vs. 8.77) (p < 0.001). Majority (96%) reported
improved sleep quality at T2. A significant reduction in the
perceived negative impact of diabetes (4.79 vs 4.41) (p < 0.001)
(i.e., improved quality of life) across life dimensions (e.g.,
freedom to eat, emotional well-being) was noted.

Conclusions: Control-IQ technology users reported substan-
tial psychosocial benefits including improved QoL, satisfaction,
and sleep quality within three months of using the system.

O116 / #805

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

DIABETES TECHNOLOGY: AWARENESS, CURRENT
USE, AND SATISFACTION AMONG PEOPLE WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES IN SINGAPORE.

S. Rama Chandran1, H.B. Lim2, Y.L. Chan2, K. Adaikan3,
D. Gardner1

1Singapore General Hospital, Endocrinology, Singapore,
Singapore, 2Singapore General Hospital, Division Of Nursing,
Singapore, Singapore, 3Singapore General Hospital, Dietetics,
Singapore, Singapore
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Background and Aims: Diabetes technology has signifi-
cantly advanced over the past decade. Appropriate use of dia-
betes technology reduces the burden and improves outcomes
in people with type 1 diabetes. We conducted an online survey
to study the awareness, current use, and satisfaction of diabe-
tes technology among people with type 1 diabetes (T1D) in
Singapore.

Methods: An anonymous online survey was developed and
advertised on social media and at the T1D clinic at Singapore
General Hospital. Sections included demographics, diabetes
profile, technology awareness, current technology use, and
technology satisfaction. Descriptive data are presented as count
with percentages [n(%)] or mean and standard deviation
(M+SD).

Results: n = 104, 72(69%) women participated. Age at diag-
nosis was < = 20 years(y) for 49(47%), mean duration of diabetes
was 16.9y+12.4y and 81(78%) reported most recent HbA1c< 8%
(64mmol/mol). Awareness about continuous glucose monitors
(CGM) was the highest [81(78%)], only 46(44%) knew about
government-subsidized insulin pump therapy and only 25(24%)
knew about smartphone bolus calculator applications. Only
57(55%) had ever used a smartphone diabetes application and
26(25%) were unaware of them. Majority [79(76%)] used cap-
illary glucose meters; while 32(31%) used CGM. 75(72%) used
multiple daily injections(MDI) and 29(28%) used insulin pumps.
63(60%) felt satisfied with their glucose monitoring devices.
84(81%) felt that their insulin delivery system worked well,
helped them have good glucose [71(68%)], and made them feel
in control [85(82%)].

Conclusions: A third of people with T1D used CGM and/or
insulin pumps. Awareness about bolus calculators and subsi-
dized insulin pump therapy was low. Satisfaction rates were
lower for glucose monitoring devices compared to insulin
delivery devices.

O117 / #819

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

TIME TREND OF DIABETOLOGISTS’ ATTITUDES
TOWARDS DIGITALIZATION AND NEW
TECHNOLOGISTS AND THEIR ADVANTAGES AND
DISADVANTAGES

L. Heinemann1, N. Hermanns2, D. Ehrmann3,
T. Roos2, B. Kulzer4

1Science Consulting in Diabetes GmbH, Profil Gmbh, Neuss,
Germany, 2Forschungsinstitut der Diabetes-Akademie Bad
Mergentheim (FIDAM), Fidam, Bad Mergentheim, Germany,
3FIDAM GmbH, Forschungsinstitut Diabetes-akademie Bad
Mergentheim, Bad Mergentheim, Germany, 4Forschungsinstitut
der Diabetes-Akademie Bad Mergentheim, Fidam, Bad
Mergentheim, Germany

Background and Aims: Despite many new innovations, little
is known to date about diabetologists’ attitudes and expectations
regarding digitization and new technologies in diabetology and
how they are changing over time.

For the ‘‘Digitization and Technology Report Diabetes 2021’’,
diabetologists nationwide in Germany were asked from August
to October 2020 about their attitudes toward diabetes technolo-
gies and digitization in diabetology, among other things, and
compared with a similar survey in 2018/2019.

Methods: 337 diabetologists (2018: 422; 2019: 324) partici-
pated in the survey (43% female, average age 53.2 years). On
average, 324 people with diabetes using Flash-Glucose-Mon-
itoring, 100 using real-time continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM), and 94 using insulin pump therapy (CSII) were treated
per diabetes institution in 2020.

Results: In 2020, 81.9% (2019: 75.8%; 2018: 63.7%) of the
physicians surveyed had a positive or very positive attitude to-
ward digitization, with only 3.6% having a negative attitude to-
ward it (2019: 4.3%, 2018: 8.0%). The benefits of digitization for
diabetology rated as greatest were ‘‘better metabolic control of
patients’’ (75.9%), ‘‘better quality of own work’’ (74.1%) ‘‘more
personalized treatment of patients in terms of personalized dia-
betes therapy’’ (71.9%), and ‘‘specialization of own institution’’
(65.9%). The ‘‘unclear and insufficient reimbursement of digital
services’’ (89.6%) is stated as the greatest disadvantage.

Conclusions: The potential of digitization is considered to be
very high by diabetologists. The comparison of the previous 3
surveys (2019,2020, 2021) indicates that the positive attitude
towards digitization has increased even more in recent years and
that a very positive basic mood now prevails among most
respondents.

O118 / #821

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

RAPID INCREASE IN THE PROPORTION OF CGM
AND INSULIN PUMPS AMONG PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1
AND TYPE 2 DIABETES

B. Kulzer1, T. Roos2, D. Ehrmann3,
N. Hermanns4, L. Heinemann5

1Forschungsinstitut der Diabetes-Akademie Bad Mergentheim,
Fidam, Bad Mergentheim, Germany, 2Forschungsinstitut der
Diabetes-Akademie Bad Mergentheim (FIDAM), Fidam, Bad
Mergentheim, Germany, 3Diabetes Center Mergentheim,
Forschungsinstitut Diabetes-akademie Bad Mergentheim
(fidam), Bad Mergentheim, Germany, 4FIDAM GmbH,
Forschungsinstitut Diabetes-akademie Bad Mergentheim, Bad
Mergentheim, Germany, 5Science Consulting in Diabetes
GmbH, Profil Gmbh, Neuss, Germany

Background and Aims: To quantify the increase of new
technologies in diabetology, diabetologists in Germany were
surveyed annually about the use of continuous glucose moni-
toring and insulin pumps.

Methods: In 2018, 2019, and 2020, diabetologists partici-
pated in a survey (‘‘Digitization and Technology Report Dia-
betes (D.U.T)’’) to determine how many of their patients use new
technologies. 337 diabetologists (2018: 422; 2019: 324) partic-
ipated in the survey (43% female, average age 53.2 years). On
average, 324 patients are currently treated per practice with flash
glucose monitoring (iscCGM), 100 with continuous glucose
monitoring (rtCGM), 94 patients with an insulin pump (CSII), 8
with a hyprid closed-loop system, and 2 with a DIY-closed-loop
system (DIY).

Results: By comparing 2018 - 2020, we can see the sharp
increase in modern technologies - which, overall, have roughly
doubled over this time period. The increase of iscCGM is 83%, of
CGM 114%, of CSII 53%, of hyprid closed-loop systems 167%
and DIY of 100%. In diabetes outpatient institutions 75.2%
people with type 1 diabetes (TD1) and 31.1% with type 2
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diabetes (T2D) are now using some form of continuous glucose
monitoring, 32.9% TD1 and 7.5% an insulin pump.

Conclusions: Over a 3-year period, there is a clear and steady
increase in the number of people with diabetes in Germany using
modern technologies. Approximately 3/4 of all people with type
1 diabetes now use them, and the trend for type 2 diabetes is also
growing strongly.

O119 / #394

Topic: AS15-Trials is progress

MINI-DOSE GLUCAGON TO TREAT FASTING-
INDUCED HYPOGLYCEMIA DURING RAMADAN: A
NOVEL APPROACH

M. Algeffari1, S. Hussain2,3, T. Almogbel4, M. Alsharidah1,
H. Almuhaimeed4, F. Midhet1

1Qassim University, Collage Of Medicine, Buraydah, Saudi
Arabia, 2Guy’s and St Thomas’, Diabetes & Endocrinology,
London, United Kingdom, 3King’s College London, Department
Of Diabetes, London, United Kingdom, 4King Fahad Specialist
Hospital, Diabetes And Endocrine Center, Buraydh, Saudi
Arabia

Background and Aims: To understand whether subcutaneous
mini-dose glucagon (MDG) is an effective treatment for fasting-
induced hypoglycemia in people with type 1 diabetes using real-
time CGM (rt-CGM) and fasting during Ramadan.

Methods: A randomized, controlled crossover trial involving
17 participants with type 1 diabetes while they were fasting
during Ramadan. All participants received rt-CGM and were
randomized to either 150-mg, 300mg subcutaneous glucagon
(MDG) or oral glucose tablets (OG) to treat fasting induced
hypoglycemia with a crossover after. A participant feedback
questionnaire was developed and used.

Results: MDG users had higher mean and maximum rt-CGM
glucose concentrations one hour after treatment of hypoglycemic
episodes as compared to those given OG (mean 76 vs 67 mg/dL,
maximum 108 vs 86 mg/dL; p < 0.05). Events that were treated
with MDG showed an increase in time between 70-180mg/dL
(42% vs 33%; p < 0.45 ) with less time <54mg/dL (14% vs 33%;p
<0.55) and less time <70mg/dL (50% vs 67%; p < 0.29). 65% of
participants using MDG avoided mild hypoglycemia or late
evening hypoglycemia corrections and therefore avoided
breaking their fasts. 94% of the participants prefer to use MDG
over oral options for correcting fasting induced hypoglycemia as
MDG treatment can avoid breaking a fast.

Conclusions: MDG administration is more effective and
preferable to carbohydrate consumption for preventing and
treating fasting-induced hypoglycemia in people with type 1
diabetes during Ramadan. MDG can reduce the burden of
breaking a fast in addition to avoidance of the negative experi-
ence of hypoglycemia itself.

O120 / #489

Topic: AS15-Trials is progress

THE ENDORSE PILOT TRIAL

K. Zarkogianni1, M. Athanasiou1, K. Mitsis1, I. Vasilakis2,
I. Kosteria2, K. Perakis3, D. Vergeti3, D. Antonopoulou4,

E. Papachristou4, V. Chioti2, I. Tokou2, C. Kanaka-
Gantenbein2, K. Nikita1

1National Technical University of Athens, School Of Electrical
And Computer Engineering, Athens, Greece, 2Medical School,
National and Kapodistrian University Athens, Agia Sophia
Children’s Hospital, Division Of Endocrinology, Diabetes And
Metabolism, First Department Of Pediatrics, Athens, Greece,
3UBITECH, Research And Development Department,
Chalandri, Greece, 4Inspiring Earth, Pegneon, Athens, Greece

Background and Aims: Within the Greek funded project,
named ‘‘ENDORSE’’, an innovative integrated platform is de-
veloped harnessing the power of Artificial Intelligence, sensing
and gamification technologies, facilitating self-disease manage-
ment in children with Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (T1DM) while
supporting decision making in formal and informal caregivers.
A two phase pilot randomized trial is foreseen to evaluate its
effectiveness.

Methods: Particular use cases based on the applied insulin
treatment are defined involving children 6–16 years old. Taking
into consideration the current clinical methods for managing
T1DM in Greece along with the necessary approvals from the
national ethical committee, a clinical protocol is drafted speci-
fying, amongst others, inclusion/exclusion criteria (e.g. diabetes
duration >1 year, without celiac disease, without complications)
and monitored parameters.

Results: Following a training phase, the participants receive
hardware (e.g. Insulclock devices and activity trackers) and
software modules to use them for 3 months during their daily
habits while performing monthly screening visits to the ‘‘Agia
Sofia’’ Children’s Hospital. In Phase 1 pilot, 30 patients are re-
cruited. This phase represents a feasibility study to implement
the technical equipment into patient care and to collect new data
for improving the ENDORSE recommendation engine. In Phase
2 pilot, 70 patients are recruited and randomly assigned (2/3:1/3)
into an intervention and a control group.

Conclusions: The ENDORSE pilot trial tests the feasibility of
implementing advanced ICT technologies into routine clinical
care of T1DM children while improving patients’ satisfaction
and clinical outcomes. Acknowledgements: Supported within
the framework of the ENDORSE project, which is funded by the
NSRF (Grant agreement: T1EDK-03695)
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O121 / #669

Topic: AS15-Trials is progress

SIX MONTHS DIETARY AND LIFESTYLE
MODIFICATION REDUCES THE CHEMERIN GENE
METHYLATION STATUS IN METABOLICALLY
UNHEALTHY YOUNG ADULTS: A PILOT STUDY

S.S. Fatima

Aga Khan University, Department Of Biological And
Biomedical Sciences, Karachi, Pakistan

Background and Aims: Environmental factors/stresses play
an imperative part in pathophysiology of Obesity and Type 2
diabetes mellitus (T2DM). This pilot study aimed to assess the
effect of life style intervention on the degree of methyaltion of
Chemerin, Insulin induced gene 2, Pro-opiomelanocortin genes
and advanced glycation end products in metabolic healthy and
unhealthy subjects.

Methods: Fifty eight subjects between the ages of 20–38
years were recruited from Aga Khan University and categorized
as metabolically healthy (Group A n = 28) and metabolically
unhealthy (Group B n = 30) using NCEP-II criteria. Group B
subjects were provided a 6 months intervention where they re-
frained from consuming all forms of processed food, maintained
a daily food/calorie diary and performed physical activity for at
least 30 minutes each day of the week. Fasting blood glucose,
Insulin, Lipid profile, Serum Chemerin, and AGE levels were
measure. Methylation specific PCR was performed for Che-
merin, POMC and INSIG-2 at both time intervals.

Results: At baseline, serum AGE was elevated in Group B
subjects vs Group A (878.611 – 20.85Vs. 410.19 – 36.52ng/ml).
High methylation potential was seen for genes regulating insulin
release and satiety i.e. INSIG 2, POMC while high degree of
nonmethylation was seen in Chemerin in Group B compared to
Group A. At 6th month reduction in AGE levels (756 –
14.55ng/ml) along with 3% reduction in degree of Chemerin
nonmethylation was observed.

Conclusions: Preliminary data suggests that these changes
can be modified with dietary intervention and life style
modification.

O122 / #483

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

FEASIBILITY AND ACCEPTABILITY OF A NOVEL
HOME-BASED ORAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST
USING CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING FOR
THE DIAGNOSIS OF GESTATIONAL DIABETES

C. Meek, J. Brown, D. Hughes, L. Kusinski

University of Cambridge, Institute Of Metabolic Science,
Cambridge, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Gestational diabetes diagnosis has
been challenging during the Covid-19 pandemic. We assessed
the feasibility of a novel home-based OGTT using continu-
ous glucose monitoring (CGM) to identify hyperglycemia in
pregnancy.

Methods: Women with a singleton pregnancy at 28 weeks’
gestation with ‡1 risk factor for gestational diabetes attending

antenatal glucose testing were recruited to a pilot single-centre
prospective observational study. A Dexcom G6 continuous
glucose monitoring sensor was sited (masked) and women were
asked to take a 75g OGTT solution (Rapilose) on day 4 after a
10 hour overnight fast. Qualitative interviews were performed
with 20 participants using telephone or video conferencing using
a pre-determined interview schedule and thematically analysed
using NVIVO software.

Results: Forty-six women completed a home OGTT with 7.4
days of CGM. 40/46 (87.0%) took the glucose solution as in-
structed, and 16 (34.8%) had CGM glucose readings at 0, 60 and
120 minutes which met WHO criteria for gestational diabetes
diagnosis. These women had evidence of hyperglycemia on other
CGM metrics: increased mean CGM glucose (106 vs 92 mg/dl
(5.9 vs 5.1 mmol); p < 0.001) and time-above-range (‡140 mg/dl;
‡7.8 mmol/l; 6.8 vs 2.0%; p = 0.006). Time-in-range was not
significantly different. Women found the CGM painless, con-
venient and reassuring to use. All 20 women interviewed would
recommend CGM with a home OGTT for diagnosis of gesta-
tional diabetes.

Conclusions: A home-based antenatal OGTT using CGM is
feasible and acceptable to pregnant women and identifies women
with hyperglycemia in pregnancy. Home OGTTs using CGM
may improve testing capacity during the Covid-19 pandemic.

O123 / #501

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

COVIDENTARY 2 TELE-EXERCISE PROGRAM:
AN INNOVATIVE INSTRUMENT TO IMPLEMENT
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN CHILDREN AND
ADOLESCENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

V. Calcaterra1, M. Vandoni2, V. Carnevale Pellino2,
C. Mameli3, G. Tornese4, M. Macedoni5, F. Redaelli5,
C. Cascella6, A. Chianese7, G.V. Zuccotti3, D. Iafusco3

1Children’s Hospital V. Buzzi Milano and University of Pavia,
Dept. Of Pediatrics, Pavia, Italy, 2University of Pavia,
Laboratory Of Adapted Motor Activity (lama) – Department Of
Public Health, Experimental Medicine And Forensic Science,
Pavia, Italy, 3Children’s Hospital V. Buzzi and University of
Milano, Department Of Pediatrics, Milano, Italy, 4IRCCS
‘‘Burlo Garofolo, Institute For Maternal And Child Health,
Trieste, Italy, 5Children’s Hospital V. Buzzi, Dept Pediatrics,
Milano, Italy, 6Regional Center of Pediatric Diabetology ‘‘G.
Stoppoloni’’, University Of Campania ‘‘luigi Vanvitelli’’,
Napoli, Italy, 7Vanvitelli, University of Naples, Naples, Italy,
Paediatric Diabetology, Napoli, Italy

Background and Aims: The measures for Sars-Cov-2
(COVID-19) pandemic containment produced a decrease of ac-
tive life-style in children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes
(T1D) and worsened the disease management. Nowadays, tele-
medicine became fundamental to assist and monitor patients and
tele-exercise is an innovative instrument to implement physical
activity (PA) practice. We provided an online exercise program
with the aim to investigate adherence, enjoyment and health
benefits in T1D children. Metabolic control prior and after the
program was also considered.

Methods: 50 children and adolescent with T1D were recruited
for a 1-month training program provided by sport specialists
through an online platform. The survey investigated subjective
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perception of functional capacities, the PA level, time spent in
sedentary activities, mean glycemia values and insulin dose. The
training was supervised five days a week through an online
platform and each session will last 60 minutes. Every session was
a combination of aerobic and resistance exercises adapted to the
age of participants.

Results: We obtained a positive answer to proposal. An in-
creased PA level and a decreased time spent in sedentary activ-
ities were recorded. No difficulties during PA program was
referred. A limited changes in mean glycemia values and insulin
dose was noted.

Conclusions: Since, during a period of confinement, the
possibility to maintain an active lifestyle in safe condition is
essential, our online program will help TD1 children to achieve
PA goals. We are also confident that PA implementation will
help to better manage diabetes therapy.

O124 / #553

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

A REAL-WORLD ANALYSIS OF LIVING WITH
DIABETES DURING A PANDEMIC

S. Babikian1, V. Singh1, T. Sheng2, M. Clements2

1Glooko, Inc., Product Management, Palo Alto, United States of
America, 2Glooko, Inc., Clinical Development & Research,
Palo Alto, United States of America

Background and Aims: In addition to the challenges that the
COVID-19 pandemic has brought on the global population,
people with diabetes (PWD) may face even greater complica-
tions. In this study, we investigated glycemic outcomes of PWDs
before and after shelter-in-place orders in the US and EMEA, to
better understand the impact of the pandemic on PWDs’ diabetes
management.

Methods: We randomly selected 12179 users of a diabetes
management app who uploaded data from a CGM (‘‘CGM us-
ers’’), and 7986 who uploaded data from a blood glucose (BG)
meter and/or insulin pump (‘‘non-CGM users’’). We compared
glucose, insulin, and physical activity data before and after
March 2020.

Results: We compared glycemic outcomes 3 weeks prior to
and 3 weeks post mid-March 2020 in the USA. Pre-March,
PWDs had worse glycemic outcomes during weekends com-
pared to weekdays. Post March, we found that this trend dis-
appeared. For CGM users (median age = 28years(IQR12-45),
53% female, 92% T1D), the average BG decreased from a me-
dian of 166.4mg/dL to 164.6 mg/dL post March. The mean TIR
increased from 62.3% to 63.3%. The %time >180 mg/dL de-
creased from 35.3% to 34.3%. For non-CGM users (median
age = 64 years(IQR 49-72), 46% female, 45% T1D), the average
BG decreased from 169.2mg/dL to 167.5 mg/dL. Finally, we
observed a lower daily steps count, from a median of 3709
steps/day to 2762 steps/day.

Conclusions: The present analysis indicates that on average,
PWDs experienced slightly improved glycemic outcomes along
with fewer glucose fluctuations during weekends in the weeks
immediately following shelter-in-place orders. This was ac-
companied by an overall lowered physical activity.

O125 / #580

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

VIRTUAL COVID IP CARE IN DIABETES:CONCEPT
TO REALITY

J. Kesavadev1, A. Shankar1, Y. Unes1, S. Shijin1, A. Manoj1,
S. Rajalakshmi1, R. Jose1, G. Krishnan2, S. Jothydev2

1Jothydev’s Diabetes Research Center, Diabetes, Trivandrum,
India, 2Jothydev’s Diabetes Research Center, Diabetes,
Trivandrum, India

Background and Aims: Uncontrolled glycemia is recognised
as a critical factor in prognosis of Covid-19. Hospitalised patients
have several challenges in frequently monitoring glucose and
adjusting dosages in addition to inevitable fear of PPE suits and
impending death. Our patients are used to virtual consultations
via DTMS� which has been in vogue since 1997.

Methods: For consenting patients diagnosed of Covid-19, we
offer ’virtual Covid IP care’ with 24/7 support, care and advices
from a team of 3 doctors, 4 nurses, 2 diabetes educators and 2
dietitians. Risk assessment is carried out online using a ques-
tionnaire and is assigned to the Virtual IP follow up team(VIT).
The care is coordinated through a dedicated WhatsApp group of
patient and caretaker where a doctor and nurse is assignd duty 24/
7. The VIT follows up with the patient to assess parameters such
as body temperature,BG, BP, SpO2 and general well-being every
3-6 hrs. The patient should have usual self-monitoring devices
with them for remote monitoring. Various technologies such as
Libre, Guardian Connect, Apple Watch,connected glucose meters
etc. are used in selected patients. Sample collection for essential
lab investigations(CBC,LFT,RFT,CRP,D-Dimer,Ferritin, LDH
etc.) are arranged at home.

Results: 127 diabetes patients affected with Covid-19 availed
of the virtual IP facility. Virtually managing BG round the clock
was the top priority. In patients on dexamethasone, CGM was
made mandatory. 2 patients were hospitalised. All patients
recovered.

Conclusions: With predictions of similar pandemics in future,
virtual IP concept needs to be studied further and popularised to
prevent overwhelming hospitals and inaccesibility to critical
care.

O126 / #631

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

USE OF TELEHEALTH IN ADULT PATIENTS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES: DOES AGE MATTER?

E. Toschi1, A. Adam2, A. Atakov-Castillo2, C. Slyne2,
L. Laffel3, M. Munshi4

1Joslin Diabetes Center, Director Of Young Adult Program,
Boston, United States of America, 2Joslin Diabetes Center,
Research, Boston, United States of America, 3Joslin Diabetes
Center, Pediatric, Adolescent, & Young Adult Section Section
On Clinical, Behavioral, & Outcomes Research, Boston, United
States of America, 4Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center,
Geriatrics, Boston, United States of America
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Background and Aims: In early 2020, due to Covid-19, tele-
health was used to deliver care. Data on the use of telehealth by age
groups in adults with type 1 diabetes (T1D) is not known.

Methods: EHR data of adults with T1D were analyzed for visit
frequency and type: in-person vs. video (VV) vs. phone (PV)
between March through August in both 2019 and 2020. The
months of 2020 were divided: period 1: March through May when
telehealth was mostly PV, and period 2, June through August,
when telehealth was offered as both VV and PV. We stratified
data by age: adults (age 40–64 yrs) and older adults (‡65 yrs).

Results: Data from 2,762 adults with T1D were assessed. In
2019 vs. 2020, 3,565. vs. 3,882 clinic visits occurred. In both
years, 69% of patients were adults and 30% were older adults.
The number of telehealth visits by PV and VV increased by
>1000% from 2019 vs 2020 (PV: 0 vs. 2,241; VV: 14 vs. 1,236;
P < 0.001). In period 1 of 2020, PV vs. VV in adults was 81% vs.
6% (P < 0.001) and in older adults was 84% vs. 5% (P < 0.001). In
period 2, PV vs. VV in adults was 27% vs. 65% (P < 0.001) and in
older adults was 36% vs. 55%. The overall number of VV was
greater in the adults vs older adults, 65% vs. 55% (P = 0.001).

Conclusions: During Covid-19 pandemic, telehealth use in-
creased dramatically, initially as PV, and subsequently, as VV.
Older adults were more likely to use PV compared to adults.

O127 / #823

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

ALARMING INCREASE IN KETOACIDOSIS IN
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS WITH NEWLY
DIAGNOSED TYPE 1 DIABETES DURING THE FIRST
WAVE OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC IN ISRAEL

S. Goldman1,2, O. Pinhas-Hamiel1,2, A. Weinberg3,
A. Auerbach4,5, A. German6,7, A. Haim8,9, A. Zung4,10,
A. Brener2,11, D. Strich4,5,12, E. Azoulay3, F. Levy-Khademi4,5,
H. Ludar7,13, I. Koren7,14, M. Rachmiel2,15, M. Yackobovitch-
Gavan3,16, N. Zuckerman-Levin7,17, O. David8,9,
R. Halloun17,18, R. Cahn4,19, T. Ben-Ari2,20, Y. Yeshayahu21,22,
Z. Landau9,23, M. Phillip2,3, Y. Lebenthal2,11

1Edmond and Lily Safra Children’s Hospital, Sheba Medical
Center, Pediatric Endocrine And Diabetes Unit, Ramat Gan,
Israel, 2Tel-Aviv University, Sackler School Of Medicine, Tel
Aviv, Israel, 3National Center for Childhood Diabetes,
Schneider Children’s Medical Center of Israel, The Jesse Z.
And Sara Lea Shafer Institute For Endocrinology And Diabetes,
Petah Tikva, Israel, 4The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, The
School Of Medicine, Jerusalem, Israel, 5Shaare Zedek Medical
Center, Pediatric Endocrinology And Diabetes Unit, Jerusalem,
Israel, 6Bnai Zion Medical Center, Pediatric Department,
Haifa, Israel, 7Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, The
Ruth & Bruce Rappaport Faculty Of Medicine, Haifa, Israel,
8Soroka University Medical Center, Pediatric Endocrinology
And Metabolic Unit, Beer Sheva, Israel, 9Ben-Gurion

University of the Negev, The Faculty Of Health Sciences, Beer
Sheva, Israel, 10Kaplan Medical Center, Pediatric
Endocrinology Unit, Rehovot, Israel, 11Dana-Dwek Children’s
Hospital, Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center, Pediatric
Endocrinology And Diabetes Unit, Tel Aviv, Israel, 12Clalit
Health Services, Pediatric Specialist Clinic, Jerusalem, Israel,
13Ha’Emek Medical Center, Pediatric Endocrine Unit, Afula,
Israel, 14Carmel Medical Center, Clalit Health Services,
Pediatric Endocrinology And Diabetes Unit, Haifa, Israel,
15Shamir (Assaf Harofeh) Medical Center, Pediatric
Endocrinology And Diabetes Institute, Zerifin, Israel, 16School
of Public Health, Sackler Faculty of Medicine, Tel Aviv
University, Department Of Epidemiology And Preventive
Medicine, Tel Aviv, Israel, 17Diabetes, Endocrinology, and
Metabolism Institute, Rambam Health Care Campus, Pediatric
Diabetes Clinic, Haifa, Israel, 18Ruth Rappaport Children’s
Hospital, Rambam Health Care Campus, Pediatric
Endocrinology Unit, Haifa, Israel, 19Hadassah Hebrew
University Medical Center, Division Of Pediatric
Endocrinology, Jerusalem, Israel, 20Edith Wolfson Medical
Center, Pediatric Endocrinology Unit, Holon, Israel, 21Assuta
Ashdod Hospital, Pediatric Endocrinology And Diabetes Unit,
Ashdod, Israel, 22Ben-Gurion University, Goldman School Of
Medicine, Beer Sheva, Israel, 23Barzilai Medical Center,
Pediatrics Department, Ashkelon, Israel

Background and Aims: To evaluate the prevalence and se-
verity of ketoacidosis (DKA) at type 1 diabetes diagnosis during
the first wave of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
pandemic in Israel.

Methods: A national collaboration of Israeli pediatric diabe-
tes centers investigated the presentation of childhood-onset type
1 diabetes. The frequencies of DKA and severe DKA observed
during the COVID-19 period from March 15, 2020 (com-
mencement of the first nationwide lockdown) until June 30, 2020
were compared with the same periods in 2019, 2018, and 2017
using multivariable logistic regression, adjusting for age, sex,
and socioeconomic position.

Results: During the COVID-19 period, DKA incidence was
58.2%, significantly higher than in 2019 (adjusted OR [aOR]
2.18 [95% CI, 1.31-3.60], P = 0.003); 2018 (aOR 2.05 [95% CI,
1.26-3.34], P = 0.004); and 2017 (aOR, 1.79 [95% CI,1.09-2.93],
P = 0.022). The incidence of severe DKA was 19.9%, signifi-
cantly higher than in 2018 (aOR, 2.49 [95% CI, 1.20-5.19],
P = 0.015) and 2017 (aOR, 2.73 [95% CI,1.28-5.82], P = 0.009).
In 2020, admissions and duration of stay in the intensive care unit
were higher than in previous years (P = 0.001). During the
COVID-19 pandemic, children aged 6–11 years had higher in-
cidences of DKA (61.3% vs 34.0%, 40.6%, and 45.1%, respec-
tively, P = 0.012), and severe DKA (29.3% vs 15.1%, 10.9%, and
5.9%, respectively, P = 0.002).

Conclusions: The dramatic increase in DKA at presentation
of childhood-onset type 1 diabetes during the COVID-19 pan-
demic mandates targeted measures to raise public and physician
awareness.
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P001 / #10

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

SARS-COV2 IMPACT ON DIABETES TYPE 1
PATIENTS USING ‘‘HYBRID CLOSED-LOOP’’
ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS

J.C. Peiro

La Salle Ramon Llull University, Research Institute, barcelona,
Spain

Background and Aims: This paper analyses the effects of
SARS-COV2 on a Diabetes Type 1 patient using an artificial pan-
creas in hybrid closed loop, with a control algorithm trained with
machine learning technology. There was a lot ot of uncertainity
around glycaemia control and glycemic stability on Diabetes Type
1 patients getting through the first 7 days with Sar-Cov2 symptoms.

Methods: Using the data collected by DT1 patient using an
AP in hybrid closed loop who recovered from SARS-COV2.
Glycemic control is compared in the 16 days and 30 days period
immediatly before SARS-COV2 to the 7 days period with max
effect of SARS-COV2. Parameters analyzed: % TIR, % below
range, % above range , glycemic average, median and SD, A1c
estimation, GVI (Glycaemic Variability Index), and PGS (Pa-
tient Glycaemic Status).

Results: Glycemic control during the 7 days suffering of
SARS-COV2 symptoms on the DT1 patient using AP hybrid
closed loop DT1 therapy showed the following rates: 1980 CGM
readings

TIR: 92.2%
Low (<70) 7%
High (> = 180) 0.8%
Avg 108 mg/dL
Median 102 mg/Dl
A1c estimation 5.4
GVI 1.22
PGS 10.28
Out of range RMS:3.64mg/dl The glycemic control in the 30

days period prior to SARS-COV2 symptoms were: 8432 CGM
readings

TIR: 82.4%
Low (<70) 8.8%
High (> = 180) 8.8%
Avg 116.9 mg/dL
Median 108 mg/Dl
A1c estimation 5.7
GVI 1.22
PGS 24.91
Out of range RMS:14.42mg/dl
Conclusions: There is no scientific evidence of correlation

between bad glycemic control for a DT1 patient using a AP
hybrid closed loop system during the period with SARS-COV2
symptoms.

P002 / #15

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

SELECTION OF THE OPTIMAL MACHINE LEARNING
TECHNIQUE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A
PERSONALIZED INSULIN INFUSION ALGORITHM TO
CONTROL ‘‘HYBRID CLOSED-LOOP’’ ARTIFICIAL
PANCREAS

J.C. Peiro1,2

1La salle ramon llull university, Research Institute, barcelona,
Spain, 2Open University La Salle, Research Institute, La
Massana, Andorra

Background and Aims: Training a personalized control al-
gorithm is the key component for an artificial pancreas (AP)
solution. Most of documented applications of machine learning
are for classification algorithms not for AP control. In this article,
it is explained and proved that machine learning (ML) is a valid
technology to produce an accurate regression control algorithm
as low cost solution to control a hybrid closed loop AP system.

Methods: ML technique is evaluated using mean squared
error (MSE), regression receiver operating characteristic curve
(ROC), and area over curve (AOC) to compare performance of
ML trained algorithm. The MSE is used to assesses the quality of
prediction of the trained ML algorithm. Regression ROC curve
and AOC graphically represent the reliability of the prediction
model by comparing the prediction results with respect to the test
values utilized. The selected regression algorithm is also vali-
dated ‘‘in silico’’ using the UVA/Padova T1DMS MATLAB
simulator.

Results: ML technique using linear, model tree, cubist, and
random forest regression prove to be the most suitable techniques
to develop an algorithm to control a hybrid closed loop AP.
Random Forest regression-based algorithm achieves the highest
accuracy.

Conclusions: This study shows that ML is an effective tech-
nology for the development of a low-cost efficient algorithm to
control a hybrid close loop AP system with very high accuracy as
compared to the test dataset. The ML algorithm is personalized,
and therefore, it needs to be trained using data of the individual
who will use the hybrid closed loop AP system

P003 / #90

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

REDUCTION OF HYPOGLYCAEMIA USING HYBRID
CLOSED-LOOP WITH FASTER-INSULIN ASPART
COMPARED WITH STANDARD-INSULIN ASPART IN
ADULTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES: A DOUBLE-BLIND,
MULTINATIONAL, RANDOMISED, CROSSOVER
STUDY
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C. Boughton1, S. Hartnell1, H. Thabit2, T. Poettler3, D. Herzig4,
M. Wilinska1, N. Ashcroft1, J. Sibayan5, N. Cohen5,
P. Calhoun5, L. Bally4, J. Mader3, M. Evans1, L. Leelarathna2

1University of Cambridge, Wellcome Trust-mrc Institute Of
Metabolic Science, Box 289, Cambridge, United Kingdom,
2Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust, Diabetes,
Endocrinology And Metabolism Centre, Manchester, United
Kingdom, 3Medical University of Graz, Division Of
Endocrinology And Diabetology, Graz, Austria, 4Inselspital,
Bern University Hospital, Department Of Diabetes,
Endocrinology, Clinical Nutrition And Metabolism, Bern,
Switzerland, 5Jaeb Center for Health Research, Jaeb Center
For Health Research, Tampa, United States of America

Background and Aims: We evaluated hybrid closed-loop
glucose control with faster-acting insulin aspart (Fiasp) in adults
with type 1 diabetes (T1D). We hypothesised that closed-loop
with Fiasp provides similar efficacy as closed-loop with standard
insulin aspart.

Methods: In a double-blind, multinational, randomised,
crossover study, 25 adults with T1D using insulin pump therapy
(mean–SD, age 38 – 9 years, HbA1c 7.4 – 0.8% [57 – 8mmol/-
mol]) underwent two 8-week periods of unrestricted living
comparing hybrid closed-loop with Fiasp and hybrid closed-loop
with standard insulin aspart in random order. During both in-
terventions, the CamAPS FX closed-loop system incorporating
Cambridge model predictive control algorithm was used. Trial
registration NCT04055480.

Results: In an intention-to-treat analysis, the proportion of
time sensor glucose was in target range (3.9 - 10.0mmol/L; pri-
mary endpoint) was not different between interventions (75 – 8%
vs. 75 – 8% for hybrid closed-loop with Fiasp vs. hybrid closed-
loop with standard insulin aspart; mean-adjusted difference -0.6
[95%CI -1.8 to 0.7%]; P < 0.001 for non-inferiority [non-inferi-
ority margin 5%]). The proportion of time with sensor glucose
<3.9mmol/L (median [IQR] 2.4 [1.2-3.2%] vs. 2.9 [1.7-4.0%];
P = 0.01) and <3.0mmol/L (median [IQR] 0.4 [0.2-0.7%] vs. 0.7
[0.2-0.9%]; P = 0.03) was reduced with Fiasp vs. standard insulin
aspart. There was no difference in mean glucose (8.1 – 0.8 vs.
8.0 – 0.8mmol/L; P = 0.13) or glucose variability (SD of sensor
glucose 2.9 – 0.5 vs. 2.9 – 0.5mmol/L; P = 0.90). Total daily in-
sulin requirements did not differ (49 – 15 vs. 49 – 15 units/day;
P = 0.45). No severe hypoglycaemia or ketoacidosis occurred.

Conclusions: The use of Fiasp in CamAPS FX closed-loop
system reduced hypoglycaemia without compromising glucose
control compared to standard insulin aspart in adults with T1D.

P004 / #101

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

AT247 – A NOVEL INSULIN ASPART FORMULATION
WITH THE POTENTIAL TO CLOSE THE LOOP?

E. Svehlikova1, T. Augustin2, C. Magnes2, D. Gerring3,
J. Jezek3, S. Howell3, L. Zakrzewski3, M. Ratzer2,
C. Gatschelhofer1, F. Lawrence3, T. Pieber1

1Medical University of Graz, Center For Medical Research,
Graz, Austria, 2Joanneum Research, Institute For Biomedicine
And Health Sciences, Graz, Austria, 3Arecor Limited, Product
Development, Saffron Walden, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Faster insulin action has been shown
to improve glycaemic outcomes during closed-loop insulin de-

livery. The PK/PD properties of AT247, a fast acting novel
formulation of insulin aspart, were compared with insulin aspart
(Iasp) and faster-acting insulin aspart (fast Iasp).

Methods: Plasma glucose and serum insulin concentrations
were measured in 19 adult male subjects with T1DM following a
single s.c. dose (0.3 U/kg) of insulins in a randomised, double-
blind, crossover, euglycaemic clamp study.

Results: AT247 showed a greater early insulin exposure
compared with Iasp and fast Iasp (mean – SD AUC Insulin 0-
60min 111 – 45 vs. 50 – 32 vs. 74 – 39 mU*h/L). All subjects
reached 50% of maximum insulin concentration 24 minutes after
dosing with AT247 compared with half and none of the subjects
with fast Iasp and Iasp respectively. The early glucose-lowering
effect was higher for AT247 compared with Iasp and fast Iasp
(mean – SD AUCGIR 0-60min 220 – 113 vs. 81 – 98 vs.132 –
94 mg/kg). All subjects reached 50% of maximum glucose in-
fusion rate 60 minutes after dosing with AT247, compared to
80% and 50% of subjects with fast Iasp and Iasp, respectively.
The offset of exposure, measured by tLate50%Cmax, was earlier
with AT247 when compared with Iasp and fast Iasp.

Conclusions: The left-shifted onset and offset of insulin ex-
posure and accelerated glucose lowering effect with AT247 in-
dicates it’s potential to provide better glycaemic control. In
closed-loop systems, the shorter duration of action should im-
prove existing dosing algorithm and increase time in target
range.

P005 / #187

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

A NOVEL ALGORITHM TO DETECT PRIMING DOSES
FROM SMART INSULIN PENS

J. Wrede

mySugr, Medical Research, Vienna, Germany

Background and Aims: Patients performing Multiple Daily
Injections are advised to prime their insulin pen by delivering
small doses into the air (airshots) before administering insulin.
With the introduction of connected (smart) insulin pens, the
exclusion of airshots becomes important to prevent wrong results
when analyzing historical data or estimating active insulin in
bolus dosing applications. We propose a new algorithm that
better detects airshots when compared to existing algorithms.

Methods: Interviews of a small patient group revealed dif-
ferent priming strategies and edge cases (e.g. dose splitting)
which allowed us to learn about important factors (e.g. timing,
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dose, frequency) that would allow accurate airshot detection. We
designed a new algorithm to incorporate this domain knowledge
and measured its performance on an artificial dataset.

Results: The algorithm first splits doses into distinct groups of
temporal vicinity and then labels the doses as airshots or injec-
tions by considering the number, amount and order of doses in
each group. The algorithm detects airshots with high accuracy
(98%) compared to algorithms using simple thresholds (76%) or
just keeping the maximum dose (60%).

Conclusions: The newly developed algorithm has the poten-
tial to accurately classify smart pen priming doses which makes it
a useful tool in applications that require accurate estimates of
active insulin. On our artificial data set, our algorithm outper-
forms traditional algorithms. Monitoring patient bolusing strat-
egies in a broader population will help to estimate algorithmic
performance in a real-world setting in future assessments.

P006 / #189

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

1-YEAR SUSTAINABILITY OF THE MINIMEDTM 670G
SYSTEM OUTCOMES IN REAL-WORLD CONDITIONS

J. Da Silva1, A. Arrieta2, J. Castaneda2, O. Cohen1

1Medtronic International Trading Sarl, Medical Affairs,
Tolochenaz, Switzerland, 2Medtronic, Bakken Research Center,
Maastricht, Netherlands

Background and Aims: Real-world use of the MiniMedTM

670G system in Europe demonstrated improvements in glycemic
targets that include the calculated Glucose Management In-
dicator (GMI), time spent within (TIR), below (TBR), and above
(TAR) the target range of 70-180 mg/dL, and time spent in hy-
poglycemia.1 The sustainability of these clinical outcomes over a
year was evaluated.

Methods: Data uploaded voluntarily to CareLinkTM Personal
software (October 2018 to July 2020) by individuals living in
Europe, who provided consent for aggregation of their data, were
analyzed. Mean percentage of time spent across glycemic ranges,
sensor glucose (SG), and GMI were determined for the period
before initiating Auto Mode and for months 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 post-
Auto Mode initiation, for users having ‡10 days of SG data in
each of these six periods.

Results: The table shows results from 821 individuals, where
GMI decreased from 7.2% to 6.9% in the first month after Auto
Mode initiation and remained £7.0% over the 12-month period.
The TIR increased from 62.4% to 73.0% and remained ‡70%.
Throughout the year, improvement in TIR resulted from a de-

crease in TAR without an increase in TBR. Time in Auto Mode
was ‡82.7% over the 12-month period.

Conclusions: European individuals using the MiniMed�
670G system achieved the internationally recommended goals of
glycemic control in the first month post-Auto Mode initiation and
sustained these outcomes over 12 months.

P007 / #218

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HYBRID CLOSED
LOOP SYSTEM IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES PREVIOUSLY TREATED
WITH MULTIPLE DAILY INJECTIONS: ONE-YEAR
EXPERIENCE

G. Petrovski, J. Campbell, F. Al Khalaf, F. Umer, D. Almajaly,
M. Hamdar, K. Hussain

Sidra Medicine, Pediatrics, Doha, Qatar

Background and Aims: The objective of this study was to
evaluate clinical outcomes of one-year Hybrid Closed Loop
(HCL) system on glycemic control in children and adolescents
with Type 1 Diabetes (T1D) previously treated with multiple
daily injections (MDI).

Methods: The observational single center study was con-
ducted at Sidra Medicine in Qatar study and enrolled 30 indi-
viduals aged 7–18 years with T1D >1 year, on MDI with self-
monitoring of blood glucose or continuous glucose monitoring,
with no prior pump experience, and baseline HbA1c <12.5%
(<113 mmol/mol). Patients were followed for one year and
HbA1c was obtained and pump data was collected every 3-
months during the study.

Results: All 30 participants (age 10.2 – 2.6 years), who initi-
ated HCL completed one-year of HCL system use in Auto Mode.
The participants used the sensor 88.4 – 6.5% of the time with
Auto Mode usage 85.6 – 7.4% during 12 months of HCL system
use. HbA1c decreased from 8.2 – 1.4% (66 – 15.3 mmol/mol) at
baseline, to 6.7 – 0.5% (50 – 5.5 mmol/mol) at 3 months
( p = 0.02) and remained stable to 7.1 – 0.6 (54 – 6.6 mmol/mol)
at 12 months ( p = 0.02). TIR (70-180mg/dL) increased from
46.9% at baseline to 71.9% at one month and remained above
70% during the 12 months of HCL use. Remote follow-up visits
were noted in 38% of the participants between 3 and 12 months
of HCL initiation.

Conclusions: The glycemic outcomes (HbA1c and Time in
Ranges) can be improved using HCL system in individuals
previously treated with MDI and maintained over the one year
following Auto Mode initiation. Remote follow up should be
offered to individuals on HLC system.

P008 / #230

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

REAL-WORLD PERFORMANCE OF THE MINIMEDTM
670G SYSTEM ACCROSS EUROPE AND IN SOUTH
AFRICA

J. Da Silva1, A. Arrieta2, J. Castaneda2, O. Cohen3

1Medtronic, Diabetes, Tolochenaz, Switzerland, 2Medtronic,
Bakken Research Center, Maastricht, Netherlands, 3Medtronic
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International Trading Sarl, Medical Affairs, Tolochenaz,
Switzerland

Background and Aims: The MiniMedTM 670G system piv-
otal trials demonstrated improvements in glycemic targets that
included HbA1c levels and time spent in the target glucose range
of 70-180 mg/dL (TIR).1,2 Following the introduction of the sys-
tem in Europe in October 2018, a performance assessment of real-
world MiniMed� 670G system use was conducted with the aim of
assessing glycemic outcomes variability between countries.

Methods: Data uploaded voluntarily to CareLinkTM Personal
software (October 2018 to July 2020) by individuals living in 14
different countries, who provided consent for the aggregation of
their data, were analyzed. The percentage of time spent in the
various glycemic ranges, mean sensor glucose (SG) levels, and
the Glucose Management Indicator (GMI) were assessed for
users having at least 10 days of SG data, after initiating Auto
Mode for the first time.

Results: Data from 15,151 individuals were analyzed. The
overall mean SG level was 152.9 mg/dL, corresponding to a GMI
of 7.0%. The TIR was 71.9%, ranging from 69.4% to 75.1% at
country level. Time spent at <70 mg/dL, <54 mg/dL, and
>180 mg/dL was 2.4%, 0.6%, and 25.7%, respectively. Prior to
initiating Auto Mode, TIR was 62.1%, ranging from 57.7% to
66.6%. Users spent an average of 81.4% of the time in Auto
Mode. Outcomes were similar for each of the countries included
in the analysis (Table 1).

Conclusions: These data of real-world MiniMed� 670G
system shows a TIR gap between different countries is narrowed
after initiation of Auto Mode, indicating that automation of in-
sulin delivery may overcome lifestyle and cultural differences.

P009 / #235

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

SHORT TERM GLYCEMIC CONTROL WITH A
HYBRID CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM IN INDIVIDUALS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

A. Proietti1, A. Daghero2, M.L. Kabakian3, P. Paz Povedano4,
M. Raggio5, G. Rubin6, A. Saleme7

1IDTA, Diabetes, CABA, Argentina, 2Medtronic, Diabetes,
Buenos Aires, Argentina, 3hospital churruca, Diabetes Infantil,
Buenos Aires, Argentina, 4HOSPITAL DE NIÑOS DE
CORDOBA, Diabetes, CORDOBA, Argentina, 5HOSPITAL
AUSTRAL, Diabetes, BUENOS AIRES, Argentina, 6HOSPITAL
PRIVADO, Diabetes, CORDOBA, Argentina, 7SANATORIO
SANTA FE, Diabetes, SANTA FE, Argentina

Background and Aims: Despite recent technological ad-
vances, optimal glycemic control remains a challenge in people

with type 1 diabetes (T1D). Hybrid closed loop (HCL) system
with algorithm-derived automated adjustment of insulin delivery
aims to improve glycemic control. Aim: To evaluate the effec-
tiveness of HCL on glycemic control in subjects with T1D

Methods: Prospective observational registry, that included
consecutive patients with T1D that initiated treatment with
MiniMed� 670G system in Argentina. Baseline and follow up
visits at days 7, 28 and 90 days were carried out and data was
downloaded in each visit.

Results: 31 patients were included (age: 31.4 – 15.1, range 9–
57), female 64.5%, previous use of SAP-PLGS 71% (n = 22),
baseline HbA1c 7.4 – 1%. Time in range (TIR) between 70-
180 mg/dl significantly increased from 65.9% at baseline to
77.1%, 76.3% and 76% at days 7, 28 and 90 respectively.
(Table 1) Mean glucose levels were reduced from 162.1 at
baseline to 152.1 mg/dl (p = 0,003) at last visit. The coefficient of
variation was also reduced from 34.8% to 32% (p = 0,011).
Sensor were time and Auto Mode use were 88.7% and 91.1%
respectively, by the end of the study.

Conclusions: Hybrid closed-loop system improved glycemic
control and glycemic variability in children and adults living
with T1D.

P010 / #236

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

TELEHEALTH DURING COVID-19: PATIENT
SATISFACTION OF VIRTUAL TRAINING ON THE
MINIMED 670G SYSTEM IN PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES

A. Daghero1, M. Iglesias1, F. Oliva1, E. Piasentini2, F. Prado2,
P. Balossino2, A. Gesell1, A. Seguel2, J. Gulmez1, C. Berardo2,
S. Carbajal2, M. Demarchi2, M. Echegaray2, L. Garcia2,
C. Gastin2, M. Llaneza2, A. Lozada2, S. Lugrin2, F. Martorell2,
A. Mihalik2, V. Ortiz2, P. Perlo2, A. Portnoy2, T. Roman2,
L. Silveira2, M. Tornese2, I. Villa1

1Medtronic, Diabetes, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 2private office,
Diabetes, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Background and Aims: The coronavirus disease (COVID-
19) pandemic has challenged the ability to do face-to-face
training on advanced diabetes management technologies. Like in
United States, in Argentina, Medtronic Diabetes shifted from
occasional to 100% virtual training on all diabetes devices in
mid-March 2020. Aim: to evaluate patient satisfaction of virtual
training on the MiniMed� 670 G hybrid closed-loop system in
T1D

Methods: From February to April 2020 training on the
MiniMed� 670G system was 90% completed using online
platform. Virtual training satisfaction was capture through online
surveys at the end of follow up (90 days). Patient satisfaction was
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determined by Net Promotor Score (NPS�). CGM results were
measured using the CareLink Personal database

Results: Between February to Abril 2020 included 31 children
and adults (age: 31.4 – 15.1 years, range 9 - 57) previous use of
SAP-PLGS 71%, baseline HbA1c 7.4 – 1% and Time in Range
(TIR) between 70-180 mg/dl 65.9%. Virtual training and follow
up were evaluate: 87% ‘‘very satisfied’’, 13% ‘‘satisfied’’. The
NPS� was 84%. The participants used the sensor for a median of
88.7% (–16.8) of the time and spent a median of 91.1% (–10) in
Auto Mode at the end of the follow up. Frequency of downloads
data by CareLink� Personal was one/twice a week in 87% pa-
tients. Time in range (TIR) between 70-180 mg/dl significantly
increased from 65.9% at baseline to 76% at follow up (p = 0,001).

Conclusions: High patient satisfaction levels, supports the use
of virtual methodology for the training of new patients on ad-
vanced diabetes management technologies

P011 / #241

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

ALGORITHM-DRIVEN PERSONALIZED INSULIN
DELIVERY: INSIGHTS FROM REAL-WORLD USE OF
THE MINIMED� 670G SYSTEM IN EUROPE

O. Cohen1, J. Da Silva2, A. Arrieta3, J. Castaneda3

1Medtronic International Trading Sarl, Medical Affairs,
Tolochenaz, Switzerland, 2Medtronic, Diabetes, Tolochenaz,
Switzerland, 3Medtronic, Bakken Research Center, Maastricht,
Netherlands

Background and Aims: Real-world use of the MiniMedTM

670G system in Europe demonstrated improvements in glycemic
targets that include the Glucose Management Indicator (GMI),
time spent in the target glucose range of 70-180 mg/dL (TIR),
and time spent below range (TBR) <70 mg/dL and <54 mg/dL.1

To gain insights into the drivers underlying these improvements,
a sub-analysis was performed based on user GMI level pre-Auto
Mode initiation.

Methods: Data uploaded voluntarily to CareLinkTM Personal
software (October 2018 to July 2020) by individuals living in
Europe, who provided consent for aggregation of their data, were
analyzed. The CGM and insulin delivery metrics were deter-
mined (if ‡10 days of SG data for both pre- and post-Auto Mode
initiation periods) for a well-controlled group (pre-Auto Mode
GMI <7.0%) and a sub-optimally controlled group (pre-Auto
Mode GMI >8.0%).

Results: Glycemic metrics improved in both groups. The data
demonstrated a unique partitioning of basal and bolus insulin
between the two groups (Table). While total daily insulin dose
increased for both, the increase was substantially higher in the
GMI >8.0% group (+24.8% versus +16.9%). While the per-
centage of basal insulin significantly increased in the GMI >8.0%
group to 56% (+18.3%), it decreased in the well-controlled GMI
<7.0% group to 44% (-3.3%).

Conclusions: The MiniMed� 670G system Auto Mode per-
sonalizes basal insulin delivery to the specific needs of users,
maximizing their clinical outcomes. This user-specific driver
appears to be one key element in the successful management of
glycemia provided by automated insulin delivery systems.

P012 / #279

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

SUPER-TWISTING OBSERVER FOR MEAL
DETECTION ASSESSED IN REALISTIC SCENARIOS
USING UVA/PADOVA T1D SIMULATOR

S. Faccioli1, I. Sala-Mira2, J.-L. Diez2,3, A. Facchinetti1,
G. Sparacino1, S. Del Favero1, J. Bondia2,3

1University of Padova, Department Of Information
Engineering, Padova, Italy, 2Universitat Politècnica de
València, Instituto Universitario De Automática E Informática
Industrial, València, Spain, 3Centro de Investigación
Biomédica en Red de Diabetes y Enfermedades Metabólicas
Asociadas, Ciberdem, Madrid, Spain

Background and Aims: Effective control of post-prandial
blood glucose remains a challenge even for advanced T1D
management tool such as the artificial pancreas. In the state-of-
art ‘‘hybrid’’ closed-loop strategy, when a meal is consumed,
T1D subjects have to estimate the associated amount of carbo-
hydrates and manually announce it to the system. Meal detection
algorithms aim at removing the need of meal announcement,
lowering the burden for T1D people. In this work, we further
tested the meal detector proposed by Sala-Mira et al. ( Journal of
Process Control, 2019) in a more realistic scenario using the
UVA/Padova T1D Simulator (T1DS).

Methods: The proposed super-twisting observer, i.e., a non-
linear sliding-mode algorithm, was used to generate residuals,
describing the discrepancy between measured and estimated
glucose. Decision rules were then applied to these residuals to
determine the meal occurrence. The algorithm performances
were assessed using the most recent version of the UVA/Padova-
T1DS, which includes advanced features, such as intra-day
variability of insulin-sensitivity, time-varying distributions of
subjects’ therapy parameters, and a model of the so-called ‘‘dawn
phenomenon’’. The algorithm was tested on 100 virtual subjects,
in a 14-day scenario with 3 daily random meals. The perfor-
mance was assessed using precision (P), recall (R), false positive
per day (FP/day), and detection time (DT).

Results: The table below reports the median (interquartile
range) values of the achieved performances.
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Conclusions: The performances achieved by the proposed
algorithm are promising, and similar to the ones obtained in the
original work, even if assessed in a more realistic scenario using
the most recent version of the UVA/Padova-T1DS.

P013 / #348

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

CASE SERIES OF FOUR WOMEN WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES MELLITUS USING DO-IT-YOURSELF
ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS SYSTEMS DURING
PREGNANCY

A. Schütz1, I. Schütz-Fuhrmann2, J. Mader3

1Karl Landsteiner Institute, Endocrinology And Nephrology,
Vienna, Austria, 2City Hospital Hietzing, Division Of
Endocrinology And Nephrology, Vienna, Austria, 3Medical
University of Graz, Division Of Endocrinology And
Diabetology, Graz, Austria

Background and Aims: Pregnancy in women with type 1
diabetes (T1D) is associated with increased rates of adverse
obstetric and perinatal outcomes. It is therefore essential to
achieve tight glycemic control during pregnancy. The 2019
ATTD consensus recommends targets for time in range (TIR) of
>70% (3.5- 7.8mmol/l) and time above range (TAR) of <25%.

Methods: We report on four pregnancies of women (three
primigravida and one secundigravida, mean age of 32.3 years
(26;39)) with T1D who decided to use do-it-yourself artificial
pancreas systems (DIY-APS) to manage their diabetes. Data
were collected retrospectively from the medical records and
Nightscout documentation.

Results: Mean HbA1c during the first, the second and the third
trimester was 35.5 – 5.4 mmol/mol, 32.9 – 3.0 mmol/mol and
33.5 – 2.9 mmol/mol, respectively. Except the first trimester of
one case, TIR was >70 % throughout all pregnancies. In two
cases, caesarean section had to be performed due to pathological
cardiotocography (40th+0 and 39th+1 week, Apgar-score for both
9/10/10). In one case, a premature rupture of membranes re-
quired induction of labour followed by vaginal delivery (37th+4
week, Apgar-score 7/9/10). One woman had a spontaneous,
vaginal delivery (38th+5 week, Apgar-score 9/10/10). Birth
weight was normal (2), small (1) and large (1) for gestational age.

Conclusions: We observed excellent glycemic control with
regard to TIR, TAR and HbA1c goals when using DIY-APS in
four T1D pregnancies. Our small case series showed that despite
optimal glycemic control spontaneous, vaginal delivery without
any complications was observed in only one case.

P014 / #371

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

INTRA PATIENT AND INTER PATIENT VARIABILITY
WITHIN THE DIABELOOP SIMULATOR

Y. Tourki1, S. Lachal1, E. Huneker2

1Diabeloop, Research, Grenoble, France, 2DIABELOOP SA,
Officer Diabeloop, Grenoble, France

Background and Aims: In silico validation of a Closed Loop
(CL) system requires an insulin-to-glucose model able to capture

intra and inter patient variability to approach the real life vari-
ability involved in Type 1 diabetes (T1D). The objective is to
determine distributions over time and over some key model pa-
rameters which can be categorized into 1) insulin sensitivity (IS),
2) insulin absorption speed (IAS) and 3) meal absorption speed
(MAS) to address inter/ intra-patient variability.

Methods: The method involves real patients data [1] (63 pa-
tients and 90 days, NCT02987556) on which observable indi-
cators can be determined and associated to the 3 model
parameters categories i) IS ; ii) IAS and iii) MAS. The distri-
butions of those 3 indicators along time are computed, centered,
normalized and applied on associated model parameters thus
allowing inter/intra subject variability.

Results: The learned distributions of model parameters were
used to simulate blood glucose using the same CL algorithm. To
validate the distributions, we compared the time spent in nor-
moglycemia range (TIR), the average glycemia (AG) and the
hypoglycemia rate (HR) achieved in silico with those from [1]
dataset leading to close results: where (TIR, AG, HR) achieved
on [1] gave (68.5 (–1.2) ; 158.5 (–2.1) ; 2.0 (–0.3)) while the 120
virtual patients obtained with the model parameters distributions
lead to (68.1 (–0.9) ; 168.1 (–1.0) ; 0.8 (–0.2)).

Conclusions: We developed and validated a time varying
insulin-to-glucose model able to reproduce real-life physiologi-
cal variations that could be observed on clinical trial dataset.

P015 / #373

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

EFFECT OF GLYCEMIC TARGET CHANGE
IN DIABELOOP’S ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS
ON AVERAGE GLYCEMIA FOR PATIENTS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

A. Adenis1, S. Pou1, S. Madrolle1, Y. Tourki2, E. Huneker3,
S. Franc4, P.-Y. Benhamou5, M. Doron6

1Diabeloop SA, Research, Grenoble, France, 2Diabeloop,
Research, Grenoble, France, 3DIABELOOP SA, Officer
Diabeloop, Grenoble, France, 4CERITD, Endocrinology,
Evry, France, 5CHU Grenoble Alpes, Endocrinology,
GRENOBLE, France, 6University Grenoble Alpes, Cea,
GRENOBLE, France

Background and Aims: The aim of this study is to assess the
impact of glycemic target change in Diabeloop’s Artificial
Pancreas (AP) on average glycemia for T1D patients, based on
data from clinical trial NCT02987556[1].

Methods: Before and after changes in the glycemic target,
72 hours time intervals are defined to compute the average pa-
tient glycemia. Time intervals are selected using the following
criteria: (i) each interval contains at least 48 hours of glycemic
data (ii) during the 72-hour periods, no other variation happens in
the glycemic target and (iii) no variation occurs in parameters
controlling the aggressiveness of the algorithm. The difference
between the averaged patient glycemia over 72 hours after and
before each target change period (Dgly) is calculated. The as-
sociated variations in glycemic targets (Dtarget) are of -10, -5, 5
or 10 mg/dL. The average of Dgly over each value of Dtarget is
analysed.

Results: 59 time intervals are obtained from 45 patients. With
Dtarget of -5 and -10 mg/dL the average of Dgly is respectively -
3.452 and -10.42 mg/dL. Only 2 intervals are available with a
Dtarget of +5 mg/dL and a Dgly of -2.984, and 6 with a Dtarget of
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+10 mg/dL and a Dgly of 19.81. The corresponding data are
removed from the analysis as they are not representative.

Conclusions: Our results (see Fig. 1 and Table 1) indicate that
on average a decrease of the glycemic target decreases the av-
erage glycemia in almost the same magnitude.

P016 / #378

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOMES REVEAL
POTENTIAL IMPACT OF ADVANCED HYBRID
CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEMS ON HYPOGLYCEMIA
ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS

S. Suhl, R. Gowen, C. Florissi, J. Stevenson, J. Tait, E. Ye,
R. Wood

dQ&A - the Diabetes Research Company, Patient And
Outcomes Research, San Francisco, United States
of America

Background and Aims: Hybrid Closed-loop systems (HCL)
use continuous glucose monitor data to automatically adjust a
pump’s basal rate of insulin delivery. A new ‘advanced’ HCL,
launched in early 2020, is the first FDA-approved system capable
of delivering automatic correction boluses in addition to ad-
justing basal insulin delivery. This study aimed to assess the
potential impact of ‘advanced’ HCL systems on hypoglycemia
attitudes and behaviors.

Methods: Adults with type 1 diabetes (t1d) from an opted-in
US research panel completed online questionnaires in March
2019 and June 2020 (n = 1,149). Both times, the Hypoglycemic
Attitudes and Behavior Scale (HABS) was administered, and
HCL usage, demographic, and health information was collected.

Results: In June 2020, those using ‘advanced’ HCL had a
lower mean HABS Avoidance sub-score (2.27) and higher mean
HABS Confidence sub-score (3.85) than all respondents not on
‘advanced’ HCL (2.52, p < .0005; 3.69, p = .003) as well as those
on an HCL without automatic correction boluses (2.64,
p < .0005; 3.66, p = .008). In contrast, baseline results from
March 2019 (before ‘advanced’ HCL’s release) showed similar
mean HABS Avoidance and Confidence sub-scores between
respondents who would later begin using ‘advanced’ HCL (2.43,
3.79), those who never began ’advanced’ HCL (2.48, 3.72), and
those who later used an HCL without automatic boluses (2.56,
3.74).

Conclusions: Concern about hypoglycemia can worsen self-
management and quality of life for people with diabetes. These
findings suggest that people with t1d on ‘advanced’ HCL have a
lower frequency of unhealthy hypoglycemia avoidance behav-

iors and greater confidence in their ability to stay safe from
hypoglycemia.

P017 / #382

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

UNANNOUNCED MEAL MANAGEMENT
VALIDATION

Y. Tourki1, S. Lachal1, E. Huneker2

1Diabeloop SA, Research, Grenoble, France, 2DIABELOOP
SA, Officer Diabeloop, Grenoble, France

Background and Aims: The objective is to validate in silico
an Unannounced Meal Management (UMM) feature that would
detect and manage any unexpected sudden increase of Blood
Glucose in a safe and efficient way.

Methods: The controller was evaluated in silico with and
without the activation of the UMM feature, using a simulator
based on the Hovorka model involving 120 Virtual Patients.
Various meal scenarios were considered with different levels of
meal announcement ranging from 0% to 100% meal announce-
ment, where an announced meal produces a bolus delivered a few
minutes ahead of the meal declaration time.

Results: The simulation results showed a Time In Range 70-
180 mg/dL (TIR) improvement of 5% without increasing the
hypoglycemia rate (<70 mg/dL) when the UMM feature is active
in a full unannounced meal (FUM) scenario. Results in a full
announced meal (FAM) scenario also reveal that the UMM
feature did not bring any significant hypoglycemia risk while
leading to a slight TIR improvement (*0.5%) that can be im-
puted to unexpected glycemia excursions not related to meal
intakes, yet covered by the UMM module. These figures also
show that the UMM controller approached, in the FUM scenario,
the performances obtained in the FAM scenario with the refer-
ence controller: the TIR is only <5% lower (56.51% with UMM
in FUM VS 61.94% with reference in FAM).

Conclusions: The new UMM module was assessed in silico to
be safe and effective and could be evaluated in a real-life clinical
trial.

P018 / #395

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

HYBRID CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM AND GLUCOSE
CONTROL IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES:
RESULTS FROM A SINGLE CENTER STUDY

A. Laurenzi1, G. Pastorelli2, A. Caretto1, E. Pedone2,
C. Molinari1, C. Santini2, M. Scavini1, E. Bosi1,2

1San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Internal Medicine, Diabetes
And Metabolism; Diabetes Research Institute, Milan, Italy,
2San Raffaele University, San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy

Background and Aims: Medtronic 670G is the first com-
mercial hybrid closed loop system available in clinical practice.
In manual mode only predictive low glucose suspension is active,
while in automatic mode additional complex algorithms operate
during hyperglycemia.

Methods: Aim of our retrospective, observational study was
to compare glucose outcomes of patients with type 1 diabetes on
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CSII with Medtronic 670G during during auto mode use with
previous manual mode use. We collected data from 27 patients
followed at the Diabetes Clinic of the San Raffaele Hospital in
Milan (Italy).

Results: Compared to manual mode use, during auto mode
use Time In Range (70-180 mg/dL) (TIR) increased [76.0%
(– 7.3) vs 67.2% (– 9.6); p < 0.01], because a decrease of both
Time >180 mg/dL [30.0% (– 10.1) vs 21.3% (– 8); p < 0.001] and
Time >250 mg/dL [6.1% (– 4.4) vs. 3.5% (– 3.1); p = 0.01]..
Moreover, during auto mode use there was a significant decrease
in glucose variability, expressed as Standard Deviation (47.4 – 6.0
vs 52.8 – 7.8; p = 0.015), J-index (37.5 – 6.5 vs 43.8 – 8.4;
p = 0.005), HBGI (4.3 – 1.3 vs 5.9 – 2.1; p < 0.001), BGRI
(5.0 – 1.2 vs 6.6 – 2.0; p < 0.001) and GMI (6.8% – 0.3 vs
7.0% – 0.3; p = 0.005).

Conclusions: Medtronic 670G in auto mode is effective in
increasing TIR (70-180 mg/dL), decreasing time in hyperglyce-
mia (both >180 mg/dL and >250 mg/dL) and reducing glucose
variability.

P019 / #434

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

RAPID IMPROVEMENT IN TIME IN RANGE AFTER
ADVANCED HYBRID CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM
INITIATION

P.I. Beato-Vı́bora1, F. Gallego-Gamero1, A. Ambrojo-López1,
E. Gil-Poch2, I. Martı́n-Romo1, M. Carrasco-Muñoz2,
F. Arroyo-Dı́ez2

1Badajoz University Hospital, Endocrinology And Nutrition,
BADAJOZ, Spain, 2Badajoz University Hospital, Paediatrics,
BADAJOZ, Spain

Background and Aims: Advanced hybrid closed-loop sys-
tems (AHCL) represent a new generation of artificial pancreas
systems, aimed to improve glycaemic control in people with type
1 diabetes (T1D). The AHCL Medtronic MiniMed 780G auto-
mates basal insulin infusion and delivers auto-correction boluses.
The aim was to evaluate real-world outcomes with the use of
AHCL.

Methods: T1D patients, previously experienced users of a
sensor-augmented pump with predictive low-glucose suspend
function (SAP-PLGS), consecutively started AHCL. Variables at
baseline and after 2 weeks on AHCL were compared, including
glucose management indicator, time 70-180 mg/dl, <70mg/dl,
<54 mg/dl, >180 mg/dl and >250 mg/dl, coefficient of variation
and sensor use. AHCL target was set in 100 mg/dl and active
insulin time in 2 hours for all the subjects.

Results: 52 T1D adolescents and adults were included (age:
43 – 12 years (15 to 65 years), 73% females, diabetes duration:
27 – 11 years, HbA1c: 7.2 – 0.9%, 31% higher education, pre-
vious use of SAP: 5 – 2 years). Auto-correction insulin re-
presented 30 – 12% (7.4 – 5.0 units/day) of total bolus insulin and
26 – 9 autocorrection boluses were infused per day. Time in auto-
mode was 98 – 3% and the number of exits from auto-mode to
manual-mode was 0.7 – 0.6 per week. The carbohydrate intake
remained unchanged and mean 2-hour postprandial glucose in-
crease was 10.4 mg/dl. The percentage of subjects with GMI
£7% and with time 70-180 mg/dl >70% increased from 62% to
94% and from 46% to 89%, respectively (p = 0.001). No severe
hypoglycaemia of DKA episodes occurred.

Conclusions: Advanced hybrid closed-loop systems allow
well-controlled experienced sensor-augmented pump users to
increase their time in range, without deterioration in hypogly-
caemia frequency.

P020 / #493

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

REAL-WORLD PERFORMANCE OF THE MINIMEDTM
780G SYSTEM: IMPACT OF INITIATING
AUTOMATED BASAL AND CORRECTION BOLUSES

J. Da Silva1, A. Arrieta2, J. Castaneda2, B. Grosman3,
O. Cohen1

1Medtronic International Trading Sarl, Medical Affairs,
Tolochenaz, Switzerland, 2Medtronic, Bakken Research Center,
Maastricht, Netherlands, 3Medtronic, Diabetes, northridge,
United States of America

Background and Aims: The MiniMedTM 780G system au-
tomates both basal and correction boluses and adjusts meal bo-
luses. Adults and youth (‡7 years) using the system in clinical
trials showed improved sensor glucose (SG) and time spent in
target glucose range (70-180 mg/dL, TIR), and reductions in
HbA1c or the Glucose Management Indicator (GMI), compared
to baseline or control.1,2 The system was introduced in Europe, in
October 2020, and the present work evaluated its real-world
performance.

Methods: MiniMed� 780G system data uploaded voluntarily
to CareLinkTM Personal software, from 05 October 2020 - 11
December 2020 by individuals providing consent, were ana-
lyzed. The mean SG levels, GMI, percentage of time spent in the
various glycemic ranges, and time spent in closed loop (auto-
mated basal, at minimum) were determined for users having at
least 10 days of SG data both before and after initiating auto-
mated basal and correction boluses

Results: In the 128 individuals included in the analysis,
GMI decreased from 7.2 – 0.6% to 6.8 – 0.4% (by 0.4 – 0.5%),
while the TIR increased from 63.6 – 15.4% to 76.1 – 9.4%
(by 12.6 – 11.7%). Time above range significantly decreased
while time below range remained low (Table). The percent-
age of users achieving GMI <7.0% and TIR >70% in-
creased by 41.4% and 39.1%, respectively. These clinical
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improvements were observed while users were in closed loop
92.4 – 13.2% of the time.

Conclusions: MiniMedTM 780G system automation signifi-
cantly improved GMI and TIR in real-world settings, providing
evidence on the benefits of automated basal and correction in-
sulin delivery in the treatment of people with type 1 diabetes.

P021 / #551

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

HOW CAN THE SYNERGY OF DATA MINING AND AI
IMPROVE GLUCOSE PREDICTION MODELS?

M. Fontanellaz1, Q. Sun1, M. Jankovic1,2, S. Mougiakakou1

1University of Bern, Artorg Center For Biomedical Engineering
Research, Bern, Switzerland, 2Bern University Hospital
‘‘Inselspital’’, Department Of The Emergency Medicine, Bern,
Switzerland

Background and Aims: For individuals with Type 1 diabetes
(T1D) is of eminence importance to avoid hypo- and hypergly-
cemic events. The availability of long glucose time-series along
with powerful AI methods allowed the development of glucose
prediction algorithms. Nonetheless open issues remain such
as prediction time-delays, amount of history needed, and how
heterogeneous and sparse diabetes information affect the
performance.

Methods: In this study, we utilized data from 100 individuals
with T1D provided by the Juvenile Diabetes Research Founda-
tion. The dataset provides pump settings, sensor outputs (e.g.
insulin-rates, continuous glucose monitoring- CGM) and con-
ceptual information such as age, years of diabetes. To mitigate
the adverse impact of large inter-patient variability, we propose a
training scheme based on gradual fine-tuning. Initially, the novel
AI-model is trained on all data and subsequently fine-tuned over
groups with shared characteristics to individual patient-level.
The individuals with T1D are assigned to groups based on sim-
ilarity measures defined using glucose variability indices. For
each individual, an ensemble of five dedicated sequence-to-se-
quence LSTM networks is used. The ensemble uses CGM data,
bolus dose and meal intake as input and outputs blood glucose
predictions 30 min ahead in time.

Results: As shown in Table 1 the root-mean-square-error
(RMSE), mean-average-error (MAE), and time-lag used as
performance measures for the various training schemes.

Conclusions: There is evidence that high performing AI-
based prediction models do not only depend on the algorithmic
approach per se. The performance may increase by identifying
groups of patients that share common hidden metabolic patterns.

P022 / #573

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

HYBRID CLOSED LOOP AND DIFFICULT FOODS IN
CHILDREN WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES: A PILOT STUDY

R. Lim, P. Fournier, M. Abraham, A. Harray

Telethon Kids Institute, Children’s Diabetes Centre, Perth,
Australia

Background and Aims: Families of children with type 1
diabetes (T1D) have reported high fat and high protein
(HF/HP) meals as ‘difficult’ foods, causing prolonged hy-
perglycaemia after eating. A newly developed Hybrid Closed
Loop (HCL) system with an Auto-Mode function uses real-
time glucose levels to deliver basal insulin in micro-amounts.
Yet, there is little evidence on whether Auto-Mode is more
effective than standard insulin pump therapy (Manual Mode)
at reducing glucose excursions caused by HF/HP foods. This
pilot study examined the impact of Auto-Mode on glu-
cose excursions following HF/HP meals compared to
Manual-Mode.

Methods: Children and adolescents (8–18 years) with
T1D, using HCL system were recruited from Perth Chil-
dren’s Hospital for this free-living cross-over study. All
participants received a dietetic review and a two-week op-
timisation phase. Participants were asked to consume a
standardised frozen beef lasagne or margherita pizza meal
two nights a week for four weeks, under controlled condi-
tions (4 meals in Manual Mode, 4 meals in Auto-Mode).
Postprandial continuous glucose monitoring data was col-
lected for seven-hours after each meal.

Results: There were no significant results for the variables
of interest between Auto-Mode and Manual-Mode for the
pizza and lasagne meals (p > 0.05). A comparison of incre-
mental area under the curve between the Modes identified a
non-significant trend towards Manual Mode for lasagne
(p = 0.09). Most families reported more confidence eating
difficult foods in Auto-Mode.

Conclusions: The mixed preliminary results from this pilot
study provide groundwork to conduct further research into this
research question as the use of Auto-Mode is increasing
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P023 / #592

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF THE
MINIMED� 780G SYSTEM VERSUS MULTIPLE DAILY
INJECTIONS WITH INTERMITTENTLY SCANNED
CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING IN
INDIVIDUALS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES IN SWEDEN

O. Cohen1, A. Ledgaard Holm2, M.I. Buompensiere3, J. Jendle4

1Medtronic International Trading Sarl, Medical Affairs,
Tolochenaz, Switzerland, 2Medtronic Denmark, Health
Economics, Kobenhavn, Denmark, 3Medtronic International
Trading Sarl, Health Economics, Tolochenaz, Switzerland,
4Örebro University, Faculty Of Medical Sciences, Örebro, Sweden

Background and Aims: Type 1 diabetes (T1D) therapy is
continually evolving and Advanced Hybrid Closed Loop
(AHCL) insulin pump systems and intermittently scanned con-
tinuous glucose monitoring (IS-CGM) are emerging as the
standard of care for many individuals with T1D. The objective of
this analysis was to assess the cost-effectiveness of the Mini-
MedTM 780G AHCL system versus IS-CGM plus multiple daily
injections of insulin (MDI) or continuous subcutaneous insulin
infusion (CSII) in adults with T1D in Sweden.

Methods: The analysis was performed using the IQVIA
CORE Diabetes Model and clinical input data were sourced from
observational studies. Simulated patients were assumed to have a
baseline HbA1c of 7.8% (62 mmol/mol)[1] and use of the Mini-
Med� 780G system was assumed to reduce HbA1c by 0.5%.[2]

The analysis was performed from a societal perspective over a
lifetime time horizon. Future costs and clinical outcomes were
discounted at 3% per annum.

Results: The MiniMedTM 780G system was associated with a
quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) gain of 1.946 but generated
higher overall costs versus MDI/CSII+IS-CGM, leading to an
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of SEK 373,700 (e
36,857.80) per QALY-gained. MiniMedTM 780G system use
resulted in a lower cumulative incidence of diabetes-related
complications. Higher acquisition costs were partially offset by
reduced complications costs. Extensive sensitivity analysis on
key drivers confirmed the robustness of results.

Conclusions: For the lifetime of adults with long-standing
T1D based in Sweden, use of the MiniMed� 780G system is
projected to be cost-effective when compared with IS-CGM plus
MDI/CSII.

P024 / #608

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

QUANTITATIVE PHYSIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT,
PREDICTION, AND SIMULATION OF CLINICAL
SUBTYPES IN GLUCOSE METABOLISM DISORDERS

D. Lv, J. Thakur, C. Fabris, L. Farhy, M. Breton, B. Kovatchev

University of Virginia, Center For Diabetes Technology,
Charlottesville, United States of America

Background and Aims: Based on the distribution of physi-
ological and demographic parameters, the type 2 diabetes (T2D)
population has been recently stratified into several clinical sub-

types. In this work, we propose a method for quantitative phys-
iological assessment and prediction of different glucose
metabolism disorders, including but not limited to type 1 dia-
betes, obesity, pre-diabetes, gestational diabetes, or subtypes of
T2D.

Methods: Available T2D data (N = 17,846) were divided into
training (N = 8,924) and test (N = 8,922) sets. Using the training
set, a virtual populations were created matching the distributions
of 5 physiological parameters (fasting glucose, fasting C-peptide,
HOMA2-B, HOMA2-IR, and HbA1c) across 4 subtypes of T2D
(Severe Insulin-Deficient Diabetes, Severe Insulin-Resistant
Diabetes, Mild Obesity-related Diabetes, and Mild Age-Related
Diabetes). HOMA2-B and HOMA2-IR were derived from sim-
ulated fasting glucose and C-peptide using new closed-form
models. Demographic parameters (e.g. age, duration, BMI) were
back-propagated from the training set, after which the virtual
population was fixed and then prospectively validated by com-
paring the distributions of its parameters to the corresponding
parameters of the test set, both overall and by subtypes.

Results: When tested prospectively, the new T2D virtual
population (N = 6,156) approximated well the physiological and
demographical parameter distributions, both overall and per in-
dividual subtype, of the test set (Table 1).

Conclusions: The method allows a virtual population to be
created, reproducing faithfully the clinical subtype distributions
observed in vivo, with potential applications to pre-clinical
in silico testing and assessment of subtype-specific T2D thera-
peutic strategies. Acknowledgements: Support from Novo
Nordisk.

P025 / #612

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

HUMAN FACTORS FOR A CLOSED-LOOP INSULIN
DELIVERY SYSTEM: A REVIEW OF REMOTE
METHODS FOR ASSESSING THE USABILITY OF THE
TIDEPOOL LOOP MOBILE APPLICATION

J. Fang1, K. Watson2, M. Lumpkin3, B. Matthews3

1Tidepool Project, Product Management/human Factors, Palo
Alto, United States of America, 2Tidepool, Product
Management/human Factors, Palo Alto, United States of
America, 3Tidepool, Design/human Factors, Palo Alto, United
States of America

Background and Aims: Remote usability testing in software
development has prompted increased interest in its application to
mobile medical device human factors, accelerated by Covid-19.
Remote testing widens recruitment to provide a better repre-
sentation of the intended use population and more realistic
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assessment in participants’ everyday use environments. The
objective was to assess remote methods utilized in Tidepool’s
human factors studies of Tidepool Loop, an iOS application for
automated insulin dosing.

Methods: 112 test sessions included participants of mixed
age, gender, caregiving responsibility, device experience and
geographic location assessed in simulated use scenarios. During
formative studies, participants were tested on a webview of the
digital prototyping software (Figma) and associated software
allowing analytics tracking (Maze). During the validation study,
participants who lacked devices required were shipped a pre-
loaded and configured study device. Participants who had nec-
essary iOS equipment, downloaded Participate (by the usability
testing platform, Lookback) from the App Store. Dual-camera
setup allowed moderating in Lookback from the iPhone with
Zoom teleconferencing platform serving as a secondary camera
on the computer.

Results: The software and study protocol enabled recording of
participants from multiple perspectives in intended use envi-
ronments, recording tap gestures, tagging saved video, and un-
obtrusive, live communication between moderators and data
analysts.

Conclusions: The formative and validation studies leveraged
a combination of Figma, Lookback, Zoom, Testflight, and mo-
bile device management software to assess the usability of Ti-
depool Loop, a product in development submitted to the FDA in
December 2020. The benefits of decentralized, remote human
factors research suggest further exploration of this framework is
appropriate.

P026 / #624

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

EVALUATION OF A CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM
ON A TYPE 2 DIABETES VIRTUAL POPULATION

C. Desir1, S. Lachal1, P. Gimenez1, Y. Tourki1, M. Plombas1,
E. Huneker2, A.-L. Borel3, G. Charpentier4, S. Franc4,
P.-Y. Benhamou3

1DIABELOOP SA, Research, Grenoble, France, 2DIABELOOP
SA, Officer Diabeloop, Grenoble, France, 3CHU Grenoble
Alpes, Endocrinology, GRENOBLE, France, 4CERITD,
Endocrinology, Evry, France

Background and Aims: We evaluated DBLG1 for Hybrid
Closed-Loop insulin delivery system (HCL) for people with
Type 2 diabetes (T2D) within a challenging in-silico clinical trial
to anticipate glycemic outcomes.

Methods: A 3 days in-silico clinical trial is performed using
the Diabetes Mellitus Metabolic Simulator for Research
(DMMS.R) with predefined 11 virtual T2D adult population
(57+/-3 yo, 91+/-5 kg), with an open-loop (OL) period with
medication regimen only (Metformin 500 mg) and a closed-loop
(CL) period (same subjects and medication, equipped with HCL)
with the same meal plan {60, 150, 100} gCHO at 8AM, 12PM,
7PM respectively. HCL was parameterized very aggressively
with daily insulin needs (TDD) input of 160IU. Glycemic out-
comes were measured in time in ranges (mean–std) [70;180]
(TIR_normo), <70 (TIR_hypo), >180 mg/dL (TIR_hyper). The 3
subjects #adult3, #adult4, #adult10 were selected for their chal-
lenging and distinct OL glycemic excursions.

Results: Glycemic outcomes were improved for the CL pe-
riod vs OL period with 70.7 – 4.0% vs 40.7 – 19.4% for TIR_

normo, 21.9 – 8.2% vs 59.3 – 19.4% for TIR_hyper, except for
TIR_hypo with 6.9 – 7.4% vs 0%. HCL can be personalized to
improve the treatment : solely reducing TDD for #adult10 from
160 to 36UI reduced TIR_hypo by 4.8% with 70 – 4.5% for
TIR_normo. Glycemic outcomes were also satisfying with all
meals unannounced to HCL with 64.1 – 8.7% in TIR_normo,
29.7 – 13.1% in TIR_hyper, 5.7 – 6.8% in TIR_hypo.

Conclusions: T2D is a progressive disease with several
pathological defects impacting glycemia. The proposed HCL
provides satisfactory outcomes on virtual population that could
be expected in real-life for this population even in the case of
fully unannounced meals.

P027 / #634

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

A FEASIBILITY STUDY ASSESSING AN ‘‘I-AM-
EATING’’ MEAL-BOLUS OPTION FOR A CLOSED-
LOOP SYSTEM WHICH ELIMINATES
CARBOHYDRATE COUNTING

A. Tirosh1, M. Laron-Hirsh1, R. Shalit1, O. Cohen2, A. Roy3

1Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel-Hashomer, and Tel-Aviv
University, Division Of Endocrinology, Diabetes And
Metabolism, Tel-Hashomer, Israel, 2Medtronic International
Trading Sarl, Medical Affairs, Tolochenaz, Switzerland,
3Medtronic Inc, Diabetes, Sr. Principal Scientist, Minneapolis,
United States of America

Background and Aims: Carbohydrate counting is a signifi-
cant burden for persons with diabetes (PWD) who require insulin
to mitigate postprandial glucose excursions. A simple ‘‘I-am-
Eating’’ function was developed to allow delivery of a person-
alized (per age and body weight) pre-determined bolus for any
meal size. We studied the safety and performance of this feature
when used with the Medtronic Advanced Hybrid Closed-loop
system (AHCL) that auto-corrects to 100 mg/dL every 5 minutes.

Methods: Individuals (N = 15, aged 22–58 years) with T1D
used the AHCL system with a set-point of 100 mg/dL and an
active insulin time of 2 hours for a 90-days period where tradi-
tional carbohydrate counting and entry were carried out.
Thereafter, individuals used their own personalized ‘‘I-am-Eat-
ing’’ bolus function for mealtime bolusing, for 21 days.

Results: ‘‘I-am-Eating’’ function for premeal bolusing with-
out carbohydrate counting had an adverse impact on postmeal
glycemic outcomes, as expressed by the 4-hour post-parndial
TIR . Nonetheless, glycemic control remained:
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Conclusions: A personalized ‘‘I-am-eating’’ option is an al-
ternative for traditional and burdensome carbohydrate counting
.This approach may be incorporated with future algorithms to
improve adherence to meal-time insulin bolusing and timing by
completely eliminating carbohydrate counting.

P028 / #638

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IMPACT ON A TYPE 2
DIABETES POPULATION, IMPLICATIONS
FOR A FULLY CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM

P. Gauthier1, Y. Tourki2, C. Desir2, M. Plombas2, E. Huneker3,
A.-L. Borel4, G. Charpentier5, S. Franc5, P.-Y. Benhamou4

1University Grenoble Alpes, Cea, GRENOBLE, France,
2DIABELOOP SA, Research, Grenoble, France, 3DIABELOOP
SA, Officer Diabeloop, Grenoble, France, 4CHU Grenoble
Alpes, Endocrinology, GRENOBLE, France, 5CERITD,
Endocrinology, Evry, France

Background and Aims: The aim of this study is to identify
the impact of physical activity (PA) on type 2 diabetes (T2D)
physiology and glycemic outcomes.

Methods: A dataset (FGM (mg/dL), insulin (IU), meals in-
take, actigraphy data in metabolic equivalent of task (MET)) of
35 T2D patients (14 female, age: 47 – 7 yo, weight: 75 – 15 kg,
total daily dose (TDD): 89 – 54 IU, TDD/weight: 0.9 – 0.5 IU/kg)
for 7 days is evaluated (ClinicalTrials ID NCT04522882).

PA periods were defined as 2-hours periods with MET >1.5.
Three different physiological outcomes clusters are obtained
using K-means clustering with glycemic metrics on the 21 pa-
tients having at least one PA.

Results: The coefficient of variation (CV) and time in range
(TIR) <70mg/dL (TIR_hypo) was reduced on periods with PA,
including post-prandial periods.

The 3 groups were significantly differentiated (p < 0.05) in
terms of median glycemia (GM), TIR [70;180[ mg/dL (TIR_
normo), TIR hyperglycemia (TIR_hyper), TIR_hypo, postpran-
dial peak (PP). The 1st cluster centroid is characterized by the
highest GM, highest TIR_normo, lowest GM on PA periods
(GMPA). The 2nd group’s centroid had the highest PP. The 3rd
group’s centroid had the lowest GM, the highest TIR_normo, the
lowest TIR_hypo, the lowest TIR_hyper and lowest GMPA and
highest relative time spent in PA.

Conclusions: The proposed clustering shows that closed-loop
systems should take into account impacts of PA on different
metrics among which variability and TIR, handling treatment
depending on the candidate patient’s cluster.

P029 / #640

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

LONGITUDINAL STUDY ON THE REAL-WORLD USE
OF HYBRID CLOSED LOOP IN A COHORT OF
PEDIATRIC PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

R. Di Tonno, E. Tirelli, E. Morotti, F. Sandullo, C. Aracu,
V. Favalli, G. Frontino, A. Rigamonti, F. Meschi, R. Bonfanti,
G. Barera

IRCCS San Raffaele Hospital, Department Of Pediatrics,
Diabetes Research Institute, Milan, Italy

Background and Aims: Closed-loop systems may improve
glucometric outcomes in children with type 1 diabetes (T1DM).
We evaluated a cohort of children in their real-life context treated
with Medtronic 670G for an average of 8 months and assessed
the following: 1) glucometric data 2) whether the adjustment of
hybrid closed loop (HCL) settings after systematic review of data
downloaded every 15 days, could further improve glucose con-
trol 3) whether this self-management negatively affects patient
quality of life.

Methods: Thirtyseven enrolled T1DM 670G users (age
13.2 – 2.8 years, disease duration 5.6 – 3.9 years). Twentytwo
downloaded data every 15 days for 3 months and filled out a
questionnaire involving daily self-management issues. A control
group (n = 14) downloaded data as usual. DIDS and IDRSQ
questionnaires were administered to the 22 cases at the beginning
and end of the study.

Results: Average glucose distributions of all patients: TIR
76%, TBR 2%, TAR 22%. More than 90% reached target glucose
TIR values as suggested by recent guidelines. Differences in
glucose distributions between the two groups (cases vs controls)
were no statistically significant: TIR 71.63 – 7.34% and
73.07 – 8.04%, TAR (180-250mg/dl) 19.59 – 4.91% vs 19.78 –
4.54%; TBR (54-70 mg/dl) 2.59 – 1.94% vs 1.14 – 0.53%. Time
in auto-mode and TIR correlated (p < 0.001). Patients were
satisfied HCL use (DIDS1 6.9/DIDS2 7.04). Systematic self-
monitoring did not negatively affect their quality of life (IDRSQ
81.5 vs 79).

Conclusions: Our data suggests that in the real world, HCL
systems may allow >90% of pediatric patients to reach target
glucose control. Due to HCL efficiency and despite patient ad-
justments it difficult to further improve glucose control. There-
fore, further improvement may be feasible with further
technological advancement.

P030 / #731

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

PRESCRIPTION TRENDS AND SELECTION OF
ANTIDIABETIC AGENTS - SIX-YEAR REVIEW OF
DRUG UTILISATION IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETES

P. Chawla, M. Chawla

LINA DIABETES CARE AND MUMBAI DIABETES
RESEARCH CENTRE, Diabetology, MUMBAI, India

Background and Aims: India has witnessed the near parallel
launch of newer antidiabetic agents at par with the rest of the
world, enabling access to newer agents with continuous usage of
existing off-patent established therapies. We describe trends in
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the antidiabetic therapy in LINA cohort who have been treated at
our specialised centre at any point in the last six years.

Methods: The choice of therapy was determined by the
concurrence of patient’s preference based on affordability and
physicians decision to adopt a pathophysiological, guideline-
directed approach to provide effective glycemic care. We ana-
lysed the prescription database across 32,974 prescription units
as per the prescribed daily dose criteria. Statistical analysis
performed by student t-test

Results: Despite relatively higher costs of gliptins, trends
reflected rise in DPP IV inhibitors (consistent annual uptrend of
10%, especially the patented gliptins) but still sulphonylureas are
predominant (p = 0.98 NS). The trends for usage for insulin and
SGLT2 inhibitors were comparable (p = 0.264 NS). SGLT2 in-
hibitors have highest adoption rates (41% rise in 2018 Vs 2017)

Conclusions: Our analysis accounts for epidemiological
trends favouring rapid rise of burden of diabetes and the in-
creasing affordable class of patients. The results of our database
which is adherent to evidence-based treatment protocols need
corroboration across large similar chronic disease programs

P031 / #764

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

SIX MONTH GLYCEMIC CONTROL WITH A HYBRID
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM IN INDIVIDUALS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES

A. Proietti1, A. Daghero2, M.L. Kabakian3, P. Paz Povedano4,
M. Raggio5, G. Rubin6, A. Saleme7, L. Grosembacher8

1IDTA, Diabetes, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 2Medtronic,
Diabetes, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 3HOSPITAL CHURRUCA,
Diabetes, CABA, Argentina, 4HOSPITAL DE NIÑOS DE
CORDOBA, Diabetes, CORDOBA, Argentina, 5HOSPITAL
AUSTRAL, Diabetes, CABA, Argentina, 6HOSPITAL
PRIVADO, Diabetes, CORDOBA, Argentina, 7Sanatorio Santa
Fe, Diabetes, SANTA FE, Argentina, 8Hospital Italiano,
Diabetes, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Background and Aims: Despite recent technological ad-
vances, optimal glycemic control remains a challenge in people
with type 1 diabetes (T1D). Hybrid closed loop (HCL) system
with algorithm-derived automated adjustment of insulin delivery
aims to improve glycemic control. Aim: To evaluate the effec-
tiveness of HCL on glycemic control in subjects with T1D

Methods: Prospective observational registry, that included
consecutive patients with T1D that initiated treatment with
MiniMed� 670G system in Argentina. Baseline and follow up
visits at days 7, 28, 90 and 180 days were carried out and data was
downloaded in each visit.

Results: 31 patients were included (age: 31.4 – 15.1, range 9–
57), female 64.5%, previous use of SAP-PLGS 71% (n = 22),
baseline HbA1c 7.4 – 1%. Time in range (TIR) between 70–
180 mg/dl significantly increased from 65.9% at baseline to
77.1%, 76.3%, 76% and 75,2% at days 7, 28, 90 and 180 re-
spectively. Mean glucose levels were reduced from 163.5 at
baseline to 150.9 mg/dl (p = 0,001) at last visit. The GMI was also
reduced from 7.1% to 6.9% (p = 0,015). Sensor were time and
Auto Mode use were 90.6% and 90.9% respectively, by the end
of the study.

Conclusions: Conclusions: hybrid closed-loop system im-
proved glycemic control and glycemic variability in children and
adults living with T1D.

P032 / #794

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

LESSON LEARNT WITH MINIMED 780G ADVANCED
HYBRID CLOSED-LOOP

B. Piccini1, F. Barni1, F. Benucci2, E. Casalini3, S. Farina1,
E. Laudani1, L. Lenzi1, V. Papacciuoli1, S. Toni1

1Meyer University Children’s Hospital, Centre Of Pediatric
Diabetes, Florence, Italy, 2San Luca Hospital, Department Of
Pediatrics, Lucca, Italy, 3Istituto Giannina Gaslini, University
of Genova, Department Of Pediatrics, Genoa, Italy

Background and Aims: Metabolic control in a group of pe-
diatric patients with diabetes (T1D) switching to Advanced
Hybrid Closed-Loop (AHCL) Medtronic MiniMed 780G was
described.

Methods: 10 T1D children aged 13.8 – 3.9 y switched to
AHCL (1 from MiniMed 670G, 2 MiniMed 640G and 7 multiple
injections). AHCL use was 55 – 17.9 d. Time in range (TIR),
glucose variability (CV), basal /bolus proportion were ex-
aminated in three 14 days periods: M Manual Mode; A1, A2 first
and last AHCL periods. Settings: glycemic target 120 mg/dl,
active insulin time 3 hours.

Results: TIR increased from 68.4% – 14.59% (M) to
74.8% – 10.59% (A1, p 0.16) and to 77.7% – 8% (A2, p 0.03).
Time spent in level 1 hyperglycemia (L1Hyper) decreased from
24.1% – 11.1% (M) to 20.3% – 7.7% (A1, p 0.23) and to
17.4% – 6.2% (A2, p 0.02). The same trend was observed for
level 2 hyperglycemia (L2Hyper), without statistical signifi-
cance. Time spent in level 1 (L1Hypo) and 2 hypoglycemia
(L2Hypo) decreased from M to A1 but not in A2. CV improved
from M to A1 (31.5% – 5.4% vs 30.6% – 3.7%, p 0.8), no im-
provements between A1 and A2. The insulin bolus proportion
increased from M to A2.

Conclusions: All patients reached the recommended targets
(TIR >70%, L1Hyper <25%, L2Hyper <5%, L1Hypo <4%,
L2Hypo <1%) in A1 and A2. TIR increased from M to A2 due to
L1Hyper reduction even if we chose the least aggressive settings.
Additional efforts to overcome therapeutic inertia personalising
the settings might lead to further improvements.

P033 / #799

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FOR TUNING
PARAMETERS OF CLOSED-LOOP CONTROLLERS

M.C. Serafini1,2, N. Rosales1, F. Garelli1

1Grupo de Control Aplicado, Instituto LEICI (UNLP-
CONICET), Gca, La Plata, Argentina, 2Comisión de
Investigaciones Cientı́ficas de Buenos Aires, Cicpba, La Plata,
Argentina
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Background and Aims: Previous work with AP systems
shows that initial tuning of the closed-loop parameters is key to
enhance performance. Even short-term clinical trials show better
results when the result analysis is concentrated in the last hours

Methods: In this work, a Reinforcement Learning based
tuning technique for the previously introduced Automatic Reg-
ulation of Glucose (ARG) algorithm [1] is evaluated using a self-
developed code. This technique modifies only one parameter in
the AP system (the insulin-on- board -IOB- limit) instead of
replacing the controller entirely.

The resulting tuning strategy is evaluated in-silico using the
FDA-accepted UVA/Padova simulator to test the initial tuning of
the IOB limit of the ARG controller and tested against a manual
tuning scheme. Lastly, the RL strategy is applied retroactively to
data collected in clinical trials.

Results: The in-silico results show that the auto-tuning by
means of RL achieves total elimination of hypoglycemic events
in few episodes for the whole cohort and none of the manual
actions achieve the same result by themselves. In summary, this
preliminary in-silico study indicates that the use of RL for auto-
tuning of AP systems shows great potential for future applica-
tions When tested as a recommendation system against past
clinical data, the RL policy suggests that its use could have led to
better results on the past clinical trials, showing promise for
future work

Conclusions: Simulations show that the proposed tuning
strategy improves the performance of the ARG algorithm, as it
reduces excursion and insulin injection

P034 / #800

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

AP CONTROL ALGORITHMS: A SWITCHED
CONTROL APPROACH FOR BIHORMONAL
GLYCEMIC REGULATION.

E. Fushimi, H. De Battista, F. Garelli

UNLP-CONICET, Faculty Of Engineering, La Plata, Argentina

Background and Aims: Single-hormone AP systems have
shown to improve glucose regulation in people with T1D.
However, a dual-hormone AP that relies in both insulin and
glucagon for glycemic control is a promising therapy that could
further improve both performance and safety.

Methods: In this work, a switched, dual-hormone controller is
presented (ARGDH). This method extends the previously intro-
duced Automatic Regulation of Glucose (ARG) algorithm,
which has a switched LQG as its main insulin controller, to a
dual-hormone algorithm by means of adding a PD controller for

glucagon dosing. Several criteria for the activation of the glu-
cagon controller are considered, analyzing their effects on the AP
system performance and safety.

Results: The in-silico study carried out in this work demon-
strated that extending the ARG algorithm to a dual-hormone
algorithm is feasible. The ARGDH proved that, with a proper
selection of the activation criterion of the glucagon controller, it
effectively avoids hypoglycemia episodes without increasing
hyperglycemia nor the total amount of insulin infused a day.

Conclusions: Simulations indicate that the proposed dual-
hormone ARG achieves better results than the single-hormone
ARG algorithm (ARGSH).

P035 / #130

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

ULTRA RAPID LISPRO (URLI) DEMONSTRATES
SIMILAR TIME IN TARGET RANGE TO LISPRO WITH
THE MEDTRONIC MINIMED 670G HYBRID CLOSED-
LOOP SYSTEM

A. Carlson1, R. Liu2, T. Hardy3, J. Boyd4, R. Bergenstal1,
S. Morrett5, D. Ignaut3

1International Diabetes Center, Endocrinology, Minneapolis,
United States of America, 2Eli Lilly and Company, Global
Statistical Sciences, Indianapolis, United States of America,
3Eli Lilly and Company, Medicine Development, Indianapolis,
United States of America, 4Atlanta Diabetes Associates,
Endocrinology, Atlanta, United States of America, 5Eli Lilly
and Company, Clinical Development - Diabetes, Indianapolis,
United States of America

Background and Aims: URLi is a novel ultra-rapid formu-
lation of insulin lispro that shows improved postprandial glucose
control and similar compatibility with continuous subcutaneous
insulin infusion (CSII) vs. Lispro. In this study URLi was eval-
uated for the first time in a hybrid closed-loop system using the
Medtronic MiniMedTM 670G. Primary objective was to compare
URLi to Lispro with respect to the percentage of time with
glucose values within target range 70-180 mg/dL (%TIR).

Methods: This double-blind, crossover study included two 4-
week treatment periods with URLi or Lispro. After a 2-week
lead-in on Lispro, 42 adults with type 1 diabetes using personal
MiniMed 670G pumps were randomised to 1 of the 2 treatment
sequences with boluses initiated 0-2 minutes before meals.

Results: Both treatments achieved good glycaemic control
with mean TIR >75% (Fig 1). Mean time above and below range
met consensus recommendations for both treatments. The per-
centage of time in Auto Mode was similar between treatments:
URLi 92.0%; Lispro 91.4%. Insulin doses and pump settings
were generally similar between treatments. There were no seri-
ous adverse events or early discontinuations. Overall incidence
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of treatment-emergent adverse events was similar between
treatments.

Conclusions: URLi demonstrated comparable glycaemic
control and a similar safety profile to Lispro with the MiniMed
670G system in patients with type 1 diabetes.

P036 / #310

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

TREATMENT SATISFACTION IN PEOPLE WITH TYPE
2 DIABETES RECEIVING BASAL INSULIN: RESULTS
FROM REAL-WORLD STUDIES AND RANDOMISED
CONTROLLED TRIALS WITH INSULIN GLARGINE
300 U/ML

S. Harris1, F. Snoek2, L. Meneghini3, F. Lauand4,
J. Westerbacka4, K. Khunti5

1Western University, Schulich School Of Medicine And
Dentistry, London, Canada, 2Amsterdam University Medical
Center, Medical Psychology, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 3UT
Southwestern Medical Center, Internal Medicine – Division Of
Endocrinology, Dallas, United States of America, 4Sanofi,
Medical Affairs, Paris, France, 5University of Leicester,
Diabetes Research Centre, Leicester, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Basal insulin (BI) analogues can help
optimise glycaemic control in people with type 2 diabetes (T2D),
but the patients’ satisfaction is key for acceptance and treatment
adherence.

Methods: ACHIEVE, REACH, and REGAIN were open-
label real-world studies comparing insulin glargine 300 U/mL
(Gla-300) with standard of care BI (ACHIEVE: insulin glargine
100 U/mL [Gla-100] or insulin detemir [IDet]; REACH and
REGAIN: Gla-100, IDet, insulin degludec [IDeg] or neutral
protamine Hagedorn). EDITION 1-3 and BRIGHT were open-
label randomised controlled trials (RCTs) comparing Gla-300
with Gla-100 and IDeg, respectively. All studies were in people
with uncontrolled T2D and used the Diabetes Treatment Sa-
tisfaction Questionnaire (DTSQ; Table).

Results: In RCTs and real-world studies, initiating BI in in-
sulin-naı̈ve participants was associated with improved treatment
satisfaction after 6 months (ACHIEVE, 12months) and a re-
duction in the perceived frequency of hyperglycaemia. Perceived
hypoglycaemia increased slightly from low baseline values. Si-
milar findings were found in patients switching BI, with im-
proved patient satisfaction and reduced perceived frequency of
hyperglycaemia after 6 months of treatment, and no change in
perceived hypoglycaemia.

Conclusions: Initiating or switching BI in people with un-
controlled T2D can improve patient satisfaction, irrespective of
baseline diabetes treatment.

P037 / #311

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

DIFFERENCES IN PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOMES
BY AGE AND REGION IN ADULTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES IN THE SAGE STUDY

F.J. Ampudia-Blasco1, S. Brette2, D. Bruttomesso3,
H. Ikegami4, D. Jurišić-Er�zen5, F. Lauand6, A. Peters7,
V. Pilorget8, B. Ramanathan9, E. Wilmot10

1Clinic University Hospital Valencia, Faculty Of Medicine,
Valencia, Spain, 2Aixial, Bio-statistics, Boulogne-Billancourt,
France, 3University of Padova, Department Of Medicine,
Padova, Italy, 4Kindai University, Department Of Medicine,
Osaka, Japan, 5University of Rijeka, Faculty Of Medicine,
Rijeka, Croatia, 6Sanofi, Medical Affairs, Paris, France,
7University of Southern California, Keck School Of Medicine Of
Usc, Los Angeles, United States of America, 8Sanofi, Clinical
Research, Paris, France, 9Kovai Diabetes Speciality Centre and
Hospital, Clinical Research, Coimbatore, India, 10Royal Derby
Hospital, University Hospitals of Derby and Burton NHS Trust,
Diabetes & Endocrinololgy, Derby, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Type 1 diabetes is a chronic disease
impacting patients’ lives and psychosocial health; we explored
how this may vary by age and region.

Methods: SAGE was a multinational, cross-sectional obser-
vational study using data from medical records and interviews of
participants (N = 3858) aged ‡26 years with T1D for ‡1 year.
Results from patient-reported outcomes (PROs) questionnaires
(Hypoglycaemia Fear Survey [HFS-II], Problem Areas in Dia-
betes [PAID], Insulin Treatment Satisfaction Questionnaire
[ITSQ], Audit of Diabetes-Dependent Quality of Life [AD-
DQoL]) were analysed by region (Asia, Eastern Europe [EE],
Western Europe [WE], Latin America [LA], Middle East [ME])
and age group (26–<45; 45–<65; ‡65 years).

Results: HFS-II scores showed fear of hypoglycaemia was
lowest in Asia for all age groups (Table). HFS-II scores in-
creased with age in EE and decreased with age in LA. PAID
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scores showed highest levels of emotional distress in ME for all
age groups. ITSQ scores showed treatment satisfaction increased
with age in WE, LA and ME, and was more stable in EE and
Asia. ADDQoL total scores showed a small negative impact of
T1D on quality of life, with the highest and lowest impact in EE
and ME, respectively, across all ages.

Conclusions: PROs scores indicated relatively low levels of
diabetes-related impact and high treatment satisfaction. Age and
regional differences may reflect variations in T1D control and
management, as well as cultural and healthcare-system-related
factors.

P038 / #323

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

GLYCAEMIC CONTROL AND HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN
HIGH-RISK SUBGROUPS OF PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES (T1D) IN THE SAGE STUDY

J. Karalliedde1, M. Haluzı́k2, G. Bigot3, J. Westerbacka4,
J. Seufert5

1Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Trust, Department Of Diabetes
And Endocrinology, London, United Kingdom, 2Institute for
Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Centre For Experimental
Medicine, Diabetes Centre, Prague, Czech Republic, 3IVIDATA
Life Sciences, Biostatistics, Levallois-Perret, France, 4Sanofi,
Medical Affairs, Paris, France, 5University Hospital of
Freiburg, Medical Faculty, Freiburg, Germany

Background and Aims: Older age, a history of severe hy-
poglycaemia, and renal impairment are risk factors for hy-
poglycaemia and its consequences; characteristics and outcomes
of these high-risk subgroups were analysed in the SAGE study.

Methods: In SAGE, data were analysed from medical records
and interviews of eligible participants ‡26 years of age with T1D
for ‡1 year (N = 3858). Glycaemic target achievement (HbA1c

<7% & individualised target) and hypoglycaemic outcomes were
recorded in three high-risk subgroups - age ‡65 years, severe
hypoglycaemia in the previous 6 months or renal impairment
(eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73m2).

Results: Despite identical mean HbA1c, older people with
T1D were less likely to achieve HbA1c <7% than people aged
26–44 years, but were most likely to achieve individualised
glycaemic targets (Table). Hypoglycaemia incidence (blood
glucose £3.9mmol/l) and severe hypoglycaemia was similar
across age groups, but older people had less severe hypergly-
caemia leading to diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA). Across all age
groups, people who had experienced severe hypoglycaemia did
not have notably different glycaemic outcomes versus overall
population. Across all age groups, notably fewer participants
with renal impairment achieved HbA1c target <7% than overall
population. Hypoglycaemia incidence was higher versus overall
population in those with renal impairment.

Conclusions: People with a history of severe hypoglycaemia
appear to have an increased likelihood of further hypoglycaemic
events and hyperglycaemia leading to DKA, while those with
renal impairment appear less likely to reach standardised gly-
caemic targets and more likely to experience hypoglycaemia.

P039 / #327

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

ASSOCIATION OF PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOMES
SCORES WITH GLYCAEMIC TARGET
ACHIEVEMENT IN TYPE 1 DIABETES IN THE SAGE
STUDY

E. Wilmot1, F.J. Ampudia-Blasco2, L. Berard3, S. Brette4,
L. Calliari5, E. Fitts6, J. Gagliardino7, F. Lauand8,
A. Peters9, J. Seufert10

1Royal Derby Hospital, University Hospitals of Derby and
Burton NHS Trust, Diabetes & Endocrinololgy, Derby, United
Kingdom, 2Clinic University Hospital Valencia, Faculty Of
Medicine, Valencia, Spain, 3Diabetes and Clinical research,
Nurse Consultant, Winnipeg, Canada, 4Aixial, Bio-statistics,
Boulogne-Billancourt, France, 5Santa Casa School of Medical
Sciences, Department Of Endocrinology, São Paulo, Brazil,
6The diaTribe Foundation, Diatribe, San Francisco, United
States of America, 7La Plata National University National
Scientific and Technical Research Council, Cenexa, Center Of
Experimental And Applied Endocrinology, La Plata, Argentina,
8Sanofi, Medical Affairs, Paris, France, 9University of Southern
California, Keck School Of Medicine Of Usc, Los Angeles,
United States of America, 10University Hospital of Freiburg,
Medical Faculty, Freiburg, Germany

Background and Aims: Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is a chronic
disease affecting both physical and psychosocial health.

Methods: SAGE was a multinational, cross-sectional obser-
vational study using data from medical records and interviews of
people (N = 3858) aged ‡26 years with T1D for ‡1 year. The
association between the achievement of general (HbA1c <7%) or
individualised HbA1c targets and patient-reported outcomes
(PROs) scores was analysed by multivariate logistic regression,
adjusted for region and age group. The following PROs are re-
ported: Hypoglycaemia Fear Survey (HFS-II) worry subscore,
Problem Areas in Diabetes (PAID), Insulin Treatment Satisfac-
tion Questionnaire (ITSQ), Audit of Diabetes-Dependent Quality
of Life (ADDQoL).
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Results: Overall, 24.3% of people achieved the general HbA1c

target; 20.9% achieved individualised targets (most common
target, HbA1c 7 % to <7.5 %). Lower emotional distress (PAID
score) and higher treatment satisfaction (all ITSQ scores except
Lifestyle domain) were associated with achievement of general
and individualized HbA1c targets (Table). Lower HFS-II worry
score and higher ADDQoL total scores were associated with
achievement of HbA1c general target, but neither was associated
with achieving individualised HbA1c targets.

Conclusions: In people with T1D, lower diabetes-related
emotional distress and higher treatment satisfaction appear to be
associated with achievement of both general and individualised
HbA1c targets.

P040 / #335

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN GLYCAEMIC
CONTROL BY RECOMMENDED METHOD OF
INSULIN TITRATION IN ADULTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES (T1D) IN THE SAGE STUDY

A. Peters1, F.J. Ampudia-Blasco2, J. Gagliardino3, G. Bigot4,
J. Westerbacka5, P. Pozzilli6

1University of Southern California, Keck School Of Medicine Of
Usc, Los Angeles, United States of America, 2Clinic University
Hospital Valencia, Faculty Of Medicine, Valencia, Spain, 3La
Plata National University National Scientific and Technical
Research Council, Cenexa, Center Of Experimental And
Applied Endocrinology, La Plata, Argentina, 4IVIDATA Life
Sciences, Biostatistics, Levallois-Perret, France, 5Sanofi,
Medical Affairs, Paris, France, 6Campus Bio-Medico
University of Rome, Department Of Medicine, Rome, Italy

Background and Aims: Glycaemic control in people with
T1D may vary by patient characteristics and dose titration
method.

Methods: HbA1c target (<7% [<53 mmol/mol] and in-
dividualised) achievement and other glycaemic and hypogly-
caemic outcomes were evaluated by titration method (physician-,
patient-driven) and region (Asia, East Europe, Latin America,
Middle East [ME], West Europe [WE]) in eligible participants
with T1D (N = 3858) in the SAGE study.

Results: There were no major differences in age and time
since diabetes diagnosis between regions (Table). Irrespective of
region, patient-driven titration resulted in slightly greater pro-
portions of HbA1c target achievement (<7% and individualised)
than physician-driven titration; nevertheless, in each sub-
group, HbA1c target achievement was <30%. Mean – SD HbA1c

was lowest in WE (physician-driven: 7.73 – 1.26%; patient-
driven: 7.69 – 1.19%). Overall incidence of hypoglycaemia
(£3.9 mmol/L) within the last 3 months, severe hypoglycaemia
and severe hyperglycaemia leading to diabetic ketoacidosis
(DKA) within the last 6 months was slightly higher for patient-
driven titration (70.3%, 12.0% and 4.5%, respectively) compared
with physician-driven titration (61.9%, 11.6% and 3.8%, re-
spectively). Incidence of symptomatic hypoglycaemia
(£3.9 mmol/l) was notably lower in ME (37.2% for both titration
subgroups) compared with other regions; severe hypoglycaemia
incidence was similar across regions in physician- (7.7–15.2%)
and patient-driven groups (7.7–16.8%). Incidence of ‡1 severe
hyperglycaemic episode leading to DKA was lowest in Asia
(physician-driven: 1.6%; patient-driven: 2.7%).

Conclusions: This analysis shows that although glycaemic
control is suboptimal in people with T1D across regions, HbA1c

target achievement is slightly more frequent in participants who
self-titrate their insulin dose.
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P041 / #346

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

NVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD CREATED BY THE
NEAR-FIELD SENSOR ON BIOLOGICAL TISSUES AND
ORGANS FOR NON-INVASIVE MEASUREMENT OF
GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION

K. Zavyalova, A. Gorst

Tomsk State University, Radiophysics, Tomsk, Russian
Federation

Background and Aims: This study is necessary to study the
application of this sensor for non-invasive measurement of blood
glucose concentration with high accuracy. Everyone knows that
the permissible level of measurement error when creating a non-
invasive glucometer should not exceed 10–15%. To achieve this
value, it is necessary to conduct a detailed study of possible
sources of error in the proposed measurements, associated with
ignorance of the level of blood filling in the investigated volume
of the skin, other physiological data of a person (thickness of the
stratum corneum and epidermis, level of skin hydration, etc.).

Methods: The studies were carried out using numerical sim-
ulation in the CST microwave studio environment. All biological
tissues were simulated in a wide frequency range of 10 MHz - 10
GHz.

Results: We have developed the design of the near-field
sensor, which is a combined emitter. The design of the sensor is
unique due to the fact that it allows the formation of a prolonged
near-field zone. This effect can be used for deeper penetration of
the field, without loss of information, into media with high ab-
sorption. In this study, it is proposed to pay special attention to a
detailed study of the interaction of the field created by this sensor
on various biological tissues containing glucose.

Conclusions: This study was supported by the RSF, project
‘‘Development of ideas about the features of near-field interac-
tion of electromagnetic radiation in a wide frequency band with a
diagnosed biological environment to create on this basis a new
non-invasive glucometry technology’’, 18-75-10101.

P042 / #357

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

EFFECTIVENESS AND SAFETY OF GLA-300 VS IDEG-
100 EVALUATED WITH CGM IN ADULTS WITH T1D
IN ROUTINE CLINICAL PRACTICE IN SPAIN – THE
ONECARE STUDY

I. Conget1, E. Delgado2, M. Mangas3, C. Morales4, J. Caro5,
M. Giménez1, M. Borrell6

1Hospital Clinic Barcelona, Diabetes Unit, Barcelona, Spain,
2Hospital Universitario Central de Asturias, Endocrinology
And Nutrition Service, Oviedo, Spain, 3Hospital Virgen del
Rocio, Endocrinology And Nutrition, Seville, Spain, 4Hospital
Universitario Virgen Macarena, Endocrinology, Seville, Spain,
5Clinica Medinorte, Endocrinology And Nutrition, Valencia,
Spain, 6Sanofi, Medical Department, Barcelona, Spain

Background and Aims: Compare the effectiveness and
safety of insulin glargine 300 U/ml (Gla-300) versus degludec
100 U/ml (IDeg-100), defined as the percentage of time in the

target glucose range (TIR; 70–180 mg/dl) during a four-week
period, measured using CGM in patients with T1D in routine
clinical practice in Spain.

Methods: Observational, retrospective cohort, cross-sec-
tional, multicenter study. Inclusion: Adults with T1D for ‡3
years; switched from basal-bolus insulin treatment (first-gener-
ation basal insulins) to Gla-300 or IDeg-100 in previous 24
months; CGM use for previous >3 months; HbA1c ‡7.5 % pre-
switch. CGM data for 14 consecutive days were required for
analysis.

Results: Overall, 199 patients with T1D were included: 104
switched to Gla-300 and 95 to IDeg-100 (mean age, 42.6 years;
50.3% female; mean T1D duration, 18.4 years). The percentage
of TIR 70–180 mg/dl over 24 hours was comparable between
Gla-300 and IDeg-100 cohorts (Table). At night (24:00–06:00 h)
a significant difference in TIR was observed: (Gla-300; 52.4%,
IDeg-100; 46.2%, p = 0.0182). No statistically significant dif-
ference between cohorts was observed in TIR 70–140 mg/dl.
Mean HbA1c and glucose values, and glycemic variability, were
comparable between cohorts. Mean glucose curves were sta-
tistically smoother (lower glycemic excursions) at night with
Gla-300 versus IDeg-100 (p < 0.05). Incidence of reported hy-
poglycemic events (<70 mg/dl) in the last 14 days was compa-
rable in both groups (97.1% vs 97.9%, p = 0.725).

Conclusions: This real-world study shows that the effec-
tiveness and safety of Gla-300 is similar to that of IDeg-100 in
sub-optimally controlled T1D patients switching from first-
generation basal insulins. Study sponsored by Sanofi.

P043 / #391

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

SECOND-GENERATION BASAL INSULIN
ANALOGUES: FIRST-CHOICE IN REDUCING REAL-
WORLD SEVERE HYPOGLYCEMIA (BASELINE
RESULTS OF THE INPHORM STUDY, USA)

A. Ratzki-Leewing1, S. Harris2, J. Black2, K. Stirling2, G. Zou1,
B. Ryan2

1Western University, Schulich School of Medicine and
Dentistry, Epidemiology And Biostatistics, London, Canada,
2Western University, Schulich School of Medicine and
Dentistry, Family Medicine, London, Canada
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Background and Aims: Trials have shown that second-
generation basal insulin (BIs) analogues reduce severe hypo-
glycemia (SH) compared to first-generation BIs. We analyzed
data from the population-based iNPHORM study (USA) to assess
whether this effect persists in the real-world.

Methods: Socio-demographic, clinical, and hypoglycemia-
related data were obtained on baseline iNPHORM respondents
(T1DM/T2DM) reporting consistent BI use in the year preced-
ing questionnaire completion. Multivariable negative binomial
regression (NBR) was used to isolate the effect of second-
generation versus first-generation BIs (+/- bolus insulin) on
self-reported rates of past-year total SH (TSH), daytime SH
(DSH), and nocturnal SH (NSH). Confounding variables were
identified from a directed acyclic graph.

Results: Of the 569 complete baseline responders (age: 52.33
(SD: 13.82) years; female: 54.5%; T1DM: 21.6%), 10.0% and
7.6% reported taking a second-generation BI with and without
bolus insulin, respectively; comparatively, 54.1% and 28.3%
reported taking a first-generation BI with and without bolus in-
sulin, respectively. The crude rate of TSH was 2.47 (95%CI:
2.34-2.60) events per person-year (EPPY) (DSH: 1.47 (95%CI:
1.37-1.57) EPPY; NSH: 1.00 (95%CI: 0.923-1.09) EPPY).
Based on adjusted NBR analyses, respondents taking first-
generation versus second-generation BIs without bolus insulin
reported 2.70 (95%CI:1.07-6.84) times the number of past-year
TSH events; among those using bolus insulin, the incidence rate
ratio was 1.17 (95%CI: 0.55-2.46). Comparable adjusted effects
were observed for DSH and NSH.

Conclusions: These real-world results substantiate trial-based
observations that second-generation versus first-generation BIs
reduce SH rates, irrespective of bolus insulin therapy. The safety
benefits highlighted in this study provide additional impetus for
clinicians to prioritize second-generation BIs whenever possible.

P044 / #396

Topic: AS02-New Insulin Analogues

NEW ULTRA-RAPID ACTING INSULIN IN SENSOR
AUGMENTED PUMP WITH PREDICTIVE LOW
GLUCOSE SUSPENSION ALGORITHM

A. Laurenzi1, F. Scialabba2, A. Caretto1, E. Pedone2,
C. Molinari1, C. Santini2, M. Scavini1, E. Bosi1,2

1San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Internal Medicine, Diabetes
And Metabolism; Diabetes Research Institute, Milan, Italy,
2San Raffaele University, San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy

Background and Aims: Pharmacological research in type 1
diabetes (T1D) brought to development of ultra-fast acting in-
sulin in order to better mimic the kinetics of endogenous insulin.
Aim of our study was to investigate the effectiveness of pre-
dictive low glucose suspension (PLGS) algorithm used with fast
acting insulin aspart compared to PLGS used with traditional
insulin analogs (aspart, lyspro or glulisine).

Methods: We retrospectively analyzed data of patients fol-
lowed at the diabetes clinic of the San Raffaele Hospital in Milan
(Italy) and treated with Medtronic 640G PLGS system who
switched from a traditional insulin analog to fast acting insulin
aspart.

Results: N = 13 patients were included in the analysis (7 as-
part, 1 lyspro, 5 glulisine). Study period was 80 days for tradi-
tional analogs with 78.6% of sensor use and 62 days for fast
acting aspart with 74.8% of sensor use. A total of 3,458 PLGS

suspensions were documented (1,933 in the traditional analogs
group and 1,525 in the fast aspart group). There was no signifi-
cant difference in number and duration of daily suspensions. The
percentage of PLGS suspensions that prevented glucose values
<70 mg/dl increased from 69.9 – 14.3% to 76.0 – 16% after
switching to faster insulin analog (p = 0.034). When not preceded
by a bolus, suspensions that prevented hypoglycemia were
80.5 – 16.2% in the fast acting aspart group versus 72.3 – 13.7%
in the traditional analogs group (p = 0.016).There were no dif-
ferences in highest blood glucose reached after reactivation of
basal rate.

Conclusions: Faster acting insulin aspart associated with
PLGS algorithm represents an effective tool to improved blood
glucose management in patients with T1D.
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EFFECT OF INSULIN DEGLUDEC VERSUS INSULIN
GLARGINE U100 ON OCCURRENCE OF CGM-
RECORDED NOCTURNAL HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN
PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES AND PREVIOUS
NOCTURNAL SEVERE HYPOGLYCEAMIA

J. Brøsen1, R. Agesen1, A. Alibegovic2, H. Andersen3,
H. Beck-Nielsen4, P. Gustenhoff5, T. Hansen6, C. Hedetoft7,
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1Nordsjællands Hospital, Endocrinology, Hillerød, Denmark,
2Novo Nordisk, Clinical Research, Søborg, Denmark, 3Steno
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Denmark, 4Odense University Hospital, Endocrinology,
Odense, Denmark, 5Steno Diabetes Center North, Clinical
Research, Aalborg, Denmark, 6Steno Diabetes Center Aarhus,
Clinical Research, Aarhus, Denmark, 7Zealand University
Hospital, Internal Medicine, Køge, Denmark, 8Copenhagen
University, Rigshospitalet, Endocrinology, København,
Denmark, 9Sydvestjysk Sygehus, Medicine, Esbjerg, Denmark,
10Lillebælt Hospital, Diabetes And Hormonal Diseases,
Kolding, Denmark, 11Steno Diabetes Center Holbæk, Clinical
Research, Holbæk, Denmark

Background and Aims: Nocturnal hypoglycaemia is a major
source of concern to people with type 1 diabetes (T1D). Optimal
basal insulin therapy may reduce occurrence of nocturnal hy-
poglycaemia. We report frequencies of CGM-recorded nocturnal
non-severe hypoglycaemia (NNSH) in people with T1D and
previous nocturnal severe hypoglycaemia based on data from the
HypoDeg trial, which compared insulin degludec (IDeg) with
insulin glargine U100 (IGlar).

Methods: Eighty-nine people with T1D accepted participa-
tion in a substudy of 4 x 6 days of blinded CGM (Medtronic iPro)
during a 2-year randomized cross-over study. Sixty-seven par-
ticipants were included in analysis. CGM traces were reviewed
for hypoglycaemic events (lasting at least 15 minutes) according
to international consensus at Level 1 (£ 3.9 mmol/L) and Level 2
(< 3.0 mmol/L).

Results: At Level 1, 128 NNSH events were found with IDeg
and 214 NNSH events with IGlar, respectively. This corresponds
to a 36% relative rate reduction (95% [CI]: 10%-54%; p = 0.009)
during treatment with IDeg compared with IGlar (1.3 versus 2.0
events/patient-week), and an absolute rate reduction of 0.85
events/patient-week with IDeg. At Level 2, 60 NNSH occurred
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during treatment with IDeg and 133 NNSH with IGlar, corre-
sponding to a 53% relative rate reduction (95% CI: 36%-65%;
p < 0.001) during treatment with IDeg compared with IGlar (0.6
versus 1.3 events/patient-week), which translates into an abso-
lute rate reduction of 0.55 events/patient-week with IDeg.

Conclusions: People with T1D prone to nocturnal severe
hypoglycaemia have lower rates of CGM-recorded NNSH, when
treated with IDeg compared to IGlar.
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THE EFFECT OF THE ULTRA-RAPID INSULIN
ANALOG FIASP� IN PEDIATRIC TYPE 1 DIABETES
PATIENTS UNDER CONTINUOS SUBCUTANEOUS
INSULIN INFUSION (CSII)

C. Costa1, J. Caetano2, F. Bastos3, M.I. Linhares2, R. Cardoso2,
I. Dinis2, A.P. Santos1, A. Mirante2

1Portuguese Institute of Oncology Francisco Gentil,
Endocrinology, Porto, Portugal, 2Coimbra Pediatric Hospital,
Pediatric Endocrinology, Coimbra, Portugal, 3Hospital Garcia
de Orta, Endocrinology, Almada, Portugal

Background and Aims: Glycemic variability is a big chal-
lenge in children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes (T1D),
including postprandial hyperglycemia. Rapid-acting insulin an-
alogs have a late action and also a longer than desired duration.
Ultra-fast-acting aspartic insulin (Fiasp�) has a faster start hav-
ing a precocious peak.

Aim: To analyze the impact of Fiasp� in metabolic control of
pediatric patients in a tertiary hospital.

Methods: Retrospective analysis of CSII patients who swit-
ched to Fiasp�. Data analyzed: anthropometry, insulin daily-
doses (IDD), %basal/boluses, capillary/interstitial glucose, time
in range (TIR:70-180 mg/dL), variability coefficient, mean A1c;
before and after Fiasp�. Statistical analysis with SPSSv.25.

Results: Thirty-five cases were included (48.6% males),
median age of 13.2 years (9.3–15.8), disease duration of 5.9 years
(4.4–7.5), under Fiasp� for 6.1 months (4.3–7.8). Thirty-two
cases (93%) used interstitial glucose monitoring. IDD was sim-
ilar (0.938U/Kg/day vs. 0.956U/Kg/day), without significant
difference in basal/bolus. TIR increased (36% vs.51%,
p = 0.003), with decreased time in hyperglycemia (58%vs.
41%;p = 0.025) and hypoglycemia, although this last parameter
was not significant (7%vs.5.5%; p = 0,345). A1c was lower at the
end of the study (7.6% vs.7.5%, p = 0.018).

Conclusions: Fiasp� significantly improved metabolic con-
trol, increasing time in range and decreasing postprandial hy-
perglycemia, with no changes in hypoglycemia. These results
confirm Fiasp� safety and its advantage to achieve a more
physiological profile, particularly relevant in pediatric popula-
tion.
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HOW DO PEOPLE LIVING WITH DIABETES
EXPERIENCE AND COMMUNICATE
HYPOGLYCAEMIA? A GLOBAL QUANTITATIVE
SURVEY

Y. Lin1, L. Berard2, K. Close3, J. Lai4, J. Westerbacka5,
J. Piette6

1University of Michigan, N/a, Brighton, United States of
America, 2Winnipeg Regional Health Authority Health Sciences
Centre, Diabetes Research Group, Winnipeg, Canada, 3The
diaTribe foundation, N/a, San Francisco, United States of
America, 4C Space, N/a, London, United Kingdom, 5Sanofi,
Diabetes, Paris, France, 6University of Michigan, N/a, Ann
Arbor, United States of America

Background and Aims: Many people living with diabetes
(PLWD) using insulin experience hypoglycaemia. PLWD were
surveyed regarding hypoglycaemia and how it affects their
communication with healthcare professionals (HCPs) and others.

Methods: A quantitative survey was fielded in the US, UK,
Mexico, Spain, Italy, Germany, France, Australia, China, and
India (May–July 2020). Participants with type 1 (T1D) or type 2
diabetes (T2D) were 18–75 years old, on insulin (basal, prandial,
or pump) – GLP-1RA, with ‡1 self-reported hypoglycaemia
episode in the past year.

Results: In 3975 surveyed PLWD (T1D, 30%; T2D, 70%),
hypoglycaemia episodes in the past year were primarily mod-
erate (T1D, 69%; T2D, 62%), followed by mild (T1D, 57%;
T2D, 52%), and severe (T1D, 17%; T2D, 15%). PLWD reported
feeling guilt/shame around hypoglycaemia sometimes, often, or
very often (49%), frequently blaming themselves for health
mismanagement (59%), and feeling solely responsible for pre-
venting future episodes (55%) (Figure). While 94% of PLWD
communicated with others about hypoglycaemia, only 58% told
their HCPs, and only 21% visited their HCPs to discuss moder-
ate/severe episodes. Over 60% of PLWD experienced stigma
around diabetes, with 31% experiencing stigma from their HCP.
57% of PLWD thought that the public were undereducated on
diabetes, and 55% thought the public would be unable to help
with a hypoglycaemia episode.

Conclusions: Hypoglycaemia is a substantial emotional bur-
den for PLWD. Support to prevent guilt for PLWD, alongside
better diagnosis and care is required. Public education around
diabetes and hypoglycaemia awareness could be beneficial.
Study sponsored by Sanofi.
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OLDER PEOPLE WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES BENEFIT
MORE AFTER SWITCHING FROM NPH INSULIN TO
GLARGINE 300 U/ML: POST-HOC ANALYSIS OF A
MULTICENTRE, PROSPECTIVE, OBSERVATIONAL
STUDY

B. Wolnik1, A. Hryniewiecki2, D. Pisarczyk-Wiza3,
T. Szczepanik4, T. Klupa5

1Medical University of Gdansk, Department Of Hypertension And
Diabetology, Gdańsk, Poland, 2Sanofi Aventis Poland, Diabetes
Division, Warsaw, Poland, 3Medical University of Poznan,
Department Of Internal Diseases And Diabetology, Poznań,
Poland, 4Starkiewicz Hospital, Zalebie Oncology Center,
Dabrowa Gornicza, Poland, 5Jagiellonian University Medical
College, Department Of Metabolic Diseases, Kraków, Poland

Background and Aims: Insulin therapy in older patients with
diabetes is challenging, mostly due to the higher risk and more
serious consequences of hypoglycaemia. Appropriate insulin
choice might constitute an aspect of therapy that minimise hy-
poglycaemia risk in these patients. This is post-hoc analysis of a
multicentre, prospective, observational study assessing a switch
from NPH insulin to Insulin glargine 300 U/mL (Gla-300) in
terms of effectiveness and safety, depending on patients’ age.

Methods: 469 T2DM patients from 51 sites in Poland com-
pleted the original study. The patients switched from NPH in-
sulin to Gla-300 in a 6-month follow-up period. The results were
analysed based on patients’ age (£65 years – 224 patients vs. >65
years – 245 patients).

Results: The mean HbA1c was reduced from 9.23% to 8.13%
(p < 0.0001) in patients £65 years and from 9.15% to 8.20%
(p < 0.001) in the patients >65 years without difference between
groups (p = 0.18). The frequency of hypoglycaemia was reduced
by 5.5% in the patients £65 years (42/224, 18.8% vs. 30/224,
13.65%) and 14.6% in the patients >65 years (66/245, 26.9% vs.
31/245, 13.0%); the reduction in the frequency of hypoglycaemic
events was higher in the patients >65 years (14.6% vs. 5.5%,
p = 0.0013) who also presented a significant reduction in noc-
turnal symptomatic hypoglycaemic events (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: In this post-hoc analysis switching from NPH
insulin to Gla-300 provided similar improvement in HbA1c
control in both older and younger T2DM patients and showed a
greater reduction in the risk of hypoglycaemia in older patients.
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COMPARING HYBRID CLOSED LOOP ARTIFICIAL
PANCREAS TO MULTI DAILY INJECTION, INSULIN
PUMP WITHOUT CGM AND CGM SENSOR ASSISTED
INSULIN PUMP THERAPIES

J.C. Peiro1,2

1La salle ramon llull university, Research Institute, barcelona,
Spain, 2Open University La Salle, Research Institute, La
Massana, Andorra

Background and Aims: This study proves that diabetes T1
therapy by means of artificial pancreas consisting on insulin

pump with CGM and hybrid close loop control algorithm trained
with machine learning technology provides better glycemia
control than multi daily injection, insulin pump without CGM
and CGM sensor assisted insulin pump therapies

Methods: Using Accu-Chek smart pix software to analyze the
data collected in-vivo by JC Peiro, author and DT1 patient, in the
period August 2004 to August 2019, collecting glycemia using
the different therapies.

Results: The improvement of therapy with artificial pancreas
in hybrid closed loop in comparison to MDI reduces -70.7% the
periods above range , reduces -67.2% periods below range,
TIR% increases 75% reaching 84%, hypoglycemia’s % reduced -
91.2%, HGBI reduces -67%, LGBI reduces -73.8% reaching 2.3
and 1.6 respectively, reducing the mean glycemia in -16%
reaching mean of 121mg/dL with SD 42mg/dL, reducing median
glycemia in -20% reaching median of 115 mg/dL with SD
55 mg/dL and reducing the Glycosylated Hemoglobin (HbA1c) -
20.1% reaching a 6.6% value.

Conclusions: We can conclude that therapy for DT1 using
artificial pancreas with CGM and hybrid closed loop controlled
by machine learning regression trained algorithm provides better
glycemic control results. The improvement of the treatment is
significantly better regarding all the analyzed therapies: MDI,
insulin pump without CGM and regarding treatment of CGM
sensor assisted insulin pump.
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PARIS-BREST-PARIS: ULTRA ENDURANCE CYCLING
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES USING AN OPEN SOURCE
ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS SYSTEM

S. Dowden1, B. Hudson2, M. Li2

1Birmingham Children’s Hospital, Biochemical Genetics,
Birmingham, United Kingdom, 2Queen Elizabeth Hospital
Birmingham, Diabetes Department, Birmingham, United
Kingdom

Background and Aims: Paris-Brest-Paris (PBP) is a long
distance cycling event. Self sufficient riders must complete the
1200km ride within 90 hours. A 37 year old female cyclist with
type 1 diabetes was a participant in PBP 2019. Insulin delivery
was controlled using AAPS (Android artificial pancreas system),
an open source, closed loop device.

Methods: The AAPS system consisted of an Accucheck in-
sight pump (Roche) infusing insulin aspart. Glucose monitoring
was performed using a Freestyle Libre sensor (Abbott) with
Miaomiao transmitter. Glucose concentrations were received by
Xdrip+ and broadcast to the AAPS app running on an android
phone. A cycling specific AAPS profile was used with insulin
sensitivity factor, insulin carbohydrate ratio, and glucose target
range, adjusted for exercise. Data was transmitted to Nightscout
and an android smart watch. Glucose results and geographical
location were remotely monitored via Xdrip follower app and
Google maps location tracking.

Results: The ride was completed in 89 hours 28 minutes
(distance 1229km, ascent 10,561m) with an average cycling
speed of 19km/hr. Percentage time in range (4-10mmol/L) was
58%. Time above range (>10mmol/L) was 38%, below range
(<4mmol/L) was 4% and (<3.5mmol/L) <1%. Mean and median
glucose concentrations were 9.7mmol/L and 9.0mmol/L
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respectively. The number of hypoglycaemic episodes was 5
(glucose <4mmol/L) and 1 (glucose <3.5mmol/L). The lowest
recorded glucose concentration was 3.1mmol/L.

Conclusions: This case illustrates the successful use of
AAPS during endurance cycling, with minimal hypoglycaemia
over a 90 hour period. Further investigation into artificial pan-
creas systems with profile switching for exercise may be bene-
ficial.
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IMPLANTABLE, VASCULARIZED ENCAPSULATION
PLATFORM WITH LOCALIZED
IMMUNOSUPPRESSION FOR ALLOGENEIC CELL
TRANSPLANTATION

J. Paez-Mayorga1,2, S. Capunai2, N. Hernandez2, M. Farina2,3,
C. Ying Xian Chua2, A. Sizovs2, H.-C. Liu2,4, B. Corradetti2,
A. Sikora4, X. Li5, A.O. Gaber5, J. Nichols6, A. Grattoni2

1Tecnologico de Monterrey, School Of Medicine, Monterrey,
Mexico, 2Houston Methodist Research Institute, Nanomedicine,
Houston, United States of America, 3Politecnico di Torino,
Mechanical And Aerospace Engineering, Turin, Italy, 4Baylor
College of Medicine, Otolaryngology Head-and Neck Surgery,
Houston, United States of America, 5Houston Methodist
Hospital, Surgery, Houston, United States of America,
6University of Texas Medical Branch, Internal Medicine,
Galveston, United States of America

Background and Aims: Current efforts for allogeneic cell
transplantation face the outstanding challenge of maintaining
sufficient vascular support for graft oxygenation, while provid-
ing immune attack evasion. Physical immunoisolation provides
immune protection, but lack of vascularization through the en-
capsulation material creates an inhospitable environment for
long-term engraftment. Inversely, direct vascularization ap-
proaches require chronic systemic immunosuppression with in-
herent toxicity and life-threatening adverse effects. To overcome
this conundrum, we developed the neovascularized, implantable
cell homing and encapsulation (NICHE) platform.

Methods: NICHE is comprised of an outer drug reservoir
surrounding a central cell housing reservoir. For cell reservoir
pre-vascularization, NICHE was subcutaneously implanted
containing platelet rich plasma (PRP) or mesenchymal stem cells

(MSC) hydrogel (Fig1A-B). Localized immunosuppression was
achieved via sustained release of CTLA4Ig from the drug res-
ervoir, through a nylon membrane, directly into the cell reservoir
(Fig1C). Once pre-vascularized and locally immunosuppressed,
allogeneic cells were transcutaneously loaded into the cell res-
ervoir and monitored for engraftment (Fig1D).

Results: PRP and MSC enhanced blood vessel density within
NICHE in rats and primates. Allogeneic Leydig cells trans-
planted in NICHE of immunocompetent rats remained viable
throughout a 31-day study. Concomitantly, localized immuno-
suppression reduced drug exposure in plasma and peripheral
organs up to 12-fold compared to gold-standard systemic dosing,
circumventing potential toxicity. Preliminary data in a diabetic
rat model demonstrated successful engraftment of pancreatic
islets in NICHE with non-fasting and post-glucose-challenge
euglycemic profiles. Moreover, NICHE explanation 60 days
post-transplant resulted in reversal to hyperglycemic state.

Conclusions: NICHE dense pre-vascularization and localized
immunosuppression render it a promising platform for trans-
plantation of various allogeneic cell types.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN A REAL-TIME
CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEM AND
AN INTERMITTENTLY-SCANNED CONTINUOUS
GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEM AS BLOOD
GLUCOSE SOURCE IN A DO-IT-YOURSELF
ARTIFICIAL PANCREAS SYSTEM

Z. Wu1, D. Yang1, J. Yan1, S. Luo2, X. Zheng2, J. Weng2

1The Third Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-Sen University,
Department Of Endocrinology And Metabolism, Guangzhou,
China, 2The First Affiliated Hospital of USTC, Division of Life
Science and Medicine, University of Science and Technology of
China, Department Of Endocrinology And Metabolism, Hefei,
China

Background and Aims: Previous studies evaluating do-it-
yourself artificial pancreas system (DIYAPS) all used real-time
continuous glucose monitoring (rt-CGM) as blood glucose(BG)
data source. Here, we compared intermittently-scanned CGM
(is-CGM) as BG data source in one of the DIYAPSs—
AndroidAPS(AAPS), with rt-CGM as BG data source in AAPS
(AAPS-is-CGM vs. AAPS-rt-CGM), among patients with type 1
diabetes(T1D).

Methods: This is a before-after, non-inferiority trial. Main
inclusion criteria:T1D; aged 7–75years; baseline HbA1c<10.5%;
and not pregnant. Patients first used AAPS-rt-CGM then swit-
ched to AAPS-is-CGM for another three months. Primary out-
come was HbA1c at the end of each phase, and the prespecified
non-inferiority margin was 0.40%. Other variables between two
phases were compared using Pair t-test.

Results: Twelve patients were included (eight females; eight
adults; median age:26.6 years[range:9.4–70.8], median diabetes
duration:6.2 years[range:1.1–24.5] and median baseline HbA1-
c:6.8%[range:5.9–7.3]. The mean HbA1c was 6.72% in AAPS-rt-
CGM phase vs. 6.64% in AAPS-is-CGM phase after three months.
The upper boundary of the one-sided 95%CI of the mean HbA1c
difference between two phases was 0.27%, lower than the non-
inferiority margin. Glycemic variability was significantly lower in
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AAPS-is-CGM phase than that in AAPS-rt-CGM phase (SD:
1.90 – 0.71mmol/Lvs.2.40 – 0.76 mmol/L,P = 0.038, CV:25.67 –
8.25%vs.30.84 – 6.91%,P = 0.044 and MAGE:4.41 – 2.05
mmol/Lvs.6.16 – 2.03 mmol/L,P = 0.029). All the metrics for both
glycemic control and QoL were comparable between the two
phases. No severe hypoglycemia or diabetic ketoacidosis oc-
curred. Eleven out of twelve patients (92%) were willing to use
AAPS-is-CGM after the study.

Conclusions: The use of AAPS-is-CGM may be effective
and safe among patients with T1D. This study proposes an al-
ternative and more economical option for CGM in the use of a
DIYAPS.
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DO-IT-YOURSELF AUTOMATED INSULIN DOSING:
QUALITATIVE STUDY EXPLORING USER
EXPERIENCES

L. Cohen1, K. Barnard-Kelly1, S. Suttiratana2, J. Wong3,
M. Lanning3, J. Shepard4, D. Naranjo3

1BHR Ltd, R&d, Fareham., United Kingdom, 2Yale University,
Yale School Of Public Health, New Haven, United States of
America, 3Stanford University School of Medicine, Pediatrics,
Palo Alto, United States of America, 4University of Virginia
School of Medicine, Psychiatry And Neurobehavioral Sciences,
Charlottesville, United States of America

Background and Aims: Automated insulin dosing systems
are increasingly commercially available, however some people
with diabetes have developed their own do-it-yourself automated
insulin dosing (DIY AID) systems. We conducted a qualitative
study to gain an understanding of the user perspective and ex-
perience associated with DIY AID systems.

Methods: Twenty-six adults ‡18 years and fourteen parents of
youth aged <18 years currently using DIY systems (OpenAPS
and AndroidAPS) were recruited to participate in semi-structured
interviews.

Results: Users were enthusiastic about DIY AID use and re-
ported overwhelmingly positive experiences. Benefits reported
by adults included glycaemic improvements (n = 26), easier
overnight management (n = 26) and reduced diabetes manage-
ment burden (n = 23). Benefits reported by parents included
easier overnight management (n = 12), glycaemic improvements
(n = 11), and easier exercise management (n = 10). Shortcomings
reported by adult users included the need to independently set
up the system (n = 23), the system being only as good as indi-
vidual components (n = 18) and issues with insurance coverage
or costs (n = 18). Shortcomings reported by parents included the
need to independently set up the system (n = 10), the system
being only as good as individual parts (n = 10) and connectivity
issues (n = 6). When users discussed interactions with their
HCP around DIY AID, the majority described their HCP as
supportive.

Conclusions: We provide useful data regarding the key
themes of uptake, use, barriers, and facilitators. This data will be
valuable to key stakeholders in identifying factors contributing to
individual choice for optimal personal benefit, both biomedical
and psychosocial, to maximise optimal outcomes and minimise
burden.
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SUSTAINED BENEFIT OF HYBRRID CLOSED LOOP
SYSTEM ON GLYCAEMIC CONTROL AFTER ONE
YEAR OF USE IN CHILDREN AND ADULTS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES.

A. Ambrojo-López1, F. Gallego-Gamero1,
M.M. Fernandez-Bueso2, F. Arroyo-Dı́ez3,
M.D.M. Romero-Pérez4, P. Beato-Vı́bora5

1Badajoz University Hospital., Department Of Endocrinology.,
Badajoz, Spain, 2Badajoz University Hospital, Endocrinology
& Nutrition Department, Badajoz, Spain, 3Badajoz University
Hospital, Paediatrics, Badajoz, Spain, 4Hospital Universitario
Virgen Macarena, Endocrinologı́a Pediátrica, Sevilla, Spain,
5Badajoz University Hospital, Endocrinology & Nutrition
Department, BADAJOZ, Spain

Background and Aims: Automatization of insulin delivery
by closed-loop systems represents a major step in type 1 diabetes
management.The Medtronic 670G was the first commercially
available hybrid closed-loop system. The aim of the study was to
evaluate the clinical outcomes after one year of real-world use of
hybrid closed-loop system in children and adults with type 1
diabetes.

Methods: A prospective study, including type 1 diabetes pa-
tients consecutively starting the Medtronic 670G system in one
adult and two pediatric hospitals, was performed. Baseline, 6-
month and 1-year visits were documented. HbA1c, time in range
70–180 mg/dl, time >180 mg/dl, >250 mg/dl, <70 mg/dl and
<54 mg/dl, in 2-week downloads, were recorded.

Results: 58 patients were included (age: 28 – 15 years (7–63),
<18 years: 38% (n = 22), 59% (n = 34) females, duration of dia-
betes: 15 – 9 years). The previous treatment was SAP-PLGS:
60% (n = 35), pump+SMBG: 19% (n = 11), MDI+SMBG: 12%
(n = 7), MDI+CGM: 9% (n = 5). The clinical outcomes are shown
in Table1. Time in Auto Mode was 88 – 9% at 6 months and
86 – 15 at year 1, respectively. At year 1, the number of low and
high alerts per day was 2.5 – 2.2 and 3.1 – 2.9, respectively. No
episodes of severe hypoglycemia and one episode of diabetes
ketoacidosis were observed during follow-up. The rate of dis-
continuation was 3% (n = 2).

Conclusions: The use of hybrid closed-loop systems achieves
a sustained improvement in glycaemic control and glycaemic
variability in children and adults with type1 diabetes.
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P055 / #393

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

A REAL-WORLD EVALUATION OF AUTOMATED
INSULIN DOSING SYSTEMS DEMONSTRATES
SUPERIOR EFFICACY AND COMPARABLE SAFETY
WITH OPEN-SOURCE SYSTEMS AS COMPARED TO
MINIMED 670G

R. Jeyaventhan1, G. Gallen2, P. Choudhary1, S. Hussain1,3

1King’s College London, Department Of Diabetes, London,
United Kingdom, 2King’s College Hospital, Department Of
Diabetes, London, United Kingdom, 3Guy’s and St Thomas’,
Diabetes & Endocrinology, London, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Real-world evaluation (RWE) of
Minimed 670G (670G), a first commercial automated insulin
dosing (AID) system, and open-source AID (OS-AID, or ‘DIY
artificial pancreas’) systems in a publicly funded healthcare
system.

Methods: Retrospective observational study in adults with
type 1 diabetes using AID systems for ‡6 months with available
clinical and device data. The primary outcome was change in
HbA1c from baseline and percentage time in target range
(%TIR) for glucose of 3.9-10.0 mmol/L.

Results: 68 adults met inclusion criteria of which 38 used
670G and 30 used OS-AID systems. OS-AID systems demon-
strated significantly improved glycaemic outcomes compared to
670G with median change in HbA1c -0.8 [-0.3 – -1.1] % vs -0.1
[IQR -0.6 to 0.2] %, (p = 0.001), %TIR range 78.5 – 11.9 vs
68.2 – 14.7 (p = 0.003), mean glucose 7.63 – 1.1 vs
8.87 – 1.5 mmol/L, (p < 0.001) and percentage time above range
18.4 – 12.1 vs 29.21 – 15.5, (p = 0.003) (Figure 1). Both systems
demonstrated minimal hypoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia with
a significantly lower time >13.9mmol/L but a higher time
<3mmol/L in OS-AID systems, compared with 670G. Compared

to 670G, OS-AID system users had shorter duration of diabetes,
higher education status, lower baseline starting HbA1c, used
lower glucose targets, higher weight adjusted insulin and expe-
rienced increased weight gain. No significant differences in
glycaemic outcomes were noted between OS-AID system
subtypes

Conclusions: In this first clinically validated RWE, OS-AID
systems demonstrate improved glycaemic outcomes with no
clinical safety concerns compared to 670G. Whilst differences in
group characteristics may explain some findings, possible
mechanisms for improved OS-AID system performance over
670G in real world settings are demonstrated.

P056 / #397

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

AN OBSERVATIONAL STUDY DETAILING CLINICAL
EXPERIENCE, SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF
COMMERCIAL AND OPEN-SOURCE AUTOMATED
INSULIN DELIVERY SYSTEMS IN FASTING DURING
RAMADAN WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

A. Alidibbiat1, A. Alqashami2, S. Hussain3,4

1Dasman Diabetes Institute, Diabetes, Kuwait City, Kuwait,
2T1D_arabic, T1d, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 3Guy’s and St
Thomas’, Diabetes & Endocrinology, London, United Kingdom,
4King’s College London, Department Of Diabetes, London,
United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Fasting is challenging to people with
type 1 diabetes (pwT1D) given complete abstinence from food
and water. Fasting from sun-rise to sun-set during Ramadan is an
essential part of spiritual life to some pwT1D, hence, providing
avenues to empower them to undertake this safely is important.
Automated insulin delivery (AID) systems may provide a novel
enabling strategy.

Methods: PwT1D using AID systems and fasting during
Ramadan 2019 and 2020 were supported via an international
online peer support strategy. Validated clinical and device data
were obtained, reviewed and analysed in this retrospective ob-
servational study.

Results: 6 fasting profiles met inclusion criteria. 5 used open-
source AID systems (3 DIY-Loop, 2 AndroidAPS) and 1 used a
commercial system (CamAPS-FX). Average age was 33.7 – 4.8
years (mean–S.D), diabetes duration 23.5 – 7.9 years, BMI
23.6 – 1.9 and HbA1c 6.3 – 0.2%. Glycaemic results are detailed
in the figure and reveal primary outcomes including mean
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glucose 7.0 – 0.5 mmol/L (mean–S.D), CoV 28.5%, %TIR 3.9-
10mmol/L 88.8 – 7.3% and %Time <3.9mmol/L 2.5 – 1.3%
during Ramadan. Average days fasted were 27.3 – 3.3 and av-
erage days where fasting was broken due diabetes were 1 – 1.5
per subject. No significant differences in glycaemic outcomes
including hypoglycaemia were noted between Ramadan and
non-Ramadan periods. Further detailed analysis of glucose, in-
sulin delivery and user feedback provides important insights on
the utility of these systems to empower pwT1D to observe
fasting.

Conclusions: In this first clinically validated study, open-
source and commercial AID systems demonstrated a safe and
effective management strategy to support prolonged consecutive
fasts in pwT1D during Ramadan.

P057 / #506

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

EFFECT OF MEAL COMPOSITION ON GLUCOSE
RATE OF CHANGE IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES USING A CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM

L. Ekhlaspour1, M. Schiavon2, R. Kingman1, B. Buckingham1,
C. Dalla Man2

1Stanford University School of Medicine, Pediatrics, Palo Alto,
United States of America, 2University of Padova, Department
Of Information Engineering, Padova, Italy

Background and Aims: The effect of dietary fat on glycemic
excursions when using a closed-loop system is not well studied.
We explored if glucose rates of change (ROC) could be used to
detect high fat meals even when automated insulin delivery was
used.

Methods: 110 participants with T1D (ages = 3-61 years;
M/F = 60/50) were in outpatient, supervised clinical trials for 5
days. Carbohydrate, protein and fat content of each meal was
recorded using food labels. Meals were excluded if: >20% of
sensor data was missing or if additional correction boluses,
meals, snacking, exercise occurred within 2h before to 3h after
the meal. A total of 1166 meals were explored, 309 were ana-
lyzed. Meal classification was based on % of calories from fat
and carbs: High Fat (HF, >30%) vs. Low Fat (LF); High Carb
(HC, >45%) vs. Low Carb (LC). Glucose ROC was calculated
from glucose sensor data using a regularized deconvolution
method.

Results: Mean glucose ROC was significantly higher with HF
meals compared to LF meals between 105-151 min, with a lesser,

shorter effect with LC vs. HC meals at 108-143 min. The fat
content was the dominant contributor to this higher, late (124-
138 min) ROC when comparing both HCHF and LCHF to HCLF
meals (Fig.1).

Conclusions: Meals with high fat content cause higher ROC
of glucose between 105 to 151 minutes, even with automated
insulin delivery. These higher, late ROCs could be used to au-
tomatically increase controller aggressiveness to compensate for
delayed meal absorption and insulin resistance following high fat
meals.

P058 / #539

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

AUTOMATIC MEAL DETECTION AND ESTIMATION
USING NEURAL NETWORKS

J. Daniels, P. Herrero, P. Georgiou

Imperial College London, Centre For Bio-inspired Technology,
Electrical And Electronic Engineering, London, United
Kingdom

Background and Aims: Continuous glucose monitors
(CGM) have facilitated the development of diabetes manage-
ment systems such as the artificial pancreas. A challenge in
current artificial pancreas systems is the need to announce meals
to enable tight glycaemic control. Automatic meal detection and
estimation aims to reduce the burden of announcing meals to
maintain tight glycaemic control.

Methods: We devise an algorithm based on convolutional
recurrent neural networks (CRNN) for detection and estimation
of meals. Using a multitask framework, a quantile regression
provides a 20-minute glucose trajectory with prediction intervals
[0.005 - 0.995]. A meal is detected once the real CGM value
exceeds the upper bound of the glucose trajectory for 15 minutes
(‘disturbance period’). A simple grid search is then performed to
estimate the meal size; a correct meal is determined once the
median glucose trajectory is approximately similar to the real
glucose profile.

Results: The algorithm is evaluated on 10 simulated adults
generated for 6 months (540 meals each), using the UVa-Padova
simulator. We obtain precision (0.93 – 0.05) and recall
(0.83 – 0.06) with a median delay of 37.00 – 5.10 minutes for
meal detection; and an average meal size error 22% – 1%. The
trade-off is also investigated between delay and precision for the
set ‘disturbance period’.

Conclusions: Results strongly suggest that this meal detection
algorithm can be incorporated in diabetes management systems
to reduce the burden of glucose control in a Type 1 diabetes
population. This approach outperforms similar approaches in the
literature in terms of meal size error.

P059 / #543

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

INITIAL IMPACT OF THE TRANSITION TO TANDEM
CONTROL-IQ ON SLEEP IN YOUTH WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES (T1D) AND THEIR PARENTS

E. Cobry1, A. Karami1, E. Jost1, L. Pyle1,2, L. Meltzer3,
R.P. Wadwa1
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1University of Colorado, Barbara Davis Center For Diabetes,
Aurora, United States of America, 2Colorado School of Public
Health, Biostatistics And Informatics, Aurora, United States of
America, 3National Jewish Health, Pediatrics, Denver, United
States of America

Background and Aims: Youth with T1D and their parents
have frequent sleep disruptions resulting in decreased sleep du-
ration compared to peers. We conducted an observational study
of youth with T1D and their parents to determine the impact of
transition to the Tandem Control-IQ (CIQ) system on sleep.

Methods: Actigraphy watches were used for objective sleep
measurements, including total sleep time, sleep efficiency, and
wake after sleep onset. Subjective sleep diaries provided the
number of and reasons for nocturnal awakenings. Data analyses
compared measurements from one week before starting CIQ
(baseline) to one week after starting CIQ.

Results: Twenty-six youth-parent dyads were enrolled. Youth
were age 11 – 4 years, 50% male with T1D duration median
(IQR) 2.0 (0.6, 4.8) years, HbA1c 7.4 – 1.3%. On average, par-
ents reported two fewer nocturnal awakenings during the first
week of CIQ use compared to baseline (Table; p = 0.03). Parents
and youth had objective decreases in total sleep time (mean 16
and 21 minutes, respectively) but this was only significant for
youth (p = 0.005). No other significant changes in occurred in the
first week of CIQ use.

Conclusions: Transition to a new diabetes device can be a
difficult time for youth with T1D and their parents. In this
evaluation, parents reported significantly fewer nocturnal
awakenings during the week after CIQ initiation. Youth sleep
duration showed a significant decrease which warrants further
exploration. While the initial transition to CIQ appears to not
cause significant nocturnal awakenings, long term follow-up and
a larger cohort is needed to assess the impact over time.

P060 / #571

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

DAILY POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE AFFECT AND
BLOOD GLUCOSE VARIABILITY (BGCV) IN TEENS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES (T1D)

A. Shapira1, L. Volkening1, J. Borus2, L. Laffel1

1Joslin Diabetes Center/Harvard Medical School, Pediatric,
Adolescent, & Young Adult Section, Section On Clinical,
Behavioral, & Outcomes Research, Boston, United States of
America, 2Boston Children’s Hospital, Adolescent/young Adult
Medicine, Boston, United States of America

Background and Aims: BGCV imposes a threat to achieving
target glycemic outcomes. Affect (i.e., emotions) is one factor
that may contribute to BGCV. This study used momentary

sampling to examine associations between daily affect and daily
BGCV in teens with T1D.

Methods: Over 2 weeks, 32 teens (14–18 years) reported their
daily positive (POS) and negative (NEG) affect (Positive and
Negative Affect Schedule; higher scores indicate more affect)
and BG levels on handheld computers in real-time upon
prompting. BGCV was derived from CV of daily glucose levels.
Separate generalized estimating equations, stratified by A1c
(£8% [n = 9, 86 observations] and >8% [n = 23, 177 observa-
tions]), tested associations between affect and BGCV within 24-
hour periods, adjusting for age, sex, T1D duration, and pump
therapy.

Results: Teens (44% male) had mean – SD age 16.6 – 1.4
years, T1D duration 8.8 – 4.2 years, and A1c 8.8 – 1.4%. 63%
were pump-treated. Characteristics did not differ by A1c strata.
Average NEG and POS affect scores were 8.5 – 1.9 and
14.4 – 4.4, respectively. In adjusted models, for teens with A1c
£8% but not >8%, lower BGCV was associated with more POS
affect (b = -0.9; 95% CI: -1.6, -0.2; p = .01) and pump therapy
(b = -6.3; 95% CI: -10.2, -2.3; p = .002). BGCV was not associ-
ated with NEG affect.

Conclusions: Among teens with A1c £8%, more daily POS
affect was associated with less daily BGCV. Variations in daily
affect may have less of an impact on teens with poorer glycemic
control. Additional research investigating the complex relation-
ship between emotional responses and glycaemia can help tailor
future automated insulin delivery systems.

P061 / #628

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

GENERATION OF REALISTIC SCENARIOS
INCLUDING INSULIN VARIABILITY AND MIXED
MEAL LIBRARY

E. Estremera Toledo, J. Vehı́, A. Beneyto, A. Cabrera Tejera

Universitat de Girona, Department Of Electronic, Electrical
And Automatic Engineering, Girona, Spain

Background and Aims: In-silico simulations have become
essential for the development of diabetes treatments. However,
most currently available simulators are not challenging enough
coupled with limitations on insulin and meal absorption vari-
ability do not reflect real patients. The objective of this work is to
develop a method for generating cohorts that include physio-
logical variations and realistic scenarios, incorporating basal
insulin patterns identified from the literature and to incorporate a
library of challenging mixed meals.

Methods: Using the published probability distributions of the
Hovorka model, multiple independent sets of parameters that
represent a population are generated, these are obtained by
generating random samples according to the univariate and
multivariate distributions. Then, valid patients are filtered
through restrictions that guarantee an acceptable physiological
behavior for patients with type 1 diabetes. To obtain more real-
istic scenarios, basal insulin profile patterns from the literature
have been used to identify variability on insulin sensitivity and
has been included in the scenario generation. In addition, a mixed
meal library has been included. In-silico tests are performed to
evaluate the results.

Results: Using the proposed methodology a cohort of 47
virtual patients have been developed. The simulation results
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using such cohort show that the glycemic response is compatible
with clinical parameters obtained from real patients.

Conclusions: The proposed method allows creating realistic
cohorts of virtual patients that include physiological variability
and simulate more realistic scenarios for in silico tests.

P062 / #630

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

INCORPORATING LONG-ACTING INSULIN INTO THE
HOVORKA MODEL FOR IN SILICO SIMULATIONS
OF MDI THERAPIES IN T1DM PATIENTS

A. Cabrera Tejera, J. Vehı́, A. Beneyto, E. Estremera Toledo

Universitat de Girona, Department Of Electronic, Electrical
And Automatic Engineering, Girona, Spain

Background and Aims: Glargine 100U/mL (Gla-100) and
300U/mL (Gla-300) are long-acting insulin analogues that pro-
vide basal insulin delivery in multiple daily injection (MDI)
therapy for type 1 diabetes (TD1). In 2018, a subcutaneous (sc)
absorption model of these insulin analogues was incorporated for
the UVA/Padova simulator. Therefore, the objective of this work
is to incorporate a Glargine sc insulin absorption subsystem into
the Hovorka model as a simulation tool to evaluate different MDI
therapies with Gla-100 and Gla-300.

Methods: The model of Dalla Man and Hovorka was ana-
lyzed and similarities were found in that both have compart-
mental models of glucose and insulin, this allowed incorporating
the pharmacokinetic model (PK) of Glargine to the Hovorka
model. A cohort of 47 virtual patients was simulated replicating
the reported scenario and the results obtained for plasma insulin
concentration and glucose were compared with those obtained in
the literature.

Results: With the incorporation of the Glargine PK model into
the Hovorka model, the responses of the glucose and insulin
subsystems are similar to those reported in the literature.

Conclusions: The feasibility to use the Hovorka model with
long-acting insulin analogues in simulation has been assessed.
The proposed implementation enables in silico simulations of
MDI therapies using the Hovorka model with a Glargine PK
model.

P063 / #663

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

INTRAPERITONEAL MODEL OF INSULIN KINETICS
IN TYPE 1 DIABETES

C. Toffanin1, J. Lo Presti1, L. Magni2, A. Galderisi3, C. Cobelli3

1University of Pavia, Department Of Electrical, Computer And
Biomedical Engineering, Pavia, Italy, 2University of Pavia,
Department Of Civil And Architecture Engineering, Pavia,
Italy, 3University of Padova, Department Of Woman And
Child’s Health, Padova, Italy

Background and Aims: Intraperitoneal (IP) insulin delivery
has been shown to improve glycemic control in type 1 diabetes
(T1D) by providing faster insulin absorption route. During 1-day
CL treatment, IP insulin delivery has been shown to improve
glycemic control without the need for meal announcement

(Dassau et al, 2017). Herein, we develop a model of IP insulin
kinetics to design a long-term IP controller.

Methods: Data were collected from nine adults with T1D who
underwent 1-days CL using DiaPort IP system and Zone-MPC
algorithm. Participants were previously described in Dassau et al
(2017). We tested two IP insulin kinetics models. Model A has
4-compartments: peritoneum, liver, plasma and periphery
(Figure 1); Model B differs from Model A since it includes 2
cascade-compartments to describe peritoneum. Each model was
identified with a Maximum a-Posteriori (MAP) Bayesian esti-
mation and criteria for model comparison were based on model
fit, precision of parameters estimates and Generalized Informa-
tion Criterion (G-IC).

Results: Model A performed better than Model B in terms of
precision of estimates with a slightly lower G-IC. Since Model A
has 1 compartment & 1 parameter less than Model B, Model A
was chosen. Figure 2 displays model fit against data and com-
partment masses in a representative participant.

Conclusions: We developed a novel IP insulin kinetics model
which will be included into the UVa/Padova T1D simulator to
test in silico new long-term artificial pancreas IP controller. The
present work was supported by H2020-FETPROACT Project
FORGETDIABETS, n. 951933.

P064 / #70

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

USE OF DIABETESWISE.ORG PROMOTES UPTAKE
OF DIABETES DEVICES AND SHOWS PRELIMINARY
EVIDENCE OF IMPROVED GLYCEMIC OUTCOMES

S. Hanes1, S. Nelmes1, J. Viana1, M. Lanning1, K. Rose2,
A. Addala1, M. Tanenbaum1, J. Wong1, D. Naranjo1, K. Hood3

1Stanford University School of Medicine, Pediatrics, Palo Alto,
United States of America, 2INSEAD, Healthcare Management
Initiative, Fountainebleau, France, 3Stanford University,
Pediatrics, Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, United
States of America
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Background and Aims: Diabetes devices improve glycemic
and quality-of-life outcomes, yet uptake has been too low to
show changes to population-level outcomes. DiabetesWise.org is
a free, unbranded resource to promote device awareness and
uptake. This real-world study examined the impact of Diabe-
tesWise.org. Participants provided consent to track their website
use and utilization of site features, complete validated surveys
and mail-in A1c kits to a central lab.

Methods: Participants (n = 475, age 37.0 – 9.74, 66.3% fe-
male, 81.1% Non-Hispanic white, 80.8% T1D, 19.2% T2D) in-
teracted with Diabeteswise.org in an unstructured fashion
following standardized study onboarding. Most participants
(76%) used syringe/pen as the primary insulin delivery method;
59% used CGM intermittently (4 or fewer days/week) and 39%
never used CGM. A1c kits were completed within 30 days of
enrollment and 3 months later. Monthly questionnaires tracked
device discussions with providers, new device prescriptions, and
device initiation.

Results: At 1 month (n = 405), 25% reported device discus-
sion, 10% received prescriptions, and 5% started new devices.
During month 2 (n = 398), 27% reported discussion, 11% re-
ceived prescriptions, and 8% started new devices. During month
3 (n = 319), 22% reported discussion, 9% received prescriptions,
and 9% started new devices. A1c results are available for 36
participants and this subset was representative of the larger
sample. Paired t-tests showed a significant difference between
A1c values at baseline (7.93 – 1.94%) and month 3
(7.28 – 1.70%); t(35) = 3.58, p = 0.001.

Conclusions: Results indicate use of Diabeteswise.org ac-
celerates device discussion and uptake, and preliminary data
suggest reduced A1c values. Continued efforts may produce
population-level improvements among people living with insulin-
requiring diabetes.

P065 / #89

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HAND GRIP
STRENGTH AND ANKLE JOINT MOBILITY IN
YOUNG PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS

P. Francia1, G. Iannone2, S. Toni1, L. Bocchi3, B. Piccini1

1Meyer University Children’s Hospital, Centre Of Pediatric
Diabetes,, Florence, Italy, 2ANIMO National Association of
Movement Sciences, Biomechanics Lab, Reggello, Italy,
3University of Florence, Department Of Information
Engineering, Florence, Italy

Background and Aims: Young patients with Type 1 Diabetes
Mellitus (T1DM) can show limited joint mobility, a dreaded
complication that can affect the quality of posture and move-
ment. The aim of this study was to investigate the role of muscle
strength in the definition of ankle joint mobility (AJM) of pa-
tients with T1DM.

Methods: In 31 young male patients with T1DM mean age
12.9 – 3.3 yrs, T1DM duration 6.1 – 3.7 yrs, HbA1c 7.4 – 0.8%,
body mass index (BMI) 19,7 – 3,9 Kg/m2, and in 65 subjects
matched for age BMI and sex, the AJM in both plantar flexion
and dorsiflexion (inclinometer), the handgrip strength (HGS;
dynamometer), and the trunk flexibility (Sit and Reach Test)
were evaluated.

Results: The AJM value detected in the patient group com-
pared to that of the controls was lower without reaching statis-

tical significance (132.0 – 20.3� vs 136.4 – 21.3�). Multivariate
analysis showed a significant effect of HGS on AJM (p < 0.05).
However, only in the control group HGS significantly affects the
Total AJM (p = 0.013) and ankle dorsiflexion (p < 0.08) but not
the plantar flexion. In the control group Spearman’s correlation
analysis showed an inverse correlation between HGS and ankle
dorsiflexion (p = 0.013) and total AJM (p = 0.027), no correlation
between AJM and HGS was found in the group of subjects with
diabetes. Patients and control groups showed HGS values similar
and directly correlated with age, and BMI (p < 0.001).

Conclusions: A significant relationship between HGS and
ankle mobility was found only in the control group.The presence
of diabetes seems to modify the normal relationship between the
development of muscle strength and ankle joint mobility.

P066 / #156

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

MODEL-FREE INFERENCE OF INFORMATION FLOW
AMONG PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNALS IN TYPE 1
DIABETES SUBJECTS USING MULTIVARIATE
TRANSFER ENTROPY

C. Hettiarachchi1, E. Daskalaki1, N. Malagutti2,
C. Nolan3, H. Suominen1,4,5

1Australian National University, Research School Of Computer
Science, Canberra, Australia, 2Australian National University,
Research School Of Electrical Energy And Materials
Engineering, Canberra, Australia, 3ANU Medical School,
College Of Health & Medicine, Canberra, Australia,
4Commonwealth Industrial and Scientific Research
Organisation, Data61, Canberra, Australia, 5University of
Turku, Department Of Future Technologies, Turku, Finland

Background and Aims: The complexity and inter-subject
variability of the glucoregulatory system calls for the integration
of additional physiological signals in the daily management of
glycaemia in Type 1 Diabetes (T1D). The aim of this study was
to explore the Information Flow (IF) among different physio-
logical signals in T1D subjects.

Methods: The OhioT1DM dataset was used for the analysis,
where Continuous Glucose Monitoring (CGM), insulin delivery,
meals, Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), skin temperature, and Heart
Rate (HR) information was available for six weeks. The Multi-
variate Transfer Entropy (MTE) technique was used to construct
subject-specific network graphs and infer the existence, direction,
and time lag of IF between the aforementioned parameters.

Results: Preliminary results from six subjects showed a
consistent IF from HR to GSR. Moreover, an IF from HR to
CGM was observed in all except one subject. Other IF relations
varied among subjects and this fact could be attributed to indi-
vidual differences in insulin treatment, insulin sensitivity, life-
style, and biological variability.

Conclusions: MTE is a valuable model-free tool to estimate IF
in complex multivariate time-series. Our analysis demonstrated
relations among the considered physiological signals in T1D
subjects. As a next step, additional subjects will be evaluated, and
an interpretation framework will be designed to associate the
found relations to individual characteristics, in particular CGM.
Knowledge of these inter-relations can deepen the understanding
of the glucoregulatory system and the design of personalised
modelling and treatment solutions. Acknowledgement - This
research was funded by the Australian National University and
the Our Health in Our Hands initiative.
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P067 / #184

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

PEOPLE WITH DIABETES AND CAREGIVERS
PREFER NASAL GLUCAGON OVER CONVENTIONAL
INJECTABLE GLUCAGON: A DISCRETE CHOICE
EXPERIMENT

B. Mitchell1, A. Rentz2, S. Shaffer2, Y. Yan3, S. Heidenreich4,
N. Krucien4, E. Artime5, B. Osumili6, M. Rubio7, H. Gelhorn2

1Eli Lilly and Company, Global Patient Outcomes And Real
World Evidence, Indianapolis, United States of America,
2Evidera, Patient-centered Research, Bethesda, United States of
America, 3Eli Lilly and Company, Global Medical Affairs,
Indianapolis, United States of America, 4Evidera Ltd, Patient-
centered Research, London, United Kingdom, 5Eli Lilly and
Company, Global Patient Outcomes And Real World Evidence,
Madrid, Spain, 6Eli Lilly and Company Ltd, Global Patient
Outcomes And Real World Evidence, Windlesham, United
Kingdom, 7Eli Lilly and Company, Global Medical Affairs,
Madrid, Spain

Background and Aims: A discrete choice experiment (DCE)
was utilized to evaluate preferences for the actual treatment
features and overall profiles of two glucagon rescue medications
(nasal glucagon and conventional injectable glucagon, with
comparable efficacy) for severe hypoglycemia, among people
with type 1 diabetes or type 2 diabetes on insulin (PWD) and
caregivers (CGs) in Spain.

Methods: The online DCE examined 7 attributes of rescue
treatment: ‘glucagon preparation’, ‘preparation time’, ‘delivery
method’, ‘recovery time’, ‘size’, ‘storage temperature’, and
‘headache risk’. Part-worth utilities were estimated using a
conditional logit model to calculate relative importance. A Chi-
square test was used to determine differences in preferences for
nasal vs. injectable glucagon profiles, with and without ‘suc-
cessful administration’ included.

Results: Data for 546 adults (mean age 40 years; 51% female)
were included in the analysis (276 PWD/270 CGs; 58% Type 1).
Attributes ‘storage temperature’ and ‘delivery method’ had the
highest relative importance in the overall sample. In a head-to-
head comparison, significantly more participants preferred the
nasal glucagon profile: 78% with the additional attribute ‘suc-
cessful administration’ (63% without) compared to the injectable
glucagon profile (22% and 37%, p < 0.001).

Conclusions: This study elicited PWD and CGs’ preferences
for attributes representing the actual characteristics of two glu-
cagon rescue medications. In this context, results suggest
that when efficacy is comparable, other treatment features (e.g.
successful administration, storage temperature and delivery
method) are of more importance to PWD and CGs, driving the
overall preferences favoring nasal glucagon over conven-
tional injectable glucagon as a rescue medication for severe
hypoglycemia.

P068 / #190

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

BLOOD GLUCOSE PREDICTION FOR TYPE 1
DIABETES WITH POPULATION DATA AND MODEL-
AGNOSTIC META-LEARNING

T. Zhu1, K. Li2, P. Herrero1, P. Georgiou1

1Imperial College London, Centre For Bio-inspired
Technology, Electrical And Electronic Engineering, London,
United Kingdom, 2University College London, Institute Of
Health Informatics, London, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Accurate blood glucose (BG) pre-
diction would enable the proactive treatment for people living with
diabetes. In recent literature, various deep learning methods have
achieved reliable BG prediction for type 1 diabetes (T1D) man-
agement. In general, the models are trained by supervised learning
to obtain optimal weights of deep neural networks (DNNs) with
random initial states. However, this process often requires a large
subject-specific dataset from a long-term clinical trial. It is difficult
for a well-trained model to generalize physiological features
among different subjects, due to high inter-subject variability.

Methods: In this work, we propose a model-agnostic meta-
learning (MAML) framework to learn the generalized patterns
and predict BG levels for new T1D subjects without further
tuning. Each subject in a population dataset is regarded as a
learning task to guide meta-optimization via stochastic gradient
descent. In the experiments, we build a fully-connected feed-
forward DNN with three hidden layers and use the OhioT1DM
dataset with 12 T1D subjects. A generalized model is trained by
meta-learning with the data of 11 subjects and then tested on the
rest subject. For each subject, we repeat this process with 10
random initialization and report the average result.

Results: For a 30-minute prediction horizon, the MAML model
achieved the average root mean square error of 24.8 – 4.31 mg/dL
with the mean absolute error of 18.9 – 4.15 mg/dL.

Conclusions: Compared to random DNN models, the pro-
posed algorithm obtains good prediction performance and has
great potential to accelerate the supervised learning in actual
clinical settings.

P069 / #193

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

PERSONALIZED BLOOD GLUCOSE PREDICTION
FOR TYPE 1 DIABETES WITH DEEP NEURAL
NETWORKS AND ATTENTION MECHANISM

T. Zhu1, K. Li2, P. Herrero1, P. Georgiou1

1Imperial College London, Centre For Bio-inspired
Technology, Electrical And Electronic Engineering, London,
United Kingdom, 2University College London, Institute Of
Health Informatics, London, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: In recent literature, deep learning
techniques have been widely investigated in the field of blood
glucose (BG) prediction for type 1 diabetes (T1D). The use of
continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) has generated a large
amount of data. In this regard, recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
have achieved promising performance with the advanced struc-
tures, such as long short-term memory and gated recurrent units.
However, the stack of recurrent cells limits the interpretability of
the models, while the gated operations lead to high computa-
tional complexity for each layer. Thus, it is difficult to implement
RNNs in resource-constrained devices, e.g., wearables used for
diabetes management.

Methods: In this work, we propose a novel BG prediction
model based on deep neural networks (DNNs) and multi-head
self-attention mechanism. Inspired by the recent success of deep
transformer, we incorporate the CGM time series with the po-
sitional encoding and then feed it to a self-attention layer to
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calculate the attention weights by scaled dot product. With a
residual connection, the output is then processed by two dense
layers. We train and test the personalized models on the
OhioT1DM dataset with 12 T1D subjects.

Results: Compared to the traditional DNN baseline, the at-
tention mechanism reduced the average root mean square error
from 20.00 – 2.33 to 19.40 – 2.20 mg/dL, and 34.00 – 4.07 to
32.76 – 3.56 mg/dL for 30-minute and 60-minute prediction ho-
rizons, respectively.

Conclusions: The proposed algorithm achieves good predic-
tion accuracy with few operations and a simple architecture. The
attention distributions are also available to improve model
interpretability.

P070 / #221

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

IMPACT OF A DIGITAL THERAPEUTIC ON INSULIN
SELF-MANAGEMENT

Y. Hershcovitz1, S. Dar2, O. Manejwala3

1DarioHealth, Product Clinical, Caesarea, Israel,
2DarioHealth, Data Analysis, Caesarea, Israel, 3DarioHealth,
Chief Medical Officer, Caesarea, Israel

Background and Aims: Effective therapy reduces disease
burden and economic impact in Diabetes Mellitus. Insulin is the
most effective antihyperglycemic treatment in patients with type
2 diabetes. Adherence to self-monitoring and the avoidance of
hypoglycemia are critically important for patients using insulin.
Dario, a digital diabetes management platform, may assist pa-
tient titration of basal insulin to achieve optimal outcomes.

Methods: A retrospective study was performed on a popula-
tion of 285 active Dario users (85% with type 2) under insulin
therapy, that measured with Dario for at least three months and
logged basal insulin usage. The group included 112 users whose
starting average blood glucose >180 mg/dL. Among this group
the average age was 55. The group also included 173 users whose
starting average blood glucose was <180 mg/dL with average age
59. First month measuring on platform was used as study baseline.

Results: In the sub-group of 112 users the average amount of
basal insulin increased by six units after three months (45 vs.39).
Their fasting blood glucose was significantly reduced (9%) after
three months (186 – 40.6 vs. 204 – 42.7) without change in hy-
poglycemia events ratio (<70 mg/dL) on average, and 15% of the
users reduced their fasting average to <126 mg/dL. However, in
the sub-group of 173 users, basal insulin usage and fasting glu-
cose levels remained stable following three months.

Conclusions: To conclude: This observational study demon-
strates the potential benefit of a digital diabetes management
platform in the self-management required from insulin treated
users, incorporating its use on a daily base, and sustaining be-
havioral change.

P071 / #224

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

PREDICTING TREATMENT OUTCOME OF TYPE 2
DIABETES PATIENTS INITIATING ONCE-DAILY
BASAL INSULIN INJECTION

A. Mohebbi1,2, H. Bengtsson1, M. Jensen3, B. Stallknecht4,
N.-K. Kjøller5, M. Mørup2

1Novo Nordisk A/S, Device R&d, Digitalisation And Modelling,
Søborg, Denmark, 2Technical University of Denmark (DTU),
Dtu Compute (cognitive Systems), Kongens Lyngby, Denmark,
3Novo Nordisk A/S, Medical & Science, Devices & Digital
Health, Søborg, Denmark, 4University of Copenhagen,
Department Of Biomedical Sciences, København K, Denmark,
5Novo Nordisk A/S, Biostatistics, Insulin & Devices, Søborg,
Denmark

Background and Aims: The decision to intensify the treat-
ment with basal insulin for T2D patients on unsuccessful oral
treatment is made by the patient’s HCP. The aim of this study
was to examine to what extent 12 weeks of average pre-breakfast
SMPG profile, post-treatment initiation, would enhance the
ability to predict treatment outcome after six months beyond
what can be predicted based on data at treatment initiation
(baseline).

Methods: Clinical data were acquired from three different
trials with a total of 149 poorly regulated T2D patients (HbA1c ‡
7%) on oral treatment initiating basal insulin treatment. Logistic
regression (LR) was used in a repeated stratified cross-validation
setup to train and evaluate the performance predicting the bi-
narized HbA1c value after six months as either accept-
able (HbA1c < 7%) or poor (HbA1c ‡ 7%). The predictive
performance using as inputs HbA1c, demographics, and
expert-dependent CGM metrics at baseline were contrasted
performance additionally including 12 weeks 1-point SMPG
profile (average of three consecutive pre-breakfast measure-
ments before clinical visits/phone contact with HCP intended for
optimal dose adjustments).

Results: Adding 12 weeks of 1-point SMPG profile as input to
the LR model improve on average upon treatment outcome
prediction accuracy when compared to using only baseline data
as input.

Conclusions: The results obtained indicate improved perfor-
mance in terms of prediction accuracy when enhancing the input
to the prediction models with 12 weeks of 1-point SMPG profile
on top of the baseline data. This points to the utility of SMPG for
the assessment of basal treatment outcome.

P072 / #246

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

SIMPLE FORMULAS TO PREDICT QUANTITATIVE
IMPACT OF MEAL INSULIN BOLUS TIMING ON
GLYCEMIC CONTROL INDECES IN TYPE 1
DIABETES

C. Roversi, M. Vettoretti, S. Del Favero, A. Facchinetti,
G. Sparacino

University of Padova, Department Of Information Engineering,
Padova, Italy

Background and Aims: Meal insulin bolus (MIB) timing is
known to significantly impact post-prandial blood glucose con-
centration in T1D. Here we quantify the strength of MIB timing
impacts on three widely-used glycemic control indices by de-
veloping simple formulas predicting how these indices change in
response to MIB timing variations.

Methods: The T1D patient decision simulator (Vettoretti
et al., IEEE TBME, 2018) is used to simulate 7-day glycemic
profiles of 100 virtual T1D adults. The simulation is repeated for
different values of MIB timing: at the meal start (reference) and
40, 30, 20 and 10 min before/after the meal start. Then, TIR (time
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in target range 70-180 mg/dl), TAR (time above range) and TBR
(time below range) are computed in the daytime period
(06:30am-11:59pm). Finally, three linear regression models are
identified to put the difference in TIR, TAR and TBR (w.r.t.
reference) in relation with the difference in MIB time (w.r.t.
reference).

Results: Between 20 min before and 20 min after meal, MIB
timing and control indices turn out to be linearly related
(R2>0.95), with slope coefficients given by bTIR = -0.12,
bTAR = 0.10, bTBR = 0.02. It follows that, for example, a MIB
given 20 min before meal results, on average, in 2.4% more TIR,
2% less TAR and 0.4% less TBR, compared to mealtime MIB.

Conclusions: Simple formulas quantifying the impact of MIB
timing on glycemic control indices have been obtained. Possible
applications include decision-support tools for providers and
educational tools for T1D subjects. This work has been supported
by Hypo-Resolve project (grant agreement No 777460).

P073 / #251

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

THE PREVALENCE OF NAFLD IN A COHORT OF
TYPE 1 DIABETES SUBJECTS BASED ON NON-
INVASIVE ASSESSMENT AND ITS ASSOCIATION
WITH MACROVASCULAR EVENTS

J. Mertens1,2,3, S. Francque1,3, C. De Block1,2

1University of Antwerp, Laboratory Of Experimental Medicine
And Paediatrics, Antwerp, Belgium, 2Antwerp University
Hospital, Endocrinology, Diabetology And Metabolism,
Edegem, Belgium, 3Antwerp University Hospital,
Gastroenterology And Hepatology, Edegem, Belgium

Background and Aims: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease
(NAFLD) is characterised by hepatic steatosis. The association
between NAFLD and cardiovascular disease has been observed
in type 2 diabetes but data in type 1 diabetes (T1D) are scarce.
This study aimed to compare the prevalence of NAFLD ac-
cording to ultrasound (US), fatty liver index (FLI) and controlled
attenuation parameter (CAP) and evaluate the association with
prevalent macrovascular disease.

Methods: Adult T1D subjects were consecutively screened
for NAFLD using US, FLI and CAP. Cardiovascular events were
defined as having a coronary, peripheral arterial or cerebrovas-
cular event. Causes of secondary liver disease including excess
alcohol intake were excluded.

Results: 400 adult subjects were included (age 47 – 30y,
HbA1c 7.4 – 1.0%, BMI 26.2 – 5.2kg/m2, diabetes duration
27 – 14y). The prevalence of NAFLD was 22.8% (US), 22.3%
(FLI ‡60), and 34.6% (CAP ‡248dB/m). Furthermore, 27 (6.8%)
coronary, 18 (4.5%) peripheral arterial, 9 (2.3%) cerebrovascular
and 44 (11.0%) composite events were documented. NAFLD
defined by either US (OR 2.18 [1.07-4.44], p = 0.032) or FLI
(OR 2.78 [1.39-5.56], p = 0.004), but not by CAP was indepen-
dently associated with composite cardiovascular events, besides
diabetes duration (OR:2.18 [1.08-4.44], p < 0.001(US) and
OR:2.78 [1.39-5.56], p = 0.004 (FLI)) and HDL (OR:0.97[0.95-
0.99]; p = 0.006 (US only)) when including these variables and
age, HbA1c, hypertension and waist circumference in the re-
gression model.

Conclusions: Non-invasive tools diagnose NAFLD in T1D in
22–23% using US or FLI but in 35% using CAP, illustrating the
need for consensus. NAFLD based on US and FLI, but not on

CAP is independently correlated with prevalent cardiovascular
events.

P074 / #345

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY DETECTION USING MACHINE
INTELLIGENCE

G. Eigner, L. Dénes-Fazakas, L. Szilágyi, M. Siket, L. Kovács

Obuda University, Physiological Controls Research Center,
Budapest, Hungary

Background and Aims: Physical activity is one of the most
determining factors of the health of diabetics patients. However,
when insulin is administered externally doing physical activity
may lead to dangerous hypoglycemic situations due to the
dropping of blood glucose level. Physical activity should be
considered both in the daily treatment and in the therapeutic
goals as well. Detection of physical activity is the first step of the
automated activity-induced insulin dosage corrections, which is
more important when insulin pump devices are applied. Our aim
is to develop algorithms for robust physical activity detection
based on machine intelligence.

Methods: We applied simulated glucose measurement
(CGM) data during our investigations using the Jacobs simulator
completed with CGM model. We developed a randomized, but
realistic carbohydrate (CHO) intake and physical activity regi-
men, while the insulin intakes are related to the CHO intakes. We
randomly selected 13 virtual patients with simulated 640 days
overall, each day as a 24-hour simulation. Every day contained
288 sample points CGM and physical activity (0 or 1). Different
machine learning solutions were implemented: Logistic Re-
gression, AdaBoost Classifier, DecisionTree Classifier, Gaussian
Naive Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier, Support Vector
Machine family, Random Forest, Multi-Layer Perceptron Net-
works family.

Results: We have applied different metrics to measure the
performance. By taking into account all metrics, the Random
Forest, Decision Tree, and KNN have been the best classifiers.

Conclusions: Physical activity detection using machine in-
telligence is possible. In the case of synthetic patient data, the
more conservative classifiers performed in the best way ac-
cording to the applied metrics.

P075 / #361

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

PREVENTION OF RE-HOSPITALIZATION FOR
DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS THROUGH THE USE OF
WHATSAPP TOOL

M.P. Santucci, J. Fernandez, M.B. Avila, M.S. Peredo,
A. Kalinec, B. Castillo, M.L. Kabakian

CMP Churruca Visca PFA, Infant-juvenile Diabetes, Buenos
Aires, Argentina

Background and Aims: DKA is the most fatal acute com-
plication of diabetes. In 2015 My first and last hospitalization for
DKA program, was born with the aim of preventing it In 2019,
the WA tool was incorporated into the program where T1D
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families and the health team could act upon alarm symptoms
Prevent DKA re-admission in children and adolescents with T1D
through the DE program protocol incorporating WA tool.

Methods: WA tool was added to the educational program
with 5 modules of structured DE, throughout the year (3doctors,
diabetes educator and a nutritionist in the group). The groups
made communications before the appearance of alarm symptoms
activating the protocol which they had been trained (capillar-
ization, measurement ketones, fluids, electrolyte replacement,
insulin corrections)The evaluation was classified according to
the risk of decompensation:no risk, medium and high risk ac-
cording to symptoms, ketones and response to treatment as well
as the number of patients readmitted for DKA.

Results: A chat of 92 participants arrived: 78 parents and 14
adolescents. 54 parents of children under 12 years of age, 24
parents and 14 adolescents. There were: 91 interactions, 81 ke-
tosis mild (46), moderate (21) and high (9) risk of DKA. 30
hospitalizations and 46 ketosis were avoided. There were 3
hospitalizations which coincide with lack of adherence to the
program, absent 75% of the education workshops

Conclusions: DE is the treatment of diabetes. Families who
attend present a greater opportunity in making decisions to pre-
vent DKA. The WS tool was a rapid strategy that showed pre-
vention and no progression to DKA with re-hospitalization.

P076 / #369

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

IMPROVED GLYCEMIC CONTROL AND
PREVENTION OF ACUTE HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS BY
USING A DIGITAL WORKFLOW AND DECISION
SUPPORT SYSTEM IN HOME HEALTH CARE

J. Kopanz1, L. Scholle1, J. Reinisch-Gratzer2, G.C. Ambrosch2,
A. Libiseller1, F. Aberer1, M. Pandis1, K. Donsa3,
T. Truskaller3, T. Pieber1, J. Mader1, K. Lichtenegger1

1Medical Universtity of Graz, Division Of Endocrinology And
Diabetology, Department Of Internal Medicine, Graz, Austria,
2Austrian Red Cross, Landesverband Steiermark, Graz, Austria,
3Joanneum Research GmbH, Health, Institute For Biomedicine
And Health Sciences, Graz, Austria

Background and Aims: International guidelines recommend
simple and individualized treatment regimens for geriatric peo-
ple with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D). A basal or basal-plus
insulin algorithm integrated into a digital workflow and decision
support system (GlucoTab@MobileCare) has been tested in

geriatric people with T2D receiving home health care. The aim of
this retrospective analysis was to collect data on blood glucose
(BG) control and acute hospital admissions.

Methods: Patients were treated with GlucoTab@MobileCare
using basal or basal-plus insulin therapy at home for three
months. The GlucoTab@MobileCare system was run by domi-
ciliary nurses who visited the patients on a daily basis. Data from
electronic health records and BG documentation were collected
three months during, six months before and six months after the
intervention.

Results: Nine patients (5 female, age 77 – 10 years, BMI
27.7 – 4.7 kg/m2, HbA1c 60 – 13 mmol/mol (start of interven-
tion) vs. 57 – 12 mmol/mol (end of intervention)) were analysed.
Results regarding BG control are presented in the Figure. While
using GlucoTab@MobileCare no hypo- or hyperglycemia-
related acute hospital admission occurred. Six months prior to
intervention eight, and six months after intervention four dia-
betes-related emergency room visits occurred; nine due to hy-
perglycemia and one due to hypoglycemia. Nine of the twelve
admissions resulted in hospitalizations.

Conclusions: Using GlucoTab@MobileCare, glycemic con-
trol improved without relevant hypoglycemia/hyperglycemia
and acute hypo- or hyperglycemia-related hospital admissions
were prevented. A positive effect on BG control could be ob-
served in the six months following the intervention, as in most
cases the optimized therapy regimen was continued.
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P078 / #462

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR
PERSONALIZED THERAPY CHILDREN WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES MELLITUS

E. Trufanova1, D. Sorokin2, O. Rebrova3, D. Laptev2,
V. Peterkova4

1Higher School of Economics, Faculty Of Computer Science,
Moscow, Russian Federation, 2National Medical Research
Center for Endocrinology, Pediatric Diabetes Department,
Moscow, Russian Federation, 3National Medical Research
Center for Endocrinology, Institute Of Higher And Further
Professional Education, Moscow, Russian Federation,
4National Medical Research Center for Endocrinology, Institute
Of Pediatric Endocrinology, Moscow, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: The use of machine learning meth-
ods in medical practice is increasing every year and development
of an advanced clinical decision support system (CDSS), auto-
matically evaluating and optimizing therapy, is a promising re-
search direction. Development and implementation of the
machine-learning algorithm for insulin therapy optimization for
T1DM children during outpatient visits.

Methods: Data on 167 children with T1DM over the period of
1849 days were analyzed including glucose, insulin, food, sex,
age, height, weight, diabetes duration, HbA1c. 70% of the data
was used for training the model, 30% for testing. We constructed
a new recurrent neural network (RNN) which is able to forecast
blood sugar level for 30–120 minutes ahead and a new insulin
therapy-optimizing algorithm, which used developed RNN for
simulation.

Results: The developed RNN is able to forecast blood sugar
level for 30–120 minutes ahead. The accuracy of glycemic pre-
dictions was better or comparable with other results (Li K. et al.
2019, Mohebbi A. et al. 2020) - mean absolute errors of 0.73,
1.33, 1.64, and 1.8 mmol/l at horizons of 30, 60, 90 and 120
minutes, respectively. Then insulin therapy-optimizing algo-
rithm based on RNN was developed. Algorithm testing has
shown an increase of time in range (TIR) in over 80% of the
patients tested; the average relative increase for one patient was
7.5% (mean TIR before optimization - 54.3%).

Conclusions: The CDSS has an acceptable accuracy of gly-
cemic predictions with a significant increase of TIR. However,
practical implementation of the developed algorithm requires
additional research involving more T1DM patients.

P079 / #478

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

IMPACT OF A DIGITAL INTERVENTION ENGINE ON
DIABETES SELF-MANAGEMENT

Y. Hershcovitz1, S. Dar2, O. Manejwala3, D. Bacher4

1DarioHealth, Product Clinical, Caesarea, Israel,
2DarioHealth, Data Analysis, Caesarea, Israel, 3Dario Health,
B2b, New York, United States of America, 4DarioHealth,
Operation, General Manager, Caesarea, Israel

Background and Aims: Persons with Diabetes have an in-
creased risk of developing complications caused by elevated
glucose levels. Thorough self-care and adherence to treatment
are required to avoid such complications. Digital functions such
as providing personal health information and prompt feedback
may help individuals develop more active roles in managing their
disease. Dario, a digital therapeutic platform, may assist patient
self-monitoring to achieve optimal outcomes.

Methods: A retrospective study was performed on a popula-
tion of 246 Dario active members who had not measured blood
glucose for a 7-day period. 127 of these users were randomly
assigned to a Test group and experienced a digital intervention
flow, and the remaining 119 users were assigned to a Control
group. Digital engagement levels were observed following 60
days in both groups.

Results: Differences between Test group and Control group
were observed. In the Test group, the percent of users who
measured blood glucose was significantly higher (P < 0.001):
14% in first 30 days and 22% in 30–60 days; average number of
measurements was 6% higher in the first 30 days and 17% in 30–
60 days; number of interactions (e.g. logging fasting glucose)
with the digital platform was 10% higher in first 30 days and 15%
in 30–60 days. Difference in average days between measure-
ments, defined as ‘‘recency’’ was 30% lower in the test group.

Conclusions: This observational study demonstrates the po-
tential benefit of implementing a digital diabetes interaction
platform to durably improve self-management among users who
had not recently measured their blood glucose.

P080 / #531

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

CLINICALLY-RELEVANT GLUCOSE LEVEL
IMPROVEMENT AND POSITIVE BEHAVIORAL
CHANGES IN USERS OF A MOBILE DIABETES
MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

A. Proietti1, M. Merello2, E. Rubin3

1IDTA, Diabetes, CABA, Argentina, 2MBA University of
Oxford, Education, CABA, Argentina, 3University of buenos
Aires, Internal Medicine, CABA, Argentina

Background and Aims: Mobile technology has transformed
many aspects of clinical practice, and its patient-centered
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approach shows promise in tackling chronic diseases. The ob-
jective of this study, the first of its kind in Latin America, was to
test the clinical and lifestyle advantages to patients with Diabetes
of using an integrated digital health platform that harvests data
from different applications.

Methods: The study used a digital management system,
comprising a digital platform to collect and share clinical in-
formation, accompanied by health coaches to guide patients and
consistent medical attention. The prospective cohort study was
designed with two different groups, 30 type I Diabetes patients,
who participated for 90 days, and 20 type II Diabetes patients,
who participated for 60 days. BG control, estimated A1c, fre-
quency of testing and weight variation were monitored
throughout.

Results: Patients in the study presented a reduction of blood
glucose of 15%, which is statistically significant, and 1pp of
eA1c when compared to the baseline. Reductions in average
weekly weight were registered. Increase in test rate was statis-
tically significant for both cohorts. Positive behavioral changes
were also recorded.

Conclusions: This study suggests that use of a mobile Dia-
betes management platform app can generate positive changes in
blood glucose levels and A1c, while triggering beneficial be-
havioral changes around Diabetes management. The improve-
ment noted in this study is possibly the first reported data point of
its kind in Latin America, and shows the need for more research
in this area in the region.

P081 / #575

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

PERSONALIZED INSULIN BOLUS THERAPY
INITIATION IN SUBJECTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES

R. Visentin1, D. Herzig2, L. Bally2, C. Dalla Man1

1Universityof Padova, Department Of Information Engineering,
Padova, Italy, 2Inselspital, Bern University Hospital,
Department Of Diabetes, Endocrinology, Nutritional Medicine
And Metabolism, Bern, Switzerland

Background and Aims: People with advanced-stage type 2
diabetes (T2D) require exogenous insulin to control blood glu-
cose. For insulin-naı̈ve patients, ADA 2017 guidelines recom-
mend a fixed prandial insulin dose of 4U. After initiation, optimal

therapy requires successive adjustments of insulin-to-carbohy-
drate ratio (CR) and correction factor (CF) based on individual
characteristics and habits. To facilitate such time-consuming
task, here we propose a method for personalizing CR and CF
initiation.

Methods: Fifteen subjects with T2D (age = 59 – 11 y, BMI =
35 – 9 kg/m2, HbA1c = 8 – 1 %) received 22 hours of fully au-
tomated closed-loop insulin therapy with standardized meals.
We estimated subjects’ CR and CF by reversing the optimal
insulin bolus calculation (using the insulin dose infused over 3
hours following meal intake) and the 1700 rule, respectively.
Then, we tested if subjects’ age, BMI and HbA1c could predict
CR and CF and are thus usable for initializing insulin bolus
therapy in insulin-naı̈ve subjects. Finally, we assigned the pre-
dicted CR and CF to the 100 in silico subjects of Padova T2D
simulator (Visentin et al., Diabetes Technol. Ther., 2020) and
performed a 2-week, 3-meal/day, three-arm virtual trial com-
paring personalized initiation therapy, ADA standard therapy
and control (no prandial insulin).

Results: CR and CF showed significant correlations with BMI
(R = -0.60, p-value = 0.04 and R = -0.76, p-value <0.01, respec-
tively). Simulated glucose control metrics are reported in
Table 1.

Conclusions: Use of BMI-predicted CR and CF improved
postprandial glucose control safely over standard therapy. If
confirmed in vivo, the proposed method might improve and fa-
cilitate prandial insulin therapy initiation in subjects with T2D.

P082 / #576

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

IMPACT OF CARBOHYDRATE COUNTING ERROR
ON GLUCOSE CONTROL DURING INSULIN THERAPY
IN TYPE 2 DIABETES

R. Visentin1, D. Herzig2, L. Bally2, C. Dalla Man1

1Universityof Padova, Department Of Information Engineering,
Padova, Italy, 2Inselspital, Bern University Hospital,
Department Of Diabetes, Endocrinology, Nutritional Medicine
And Metabolism, Bern, Switzerland

Background and Aims: Carbohydrate estimation for prandial
insulin dosing is important in type 1 diabetes therapy but its
relevance for postprandial glucose (PPG) control in people with
type 2 diabetes (T2D) with residual insulin secretion is less clear.
Here we investigate the impact of carbohydrate counting error
(CCerror) on PPG control in insulin-naı̈ve T2D subjects.

Methods: Four 2-week 3-meal/day scenarios were simulated
in 100 insulin-naı̈ve T2D subjects of the Padova T2D Simulator.
Daily meal carbohydrate distribution was taken from individual
food records collected in a T2D cohort (Banholzer et al., Dia-
betes Obes. Metab., 2020). Each prandial insulin bolus was de-
termined based on subjects’ CR and CF, assuming error-free
carbohydrate estimation (CCerror = 0%), or random carbohydrate
over-/under-estimations (CCerror = –10%,–20%,–30%). PPG
control was assessed in each scenario by calculating standard
metrics of glucose control over 3 hours following meal admin-
istration.

Results: Random carbohydrate over-/under-estimations re-
sulted in a progressive significantly higher variability of almost
all the metrics compared to perfect carbohydrate estimation, with
consequent larger ranges for both time in hypoglycemia and time
in hyperglycemia Table 1). In particular, using CCerror = –30%
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led to a significantly increase in time in hypoglycemic range
(e.g., percent time PPG <70 mg/dL = 0.3 [0.0, 2.0]).

Conclusions: CCerror within the range of 20% had no clini-
cally relevant impact on PPG control, likely due to residual en-
dogenous insulin secretion. Conversely, worsening of PPG
control was noted for larger CCerror. These results suggest that
people with T2D using bolus insulin therapy may improve dia-
betes management if trained to estimate meal carbohydrate
content with error less than 20%.

P083 / #603

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

PREVALENCE AND CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF NON-ALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER DISEASE IN
NEWLY DIAGNOSED TYPE 2 TUNISIANS DIABETES
PATIENTS WITH KETOSIS-ONSET DIABETES

H. Marmouch1, H. Jenzri2, I. Charrada2, I. Khochtali2

1University Hospital, Endocrinology-internal Medicine,
Monastir, Tunisia, 2Hôpital Universitaire Fattouma Bourguiba,
Endocrinology-internal Medicine, Monastir, Tunisia

Background and Aims: Aim As the prevalence and clinical
characteristics of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) are
still unknown in ketosis-onset diabetes, the present study com-
pared the characteristics of NAFLD in ketosis-onset and non-
ketotic type 2 diabetes (T2D) patients.

Methods: This cross-sectional study was performed with
newly diagnosed Tunisians patients with type 2 diabetes, in-
cluding 54 ketosis-onsets and 64 non-ketotic T2D, with 66 non-
diabetics included as controls. NAFLD was determined by he-
patic ultrasonography, then its clinical features were analyzed
and its associated risk factors evaluated.

Results: NAFLD prevalence in patients with ketosis-onset
diabetes (59.25%) was significantly higher than in controls
(36.36%; P = 0.001). However, there was no difference in prev-
alence between ketosis-onset and non-ketotic T2D patients
(60.93%; P = 0.382), although waist size, BMI and alanine
aminotransferase (ALT) proved to be independent risk factors for
the presence of NAFLD in both these groups whereas.

Conclusions: Conclusion NAFLD prevalence and risk factors
in ketosis-onset diabetes were similar to those in non-ketotic
T2D. These data provide further evidence that ketosis-onset di-
abetes should be classified as a subtype of T2D.

P084 / #610

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

THE ASSOCIATION OF HEALTH LITERACY WITH
ILLNESS PERCEPTIONS, MEDICATION BELIEFS,
AND MEDICATION ADHERENCE AMONG ELDERLY
WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES

H. Marmouch1, H. Jenzri2, I. Charrada2, I. Khochtali2

1University Hospital, Endocrinology-internal Medicine,
Monastir, Tunisia, 2Hôpital Universitaire Fattouma Bourguiba,
Endocrinology-internal Medicine, Monastir, Tunisia

Background and Aims: Background: Beliefs in medications
and illness perceptions is associated with medication adherence
among individuals with diabetes and several adherence inter-
ventions focus on patients’ beliefs in medicines and illnesses.
Though health literacy is important in medication adherence, the
relationship between health literacy and medication adherence
remains inconclusive. Objective: The study examined: (1) the
association between health literacy, beliefs in medicines, illness
perceptions, and medication adherence in individuals with type 2
diabetes and (2) the moderating effects of health literacy on the
relationship between illness perceptions, beliefs in medicines,
and medication adherence.

Methods: Participants were Tunisians adults ‡65 years taking
oral diabetes medicines, and were assessed on beliefs in medi-
cines, illness perceptions, health literacy, self-efficacy, and
medication adherence.

Results: Of the 114 participants, more than half were men
(61.40%). There was a significant positive association between
self-efficacy and adherence (b = 0.373, p < 0.001), and a negative
association between threatening illness perceptions and adher-
ence (b = -0.213, p < 0.001). Health literacy had a significant
moderator effect on the relationship between adherence and
concerns beliefs (b = -0.192, p = 0.013) and threatening illness
perceptions (b = 0.179, p = 0.002). The concern beliefs - adherence
association was only significant at marginal and adequate literacy
levels. When health literacy was separated into numeracy
and document literacy, only numeracy moderated the illness
perceptions - adherence relationship (b = 0.145, p = 0.035).

Conclusions: Health literacy, especially numeracy, needs to
be initially addressed before diabetes adherence interventions
that address individual concerns about medicines and threatening
illness perceptions can work.

P085 / #619

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

INSULIN ON BOARD AND INSULIN
PHARMACOKINETICS CURVE ALGORITHMS FOR
PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES USING FIASP� AND
NOVORAPID�

I. Hajizadeh1, Z. Mahmoudi2, A. Azzarello3

1Novo Nordisk Research Center Seattle, Inc., Dtx Research &
Innovation, Seattle, United States of America, 2Novo Nordisk
A/S, Dtx & Design Controls, Scientific Modelling, Søborg,
Denmark, 3Novo Nordisk A/S, Medical & Science Devices &
Digital Health, Søborg, Denmark

Background and Aims: We developed and tested algorithms
to calculate insulin on board (IOB) and insulin pharmacokinetics
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(PK) curve for people with Type 1 Diabetes using NovoRapid�

and FIASP�, bolus insulins. IOB is a quantification of insulin
units that are present in the patient’s body and the PK curve is a
representation of the plasma insulin concentration (PIC) over a
given time period.

Methods: We used a three-compartmental physiological in-
sulin absorption model (PIAM) to obtain IOB and PK curve
based on different duration of actions (DOA) for NovoRapid�

and FIASP�. Seven sets of model parameters for DOAs of [2hr,
3hr, 4hr, 5hr, 6hr, 7hr, 8hr] are proposed for each insulin type.
The IOB and PK curve algorithms were developed, tested, and
validated based on clamp studies containing PIC measurements
and glucose infusion rates. The selected PIAM was fitted to the
PIC measurements from adult cohorts (training datasets) to find
appropriate model parameters for each DOA and insulin type.
The algorithms’ performance was validated through cross-vali-
dation using clamp studies for adult and paediatric cohorts
(validation datasets) that were not included in training datasets.

Results: IOB and PK curves were compared based on pre-
specified and fitted model parameters. The mean absolute per-
centage error and absolute error for IOB values are below 3.6 %
and 0.1 [U], respectively. Moreover, the mean absolute error for
the peak PIC time is below 4 minutes.

Conclusions: The algorithms can calculate the IOB and PK
curves based on known DOAs with high precision for diabetes
management applications.

P086 / #632

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

HOSPITALIZED TYPE 1 DIABETES PATIENTS (T1D)
WITH COVID-19, WITH AND WITHOUT DIABETIC
KETOACIDOSIS (DKA) HAD SIMILAR OUTCOMES
USING AN ELECTRONIC GLYCEMIC MANAGEMENT
SYTSTEM (EGMS)

B. Bode1, J. Messler2, R. Booth3, H. Hebblewhite3, J. Clarke4

1Atlanta Diabetes Associates, Endocrinology, Atlanta, United
States of America, 2Glytec, Executive Director Quality
Initiatives, LARGO, United States of America, 3Glytec, R&d,
Greenville, United States of America, 4Atlanta Diabetes
Associates, Research, ATLANTA, United States of America

Background and Aims: Early and effective glycemic man-
agement in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 illness may
reduce mortality and improve outcomes. The mortality rate for
patients with COVID-19 and DKA approaches 50% in some
studies. COVID-19 data specific to T1D in the hospital is lack-
ing. We examined inpatient data for COVID-19 patients with
T1D, with and without DKA.

Methods: We examined individual-level data for patients
with ICD codes for T1D and COVID-19 from 14 hospital sys-
tems in 11 states. All patients were on an eGMS, set to titrate IV
insulin. DKA was determined based on admission labs, with an
anion gap >12 mEq/L and at least one blood glucose (BG)
>250 mg/dl.

Results: 149 hospitalized patients met the criteria. Referring
to the accompanying table, similar outcomes were observed in
the DKA and nonDKA groups, with severe hypoglycemia (<
40 mg/dl) rates of 0.05% and 0.04%, respectively. The final av-
erage BG under the control of the eGMS was 156 mg/dl. The
average length of stay was 6.6 days for DKA and 7.7 days for non

DKA. In hospital mortality for DKA was 3.17% and non DKA
was 1.17%

Conclusions: When treated with computerized glucose
management software, hospitalized T1D patients with COVID-
19 had low rates of hypoglycemia and when comparing DKA to
non DKA, patients showed similar glycemic outcomes. Mortality
in the DKA group is comparable to studies of non COVID-19
T1D with DKA, and much lower than reported in patients with
type 2 diabetes, DKA, and COVID-19.

P087 / #722

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

NEW PERSPECTIVES FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF
THE GLYCOMETABOLIC CONTROL IN TYPE 1
DIABETES MELLITUS PEDIATRIC PATIENTS

F. Silvestri1, F. Costantino1, V. Tromba2

1Sapienza University, Pediatric Diabetology Unit, Department
Of Maternal And Infantile Health, ROMA CAPITALE, Italy,
2Sapienza University, Pediatric Diabetology Unit, Department
Of Maternal And Infantile Health, ROMA, Italy

Background and Aims: In T1DM patients TIR% provides
glycometabolic control data. We compared glycaemic monitor-
ing device (SMBG vs CGM) and infusion delivery technique
(CSII vs MDI). The aims were: - Correlation between TDD and
HbA1c - Correlation between HbA1c and TIR% (70–180) - How
insulin delivery methods influences TDD and HbA1c%?

Methods: We evaluated 119 T1DM patients (mean age
11,8 – 4,4), divided in two mean groups (66 CGM, 53 SMBG)
and in two subgroups (CSII or MDI). TDD, HbA1c% and TIR%
were evaluated for 14 days.
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Results: In two main groups, correlation between TDD and
HbA1C% results statistically significant (p < 0.05): CGM
R = 0,346; SMBG R = 0,311.

HbA1c% - TIR% correlation results statistically significant
(p < 0.05); strong in the CGM group, moderate in SMBG one. For
an increase of TIR of 10%, HbA1c% reduces of 0.45 in the CGM
group and 0.31 in the SMBG group.

Insulin delivery methods (CSII or MDI) influences TDD, only
in CGM group : CSII = 33 IU (–16,62) vs MDI = 19,5 IU
(–16,37), (p < 0.05) and doesn’t influence HbA1c% (p > 0,05): In
CGM group CSII = 7.4% (–1.08) vs MDI = 7.7%, (–1.00).In
SMBG group: CSII = 8.35% (–1.88) vs MDI = 8.00% (–1.24).

Conclusions: Contrary to literature data, the use of CSII in-
volves an increase in the TDD. For each increase of 10% in TIR,
HbA1c% changes by 0.45 in the CGM group and 0.31 in the
SMBG group. Our TIR% and HbA1c% correlation has inference
on pediatric population.

P088 / #734

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

TIME-IN-RANGE: A TOP METRIC FOR
ENDOCRINOLOGISTS TREATING PATIENTS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES AND TYPE 2 ON INTENSIVE
INSULIN

J. Tait1, F. Velcani2, E. Shoger1, R. Wood1, F. Kaufman3

1dQ&A Market Research, Inc., Patient And Outcomes
Research, San Francisco, United States of America, 2The
diaTribe Foundation, Patient Education And Advocacy, San
Francisco, United States of America, 3Senseonics, Inc., Chief
Medical Officer, Germantown, United States of America

Background and Aims: Recent studies have shown support
for time-in-range (TIR) as a predictor of long-term diabetes
complications. This study investigated how endocrinologists
view the importance of TIR in the treatment of various groups of
diabetes patients.

Methods: An online survey from November 10-December 14,
2020 asked endocrinologists (n = 243) to report and rank their
treatment goals for different patient groups; rate the importance
of TIR for diabetes management for each group; and agree or
disagree with the statement ‘‘Time-in-range is only a useful
metric for patients using CGM.’’ Data were collected using
Qualtrics Survey Software, prepared with IBM SPSS, and ana-
lyzed in MarketSight.

Results: The Table shows ranking of metrics for patient
groups: 53% of endocrinologists selected TIR as the top-ranked

metric for T1D patients, compared to 25% for A1C. For T2D
patients on an intensive insulin regimen, A1C (40%) and TIR
(34%) were both top-ranked metrics. For T2D patients on basal
insulin only and T2D patients not on insulin, A1C was the top-
ranked metric (47%, 40%, respectively). Fifty-seven% of endo-
crinologists agreed that TIR is only a useful metric for patients
using CGM. However, 31% disagreed, and 53% reported dis-
cussing TIR with patients not on CGM. Columns sum to <100%
as only top 3 ranks shown. Statistical significance for rankings
tested at the 95% confidence level.

Conclusions: Time-in-range plays a critical role in endocri-
nologists’ treatment of patients with T1D and T2D on intensive
insulin. For other patients, A1C, weight and behavior dominate,
likely because these patients do not yet use CGM.

P089 / #786

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

BREASTFEEDING INFORMATION AND SUPPORT:
DEVELOPMENT OF A WEBSITE FOR WOMEN WITH
TYPE 1 OR TYPE 2 DIABETES

B. Rasmussen1, K. Wynter1, S. Holton1, C. Mcnamara2,
A. Nankervis3, M. Mccormick1, C. Steele1,4, M. Carolan5

1Western Health Partnership, Nursing Research, St Albans,
Australia, 2Deakin University, Nursing, Burwood, Australia,
3Royal Melbourne and Women’s Hospital, Departments Of
Diabetes And Endocrinology, Melbourne, Australia, 4Western
Health, Endocrinology And Diabetes And, St Albans, Australia,
5Victoria University, . College Of Health And Biomedicine,
Melbourne, Australia

Background and Aims: Owing to a variety of challenges
related to their health, women with type 1 or type 2 diabetes
are less likely to sustain breastfeeding than women without
diabetes. Information and support on breastfeeding during
pregnancy and the early postpartum period could promote
breastfeeding in this population. The aim was to identify the
information and support needs of women with pre-pregnancy
diabetes who wish to breastfeed, from the perspectives of
women and health professionals, and develop a resource in-
formed by these data.

Methods: Women with pre-pregnancy diabetes were re-
cruited from a high-risk pregnancy clinic at a large metropolitan
health service in Melbourne. They were invited to participate in
either a brief, online survey or a semi-structured interview about
preferred information and support about breastfeeding. En-
docrinologists, diabetes educators, midwives and lactation con-
sultants at the same health service participated in a focus group,
about essential content for a resource on breastfeeding for wo-
men with pre-pregnancy diabetes.

Results: Six women participated in the online survey; most
indicated that they would prefer a website rather than other
formats. Four health professionals attended a focus group. Both
groups of participants reported that, for women with pre-preg-
nancy diabetes, current sources of information on breastfeeding
are inadequate. A mobile-friendly website was developed using
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attractive images and directing women to further support. The
website has been reviewed and tested by expert clinicians and
consumer representatives.

Conclusions: Accessed during pregnancy and the early
postpartum period, such evidence-based information and sup-
port could play an important part in promoting breastfeeding
outcomes.

P090 / #29

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

EVALUATION OF USER PERFORMANCE AND
ACCURACY OF A NEW BLOOD GLUCOSE
MONITORING SYSTEM

M. Christiansen1, P. Shelat2, D. Zondorak3, A. Wayland-Smith3,
P. Vernes2, J. Richardson4

1Diablo Clinical Research, Endocrinology, Walnut Creek,
United States of America, 2Ascensia Diabetes Care, Clinical
Development & Operations, Valhalla, United States of America,
3Ascensia Diabetes Care, Research & Development, Valhalla,
United States of America, 4Ascensia Diabetes Care, Global
Medical Affairs, Basel, Switzerland

Background and Aims: To evaluate accuracy, in the labo-
ratory and clinical settings, of the new blood glucose monitoring
system (BGMS), CONTOUR�PLUS BLUE, for use with the
CONTOUR�PLUS test strip. The new BGMS is designed to
synchronize with the CONTOUR�DIABETES app on a smart-
phone or tablet.

Methods: In a laboratory study, the accuracy evaluation as-
sessed glucose concentration of fingertip capillary blood samples
from 100 subjects, tested in duplicate on three lots of test strips.
In a clinical study, to evaluate the BGMS accuracy using subject
fingertip self-tests, 332 subjects with diabetes, who have not used
the BGMS prior, were enrolled in a single site. In both studies,
accuracy was assessed per ISO 15197:2013 accuracy criteria.

Results: In the laboratory study, all 600 readings (glucose
range, 21-521 mg/dL [1–29 mmol/L]) met ISO 15197:2013
accuracy criteria with 100% of the results within –15 mg/dL
(– 0.83 mmol/L) or –15% of the reference value at glucose con-
centrations <100 mg/dL (<5.55 mmol/L) and >100 mg/dL
(>5.55 mmol/L) respectively. All results fell within Zone A of the
Error Grid. In the clinical study among subjects with diabetes
(glucose range, 40–409 mg/dL [2–23 mmol/L]), 99.1% (326/329)
of subject fingertip self-test results met ISO 15197:2013 accuracy
criteria. In addition, 98.2% of subject fingertip self-tests were
within –12.5 mg/dL (0.69 mmol/L) or –12.5% of the reference
value.

Conclusions: The BGMS met ISO 15197:2013 accuracy
criteria in the laboratory (sections 6.3) and a clinical setting
(section 8).

P091 / #46

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

USE OF PERSONAL CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE
MONITORING DEVICE IS ASSOCIATED WITH
REDUCED RISK OF HYPOGLYCEMIA IN A 16-WEEK
CLINICAL TRIAL OF PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES

M.H. Jensen1,2, P. Vestergaard2, O. Hejlesen1

1Aalborg University, Health Science And Technology, Aalborg
East, Denmark, 2Aalborg University Hospital, Steno Diabetes
Center North Denmark, Aalborg, Denmark

Background and Aims: Continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM) has the potential to promote diabetes self-management at
home with a better glycemic control as outcome. Investigation of
the effect of CGM has typically been carried out based on ran-
domized controlled trials with prespecified CGM devices on
CGM naı̈ve participants. The aim of this study was to investigate
the effect on glycemic control in people using their personal
CGM before and during the trial.

Methods: Data from the Onset 5� trial of 472 people with
type 1 diabetes using either their personal CGM (n = 117) or no
CGM (n = 355) and continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion in
a 16 weeks treatment period were extracted. Change from
baseline in HbA1c, number of hypoglycemic episodes and CGM
metrics at end of treatment were analyzed with analysis of var-
iance repeated measures models and general linear models.

Results: Use of personal CGM compared with no CGM was
associated with a reduction in risk of documented symptomatic
hypoglycemia (event rate ratio: 0.82 95% CI: 0.69-0.97) and
asymptomatic hypoglycemia (event rate ratio: 0.72 95% CI:
0.53-0.97), reduced time spent in hypoglycemia (p = 0.0070) and
less glycemic variability (p = 0.0043) without a statistically sig-
nificant increase in HbA1c (p = 0.2028).

Conclusions: Results indicate that use of personal CGM
compared with no CGM in a population of type 1 diabetes is
associated with a safer glycemic control without a statistically
significantly deteriorated effect on HbA1c, which adds to the
evidence about the real-world use of CGM, where device type is
not prespecified, and users are not CGM naı̈ve. Abstract accepted
for publication in JDST 11-AUG-2020.

P092 / #59

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN YOUNG ITALIAN
PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES DURING COVID-
19 LOCKDOWN: THE ROLE OF AGE, TYPE OF
INSULIN THERAPY, TELEMEDICINE AND PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY

M. Bassi, N. Minuto, C. Montobbio, F. Vinci, C. Mercuri,
F.N. Perri, M. Cabri, M. Calevo, G. D’Annunzio, M. Maghnie

Istituto G.Gaslini - University of Genoa, Pediatric
Endocrinology, Genova, Italy

Background and Aims: The purpose of the study was to
evaluate the impact of the lockdown established by the Italian
government to limit the spread of Coronavirus disease (COVID-
19) on glycemic control in a large sample of patients with type 1
diabetes (T1D) based on age, type of insulin therapy, number of
telemedicine visits and physical activity.

Methods: We retrospectively evaluated glycemic control in
young T1D patients using DexcomG6� system before the Italian
lockdown (February 10–23, 2020 – Time 0) and during lock-
down (April 17–30, 2020 – Time 1). Data on age, type of insulin
therapy, number of telemedicine visits and physical activity of
202 patients with T1D and a median age of 18.2 years (range 6–
39) were collected.

Results: Data showed a significant improvement of TIR from
54.58% at T0 to 59.09% at T1 (p £ 0.0001). Glycemic control
improved in all the age groups and significantly in patients ‡14
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years old, showing the best outcome in the ‘‘university students
and young adults’’ group (55.40% at T0 and 61.37% at T1,
p £ 0.001). All patients reduced physical activity during lock-
down; in the 56 patients of ‘‘intense physical activity’’ group
both at T0 and T1 TIR increased from 56.91– to 64.11%
(p £ 0.0001).

Conclusions: Overall, the lockdown led to an unexpected
improvement in glycemic control of young patients with T1D.
A healthier and stressless lifestyle changes synergistically with
the maintenance of physical activity resulted in a significant age-
proportional improvement in glycemic control.

P093 / #68

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING ACCURACY
DURING HIGH-ALTITUDE TREKKING

J. Welsh1, N. Hill2

1Dexcom, Inc., Clinical Affairs, San Diego, United States of
America, 2Imperial College Healthcare, Diabetes &
Endocrinology, London, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: High altitude trekking involves rel-
ative hypoxia and strenuous physical activity, which impact
glucose homeostasis. Commercially-available continuous glu-
cose monitoring (CGM) systems rely on adequate tissue perfu-
sion and oxygenation, and the sensor’s immobilized glucose
oxidase enzyme is temperature-dependent. We therefore inves-
tigated the accuracy of a continuous glucose monitoring (CGM)
system in trekkers without diabetes.

Methods: Twenty-five adults (mean age 27.7 years, range 18–
41 years) completed a 14-day trek of the Dhaulagiri circuit in
Nepal, reaching a maximum altitude of 5300 m, while wearing
blinded CGM systems (G4 with Software 505, Dexcom, San
Diego, CA). CGM sensors were placed on the upper arm (triceps
area) and replaced after 7 days. Blood glucose measurements
(SMBG) were obtained twice daily with Bayer Contour meters
(Parsippany, NJ) and used to calibrate the CGM systems. Mean
absolute relative difference (MARD) was calculated for CGM
values obtained within 5 minutes of an SMBG value and
CGM:SMBG pairs were stratified according to altitude.

Results: The mean absolute relative difference (MARD) and
bias of the CGM values versus self-monitored blood glucose
(SMBG) values are summarized in the Table. The data showed a
consistent negative bias averaging 5.2 mg/dL and the overall
MARD of 18.3%, with no apparent altitude-related trends.

Conclusions: CGM systems may be used in people without
diabetes to study glucose homeostasis at high altitudes, in cold
weather, and during strenuous physical activity.

P094 / #82

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

CALIBRATION ACCURACY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
PERSONAL-CGM AND PROFESSIONAL-CGM

S. Takeishi, T. Inoue

Inuyama Chuo General Hospital, Diabetes, Inuyama-city,
Japan

Background and Aims: According to accuracy of ‘‘capillary
blood glucose levels used to calibrate’’ (BGc), calibration al-
gorithm differences between personal-CGM and professional-
CGM may cause calibration accuracy differences between those.

Methods: This was a prospective study where personal-CGM
(GUARDIAN CONNECT) and professional-CGM (iPro2) were
worn in parallel for 6 days (CGM attachment: day 1) and BGc
were obtained using ‘‘glucometers that were compliant with
ISO15197:2013’’ (ISO) or ‘‘those not compliant with
ISO15197:2013’’ (non-ISO) using a randomized crossover de-
sign. Twenty-eight type 2 diabetes inpatients were equally al-
located to two groups. ISO provided 11 BGc during days 2–3 and
non-ISO provided those during days 4–5 in group 1 and vice
versa in group 2. Mean absolute relative difference (MARD) was
calculated for every calibration. For non-ISO measurement, we
arranged the ‘‘BGc, MARD for personal-CGM, and that for
professional-CGM’’ (set) in ascending order of BGc, ranking
from 1 to 308. Then, consecutive 200 ‘‘sets’’ were selected 109
times while shifting one by one (from 1–200 to 109–308: 109
groups).

Results: For ISO measurement, the MARDs were not sig-
nificantly different between personal-CGM and professional-
CGM; however, for non-ISO measurement, the MARD was
significantly higher on personal-CGM than on professional-
CGM (n = 308). For non-ISO measurement, the test statistic
(difference: MARD for personal-CGM - MARD for profes-
sional-CGM) in the paired t-test in the selected group signifi-
cantly positively correlated with the mean BGc in that group
(n = 109). (Figure)

Conclusions: When BGc has low accuracy, the personal-
CGM may reflect the calibration accuracy more correctly than
the professional-CGM.
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P095 / #88

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

THE GLUCOSE MONITORING EXPERIENCES
QUESTIONNAIRE (GME-Q): SPANISH TRANSLATION
AND LINGUISTIC VALIDATION IN CONTINUOUS
GLUCOSE MONITORING USERS

P.I. Beato-Vı́bora, L. Lázaro Martı́n, F. Gallego-Gamero,
A. Ambrojo-López

Badajoz University Hospital, Endocrinology And Nutrition,
BADAJOZ, Spain

Background and Aims: Continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM) is widely used in people with type 1 diabetes (T1D).
Different devices with different characteristics are available.
User satisfaction is a crucial outcome and it is a predictor of long-
term use. For clinical and research purposes, it is mandatory to
use validated tools to measure satisfaction with CGM devices.
The Glucose Monitoring Experiences Questionnaire (GME-Q),
with 23 items and a 5-point Likert scale, is available only in
English and it has been tested in patients using SMBG. The aim
was to translate the GME-Q into Spanish and evaluate its per-
formance in native Spanish users of different CGM devices.

Methods: Permission to translate was obtained by Mapi Re-
search Trust. A forward translation was performed, by two
translators, native Spanish speakers, bilingual in English.
A backward translation of the unified version was produced by a
translator, native English speaker, bilingual in Spanish, with no
access to the original version. A final translation was produced.
People with T1D were asked to complete the questionnaire and to
highlight any possible misunderstandings.

Results: 98 subjects were evaluated (age: 40 – 12 years, 62%
females, diabetes duration: 24 – 11 years, HbA1c: 7.2 – 0.9%,
higher education 39%, pump users: 78%, duration of use of
CGM: 3.7 – 2.6 years). Completion rate was 99% (0.9% missing
answers, by 6 patients, 0.45% by the same patient). Only 1 pa-
tient found difficulties. Internal consistency reliability: Cron-
bach’s alpha = 0.8 (satisfactory).

Conclusions: A Spanish version of the Glucose Monitoring
Experiences Questionnaire (GME-Q) was produced and it was
shown to be useful and well-accepted in native Spanish CGM
users.

P096 / #114

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

COMPARISON OF GLYCEMIC VARIABILITY VALUES
DERIVED FROM FLASH GLUCOSE MONITOR AND
CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITOR

S. Takeishi, T. Inoue

Inuyama Chuo General Hospital, Diabetes, Inuyama-city,
Japan

Background and Aims: Sensor accuracy and measurement
intervals may affect glycemic variability (GV) values. Studies
have suggested that the sensor accuracy of the continuous glu-
cose monitor (CGM) is higher than that of the flash glucose
monitor (FGM). We studied the influence of differences in sensor
type and measurement intervals on GV values.

Methods: This was a prospective study where 47 patients with
type 2 diabetes wore a CGM (iPro2) and FGM (FreeStyle Libre
Pro) in parallel over 24 h during hospitalization. We compared 24-h
GV values derived from sensor glucose levels (SG) for CGM,
measured every 5 min (GV ‘‘5 min’’) and extracted every 15 min
(GV ‘‘15 min’’), and for FGM, measured every 15 min
(GV ‘‘FGM’’). The mean glucose levels (mean), standard deviation
(SD), coefficient of variation (CV), time in range (70–180 mg/dL)
(TIR 70–180), mean absolute glucose (MAG), and glycemic var-
iability percentage (GVP) were calculated to determine the GV.

Results: The correlation coefficients between GV ‘‘5 min’’
and GV ‘‘15 min’’ were approximately 1 for every GV metric.
However, the correlation coefficients between GV ‘‘15 min’’ and
GV ‘‘FGM’’ were approximately 0.8–0.9 for mean, SD, and CV
and approximately 0.6 for TIR 70–180, MAG, and GVP (Table).

Conclusions: The influence of the differences in the sensor
type on GV values may be greater than that of the measurement
intervals. The chronologically analyzed GV may be susceptible
to differences in sensor type.

P097 / #116

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

POTENTIAL BENEFIT OF SWITCHING FROM ISCGM
(FREESTYLE LIBRE) TO RTCGM (DEXCOM G4) ON
AGP PARAMETERS IN POORLY CONTROLLED TYPE
1 DIABETES PATIENTS OVER 1-YEAR FOLLOW-UP

Y. Préau1, M. Armand2, S. Galie1, P. Schaepelynck1,
D. Raccah1
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1APHM, University Hospital Sainte Marguerite, Marseille,
France, Marseille, France, 2Aix-Marseille Univ, Cnrs, Crmbm,
Marseille, France

Background and Aims: We have previously shown that
switching from isCGM (Free Style libre, FSL) to rtCGM (Dex-
com G4, DG4) improved AGP parameters (Time in Range TIR
70-180 mg/dL, Time below Range TBR <70 mg/dL, glucose
Coefficient of variation %CV) in 18 type 1 diabetes patients with
poor glycemic control, over 6 months (paper submitted). We
propose herein the extension’s results at 12 months (M12) in 13
patients (5 excluded for abandoning the protocol or voluntary
discontinuation of rtCGM).

Methods: This observational study was conducted in patients
with hypoglycemic issue and/or elevated HbA1c. The AGP data
were collected during the last 3 months of FSL use prior to
inclusion (M0) and every 3 months until 12 months of DG4 use,
then expressed as 24-hr averages. Patients were their own-con-
trol and statistics were performed using paired t-test or Wilcoxon
for matched-pairs.

Results: At M12, compared to M0, a higher TIR and lower
TBR and %CV (see Table) evidenced a prolonged effectiveness
of the switch. Compared to M6, TBR decreased (mean (SD)
change, -2.8 (3.3), P = 0.005), %CV and TIR remained stable,
while exposure to hyperglycemia increased as shown by higher
Glucose Management Indicator (GMI mean (SD) change, +0.5
(0.7), P = 0.02) and Time above Range >180 mg/dL (TAR mean
(SD) change, +7.0 (10.3), P = 0.03).

Conclusions: Switching FSL to DG4 could be a relevant
therapeutic option regardless of the initial glycemic profile.
A rise in the exposure to hyperglycemia at 1-year follow-up
stresses the need for regular educational reinforcement and op-
timized management of threshold alarms.

P098 / #118

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS ON POTENTIAL COST
REDUCTIONS THROUGH UTILIZATION OF BLOOD
GLUCOSE METERS WITH COLOR RANGE
INDICATOR FOR THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM OF
THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

J. Agnah1, K. Fritzen1, L. Popovich2, S. Svetlichnaya2,
Y. Hosny3, H. Aleksanyan4, A. Moiseev4, J. Van Hoek5,
O. Schnell6

1Sciarc GmbH, Medical Advisors, Baierbrunn, Germany,
2Institute for Health Economics at Higher School of Economics,
Russia, Economics, Moscow, Russian Federation, 3LifeScan
Dubai, Market Access, Dubai, United Arab Emirates, 4LifeScan

Russia, Health Economics, Moscow, Russian Federation,
5LifeScan Belgium, Market Access, Limburg, Belgium, 6Sciarc
GmbH, Ceo, Baierbrunn, Germany

Background and Aims: The economic burden of diabetes for
the Russian healthcare system is mainly driven by treatment
costs and related comorbidities. The randomized controlled trial
ACCENTS showed that blood glucose meters (BGMs) with
color range indicator (CRI) can have a positive effect on meta-
bolic control. Improvements in metabolic control have been as-
sociated with a reduced risk for e.g. myocardial infarction (MI).
Aim of this economic analysis was to evaluate possible cost
savings through the use of BGMs with CRI and the associated
potential MI risk reduction.

Methods: ACCENTS showed improvement in metabolic
control through the CRI-based BGMs, One Touch Verio� Flex�

(Flex�) and OneTouch Verio� (Verio�). Integrating these data
into the UKPDS risk engine, we estimated the ten-year risk of MI
for individuals with diabetes. For the economic calculation, we
combined these estimates with cost and prevalence data provided
by the Institute for Health Economics at the Higher School of
Economics Russia.

Results: Improvement in glycemic control of 0.24% (Flex�),
0.45% (Verio�) and 0.36% (Flex� + Verio�) could result in a
ten-year risk reduction for MI of 2.1% (Flex�), 2.0% (Verio�)
and 2.4% (Flex� + Verio�). The economic model for Russia,
considering 1 040 325 insulin-treated patients, showed potential
cost savings of P 54,566,770 for Flex�, P 51,968,352 for Verio�,
and P 62,362,023 for Flex� + Verio� per year.

Conclusions: Improvement of metabolic control through
utilization of BGMs with CRI, with a reduced risk of MI, can
result in cost savings for the Russian healthcare system.

P099 / #132

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

RESULTS OF AN EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION
STRUCTURED BY TELEMEDICINE IN CHILDREN
AND ADOLESCENTS WITH DM1 USERS OF CGMIS
DURING COVID-19 EMERGENCY

M.L. Kabakian, J. Fernandez, J. Velazquez, M.P. Santucci

CMP Churruca Visca PFA, Infant-juvenile Diabetes, Buenos
Aires, Argentina

Background and Aims: The health emergency during
COVID-19 pandemic prevented the continuity of face-to-face
assistance and SDE program, increasing the risk of hospitaliza-
tions due to DM1 in children and adolescents. SDE Program was
urgently adapted and implemented in CGMis users, developed
through remote assistance and virtual education

Methods: After accepting to participate in the study 22 users
of CGM system associated with LibreView platform were in-
cluded in SDE program developed from the ZOOM platform that
consisted of 4 modules weekly. A general knowledge scale
(ECODI in GoogleForm and educational games) was evaluated
at 0, 3 and 6 months. The AGP tool was used to obtain the metrics
at the beginning and 3 months after the intervention. A nearby
laboratory was indicated for biochemical determinations at the
beginning and at 3 months.

Results: Of the 22 patients (half male), mean 13 years, did not
present significant differences between both subgroups. The
duration of DM1 was 3 years HbA1c decreased significantly at 3
months (8% and 7.3%) and the proportion of patients with A1C
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in goal. AGP showed an increase in active time (86.36% to
90.9% NS) The evaluation of knowledge by ECODI at 0, 3 and 6
months increased by 70, 85 and 80% During the 3 months none of
the patients had DKA

Conclusions: The structured educational intervention im-
plemented remotely during the COVID-19 pandemic in DM1
users of MCGis, has maintained self-management, significantly
improving HbA1c and knowledge. There was a non-significant
trend towards improvement in TAR180 but admission of DKA
could be avoided entirely

P100 / #135

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

IMPACT OF CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING
ON GLYCAEMIC CONTROL IN CHILDREN AND
ADOLESCENTS WITH T1D: REAL WORLD DATA
FROM A POPULATION BASED CLINIC

E. Sanderson1, M. Abraham1, G. Smith2, J. Mountain1,
T. Jones1, E. Davis1

1Perth Children’s Hospital, Endocrinology And Diabetes,
Nedlands, Australia, 2Telethon Kids Institute, Diabetes, Perth,
Australia

Background and Aims: Real-world studies reporting the
impact of continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) in children with
Type 1 diabetes (T1D) are limited. In April 2017, CGM became
subsidised in Australia for children with T1D under the age of 21.
We report the impact of widespread CGM availability on dia-
betes management. To examine the effect of CGM on glycaemic
outcomes measured by HbA1c in a population-based sample of
children and adolescents with T1D.

Methods: Retrospective cohort analysis of T1D patients at-
tending Perth Children’s Hospital between January 2015 and
July 2019. Inclusion criteria were T1D patients on CGM, <18
years old, >2 yrs diabetes diagnosis and at least 2 pre and post
CGM clinic visits with HbA1c. Mixed model methodology was
used;covariates included age, diabetes duration and gender.

Results: 348 children met inclusion criteria of the study. Mean
age at CGM start was 13.4yrs (– 2.9yrs) with diabetes duration of
7.2years– (3.0yrs). 56% (n = 195) used CGM for ‡75% of the
time. Mean HbA1c at CGM start was 8.5%(– 1.5%). The initial
change in HbA1c level (first HbA1c level performed after
commencing CGM) associated with commencing CGM was -
0.4%(95%CI [-0.5, -0.3], p < 0.001). Pre-CGM trend in HbA1c
was 0.29%(95% CI [0.24, 0.34]) increase per year, and post-
CGM trend was 0.15% (95%CI [0.03, 0.27]) increase per
year(p = 0.02).

Conclusions: The use of CGM resulted in improvement in
glycaemic outcomes. These real world data show similar out-
comes to randomised controlled trials with CGM and add to the
evidence for CGM use in clinical practice for children with T1D.

P101 / #145

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

TECHNOLOGY IN A 40-YEAR UNINTERRUPTED
DIABETES CAMP IN BRAZIL (ADJ/UNIFESP/NR
CAMP)

M. Barone1,2,3, B. Patricio3, B. Lima2,3, P. Ripoli2,3,4,
S. Ferreira Vivolo5, M. Vivolo3,6

1International Diabetes Federation, Board, Brussels, Belgium,
2Fórum Intersetorial para Combate às DCNTs no Brasil
(FórumDCNTs), Public Health And Partnerships, São Paulo,
Brazil, 3ADJ Diabetes Brasil, Research And Education, São
Paulo, Brazil, 4International Diabetes Federation, Young
Leaders In Diabetes, Brussels, Belgium, 5Faculdade de Saúde
Pública da Universidade de São Paulo, Public Health, São
Paulo, Brazil, 6NR Camps, Board, São Paulo, Brazil

Background and Aims: The ADJ/UNIFESP/NR is a part-
nership between ADJ, responsible for registrations, selection of
campers, training of specialized counselors, and fundraising; the
universities (especially UNIFESP), providing healthcare pro-
fessionals (HCP) free of charge; and NR, the largest camps
company in Latin America, offering one site for 5 days. During
the session, junior HCP are mentored by professors. With the aim
of guaranteeing a safe and pleasant environment, newly ap-
proved treatments and technologies are always welcome in the
camp.

Methods: In an effort to make the most advanced treatments
and technology available for children’s safety and HCPs’ edu-
cation, the ADJ/UNIFESP/NR Camp partners yearly with com-
panies and universities.

Results: In 2020 the camp had 206 participants (82 campers,
89 HCP, 16 young leaders in diabetes, 19 camp counselors).
During the past 40 years, the camp was attended by 2.799
campers and 1.529 HCP. Glucometers, insulin analogues, insulin
pumps, pumps with sensors and flash glucose sensors were seen
at the camp as soon as they arrived in Brazil. It made it a mile-
stone in HCPs’ capacity building. For campers, it has been an
unique opportunity to learn for the first time from carb counting
and use of analogues, to interpretation of sensor arrows. Starting
in 2017, all campers wear a flash glucose sensor at the camp
arrival.

Conclusions: We encourage diabetes camps to be open to
advances in diabetes treatment and technology to provide a safe
and exciting environment for the campers and an engaging op-
portunity to learn for HCP.

P102 / #147

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

PERSONALIZED FORECASTING OF SEVERE
HYPOGLYCEMIA USING REAL-TIME CONTINUOUS
GLUCOSE MONITORING (CGM) DATA IN PATIENTS
WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES (T2DM)

S. Ma1, T. Kirsh1, L. Chow2

1University of Minnesota, Institute For Health Informatics,
Minneapolis, United States of America, 2University of
Minnesota, Division Of Endocrinology, Minneapolis, United
States of America

Background and Aims: Lowering HbA1c has established
benefits for patients with T2DM, yet hypoglycemia and fear of
hypoglycemia remain major impediments to intensification of
glycemic control. Personalized forecasting of near-term severe
hypoglycemia (SH, <54 mg/dL) can provide guidance in
avoiding SH. We hypothesize that preceding CGM data can
accurately forecast impending near-term (up to 5 hours) SH.

Methods: Patients with T2DM wore a blinded freestyle libre
pro on each arm for 14 weeks. The sensors were changed bi-
weekly and continuously measured glucose every 15 minutes.
We defined a ‘‘SH episode’’ when both sensors reported glucose
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<54 mg/dL concurrently for > = 15 minutes. We constructed
random forest models from the patients’ preceding CGM data to
forecast future SH events over the horizon of 15 min, 1 hour, 2
hours, 3 hours, 4 hours, and 5 hours.

Results: Twelve patients with T2DM were recruited (mean
age 66.749, 58.3% female, HbA1c 7.767). The average number
of SH events during the observation period was 119 (range
[41,386]), averaging 1.241 (range [0.254 -3.253]) events per
week. For each patient, the predictive performance for SH in-
creased as the forecast horizon shortened. The average cross-
validated AUC (mean(sd)) was 0.989(0.005) within 15 minutes,
0.967(0.013) within 1 hour, 0.947(0.035) within 2 hours,
0.931(0.039) within 3 hours, 0.898(0.055) within 4 hours and
0.874(0.072) within 5 hours.

Conclusions: In contrast to current CGM output which pre-
dicts glucose trends, we developed a model using preceding
CGM data to produce highly accurate forecasts for near-term SH,
suggesting that prediction of SH can be personalized to reduce
hypoglycemia risk.

P103 / #153

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

UNEXPECTED IMPROVEMENT IN GLYCEMIC
CONTROL DURING FORCED INACTIVITY DUE
COVID-19 PANDEMIC IN CHILDREN WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES USING CGM

V. Cherubini1, M. Marino1, A. Iannilli1, R. Gesuita2

1Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria Ospedali Riuniti Ancona,
Women’s And Children’s Health, ANCONA, Italy, 2Università
Politecnica delle Marche, Epidemiology And Biostatistics,
Ancona, Italy

Background and Aims: We hypothesize that forced inac-
tivity due to the COVID-19 pandemic confinement from March
2020 – May 2020, contributed to worsened glycemic control in
children with type 1 diabetes (T1D). This study aimed to evaluate

the CGM metric changes before and after COVID-19 lockdown
in children with T1D under 18 years of age, followed by the
pediatric diabetes centre in the ‘‘G. Salesi’’ Hospital, Ancona,
Italy.

Methods: This longitudinal observational study includes all
children using a CGM. The study compared clinical data
(HBA1C, BMI) and CGM metrics before (1–15 January 2020)
and after ( June - August 2020) COVID -19 confinement. Clinical
data were obtained by clinical electronic records, CGM metrics
were downloaded using a dedicated software. Changes were
calculated as differences between the two time periods and an-
alyzed using Wilcoxon signed rank sum test. Results were ex-
pressed as median and IRQ or 95%CI.

Results: Data was analyzed for 118 children (56% males,
median age 13 y). 25% of children used an insulin pump. The
change in HbA1c was -0.1% (95%CI -0.20;0.05) and BMI SDS -
0.1 (95%CI -0.17; -0.03). For CGM metrics, only TIR increased
by 3.3% (95%CI:0.7;4.4), and TAR >250 decreased by 0.95%
(95%CI:0.6;3.0). (Figure 1). No differences between children
using MDI or insulin pump were observed.

Conclusions: The study indicators demonstrated that confi-
nement during the COVID-19 pandemic did not worsen gly-
cemic control. It can be assumed that CGM use prompted parents
to quickly correct out-of-range values, underlineing the impor-
tance of family diabetes education.

P104 / #159

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

INTERFERENCE EVALUATION OF THE
CONTOUR�PLUS TEST STRIP

D. Brown, B. Harrison

Ascensia Diabetes Care, Research & Development, Valhalla,
United States of America

Background and Aims: A platform of blood glucose moni-
toring systems (BGMSs) utilizes the CONTOUR�PLUS test
strip containing the FAD-GDH enzyme and a proprietary elec-
tron mediator. Common endogenous and exogenous substances
were evaluated for interference effect which could lead to in-
accurate BGMS readings

Methods: Interfering substances were tested at glucose con-
centrations of 80 and 300 mg/dL (4.4 and 16.7 mmol/L) fol-
lowing the Interference Testing in Clinical Chemistry EP7
guideline. Interference stock solution was used to create a sample
with the highest interfering substance level, at least two inter-
mediate levels, and a blank. Data were analyzed by regression
analysis and presented as percent deviation from blank at max-
imum therapeutic concentration (MTC) or upper reference value
(URV). Results were determined from the glucose level with
greatest bias.

Results: for more than 20 common interfering substances
showed £1% bias at therapeutic levels. At levels exceeding the
maximum therapeutic concentration (MTC) or upper reference
value (URV) of acetaminophen, bilirubin, galactose, maltose, or
uric acid, bias was £5%. The limiting concentration of ascorbic
acid is 15.3 mg/dL (0.87 mmol/L), which is 8.7 times the MTC.
The limiting concentration of xylose is 12.8 mg/dL
(0.85 mmol/L).

Conclusions: Study findings showed that common endoge-
nous reducing substances in blood (eg, uric acid, bilirubin) or
exogenous substances from common therapeutic treatments (eg,
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ascorbic acid, acetaminophen) did not significantly affect per-
formance of the CONTOUR�PLUS test strip. Thus, results ob-
tained with the BGMS platform that utilizes this test strip are
expected to be accurate in the presence of these interfering
substances.
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INTERFERING SUBSTANCES FOR GLUCOSE
SENSING BY NEAR-INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY

S. Fuglerud1,2, R. Ellingsen1, A. Aksnes1, D. Hjelme1

1NTNU, Department Of Electronic Systems, Trondheim,
Norway, 2St. Olavs Hospital, Department Of Endocrinology,
Trondheim, Norway

Background and Aims: Near-Infrared (NIR) Spectroscopy
could be an alternative method to measure blood glucose con-
centration, with access to low-cost components and potential for
non-invasive use. Possible interferents to this method are not
widely investigated. We aimed to identify lactate, ethanol,
acetaminophen and caffeine for possible interference.

Methods: Glucose and the four interferents were mixed in
varying physiological concentrations and measured by NIR
spectroscopy in vitro. A calibration model was built by partial
least squares regression. The full set (273 spectra) was divided
into subsets (59–73 spectra) where one of the interferents were
left out and new models were built without knowledge of the
interferent. Subsets with random samples were used as a refer-
ence to the smaller calibration sets of the interferents. All models
were applied to a validation set containing all interferents.

Results: The models built without ethanol and caffeine had
high errors and several points outside of zone A and B in the
Clarke Error grid. The model without lactate mistook lactate for
glucose and gave false high predictions. The model without
ethanol gave lower glucose predictions with increasing ethanol
concentration. The models without acetaminophen and caffeine
were comparable to the random subsets.

Conclusions: Lactate and ethanol interfere with glucose
prediction by NIR spectroscopy if not included in the model
calibration. Acetaminophen and caffeine are not interferents to
glucose using NIR spectroscopy. Acknowledgements: Thanks
to Bjørg Narum, Harald Martens and Ine Jernelv. Funded by
Norges Forskningsråd (248872); Helse Midt-Norge (46055510).
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EFFECT OF USING ADDITIONAL READERS FOR
FLASH GLUCOSE MONIOTORING SYSTEM ON
METABOLIC CONTROL, SAFETY, AND THE
INCIDENCE OF COMPLICATIONS IN PATIENTS
WITH DIABETES MELLITUS

O. Kublin, M. Stępień

Medical University of Lodz, Department Of Propaedeutics Of
Internal Medicine And Social Pharmacology, Lodz, Poland

Background and Aims: The FreeStyle Libre is a flash glu-
cose monitoring (FGM) system, and glucose levels are measured

when the reader is brought to the sensor. Additional readers allow
for the conversion into a continuous glucose monitoring (CGM)
system. These transmitters read data from the sensor and send
them to a bluetooth-enabled device thanks to which the user
acquires glucose measurements automatically. This modification
allows the patient to receive alerts when blood glucose values are
abnormal.

Methods: The study relied on the results of an anonymous
online survey conducted among patients with diabetes or their
caregivers who use Facebook groups. A total of 132 respondents
who met certain criteria (diabetic who use FGM system longer
than 3 months, at least 14 days per month) were enrolled in the
study.

Results: A significant decrease in self-reported glycated he-
moglobin levels was found in adults and children using readers
(variable: age P = .008; time P < .001), regardless of the age. The
use of additional readers was associated with a significant de-
crease in the number of self-reported episodes of hypoglycemia
(P < .001) and an improvement in the quality of life.

Conclusions: The use of additional readers for FGM system
improves the metabolic control of diabetes and the quality of life,
and has a positive effect on the safety of treatment. FGM used
together with additional readers operates as a CGM and seems to
be helpful for patients for the monitoring of interstitial levels of
glucose; however, they should be careful when they use do it
yourself solution.
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INTERSTICIAL GLUCOSE MONITORING AND SKIN
REACTIONS: REAL-LIFE STUDY IN ADULTS AND
CHILDREN

F. Gallego Gamero, A. Ambrojo-López,
M.M. Fernandez-Bueso, P.I. Beato-Vı́bora

Badajoz University Hospital, Endocrinology And Nutrition,
BADAJOZ, Spain

Background and Aims: The use of continuous or flash in-
terstitial glucose monitoring (CGM/FGM) has been shown to
improve glycemic control in type 1 diabetes (T1D). That practice
is not without complications. The aim was to characterize skin
lesions associated with their use.

Methods: A questionnaire was developed by the En-
docrinology and Nutrition Department and the Dermatology
Department. T1D patients, users of CGM or FGM, were asked to
complete it to assess the frequency and type of reactions caused
by the devices. The questionnaire included 18 questions, 10
about the type of reaction (redness, itching, dryness, colour
changes, irritation, pathological scar, eczema, ulcer, folliculitis,
and exudation), with multiple choice answers from never to al-
ways. Three questions referred to the location, duration of the
lesions and need of healthcare. Five questions related to conse-
quences of skin reactions: sensor use interruption, insertion
problems, premature replacement/removal or detachment.

Results: 36 T1D patients were included. Patient characteris-
tics are shown in Table 1. 72% (n = 26) of the patients had some
reaction, 36% (n = 13) reported frequent reactions and 17%
(n = 6) required medical treatment. Frequencies and type of in-
juries are shown in Figure 1. Skin reactions were limited to the
adhesive dressing area and lasted few days. Not statistically
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significant differences were observed in the frequency of skin
lesions related to sex, age, time of diabetes, device or HbA1c.

Conclusions: Skin lesions associated with CGM/FGM are
underdiagnosed. They are usually mild and rarely cause clinical
repercussions or discontinuation of sensor use. More studies are
needed to validate questionnaires that quantify and define skin
reactions.
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ASSESSMENT OF DIAGNOSTIC AGREEMENT OF A
SMARTPHONE CONNECTED GLUCOMETER, BEATO
CURV WITH STANDARD AND COMMON
GLUCOMETERS USED IN INDIA

M. Sabharwal1, M. Singh2, R. Jangid2

1Dharma Diabetes & Metabolic Clinics, Director &
Diabetologist, New Delhi, India, 2THB: Technology j
Healthcare j Big Data Analytics, Medico Clinical, Gurugram,
India

Background and Aims: BeatO Curv glucometer developed
by Health Arx Technologies Pvt Ltd is a self-monitoring gluc-
ometer, uses GOD-GDH method of glucose analysis. BeatO’s
AI-based Health Neuron process real-time information and en-
able individualized care with help of the diabetes management
team. Our study aims to assess the agreement between gluc-
ometers by BeatO Curv and standard reference method (Abbott
Architect ci 4100) and the other four commonly used gluc-
ometers in India.

Methods: An overall sample of 96 outpatients were consid-
ered for the study at a tertiary care center in New Delhi. Blood

samples were checked by all eight glucometers (three BeatO
Curv, one standard and four others) within time window of five
minutes in same environmental conditions. Acceptance criteria
for a glucometer as per ISO15197:2013 guidelines ; ‡95% of
results within –15 mg/dL of the reference result for blood glu-
cose concentrations <100 mg/dl or –15% for blood glucose
concentrations >100 mg/dl was used. Bland Altman analysis was
conducted to assess the degree of agreement.

Results: For BeatO Curv 1, 2, and 3, 96.9%, 95.8% and 96.9%
values respectively were found to be in the range of accepted ISO
criteria. There was a strong linear correlation between BeatO
Curv readings with the standard method. All three BeatO Curv
showed no significant difference in mean values from standard
reference. Bland Altman analysis showed a high degree of
agreement across a wider range of glucose values.

Conclusions: BeatO Curv has shown high diagnostic accu-
racy as compared to the standard reference blood glucose-
monitoring method.
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CLINICAL IMPACT IN REAL LIFE OF FLASH
GLUCOSE MONITORING IN ADOLESCENTS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES

S. Amuedo-Domı́nguez, R. Guerrero-Vázquez,
N. Gros-Herguido, A. Martı́nez-Ortega, A. Pérez-Morales,
F. Farfán-Dı́az, M. Enrı́quez-Macı́as, A. Corpas-Garcı́a,
C. Ruiz-Trillo, A. Soto-Moreno

Hospital Universitario Virgen del Rocı́o, Unidad De Gestión
Clı́nica De Endocrinologı́a Y Nutrición, Seville, Spain

Background and Aims: Flash glucose monitoring (FGM) is
an alternative technology to capillary self-monitoring blood
glucose (SMBG) that allows better glycemic control in people
with type 1 diabetes (T1D). To assess the clinical efficacy of
FGM after 12 months and to evaluate the degree of use and
adherence during the first year in adolescents with T1D.

Methods: Descriptive and longitudinal observational study of
adolescents with T1D aged 14–18 years. We compared changes
in HbA1c, percentage of time in range (TIR 70-180 mg/dL [3.9-
10 mmol/L]), percentage of time below range (TBR <70 mg/dL
[<3.9 mmol/L]), percentage of time above range (TAR
>180 mg/dL [>10 mmol/L]) and glycemic variability (CV) at 14
days with FGM and at 12 months. The use of the device, the
events associated with it and drop-outs were analyzed.

Results: 129 patients [49.2% female; 17.2 – 1.4 years; HbA1c
7.9 – 1.2%; 10.4 – 5.0 years of evolution; 105 with multiple daily
insulin injections; 6.0 – 1.4 SMBG per day]. At-12 months, re-
ductions in TBR were observed (<70 mg/dL, 10.2%vs6.2%,
p = 0.018; <54mg/dL, 4.4%vs2.4%, p = 0.007) and significant
improvements in glycemic variability (44.2%-41.0%, p = 0.022).
No significant difference in TIR or TAR and no changes in
HbA1c were observed (7.9%-8.2%, p = 0.119). Drop-out was
18.6%: 7.0% by the detachment of the device, 5.5% by the dis-
cordance with SMBG and 0.8% by skin allergies.

Conclusions: FGM reduces TBR and improves glycemic
variability after 12 months of continuous use in adolescents with
T1D. The degree of adherence to FGM needs improvement in
this age group with specific educational programs that facilitate
the therapeutic empowerment of adolescents with T1D.
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GREATER BENEFITS OF FLASH GLUCOSE
MONITORING IN PATIENTS WHERE OCCUPATION
IS A BARRIER TO SELF-MONITORED BLOOD
GLUCOSE TESTING

S. Gaur, A. Phyoe, F. Brown, M. Elliott, S. Neupane

Norfolk & Norwich University Hospitals NHS Trust, Elsie
Bertram Diabetes Centre, Norwich, Norfolk, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Our centre commenced use of Flash
Glucose Monitoring system Freestyle Libre(FSL) within NHS
for the first time in the spring of 2019. This retrospective real life
study aimed to examine the impact of FSL on glycaemic control
at the end of 6 months of FSL use.

Methods: Patients attending the centre for their routine dia-
betes care were assessed against the eligibility criteria set out and
adapted by the local health authority. Each patient had HbA1c at
baseline and 6 months after FSL initiation.

Results: A total of 208(n) patients were provided with FSL
between May & October 2019.Mean age and duration of diabetes
(SD) was 39.7 – 16.1 and 19.1 – 14.6 respectively. Less than a
third was DAFNE trained. Majority were on basal bolus insulin
regimen (73%) followed by insulin pump therapy (21%).Most
common indication for FSL were occupation (30%), psychosocial
(18%) & hypoglycaemia(14.4%). 6 month review was not pos-
sible in 91(n) due to COVID19 & missed appointments. Overall
paired mean HbA1c improved significantly at 6 months compared
to baseline (71.7 – 1.9 & 68.1 – 1.7,p <0.001). The improvement
was seen most in occupational category (73.9 – 2.7 &68.0 – 2.6,p
<0.001) with 66% achieving improved HbA1c followed by psy-
chosocial category (89.1 – 5.9 & 82.8 – 5.4,p 0.016).Time in
Range (TIR) was significantly higher in those who scanned FSL
‡8/day vs <8scan /day (34.7 – 1.9 & 25.9 – 2.0,p0.002).

Conclusions: This real life study demonstrates that FSL will
help achieve better glycaemic control particularly in those where
occupation is the barrier to routine finger prick test. Furthermore,
people with significant mental health do also benefit from the
FSL.
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ACCURACY ASSESSMENT OF THE NEW
GLUCOMEN� DAY CGM SYSTEM IN INDIVIDUALS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

A. Simic, M. Taucher, D. Hochfellner, M. Dietrich, T. Pöttler,
F. Aberer, J. Mader

Medical University of Graz, Division Of Endocrinology
And Diabetology, Graz, Austria

Background and Aims: The GlucoMen�Day CGM (Wave-
Form Cascade), recently launched by A. Menarini Diagnostics
(Italy), is a real-time continuous glucose monitor designed for
needle-free insertion that delivers one glucose reading every
minute for up to 14 days. The present study assessed the Glu-
coMen�Day accuracy against a laboratory reference.

Methods: Eight individuals with type 1 diabetes (3 females,
age 41.6 – 13.3 years, BMI 28.0 – 6.1 kg/m2, HbA1c 55.6 –

12.2 mmol/mol, diabetes duration 13.9 – 6.5 years) wore two
GlucoMen�Day CGMs inserted simultaneously into each side of
the abdomen for two weeks under routine conditions at home. On
days four and ten, a 5-hour meal/insulin challenge was performed
at the clinic to assess CGM performance during rapid glucose
excursions. During the challenge, the sensor readings were ref-
erenced with serum glucose values determined at 20-min inter-
vals (YSI 2300, Yellow Springs, USA). Throughout the study, the
CGMs were calibrated once/day using an SMBG device. The
CGM accuracy was assessed by calculating the mean absolute
relative difference (MARD), the mean absolute difference
(MAD), and by performing the Consensus Error Grid analysis.

Results: The overall MARD between the venous/capillary
reference values and the sensor readings was 9.7 [2.6-14.6] and
13.1 [3.5-18.6] %, while the overall MAD was 1.1 [0.5-1.3] and
0.9 [0.2-1.3] mmol/L, respectively. According to the Consensus
Error Grid analysis, 98% of the sensor readings were in the
clinically acceptable zones A and B, and the user questionnaire
revealed satisfactory overall experience.

Conclusions: In terms of accuracy, the GlucoMen�Day
CGM meets the current consensus requirements for CGM
performance.
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HOW DOES TECHNOLOGY AFFECT METABOLIC
PARAMETERS IN TYPE 1 DIABETES CHILDREN?

E. Pozzi1, S. Savastio1, M. Nugnes1, R. Ricotti1, I. Rabbone2

1AOU Maggiore della Caritá, Scdu Of Pediatrics,
Novara, Italy, 2AOU Maggiore della Caritá, Department
Of Health Sciences, University Of Piemonte Orientale,
Novara, Italy

Background and Aims: Continuous Subcutaneous Insulin
Infusion (CSII) provides an improvement in metabolic control
and quality of life for people with type 1 diabetes (T1D). There is
a strong consensus that Continuous Glucose Monitoring (CGM)
and Fast Glucose Monitoring (FGM) systems reduce hypogly-
cemia risk, increase the amount of time in target (TIR) of glucose
range and augment treatment satisfaction. The aim of this study
was to evaluate glycemic control (HbA1c, TIR) in T1D children
and adolescents followed in the Pediatric Diabetes Centre of East
Piedmont in Italy.

Methods: Data of 205 T1D patients (47% girls, 13.4 – 4.5
years of age ) were collected from an electronic registry (Smart
Digital Clinic) which is part of a national benchmarking and
evaluated for age range (<6ys;6–11ys;12–20ys) and use of
CSII/MDI and CGM/FGM.

Results: 33,2% of children and adolescents used CSII, 66,8%
MDI; 53% CGM or FGM. Children 6–11ys had the best HbA1c
vs others age ranges (p < 0.01). Subjects with CSII showed mean
HbA1c (7.4%vs7,9%;p<0.05),TIR (57.9%vs50.6%;p<0.01) and
mean glucose better than MDI (p < 0.05). Analysing data ac-
cording to the type of CSII, PLGS and advanced hybrid closed
loop systems (AHCL) determined higher TIR (67,3%vs50,
4%;p<0.0001) and lower HbA1c (7,1%vs7.9%;p<0.01) vs MDI,
as expected.

Conclusions: The use of advanced pumps and CGM tech-
nology for intensive insulin therapy will improve treatment of
children with diabetes in the next future.
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ASSOCIATION BETWEEN MONITORING
FREQUENCY WITH FLASH TECHNOLOGY AND
GLYCEMIC MEASURES IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES MELLITUS

I. Zografou, P. Dimitriou, A. Kefas, A. Sachinidis,
A. Katsimadrou, C. Sampanis

Hippokration General Hospital, 2nd Propedeutic Department
Of Internal Medicine, Thessaloniki, Greece

Background and Aims: The aim of this study was to inves-
tigate the association between flash monitoring (fGM) frequency
and glycemic measures in patients with type 1 Diabetes Mellitus
(T1D).

Methods: We collected data from 104 adult T1D patients
using fGM technology in real life. We downloaded data to the
Abbott Freestyle Libre software including the number of daily
fGM scans, time in range (TIR), time below range (TBR), time
above range (TAR), number of hypoglycemic episodes and real
time spent in hypoglycemia (minutes), as well as Glucose
Management Indicator (GMI) from the last 28 days. In addition,
all patients had HbA1c performed. We also compared glycemic
measurments of patients with less than 6 scans per day (non
frequent users) with frequent users (> 6 scans per day).The
correlation between the mean number of fGM scans over 28 days
and HbA1c, GMI, TIR, TAR, TBR, number of hypoglycemic
episodes and time in hypoglycemia were analyzed.

Results: A significant correlation was found between number
of scans and average HbA1c, GMI, TIR, TAR, number of hy-
poglycemic episodes and real time in hypoglycemia (p < 0.001).
Average HbA1c was significant lower in frequent users
(7.2+1.4% vs 8.3+1.3% in non frequent users, p < 0,01). In ad-
dition, frequent users had higher TIR (p < 0.01) and lower TAR
(p < 0.01). Interestingly, although frequent users had more hy-
poglycemic episodes, TBR and real time in hypoglycemia were
the same (p = 0.38)

Conclusions: The frequent measurement of interstitial glu-
cose with fGM seems to be associated with better glycemic
control in T1D patients in real life conditions without increasing
time in hypoglycemia.
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EFFECT OF FLASH GLUCOSE TECHNOLOGY ON
GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES

I. Zografou, A. Kefas, P. Dimitriou, A. Sachinidis, C. Boutari,
I. Linardou, C. Sampanis

Hippokration General Hospital, 2nd Propedeutic Department
Of Internal Medicine, Thessaloniki, Greece

Background and Aims: To investigate the effect of flash
Glucose Monitoring (fGM) technology on glycemic control in
patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1D) in real life.

Methods: We included adult patients with T1D from our
outpatient Diabetes Clinic who continuously used fGM tech-
nology for more than 6 months. We collected data from their first

visit after starting fGM and a visit performed at least after 6
months. We downloaded their data to the Abbott Freestyle Libre
software from the last 28 days during their visits including time
in range (TIR), time below range (TBR) and time above range
(TAR) for the same period. In addition, all patients had HbA1c
performed in both visits.

Results: Finally 47 T1D patients were included with mean age
39,7+18,3 years and mean diabetes duration 18,6+10,8 years.
Average duration of fGM use was 11,3+3,4 months. Baseline
HbA1c was 7,4+1,4%. There was no difference in HbA1c level
and TBR between the visits but there was a significant reduction
in TIR and TAR. The results are shown in table 1.

Conclusions: In our study the use of fGM in real life for
almost a year did not affect HbA1c level but improved TIR
without increasing hypoglycemia in patients with T1D.
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THE IMPACTS OF NON-GLYCAEMIC VARIABLES ON
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LABORATORY-
MEASURED HBA1C AND GLUCOSE MANAGEMENT
INDICATOR CALCULATED BY FLASH GLUCOSE
MONITORING SYSTEM IN PATIENTS WITH
DIABETES

A. Sharifi, N. Cohen, A. De Livera

Baker Heart and Diabetes Institute, Diabetes, Melbourne,
Australia

Background and Aims: Glucose Management Indicator
(GMI), as an estimate of HBA1c, is one of the internationally
endorsed continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) metrics. We
assessed the effects of multiple predominantly non-glycaemic
variables on correlation between laboratory-measured HbA1C
and GMI calculated by Freestyle Libre Flash Glucose Monitor-
ing (FGM) system.

Methods: We conducted a clinic-based retrospective obser-
vational study using electronic medical records. A 14-day CGM
data including GMI, Coefficient of Variation (CV) and time in
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range (TIR) were extracted and matched with laboratory HbA1c
measured within 3 months. Patient demographics, type of dia-
betes, red blood cell indices (haemoglobin, haematocrit, MCV,
MCH, MCHC), creatinine and Body Mass Index (BMI) within 6
months of using FGM system were obtained. Multivariable lin-
ear regression model used to analyse the effect of above pa-
rameters on LogHbA1C-LogGMI as the outcome.

Results: 267 adults (32 with type 2 diabetes; mean [SD] age
52.2 [17.4] years) with CGM data and paired HBA1c measures
were studied, with 113 showing an absolute HBA1c – GMI
difference of ‡0.5%. Patient demographics, red cell indices and
creatinine did not have significant effects on relationship be-
tween HbA1C and GMI. The impact of BMI was modest
(Table 1).

Conclusions: Measured non-glycaemic variables were not
associated with the difference between HbA1C and GMI in pa-
tients with Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes.
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REAL-TIME POST-PRANDIAL GLUCOSE
PREDICTION USING SEASONAL LOCAL MODELS
BASED ON CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING
DATA AND MEALTIME

F. Prendin1, J.-L. Diez2, S. Del Favero1, G. Sparacino1,
A. Facchinetti1, J. Bondia2

1University of Padova, Department Of Information
Engineering, Padova, Italy, 2Universitat Politècnica de
València, València, Spain, Centro De Investigación Biomédica
En Red De Diabetes Y Enfermedades Metabólicas Asociadas
(ciberdem), Madrid, Spain

Background and Aims: Accurate blood-glucose (BG) pre-
diction has the potential to revolutionize diabetes management
by enabling timely warning about upcoming dangerous events.
This work investigates seasonal local glucose predictive models
based on CGM data and meal timing information.

Methods: Several sets of glucose profiles are obtained by
splitting CGM time series according to the main self-reported
patient events (i.e. breakfast, lunch, dinner, snack, hypo treat-
ment). CGM portions are then clustered using Fuzzy C-Means to
obtain sets of similar CGM profiles. For each of these sets, an
optimal Seasonal Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving-Average
(SARIMA) model is identified using Maximum Likelihood Es-
timation. Finally, the predictions of SARIMA local models are
integrated using a fuzzy approach. The proposed methodology
has been tested on the OhioT1DM dataset, containing data of 12
subjects with T1D recorded over 8 weeks of free-living condi-
tions (6 weeks for the training and 2 weeks for the test). The
predicted profile has been computed on the post-prandial periods
of the test set for several prediction horizon (PH). Prediction
accuracy is evaluated using Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).

Results: are reported in Table 1.
Conclusions: The 25 SARIMA seasonal models’ predictions,

integrated by using a fuzzy approach, provide encouraging re-
sults both in terms of prediction of future glucose level and real
time warning about upcoming dangerous events.
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INDIVIDUALIZED CARBOHYDRATE INTAKE
STRATEGY TO IMPROVE BLOOD GLUCOSE DURING
TEAM SPORTS IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES. A SUMMER CAMP STUDY

É. Myette-Côté1, L. Goulet-Gélinas2, C. Suppère3, V. Messier3,
N. Taleb3, N. Néron3, É. Vautour-Ouimet3, R. Rabasa-Lhoret3

1McGill University, Institut de Recherches Cliniques de
Montréal, Department Of Medicine, Montreal, Canada,
2Université de Montréal, Institut de Recherches Cliniques de
Montréal, Department Of Nutrition, Montreal, Canada,
3Université de Montréal, Institut de Recherches Cliniques de
Montréal, Department Of Medicine, Montréal, Canada

Background and Aims: To reduce the incidence of hypo-
glycemia during physical activity (PA) in youth with T1D, in-
sulin reduction, and/or carbohydrate intake strategies are
recommended. Here, we tested an individualized carbohydrate
intake based on pre-PA glucose level and body weight during
team sports.

Methods: This study followed an open, randomized, cross-
over design with 33 individuals with T1D (age 12.4 – 2.1, HbA1c
8.4 – 0.9%). Participants randomly completed; 1) control camp
routine care (CTRL) (no carbohydrate intake or mandatory
glucose level measurement) and 2) individualized carbohydrate
intake (ICI) (0.0, 0.25, or 0.5 g of carbohydrates/kg body weight)
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based on pre-PA (45-min team sport initiated 1 to 2 h post-meal)
glucose levels. Each intervention was performed between 1 to 6
times. Glucose was measured using a FreeStyle Libre continuous
monitor.

Results: Participants completed 106 (ICI; mean CHO intake
0.18 – 0.21 g/kg) and 94 (CTRL) sessions. As compared to
CTRL, ICI did not affect the percentage of time spent below 4,
between 4–10 and above 10 mM of glucose (all P ‡ 0.421), nor
on mean glucose and hypoglycemic events (both P ‡ 0.405).
Glucose responses to peak (2.2 – 4.0 vs. 2.7 – 4.3 mM, P = 0.020)
and nadir (-0.2 – 5.1 vs. 0.8 – 5.4 mM, P = 0.003) were lowered
by ICI.

Conclusions: As compared to usual camp care, an individu-
alized carbohydrate intake strategy based on body weight and
pre-PA glucose level had minimal effect on glycemic profile
during postprandial team sports in youth with T1D.
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IN-HOSPITAL REAL TIME CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE
MONITORING DURING COVID-19 OUTBREAK:
EXPERIENCE FROM A COVID HUB

A. Rossi1, L. Montefusco1, I.F. Pastore1, M.E. Lunati1,
C. Magni2, F. Niero2, M. Galli3, P. Fiorina4

1Aziende Socio Sanitarie Territoriali Fatebenefratelli Sacco,
Division Of Endocrinology, Milan, Italy, 2Aziende Socio
Sanitarie Territoriali Fatebenefratelli Sacco, Luigi Sacco
Hospital, I Division Of Infectious Diseases, Milan, Italy,
3Aziende Socio Sanitarie Territoriali Fatebenefratelli Sacco,
Department Of Biomedical And Clinical Sciences ‘‘luigi
Sacco,’’ Univerista‘ Di Milano, Milan, Italy; Iii Division Of
Infectious Diseases, Milan, Italy, 4Aziende Socio Sanitarie
Territoriali Fatebenefratelli Sacco, Division Of Endocrinology;
Department Of Biomedical And Clinical Sciences ‘‘luigi
Sacco,’’ Univerista‘ Di Milano, Milan, Italy; International
Center For T1d, Pediatric Clinical Research Center Romeo Ed
Enrica Invernizzi, Milan, Italy

Background and Aims: On March 2020 Lombardy lived first
Sars-CoV-2 pandemic outbreak in Europe. To overcome struc-
tural barriers, we tested real time continuous glucose monitoring
(rtCGM) in COVID ward. Aim of this study is to evaluate the
impact of rtCGM in a cohort of insulin treated diabetic patients
hospitalized for COVID19.

Methods: This is a retrospective observational study. Dexcom
G6 CGM (Dexcom Inc., San Diego, CA) was pushed to extreme
performance, combining few POC glucose measurement and no
calibration. CGM data were collected by a follower smartphone
receiver and extracted from Dexcom Clarity System.

Results: Nineteen isolated patients were studied (mean age
66 – 11 years, diabetes duration 10.8 – 9 years, mean HbA1c
76 – 28 mmol/mol). Seventeen patients had respiratory failure.
Mean length hospital stay at CGM begin was 11.9 – 11.6 days.
Overall 216 days CGM reports were recorded. 51 out of 80 di-
abetologist consultation were performed remotely. 10 CGM
driven intervention for impending hypoglycemia occurred. Pa-
tient mean CGM use was 11.3 – 7.6 days with Time in Range
(70–180 mg/dl, TIR) of 53 – 30%, Time Below Range (TBR)
1.1 – 2.4%, Time Above Range (TAR) 45 – 31% and Coefficient
of Variation (CV) 27.8 – 8.7%. One confirmed level 2 hypogly-

cemia occurred. We found a significant difference between first
72 and last 72 CGM hours in TIR (from 44 – 30 to 67 – 21,
p = 0.002), TAR (from 55 – 30 to 32 – 21, p = 0.002) and average
sensor glucose (from 203 – 55 to 163 – 25 mg/dl, p = 0.005). 3
patients did not survive, 16 were discharged.

Conclusions: Long term rtCGM in-hospital use revealed en-
couraging safety and potential efficacy in complicated diabetic
patients.
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EFFECT OF BLOOD GLUCOSE ON RATINGS OF
PERCEIVED EXERTION DURING EXERCISE IN
PEOPLE WITH DIABETES WHO UNDERTAKE
REGULAR EXERCISE

A. Miller1, S. Rilstone2, N. Oliver2, N. Hill2

1Imperial College London, Medicine, London, United Kingdom,
2Imperial College London, Department Of Metabolism,
Digestion And Reproduction, London, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: The rating of perceived exertion
(RPE) is used to quantify physical exertion and intensity during
exercise. The relationship between RPE, exertion assessed by
heart rate and changes in glucose in active people with type 1
diabetes (T1DM) is unknown.

Methods: 12 participants with T1DM who exercise regularly
continued with their regular exercise routines for 10 days. Heart
rate, activity type and exercise duration were measured for each
exercise session using a GPS sports watch. A blinded continuous
glucose monitor (CGM, Dexcom G6) was worn, and participants
assigned an exertion rating to each session using the Borg scale
of RPE.

Results: 115 periods of activity were identified, ranging from
1m:39s to 1h:41min in duration. As heart rate increased, so did
the chance of being in a greater RPE level (odds ratio 1.04).
Increases in mean glucose resulted in increased chance of re-
porting a higher RPE value (odds ratio 1.20). Time in hypogly-
caemia during exercise and change in glucose during exercise
were not related to heart rate or RPE.

Conclusions: The relationship between RPE and HR was
weak, suggesting that RPE should be used with caution in those
with T1DM. Higher interstitial glucose is associated with higher
RPE in those with T1DM. More time spent in hyperglycaemia is
linked to disproportionately high RPE when compared with heart
rate.
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EVOLUTION OF THE QUALITY OF LIFE OF
DIABETIC PATIENTS UNDER INTENSIVE INSULIN
THERAPY BENEFITING FROM FREESTYLE LIBRE�

C. Chatelet1, N. Jeandidier2, E. Thomas-Johansson1

1Hôpital Louis Pasteur, Service De Médecine C, Sélestat,
France, 2Chu de Strasbourg, Diabètologie Endocrinologie,
Strasbourg, France
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Background and Aims: Self-monitoring of blood glucose,
essential in insulin therapy, is perceived as a constraint. The main
objective of our study was to assess the impact of FreeStyle
Libre� on the quality of life of people with diabetes on intensive
insulin therapy.

Methods: We carried out a prospective observational and bi-
centric study. Quality of life was assessed using the ADDQoL
questionnaire without and with the FreeStyle Libre�. This ques-
tionnaire includes several scores: a general quality of life score
and a composite score of 19 items exploring different areas of life
(leisure, motivation, freedom to drink, freedom to eat, etc.). We
also compared the HbA1c and the frequency of self-checks.

Results: 55 patients participated in this study. The average
age was 60.45 years. The duration of insulin therapy was 14.2
years and the mean HbA1c was 8.26% at the start of the study
with a sex ratio of 1,9 With the sensor, our results showed a
decrease in HbA1c to 7.71% (p = 0.003) and an increase in the
number of daily checks (8.16 ‘‘scans’’ against 4.58 capillary
glycemia). We do not find any significant changes in the general
quality of life and the total score of the 19 items with the use of
FreeStyle Libre� (p > 0.05). However, obtaining a better balance
is associated with an improvement in the quality of life
(p = 0.0008).

Conclusions: There was no significant change in the general
quality of life. However, we find an improvement in glycemic
balance, a parameter associated with an improvement in quality
of life.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE HEMATOCRIT ON NINE
SELF-MONITORING BLOOD GLUCOSE DEVICES

R. Wijngaard1, J. Laguna1, V. San Segundo2, R. Muñoz2,
J.L. Bedini2

1Hospital Clinic, Biochemistry And Molecular Genetics,
Barcelona, Spain, 2Hospital Clinic, Core Laboratory,
Biochemistry And Molecular Genetics, Barcelona, Spain

Background and Aims: Self-monitoring blood glucose
(SMBG) devices are an essential tool for self-care management
of diabetes. The accuracy of the SMBG devices can be influ-
enced by a large number of methodological, environmental and
physiologic factors, including abnormal hematocrit values. Our
objective was to evaluate the influence of the hematocrit on nine
SMBG devices.

Methods: The study procedure followed the indications of the
ISO 15197:2013 for hematocrit interference testing, with one test
strip lot per device. We evaluated different hematocrit levels
within the acceptable hematocrit range as described in their re-
spective instructions. The mid hematocrit level was established
at 42% +/- 2%. The three glucose ranges were: 30-50 mg/dL, 96-
144 mg/dL and 280-420 mg/dL. For each hematocrit-glucose
combination, 5 replicates were tested. Acceptable normalized
bias was of 10 mg/dL or 10% for glucose <100 mg/dL or
>100 mg/dL, respectively. Reference glucose measurements
were performed on an Atellica� Solution (Siemens Healthi-
neers). Hematocrit levels were quantified by an Advia� 2120
(Siemens Healthineers).

Results: The highest bias of the three glucose ranges, for each
device and hematocrit, are shown in Figure 1. The hematocrit

interference observed in the Contour� Next One, FreeStyle
Optium Neo and OneTouch Verio Reflect� conformed fully with
the ISO 15197:2013 specifications. However, Contour� Next
One was able to provide reliable results in a wider hematocrit
range and within 5% of bias.

Conclusions: Health care professionals and patients should be
aware of the SMBG limitations and select the SMBG device that
would fit best the individual situation of each patient.
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OUTCOME OF FLASH GLUCOSE MONITORING- AN
AUDIT

F. Mohamed Haniffa1, N. Rajaraman2, D. Iyer2

1University Hospital BIrmingham ( Birmingham Heartland
Hospital) ), Paediatric Department, Birmingham, United
Kingdom, 2University Hospital Birmingham ( Birmingham
Heartland Hospital) ), Paediatric Department, Birmingham,
United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Use of Flash Glucose Monitoring
(FGM) is considered a useful technology for diabetes manage-
ment. We audited the compliance and outcome of FGM use
amongst paediatric type 1 Diabetic Mellitus (T1DM) patients
within our service.

Methods: This was a retrospective audit. We collected and
analysed data, focusing on the percentage of sensor usage time,
number of scans/day, HbA1c at 0,1,3,6,9 and 12 months and the
average number of diabetes related hospital attendances/year
before and after starting FGM, from 46 patients commenced on
FGM between April 2019 and April 2020.

Results: Of the total 46 patients, 28 (61%) continued FGM
use. Of these 28 patients, 18 (64%) had sensor usage time of
>70% and 8 (32%) patients completed more than 8 scans/day. On
commencing FGM (0 months), the HbA1c of these 28 children
ranged between 6.2 and 11.2 mmol/mol (Mean = 8.8). At 12
months, this was between 5.8 to 11.8 mmol/mol (Mean = 8.3),
demonstrating a 0.5 reduction in the mean. One-tailed Mann-
Whitney U-test indicates that the HbA1c at 12 months is less than
at 0 months, U = 279, p = 0.07. Whilst this is not statistically
significant, 19 (68%) patients’ serial HbA1c displayed a down-
ward trend, and 39% (11/28) had reduction in diabetes related
hospital attendances/year.

Conclusions: FGM helps improve diabetes management and
outcomes. Treating diabetes teams should continue to support
patients in use of advanced technology through closer follow-up
and empower them towards diabetes self-management, thereby
improving outcomes.
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IS ESTIMATED GLUCOSE DISPOSAL RATE A
PERTINENT SCORE PREDICTING THE GLYCEMIC
CONTROL BENEFIT OF SWITCHING FROM ISCGM
TO RTCGM IN TYPE 1 DIABETES PATIENTS ?

Y. Préau1,2, S. Galie1, P. Schaepelynck1, M. Armand2,
D. Raccah1,2

1APHM, University Hospital Sainte Marguerite, Marseille,
France, Marseille, France, 2Aix-Marseille Univ, Cnrs, Crmbm,
Marseille, France

Background and Aims: We showed that eGDR (estimated
glucose disposal rate), a score of insulin sensitivity, correlated
with changes in TIR (Time in Range) and in TAR180 (Time in
Range >180 mg/dL) in 18 type 1 diabetes (T1D) patients
switching from FSL (Freestyle Libre) to DG4 (Dexcom G4)
[Préau Y et al. DTT 2021]. We aimed to further study the impact
of eGDR on AGP (Ambulatory Glucose Profile) parameters
changes after switching from FSL to DG4 over 6 months.

Methods: Twenty-five T1D patients were sub-grouped ac-
cording to their baseline eGDR using a cut-off value of
8 mg/kg/min (Group 1: < 8, low insulin sensitive; Group 2: > 8,
more insulin sensitive). AGP data were collected the last 3
months of FSL (M0) and of DG4 use (M6). Statistics were
performed using paired t-test or Wilcoxon within group, and
unpaired t-test or Mann-Whitney between groups.

Results: AGP metrics were not different between groups (not
shown). Regarding changes in metrics (Table), patients less
sensitive to insulin (group 1) improved their exposure to hy-
poglycaemia (decreases in TBR70 (Time below Range
<70 mg/dL), TBR54 (<54 mg/dL) and % CV (Coefficient of
Variation)), significantly compared to patients more sensitive to
insulin (group 2). Conversely, the latter improved their exposure
to hyperglycemia (decreases in TAR180, TAR250 (Time above
Range >250 mg/dL), GMI (Glucose Management Indicator),
average glucose), significantly compared to the former.

Conclusions: These results suggest that the insulin sensitivity
score eGDR seems pertinent for predicting the benefits of switch
from isCGM to rtCGM.
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FLASH GLUCOSE MONITORING IMPROVES
QUALITY OF LIFE AND REDUCES FEAR OF
HYPOGLYCEMIA IN TYPE 1 DIABETES PATIENTS:
A REAL WORLD PROSPECTIVE STUDY.

R. Batanero1, L. Aizpeolea1, M. Piedra1, M. Ortiz2,
A. González1, A. Gómez1, I. Sangil1, L. Vázquez1,
C. Montalbán1

1University Hospital Marqués de Valdecilla, Endocrinology,
Santander, Spain, 2University Hospital Marqués de Valdecilla,
Clinical Analyses Laboratory, Santander, Spain

Background and Aims: Flash Glucose Monitoring (FGM) is
associated with significant improvements in glycemic control of
patients with type 1 diabetes. However, the impact on Quality of
Life (QoL) and fear of hypoglycemia remains controversial.

Methods: We conducted a prospective, real-world, case-
control study of a six-month follow up involving patients treated
with multiple daily insulin injections (MDI) or continous sub-
cutaneous insulin infusion (CSII.) Individuals who started with a
FGM system for the first time (cases) were compared with those
who were using it prevously (controls). The main end points were
the scores of QoL and fear of hypoglycemia questionnaires
(EsDQUOL and Hypoglycemia Fear Survey-HFS-) and other
clinical outcomes like HbA1c, weight, dose of insulin/kg, rapid
insulin percentage, and severe hypoglycemias.

Results: A total of 149 patients were included in the case
group (63% MDI and 37% CSII, mean age:47 – 12 years, mean
HbA1c: 7,6 – 0,97) and 33 patients in the control group (76%
MDI and 24% CSII, mean age:44 – 15 years, , mean HbA1c:
7,2 – 0,65). EsDQUOL and HFS scores improved in the case
group (p < 0,05) but not in the control group after 6 months.
HbA1c was significantly lower in both groups (-0,11% and
-0,15% respectively) at the end of the study. There were no
significant differences in the rest of the analyzed outcomes.

Conclusions: FGM improves QOL and reduces fear of hy-
poglycemia in patients with Type 1 diabetes. Additional stud-
ies are needed to assess the long - term impact of this new
technology.
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ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY OF TWO GLUCOSE
MONITORING SYSTEMS TESTED SIMULTANEOUSLY
IN AMBULATORY PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 OR 2
DIABETES AND ADVANCED CHRONIC KIDNEY
DISEASE.

A.F. Ólafsdóttir1,2, M. Andelin1, A. Saeed3, S. Sofizadeh1,
P.-A. Jansson2, M. Lind1,2

1NU-Hospital Group, Department Of Medicin, Uddevalla,
Sweden, 2University of Gothenburg, Department Of Molecular
And Clinical Medicine, Institute Of Medicine The Sahlgrenska
Academy, Göteborg, Sweden, 3University of Gothenburg,
Department Of Molecular And Clinical Medicine/nephrology,
Institute Of Medicine The Sahlgrenska Academy, Gothenburg,
Sweden
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Background and Aims: The aim was to compare the accu-
racy, reliability and safety of the Dexcom G5 and the Freestyle
libre sensors in adults with type 1 or 2 diabetes with estimated
glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) of <30ml/min/1,73m2, includ-
ing patients on maintenance dialysis.

Methods: Forty patients at 2 outpatient clinics in Sweden,
carried a Dexcom G5 for 7 days and FreeStyle Libre for 14 days.
Capillary blood glucose levels were measured with a high ac-
curacy glucose meter (HemoCue) 3 times/day during the study
period.

Results: Mean age was 64 – 9.2, HbA1c 53 – 11.0 mmol/mol,
diabetes duration 28.5 – 14.7years. 27.5% of study population
were on hemodialysis and 22.5% peritoneal dialysis. Mean ab-
solute relative difference (MARD) for Dexcom G5 was signifi-
cantly lower than for FreeStyle Libre, 15.2% (95%CI 10.9-
19.6%) and 20.9% (95%CI 17.9-24.0%) respectively (p = 0.031).
Mean absolute difference was also significantly lower for Dex-
com G5 than for FreeStyle Libre, 1,21mmol/l (95%CI 0.93-
1.48mmol/l) and 1,76 mmol/l (95%CI 1.48-2.03mmol/l) respec-
tively (p = 0.0058), and mean difference was -0.107 mmol/l and -
1.10 mmol/l (p = 0.0008) respectively. Correlation between He-
moCue and Dexcom was 0.785, HemoCue and FreeStyle Libre
was 0.776 and between Dexcom and FreeStyle Libre 0.782.

Conclusions: Dexcom G5 gives persons with diabetes and
advanced chronic kidney disease (CKD) more accurate estimates
of blood glucose levels than Freestyle Libre. Dexcom G5 is
likely safe to be used by persons with advanced CKD since the
accuracy was similar as for persons without CKD when similar
reference systems have been used.

The Freestyle Libre system shows systematically lower glu-
cose levels partly explaining the lower accuracy.
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CONTRIBUTION OF CGMS DURING DIFFERENT
SPORTING ACTIVITIES IN ADULTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES MELLITUS

V. Donicova1, E. Pupala2, M. Gáborová3

1Human-Care Ltd, Department Of Internal Medicine And
Diabetology, Pavol Josef Safarik University Teaching Affiliate,
Košice, Slovak Republic, 2Hospital Agel, Department Of
Surgery, Kosice, Slovak Republic, 3University of P J Safaric,
Department Of Human Physiology, Kosice, Slovak Republic

Background and Aims: CGMS reveals glycaemid fluctua-
tions during high intensity and endurace sport activities (ESA).
The Aim was to obtain and analyse glycaemic curves in people
with DM1 during various intensive sports: jogging, ice hockey,
skiing, marathon running, mixed martial arts (MMA), and to
design treatment regimen best suited to avoid glycaemic vari-
ability (GV).

Methods: From 29 adults with T1D with realised CGM (19–
65 years) with HbA1c 7.4–8.8% DCCT, diabetes duration 3–30
years, on intensive insuline treatment (IIT);we used Guardian TM

Connect, GuardianTM 2Link, FreeStyle Libre. All participants
practised their sport regularly and during CGM they recorded
treatment, saccharide consumed and exercise duration. Based on
individual data each participant was advised on adjustment of
therapy.

Results: From 29 CGM monitored DM1 patients three typical
glycaemic patterns were identified as consequence of physical

activity (PA): (1) decline of glycaemia after PA;(2) a glycaemic
rise during PA;(3) elevation of glycaemia after PA. Examples
are:1. Jogging in an IIT-treated patient led to nocturnal hy-
poglycaemia, elminated after CGM based therapy adjustment. 2.
Unexpected elevation of glycaemia during a marathon in a young
woman on IIT was evoked by stress during sporting perfor-
mance, while in another patient the same activity provoked hy-
poglycaemia. 3. Glycaemic elevation was observed after
phinishing PA in patient performing MMA with high GV.

Conclusions: The nowadays CGMS technology enables
glyacemic fluctuations during high intensity and ESA in DM1
patients to be identified and counteracted by appropriate thera-
peutic adjustments.
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INSIGHTS TO THE TIME IN RANGE (TIR) IN
PATIENTS ON FLASH GLUCOSE MONITORING
(FGM) IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES

M. Chawla1, P. Chawla1, B. Saboo2, J. Kesavadev3, A. Shah1,
G. Krishnan3, M. Shah4

1LINA DIABETES CARE AND MUMBAI DIABETES
RESEARCH CENTRE, Diabetology, MUMBAI, India, 2Diacare
– Diabetes Care & Hormone Clinic, Chief Diabetologist,
Ahmedabad, India, 3Jothydev’s Diabetes Research Center,
Diabetes, Trivandrum, India, 4Diacare – Diabetes Care &
Hormone Clinic, Daibetology, Ahmedabad, India

Background and Aims: Continuous Glucose Monitoring
(CGM) has rapidly evolved with Time In Range (TIR) as a
prominent glycemic metric
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Methods: We evaluated 320 patients across three centres who
utilised FreeStyle Libre Pro CGM to understand glycemic vari-
ability in patients managed through standard care approach. The
key glycemic metrics; TIR, Time Below Target (TBT), Time
Above Target (TAT) were analysed based on the duration of
diabetes and the age. ANOVA and chi-square were utilised for
statistical analysis.

Results: 50% (160/320), 63.1% (202/320), 46.8% (150/320)
were in TIR >70%, TAT <25% and TBT <5%. 36.8% (n = 118)
patients had diabetes duration <10 years and 52.1 % (n = 167)
were <60 years of age. The mean TIR was 67% (–21, 95% CI 65
to 69). TIR was significantly better achieved in patients age ‡60
years (TIR 67.8%, p = <0.0001) and in patients with duration of
diabetes <10 years (TIR 70.5%, p = 0.0271). The mean TBT and
TAT was 9.7% (–12, 95% CI 8.3 to 11) and 23 (–23, 95% CI 21
to 26), respectively. In patients with duration of diabetes <10
years TAT was significantly better than with ‡10 years diabetes
(19.5% Vs 25.2%, p = 0.0331)

Conclusions: Our results provide insights for the TIR gly-
cemic metrics as a measure to achieve optimal glycemic control.
TIR appears to be an evolved glycemic metric with association
across the age group and the duration of diabetes. There is a need
to integrate TIR in routine diabetes practice as a step towards,
more effective and precise diabetes management.
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FLASH GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEM (FSL)
IMPROVE GLUCOSE CONTROL SPECIALLY
IN CSII USERS

P. Pujante, J. Ares, C. Alonso, R. Rodriguez-Escobedo,
E. Delgado, E. Menendez

Asturias Central Hospital.ISPA, Endocrinology And Nutrition,
Oviedo, Spain

Background and Aims: The aim of this study is to investigate
if FSL (Freestyle Libre �) improves metabolic control in patients
with type 1 diabetes and compare its effects in dependence of the
type of insulin treatment.

Methods: We studied 415 type 1 diabetic patients, 48,4%
were men, mean age was 46.31 – 15.35 years and duration of
diabetes 22.17 – 13.27 years. A total of 324 patient were FSL
users. Divided in function of the type of treatment, 290 were on
basal-bolus insulin therapy and FSL users (BB-FSL), 88 were on
basal-bolus insulin therapy and no FSL users (BB-FSLNO) and
34 were on CSII and FSL users (CSII-FSL).

Results: FSL users were younger (FSL: 44.42 – 14.67 vs
FSLNO: 53.12 – 15.91 years; p < 0,01) but there were not dif-
ference in time of evolution. The A1c was lower in FSL users
(FSL: 7.61 – 1.22 vs FSLNO 7.91 – 1,37%; p < 0,05). In function
of treatment, CSII-FSL showed lower A1c compared to BB-
FSLNO (ISCI-FSL 7.23 – 0.73% vs BB-FSL 7.65 – 1.26% vs
BB-FSLNO 7.92 – 1.37%; p < 0,05), with no differences with
BB-FSL users. When we compared 14 days AGP report between
FSL users, CSII users had less mean glucose (CSII:
155.79 – 23.68 vs BB: 169.76 – 34.09 mg/dl; p < 0,05), more TIR
(CSII: 64.03 – 13.74 vs BB: 56.36 – 17.14 %; p < 0,05) and less
GMI (CSII: 7.04 – 0.56 vs BB: 7.37 – 0.81%; p < 0,05) with no
differences in TBR and %CV.

Conclusions: The FSL helps to improve metabolic control in
Type1 diabetes specially in CSII users, who presents better mean
glucose and better time in range.
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GLUCOSE MANAGEMENT INDEX CORRELATES
WITH A1C INDEPENDENTLY OF THE INSULIN
TREATMENT IN TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
ASTURIAS REAL WORLD DATA 2020

J. Ares, P. Pujante, P. Morales, S. Rodriguez-Rodero,
C. Lambert, E. Delgado, E. Menendez

Asturias Central Hospital. ISPA, Endocrinology and Nutrition,
Oviedo, Spain

Background and Aims: A1c (laboratory glycated hemoglo-
bin) is the primary measure guiding glucose management. An
international consensus group recently included a list of CGM
metrics recommended for inclusion in all standard CGM reports
(AGP). [Mean glucose, TIR, TBT, TAR, Glycemic variability
(%CV) and glucose management indicator (GMI)]. The aim of
this study is to investigate the relationship between A1c and 14
days GMI calculated from the flash glucose monitoring system

Methods: 219 type 1 diabetic patients were selected, 59,4%
were men; the mean age (–SD) was 44.71 – 14.54 years and the
duration of diabetes was 22.43 – 13.21 years. 86.8% of patients
were on basal-bolus insulin therapy and 13.2% were on CSII.
A1c level was taken from the electronic medical history and 14
days AGP report was downloaded from Libreview platform when
the percentage of active time was > 70%, the same day that blood
test was done.

Results: 14 days AGP report showed a mean glucose of
162.39 – 29.18 mg/dl with a mean CV of 37.61 – 6.43 %. The
mean %CGM active was 94.71 – 7,41%. The TIR was
56.71 – 15.36%, TBR 5.16 – 5.0% and TAR 35.19 – 16.70%. The
mean GMI was 7.20 – 0.69%. The A1c was 7.37 – 0.93%. This
data offered a mean differences A1c-GMI of 0.17 – 0.67. Linear
regression showed that A1c correlates with GMI (b = 0.716,
p < 0.01) when the %CV, TIR, TBR, type of treatment, were
included as independent variables

Conclusions: The GMI is a good indicator of glucose
control due to a strong correlation with gold standard A1c.

P130 / #723

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

REAL WORLD EVIDENCE FOR DIURNAL GLYCEMIC
CHANGES EVALUATED BY FREESTYLE LIBRE PRO
FLASH CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING
(CGM) SYSTEM IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2
DIABETES

S. Patange

Dr Sonali Patange’s Speciality Diabetes Centre, Diabetes,
Mumbai, India

Background and Aims: We utilised FreeStyle Libre Pro
continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) to understand the
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glycemic variability in patients treated as per standard care of
approach based on contemporary guidelines.

Methods: We conducted a retrospective analysis of patients
(n = 202) in the DSP clinic cohort during 2018 to 2019. This was
an evaluation done at a single centre providing a comprehensive
diabetes care. We included T2DM patients, with no exclusion
criteria in this group. ANOVA was utilised for statistical anal-
ysis. The glycemic variability over 24-hour period was evaluated
for the glucose readings captured after every 2 hours.

Results: Most patients had diabetes for greater than 5 years.
Mean daily average blood glucose (mg/dl), Time in Target (%),
Time below target (%), Time above target (%), were 161 (–64,
95% CI 154 to 168), 34 (–19, 95% CI 32 to 37), 16 (–19, 95% CI
13 to 18), 50 (–28, 95% CI 46 to 53), respectively. (refer figure)
The least mean glucose (mg/dl) was recorded was 125.3, 127.7
during 4–6 am and 6–8 am, respectively. Post breakfast, beyond
10 am blood glucose started rise with highest value noted around
midnight (183.3 mg/dl). The difference across the 2 hourly
groups was significant (p < 0.0001)

Conclusions: The daytime hyperglycaemia especially post
breakfast spike is attributed to the excess carbohydrate intake,
that led to rebound hyperglycemia. Our study describes real-
world evaluation of glycemic variability with potential to de-
crease frequency of in person patient contact without negatively
impacting outcomes.

P131 / #724

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

THE FREQUENCY OF UNLIMITED FLASH
GLYCEMIA SCANS BY PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES ON PUMP INSULIN THERAPY AND ITS
CORRELATION WITH DIABETES MELLITUS
CLINICAL PARAMETERS

A. Dreval, I. Barsukov, E. Slesareva, O. Dreval

M.F. Vladimirsky Moscow Regional Research and Clinical
Institute, Endocrinology, Moscow, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: The development of devices that free
patients from finger piercing, as well as, the use of test-strips in
diabetes control, can demonstrate the real daily need for gly-
cemic self-control in patients with T1D.

Methods: 58 adult patients with T1D undergoing insulin
pump therapy used flash glucose monitoring systems for 14 days,
followed by a retrospective assessment of the glycemic scans per
day and its correlation with diabetes mellitus clinical parameters.

Results: The frequency of scans during 14 days ranged from
3.5 – 0.9 to 139 – 26.7 times per day. The average number of
scans for the first 7 days of the study 29.3 – 1.7 times was com-
pared with the average number of scans on the 7-th day
30.6 – 33.0 times (p > 0.05), the average number of scans for 14
days 27.8 – 2.7 times was compared with the number of scans on

the 14-th day - 25.6 – 20.5 times (p > 0.05). A statistically sig-
nificant correlations between the average number of scans and
the average glycemia, the percentage of time above and below
range, the patient’s age, the diabetes duration, the number of
diabetes complications weren’t received (p > 0.05).

Conclusions: The recommended self-control frequency at
least 4 times a day, is actually 7 times lower than the real need for
patients with T1D. It doesn’t depend on the patient’s age, the
duration of T1D, the number of its complications and the pa-
rameters of the carbohydrate metabolism and doesn’t change
significantly from day to day. All these reflects the internal and
stable need for each patient with T1D to increase the frequency
of glycemic self-control.

P132 / #740

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

FIRST REPORT OF GENDER DISPARITY IN
TECHNOLOGY UPTAKE [CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE
MONITORING (CGM)] IN PATIENTS OF DIABETES
ACROSS INDIA

P. Chawla1, A. Sarda2, M. Chawla3, B. Saboo4, J. Kesavadev5

1LINA DIABETES CARE AND MUMBAI DIABETES
RESEARCH CENTRE, Diabetology, MUMBAI, India, 2Sarda
Center For Diabetes And Self-Care, Diabetes, Aurangabad,
India, 3LINA DIABETES CARE AND MUMBAI DIABETES
RESEARCH CENTRE, Diabetology, Mumbai, India, 4Diacare –
Diabetes Care & Hormone Clinic, Chief Diabetologist,
Ahmedabad, India, 5Jothydev’s Diabetes Research Center,
Diabetes, Trivandrum, India

Background and Aims: Prevalent literature shows gender
differences exist in diabetes and in care measures with fewer
women as compared to men likely to receive standard of care,
intensive therapy or adequate glycemic monitoring. Access to
healthcare and related technology are important in reducing
morbidity and mortality. This apparent gap in technology-driven
glycemic monitoring in women, could adversely impact quality
of life (QOL), disease complications or compound the existing
death rate in women. While gender disparity in insulin pump use
is reported, no trends are shown from India for CGM use. In this
preliminary investigation, four centres across India collaborated
to determine if gender differences exist in technology uptake,
particularly CGM use in patients of T1DM/T2DM.

Methods: Records of CGM (1 January 2019 to 31 December,
2020) (Abbott Libre Pro) in patients of T1DM/T2DM were
collated and statistically analysed using Chi-square test.

Results: From a total of 403 and 167 patients of T2DM and
T1DM, respectively undergoing CGM, 76.29% were male while
64.87% were female patients for T2DM and 23.71% were male
and 36.13% were female patients with T1DM. Overall, data re-
flects a higher proportion of males undergoing CGM as com-
pared to females (p = 0.0032). The OR is 1.742 implying that
74% higher chances of males undergoing CGM as compared to
female patients.

Conclusions: Gender differences in technology uptake with
more males with diabetes undergoing CGM than females, exist
due to socio-cultural-economic reasons that should be deter-
mined in future, larger prospective design studies of longer du-
ration; to create inroads to improve glycemic control and QOL in
women with diabetes.
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Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT OF A NOVEL NON-INVASIVE
GLUCOSE MONITOR-VALIDITY OF THE
ALGORITHM OVER TIME WITHOUT
INTERMITTENT CALIBRATION

J. Shillingford

Afon Technology, Clinical Research, Grosskrotzenburg,
Germany

Background and Aims: We are developing a non-invasive
blood glucose monitor based on analyzing spectral variations in a
rf/microwave signal when reflected from the wrist.. Here we
report data on the signal analysis and the validity of the predic-
tive algorithm over a period of 1-year without intermittent
calibration.

Methods: The NIGM device was applied to the wrist. Patients
with type 1 diabetes,between 18 and 64 years and BMI between
18.5 and 35 kg/m2 (all inclusive) participated in two automated
glucose clamp experiments,glucose values between the range of
60 to 250 mg/dL, to cover the full glycemic range. Data from the
first clamp were used to predict the values obtained at the second
clamp. Patients that had been studied in September 2019 were
included in a cohort of patients studied in June-July 2020. Re-
ference glucose values were obtained with a SuperGL analyzer
every 5 minutes throughout the clamp experiments.

Results: 9 white males participated in the June-July 2020
cohort (mean –SD age 34 years, BMI 25kg/m2, diabetes duration
9.8 years). Data from 4 subjects who had participated in the 2019
study allowed analysis of data using signal models built in 2019
to calculate BG levels in the 2020 study. Correlations of this data
showed that the signal models built were able to perform ac-
ceptable estimations demonstrating the robustness of the models
over time.

Conclusions: Although much work still needs to be done, the
robustness of the signal analysis model signals to the viability
of the device and delivers further proof-of-concept for high-
frequency, microwave-based, non-invasive glucose monitoring.

P134 / #783

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

ASSESSING THE ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT
GLUCOMETERS BASED ON THE LABORATORY
REFERENCE METHOD

R. Alshareef1, A. Alzahrani1, A. Borai2, F. Farahat3

1King Abdulaziz medical city, Family Medicine, Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia, 2King Abdulaziz medical city, Clinical Laboratory,
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 3King Abdulaziz medical city, Infectious
Disease, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Background and Aims: Self-monitoring of blood glucose
using point-of-care glucometers is a critical tool in diabetic care.
Various glucometers have been developed. This cross-sectional
study aimed to evaluate the accuracy of commonly used gluc-
ometers by comparing their readings with those of the laboratory
reference method.

Methods: The five commercially available glucometers -
Accu-Chek (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Ger-many),

OneTouch (LifeScan Inc, USA), Freestyle Optium Neo (Abbott
Diabetes Care Inc, USA), Contour Next, and Contour Next One
(Ascensia Diabetes Care Inc. Canada) - were utilized in our
study. Participants were randomly selected for measuring fasting
blood glucose levels to eliminate any factors affect measure-
ments by the glucometers and glucose hexokinase method (ref-
erence method). Statistical analysis was carried out and the
readings were expressed as mean and standard deviation.

Results: All glucometer readings correlated well with the
laboratory measurements; however, the venous glucose level
readings showed a slight difference, especially in case of higher
blood glucose levels. Although, no significant difference was
found between the mean venous blood glucose and the mean of
other glucometer readings, a highly significant positive cor-
relation was found between laboratory measurements and
glucometer readings. Moreover, our study confirmed that Accu-
Check, OneTouch, and FreeStyle Optium Neo meters were sig-
nificantly useful predictors of venous blood glucose. Notably,
Freestyle Optium Neo showed the minimal mean bias (-0.4%) in
contrast to Contour Next One that showed the highest propor-
tional bias (6.1%).

Conclusions: Independent comparison of all glucometers
should be carried out as the proportional bias, especially in case
of high blood glucose levels, can affect patient care.

P135 / #791

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING IN
GLYCOGEN STORAGE DISEASE TYPE IA

D. Tinti1, S. Giorda1, F. Porta2, M. Trada1,
M. Spada2, L. De Sanctis1

1AOU Città della Salute e della Scienza, Center Of Pediatric
Diabetology, Torino, Italy, 2AOU Città della Salute e della
Scienza, Center For Metabolic Diseases, Turin, Italy

Background and Aims: Glycogen storage disorder type Ia
(GSD-Ia) leads to severe hypoglycemia due to impairment of
both glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis. Continuous glucose
monitoring (CGM) is effective in preventing hypoglycemia in
type I diabetes, potentially representing a new frontier in the
management of GSD-Ia. The aim of this study is to evaluate the
role of CGM in optimizing dietary treatment in GSD-Ia.

Methods: We used a CGM (G6, Dexcom, San Diego, US) for 4
weeks in a pediatric patient with GSD-Ia (female, 3 years, weight
14,5 kg, genotype Arg83Cys/Arg83Cys) to evaluate time spent
with glycemia <70 (TBR-L1) and <54 mg/dL (TBR-L2). During
the CGM, the patient was on standard nutritional treatment with
meals every 2,5 hours and nocturnal continuous tube feeding.

Results: TBR-L1 and TBR-L2 were 21% and 10%, respec-
tively. Glycemic drops were mostly observed after suspension of
nocturnal feeding and before dinner (Figure 1). Parents reported
CGM as an advantageous tool to identify asymptomatic episodes
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of hypoglycemia. CGM results, indeed, allowed further tailoring
of dietary management of the patient, with reduction of TBR-L1
to 13,1% (26% improvement from baseline). Figure 1. Ambu-
latory Glucose Profile (AGP) of the patients during the first 4
weeks of continuous glucose monitoring.

Conclusions: Besides adding new insights in the compre-
hension of metabolic control in glycogenosis, CGM can be useful
to optimize glycemic homeostasis in GSD-Ia.

P136 / #792

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

IMPACT OF CONTOUR PLUS ELITE BLOOD
GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEM ON BOLUS
INSULIN DOSING AND BLOOD GLUCOSE RESULTS
VARIANCE

J. Richardson1, S. Pardo2, R. Shaginian1

1Ascensia Diabetes Care, Global Medical Affairs, Basel,
Switzerland, 2Ascensia Diabetes Care, Global Clinical Affairs,
Basel, United States of America

Background and Aims: Earlier studies demonstrated that the
amplification factor between meter and actual blood glucose
variance was approximately 2.5 for BGMSs with an error margin
–15/15. We applied this methodology in the hypothetical sce-
nario if a diabetes patient used CONTOUR�PLUS ELITE
BGMS for bolus insulin dosing decision. Subsequent expected
blood glucose (BG) values were calculated.

Methods: The BGMS data were derived from a study, as-
sessing the accuracy according to ISO 15197, 2013. 95% of BG
results expected at specific reference value (13.9 mmol/L) were
computed. We calculated bolus insulin dose and expected BG
values based on the following: there is 95% confidence that the
BGMS has an error margin between -5.68% and +6.49%. We
assume that the personal correction factor to calculate insulin
dose is 3.0mmol/L for 1 Unit.

Results: When true BG is for example 13.9 mmol/L , 95% of
BG results obtained by the BGMS are expected within the range
of 13.1-14.8mmol/L. The calculated bolus insulin dose was 3
units in all three cases: true (13.9mmol/L), lower (13.1mmol/L)
and upper (14.8mmol/L) BGMS readings. It would result in final
BG of approximately 5.0mmol/L so there is 0% difference be-
tween target BG (5.0mmol/L) and the final BG using either lower
or upper readings.

Conclusions: In this study we demonstrated that BG readings,
using CONTOUR�PLUS ELITE BGMS are highly accurate,
which is critical for safe and effective diabetes management,
especially in insulin-treated patients. This could minimize the
risk of hypo and/or hyperglycemic events that lead to short and
long term diabetes complications.

P137 / #795

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

GLUCOSE CONTROL AFTER INITIATION OF FLASH
GLUCOSE MONITORING IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
MANAGED WITH BASAL INSULIN; A
RETROSPECTIVE REAL-WORLD CHART REVIEW
STUDY FROM CANADA

T. Elliott1, R. Beharry2, M. Tsoukas3, A. Zarruk4, A. Abitbol5

1BC Diabetes, Medical Director, Vancouver, Canada, 2Beharry
Medical Centre, Director, Medicine, Toronto, Canada,
3Clinique Medicale Hygea, Endocrinology, Montreal, Canada,
4West Island Metabolic Unit, Cardiometabolic Department,
Pierrefonds, Canada, 5LMC Diabetes & Endocrinology,
Endocrinology, Toronto, Canada

Background and Aims: Evidence for the real-world benefit
of continuous glucose monitoring in type 2 diabetes (T2DM)
managed using basal insulin is limited. The aim of this retro-
spective real-world study was to evaluate change in HbA1c over
3–6 months in adults with T2DM using a basal insulin regimen
and started using the FreeStyle Libre Flash Glucose Monitoring
SystemTM. The study population included adults on a basal in-
sulin regimen for ‡1 year, with HbA1c 8.0-12.0% (64-
108 mmol/mol), who used FreeStyle Libre regularly for ‡3
months. Pregnant patients were excluded, as were patients on
dialysis.

Methods: Medical records (n = 91) from basal insulin using
patients with T2DM from 6 diabetes centres in Canada were
evaluated. To minimise selection bias, all eligible medical re-
cords identified at each centre were included. On average,
HbA1c was 8.9 – 0.9% (74.1 – 9.7 mmol/mol), prior to FreeStyle
Libre use, age was 64.3 – 10.9 years, BMI was 30.5 – 7.6 kg/m2

and average duration of insulin use 4.1 – 3.0 years (mean–SD),
69.2% were male. HbA1c results were recorded between 90 and
194 days from the start of use of FreeStyle Libre, between De-
cember 2017 and December 2019.

Results: After at least 3 months of using FreeStyle Libre,
HbA1c (primary outcome) was significantly reduced by
0.8 – 1.1% (mean–SD); p < 0.0001. Sub-group analysis by
baseline HbA1c (<9.0%, ‡9.0%) showed both groups signifi-
cantly reduced HbA1c; with reductions of 0.5 – 0.8%, p < 0.0001
and 1.6 – 1.3%, p < 0.0001, respectively.

Conclusions: This real-world, retrospective chart review
study concluded that people with T2DM on basal insulin therapy,
using FreeStyle Libre for between 3 to 6 months significantly
reduced HbA1c.

P138 / #815

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

ANALYSIS OF THE GLYCEMIA TARGET RANGES
CHOICE IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES
MELLITUS ON PUMP INSULIN THERAPY USING A
CONTINUOUS FLASH GLUCOSE MONITORING
SYSTEMS

A. Dreval, I. Barsukov, E. Slesareva, T. Shestakova, O. Dreval

M.F. Vladimirsky Moscow Regional Research and Clinical
Institute, Endocrinology, Moscow, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: In practice the recommendations
regarding the choice of the glycemia target range from 3.9 to
10.0 mmol/L in patients using a continuous flash glucose moni-
toring systems are not always implemented, that can lead to
incorrect glycemic profile data interpretation and, as a result,
unjustified therapeutic measures.

Methods: 85 adult patients with T1D (47-women, 38-men, the
average age - 33.0 – 11.2 years, the average duration of T1D -
12.1 – 10.7 years), undergoing pump insulin therapy and con-
tinuous flash glucose monitoring were involved in the study,
followed by a retrospective analysis of the established glycemia
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target ranges according to continuous flash glucose monitoring
systems reports.

Results: 44 patients (51.7%) of the 85 patients, had a different
glycemia target range than the recommended range. The average
value of the lower limit of the target range in this group was
4.3 – 0.7 mmol /L, the upper limit - 8.6 – 0.8 mmol/L, which af-
fected the time in ranges (TIR), table 1. Table 1. TIR in different
groups of patients

Conclusions: The glycemia target range did not correspond to
the recommended range in more than half of the patients, that
makes it difficult to correctly assess the TIR. The analysis sug-
gests the need to train patients to correctly select and set the
values of the glycemia target range.

P139 / #33

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

THE WELL-8 SCALE: ASSESSMENT OF HEALTH-
RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE IN PEOPLE WITH
CHRONIC DISEASES

R. Verma1, R. Adhikary1, S. Kolwankar1, V. Khatry2,
D. Venkatachalam1, S. Pawar3, S. Kavugoli3, J. Bhatt1,
S. Joshi1, B. Saboo4

1Wellthy Therapeutics Pvt. Ltd., Product And Clinical, Mumbai,
India, 2Roche Diabetes Care India Pvt. Ltd., Medical And
Scientific Affairs, Mumbai, India, 3Wellthy Therapeutics Pvt.
Ltd., Care Delivery, Mumbai, India, 4Diacare – Diabetes Care
& Hormone Clinic, Chief Diabetologist, Ahmedabad, India

Background and Aims: Well-8 questionnaire, an 8-item in-
strument was developed to measure multiple aspects that influ-
ence the quality of life (QOL) in people with chronic diseases.
The present study is aimed at establishing the validity and reli-
ability of the Well-8 questionnaire for the assessment of QOL in
people with chronic diseases enrolled on the Wellthy CARE�
Digital Therapeutics platform.

Methods: Eighty participants (Average age: 43.91 – 12.35
years, 25% female) who were using an Integrated Personalised
Diabetes Management (iPDM) consisting of an Accu-Chek�

Active glucometer with the WDTx platform, provided consent to
participate in the study. The Well-8 questionnaire was validated
by a six-member panel (consisting of experts in diabetes man-
agement, clinical nutrition and public health) based on read-
ability, clarity and comprehensiveness. The validity of Well-8
scale was established in comparison to the ‘Appraisal of Diabetes
Scale’ or ADS (Carey et al., 1991) using Spearman rank corre-
lation analysis.

Results: The experts validated the content of Well-8 to be
highly appropriate with a scale–content validity index (S-CVI) of
0.96. Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was determined to be 0.84,
which suggested good reliability and high internal consistency.
A strong correlation could be found between the score of Well-8
and ADS questionnaires (r = -0.58, n = 80, p < 0.0001). A mod-

erate correlation was observed between Well-8 score and aver-
age blood glucose level (r = -0.31, n = 57, p < 0.05). A lower
degree of correlation was also found between the Well-8 score
and personal income (r = 0.22, n = 80, p < 0.05).

Conclusions: The study established the validity and reliability
of the Well-8 questionnaire to assess health-related QOL in pa-
tients with chronic diseases.

P140 / #81

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

MEDICATION OPTIMIZATION AMONG PEOPLE
WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES PARTICIPATING
IN A CGM-DRIVEN VIRTUAL CLINIC

A. Majithia1, D. Erani2, C. Kusiak3, A. Armento Lee3,
F. Colangelo4, R. Romanelli5, S. Robertson6, J. Layne7,
R. Dixon7, H. Zisser8

1University of California San Diego School of Medicine,
Department Of Medicine And Department Of Pediatrics, San
Diego, United States of America, 2Onduo Professionals, PC,
Virtual Clinic, Newton, United States of America, 3Verily Life
Sciences, Biostatistics, South San Francisco, United States of
America, 4Allegheny Health Network, Internal Medicine,
Monroeville, United States of America, 5Sutter Health, Center
For Health Systems Research, Walnut Creek, United States of
America, 6Verily Life Sciences, Health Economics, South San
Francisco, United States of America, 7Onduo LLC, Clinical
Affairs, Newton, United States of America, 8Verily Life
Sciences, Clinical Science, South San Francisco, United States
of America

Background and Aims: The Onduo Virtual Diabetes Clinic
(VDC) program for people with T2D includes a mobile app,
remote lifestyle coaching, connected devices and telemedicine
consultations with endocrinologists for medication management
and prescription of real-time (rt)CGM devices. The objective of
this analysis was to evaluate medication management through
the VDC.

Methods: Adults with T2D and baseline HbA1c ‡8.0% to
£12.0% participated in the VDC program for 4 months. Parti-
cipants were asked to participate in telemedicine consultation
with a VDC endocrinologist for diabetes medication manage-
ment and used rtCGM intermittently to guide therapy and dosing.
Medication changes were evaluated.

Results: At baseline, 10.9%, 38.2% and 50.9% of participants
(n = 55) were prescribed 1, 2 and ‡3 diabetes medications. Most
participants (89%) had a medication change consisting of a dose
change, addition or discontinuation. Of these, 30.6% (n = 15) of
participants had a net increase in number of diabetes medications
from baseline. Among anti-diabetes medication classes the
number of participants prescribed GLP-1 analogue therapy in-
creased from 25.5% to 52.7% (p < 0.001) and sulfonylurea pre-
scriptions decreased from 54.5% to 34.5% (p = 0.007).
Prescriptions of other anti-diabetic medication classes, includ-
ing insulin, did not change significantly. HbA1c decreased
by -1.6% – 1.0 (p < 0.001) at 4 months with no increase in
hypoglycemia.

Conclusions: Participation in the VDC was associated with
improved glycemic control. Medication management largely
consisted of substitution of ineffective diabetes medications with
more effective medications with a minority of participants
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requiring addition of new classes. Use of rtCGM facilitated the
efficiency and safety of medication optimization by telemedicine
through the VDC.

P141 / #84

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

DIABETES MELLITUS AND THYROIDITIS: DATA
MINING TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO THE
CLASSIFICATION OF PEDIATRIC PATIENTS

R. Sinopoli1, P. Francia2, B. Piccini2, S. Toni2, L. Bocchi1

1University of Florence, Department Of Information
Engineering, Florence, Italy, 2Meyer University Children’s
Hospital, Centre Of Pediatric Diabetes,, Florence, Italy

Background and Aims: It is known that Artificial In-
telligence and, in particular, Data Mining have an important role
in the public health allowing you to get more information from
clinical data available. The aim of the study was to predict the
possibility that young T1DM patients may develop complica-
tions associated with Diabetes Mellitus.

Methods: Regarding a sample of 1040 patients (M/F: 513/
527) with mean age 14.4 years, body mass index (BMI)
26.7 kg/m2, HbA1c 61.0 mmol/mol, a classification model has
been implemented to estimate the class to which a sample be-
longs. The process was divided into several phases, based on the
different datasets of parameters analysed, and for each classifi-
cation the accuracy and performance were evaluated. For a first
interpretation of the data, the k-Means algorithm was used, ob-
serving the clustering obtained and the identification of anoma-
lous values. Subsequently, the Decision Tree classification
algorithm was implemented. The entire study was carried out
using the KNIME Analytics Platform.

Results: The study of the final performances obtained from
the classification process shows a degree of accuracy and reli-
ability of the classification (Cohen’s kappa –0.5) in predicting of
thyroiditis (sensitivity = –60%; accuracy and specificity = –90%).
In the final dataset used the missing values were replaced by
estimated values. The cystic fibrosis class was considered to
evaluate the performance of the model.

Conclusions: It can be concluded that the model’s ability to
predict thyroiditis can be considered satisfactory in terms of
sensitivity, accuracy and specificity.
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Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

SOCIAL MEDIA, COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND TYPE 1
DIABETES – INSTAGRAM LIVE PROMOTING
INFORMATION AND SOCIAL SUPPORT

T. Trevisan

UNICAMP, Endocrinology, Itajaı́, Brazil

Background and Aims: Social media is being used to obtain
knowledge about diabetes. During the lockdown phase the
sentence: diabetic are among the groups of most risk for se-
vere complications of COVID-19 was everywhere. The aim is

to describe Instagram Live promoting information and social
support about SARS-COV2, COVID-19 and type 1 diabetes
(T1D).

Methods: Instagram platform indicators were reviewed be-
tween March 20 and 30 (national lockdown). Live is a feature
that allows users to stream video to followers and engage with
them in real time. Live content was pre-organized by the endo-
crinologist that administrates the profile since June/2016.

Results: 29.000 followers reaching 14.000 every week. Dur-
ing the 1-hour Live the engagement (watching and interacting
with questions and comments) was 518 followers in the first day.
The topic was ‘‘We are together in this new world’’ and direct
education about the issues related with COVID-19 was pre-
sented. The 2nd Live: pandemic emotions and quarantine through
history. Reach: 640 followers. 3rd and 4th Live: hand washing
demonstration plus it’s history and masks through history. As the
medical publications were skyrocketing the next 6 Lives were
related to editorials and T1D management inside or outside this
new era. Medium reach: 344 followers. Considering inbox
messages and impressions we believe that every follower were
participating with 1-4 more people.

Conclusions: The Live videos get 6 times more interactions
than regular videos. This tool was a great engaging strategy to
mitigate the first confinement issues in a population at higher risk
from COVID-19.
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Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

TELEASSISTANCE IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC

A. Cutruzzola’1, M. Parise1, L. Tartaglione2, M.I. Maiorino3,
K. Esposito3, D. Pitocco2, A. Gnasso1, C. Irace4

1Magna Graecia University of Catanzaro, Department Of
Experimental And Clinical Medicine, Catanzaro, Italy,
2Fondazione Policlinico A. Gemelli IRCCS, Diabetes Care
Unit, Rome, Italy, 3Luigi Vanvitelli University of Campania,
Department Of Advanced Medical And Surgical Science,
Naples, Italy, 4Magna Graecia University of Catanzaro,
Department Of Health Of Science, Catanzaro, Italy

Background and Aims: Telemedicine in chronic disease
management has received a significant boost during the health
emergency from COVID-19. We have evaluated the effective-
ness of two virtual visits on glycemic control parameters in pa-
tients with type 1 diabetes (T1D) during the lockdown period.

Methods: Among the T1D patients who had scheduled an
office visit during the lockdown (n = 211), those who made two
virtual visits (baseline and follow up) (n = 166) were enrolled for
the present study. Time in range (TIR), time above and below
range, mean daily glucose, glucose management indicator
(GMI), and coefficient of variation were compared between the
two visits.

Results: TIR significantly increased from 62 – 18 % to
64 – 17 % (p = 0.02) in all patients, and more markedly in
patients using the meter (N = 11, baseline TIR 55 – 17 % and
follow-up TIR 66 – 13 %, p = 0.01) and with baseline GMI
> = 7.5 % (N = 45, baseline TIR 45 – 15 % and follow-up TIR
53 – 18 %, p = 0.0001). The only variable independently as-
sociated with TIR increase was the change of therapy while
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the sensor type and insulin delivery systems did not influence
glucometric parameters.

Conclusions: These findings demonstrate that the structured
virtual visits allow the persistence and the improvement of gly-
cemic control in situations where the office visit is not feasible.
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Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

WHICH CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING
(CGM) METRICS ARE MOST ASSOCIATED WITH
TOTAL COST OF CARE?

M. Crawford1, M. Johnson2, I. Klein3, K. Hames1, G. Norman4

1Dexcom, Inc., New Markets, San Diego, United States of
America, 2Dexcom, Inc., R&d, San Diego, United States of
America, 3Healthstat, Inc., Population Health, Charlotte,
United States of America, 4Dexcom, Inc., Global Access, San
Diego, United States of America

Background and Aims: Reducing HbA1c is associated with
lower health care costs (HCC); the relationship of HCC with
CGM-derived metrics has not been well-studied. We hypothe-
sized CGM metrics would be as strongly associated with HCC as
HbA1c.

Methods: CGM metrics from a 10-day blinded wear, HbA1c,
and claims-derived average per-member-per-month (PMPM) to-
tal HCC over the preceding 3 years were collected. This analysis
includes 162 individuals with and without diabetes. Demo-
graphics were mean(SD) age = 50.9(10) years, BMI = 32.3(9)
kg/m2; 85% female, 15% African American, 14% Hispanic.

Results: Median(IQR) PMPM was $436.39 ($193.03,
$1050.80). The Table shows correlations and regression-ad-
justed standardized Betas for associations between glucose
metrics and log-transformed PMPM. Coefficient of variation
(CV) had the strongest association of all glucose metrics in ad-
justed models for the full sample and the diabetes subsample.

Conclusions: CGM-derived CV is an easy-to-derive metric
that is more sensitive to HHC than HbA1c.
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Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

IDENTIFICATION OF E-YOUNG CHRONICS
THROUGH QUESTIONNAIRE

D. Barajas Galindo1, M. Martı́nez Pillado2,
M. Ballesteros Pomar1, I. Said Criado3, I. Cano Rodrı́guez1

1Complejo Asistencial Universitario de León, Endocrinologı́a Y
Nutrición, León, Spain, 2Complexo Hospitalario de Pontevedra,
Unidad De Calidad, Vigo, Spain, 3Hospital Álvaro Cunqueiro,
Internal Medicine, Vigo, Spain

Background and Aims: Transforming the doctor-patient re-
lationship from analog to digital is no simple task and requires a
great deal of courage and visionary leadership. The first step to
do so is to identify the digital capabilities that the ultimate re-
cipient of every health system possesses: the patient.

Methods: A scale questionnaire of 5 questions related to
digital applications is carried out to patients under follow-up for
type 1 diabetes mellitus, between 18–65 years old, who are
prescribed the Abbott Freestyle Libre flash glucose monitoring
device, which requires their connection to a mobile application
(Libreview) by the user, for optimal use and communication of
data with the healthcare professional electronically.

Results: 62 patients were included.In the classification by
predefined subgroups according to the questionnaire score, 35
patients (56.45%) were identified as having advanced training;
16 (25.81%) of basic training and 11 (17.74%) without digital
training. 82.86% (29/35) of the patients predefined as highly
qualified used the system adequately, compared to 43.75% (7/16)
of those with low training and 0% (0/11) of patients without
technological capabilities; p < 0.001.

Conclusions: The coronavirus-19 pandemic has subjected our
health services to a stress test like never before. In the current
remote care scenario, we are presented with an opportunity (the
great opportunity) to serve people immersed in the digital age. It
would be bad news if after this pandemic, we returned to the
starting box, the identification of those e-young and e-senior
chronics patients is the first essential step to avoid it.

P146 / #154

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

CHANGES IN U.S. CLINIC USE OF A WEB-BASED
PORTAL FOR REVIEW OF PATIENT CONTINUOUS
GLUCOSE MONITORING (CGM) DATA BEFORE AND
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

G. Norman1, K. Shankar2, A. Hauptman2

1Dexcom, Inc., Global Access, San Diego, United States of
America, 2Dexcom, Inc., Data, Portland, United States of
America

Background and Aims: The WHO declared COVID-19 a
pandemic on March 11, 2020. Patients vulnerable to severe
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illness from the virus include people with diabetes. Telehealth
may help protect patients with diabetes from infection and
manage their diabetes during the pandemic. The Dexcom G6
CGM system includes CLARITY software for patients to share
CGM data with their healthcare provider. We examined use of
CLARITY by clinics in the United States from January through
July 2020 and compared monthly year-over-year (YOY) changes
to 2019.

Methods: Data were from all U.S. clinics with CLARITY
accounts between January through July of 2019 and 2020. Me-
trics of clinic engagement with CLARITY were tabulated
monthly including count of new clinic registrations and count of
total clinic logins to CLARITY. Differences in YOY changes in
counts were tested with Chi-square tests.

Results: The YOY monthly count of new registered clinics
did not change from expected from 2019 to 2020 (v2

(6) = 11.4,
p = .08). However, monthly clinic logins increased 34% from
January to July 2020. The YOY increase in total logins was
between 49% to 99% per month. Between April and July, the
YOY change in logins was higher than expected with an at least
70% YOY increase each month (v2

(6) = 2094, p < .001).
Conclusions: Use of CLARITY by clinics has significantly

increased since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic in March of
2020. This increase started in April and continued through July of
2020, suggesting that clinics increased their use of CLARITY to
manage their diabetes patients in response to the pandemic.
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Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

COVID-19 SANITARY CRISIS IMPACT ON PATIENTS’
WILLINGNESS TO USE DIGITAL HEALTH SERVICES
IN FRANCE

F. Giroud-Baleydier1, N. Abderahmane2, R. Badel3, C. Berteau2

1Private practice, Endocrinology, Dijon, France, 2Roche
Diabetes Care France, Medical Affairs, Meylan, France,
3Roche Diabetes Care France, Communication, Meylan,
France

Background and Aims: In France, the confinement has re-
presented an important challenge for the management of chronic
diseases i.e. diabetes for which regular monitoring and person-
alized care are of crucial importance. Understanding patient
difficulties and expectations is of major importance to design and
implement suitable services. We questioned a sample group of
patients with diabetes (PWD) regarding the follow-up of their
disease during the lockdown period in France.

Methods: An online questionnaire was sent to 504 subjects a
week after the end of the confinement period. The pool comprises
101 T1D patients and 403 T2D patients whose 52% are treated
with insulin injection(s).

Results: Patient follow-up was impacted during the confine-
ment: 41% of face-to-face consultations were delayed or can-
celed. However, 38% of the respondents benefited from remote
visits/contacts (51% T1D, 34 % T2D). Indeed 22%, mostly T1D
patients, used teleconsultation services. The confinement has
generated a growing acceptance of medical-data sharing. 28% of
the respondents stated that they are more in favor of it. 4% of the
respondents already benefit from remote monitoring and support
by sharing their data with caregivers via digital devices. 69%
indicated their willingness to do so. Moreover, 60% of the re-

spondents, mainly T1D patients, are interested in getting
coaching sessions (by using teleconsultation for half of them) to
improve the self-management of their disease.

Conclusions: The current sanitary crisis stimulates the pa-
tient’s need and willingness for telemedicine. Healthcare sys-
tems and health industries must speed up its development in
order to improve PWD support.
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Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

CLINICAL CASE: MOBILE APP IN IMPROVEMENT
OF DIABETES SELF-MANAGEMENT IN OUTBREAK
OF COVID-19.

Y. Golubkina, L. Bolotskaya, L. Savelyeva

The National Medical Research Center for Endocrinology,
Russian Federation, Department Of Therapy Of
Endocrinopathy, Moscow, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: The outbreak of COVID-19 has
forced people in social isolation, and patients with diabetes
turned out to be one of the most vulnerable group. Social isola-
tion and quarantine limits their social support from healthcare
professional: emotional support, affirmational support (feedback
and appraisal), informational support (information and recom-
mendation). Technologies in diabetes care provide treatment and
support during the COVID-19 pandemic. We present the expe-
rience of providing counseling for patients with diabetes in the
‘‘mobile health care’’ format using mobile app.

Methods: We describe the case of 28 yo woman with diabetes
mellitus type 1, duration of the disease 24 years, with micro-
vascular complications, who takes multiple dose injection ther-
apy, self-control by blood sugar meter, and mobile app (Contour
Diabetes mobile app for the Contour TM Plus One meter) to
generate ambulatory profiles of glucose and summary reports.
The patient was on self-isolation and noted difficulties in
achieving the target glycaemia, mood disturbance, irritability
craving for certain food. Patient contacted with her diabetologist
during isolation via telephone and mobile App.

Results: In the process of communicating with diabetologist,
the patient achieved the target of glycemia, improved mood and
mental health, noted the convenience, simplicity, clarity and
cost-effectiveness in the use of the mobile app. This case dem-
onstrates the practicability and effectiveness of use technologies.

Conclusions: Mobile Apps allow better, more complete and
faster tracking of data from patient and motivated for self-
management. The telemedicine helps to the adaptation of the
patient in a pandemic. This represents significant potential
improving the quality of life and reducing costs.

P149 / #207

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

TYPE 1 DIABETES (T1D) CLINICAL DATA
STANDARDS: ADOPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION
TO PROMOTE DATA SHARING AND REUSE

J. Owen, R. Baker
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CDISC, Standards Development, Austin, United States of
America

Background and Aims: Creation and adoption of clinical
data standards will transform incompatible and disparate data
into universal and illuminating information, facilitating discov-
eries that could have invaluable impact on T1D clinical research.
Implementation of CDISC standards deliver on the promise of
FAIR data through consistent organization and analysis that al-
low all researchers to leverage information from studies globally.

Methods: With support from The Leona M. and Harry B.
Helmsley Charitable Trust, CDISC is leading a unique, consensus-
driven effort, bringing together T1D experts from academia
and industry, to build on existing CDISC diabetes standards
to create clinical data standards in pediatrics, devices, exer-
cise and nutrition, and screening, staging and monitoring of
pre-clinical T1D.

Results: In September 2020 pediatrics and devices standards
are published at https://www.cdisc.org/standards/therapeutic-
areas and freely available. Data models and standard formats
have been developed that can represent the following: - Identi-
fication of all devices and components for management of T1D -
Device properties and settings - Participant utilization of devices
- Device events and user experience (e.g., DKA, Hypoglycemia
etc.) - Diabetes History - Vital Signs and Growth Percentiles -
Pubertal Status Additional standards related to T1D are due for
publication towards the end of 2020.

Conclusions: Widespread promotion of the standards for re-
searchers to adopt and implement is of highest importance.
CDISC provides complementary education courses and im-
plementation information to assist in adoption for academic
teams new to CDISC standards. Widespread adoption of the
standards will bring clarity to T1D data and will enable the ac-
cessibility, interoperability, and reusability of data (FAIR).
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Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

EVOLUTION OF AGP PARAMETERS BEFORE,
DURING AND AFTER LOCKDOWN IN 80 FRENCH
PERSONS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES SHARING THEIR
FGM DATA ON LIBREVIEW

S. Picard

Point Medical, Endocrinology And Diabetes, DIJON, France

Background and Aims: The COVID-19 pandemic led to an
almost 3-month lockdown period starting March 17, 2020 in
France. Teleconsultations were then the only way to interact with
patients. However, no data is available on how persons with T1D
could manage glucose control during lockdown compared to
before and after lockdown.

Methods: In a French outpatient facility, AGP parameters
(TIR: time in range 70-180 mg/dL, TBR: time below range <54
and 54-69 mg/dL, TAR: time above range 180-250 and
>250 mg/dL, GMI, glucose variability) were manually extracted
from LibreView data for three 90-day periods ending March 15
(T1), June 15 (T2) and September 15 (T3) 2020 for all patients
with T1D who shared their Libre data on LibreView and for
whom data was available.

Results: Among 80 patients (men: 52.5%, age: 41.3 – 14.1
years, diabetes duration: 21.3 – 11.0 years, BMI: 25.8 –
3.9 kg/m2, CSII: 81.3%, teleconsultations during T2 for 46.3% of
them), TIR increased from 54% (T1) to 58% (T2) and remained
at 57% (T3). This was mainly related to a drop in TAR (re-
spectively 40-36-37%). From T1 to T3, TBR did not change
(6%) although time <54 mg/dL slightly decreased (2-1-1%). The
number of daily scans remained stable at 11 – 7, the evolution
(T1-T2-T3) of GMI and variability was respectively 7.4-7.2-
7.3% and 40.7-39.7-40.4%.

Conclusions: During lockdown, in this population with T1D
followed in a French practice, TIR increased (+1 hour/day) with
no increase in hypoglycemia and maybe with lasting effects.
Teleconsultations appear as a safe way of helping persons with
T1D when medical appointments are impossible.

P151 / #226

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

PROPOSALS FOR ENHANCEMENT OF THE AGP:
THE AMBULATORY GLUCOSE+INSULIN+DIET+
ACTIVITY PROFILE (AGIDAP)

D. Rodbard

Biomedical Informatics Consultants LLC, Clinical Research
And Biostatistics, Potomac, United States of America

Background and Aims: The Ambulatory Glucose Profile
(AGP) and the frequency distribution for glucose by ranges are
well established as standard methods for display, analysis, and
interpretation of glucose data arising from self-monitoring,
continuous glucose monitoring and automated insulin delivery
systems. We consider several refinements that may further im-
prove the utility of the AGP.

Methods: 1) Display of the AGP together with information
regarding administration of insulin and other medications, glu-
cose lowering (pharmacodynamic) activity, diet and physical
activity; 2) Display of %TBR, %TAR, and %TIR by time of day;
3) Analysis of prandial excursions above premeal glucose levels
after synchronizing by onset of meals; 4) Characterizing patterns
by day of the week; 5) Logarithmic and other non-linear scaling
of the glucose axis; 6) Optional time scales for time of day; 7)
Ability to display individual glucose values; and 8) Methods to
compare AGPs from individuals or groups receiving alternative
interventions in terms of therapy or technology.

Results: These methods enhance the informativeness of the
AGP in terms of understanding the effects of insulin, other
medications, diet, and physical activity on glucose profiles. In-
sulin is displayed in terms of bolus doses and simulations of
insulin-on-board, plasma insulin levels, and glucose disposal
pharmacodynamics. Displaying %TIR, %TBR,%TAR by time of
day is clinically helpful. Synchronized, normalized prandial
glucose profiles are displayed showing 25th-, 50th-, and 75th-
percentiles. Log(Glucose) scales facilitate evaluation of hypo-
glycemic values. Online interactive analysis identifies hypo- or
hyperglycemic events and outliers.

Conclusions: These enhancements enhance the utility of the
Ambulatory Glucose-Insulin-Diet-Activity Profile (AGP+) for
assessment of glucose patterns.
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Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

MEAL CONTEXT PLAY A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN
PREDICTING POSTPRANDIAL BLOOD GLUCOSE IN
PATIENTS WITH GESTATIONAL DIABETES

E. Pustozerov1,2, A. Tkachuk2, E. Vasukova2,
M. Kokina2, A. Anopova2, I. Gorelova3, T. Pervunina2,
E. Grineva2, P. Popova2,4

1Saint Petersburg State Electrotechnical University,
Department Of Biomedical Engineering, Saint Petersburg,
Russian Federation, 2Almazov National Medical Research
Centre, Institute Of Endocrinology, Saint Petersburg, Russian
Federation, 3Almazov National Medical Research Centre,
Institute Of Perinatology And Pediatrics, Saint Petersburg,
Russian Federation, 4Saint Petersburg Pavlov State Medical
University, Department Of Internal Diseases And
Endocrinology, Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: Although the postprandial blood
glucose prediction is of big interest for scientists, there is still an
open question on which features play the most significant role in
complex machine learning predictive models.

Methods: We collected the data on 3240 meals from 144
participants to train and evaluate a decision trees gradient
boosting model predicting peak blood glucose level on CGM.
We included the following features into the model: meal data
(n = 28), meal context data (n = 25), patients individual charac-
teristics (n = 34), patients survey data (n = 44). We then trained
the model, in which only 10 features with highest Shapley values
were selected and recalculated Shapley values for the final
model.

Results: After the selection of top 10 features the precision of
the model fell from R = 0.733 and MAE = 0.548 to R = 0.715 and
MAE = 0.551, which is not a significant decrease in precision.
The most significant features were (descending order): blood
glucose at the meal start, glycemic index, carbohydrates in the
meal, patients BMI, consumed proteins 6 hours before the meal,
cholesterol level at the time of inclusion into the study, number of
abortions, meal type, consumed fibers 6 hours before the meal,
and amount of starch in the meal.

Conclusions: While current blood glucose level, meal gly-
cemic load and amount of carbohydrates are the most important
features for postprandial peak blood glucose prediction, patients’
BMI and meal context also play a significant role in prediction of
blood glucose in gestational diabetes patients when using gra-
dient boosting models. The study was funded by Russian Science
Foundation (project 18-75-10042).
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Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

OUTCOMES OF AN AI-ENABLED DIGITAL DIABETES
CARE ECOSYSTEM USING SMARTPHONE
CONNECTED GLUCOMETER COUPLED WITH A
REAL-TIME FEEDBACK SYSTEM: A REAL-WORLD
STUDY IN INDIAN SETTINGS

M. Mohit1, M. Singh2, R. Jangid2

1Manipal Hospital, Endocrinology, Jaipur, India, 2THB:
Technology j Healthcare j Big Data Analytics, Medico Clinical,
Gurugram, India

Background and Aims: Digital technologies have a prom-
ising role in delivering and accessing quality care by reducing
overall cost related to management of diabetes. BeatO provides
digital engagement to diabetes patients with help of cellular
glucometer which transmits real-time data to an AI enabled
platform ‘Health Neuron’. Our study assessed the effectiveness
of digital diabetes management program in improving glycemic
control and hypoglycemic incidence in diabetes patients.

Methods: A retrospective analysis was done on glucose
monitoring data (SMBG) and other clinical variables based on
medical history of diabetes patients, using BeatO’s glucometer
and received minimum one counselling session. An overall
sample size of 7514 patients from Sept. 2019 to July 2020 was
considered. Glycemic control and hypoglycemia incidence be-
fore and after one month of counselling were compared.

Results: An overall 2545 patients (33.87%) having at least
one hypoglycemia incidence compared with patients having no
hypoglycemic incidence. Increased age, male, use of sulfonyl-
ureas and insulin, and type-1 diabetes were found to be signifi-
cantly associated with hypoglycemia. There was substantial
reduction observed post-counselling in hypoglycemia incidence
in FPG, pre- and post-prandial, and RPG values of 51.87%,
39.53%, 45.48% and 39.15% respectively. HbA1c levels <6.5%
were associated with significantly higher odds of hypoglycemia
in comparison to those with HbA1c values >6.5%. Overall gly-
cemic control post-counselling was improved.

Conclusions: This study revealed SMBG and real-time en-
gagement along with individualized care by a multidisciplinary
team is effective in reducing hypoglycemia incidence and im-
proving overall glycemic control.

P154 / #249

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

TELEMEDICINE IN PAEDIATRIC DIABETES -
PATIENT AND CLINICIANS’ VIEW AND
RESPONSE TO REMOTE CONSULTATIONS
DURING COVID-19

E. Clarke1, P. Princy2, M. Deakin2, F. Mehta2, K. Millar2,
A. Simmons2, A. Ghatak2

1Alder Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust, Endocrinology
Alder Hey, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 2Alder Hey Children’s
NHS Foundation Trust, Alder Hey Diabetes, Liverpool, United
Kingdom
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Background and Aims: COVID-19 has been a significant
driver for digital healthcare that maintains safe and effective
care. T1DM management is technology heavy and as such lends
itself to telemedicine. There is a lack of literature relating to this
field. This study aims to review clinicians and patients’ views in
response to the quality of care provided by remote consultations.

Methods: We conducted an analysis of clinician/patient ex-
periences of remote consultations in a large paediatric diabetes
service in the North West of England. 3 questionnaires (Q1 - 3)
were developed using online Microsoft Office Forms. Q1 -
Patient/family responses collected via telephone, Q2- Completed
by clinicians after each individual consultation and Q3 - for each
clinic session.

Results: Q1 – Of 100 patients/families, 69% had previous
experience of uploading data with 75% receiving training. 56%
would continue remote clinics whilst 25% expressed concern
with lack of physical examination/investigations. Q2/3 - 89 cli-
nician responses were collected from 28 clinics. 75% clinicians
would continue remote consultations. The clinician experience
was better when patients were engaged with their devices, pre-
pared with data and as such had greater independence in their
management. Lack of understanding and inadequate preparation,
were causes of negative feedback from clinicians (15%) and
patients (9%).

Conclusions: The rapid adjustment to telemedicine has
demonstrated that clinical practice could transform to implement
remote clinics alongside traditional consultations. Continued
development and engagement in conjunction with training and
regular review, will improve practice. Access to technology is a
limiting factor and must be managed to ensure equitable care.
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DIABETES MANAGEMENT INDICATOR – A MARKER
FOR ESTIMATING PROGRESS IN MANAGEMENT
OF DIABETES USING TECHNOLOGY

O. Negoita1, G. Cioca2, G. Radulian3,4, V. Elian3,4

1Carol Davila University of Medicine and Pharmacy,
Department Of Marketing And Medical Technology Bucharest,
Romania, Bucharest, Romania, 2Lucian Blaga University of
Sibiu, Medicine, Sibiu, Romania, 3Carol Davila University of
Medicine and Pharmacy, Diabetes, Nutrition And Metabolic
Diseases, Bucharest, Romania, 4National Institute of Diabetes,
Nutrition and Metabolic Diseases, Diabetes, Nutrition And
Metabolic Diseases, Bucharest, Romania

Background and Aims: Since International Consensus for
Time in Range was published, a new series of markers were
widly used for monitoring the progress in glycemic management
using technology. Both patients and clinicians have to analyze a
minimum of 10 markers for an accurate evaluation. This is a
process that needs time and understanding from both sides. Our
aim was to develop a tool that cumulates all the data but remains
easy to use both for doctors and for patients because it is im-
portant to see progress and step by step implementation for a
better lifestyle.

Methods: The pilot study was designed as an interventional
study that included 14 patients with T1DM using CGMS. For all
patients, data was used to calculate Diabetes Management In-
dicator (DMI). DMI metric is calculated using 9 metrics agreed
by International Consensus: F1 Usage Time F2 TIR F3 TAR F4

Time in Hyper F5 TBG F6 Time in Urgent Hypo F7 GMI F8
Mean Glucose F9 Variability

Results: DMI is able to show progress made by patient ac-
cording with clinician request, on different periods of time as a
single, unique metric, calculated by an app or by CGM itself,
using an mathematical model Romanian Model of Performance
Determination �:

Conclusions: DMI is a holistic marker that allows, not only, a
step by step increase in performance of diabetes management
using technology, but a well understanding and visualization of
the progress made for patients. Is easy to set up the app and the
results are personalized showing step by step evolution.
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COVID-19 PANDEMIC LOCKDOWN EFFECT IN
ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG ADULTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES: POSITIVE RESULTS OF AN UNPRECEDED
CHALLENGE FOR TELEMEDICINE AND PATIENT
SELF-MANAGEMENT

C. Salabelle1, K. Ly Sall1, J. Eroukhmanoff2, S. Franc1,

T.-L. Dang Duy3, C. Amadou4

1Sud Francilien Hospital, Diabetes Department, Corbeil-
Essonnes, France, 2Sud francilien Hospital and Kremlin Bicetre
Hospital, Diabetes Department, Kremlin Bicetre, France, 3Sud
Francilien Hospital, Pediatrics Department, Corbeil-Essonnes,
France, 4Sud Francilien Hospital- Paris-Saclay University,
Diabetes Department, Corbeil-Essonnes, France

Background and Aims: Lockdown resulting from the
COVID-19 pandemic was an unpreceded model of the impact of
lifestyle on chronic diseases, especially for adolescents and
young adults with type 1 diabetes (T1D) whose lifestyle is known
to strongly impact disease management. We aimed to assess
changes in self-monitoring and glycemic control in this popu-
lation before, during, and after the two-month French lockdown.

Methods: All patients with T1D from 13 to 25 years old using
a flash glucose monitoring related to the LibreView cloud plat-
form were included in this bicentric study. Evolution of the
primary (percentage of glucose time in range 70-180 mg/dL,TIR)
and secondary outcomes (glucose management indicator GMI,
time spent below range TBR, and sensor usage) were analyzed
with a linear mixed-effect regression model.

Results: 77 patients were included: mean age of 20.4 years,
47% were men. 27.3% of patients declared no health professional
contact during lockdown, 33.8% declared 1-2 contacts and 33.8
declared 3 or more. Respectively, the mean percentage of TIR,
TBR and sensor usage significantly increased from 41 (before) to
47 % (after) (p < 0.001), 3.40 to 4.35 % (p = 0.02) and 58 to 68%
(p < 0.001). GMI significantly decreased from 8.2 to 7.7 %
(p < 0.001). Magnitude of GMI decrease and TBR increase were
significantly associated with the number of contacts with health
professionals.

Conclusions: Self-monitoring and glycemic control signifi-
cantly improved in a population of adolescents and young adults
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with T1D over the lockdown period in France, especially for
those with poor glycemic control at baseline who have been
actively supported with telemedicine.

P157 / #257

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

REDISCOVERING THE POWER OF
TELEMEDICINE(DTMS�) IN THE COVID ERA

J. Kesavadev1, B. Saboo2, A. Shankar1, G. Krishnan1,
A. Ashok1, J. Ajith1, A. Manoj1, S. S1, A. Basanth1,
S. Jyogesh1, S. Jothydev1

1Jothydev’s Diabetes Research Center, Diabetes, Trivandrum,
India, 2Diacare – Diabetes Care & Hormone Clinic, Chief
Diabetologist, Ahmedabad, India

Background and Aims: Telemedicine(TM) plays a crucial
role in enabling continuity of routine care for patients with dia-
betes during the Covid era. With the aim of comprehensive di-
abetes management, Diabetes Tele Management System
(DTMS�), was introduced by us in 1997 and has demonstrated
efficacy and cost-effectiveness over the years. This study aims to
assess the effectiveness of this telemedicine program in man-
aging diabetes during the lockdown period in our state that ex-
tended for 3 months.

Methods: We analysed EMR records of T2DM patients who
were following up via DTMS� by a multidisciplinary team of
doctors, dietitians, nurses etc. The HbA1c before and after
lockdown period was analysed.

Results: HbA1c of 582 consecutive T2DM patients who
visited the center after lockdown period were analysed:
345(59.3%) male, age 57.34 – 12.68 yrs, A1c 7.64+ 1.57, dura-
tion of T2D 13 – 8 yrs). A statistically significant reduction in
HbA1c was observed in these patients post lockdown(Table).
DTMS� consultations with the healthcare team resulted in more
frequent counseling, diet and exercise advices and dosage
changes. Comparison of HbA1c Before and After Lock down

Conclusions: There was a heigntened awareness among pa-
tients on the grave consequences of uncontrolled diabetes in
Covid which was acquired from our virtual education programs
and media. DTMS�, the 23 year old TM program for diabetes
showed a sudden surge in the frequency of its users rediscovering
the incredible benefits of frequent virtual consultations during
the pandemic.
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THE DIABETES TELEMONITORING OF PATIENTS IN
INSULIN THERAPY (DIAMONT) TRIAL: PROTOCOL
FOR A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL

S. Hangaard1,2, T. Kronborg3, O. Hejlesen2, T. Aradóttir4,
A. Kaas4, H. Bengtsson5, M.H. Jensen2, P. Vestergaard1

1Aalborg University Hospital, Steno Diabetes Center North
Denmark, Aalborg, Denmark, 2Aalborg University, Health
Science And Technology, Aalborg Ø, Denmark, 3Aalborg
University, Department Of Health Science And Technology,
Aalborg, Denmark, 4Novo Nordisk, Device Research &
Development, Bagsværd, Denmark, 5Novo Nordisk A/S, Device
R&d, Digitalisation And Modelling, Søborg, Denmark

Background and Aims: Maintaining optimal glycemic con-
trol in patients with diabetes is crucial for prevention and control
of diabetes-related complications. However, optimal glycemic
control is difficult to maintain. Less than 50% of patients with
diabetes reach their treatment goals. Therefore, alternative
strategies in diabetes care are needed. One approach could be
telemedicine. Previous reviews on the effect of telemedicine
solutions have shown divergent results, though with a positive
trend. Future telemedicine studies must include tailored patient-
specific suggestions to support patients in achieving their goals.
Particularly, it is difficult for patients on insulin therapy to adhere
to treatment regimes. Thus, the aim of the DiaMonT trial is to
explore the effect of telemonitoring in patients with type 2 dia-
betes (T2D) on insulin therapy.

Methods: In the present study, patients in telemonitoring
(intervention) are compared with patients in usual care (control).
The design is an open-label randomized controlled trial with a
trial period of three months. The trial will be conducted in two
sites in Denmark. Patients with T2D, who are already treated
with insulin (n = 400), will be included. The study flow is illus-
trated in Figure 1. The primary endpoint is change from baseline
in CGM time in range (4.0-10.0 mmol/L) three months after
randomization.

Results: The trial is awaiting final approval from the local
ethical committee. The first results are expected to be published
by the end of 2021.

Conclusions: Potentially, the DiaMonT trial may form the
basis for national implementation of telemedicine for patients
with T2D in Denmark.
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Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
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PROSPECTIVE INDEPENDENT EVALUATION OF
CARBOHYDRATE COUNTING ACCURACY USING
TWO SMARTPHONE APPLICATIONS.

A. Doriot1, M. Joubert1, L. Meyer2, Y. Reznik1, N. Jeandidier2

1Chu de Caen, Diabètologie Endocrinologie, Caen, France,
2Chu de Strasbourg, Diabètologie Endocrinologie, Strasbourg,
France

Background and Aims: The gold standard treatment for type
1 diabetes is intensified insulin therapy and training to match
prandial insulin dose to carbohydrate intake. Smartphone ap-
plications (apps) have been designed to help patients to accu-
rately count carbohydrate amounts. Our aim was to evaluate the
accuracy of two carbohydrate (carb) counting apps.

Methods: Medical students, in the role of mock patients,
evaluated meals with two smartphone Apps: Foodvisor� (auto-
matic food photo recognition technology) and Glucicheck�

(manual entry of carbohydrates, with the help of a photo gallery).
Macronutrient quantification obtained with these two Apps were
compared to a reference quantification performed by a dietician
who weighed food using scales.

Results: Thirty meals were assessed using Foodvisor� and 28
meals using GluciCheck�. Carbohydrate content of the entire
meal was underestimated with Foodvisor� (Foodvisor� quanti-
fication minus gold standard quantification = -7.2 – 17.3 g;
p < 0.05) and reasonably accurately estimated with Glucicheck�

(Glucicheck � quantification minus gold standard quantifica-
tion = 1.4 – 13.4 g; ns). The percentage of meals with an abso-
lute error above 20g for carbohydrate quantification was greater
for Foodvisor� compared to Glucicheck� (30% vs 14%;
p < 0.01).

Conclusions: Carb counting accuracy was slightly better us-
ing Glucicheck� compared to Foodvisor�. However, both apps
provided a mean absolute carb counting error which appears
lower than that which is usually observed in the daily life of T1D
patients, suggesting that such apps may be a useful adjunct for
patients for estimating carbohydrate content.
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Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
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TELEMEDICINE DURING COVID-19: THE
DISCONNECT BETWEEN PATIENT AND PROVIDER
OPINIONS OF VIRTUAL VISIT QUALITY

C. Florissi, J. Tait, S. Croteau, R. Gowen, J. Stevenson, S. Suhl,
E. Ye, A. Morgan, R. Wood

dQ&A - the Diabetes Research Company, Patient And
Outcomes Research, San Francisco, United States of America

Background and Aims: While cost-effective and convenient,
virtual care models have often faced skepticism as effective re-
placements for in-person care. Now that COVID-19 has made
telemedicine mainstream, the present study sought to assess
patient and healthcare professional (HCP) opinions of virtual
visit quality.

Methods: A mixed-methods study was conducted in the U.S.
from June-July 2020. In the qualitative phase, 27 people with
diabetes participated in an online bulletin board, while 24 en-
docrinologists, primary care providers, and diabetes educators
were interviewed about their telemedicine experience. In the
quantitative phase, 1,057 patients and 318 HCPs completed an
online questionnaire.

Results: Overall, patients and HCPs agreed that telemedicine
was a useful, though imperfect, tool. Both found the timeliness of
remote visits appealing, with 30% of HCPs and 37% of patients
reporting a shorter wait time than usual. Yet, both also ac-
knowledged the difficulty of conducting physical exams, with
most HCPs (72%) and patients (53%) noting subpar assessments.
Differences also emerged in patient and HCP perspectives of
visit quality. While 53% of HCPs reported telemedicine was
worse than in-person visits with regard to the personal connec-
tion felt, just 27% of patients agreed. Similarly, HCPs were more
likely than patients to find that telemedicine compromised the
overall quality of care (40%, 21% respectively).

Conclusions: In a new era of telemedicine, patients and HCPs
report different perceptions of virtual visit quality. Future ini-
tiatives that increase HCPs’ confidence in the standard and
comprehensiveness of care delivered will help establish tele-
medicine as a reliable alternative to in-person encounters.
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IMPROVED ACCURACY OF OUTCOMES FORECASTS
FROM SHORT-TERM CGM DATA

D. Goldner, Y. Wexler, A. Pushpala, R. Sanchez-Madhur,
B. Huddleston, J. Dachis

One Drop, Data Science, New York, United States of America

Background and Aims: Prior work has demonstrated that
outcomes forecasts–predictions of 30-day average blood glu-
cose concentration (BG), made one- to six-months in advance–
are more accurate when provided with continuous glucose
monitoring (CGM) data, compared to forecasts made from self-
monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) data. As short-term use
of CGM becomes more common, we ask, how much CGM
data is required from an individual to realize that increase in
accuracy?

Methods: Data collected in the One Drop app were used to
train a machine learning model to predict 30-day average BG,
months in advance. The model was used to make predictions
based on varying amounts of CGM data from each individual.
Predictions were compared to observed values to determine
accuracy.

Results: For predictions made four to six months in advance,
SMBG-based forecasts had a root mean square error (RMSE)
of 44.3 mg/dL. Forecasts made from one month of CGM data
had RMSE of 23.7 mg/dL; from two months of CGM data,
18.6 mg/dL, and from three months of CGM data, 17.3 mg/dL.
Additional months of CGM data provided no additional
accuracy.

Conclusions: Over 75% of the gain in outcomes forecast
accuracy obtained by using CGM data instead of SMBG data is
achieved with one month of CGM data. More than 95% of the
accuracy gain is achieved with two months of CGM data. More
than three months of CGM data confers no additional accuracy.
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IMPROVED GLYCEMIC CONTROL AND DIABETES
DISTRESS AFTER USING AN M-HEALTH
APPLICATION: A PREPARATION ANALYSIS FOR
THE DIGITAL HEALTH CARE ACT IN GERMANY

V. Eichinger1, D. Ehrmann2, J. Kober1, M. Kraus3, V. Gerber3,
N. Hermanns2, C. Knoll2, S. Silbermann1

1mySugr GmbH, Medical & Research, Vienna, Austria,
2FIDAM GmbH, Forschungsinstitut Diabetes-akademie Bad
Mergentheim, Bad Mergentheim, Germany, 3Roche Diabetes
Care Deutschland GmbH, Market Access, Mannheim, Germany

Background and Aims: The German Digital Health Care Act
allows healthcare professionals to prescribe mHealth applica-
tions. However, apps must show efficacy on medical outcomes as
well as patient-reported outcomes (PRO). To create evidence, we
analyzed the changes in estimated HbA1c (eHbA1c) of mySugr
users as well as their current state of diabetes distress.

Methods: We performed a retrospective analysis of glucose
metrics from 5920 German app users’ with BG-meters with
automatic importing. This enabled the collection of values gen-
erated before app usage to perform a pre/post comparison. The
cohort was divided into tertiles based on their initial eHbA1c. In
a cross-sectional analysis, the PAID-5 questionnaire assessing
diabetes distress was completed by 1099 users with T1D or T2D,
and tested against a comparative sample from literature.

Results: The glycemic parameters showed substantial dif-
ferences between the tertiles. The largest user group (n = 3836,
initial eHbA1c<7.5%) showed a stable eHbA1c around 6.4%
over three and six months. The subgroup with initial eH-
bA1c>9% decreased by 1.5% after 3 months and 1.7% after 6
months. The PAID-5 score (5.1 – 4.2) of app users was signifi-
cantly lower than the comparative sample without using the app
(6.3 – 4.4; p < .001).

Conclusions: Substantial improvements of eHbA1c were
visible after 3 months of using the mySugr app for users with
suboptimal glycemic control. Furthermore, the results indicate a
positive effect on diabetes distress of app users. As the next step,
a randomized controlled trial evaluating the mySugr app is
planned.
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MOLECULAR EVIDENCE BEHIND INCLUSION OF
FENUGREEK SEEDS IN MEDICAL NUTRITION
THERAPY IN INDIAN T2DM

K. Saraiya, V. Chavda, D. Hasnani, B. Saboo, V. Maheriya

Rudraksha Institute of Medical Sciences, Diabetologist,
Ahmedabad, India

Background and Aims: Naturopathy is a very old but sci-
entific way of approach for management of chronic disease in our
background. Along the centuries the evidence behind the science
has disappeared and this is our aim to bring the evidence back to
the long forgotten science behind the believes. In this study,

molecular interaction between bioactive compounds in Fenu-
greek seeds against targeted proteins related to Type 2 Diabetes
Mellitus have been studied.

Methods: The study involved molecular docking of 3D
structures of those substances into one of the targeted proteins;
namely: 11-b hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 1. Discovery
studio was used to examine the bond formed between a number
of ligands from Fenugreek seeds and targeted protein. Results,
identifies Atomic Contact Energy of ligands of Fenugreek seed’s
active compound and targeted proteins. The 2D pharmacophore
analysis (the type of interaction between ligand and targeted
protein) is also explained in this study. NCBI databases were
used for literature search and targeted proteins and ligands
structures were downloaded from PDB data bank and PubChem
respectively. For visualization and analysis of molecules Dis-
covery studio is used.

Results: Insilco analysis shows results that Fenugreek seeds
have molecular significance as the atomic contact energy of
flavonoids namely: kaempferol and quercetin is -31.35 and -
147.27 respectively for 11-b hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type
1; and it falls under favorable range (lower the Atomic Contact
Energy implies (that is more favourable) desolvation free ener-
gy);and therefore is recommended in diet of diabetic patients.

Conclusions: Study explains scientific significance of pre-
scribing Fenugreek seeds in MNT for T2DM.
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DM4ALL: A USER-CENTERED SYSTEM FOR
COLLABORATIVE DIABETES MANAGEMENT.

E. Polychronidou1, F. Gonidis2, O. Oliveira3, G. Gerovasilis1,
R. Ribeiro4, J. Fidalgo3, M. Iodice5, I. D’Angeli5, D. Do Ó6,
J. Raposo6, G. Lunzenfichter7, A. Filippidis8, P. Ramos3,
K. Votis1, A. Berler2

1Centre for Research and Technology-Hellas (CERTH),
Information Technologies Institute (iti), Thessaloniki, Greece,
2Gnomon Informatics, -, Thessaloniki, Greece, 3Promptly,
Health Analytics, Porto, Portugal, 4APDP-ERC, Education And
Research Centre, Apdp- Diabetes Portugal, Lisbon, Portugal,
5GPI Group, Information Technology & Services, Trento, Italy,
6APDP-ERC, Education And Research Centre, Apdp - Diabetes
Portugal, Lisbon, Portugal, 7Medisante, -, Luzern, Switzerland,
8CEO Datasel A.S., Erc A.s., Ankara, Turkey

Background and Aims: DM4all provides a user-centered,
interoperable digital health management system, where: a)
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collaboration among healthcare professionals, b) patient-
reported outcomes, and c) advanced real-world data interpreta-
tion offer the potential to advance diabetes management. The
system was developed within the three-stage PCP ProEmpower
project. The design was accomplished through a co-creation
process including patients, healthcare experts, and developers,
from concept to working prototype.

Methods: Key functionalities of the system are: (a) the shared
care plan, a digital document that supports the co-coordination
between patients and experts, (b) the continuous monitoring of
disease markers through the innovative device toolkit including a
3G Blood glucose/pressure meter, a 3G weight scale, and a
physical activity tracker, (c) the promotion of lifestyle changes
and their evaluation through advanced human-computer inter-
faces, and (d) the education and motivation of patients.

Results: DM4all was evaluated in a pilot study including 200
patients and 50 healthcare professionals in four countries (Por-
tugal, Spain, Italy, Turkey). The evaluation period lasted 7
months, partly overlapping COVID-19 lockdown. The partici-
pants, both people with diabetes and professionals, showed a
sustained engagement with the digital solution, including during
the lockdown. Additionally, a significant weight loss and HbA1c
control were observed. Median values of weight varied between
1.4 and 3.5 kg, nationally. 70% of patients improved their HbA1c
value, with the best case to be a reduction of 3.9%.

Conclusions: In summary, the pilot showed a considerable
impact on patient daily habits, boosting motivation towards self-
care. This highlighted the relevance of DM4all in the successful
support of chronic disease management.
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TRANSITION TO REMOTE DIABETES CARE IN
COVID-19 TIMES: EXPERIENCES FROM A
SPECIALIZED TYPE 1 DIABETES CLINIC

G. Nefs1,2,3, P. Winterdijk3, P. Dekker3, M. De Vries3, T. Sas3,4,
D. Mul3, H. Veeze3, H.-J. Aanstoot3

1Radboudumc, Medical Psychology, Nijmegen, Netherlands,
2Tilburg University, Medical And Clinical Psychology, Tilburg,
Netherlands, 3Diabeter Nederland, Center For Pediatric And
Adult Diabetes Care And Research, Rotterdam, Netherlands,
4Erasmus Medical Center, Paediatric Endocrinology,
Rotterdam, Netherlands

Background and Aims: During the first wave of the cor-
onavirus pandemic, the existing telehealth infrastructure of our
diabetes clinic facilitated a rapid transition from face-to-face to
remote care. First experiences are reported here.

Methods: From May-July 2020, 87 (of 1,073) Dutch people
with type 1 diabetes aged 16+ years whose face-to-face visit with
their health care professional was replaced with a remote con-
sultation completed a purpose-designed online survey on remote
care, the working relation (Session Rating Scale), quality of life,
demographics, and clinical information.

Results: Participants were female (74%), 16–25 years old
(55%), with diabetes duration >5 years (76%), insulin pump
(65%) and ‘‘relatively stable’’ glucose levels (52%). Consulta-
tions were doctor-only (24%), nurse-only (58%) or a combina-
tion. Most (86%) were telephone calls. People were generally
satisfied with the audio/video connection (91%), attention to

emotions (85%), and working relation (median 34/40, IQR 30-
39); 90% had an undisturbed conversation. Most recent HbA1c

was discussed in 29% (n = 6 lab-based; n = 19 calculated).
Important advantage of remote care was time saving (24%);
suggested improvements included video consultations with screen-
sharing and set appointment times. People were divided on
whether they wanted to continue their care remotely. In linear
regression, a more positive attitude towards future remote
consultations was associated with higher quality of life but not
with demographics nor self-reported clinical factors.

Conclusions: Transition to remote care was generally well
received, but also dependent on personal preferences. Even after
the pandemic, the option to switch to remote care (including
HbA1c home-kits) may better fit personal needs.
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MAIN GLUCOSE HEPATIC FLUXES IN HEALTHY
SUBJECTS PREDICTED FROM A
PHENOMENOLOGICAL-BASED MODEL OF THE
LIVER

C. Builes-Montaño1,2, L. Lema-Perez3, J. Garcia-Tirado4,
H. Alvarez3

1Universidad de Antioquia, Endocrinology Section, Medellı́n,
Colombia, 2Hospital Pablo Tobón Uribe, Endocrinology
Section, Medellı́n, Colombia, 3Universidad Nacional de
Colombia, Process And Energy Department, Medellı́n,
Colombia, 4University of Virginia, Center For Diabetes
Technology (cdt), Charlottesville, United States of America

Background and Aims: The liver has a unique role in the
regulation of blood glucose in postprandial, postabsorptive, and
fasting states. In the context of diabetes technology, a glucose
hepatic metabolic model describing the dynamics of glycogen-
esis/glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis together with the dy-
namics of the insulin and glucagon clearance is still missing. We
developed a mathematical model providing a quantitative esti-
mation of the above metabolic processes.
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Methods: A mathematical, phenomenological-based semi-
physical model (PBSM) of the liver’s glucose metabolism was
developed to predict the main hepatic glucose fluxes in normal
subjects. Data from a previous study (N = 11, 6F/5M) of an oral
glucose tolerance test (1g/kg BW, range 55–93g) following
overnight fasting that employed the hepatic venous catheter
technique in combination with a double-tracer approach were
used to assess the predictive ability of the proposed model.
Traces of portal glucose and insulin concentrations and glucose
concentration from the hepatic artery were used as inputs while
traces of glycogen concentration within the liver and glucose and
insulin concentrations in the systemic circulation were used to
assess the quantitative accuracy of the model, as per data avail-
ability. Model predictions are assessed in terms of absolute error
(AE).

Results: For the average subject, our model exhibited mean –
std 41.1 – 101.6 lmol, 5.4 – 5.2 mg/dL, 38.7 – 28.4 pmol/L AE
for glycogen concentration within the liver and glucose and in-
sulin concentration in the systemic circulation, respectively.

Conclusions: Our model was able to explain both internal and
external hepatic glucose fluxes with little parameter tuning and
no training whatsoever.
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A COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SUGGESTING
GLUCOSE INFUSION RATE IN GLUCOSE
CLAMP EXPERIMENTS

J. Pavan1, D. Herzig2, L. Bally2, C. Dalla Man1,
S. Del Favero1

1University of Padova, Department Of Information
Engineering, Padova, Italy, 2Inselspital, Bern University
Hospital, Department Of Diabetes, Endocrinology, Clinical
Nutrition And Metabolism, Bern, Switzerland

Background and Aims: Glucose clamp is an experimental
technique used in various clinical and scientific investigation, for
instance to quantify insulin sensitivity. These experiments re-
quire a tight control of blood glucose (BG) via intravenous
glucose infusion to a specified target level (‘‘clamped’’). How-
ever, finding the optimal glucose infusion rate (GIR) during a
trial to achieve such goal is not a trivial task. We developed a
software for GIR suggestion in glucose clamps designed to im-
prove the quality and safety in such experiments.

Methods: The software requires manual input of current
glucose levels and invokes a proportional-integrative-derivative
(PID) control algorithm to provide an effective GIR suggestion
for reaching the desired BG target. The software then requires
manual confirmation of suggested GIR adjustment. To ease the
interaction with the study team, the software is equipped with a
graphical user interface, permitting also data visualization. The
performance and safety of the control algorithm were tested
in silico on a modified version of the Type 2 Diabetes simulator
developed by Visentin et al. (2020), designed to simulate a
postprandial hypoglycaemic clamp – a particularly challenging
experiment. The tests include robustness to non-adherence to the
sampling protocol (missed and delayed BG samples).

Results: Tested on 100 virtual subjects in a simulation of
hyperinsulinaemic, hypoglycemic clamp (target BG = 45 mg/dl),

the algorithm granted to reach target with less than 25% patients
experimenting undershoot and no readings below 35 mg/dl.

Conclusions: Preliminary in silico results confirm that the
software grants safe and effective GIR suggestion, thus helping
to improve non-automated glucose clamp experiments.

P168 / #392
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EFFICACY OF THE MY DOSE COACH�

APPLICATION IN THE BASAL INSULIN TITERATION:
EFFECTS ON GLUCEMIC CONTROL, ADHERENCE
TO TREATMENT AND COSTS.

M.A. Polanco1, J. Barrientos2, S. Plascencia2

1HOSPITAL CIVIL DE GUADALAJARA FRAY ANTONIO
ALCALDE, Endocrinology, GUADALAJARA, Mexico,
2HOSPITAL CIVIL DE GUADALAJARA FRAY ANTONIO
ALCALDE, Endocrinology, Guadalajara, Mexico

Background and Aims: The My Dose Coach� (MDC) ap-
plication is a digital tool that allows remote basal insulin titration
and establishes a real-time link between the patient and their
medical provider, promoting glycemic control. Objectives. To
compare the efficacy to reach the goal of self-monitoring plasma
glucose (SMPG) (90-130 mg/dl) between 2 insulin glargine (U-
100, U-300) titration methods: My Dose Coach� with remote
titration and the conventional strategy (CS) with face-to-face
modifications. Additionally, treatment adherence and direct
costs were assessed.

Methods: A 16-week, single-site, randomized controlled trial,
2-arms in T2D patients insulin naive. We performed anthropo-
metric and laboratory measurements, SMPG and administered
insulin dose diary.

Results: Fourty patients were enrolled in each group. SMPG
goal was obtained in 37 MDC vs 33 CS subjects (92.5% vs
82.5%, p 0.03), mean time to achieve it 19 vs 30 days (p 0.001),
initial FBG 176 vs 174 mg/dl (p NS), final 104 vs 107 mg/dl
(p NS), initial HbA1c 8.7 vs 8.5% (p NS), final 6.9 vs 7.2%
(p NS) D -1.8 and -1.3%, respectively. The initial insulin dose 16
vs 14 IU (p NS), final 26 vs 34 IU (p 0.001), and hypoglycemic
episodes (2% [2/40] vs 3% [3/40] (p NS). Missed insulin dose 4
vs 9% (p 0.002), direct costs 187 vs 252 dollars (p 0.001),
and time spent in the titration 150 vs 240 minutes (p 0.001)
respectively.

Conclusions: My Dose Coach� is an effective and faster for
SPMG control and a safe and cheaper option for insulin glargine
titration.

P169 / #403
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INCREASING CAPACITY WITH FIXED RESOURCES
THROUGH AUTOMATION AND TASK DELEGATION
AT A TERTIARY PEDIATRIC TYPE 1 DIABETES
CLINIC

A. Vitko1, E. Osmanlliu2,3, R. Johari4, P. Prahalad3,5,
D. Maahs3,5, D. Scheinker3,4,6
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1Stanford University, Computer Science, Stanford, United
States of America, 2McGill University Health Centre, Pediatric
Emergency Medicine, Montreal, Canada, 3Stanford University,
Pediatric Endocrinology, Stanford, United States of America,
4Stanford University, Management Science And Engineering,
Stanford, United States of America, 5Stanford University,
Diabetes Research Center, Stanford, United States of America,
6Stanford University, Clinical Excellence Research Center,
Stanford, United States of America

Background and Aims: Continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM) is now the standard of care for patients with T1D. In order
to expand CGM-based asynchronous telehealth to all patients,
clinics must adapt local resources and workflows. Our goal was
to test if a clinic can increase its capacity without increasing
resource use through technological and operational innovations.

Methods: We used a spreadsheet tool to estimate clinical
diabetes educator (CDE) time utilization at a tertiary pediatric
T1D clinic in a pilot study with two full-time CDEs. Tasks that
required the full extent of a CDE’s expertise were categorized as
‘‘top of license’’ (TOL). Tasks were further categorized with
respect to their potential for automation.

Results: Non-TOL tasks accounted for 30% of weekly CDE
time utilization. Of these tasks, 30% had high potential for au-
tomation, and 70% for delegation to another professional. Ad-
ditionally, patient data review (a TOL task accounting for 11% of
CDE time) has already been partially automated in this clinic,
and presents the opportunity for further automation.

Conclusions: We demonstrated that over 30% of CDE time
could be freed through automation or delegation of tasks to ad-
ministrative staff, and developed a tool to allow other clinics to
reproduce this analysis. The emergence of telehealth technolo-
gies presents opportunities for clinics to do more with fixed
resources.

P170 / #416
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REAL-WORLD ESTIMATES OF SEVERE
HYPOGLYCEMIA AND ASSOCIATED HEALTHCARE
UTILIZATION IN THE US: BASELINE RESULTS OF
THE INPHORM STUDY

A. Ratzki-Leewing1, S. Harris2, B. Ryan2, G. Zou1

1Western University, Schulich School of Medicine and
Dentistry, Epidemiology And Biostatistics, London, Canada,
2Western University, Schulich School of Medicine and
Dentistry, Family Medicine, London, Canada

Background and Aims: Severe hypoglycemia (SH) surveil-
lance in the United States (US) has depended primarily on
healthcare utilization (HCU) data despite the fact that SH can
be treated at home by family and friends. To determine the
incidence of non-HCU SH and, thus, garner an improved under-
standing of its true, real-world burden, our team analyzed self-
reported data collected from the US-wide iNPHORM study.

Methods: An American cohort (‡18 years old) with type 1 or
type 2 diabetes mellitus (T1DM, T2DM) taking insulin and/or
secretagogues was recruited from a nationally representative
online panel. Participant data were collected using pre-piloted,
self-administered, self-reported surveys

Results: This analysis is based on 1250 baseline respondents
(T1DM: 17.2%; female: 52.1%). The retrospective annual inci-
dence proportion of SH was 36.5% (T1DM: 51.4%; T2DM:
33.4%); the incidence rate was 2.4 events per person-year (PPY)
(T1DM: 3.5 events PPY; T2DM: 2.2 events PPY). Nearly half
(47.0%) of all events were treated outside of the healthcare
system by family or friends (T1DM: 49.7%; T2DM: 46.0%). The
use of remote emergency services was required in 12.0% of cases
(T1DM: 6.0%; T2DM: 14.1%); 6.4% (T1DM: 2.2%; T2DM:
7.9%) resulted in an emergency department visit. Hospital ad-
mission was required only 3.8% of the time (T1DM: 2.0%;
T2DM: 4.5%).

Conclusions: High frequencies of SH were identified. Most
events were treated outside of the healthcare system by family
and friends; <5% resulted in hospital admission. Real-world,
self-reported incidence data can expose the unseen burden of SH,
clarifying HCU-based surveillance estimates as well as inform-
ing vital perspectives and priorities in population-based SH-
reduction.

P171 / #445
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SURVEY OF US CERTIFIED DIABETES CARE AND
EDUCATION SPECIALISTS ON MOST IMPORTANT
FEATURES OF DIABETES DIGITAL COACHING
PROGRAMS

A. Cai1, K. Mahoney1, J. Tait2, R. Wood3, K. Close4

1Close Concerns, Diabetes Technology, San Francisco, United
States of America, 2dQ&A Market Research, Inc., The Diabetes
Research Company, San Francisco, United States of America,
3dQ&A, The Diabetes Research Company, San Francisco,
United States of America, 4The diaTribe Foundation, Diatribe,
San Francisco, United States of America

Background and Aims: Interest in smartphone-based dia-
betes management tools and coaching apps has quickly grown
over the past few years and has accelerated during the COVID-19
pandemic. This study sought to determine which features of
coaching apps are most important to healthcare providers.

Methods: Members of the dQ&A US Certified Diabetes Care
and Education Specialists (CDCES) panel completed an online
survey between September 17 and September 30, 2020 (n = 403;
response rate = 39%). This cross-sectional analysis includes 224
CDCES who reported encouraging patients to use coaching apps.
Respondents were asked to rank their top 3 coaching app features
out of 11 options. Compensation was provided for participation
($75). Data was collected using Qualtrics Survey Software,
prepared with IBM SPSS, and analyzed in MarketSight.

Results: CGM data integration, weight loss programming,
and report sharing were most often ranked as top 3 coaching app
features. Specifically, over half of respondents (53%) ranked
CGM data integration as a top 3 feature, 44% ranked availability
of weight loss programming as a top 3 feature, and 40% ranked
the ability to share reports as a top 3 feature. CGM integration
was the top choice for the most important feature (26%)
(p < 0.05), followed by insurance coverage (16%), BGM inte-
gration (14%), and weight loss programming (14%).

Conclusions: CDCESs have varying opinions on what fea-
tures of diabetes coaching apps are most important. CGM inte-
gration was a top priority, along with an emphasis on weight loss
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programming and shareable reports. Notably, availability of
clinical efficacy data was not ranked very highly.

P172 / #455

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
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CLINICAL RESULTS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF
INTEGRATED APPROACH TO DIABETES
MANAGEMENT IN RUSSIA: RETROSPECTIVE
ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM PROGRAM NORMA.

G. Galstyan1, N. Holmskaia2, Z. Hamradjanov2

1The National Medical Research Center for Endocrinology,
Endocrinology, Moscow, Russian Federation, 2Diabetes
Center, Endocrinology, Vologda, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: Despite increasing number of ef-
fective drugs, and the availability of lifestyle modification pro-
grams, diabetes control remains suboptimal. New approaches to
diabetes care delivery are needed. NORMA is a 6 months pro-
gram designed to implement an integrated approach to diabetes
management. The Program combines structured online educa-
tion, BGM, consultation by endocrinologist, and administrative
support. To evaluate the influence of NORMA program on the
participants‘ clinical outcomes current retrospective analysis
was initiated.

Methods: These preliminary interim outcomes comprise ret-
rospective analysis of data of 69 patients with T1DM who par-
ticipated in NORMA for at least 3 months from January 2020
until November 2020 and had initial and follow-up HbA1c
measurements.

Results: The average age (SD) of the participants was
35.9 – 10.7 years, median duration of DM was 180.0 months. All
participants had HbA1c >7.0% at enrollment to the Program. The
HbA1c decreased from 8.6 – 1.6% (n = 69) at baseline to
7.2 – 1.2% (n = 68) at Month 3, and 7.5 – 1.7% (n = 41) at Month
6. Individual target HbA1c level was achieved by 38.2% and
34.2% of participants by Month 3 and 6, respectively. HbA1c
<7.0% was achieved in 48.5% and 51.2% participants after 3 and
6 Months of Program, respectively.

Conclusions: Interim results of this retrospective analysis
suggest that integrated approach to diabetes management could
potentially lead to improved glucose target achievement in pa-
tients with T1DM. These results require further confirmation.
The data received can serve as a basis for further research. *The
study is supported by Sanofi.
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TRUSTSPHERE (A TRUSTED, SECURE AND PRIVACY-
RESPECTING HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT
REALIZED FOR EVERYONE): USER ENGAGEMENT
TO BUILD THE TRUST LAYER IN DIGITAL HEALTH
FOR TYPE 1 DIABETES

S. Pinkney1, T. Van Rooij2, H. Longstaff3, B. Verchere4,
E. Borycki5, A. Kushniruk5, M. Gorges6, E. Portales-Casamar7,
A. Virani8, W. Wasserman8, S. Amed7

1BC Children’s Hospital Research Institute, Pediatrics,
Vancouver, Canada, 2BC Children’s Hospital Research
Institute, Digital Health, Vancouver, Canada, 3Provincial
Health Services Authority, Research & Academic Services,
Vancouver, Canada, 4University of British Columbia,
Department Of Pathology And Laboratory Medicine,
Vancouver, Canada, 5University of Victoria, School Of Health
Information Science, Victoria, Canada, 6University of British
Columbia, Department Of Anesthesiology, Pharmacology &
Therapeutics, Vancouver, Canada, 7University of British
Columbia, Department Of Pediatrics, Vancouver, Canada,
8University of British Columbia, Department Of Medical
Genetics, Vancouver, Canada

Background and Aims: Trust in digital health is a significant
challenge. We are developing a digital solution, TRUST-
SPHERE (TS), that will address this trust gap to enable easier
adoption of digital health. Our test use case is children living with
type 1 diabetes (T1D), and our aim is that TS serves as a digital
identity layer that will empower patients and caregivers to
manage and share their health information via this virtual plat-
form customized for T1D.

Methods: Two online quantitative surveys were distributed
electronically to caregivers of children with T1D (N = 760) and
pediatric diabetes healthcare providers (HCP; N = 232) to gather
their perspectives on key elements necessary to foster digital
trust and essential features of a virtual patient platform for T1D.
Descriptive statistics were used.

Results: 18% of HCPs and 30% of caregivers were either
‘very’ or ‘extremely’ concerned about digital privacy and secu-
rity issues. However, 68% and 42% of caregivers strongly agreed
that they trust their HCP would keep their child’s health infor-
mation secure and that government regulations were in place to
ensure security, respectively. HCPs reported key challenges to be
accessing insulin pump (85%), glucose meter (83%) and glucose
sensor (80%) data during clinic visits, and helping patients to
navigate diabetes technology (91%). Caregivers identified access
to glucose sensor and insulin pump data as being the most useful
potential platform features. 66% of parents and 75% of HCPs
were ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ to use TS.

Conclusions: TRUSTSPHERE demonstrates potential to ad-
dress gaps in user trust and access to digital health data for T1D.
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IMPACT OF GLUCOSE VARIABILITY ON DYNAMIC
COGNITIVE FUNCTION IN YOUTH WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES (T1D)

M.K. Ray1, J. Hassenstab2, A. Aschenbrenner2, A. Mcmichael1,
A.M. Arbelaez3,4, C. Lu5, T. Hershey1,6

1Washington University in St. Louis, Psychiatry, Saint Louis,
United States of America, 2Washington University in St. Louis,
Neurology, Saint Louis, United States of America, 3Washington
University in St. Louis, Pediatrics, Saint Louis, United States of
America, 4St. Louis Children’s Hospital, Pediatric
Endocrinology And Diabetes, Saint Louis, United States of
America, 5Washington University in St. Louis, Computer
Science And Engineering, Saint Louis, United States of
America, 6Washington University in St. Louis, Mallinckrodt
Institute Of Radiology, Saint Louis, United States of America

Background and Aims: Severe glycemic events have been
associated with impaired cognitive function in youth with T1D
when measured in laboratory settings. However, little is known
about the impact of minute-to-minute glycemic fluctuations on
dynamic cognitive functions in daily life. Our ultimate goal is to
determine the impact of real-world glucose variability on dy-
namic cognition in youth with T1D. This understanding could
have important implications for diabetes treatment. However, we
first need to optimize a tool for testing real-world dynamic
cognition in youth and an analysis approach for integrating
continuous glucose and cognitive data.

Methods: Youth ages 9–15 (n = 4 T1D;n = 9 non-diabetic
control) completed testing 5x day for 2 weeks on a novel
smartphone application designed to assess dynamic cognitive
function (working memory, processing speed, associative
memory;Image1). Participants completed an interview to assess
their impressions of the app. T1D patients wore CGMs.

Results: Study retention was 100% and testing adherence was
81%. Participants rated the smartphone application cognitive
tests as being easy and enjoyable, rated the instructions as clear,
and reported having a clear understanding of the tests. Partici-
pants also performed similarly to adults and others of the same
age who completed in-lab testing of the application in prior
studies.

Conclusions: Youth with and without T1D reported positive
impressions of, adhered to, and performed well on novel
smartphone application tests that assess in-the-moment dynamic
cognition in real-world settings. Next steps include recruiting
additional participants, developing an analysis protocol to inte-
grate glucose and cognitive data, and determining the impact of
fluctuating glucose on cognition in daily life.

P175 / #540
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IMPACT OF THE FREQUENCY OF MY DOSE COACH
USE ON CLINICAL OUTCOMES IN TYPE 2 DIABETES

A.G. Unnikrishnan1, V. Viswanathan2, F.L. Zhou3, L. Hao3,
P. Kamath4, M. Bertolini5, J. Fernando Botero6,
L. Mancillas-Adame7

1Chellaram Diabetes Institute, N/a, Pune, India, 2MV Hospital
for Diabetes, N/a, Chennai, India, 3Sanofi, Diabetes,
Bridgewater, United States of America, 4Sanofi, N/a,
Cambridge, United States of America, 5Sanofi, Diabetes, New
Jersey, United States of America, 6Clinica Integral de
Diabetes—CLID, N/a, Medelin, Colombia, 7Universidad
Autonoma de Nuevo Leon, Endocrinology Division, Nuevo
Leon, Mexico

Background and Aims: My Dose Coach (MDC) is an FDA-
approved digital smart-phone application to help users with type
2 diabetes (T2D) titrate basal insulin according to individualized
titration plans provided by their physicians. This retrospective
cohort study assessed MDC usage impact during titration on
reaching fasting blood glucose (FBG) target, change in FBG, and
hypoglycemia incidence.

Methods: A total of 2517 active MDC users (registered 8/1/
2018 – 4/30/2020) from India (85%), Mexico (12%), and Co-
lumbia (3%) were stratified into high (>3 days/week; 49%),
moderate (>1 but £3 days/week; 25%), and low (£1 day/week;
26%) usage subgroups. Recording ‡3 consecutive FBG mea-
surements within individualized target range was considered
reaching target.
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Results: Overall, 1108 participants (44%) reached FBG tar-
gets during titration. More frequent MDC use was significantly
associated with greater FBG target achievement (p < 0.01; Fig-
ure). Mean (– standard deviation [SD]) number of days to FBG
target was significantly lower in the high usage subgroup
(14.9 – 21.8) versus moderate (25.1 – 40.7, p < 0.01) and low
(36.8 – 44.2, p = 0.01) usage subgroups. High usage of MDC was
associated with a greater reduction in FBG from the first FBG
measurement (-45.4 – 70.1 mg/dL) versus moderate (-40.7 –
78.6 mg/dL) and low (-31.0 – 78.2 mg/dL usage (p < 0.01).
No significant differences in hypoglycemia incidence were ob-
served between subgroups (high, 12%; moderate, 16%; low,
12%).

Conclusions: People with T2D initiating basal insulin using
MDC >3 days/week during titration had better glycemic out-
comes than those with lower usage, with no increase in hypo-
glycemia. This study was funded by Sanofi.
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TELEPIED STUDY A SINGLE-CENTRE TRIAL
COMPARING DURATION OF HOSPITALIZATION
REQUIRED FOR HEALING OF A DIABETIC WOUND
USING TELEMEDICINE AND A REFERRAL NURSE
VERSUS STANDARD CARE

D. Dardari1, S. Franc1,2, A. Penfornis1, E. Bobogny1,
L. Orlando1, G. Charpentier2

1centre hospitalier Sud francilien, Diabetology, Corbeil
Essonne, France, 2Centre d’Étude et de Recherche sur
l’Intensification du Traitement du Diabète, Diabetology,
Corbeil Essonne, France

Background and Aims: The aim to demonstrate that the total
number of days in hospital required for healing of a novo dia-
betes-related foot ulcer (DFU) is lower in patients followed up
using a telemedicine platform [Group 2] than in patients fol-
lowed up using standard care [Group 1).

Methods: A controlled single-centre study in open, parallel
groups of diabetic patients with de novo DFU Patients are as-
signed to either Group 1 or Group 2 Patients in Group 1 are to be
followed by the investigator and specialized referral nurse as
part of the regular follow-up procedure. Between visits, an in-
dependent nurse (IN) provides la home daily care. Patients in
Group 2 have their DFU treated by a referral nurse, the
monitoring of DFU is performed weekly using photos of the DFU
with planimetry taken by the IN and sent via telemedicine
software.

Results: 168 patients were included (G1 = 82, G2 N = 86),
the mean age for G2 is 69.6 (13.1) years and for G1: 65.7
(14.2) years, the duration of the disease of diabetes is 18.9 (12.3)
years for G1 and 20.3 (12.0) years for G2, Number of days of
hospitalization (related to foot injury) at the end of one year of
follow-up was 7.5; 18.9 days for G1 and 3.8; 11 days for G2
p = 0.013.

Conclusions: Conclusion: follow-up by telemedicine and
by a referent nurse for patients living with diabetes associated
with a DFU significantly reduces the number of days of hospi-
talization over one year necessary for complete healing of this
DFU.
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Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
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ESTIMATED HEMOGLOBIN A1C REDUCTION IN US
EMPLOYER POPULATION USING A DIGITAL
DIABETES MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

R. Campbell1, M. Wagman1, R. Biven2, V. Eichinger2,
J. Kober2, H. Hausegger1

1Roche Diabetes Care, Digital, Encinitas, United States of
America, 2mySugr GmbH, Medical & Research, Vienna, Austria

Background and Aims: The aim of the retrospective analysis
was to evaluate the Estimated Hemoglobin A1c (eHbA1c)
change in a well-managed diabetes population after six months
of participation in a Business to Business (B2B) digital diabetes
management solution offered to employees as a free benefit.

Methods: The solution includes the mySugr diabetes logbook
app, bluetooth enabled glucometer, blood glucose test strips and
diabetes coaching. mySugr generates eHbA1c from blood glucose
data entered in the app. This eHbA1c for each user was calculated
at least every 10 days, generating eHbA1c values for 134 users
throughout their program participation. A quarterly average was
then calculated per user. Of the 134 users who generated an eH-
bA1c, 64 users had two consecutive eHbA1c quarterly averages,
with t0 indicating the first eHbA1c average and t1 indicating the
second eHbA1c average. A t-test was then conducted.

Results: Sixty-four users who generated an eHbA1c for two
consecutive quarters in a six month period were evaluated. Mean
eHbA1c at t0 was 6.59%, mean eA1c at t1 was 6.35%, a 0.24
reduction and is statistically significant with p = 0.01.

Conclusions: The eHbA1c reduction is modest, but has
clinical implications. HbA1c <7% meets the American Diabetes
Association’s recommendation. The therapy goal for a person
with diabetes who meets the target is to continue this stability.
Achieving stability or any reduction at this HbA1c level is a
clinical success, even in a well managed population. More re-
search is needed to evaluate the clinical impact of digital diabetes
solutions in employer benefit populations.

P178 / #565

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

DIFFERENTIAL HBA1C-GLUCOSE MANAGEMENT
INDICATOR: MAGNITUDE AND RELATIONSHIP
WITH CONTINUOUS GLICOSE MONITORING
PARAMETERS

I. Vieira, M. Melo, C. Baptista, L. Barros, D. Rodrigues,
I. Paiva

CHUC, Endocrinology, Coimbra, Portugal

Background and Aims: The glucose management indicator
(GMI) provides an estimate of haemoglobin A1C, that may differ
from the measured value. This work aimed to: determine the
difference between laboratory HbA1c (A1Clab) and GMI, as
well as between point-of-care HbA1c (A1Cpoc) and GMI (based
on the data from the last 14/28/60/90 days), selecting the interval
with the least difference; compare A1Clab-GMI vs AICpoc-
GMI; compare CGM parameters in patients with lower vs higher
differential.
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Methods: In patients with T1DM using CGM, data were
collected on A1Clab and/or A1Cpoc and CGM until the day of
A1C sample.

Results: We selected 174 T1DM patients, mean age
33.3 – 13.0years, 52.3% female. The mean jA1Clab-GMIj
(n = 101) was higher for the 14D CGM interval (0.60 – 0.58%)
and lower at 60D (0.51 – 0.53%), A1Clab-GMI60D varied from -
0.90 to +3.50%. The mean jA1Cpoc-GMIj (n = 127) was higher
at 14D (0.45 – 0.72%) and lower at 60D (0.39 – 0.38%),
A1Cpoc-GMI60D varied from -2.0 to +2.1%. A positive differ-
encial (A1C>GMI) was more common for both types of A1C.
A1Clab differed more from GMI than A1Cpoc (0.51 vs 0.39%,
p = 0.038). Patients with jA1Clab-GMI60Dj>1 had shorter time in
range-TIR (40.56 vs 54.15, p = 0.033) and tendency towards
longer time above range-TAR (52.56 vs 38.01, p = 0.065). The
same was seen when jA1Cpoc-GMI60Dj>1 (TIR 40.13 vs 52.74,
p = 0.015 and TAR 51.25 vs 40.32, p = 0.054).

Conclusions: The difference A1C-GMI can be substantial. In
this sample it was greater between A1Clab-GMI. Higher dif-
ferentials were associated with less TIR and longer TAR, which
may reflect the influence of A1C on decision making and/or a
weaker correlation between interstitial and blood glucose.

P179 / #567

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

HYPOGLYCEMIA UNAWARENESS: ASSOCIATION
WITH CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING AND
AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY

I. Vieira, C. Baptista, L. Barros, M. Melo, D. Rodrigues,
I. Paiva

CHUC, Endocrinology, Coimbra, Portugal

Background and Aims: Hypoglycemia unawareness is
common in type 1 diabetes (T1DM) and is associated with auto-
nomic neuropathy. The aims of this work were: to translate and
validate questionnaires that assess hypoglycemia unawareness -
Clark’s questionnaire (CQ) - and autonomic neuropathy (AN) -
Scale for Autonomic Symptoms (SAS) for the Portuguese popu-
lation; to relate CQ results with continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM) data and SAS-Symptom Score (SAS-SS); to find predic-
tive factors for reduced hypoglycemia awareness defined by CQ.

Methods: Translation and validation of the CQ and SAS ac-
cording to international standards and application to T1DM pa-
tients under MCG.

Results: 111 T1DM patients were evaluated, 56.8% female,
mean age 35.00 – 12.35 years, mean disease duration 18.8 – 10.5
years. -Questionnaires’s evaluation: CQ (n = 111) displayed
good internal consistency (cronbach-a = 0.72) and test-retest
(n = 53) 0.77; SAS-SS (n = 109) had a test-retest (n = 52) of 0.84. -
Questionnaires’s Application: In response to CQ, 13.5% had
reduced and 9.9% undetermined awareness to hypoglycemia.
SAS-SS was suggestive of AN in 22.9%. T1DMs with CQ sug-
gestive of unawareness/indeterminate awareness had more time
below range (8.58 – 5.27 vs 6.27 – 4.83; p = 0.026) and mean
duration of hypoglycemia (124.79 – 43.67 vs 97.58 – 40.88;
p = 0.004). In multivariate analysis, mean duration of hypogly-
cemia and higher SAS-SS were independent predictors of CQ’s
results. In a ROC curve (AUC 0.694; p = 0.004) a mean duration
of hypoglycemia ‡91min showed 83.3% sensitivity and 53.2%
specificity for unawareness/indeterminate awareness.

Conclusions: A significative prevalence of hypoglicemia
unawareness and AN was detected. In addition to the AN, MCG
data can also indicate lower awareness to hypoglycemia, with an
average hypoglycemia duration ‡91min being suggestive, al-
beith unspecific.

P180 / #582

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

REPLAYBG PROVIDES RELIABLE INDICATIONS
WHEN USED TO ASSESS MEAL BOLUS
ALTERATIONS IN TYPE 1 DIABETES

G. Cappon1, M. Vettoretti1, G. Sparacino2, S. Del Favero2,
A. Facchinetti1

1University of Padova, Department Of Information Engineering
(dei), Padova, Italy, 2University of Padova, Department Of
Information Engineering, Padova, Italy

Background and Aims: ReplayBG is a tool that implements a
novel approach to quantitively evaluate new therapy guidelines
for type 1 diabetes (T1D). Specifically, a non-linear model of
glucose-insulin dynamics is firstly identified on retrospective
patient data where the inputs are insulin infusion and carbohy-
drate intake, and the output is glucose. Then, the model is used to
simulate the glucose trace obtained by ‘‘replaying’’ the recorded
scenario and the glucose trace obtained using the insulin/carbo-
hydrate input proposed by the therapy treatment under evaluation.
In this work, we analyze the validity of ReplayBG when used to
evaluate the impact of meal insulin bolus (MIB) variations.

Methods: ReplayBG model was identified on data of 100
virtual subjects simulated using the UVa/Padova T1D Simulator
(T1DS). Simulations were 12-hour, single-meal experiments
consisting of 50 g of carbohydrates and a corresponding MIB
computed using the standard rule for bolus calculation. Validity
of ReplayBG was assessed by computing the Mean Absolute
Relative Difference (MARD) between the ‘‘replayed’’ glucose
trace obtained by altering MIB by up to –50% and the simulated
glucose data obtained with T1DS when the same inputs are
provided.

Results: ReplayBG is reliable when used to assess meal bolus
modulation up to 50%. Average MARD is 4.51%, 2.57%, 1.14%,
1.42%, 3.49%, 6.13% when MIB is altered by -50%, -30%,
-10%, +10%, +30%, and +50%, respectively.

Conclusions: ReplayBG can be safely used to assess MIB
alterations. Future work will extensively assess ReplayBG on
other scenarios.

P181 / #589

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

IMPROVING GLYCAEMIC VARIABILITY THROUGH
A DIGITAL DIETARY AND BEHAVIOUR CHANGE
INTERVENTION IN ADULTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES

R. Huntriss1, P. Kanehl2, L. Jones1, V. Dubois3

1Oviva AG, Clinical Research, London, United Kingdom,
2Oviva AG, Data Science, Potsdam, Germany, 3Oviva AG,
Nutrition And Dietetics, Paris, France
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Background and Aims: Research suggests glycaemic vari-
ability (fluctuating blood glucose levels) is associated with
higher risk of morbidity and mortality in adults with type 2 di-
abetes (1,2), highlighting the importance of minimising gly-
caemic variability in this group. Digital technologies are now
commonly used in diabetes management, with emerging data
demonstrating benefits to HbA1c levels. The effect of a digital
behaviour change intervention on glycaemic variability in adults
with type 2 diabetes however remains unknown.

Methods: Glycaemic data were collected from adults with
type 2 diabetes enrolled on a digitally enabled behaviour change
programme between June 2019 and August 2020. Eligible pa-
tients entered at least 3 blood glucose readings within at least one
of 12 weeks into a smartphone application as part of a digital
behaviour change programme. The individual blood glucose
variability was estimated by computing the weekly standard
deviation of the measurements and normalizing by the mean. At
least 3 blood glucose readings per patient were required to de-
termine variability each week. The weekly and cohort averaged
coefficient of variation (CV) is reported for i) all eligible patients
(N = 355) ii) eligible patients that also had at least 3 blood glu-
cose in the 12th week (N = 56).

Results: The data indicates a reduction of CV from 18% in
week 1 to 14% in week 12 showing reduction in variability of
blood glucose (p-value &0.05).

Conclusions: Digital behaviour change interventions facili-
tated by a smartphone app reduces glycaemic variability in adults
with type 2 diabetes which may reduce the risk of morbidity and
mortatlity within this group.

P182 / #606

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCERS GIVE BAD DIET
ADVICE FOR DIABETIC PATIENTS

H. Marmouch1, H. Jenzri2, I. Charrada2, I. Khochtali2

1University Hospital, Endocrinology-internal Medicine,
Monastir, Tunisia, 2Hôpital Universitaire Fattouma Bourguiba,
Endocrinology-internal Medicine, Monastir, Tunisia

Background and Aims: Diabetes is one of the most chal-
lenging chronic health conditions in 21th century. Diabetes-re-
lated problems need proper patient education, and social media
plays a role to disseminate information. The aim of our study was
to evaluate the quality of medical information presented in social
network.

Methods: We studied 18 Tunisians top popular influencers,
based on those who had more than 10,000 followers in Instagram
social media.

Results: We found that 13 out of 18 of the blogs (72,22%)
could not be considered credible sources of diabetes manage-
ment information. These blogs have unreliable and potentially
harmful recommendations like ‘‘fruits are undoubtedly products
that lower blood sugar’’ or such kind of not evidence-based in-
formation: ‘‘The main savior for diabetics is cinnamon. Garlic is
another very useful supplement that makes the pancreas secretes
double-acting insulin? Fenugreek lowers drastically the level of
glucose in the blood.’’

Conclusions: Social media influencer’s blogs are not credible
resources for diabetes management. Popularity and impact of
social media in the context of the diabetes epidemic suggests all

influencers should be required to meet accepted scientifically or
medically justified criteria for the provision of diabetes man-
agement advice online.

P183 / #625

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

TYPE 1 DIABETES MANAGEMENT IN PREGNANCY
DURING PANDEMIC CONTEXT - ADVANTAGES OF
SMARTGUARD (SG) MINIMED 640G � TECHNOLOGY

M. Lavrador1, L. Barros1, S. Paiva1, A. Lobo2, I. Paiva1

1Centro Hospitalar e Universitário de Coimbra, Endocrinology,
Coimbra, Portugal, 2Centro Hospitalar e Universitário de
Coimbra, Obstetrics, Coimbra, Portugal

Background and Aims: SmartGuard MiniMed 640G � of-
fers a greater protection against hypoglycaemia, a crucial aspect
during pregnancy. COVID-19 pandemic led to the need for tel-
econsultation. New technologies offer advantages for remote
care of patients. To analyse the efficacy of SG MiniMed 640G
�and teleconsultation in two type 1 DM pregnant women.

Methods: Data from Libreview� and Carelink Pro� was
collected (international consensus metrics). Downloads made at
home and sent via e-mail.

Results: Case 1: 36 years pregnant woman with DM1.
SG�MiniMed 640G� started at 14 weeks of gestation. Child-
birth at 38 weeks. Vacuum-assisted delivery; birth weight 3575g;
Apgar score 8/10/10. Case 2: 32 years pregnant woman with
DM1. SG�MiniMed 640G� started at 20 weeks of gestation.
Child-birth at 37 weeks, through caesarean operation; birth
weight 4030g; Apgar score 8/9/10. In both cases, no neonatal
hypoglycaemia and no need to be admitted to neonatal ICU.

Conclusions: Minimizing the risk of hypoglycaemia, Mini-
Med 640G� contributed to optimize glycaemic control reflected
in good neonatal results.

Carelink� and Libreview� use allowed a regular and effective
teleconsultation during COVID-19 pandemic.

P184 / #641

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

USE OF TELEMEDICINE SYSTEM TO IDENTIFY THE
INCREASE IN ALCOHOL CONSUMERS AMONG
PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES DURING THE
COVID-19 PANDEMIC

K. Melo1,2, C. Feder1, B. Gueuvoghlaian3, M. Almeida1,
P. Cukier1, L. Calliari4, M. Silva1
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1Hospital das Clı́nicas da Faculdade de Medicina da
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil., Equipe De Diabetes -
Endocrinologia, São Paulo, Brazil, 2Quasar Telemedicina
(Glic), Área Médica, São Paulo/SP, Brazil, 3Hospital Israelita
Albert Einstein, Sao Paulo, Innovation Department, São Paulo,
Brazil, 4Santa Casa School of Medical Sciences, Department Of
Endocrinology, São Paulo, Brazil

Background and Aims: Covid-19 pandemic has changed the
habits of people with diabetes, and social-distancing was asso-
ciated with more time at home and individual distress. There are
some reports about increasing in alcohol drinking among indi-
viduals with diabetes during the pandemic. Currently, many
patients use telemedicine support systems. Glic� is a system
widely used in Brazil, since 2012, with 50.022 users with T1DM
that insert food intake data, including alcohol. The aim of this
study was to evaluate changes in alcohol consumption in indi-
viduals with T1DM during COVID-19 pandemic using a tele-
medicine support system (Glic�).

Methods: Data was obtained from Glic� data base (gli-
conline.net). Alcohol consumption data between March to Au-
gust/2019 and March to August/2020 was analyzed. Descriptive
statistics were performed with frequency analysis (absolute and
relative) and chi-square test was used to compare the data.

Results: T1DM patients showed different monthly alcohol
consumption input between March to August of 2019 and 2020
(p < 0.0001). There was an increase of 56% in total alcohol
consumption input in 2020 compared to the same period of 2019.
The percentage of individuals who reported alcohol consumption
ranged from 2,8-5,5% in 2019 and 8,4-19,1% in 2020 in the
analyzed months.

Conclusions: We conclude that a telemedicine support sys-
tem (Glic�) is a useful tool to identify the rising in alcohol
consumers among people with T1DM during COVID-19 pan-
demic. These results highlight the potential of such systems to
detect behavioral changes in PWD and might help the develop-
ment of strategies to support and protect these individuals during
specific situations/conditions.

P185 / #661

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

EXCLUSIVE TELEMEDICINE DURING COVID
PANDEMIC: WHAT WE LEARN ABOUT ITS IMPACT
ON DIABETES METABOLIC CONTROL, CARE AND
SATISFACTION OF FAMILIES IN OUR CHILEAN
RURAL-URBAN CENTER?

J. Pelicand1,2, A. Muñoz A1, S. Muñoz Z1, C. Ordoñez N1,
M. Ponce C1, C. Vásquez C1

1Universidad of Valparaiso, Medicine School, San Felipe,
Chile, 2Hospital Universitaria San Camilo, Pediatric
Diabetology, San Felipe, Chile

Background and Aims: Telemedicine (TM) is one more tool
at modern medicine service at care of Type 1 Diabetes (DM1)
moreover in remote areas. Since 2016, our Diabetes Care Pro-
gram includes TM as a possible add-on care according to the
families’ realities and needs. Because of covid-19 pandemic,
since March, we decided to provide regular care, education, and
emergencies prevention and management through exclusive TM

(ETM). The objective is to evaluate the impact of ETM on
metabolic control, diabetes care and families’ satisfaction.

Methods: A descriptive comparative and correlational study
of the ETM impact is conducted in our Chilean center durimg
one year with 53 pediatric patients. The ETM impact will be
evaluated and compared (by Student t-test) in 4 different 3
months times on metabolic control outcomes (A1c, average
glucose (AG), hypoglycemia number, acute complication num-
ber, total daily insulin dose(TDID), BMI), ETM indicators
(contact number, content) and families satisfaction (quantitative
and qualitative survey).

Results: Preliminary Results: Our sample included 53 chil-
dren aged 11,2 years; treatment CSII (12,9%), CGM (22,2%).
The first results are showed in the table. The main reasons of use
respectively TM add-on care and ETM, are adjusting insulin
doses (65,5%/81,3%), emergencies management (58,6%/41,7)
and improved diabetes education (13,8%/42,7%).

Conclusions: the first results indicate that exclusive tele-
medicine appears like a good diabetes care system for the fam-
ilies even if they don’t have access to technology, and seems to
improve diabetes management. However, there are still many
pending results, including clinic and biochemical data, to com-
plete our study objective with the comparison data.

P186 / #667

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

DIGITAL TWIN TECHNOLOGY INTERVENTION TO
ACHIEVE AND MAINTAIN THE GLYCEMIC
VARIABILITY WITHIN THE TARGETS IN T2DM–
INSIGHTS FROM REAL WORLD STUDY

P. Shamanna1, S. Joshi2, B. Saboo3, L. Shah4, J. Mohammed4,
M. Mohamed1, T. Poon4, M. Thajudeen1

1TWIN HEALTH, Diabetes, Bangalore, India, 2Twin Health and
Joshi Clinic, Lilavati and Bhatia Hospital, Diabetes, Mumbai,
India, 3Diacare – Diabetes Care & Hormone Clinic, Chief
Diabetologist, Ahmedabad, India, 4Twin Health, Diabetes,
Mountain View, United States of America

Background and Aims: Twin Precision Nutrition (TPN) is a
novel whole-body digital twin enabled precision nutrition for
reversing diabetes. Baseline Glycemic Variability (GV) is di-
rectly associated with glycemic outcomes

Methods: We evaluated 64 patients on TPN for glycemic
variability metrics. Glycemic variability metrics were Coeffi-
cient of Variation percentage (CV%) (good <26%), Low Blood
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Glucose Index (LBGI) (low <2.5) and High Blood Glucose Index
(HBGI) low <4.5).

Results: Mean age was 52.44 years (–9.96), 70 % males
(n = 45), mean duration of diabetes 8.43 years (–6.52). 25 pa-
tients had achieved HbA1c < 6.5, trends indicating reversal of
diabetes. Mean CV% at enrolment (24.7) reduced significantly to
15.86 (p < 0.0001) at day 7 and targets for thresholds were
achieved and sustained over three months. There was non-sig-
nificant change in mean glycemic variability (CV%) at day 7
(15.86 – 5.03), day 30 (15.75 – 6.10), day 60 (16.62 – 5.95) and at
day 90 (17.37 – 5.98) (p = 0.355). There was significant change in
LBGI (p = 0.0185) at day 90, with values at day 7 (2.24 – 2.82),
day 30 (1.77 – 2.59), day 60 (1.14 – 1.55) at day 90 (1.21 – 1.76).
There was non-significant change in HBGI at day 7 (1.37 – 2.09),
day 30 (1.6 – 2.6), day 60 (1.8 – 3.4), day 90 (2.1 – 4.5) (p = 0.58).
(FIGURE) At all time points, patients were within defined
threshold of glycemic variability metrices.

Conclusions: TPN intervention appears to have potential to
reverse diabetes while achieving the targets for glycemic vari-
ability. Maintaining glucose homoeostasis efficiently in journey
to achieve reversal of diabetes is a translation of the scientific
rationale for digital twin technology, powered by Internet of
Things and Artificial Intelligence to clinical benefits

P187 / #708

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

HYPERTENSIVE PATIENTŚ EXPERIENCES OF AND
SELF-REPORTED ADHERENCE TO A
TELEMEDICINE DASH DIET INTERVENTION

E. Medhammar1, U. Molstad2, G. Forsander2, G. Darwiche3,
P. Bergman1, M. Carlsson1

1eHealth institute, Department Of Medicine And Optometry,
Linnaeus University, Kalmar, Sweden, 2Accumbo, Accumbo,
Kalmar, Sweden, 3Lund University, Faculty Of Medicine,
Clinical Sciences, Malmö, Sweden

Background and Aims: There is an increasing demand for
virtual health care services including remote nutrition evalua-
tion, monitoring and support of patients with chronic disease.
The most well-established dietary pattern for treatment of hy-
pertension is Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH).
The diet consists of a high intake of fruits, vegetables, root
vegetables, whole grains, low-fat dairy products, legumes and
nuts, while saturated fat, total fat and sodium intake is low.
Treating patients according to the DASH diet has had poor
outcomes using traditional methods, possibly because lifestyle
changes takes time. Digital methods may be better suited to
provide long-term support. The purpose of the current study is to
investigate the experience of and self-reported adherence to the
DASH diet using a telemedicine approach.

Methods: Inclusion criteria were patients with primary hy-
pertension having a mean systolic BP between 135-150 mmHg.
Communication between the dietitian and the patient takes place
via asynchronous text communication using a digital care con-
cept from the Swedish caregiver Accumbo’s product ‘‘Blood
Pressure Doctor’’ in combination with video calls. A Food Fre-
quency Questionnaire (FFQ) combined with a modified DASH
index are used to assess dietary intake and adherence to the
DASH diet by subjective report. A questionnaire is used to assess
patient experience.

Results: Ongoing study. Results are expected in May 2021.
Conclusions: Several studies have shown that telemedicine is

superior compared to traditional care in managing chronic dis-
eases and lifestyle changes, but there are relatively few studies
examining hypertensive patientś experiences with a telemedicine
DASH diet intervention.

P188 / #770

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

ARE SPANISH DIABETES APPLICATIONS (APPS) A
MEDICAL DEVICE?

B. Benito Badorrey1, B. Navarro Llevat2, I. Azkarate2,
R. Ibeas Rollan2, J. Sagredo Pérez2

1Institut Catalá de la Salut, Primary Care, Barcelona, Spain,
2Institut Catalá de la Salut, Primary Care, BARCELONA, Spain

Background and Aims: European regulations on appli-
cations as medical devices will be established by directive
93/42 / EEC in May 2021. Evaluate if Spanish applications for
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diabetes can consider medical devices, in compliance with Eu-
ropean regulations on medical devices, and if they carry the CE
label

Methods: Descriptive cross-sectional review of free mobile
applications in Spanish for diabetes, available on the main
platforms of the Spanish market: GooglePlay (Android) and
AppStore (iOs). We collect affiliation data, type and technical
characteristics of the applications

Results: A total of 356 applications were evaluated: 105
from the Apple Store iOS (29.5%) and 251 from Googleplay
(70.5%), and 40 on both platforms (11.2%); 302 were excluded
from the analysis because they were not in Spanish. 54 study
applications: referenced by academic institutions or scientific
societies 12 (22%). Regarding the functions, 40 (74%) acted
as logarithm of glucose or glucometer; 13 (24%) allowed ob-
taining a diet and exercise record. The personal data of the users
of the application was accessed in 24 (45%); Data export was
possible in 20 (37%. 12 applications (22%) were CE marked,
and all were connected to a glucometer software (70%) or con-
tinuous glucose monitoring devices (50%) or both (25%) Among
those without the CE label, 58% are connected with a software
device.

Conclusions: A few free diabetes management apps are
available in Spanish. A small number of applications are con-
sidered medical devices according to European certification
(CE). Most of the apps are focused on blood glucose monitoring .

P189 / #790

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

EFFECTIVITY OF A DIGITAL DIABETES
MANAGEMENT SERVICE ON THE INCIDENCE OF
PREHOSPITAL EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES IN
TYPE 1 DIABETES

A. Lammintausta1, H. Huhtala2, T. Vatanen3, I. Hörhammer4,
M. Linna4, P. Hannula5

1Tampere University, Faculty Of Medicine And Health
Technology, Tampere University, Finland, 2Tampere
University, Faculty Of Social Sciences, Tampere University,
Finland, 3City of Tampere social and health services, Diabetes
Care Unit, Tampere, Finland, 4Aalto University, Industrial
Engineering And Management, Aalto, Finland, 5Tampere
University Hospital, Internal Medicine, Tampere, Finland

Background and Aims: Distal technologies with feedback
have been studied in follow-up and communication of type 1
diabetes, with limited evidence for beneficial effects. We in-
vestigated the effect of a mobile blood glucose analysis service
on the use of prehospital emergency services.

Methods: 169 subjects on multiple dose insulin treatment from
a primary health care diabetes unit were randomized to using real-
time distal analysis of blood glucose data and personalized au-
tomated feedback with support chat (Mendor ONE, intervention
group; IG) or to continue uploading glucose meter data conven-
tionally to contemporary Mendor Balance cloud service (control
group; GC). The primary outcome was the incidence of ambu-
lance visits during a two-year intervention.

Results: Early study termination occurred among 46% mostly
because of switching to flash glucose monitoring. During 791

patient-years including the retrospective period, 57 ambulance
visits occurred, 37% because of acute diabetes complications.
The incidences per 100 patient-years (95% CI) for the ambulance
visits were 7,81 (4,02–15,19; IG) and 7,95 (3,91–16,19; CG)
before the intervention, and 7,63 (4,43–13,14; IG) and 9,47
(5,53–16,23; CG) during the intervention (p = 0,60 between
groups). Incidences within groups didn’t change before and
during intervention. The most common reasons were severe
hypoglycaemia, trauma and alcohol-related event. During the
intervention, none had ketoacidosis. Hypoglycemia was more
common in men (n = 16) than in women (n = 2), incidences be-
ing 3,65 (2,09-5,93) and 0,57 (0,069 – 2,05), respectively
(p = 0,004).

Conclusions: Men were more prone to ambulance visits and
severe hypoglycaemias than women. The service couldn’t reduce
the incidence of ambulance visits. Further studies on the effects
of distal technologies are needed.

P190 / #76

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

CHARACTERISTICS OF PEOPLE WITH TYPE 2
DIABETES MELLITUS INITIATING AN INSULIN
PUMP: DATA FROM A LARGE COMMERCIAL
CLAIMS DATABASE

E. Hankosky1, M. Katz2, L. Fan1, A. Meeks1, C. Chinthammit1,
E. Eby1

1Eli Lilly and Company, Gporwe Diabetes, Indianapolis,
United States of America, 2Eli Lilly and Company,
Connected Care And Innovation, Indianapolis,
United States of America

Background and Aims: The use of insulin pumps among
people with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is increasing. This
work aims to understand the demographic and clinical charac-
teristics of T2DM insulin pump initiators.

Methods: The IBM� Marketscan� Commercial Claims Da-
tabase was used to identify new pump use (index date: 2016–
2018) in people with T2DM, ‡21 years, with ‡1 prescription for
insulin in 6 months prior to index, and ‡2 years of continuous
enrolment prior to index. Demographic and clinical character-
istics as well as treatment patterns were described up to 24
months prior to index.

Results: Of 2,026 people (50.4% male, mean age 52 years)
meeting eligibility criteria, almost half (48.9%) had an endo-
crinologist encounter within 90 days prior to pump initiation.
Nearly one-quarter (24.8%) of people filled their first insulin
prescription within 18 months prior to index and 9.6% had no
mealtime insulin claims at any time pre-index. In the 6 months
prior to pump initiation, 10.7% of people had a claim for a
hypoglycaemic event, the average most recent HbA1c was
9.5% (n = 61), and individuals filled on average 2.8 diabetes
medication classes. Of those with a claim for continuous or flash
glucose monitoring in the 6 months pre-index (33.8%; n = 684),
nearly half (n = 332) initiated use within 30 days preceding
pump use.

Conclusions: Further work is needed to understand the con-
tribution of factors such as patient readiness to engage with
technology, poor glycaemic control, and hypoglycaemic events
to pump initiation among people with T2DM.
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Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

EVALUATION OF A NOVEL CGM-INFORMED
BOLUS CALCULATOR WITH AUTOMATIC
GLUCOSE TREND ADJUSTMENT USED WITH
SENSOR-AUGMENTED PUMP THERAPY

J. Pinsker1, B. Bode2, S. Brown3, M.M. Church1, B. Narron2,
M. Voelmle4, T. Ly5

1Sansum Diabetes Research Institute, Clinical Research, Santa
Barbara, United States of America, 2Atlanta Diabetes
Associates, Endocrinology, Atlanta, United States of America,
3University of Virginia, Division Of Endocrinology,
Charlottesville, United States of America, 4The University of
Virginia, Endocrinology, Charlottesville, United States of
America, 5Insulet Corporation, Clinical Affairs, Acton, United
States of America

Background and Aims: Expert opinion and professional
society guidelines recommend adjustment to bolus insulin doses
based on CGM trend, yet minimal evidence exists to support the
safety and effectiveness of this approach. This study evaluated a
novel CGM-informed bolus calculator (CIBC) with automatic
glucose trend adjustment used with sensor-augmented pump
therapy.

Methods: Participants aged 6–70y with T1D‡6 months used
the Omnipod� 5 Automated Insulin Delivery System in Manual
Mode, first for 7 days without a connected CGM (standard bolus
calculator, SBC), then for 7 days with a connected CGM (CIBC).
Boluses were calculated using stored pump settings plus user-
estimated meal size and/or either a manually entered glucose
value (SBC) or an imported current CGM value and trend
(CIBC). The CIBC automatically increased or decreased the
suggested bolus amount based on the trend. Primary outcomes
were percentage of CGM readings <70mg/dL and >180mg/dL
out of all readings within 4h after any bolus.

Results: Participants (N = 25) were aged (mean–SD)
27 – 15y, with T1D duration 12 – 9y and A1C 7.0 – 0.9%. The
number of boluses per day was 6.4 – 2.9 and 6.8 – 2.9 with the
SBC and CIBC, respectively (p = 0.3). There were significantly
fewer readings <70mg/dL 4h post-bolus with the CIBC com-
pared to the SBC (2.1 – 2.0% vs. 2.8 – 2.7, p = 0.03), while per-
cent readings >180mg/dL and 70-180mg/dL remained the same
(Table).

Conclusions: The CIBC was safe and effective when used
with the Omnipod 5 System in Manual Mode, with significantly
fewer hypoglycemic readings in the post-bolus period compared
to the SBC. CIBC use during Automated Mode was included in
the 3-month pivotal study of the system.

P192 / #115
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THE MEDTRONIC EXTENDED WEAR INFUSION SET:
DETERMINING MECHANISMS OF ACTION

S. Chattaraj1, G. Zhang1, E. Anselmo1, T. Cordero2, O. Cohen3

1Medtronic, Materials, Chemistry And Subq Infusion,
Northridge, United States of America, 2Medtronic, Medical
Affairs, Northridge, United States of America, 3Medtronic
International Trading Sarl, Medical Affairs, Tolochenaz,
Switzerland

Background and Aims: The Medtronic Extended Wear In-
fusion Set (EWIS) was developed to extend IS wear time from
the current 2-3 days for up to 7 days. Successful development of
EWIS required an early understanding of current IS device
failures and anatomical feasibility for an optimized device. We
examined various factors causing IS failures and targeted miti-
gation strategies to better understand mechanisms of action of the
EWIS.

Methods: The systematic methodology used to study and
determine EWIS mechanisms of action included in-vitro analy-
ses, and the review and assessment of pre-clinical and clinical
studies investigating the design, wear-duration (i.e., survival),
and function of worn infusion sets. A mitigation plan was then
developed to assess and optimize IS effectiveness and safety.

Results: An early clinical study investigating 7-day IS wear
determined a design-associated IS failure rate of 64% attribut-
able to factors ranging from kinking at insertion site to adhesive
loss or accidental pull-out.a A study of 7-day IS wear in a porcine
diabetes model identified insulin-related inflammation as a sig-
nificant contributor to IS failure.b Mitigation plan experiments
that have included analyses of insulin formulation stability have
been developed and further evaluated in an EWIS clinical study.c

Conclusions: A mechanisms of action study combining lab-
oratory tests and assessments of in-vivo animal and human
clinical studies provided profound insights into the development
of the EWIS. Results suggest that insulin formulation stability in
the pump/infusion set system is, also, key to extending infusion
set wear duration.

P193 / #126
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CO-DESIGNING AN INSULIN PUMP FAQ SHEET FOR
PAEDIATRIC DIABETES PUMP PATIENTS TO
IMPROVE PATIENT ENGAGEMENT

N. Patel1, M. Watson2

1Imperial College London, School Of Medicine, London, United
Kingdom, 2Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust,
Department Of Paediatrics, London, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Insulin pump therapy has the po-
tential to dramatically improve the quality of life for some
children. However, this requires a motivated and educated adult
to supervise the young child (or a motivated older patient). We
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know that parents would benefit from being made aware of the
additional work involved in using a pump1 and believe that pa-
tients and parents often have unrealistic expectations, hindering
the adoption of diabetes technology2. Our aim was to create a
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) sheet, suitable for both pa-
tients and families on what to expect from insulin pumps. 1.
Rankin D et al. Parents’ experiences of managing their child’s
diabetes using an insulin pump: A qualitative study. Diabetic
Medicine. 2014;32:627–634. 2. Hirose M et al. Quality of Life
and Technology: Impact on Children and Families with Diabetes.
Curr Diab Rep. 2012;12(6):711–720.

Methods: We co-designed a FAQ sheet initially collating
common questions from various team members. Following pa-
rental review, the document was adapted and with successive
recommendations, key messages were incorporated to make it
most relevant. Simple patient and professional feedback forms
were designed to evaluate the tool.

Results: See Figure 1 for the co-designed FAQ sheet. Parental
feedback demonstrated the tool’s usefulness whilst also appeal-
ing to their children to engage them in their diabetes manage-
ment.

Conclusions: In conclusion, a FAQ sheet co-designed with
patients delivers benefits to various stakeholders in diabetes
management. For healthcare staff it can make consultations more
efficient, for parents it addresses preconceptions early and for the
child, it engages them in managing their diabetes.

P194 / #152
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ENHANCING PUMP ADOPTION THROUGH
ERGONOMIC DESIGN: FIRST USER ASSESSMENT
AND APPRECIATION OF SIGI, A NOVEL PATCH
PUMP USING THE NOVORAPID PUMPCART

O. Le Dizes1, P. Fridez2, A. Woodtli2, L. Galea2,
A. Wojtusciszyn1

1Lausanne University Hospital, Department Of Endocrinology,
Diabetology And Metabolism, Lausanne, Switzerland, 2AMF
SA, Medical Devices, Ecublens, Switzerland

Background and Aims: Insulin pumps enjoy widespread
appreciation, but unmet user needs remain. This end-user ac-
ceptance trial evaluated the usability of a novel patch pump,
(brand name Sigi�), during 7 days in daily-life situations
(physical activity, water, etc.). Sigi� uses the NovoRapid�

PumpCart� and is designed to improve user ergonomics.
Methods: 15 subjects with type 1 diabetes and prior Con-

tinuous Subcutaneous Insulin Infusion (CSII) experience (patch
or tethered pump) were recruited among patients followed by
University Hospital CHUV, Lausanne, Switzerland. The partic-
ipants evaluated Sigi� during one week at home. The protocol
defined wearing and intensive handling during 7 days. Ques-
tionnaire data was collected at days 1, 4 and 7.

Results: Usability (handling of cartridge and pump), wearing
comfort in dry conditions, weight, thickness, shape and aes-
thetics were consistently rated as ‘‘excellent’’ (Figure 1), re-
gardless of the subjects’ age (aged 18 to 70 years, average 35)
and BMI (21 to 32, average 25). The comfort in wet situations
(shower/bath/aquatic sport) was rated at 3.2 on 4. In comparison
with other patch pumps (OmniPod� and Accu-Check� Solo), the
ergonomics of Sigi� was rated as ‘‘very good’’ to ‘‘excellent’’.
Twelve pumps (80%) held on skin for more than 3 days; 5 (33%)
for 7 days or more. There were no significant rating differences
over time: the general acceptance was high from the first day to
the last.

Conclusions: The subjects were unanimously enthusiastic on
handling and wearing Sigi� compared to their prior pump.
Further research will focus on improving the skin adhesive to-
wards functional first-in-human trials.
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METABOLIC CONTROL IMPROVING IN PEDIATRIC
PATIENTS AND YOUNG ADULTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES AFTER STARTING THERAPY WITH
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM

E. Gil Poch1, P.I. Beato-Vı́bora2, M.D.M. Romero Pérez3,
F.J. Arroyo Dı́ez1

1Badajoz University Hospital, Pediatric Endocrinology,
Badajoz, Spain, 2Badajoz University Hospital, Endocrinology
And Nutrition, BADAJOZ, Spain, 3Virgen Macarena University
Hospital, Pediatric Endocrinology, Seville, Spain

Background and Aims: Metabolic control in patients with
Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus continues being a great challenge,
especially in children and teenagers.

Recently continuous infusion and monitoring systems have
been developed, making patients enjoy the benefits of simulating
an artificial pancreas.

One of that new devices is the hybrid closed loop system
developed by Medtronic (Minimed 670G�), which automati-
cally corrects deviations in glucose from a preset target
(120 mg/dl), infusing insulin in variable microbolus according to
sensor readings. The aim of our study is analyze glycemic var-
iability and control data in pediatric patients with Type 1 diabetes
mellitus after change from their usual treatment to the Medtronic
670G� closed loop system.

Methods: This is a prospective study in pediatric patients and
young adults (n = 27) that begin treatment with closed loop
system Minimed 670G�, from different previous treatments.
Data on metabolic control and glycemic variability were studied
at the beginning and at 6 months of treatment.

Results: The study shows a reduction of HbA1c (7.34% vs
6.97%; p = 0.002), an increase in time in target 70-180 mg/dl (63%
vs 72.7%; p < 0.001), a decrease in time in hyperglycemia
>180 mg/dl (24.7% vs 19.9%; p = 0.003) and in time in hypogly-
cemia <70mg/dl (1.85% vs 1.56%; p = 0.381), as well as a de-
crease in mean glycemia (163.3 mg/dl vs 151.5 mg/dl; p = 0.002).

Conclusions: The new MINIMED 670G system improves
metabolic control in pediatric and young adult patients with
T1DM, regardless of previous treatment.

P196 / #239
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FIASP INSULIN STABILITY IN THE EXTENDED WEAR
INFUSION SET AND ON-MARKET INFUSION SETS:
AN IN-VITRO SAMPLES COMPARISON WITH THE
MINIMED� 670G SYSTEM

H. Fusselman, C. Chambers, S. Chattaraj, C. Geissinger

Medtronic Diabetes, Materials, Chemistry And Subq Infusion,
Northridge, United States of America

Background and Aims: NovoLog� (approved for use with
the Medtronic MiniMed� 670G system) and Fiasp� have the
same insulin aspart structure; however, the Fiasp� formulation
has been modified to increase the absorption speed and stability
of insulin. It has been assessed in clinical studies and approved
for use in continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII, open-

loop pump). In this study, the in-vitro compatibility of Fiasp� in
the MiniMed� 670G pump system with on-market infusion sets
and the Extended Wear infusion set were evaluated.

Methods: The in-vitro study of Fiasp� compatibility was
performed per the Food and Drug Administration guidance for
infusion pumps using in-use conditions at 37�C and samples
shaken for 6 days and 14 days (twice the use duration of infusion
set service life) respectively, for the on-market infusion sets and
Extended Wear infusion sets. An insulin flow suspension of 12
hours/day followed by a 0.025 U/hour basal rate, across consec-
utive days, was programmed as a worst-case scenario to demon-
strate there were no occlusions post suspension. Insulin samples
underwent analyses that included measurements and comparisons
of degradation products (insulin impurities), preservative content,
and high molecular weight proteins (aggregates).

Results: The pumped Fiasp� solution emerging from the on-
market infusion sets and the Extended Wear infusion sets met
pharmaceutical specification for Insulin Aspart injections
(Table).

Conclusions: These early insulin stability findings indicate
that Fiasp� may be suitable for administration via continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion with the Medtronic MiniMed�
670G system.

P197 / #266
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A NEW METHOD FOR PREDICTING THE RISK OF
PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS IN PATIENTS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES

Y. Sharipova1, F. Valeeva2

1Kazan State Medical University, Endocrinology, Kazan,
Republic of Tatarstan, Russian Federation, 2Kazan State
Medical University, Endocrinology, Kazan, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: To analyze the relationship of
pregnancy complications with changes in the need for insulin in
patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus (DM 1).

Methods: We examined 119 pregnant women with DM 1
receiving insulin with insulin pumps. The program cluster
analysis divided the patients into 2 clusters based on the presence
or absence of complications: preproliferative and proliferative
stages of retinopathy, preeclampsia, chronic fetoplacental in-
sufficiency (CFPI), polyhydramnios, increased placental thick-
ness. 88 pregnant women were included in the first cluster
without complications and 31 in the second cluster. The level of
HbA1c during pregnancy in the two clusters (p > 0.05) was
comparable. Basal insulin doses (U/kg) were estimated at 10–12;
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22–24; 30–32 weeks of pregnancy, the increase in doses (%) was
calculated from I to II, from II to III trimester of pregnancy.

Results: The median increase in basal insulin dose from II to
III trimester was +43.0% in the first cluster, and +5.5% in the
second (p < 0.001). The value of the basal dose increase at the
cut-off point was 19.5%, the area under ROC curve was
0.83 – 0.046 (95% CI: 0.74–0.92), (p < 0.001). When the basal
insulin dose increase was below 19.5%, the patient belonged to
cluster 2 with a high incidence of pregnancy complications and
retinopathy. Sensitivity was 75.0%, specificity 75.5%.

Conclusions: An increase in basal insulin dose from the
second to the third trimester below 19.5% in pregnant women
with preproliferative or proliferative stage of retinopathy may be
a predictor of preeclampsia and CFPI.
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DISORDERS IN THE HEALTH OF THE NEWBORN
AND THE NEED FOR INSULIN DURING PREGNANCY
IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

Y. Sharipova, F. Valeeva

Kazan State Medical University, Endocrinology, Kazan,
Republic of Tatarstan, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: To assess newborns’ condition and
changes in the need for insulin during pregnancy in patients with
type 1 diabetes mellitus (DM).

Methods: We examined 119 pregnant women with DM 1 re-
ceiving insulin in the mode of continuous subcutaneous insulin
injections (CSII) with an assessment of the pregnancy outcome.
Basal insulin doses (U/kg) were estimated at 10–12; 22–24; 30–32
weeks of pregnancy, the increase in basal insulin doses (%) from I
to II, from II to III trimester of pregnancy was calculated, the state
and frequency of health disorders of newborns were evaluated.

Results: Cases of neonatal pathology accounted for 35.3%:
among them, intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR) - in 9
(7.6%) cases, respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) - in 6 (5.0%).
In the presence of RDS the median increase in basal insulin dose
from II to III trimester was +2.0% ( 0.0 ; 4.0%), in the absence of
RDS +32.0% (10.5 ; 56.0%), (p = 0.03). The value of the basal
dose increase in the ROC analysis at the cut-off point was +4.5%.
In the case of an increase in the basal dose not exceeding +4.5%,
a high risk of fetal RDS was predicted. With higher values, the
risk of fetal RDS was considered low. The sensitivity of the
model was 83.3%, the specificity - 82.1%.

Conclusions: An increase in the dose of basal insulin from the
second to the third trimester of less than 4.5% in pregnant women
may indicate the presence of a violation of the newborn’s con-
dition in the form of RDS.

P199 / #273
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STATE OF INSULIN PUMP USE IN THE CAPITAL
REGION OF DENMARK

K. Madsen1, K. Rytter2, H. Andersen2, B. Cleal1, E. Hommel2,
M. Nexø1, U. Pedersen-Bjergaard3,4, T. Skinner5,6,
I. Willaing1,7, K. Nørgaard2,4, S. Schmidt2

1Steno Diabetes Center Copenhagen, Health Promotion,
Gentofte, Denmark, 2Steno Diabetes Center Copenhagen,
Clinical Research, Gentofte, Denmark, 3Nordsjællands Hospital
Hillerød, Department Of Endocrinology And Nephrology,
Hillerød, Denmark, 4University of Copenhagen, Department Of
Clinical Medicine, Copenhagen N, Denmark, 5University of
Copenhagen, Department Of Psychology, Copenhagen K,
Denmark, 6La Trobe University, Department Of Rural Health,
Melbourne Victoria, Australia, 7University of Copenhagen,
Department Of Public Health, Copenhagen K, Denmark

Background and Aims: In Denmark, an estimated 15–20% of
25,000 adults with type 1 diabetes use an insulin pump. Despite
full coverage of device and consumable expenses for certain
indications by the public healthcare system, the exact number of
insulin pump users and treatment outcomes are unknown. The
aim of this study was to identify and characterize insulin pump
users in the Capital Region of Denmark regarding insulin pump-
use practices, and sociodemographic, health status and psycho-
social factors.

Methods: Insulin pump users (‡ 18 years) were identified by
electronic database searches at the two insulin pump centers in
the Capital Region, Steno Diabetes Center Copenhagen and
Nordsjællands Hospital Hillerød. All users were invited to par-
ticipate in an online questionnaire-based survey.

Results: In total, 1,592 invitations were distributed in June
2020. The response rate was 52%. Mean age of the respondents
was 48 – 16 years, 60% were female, mean diabetes duration was
29 – 15 years, and mean insulin pump duration was 10 – 7 years.
Insulin pumps with or without tubing were used by 77% and 23%
of respondents, respectively. Of all respondents, 8% used a hy-
brid closed-loop system. Regarding blood glucose monitoring,
23% used finger sticks and 77% used sensor-based glucose
monitoring (33% intermittently scanned CGM; 67% CGM).

Conclusions: This abstract presents preliminary data on de-
mographic and technology-specific characteristics of insulin
pump users in the Capital Region of Denmark. Additional data
on glycemic control, health status and psychosocial factors will
be presented at the ATTD conference.
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NOVEL METHOD TO UNDERSTAND THE TEMPORAL
NATURE AND ACCURACY OF DELIVERY FOR
INSULIN INFUSION PUMPS

D. Karia1, S. Nadiger1, S. Kumar1, M. Dharmalingam2,
R. Padhi3, M. Arora1

1Indian Institute of Science, Centre For Product Design And
Manufacturing, Bengaluru, India, 2M.S. Ramaiah Memorial
Hospital, Department Of Endocrinology, Bengaluru, India,
3Indian Institute of Science, Aerospace Engineering, Bengaluru,
India

Background and Aims: Commercial pumps deliver insulin in
pulses for both delivery modes (Basal/Bolus), but the pulse
quantum and inter-pulse time varies across devices (Chan et al.,
2008). The aim of this study is to understand the temporal nature
and accuracy of delivery for a new durable pump developed by
the authors (Yog-I), and a commercially available pump.

Methods: The cannula tip of an infusion set was connected to
a glass pipette, and the delivery video was captured using a
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digital microscope. The fluid meniscus was then tracked to de-
termine the corresponding volumetric delivery rate and accuracy.
This was done for a programmed value of 0.1 - 0.5 IU, for both
pumps. Similarly, with the aid of video analysis, the linear mo-
tion of the piston which actuates the plunger was tracked for a
programmed value of 20 IU.

Results: It was observed that the commercially available
pump delivers insulin in pulses of 0.05 IU. The mean absolute
volumetric delivery error (MAE) for Yog-I was 8.14% without
bias correction vs. 1.72% for the commercially available pump.
The average linear distance traversed by the piston per pulse is
4.24 lm vs. 4.57 lm for the commercially available pump.

Conclusions: This work introduced a novel video microsco-
py-based method to understand the temporal nature of insulin
delivery. This allows us to observe the insulin delivery at video
frame rate. It was observed that the insulin delivery time scale is
in the order of tens of seconds, reaching final steady state value in
a couple of minutes.

P201 / #309
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SIX MONTHS CSII TREATMENT IMPROVES
ARTERIAL STIFFNESS AND ENDOTHELIAL
GLYCOCALYX VS MDI INTENSIFICATION IN
PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES
INDEPENDENTLY OF GLYCEMIC CONTROL.

A. Kountouri1, J. Thymis2, F. Kousathana1, K. Balampanis1,
L. Pliouta1, V. Prentza1, K. Katogiannis2, G. Kostelli2,
A. Barmpagianni3, S. Liatis3, I. Ikonomidis2, V. Lambadiari1

1Attikon University Hospital, Second Department Of Internal
Medicine, Medical School, National And Kapodistrian
University Of Athens, Athens, Greece, 2Attikon University
Hospital, Second Cardiology Department, Medical School,
National And Kapodistrian University Of Athens, Athens,
Greece, 3Laiko General Hospital, First Department Of
Propaedeutic And Internal Medicine, Medical School, National
And Kapodistrian University Of Athens, Athens, Greece

Background and Aims: Patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus
(T1DM) present signs of atherosclerosis and endothelial dys-
function earlier compared to healthy individuals. The evidence
regarding the efficacy of continuous subcutaneous insulin infu-
sion (CSII) in vascular function in T1DM are scarce. The aim of
this study is to determine whether insulin intensification with
CSII improves arterial stiffness and endothelial function in
T1DM compared to multiple daily insulin (MDI) injections.

Methods: Overall thirty patients with T1DM were included in
our study. Fifteen patients with poor glycemic control were
transitioned from MDI to CSII and were followed immediately
prior (baseline) and six months after the initiation of CSII. Fif-
teen patients, matched for sex, age and glycemic control, re-
mained on intensified treatment with MDI (control group). In all
patients at each visit we measured a) Carotid-femoral PWV b)
central systolic blood pressure (cSBP) c) perfused boundary re-
gion (PBR) of the sublingual arterial microvessels.

Results: Both groups had similar cardiovascular markers and
HbA1c at baseline (p > 0.05). After a six month treatment period,
patients on CSII improved HbA1c (7.9 – 1.5% vs 7.35 – 0.7%, p
<0.05), PBR (2.1 – 0.2 vs. 2 – 0.2 lm,p <0.05), PWV (7.5 – 0.3 vs.
7.4 – 1.1m/s,p <0.05) and cSBP (114.6 – 12.5 vs. 112 –
5.4 mmHg,p <0.05). There were no statistically significant dif-

ferences in PBR (2 – 0.3 vs. 2 – 0.3 lm,p >0.05), PWV ( 8 – 2.3 vs.
8 – 1.9m/s,p >0.05) and cSBP (115 – 15.2 vs. 115.7 –
15.4 mmHg,p >0.05) in patients who remained on MDI, despite
improvement of HbA1c (8 – 1.1% vs 7.36 – 0.8%,p <0.05).

Conclusions: The use of CSII improves the thickness of en-
dothelial glycocalyx and decreases arterial stiffness after six
months treatment in patients with T1DM.

P202 / #322
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ACCURACY OF BOLUS DELIVERY OF THREE
INSULIN PUMPS

A. Baumstark, J. Mende, S. Pleus, C. Haug, G. Freckmann

Institut für Diabetes-Technologie, Forschungs- und
Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH an der Universität Ulm,
Scientific Operations, Ulm, Germany

Background and Aims: Insulin pumps are commonly used in
the therapy of type 1 diabetes. To enable safe and effective
therapy, insulin pumps have to deliver requested volumes of
insulin with sufficient accuracy.

Methods: Bolus delivery accuracy of three insulin pumps—
two patch pumps (MediSafe With [MSW], OmniPod [OP]) and
one durable pump (MiniMed 640G [MM6])—was investigated
using a microgravimetric experiment based on IEC 60601-2-24
for bolus sizes of 0.2 U, 1.0 U and 7.0 U. A total of 225 boluses
(0.2 U and 1.0 U) or 216 (7.0 U) were delivered for each pump
model, with 9 experiments comprising 25 or 24 boluses each,
respectively. Deviations of individual boluses exceeding –15%
from target were considered relevant.

Results: for bolus delivery accuracy are shown in the table.
Conclusions: The median deviation between designated bolus

volume and volume calculated from weight increase was com-
parable among the insulin pumps. However, the percentage of
boluses within –15% deviation was markedly higher for MSW
and MM6 than for OP at sizes of 0.2 U and 1.0 U. All individual
boluses were within –15% deviation at 7.0 U. Deviations were
larger and varied more for smaller bolus sizes.
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GLUCOSE CONTROL IN PATIENTS TREATED WITH
CONTINUOUS SUBCUTANEOUS INSULIN INFUSION:
HYBRID CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM AND MANUAL
STANDARD MODE

G. Guzmán1, A. Victoria2, V. Marı́n1, V. Martı́nez3, K. Fériz1

1Fundación Valle del Lili, Departamento De Endocrinologı́a,
Cali, Colombia, 2Universidad Icesi, Facultad De Ciencias De
La Salud, Cali, Colombia, 3Fundación Valle del Lili,
Departamento De Medicina Interna, Cali, Colombia
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Background and Aims: Continuous subcutaneous insulin
infusion (CSII) is one of the options used to achieve glucose
control in patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes. Hybrid closed
loop (HCL) systems, as the one in Medtronic� MiniMed 670G
insulin pump, are safe, effective, and provide the traditional
manual-mode and also an automatic feature (auto mode) that has
been associated with increase time-in-range (70–180 mg/dL),
less high glucose time (>180 mg/dL) and less low glucose time
(<70 mg/dL).

Methods: A retrospective and descriptive study was per-
formed including patients treated and followed by the endocri-
nology department from a highly complexity hospital in Cali,
Colombia, 2020. Patients began therapy with MiniMed� 670G
insulin pump after being treated with basal-bolus therapy,
MiniMed� Veo� or MiniMed� 640G insulin pump. In the first
month using MiniMed� 670G we evaluated coefficient of vari-
ation (CV) of glucose and continuous glucose monitoring metrics
(2 weeks in manual-mode following 2 weeks in auto mode).

Results: 25 patients were included, of which 52% presented
type 1 diabetes. The mean glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c)
was 7.6% – 1.02 at the beginning of therapy (Table1). There was
statistically significant difference between the CV of glucose
before and after CSII with MiniMed� 670G (34.8% – 4.9 vs.
31.9% – 4.8, p = 0.0005) with no differences in sensor glucose
time-in-range according to previous therapy.

Conclusions: CSII and HCL system is a useful strategy in the
management of patients with diabetes, it is associated with an
improvement of CV of glucose without compromising patient
safety.
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OLDER ADULTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES: GLUCOSE
OUTCOMES WITH TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION

S. Mcauley1,2, S. Vogrin1, S. Trawley3, P. Colman4,
S. Fourlanos4, C. Grills1,2, M. Lee1,2, A. Mohammad Alipoor1,2,
D. O’Neal1,2, N. O’Regan5, V. Sundararajan6, G. Ward1,2,
R. Macisaac1,2

1University of Melbourne, Department Of Medicine,
Melbourne, Australia, 2St Vincent’s Hospital Melbourne,
Department Of Diabetes & Endocrinology, Melbourne,
Australia, 3The Cairnmillar Institute, Department Of
Psychology, Melbourne, Australia, 4Royal Melbourne Hospital,
Department Of Diabetes And Endocrinology, Melbourne,
Australia, 5University Hospital Waterford, Department Of
Geriatric Medicine, Waterford, Ireland, 6La Trobe University,
Department Of Public Health, Melbourne, Australia

Background and Aims: Older adults with T1D have unique
health challenges, including greater risk of severe hypoglycae-
mia and its sequelae. International consensus recommends rel-
atively conservative CGM targets for older adults (>50% time-
in-range 3.9–10.0 mmol/L; <50% time above 10.0 mmol/L and
<10% time above 13.9 mmol/L), while minimising hypogly-
caemia (<1% time below 3.9 mmol/L). We studied older adults
with long-standing T1D who received education and sensor-
augmented pump (SAP) therapy.

Methods: Adults aged ‡60 years with T1D ‡10 years and
using an insulin pump were eligible. SAP, diabetes education,
carbohydrate-counting education and insulin-dosing advice were

provided during run-in for a closed-loop trial. After education,
CGM data were collected for 2 weeks during SAP.

Results: Thirty adults (mean–SD age 67 – 5 years, T1D du-
ration 37 – 15 years, HbA1c 7.6 – 0.9% [59 – 9 mmol/mol])
participated. Ten (33%) had impaired awareness of hypogly-
caemia (IAH). Median CGM time-in-range was 71% (IQR:64–
79); time >13.9 mmol/L was 3.9% (2.4–10.2); and time
<3.9 mmol/L was 2.0% (1.2–3.1). Only two participants (7%)
met all CGM recommendations. Time <3.9 mmol/L was lower
among the 16 participants with low-alert set ‘before-low’ than
the 14 with low-alert ‘on-low’: 24 h/day (1.5% [0.6–2.1] vs
2.7% [1.8–3.3], respectively; p = 0.038) and overnight (0.4%
[0.1–1.1] vs 2.9% [1.5–4.0], respectively; p = 0.002). Partici-
pants with IAH had equivalent CGM to those with preserved
awareness.

Conclusions: Using SAP, and after multi-disciplinary edu-
cation, these older adults with T1D did not meet the stringent
hypoglycaemia consensus recommendations, though achieved
time-in-range far exceeding target (even in the presence of IAH).
Predictive CGM-alerts could reduce hypoglycaemia, particularly
overnight. Individualised targets for older adults warrant
investigation.
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FEASIBILITY CLINICAL STUDY ASSESSING THE
COMPATIBILITY OF FIASP INSULIN WITH
MEDTRONIC EXTENDED WEAR INFUSION SET

A. Tirosh1, R. Shalit1, N. Peltz Sinvani1, M. Laron Hirsh1,
G. Zhang2, S. Chattaraj3

1Sheba Medical Cnter, Endocrinology, ramat gan, Israel,
2Medtronic, Materials, Chemistry And Subq Infusion,
Northridge, United States of America, 3Medtronic Diabetes,
Materials, Chemistry And Subq Infusion, Northridge, United
States of America

Background and Aims: With improved postprandial glucose
control, Fiasp� (Faster Insulin Aspart) is approved for pump use
for up to 3 days with recommendations to monitor hypoglycemia
closely. Medtronic Extended Wear Infusion Set (EWIS) is CE
marked to infuse insulin lispro and aspart subcutaneously via
Medtronic pump/reservoir system for up to 7 day. This feasibility
study is aimed to evaluate safety and efficacy of EWIS delivery
of Fiasp� for up to 7 days in participants with type 1 diabetes
(T1D).

Methods: This was a 4-week single-center, prospective,
open label one-arm study of 23 T1D subjects, resulting in 92
wears of EWIS. Subjects used Medtronic EWIS-reservoir-
640G/670G pump systems to infuse Fiasp� for 7 days or until set
failure.

Results: No safety concerns were identified with no level 3
hypoglycemia encountered during the study. Kaplan-Meier
analysis indicated a 7-day survival rate of 72.2% for EWIS-
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Fiasp�, not statistical different (p = 0.297) from previous 80.5%
for EWIS-Lispro/Aspart (ATTD 2020: Abstract #416). The de-
tailed failure reasons were compared (table below), with slightly
higher failure rate attributed to infusion set detachment.

Conclusions: This study demonstrates that Medtronic
EWIS/pump system is safe and effective for subcutaneous
Fiasp� infusion for up to 7 days.
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THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN TREATMENT
MODALITY, LIPID PROFILE, METABOLIC CONTROL
IN CHILDREN WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES AND CELIAC
DISEASE – DATA FROM THE INTERNATIONAL
SWEET REGISTRY

M. Marino1, C. Martinez Mateu2, S. Tell3, N. Krnic4, G. Deja5,
V. Faber-Rasmussen6, R. Coelho7, S. Todorovic8, C. Jefferies9,
E. Sherif10, A. Eckert11, M.E. Lionetti1

1Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria Ospedali Riuniti Ancona,
Women’s And Children’s Health, ANCONA, Italy, 2Hospital
Garrahan, Pediatrics, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 3Barbara Davis
Center for Diabetes at the University of Colorad, Diabetology,
Diabetology, Denver, United States of America, 4School of
Medicine - University Hospital Center Zagreb, University of
Zagreb, Diabetology, Zagreb, Croatia, 5Medical University of
Silesia, Paediatric Diabetology, Katowice, Poland, 6Danish
Pain Research Center, Department Of Clinical Medicine,
Aarhus, Denmark, 7Associação Protectora dos Diabéticos de
Portugal (APDP), Paediatric Diabetology, Lisbon, Portugal,
8Institut za zdravstvenu zaštitu majke i deteta Srbije ’Dr Vukan
Čupić’, Paediatric Diabetology, Belgrad, Serbia, 9Auckland
District Health Board j ADHB, Paediatric Diabetology,
Auckland, New Zealand, 10N. S. Elbarbary Department of
Pediatrics, Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt, Paediatric
Diabetology, Cairo, Egypt, 11Universität Ulm Institut für
Epidemiologie und medizinische Biometrie, ZIBMT,
Epidemiology, Ulm, Germany

Background and Aims: A higher frequency of dyslipidemia
is reported in children with type 1 diabetes (T1D) and celiac
disease (CD). Recently, continuous subcutaneous insulin infu-
sion (CSII) has been associated with better lipid profiles in pa-
tients with T1D. The aim of this study was to investigate the
association between treatment modality and lipid profile, meta-
bolic control, and body mass index (BMI)-SDS in children with
both T1D and CD.

Methods: Cross-sectional study in children registered in the
international SWEET database in November 2020. Inclusion
criteria were children (2–18 yrs) with T1D and CD with available
data on treatment modality (CSII and multiple daily injections,
MDI), triglyceride, total cholesterol, HDL, LDL, dyslipidemia,
HbA1c, and BMI-SDS. Overweight/obesity was defined as >+1
BMI-SDS for age. Data were analyzed by linear and logistical
regression models with adjustment for age, gender, and diabetes
duration.

Results: In total 1009 children with TD1 and CD (female
54%, CSII 54%, age 13.9 yrs –3,6, diabetes duration 7.2 yrs
–4,1, HbA1c 7.9% – 1,4) were included. Significant differences
between children treated with CSII vs MDI were respectively
found; HDL 60.0 mg/dl vs 57.8 mg/dl, LDL 89.4 mg/dl vs.

94.2 mg/dl, HbA1c 7.7 vs. 8.1%, BMI-SDS 0.4 vs 0.6, over-
weight and obesity 17% vs 26% (all p < 0.05).

Conclusions: CSII is associated with higher HDL and lower
LDL, HbA1c, BMI-SDS, and percentage of overweight and
obesity compared to MDI in this study. Further prospective
studies are required to determine whether CSII improves lipid
profile, metabolic control and normalize body weight in children
with both T1D and CD.
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REAL-WORLD OUTCOMES OF TWO DIFFERENT
SENSOR-AUGMENTED INSULIN PUMPS WITH
SUSPENSION BEFORE LOW AUTOMATIC FUNCTION
IN TYPE 1 DIABETES PATIENTS.

J. Moreno-Fernandez, J.A. Garcia-Seco, A. Seco, R. Bustos,
M. Muñoz, P. Rozas

Ciudad Real University Hospital, Endocrinology And Nutrition,
Ciudad Real, Spain

Background and Aims: To analyze the real-life outcomes of
two sensor-augmented pumps (SAP), Medtronic Minimed 640G
(MM640G) with Smartguard and Tandem T Slim X2 (TTSX2)
with Basal-IQ, with suspension before low automatic function in
Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (T1DM) patients.

Methods: Observational cross-sectional study using data
obtained from computerized clinical records. All T1DM patients
on TTSX2 therapy were compared (1:1) with MM640G treated
patients selected through simple random sampling from our da-
tabase. Primary efficacy outcome was to describe time in rage
(TIR, 70-180 mg/dL, 3.9-10 mmol/L) interstitial glucose
differences.

Results: Twenty patients were analyzed (male 35%). Mean
age was 42.8 – 9.6 years and T1DM duration was 23.1 – 8.8
years. Duration of CSII therapy was 9.0 – 5.0 yrs. Both treatment
groups showed similar TIR results (MM640G, 69.6 – 17.5% vs
TTSX2, 70.2 – 18.3% P = 0.88). Moreover, rest of evaluated
glycemic outcomes were similar between both treatment groups:

TIR, time in range (70-180 mg/dL, 3.9-10 mmol/L); TAR,
time above range (>180 mg/dL, >10 mmol/L); TBL, time bellow
range (<70 mg/dL, <3.9 mmol/L); HbA1c, glycated haemoglobin
A1c (%); CV, coefficient of variation (%); MAGE, mean am-
plitude of glycemic excursions (mg/dL).

Conclusions: Patients using two different SAP with SBL
function showed similar glycemic control in a real-world
scenario.
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LOWERING POSTPRANDIAL HYPERGLYCEMIA
WITH DUAL-WAVE INSULIN BOLUSES IN CHILDREN
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS

M. Lukka1, A. Peet2, V. Tillmann2

1Tartu University Children’s Clinic, Genereal Paediatrics
Department, Tartu, Estonia, 2Tartu University Children’s
Clinic, General Paediatrics, Tartu, Estonia

Background and Aims: Insulin pumps offer standard, square
and dual-wave boluses. Few recommendations exist on how to
use these dosing options. Several studies suggest that the dual-
wave boluses are more effective for high-fat or high-carbohy-
drate meals. Our objective was to test whether time in range
(TIR) improves in type 1 diabetic (T1D) children with the uni-
versal utilization of the dual-wave boluses for all evening meals.

Methods: This was a 28-day long prospective randomized
open-label single-center crossover study. Out of 33 screened
T1D patients using a Medtronic 640G pump and continuous
glycose monitoring system, 24 were randomly assigned to re-
ceive either dual-wave boluses (DWB) or standard boluses (SB)
for all meals starting from 6:00 p.m. based solely on the food
carbohydrate count. After two weeks patients crossed over into
the alternative treatment arm. TIR (3.9-10 mmol/l), time below
range (TAR) (<3.9 mmol/L) and time above range (TAR)
(>10 mmol/l) were measured and compared between groups
using the Student’s T-test.

Results: There were no statistically significant differences in
mean TIR (60.9% vs 58.8%;, p = 0.297), TBR (1.6% vs 1.7%;
p = 0.722) or TAR (37.5 vs 39%; p = 0.444) between DWB and
SB groups respectively. Five out of 24 subjects improved TIR,
TBR or TAR at least 1SD in one of the treatment regimens.

Conclusions: Dual-wave insulin bolus utilization for evening
meals in which insulin is calculated solely on the food carbo-
hydrate content does not improve TIR compared to standard
bolus. In some subjects possible personalized benefit from either
one of the treatment regimens is possible.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF TREATMENT WITH
MINIMED 640G AND MINIMED 670G MICRO-
INFUSERS

R. Carnero1,2, G. Rubin3, M. Roldan Suarez4, A. Dain5,
A. Saleme6, L. Lorena7, M. Vettore8, M. Demarchi9,
A. Vianco10, A. Baronio10, L. Bringas11

1Instituto Medico Rio Cuarto, Endocrinologı́a Y Diabetes, rio
Cuarto, Argentina, 2instituto medico rio cuarto, Endocrinologı́a
Y Diabetes, Rio Cuarto, Argentina, 3HOSPITAL PRIVADO,
Diabetes, CORDOBA, Argentina, 4Centro cardiometabolico,
Diabetes Y Nutricion, santiago del estero, Argentina,
5Universidad Nacional de Cordoba, Diabetes Y Nutrición,
cordoba, Argentina, 6SANATORIO SANTA FE, Diabetes,
SANTA FE, Argentina, 7mainsbleus, Diabetes, rafaela,
Argentina, 8CENTRO MEDICO MELLITUS, Diabetes, Rio
Cuarto, Argentina, 9privete, Diabetes, cordoba, Argentina,
10UNIV. NACIONAL RIO CUARTO, Matematica Y Estadistica,
Rio Cuarto, Argentina, 11privete, Diabetes, Rio Cuarto,
Argentina

Background and Aims: The advance in technology for the
treatment of DT1 has been exponential in recent years and it
remains a challenge to achieve the goals of TIR and TBR . The
objective is to compare the results with the use of MINIMED 640
and 670 globally and in the age under 18, between 18 and 30 and
over 30 years old.

Methods: A retrospective, observational study was conducted
that included patients with DT1 who were beginning to use
MINIMED 640 and 670, analyzing data from the first 6 months.
Tests of means, mean differences, variance differences, and
analysis of variance were used to evaluate treatments. The
characteristics observed were age, sex, HbA1c at the beginning
and end of the study, TIR, TBR, TAR at 6 months of use.

Results: Women were 62.50%(50) men 47.5%(30), over 30
years old 51.25%(41) under 18 27.50%(22); 55.00%(44) used
640, 45%(36) used 670. All patients register less variability of
HbA1c at the end of the first semester, the mayor dispersion in
HbA1c is with 640 values are around the media of 7.71 (variance
0.81) while 670 7.14(variance 0.34). The variability of 640 is
2.81 greater than 670. In both the TBR is less 4% (640 2.89% and
670 1.75%). TIR at 6 months for 640 is 58.4% and for 670 69.2%
(p 0.001). Those over 30 years of age present the best TIR and
TAR for 640 and 670 with TIR in favor of 670 (p 0.01)

Conclusions: There are differences in favor of 670 to achieve
TIR and there is evidence in favor of those over 30 years to
achieve targets
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INSULIN PUMPS: USE AND GLYCEMIC CONTROL

Á. Rebollo-Román, P. Moreno-Moreno,
M.R. Alhambra-Expósito, J.A. Paniagua González,
R. Palomares Ortega

Hospital Universitario Reina Sofı́a, Endocrinology And
Nutrition, Córdoba, Spain

Background and Aims: Insulin pumps consist of subcuta-
neous insulin infusion (SCII) along the day. Its indication in our
autonomous is recommended in case of:

-Brittle diabetes
-Dawn effect
-Pregnancy or pregnancy planification and diabetes with dif-

ficult control
-High HbA1c in spite of optimized therapy and adequate pa-

tient collaboration
-We aimed to describe the epidemiological characteristics of

patients using SCII therapy
Methods: Descriptive retrospective study of patients in SCII

therapy until December 2020.
Results: 87 patients. 6.9% of them with continuous glucose

monitoring. Mean age: 36.55 – 12.92 years. 70.1% women.
Mean HbA1c: 7.2 – 0.82 %. Mean age at the time of the initiation
of CSII therapy of 29.12 – 9.06 years with 19.22 – 11.44 years of
DM1 evolution until that moment. Mean duration of SCII ther-
apy: 7.26 – 4.80 years. Assuming that we treat approximately
2,700 patients with DM1, 4.35% of them use SCII therapy. Al-
though the correlations are weak, we find that the age at the time
of the initiation of CSII therapy is inversely proportional to
HbA1c (R2 = 0.05) and duration of CSII therapy is directly cor-
related to HbA1c (R2 = 0.07)

Conclusions: -In our cohort, patients with SCII therapy
achieve a good glycemic control.
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-In the population we treat, insulin pump implementation is
similar to other Spanish areas but lower in comparison to other
European countries.

-Although they are weak, we find correlations between age at
the time of the initiation of CSII therapy and HbA1c (inversely
proportional) and duration of CSII therapy and HbA1c (directly
proportional).
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WASH YOUR HANDS BEFORE TOUCHING THIS!
SUBCUTANEOUS CATHETERS OF THE INFUSION
SETS ARE COLONIZED BY BACTERIA PRESENT IN
PATIENTS’ NOSES

A. Zubkiewicz-Kucharska1, K. Jermakow2,
G. Gościniak2, A. Noczyńska1

1Wroc1aw Medical University, Department Of Pediatric
Endocrinology And Diabetology, Wroc1aw, Poland, 2Wroc1aw
Medical University, Department Of Microbiology, Wroc1aw,
Poland

Background and Aims: The procedure of infusion set (IS)
change carries the risk of infection. The aim of this study was to
determine whether and how often bacterial colonization of the IS
occurs in children with type 1 diabetes and to identify pathogenic
bacteria

Methods: Inclusion criteria: age 7–18 years, >6 months of
CSII and Teflon-catheter IS. Exclusion criteria: any active in-
fection. The IS was changed after 72h (–7h), and the catheter was
cultured. Bacterial isolation procedure: cutting of the cannula,
transport in Eppendorf, suspending the cannula in BHI culture
medium, sonication and seeding directly afterwards, incubation
24–48 hours at 37�C, seeding after incubation. If no growth was
observed, the cannula was considered sterile. Skin (injection site)
and nose culture were taken as well.

Results: 44 patients were included. 25 (56.8%) cannulas were
sterile. In 19/44, the physiological flora of the skin was found
(Staph.epidermidis, Staph.capitis, Staph.warneri, Staph.hominis,
Staph.saprophyticus, Staph.arlettae, Kocuria rhizophila and
Corynebacterium accolens) as well as environmental bacteria
(Bacillus circulans and Dietzia sp.). 25 patients were carriers of
Staph.aureus (nose culture). In 7/19 (36.8%), the bacteria found
on the cannula were also present in the nose, but not on the skin.
This is the evidence of ingestion of the pathogen during the
infusion set change, due to the failure to maintain appropriate
hygiene standards.

Conclusions: A high percentage of positive cultures indicates
inadequate hygiene during infusion set changes in many patients
and indicates the need for ongoing training in this area to reduce
the risk of clinically overt infection.

P212 / #720
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REIMBURSED INSULIN PUMP THERAPY AMONG
BULGARIAN CHILDREN

I. Modeva, N. Yaneva, O. Slavcheva, R. Savova

University Pediatric Hospital Sofia, Diabetes, Sofia, Bulgaria

Background and Aims: Reimbursement of pump therapy
facilitates the treatment of diabetes mellitus with new technol-
ogies. Aim: To assess the level of metabolic control of the
children with Type 1 diabetes on insulin pump therapy at Uni-
versity Pediatric Hospital Sofia.

Methods: The reimbursement started in 2016 with 47 chil-
dren, who were already on pump therapy. The reimbursement
started irrespectively of the level of HbA1 but it was followed
every 6 months later on. At the end of 2020 the number of pa-
tients increased to 187 (93 boys, 94 girls) out of total 858 reg-
istered patients aged <18y (20.7%). The mean age at diagnosis of
pump treated children was 5.8 – 3.79 years and the mean duration
of diabetes at the start of reimbursement was 5.48 – 3.95 years.

Results: The mean HbA1c measured before reimbursement
was 7.72 – 1.41% (median 7.47); 62(33%) showing HbA1c <7%
and 28 (15%) with HbA1c>9.0%. For the following visits pa-
tients with HbA1c>9 % were not allowed to receive reimbursed
consumables. Up to now 13 adolescents dropped out: 6 because
of HbA1c>9.0% and 7 who stopped insulin pump treatment.
A total of 41 patients were transferred to adult care centers after
age of 18 years. During the consecutive 7 visits the patients
showed mean HbA1c 7.15 – 1.29%, 7.19 – 1.16%, 7.04 – 1.21%,
7.3 – 1.10%, 7.17 – 1.15% and 7.41 – 0.94% respectively. Pa-
tients with HbA1c < 7% increased to 67% at 7th visit and there
were no patients with HbA1c >9%.

Conclusions: Insulin pumps therapy is highly effective for
keeping better metabolic control with HbA1c < 7%.

P213 / #776
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PHENOLIC PRESERVATIVE INDUCED
INFLAMMATION INSTIGATES LOSS OF INFUSION
SITE PATENCY OVER EXTENDED DURATIONS OF
CSII IN MOUSE AND SWINE MODELS

A. Mulka1, B. Lewis1, S. Kesserwan1, R. Sharafieh2, K. Wood1,
D. Kreutzer2, U. Klueh1

1Wayne State University, Biomedical Engineering, Detroit,
United States of America, 2University of Connecticut Health
Center, Surgery, Farmington, United States of America

Background and Aims: Currently, exogenous insulin therapy
requires stabilization of the insulin molecule, which is achieved
through the use of phenolic preservatives (PP). Our laboratory
recently reported that PP are cytotoxic to cells in vitro, and in-
duces inflammation and fibrosis. We hypothesized that limiting
PP levels in commercial insulin formulation via removal of PP in
real-time through filtration during infusion would balance the
need for insulin preservation with PP-induced inflammation.

Methods: Zeolite Y (Z-Y), a size exclusion-based resin, was
employed to remove PP from commercial insulin formulations
before infusion. Cell culture technology evaluated cytotoxicity to
PP, filtered-PP, insulin, and filtered-insulin whereas a modified
murine air-pouch model and a preclinical swine model quantified
inflammatory activity. Gene expression, FLOW cytometry, and
histopathology were used to characterize PP, insulin, filtered PP,
and filtered insulin-induced inflammation in vivo, including
leukocyte recruitment.

Results: PP removal significantly decreased cell toxicity
in vitro and inflammation in vivo in both animal models. Lavage
mouse studies demonstrated a significant decrease in inflam-
matory cells when filtered-PP/filtered insulin was passed through
the Z-Y filter. Infusion site histological analysis demonstrated
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that leukocyte accumulation increased with non-filtered prepa-
rations but decreased after filtration in the mouse and swine
models. Z-Y fabricated filter removed excess PP such that the
filtered insulin solution achieved equivalent glycemic control in
diabetic mice and swine when compared to non-filtered insulin.

Conclusions: PP removal assists in lowering inflammation at
sites of insulin infusion and thus could lead to extending the
functional lifespan of insulin infusion sets in vivo.

P214 / #781

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

METABOLIC IMPACT OF SGLT2 INHIBITORS IN
INDIVIDUALS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES UNDER CSII
THERAPY

V. Benido Silva, L. Fonseca, D. Borges Duarte,
G. Vaz Assunção, S. Teixeira, J. Vilaverde, H. Cardoso

Centro Hospitalar e Universitário do Porto, Department Of
Endocrinology, Diabetes And Metabolism, Porto, Portugal

Background and Aims: Adjuvant therapy with Sodium-
Glucose Transport Protein 2 inhibitors(SGLT2i) in individuals
with type 1 Diabetes mellitus(T1DM) has demonstrated an im-
provement in glycemic control. However, given the increased
risk of Diabetic Ketoacidosis(DKA) in these patients, real-life
studies in individuals with DM1 under Continuous Subcutaneous
Insulin Infusion(CSII) are still scarce. Our aim was evaluate the
impact on glycemic control and the safety of SGLT2i in DM1
individuals under CSII.

Methods: Retrospective study of 25 T1DM adult patients
under treatment with CSII who started adjuvant therapy with
SGLT2i until 1st november 2020. Data regarding glycemic
control at the moment of introduction of SGLT2i and at the last
appointment were collected. Patients with less than 3 months of
follow-up taking SLGT2i (1), who introduced posteriorly ultra-
fast acting insulin (5) and pregnant were excluded.

Results: Nineteen patients were included (52.6% males, mean
age of 42,6 – 11,8years). The mean follow-up since the beginning
of SGLT2i was 9.2 – 4.5months. After its introduction, there was
an increase of time in range (57.4%vs68.7%,p = 0.003), a reduc-
tion of time above range(38.5%vs27%,p = 0.004). The mean
glucose management indicator (7.5%vs7.1%,p = 0.036) and the
mean weight (75.7kgvs73.4kg,p = 0.004) also reduced. There
were no significant differences in the mean total daily insulin dose
(p = 0.327) neither median glucose(p = 0.079). No episode of
DKA or other intercurrence occurred during follow-up.

Conclusions: In selected patients, the introduction of SGLT2i
in DM1 under CSII was safe, and was associated with improved
glycemic control, reduced glycemic variability and an additional
weight benefit.

P215 / #801

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

MAST CELL ACTIVATION AT INSULIN INFUSION
SITES INSTIGATES INFLAMMATION WITH LOSS OF
INFUSION SITE PATENCY OVER EXTENDED
DURATIONS OF CSII IN MICE

S. Kesserwan1, B. Lewis1, A. Mulka1, R. Sharafieh2,
D. Kreutzer2, U. Klueh1

1Wayne State University, Biomedical Engineering, Detroit,
United States of America, 2University of Connecticut Health
Center, Surgery, Farmington, United States of America

Background and Aims: Any foreign material or solutions can
induce an inflammatory response in-vivo by triggering mast cell
(MC) activation. Commercial insulin (CI) formulations contain
phenolic preservatives (PP), which have shown to be cytotoxic to
cells in vitro and induce inflammation with secondary fibrosis
in vivo. As such, the goal of these studies is to determine the role
of MCs in CI and PP-induced inflammation at CI injection/
infusion sites.

Methods: HMC-1 MC degranulation (e. g. glycosaminidase
release) was used to investigate the ability of CI or PP to trigger
MC degranulation in vitro, and a modified murine air-pouch model
was used to quantify CI and PP induced inflammation in normal,
MC deficient mice, and Cromolyn (MC degranulation inhibitor)
treated mice. Leukocyte influx into a mouse air pouch, FACS, and
histopathology analyses were used to characterize inflammation
and MC activation in response to CI and PP. Fluorescent insulin
was used to determine insulin uptake and degradation.

Results: These studies demonstrated that concentrations of CI
or PP greater than 1% of insulin standard formulations, induced
significant MC degranulation in vitro (> 50% of total mast cell
degranulation). Mouse air-pouch studies demonstrated that MC
deficiency or Cromolyn treatment significantly reduced recruit-
ment of inflammatory cells when compared to control mice.
Inflammatory cell tissue presence augmented insulin uptake and
degradation by leukocytes.

Conclusions: CI and PP induced MC activation-induced in-
flammation, insulin uptake and degradation by leukocytes, and
loss of insulin infusion/injection architecture and function. Tar-
geting MC provides a therapeutic strategy to attenuate CSII in-
duced inflammation.

P216 / #802

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

INSULIN DERIVED FIBRIL INDUCED
INFLAMMATION INSTIGATES LOSS OF INFUSION
SITE VIABILITY WITH EXTENDED WEAR OF CSII IN
MOUSE AND SWINE MODELS

B. Lewis1, A. Mulka1, M. Koch1, R. Sharafieh2, S. Kesserwan1,
D. Kreutzer2, U. Klueh1

1Wayne State University, Biomedical Engineering, Detroit,
United States of America, 2University of Connecticut Health
Center, Surgery, Farmington, United States of America

Background and Aims: Current challenges to extending the
lifespan of insulin infusion involves surmounting the tissue re-
actions at insulin infusion sites. Recent literature indicates that
phenolic preservatives (PP), present in all commercial insulin
formulations, induce cytotoxicity and tissue inflammation. Fur-
thermore, it is well accepted that insulin formulations are sus-
ceptible to mechanical and chemical stresses that lead to insulin
fibril formation. Less is known about the biologic impact of in-
sulin derived fibrils on cells and tissue. These studies aim to
characterize in vitro and in vivo toxicity and pro-inflammatory
activity of insulin fibrils in comparison to PP.

Methods: Cell technology, and modified murine air-pouch
model as well as a diabetic swine model were used to quantify
inflammatory activity of PP, filtered-PP, insulin and insulin
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derived fibril (IDF). The in vivo studies employed gene expres-
sion, FLOW cytometry and histopathology to characterize in-
flammation in vivo, including leukocyte recruitment and fibril
uptake by inflammatory phagocytes.

Results: In vitro studies investigating cytotoxicity of PP and
IDF demonstrated a cell cytotoxicity for the presence of PP and
fibrils. Mouse studies showed that influx of inflammatory cells is
augmented in the presence of insulin-derived fibril irrespective
of the infusing agent saline or PP. Overall, in vivo studies indi-
cated that IDF and PP contribute to tissue inflammation.

Conclusions: Cumulative cell/tissue toxicity, inflammation,
and destructive wound healing are contributors to loss of insulin
infusion site architecture and function. Thus, any strategy de-
signed to optimize exogenous insulin administration and efficacy
must mitigate pro-inflammatory factors including PP and IDF.

P217 / #806

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

CSII IS RELATED TO MORE STABLE GLYCEMIA IN
TYPE 1 DIABETES

P. Tsarkova, T. Tankova, N. Chakarova, R. Dimova

Medical University Sofia, Endocrinology, Sofia, Bulgaria

Background and Aims: The aim of the present study was to
compare the basic glycemic control parameters – HbA1c, CV%
and hypoglycemia - in patients with type 1 diabetes using con-
tinuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) versus multiple
daily injections (MDI).

Methods: 324 patients with type 1 diabetes – 146 using CSII
(mean age 34.7 – 9.8 years, mean duration of diabetes 18 – 9
years) and 178 on MDI (mean age 39.6 – 11.6 years, mean
duration of diabetes 14 – 10 years), were enrolled in this cross-
sectional study. HbA1c was assessed in whole blood by immuno-
turbidimetric NGSP certified method. CV% was derived from
CGM or was calculated from 9-point capillary blood glucose
profile. Hypoglycemia frequency, severity and awareness were
assessed using Clarke’s hypoglycemia questionnaire. Statistical
analysis of data was performed with SPSS 17.0.

Results: CSII group compared to MDI group showed signif-
icantly lower mean HbA1c - 7.3% (6.6-8.08%) vs 8.2% (7.2-
9.6%) (p < 0.0001), lower mean CV 27.2% (–9.8%) vs 34.7%
(–11.3%) (p < 0.0001), fewer hypoglycemia episodes
(p < 0.0001) and lower basal insulin doses 18.3 IU (14.4-23 IU)
vs 22.0 IU (14.7-30.0 IU) (p = 0.034). There was no significant
difference in the frequency of severe hypoglycemia and hypo-
glycemia awareness between the two groups.

Conclusions: CSII in type 1 diabetes is related to better and
more stable glycemic control compared to MDI.

P218 / #817

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

THE ACCU-CHEK� SOLO TUBELESS MICROPUMP
IMPROVES GLYCEMIC CONTROL AND QUALITY OF
LIFE IN ADULT AND PEDIATRIC PATIENTS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES: A PILOT STUDY

A. Chico1, F.J. Ampudia2, E. Climent3, B. Mantiñan4,
M.T. Rivero5, M.A. Santos6, S. Ortigosa7, M.J. Rivero8

1Hospital Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Endocrinology, Ciber-bbn,
Universitat Autònoma Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain, 2Hospital
Clinico Universitario, Endocrinology, Fundación Incliva,
Valencia, Spain, 3Hospital Parc Salut Mar, Endocrinology,
Barcelona, Spain, 4Complejo Hospitalario Universitario Vigo,
Endocrinology, Vigo, Spain, 5Complejo Sanitario Hospitalario
Ourense, Endocrinology, Ourense, Spain, 6Hospital
Universitario Jerez, Pediatrics, Jerez de la Frontera, Spain,
7Hospital Parc Salut Mar, Pediatrics, Barcelona, Spain,
8Hospital Universitario Fuenlabrada, Pediatrics, Fuenlabrada,
Spain

Background and Aims: Accu-Chek� Solo (ACS) is the first
tubeless patch pump available in Spain. It features a modular
design, a 200U insulin reservoir, and management through a
Bluetooth-connected device. This study reports the first experi-
ences in Spain.

Methods: This is a pilot study of nine patients with T1D: 6
adults (age 45.8 – 11.1 years, diabetes duration 20.3 – 15.6 years)
and 3 children (age 12.5 – 0.5 years, diabetes duration 1.8 – 1.04
years), from 7 centers of excellence in Spain. Six of them were
previously on basal-bolus therapy and two on conventional pump
therapy. Demographic, clinical and glycemic control data,
quality of life and satisfaction with ACS were analyzed during a
follow-up between 1–12 months

Results: Reasons for starting ACS in adults were: nocturnal
hypoglycemia or hypoglycemia unawareness, low insulin re-
quirements, poor glycemic control, high physical activity or
conventional catheter refusal. In pediatric patients, the main rea-
son was greater pump wearing discretion in pre-adolescence.
Improved glycemic control, increased time in range, reduced time
below range and reduced glycemic variability were statistical
significant (see table). No technical issues were observed. Parti-
cipants reported a high degree of satisfaction and improved quality
of life. The most valued characteristics of ACS were absence of
catheters, small size, unnoticeable wearing and remote control.

Conclusions: This pilot study suggests that ACS is an effec-
tive and safe CSII option, as well as an alternative to conven-
tional pump therapy, being associated with improved quality of
life and high degree of satisfaction in T1D patients.

P219 / #17

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

PATTERN OF USE OF COMPLEMENTARY AND
ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE AMONG TYPE 2
DIABETES MELLITUS PATIENTS IN KUWAIT

I. El-Bayoumy

Tanata faculty of medicine, Public Health Department, El Bahr
Street, Tanta city, Kuwait
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Background and Aims: Diabetes mellitus is a public health
problem world wide .several studies have shown that a signifi-
cant number of diabetic patients resort to herbal medicineand
complementary medicine (CAM) which raises the concerns
about compliance to pharmacotherapy as well as the safety of
these medications

Methods: This is cross sectionl study to determine the pattern
and perceptions of use of herbal medicine This study included
350 Type 2 diabetes mellitis ,selected randomly from Farwaniah
diabetes nellitus clinic in Kuwait The study conducted in the
period from second Januray 2019 to the end of June 2019

Results: The study revealed that the prevalence of using
herbal medicine in the study sample 350 diabetic patients was
30.6% Females users were greater than males in using the herbal
medicine The majority 56% of patients the use herbal medicine .
Black Cumin i.e Habba Soda and herbal , mixture were the
common herbal substances used....however 70 % of herbal
users had bad glycaemic control and more diabetic complications
than who receiving the conventional pharmacological treatment.
The majority of herbal users 95.3% did not inform their doctors
about herbal use and they use herbal medicine as a supportive
measure to their pharmacology treatment

Conclusions: The study have revealed that about one-third of
the studied sample were using herbal medicine in their diabetes
management Those patients are in need for increase their
awareness and education about the risk and complications for the
use of herbal medicine are are needed for both patients and health
care professionals.

P220 / #169

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

NASAL GLUCAGON WAS EFFICACIOUS IN
REVERSING INSULIN-INDUCED HYPOGLYCAEMIA
WITHOUT INCREASING RISK OF SECONDARY
HYPERGLYCAEMIA

M. Giménez1, Y. Yan2, Q. Wang3, C. Child4, M. Zhang5

1Hospital Clinic Barcelona, Diabetes Unit, Barcelona, Spain,
2Eli Lilly and Company, Global Medical Affairs, Indianapolis,
United States of America, 3Eli Lilly and Company, Global
Statistical Sciences, Indianapolis, United States of America,
4Eli Lilly and Company, Global Medical Affairs, Windlesham,
United Kingdom, 5Eli Lilly Canada, Inc, Medicine
Development, Toronto, Canada

Background and Aims: Nasal glucagon (NG), a ready-to-use
therapy for treatment of severe hypoglycaemia, contains 3 mg
glucagon dry powder absorbed passively through nasal mucosa.
We evaluated efficacy, pharmacodynamics (PD), and safety of
NG compared to injectable glucagon (IG) in reversing insulin-
induced hypoglycaemia in Caucasian and Japanese adults with
type 1 diabetes (T1D) or type 2 diabetes (T2D).

Methods: Post-hoc analyses used data from 2 randomised,
cross-over studies. Treatment success was defined as an increase
in blood glucose to ‡3.9 mmol/L (70 mg/dL) or an increase of
‡1.1 mmol/L (20 mg/dL) from nadir blood glucose within 15
minutes of receiving glucagon. PD data, including area under the
curve above 140 mg/dl [D140 AUC (1-4 hr)], were used to
evaluate the risk of secondary hyperglycaemia. Tolerability was
assessed with treatment-emergent adverse events and symptom
questionnaire.

Results: A similar proportion of NG [97.8% (131/134)] and
IG patients [97.0% (130/134)] achieved treatment success. Mean
time to treatment success (for blood glucose increase) was 11.7
minutes for NG and 10.4 minutes for IG (p < 0.001). Median time
for both was 10 minutes. Geometric least square mean BGmax for
NG and IG were 194 and 205 mg/dL (p < 0.001), respectively.
NG had significantly lower D140 AUC (1-4 hr) (p < 0.001), with
42% reduction compared to IG. NG had similar rates of nausea
and vomiting versus IG, with higher rates of side effects related
to nasal administration.

Conclusions: NG was efficacious and well-tolerated in re-
versing insulin-induced hypoglycaemia in adults with T1D or
T2D and did not increase the risk of secondary hyperglycaemia
compared to IG.

P221 / #176

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

SARCOPENIA - THE CAUSE OF DEVELOPMENT OF
NON COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

E. Mukhamejanov1, M. Lyu2

1JSC ‘‘Scientific Center for Anti-infectious Drugs’’, Laboratory
Of Pharmacology And Toxicology, Almaty, Kazakhstan, 2JSC,
Laboratory Of Pharmacology And Toxicology, Almaty,
Kazakhstan

Background and Aims: Non communicable diseases (NCD)
are currently the main cause of high morbidity and mortality in
humans. Sarcopenia - the reduction of muscle mass is a great
factor in the development of mechanism of these diseases. We
have developed a model of the development of NCD, in which
the key role related to sarcopenia.

Methods: Results of own researches and data of PubMed for
last 20 years were used in the work.

Results: During sarcopenia the ability of insulin to stimulate
muscle to absorb of glucose decreases and or manifestations of
insulin resistance are noted. Due to the decrease in glucose
consumption by the muscle, its increase in blood, hyperglycemia
occurs, which contributes to increased insulin secretion and in-
creases in its concentration (insulinemia) or develops symptoms
of type 2 diabetes. Under the influence of insulin, the carbon
skeleton of glucose is ‘‘dumped’’ into fats, which contributes to
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the development of lipidemia and increased admission of fats to
adipocytes, i.e. obesity develops. Drug correction of NCD is
often unsuccessful; therefore, all attention should be paid to the
use of anti-sarcopenia technologies in case of prevention and
treatment of NCD.

Conclusions: Thus, sarcopenia is the most important reason
for the development of NCD, which reduces the quality of life
and independence of an elderly person, and reduces their life-
time. The state is forced to expend large material resources to
fight NCD; therefore the development of pathogenesis and the
principles of prevention and treatment of sarcopenia have great
scientific, practical and social significance.

P222 / #197

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

DASIGLUCAGON IS A NOVEL STABLE GLUCAGON
ANALOG WITH FAST GLUCOSE RESPONSE
FOLLOWING SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTION IN
HYPOGLYCEMIC RATS

F. Macchi1, B. Lundholt2

1Zealand Pharma A/S, Device & Manufacturing Science,
Søborg, Denmark, 2Zealand Pharma A/S, In Vivo
Pharmacology, Søborg, Denmark

Background and Aims: Severe hypoglycemia is a life-
threatening event requiring rapid caregiver intervention. Gluca-
gon (as powder for reconstitution) has been a treatment option for
years, but its tendency to aggregate quickly in aqueous solutions
has hampered development of easy-to-use emergency devices for
fast recovery. Dasiglucagon, a novel glucagon analog, was
studied for its propensity to form aggregates in aqueous solu-
tions, potency on the glucagon receptor, and effect on blood
glucose following subcutaneous (SC) injections in hypoglycemic
rats.

Methods: Dasiglucagon’s aggregation tendency was investi-
gated via an accelerated stability assay (40�C with agitation), and
via a rotation study (1 year at room temperature) in pre-filled
syringes. An in vitro study was performed to compare receptor
potency of dasiglucagon versus glucagon, and the effect of SC
dasiglucagon on blood glucose was studied in a rat hypoglycemia
model.

Results: By accelerated stability assay, dasiglucagon did not
form aggregates over 14 days, and glucagon fully aggregated
within 1 day. A long-term dasiglucagon stress study confirmed
that aggregates did not develop with continuous rotation (room
temperature for 1 year). In vitro, dasiglucagon demonstrated
similar potency on the human glucagon receptor as glucagon. In

a rat hypoglycemia model, SC dasiglucagon or native glucagon
demonstrated fast, comparable, dose-dependent increases in
blood glucose.

Conclusions: Dasiglucagon is a 29 amino acid glucagon an-
alog, with 7 amino acid substitutions that increase physical and
chemical stability. Dasiglucagon has a much lower tendency to
form aggregates in aqueous solutions, maintains potency at the
glucagon receptor, and rapidly raises blood glucose following SC
injections.

P223 / #216

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

FIXED COMBINATION OF GLARGIN 100 U/ML AND
LIXISENATIDE IN THE TREATMENT OF TYPE 2
DIABETIC PATIENTS IN MOSCOW

N. Demidov1, M. Antsiferov2

1Hospital in Mossowsky town of the Mossow Healthcare
Department, Mossow Healthcare Department, Moskow,
Russian Federation, 2Endocrinological Dispensary of the
Mossow Healthcare Department, Mossow Healthcare
Department, Moskow, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: To study the effectiveness of fixed
combination of Glargin 100 U/ml and Lixisenatide (IGlarLix) on
HbA1c level in diabetic patients (T2DM) who did not achieve
control on oral glucose-lowering drugs (OGLDs).

Methods: Patients with T2DM receiving IGlarLix in addition
to the OGLDs were selected from Moscow segment of Russian
Federal Diabetes Register (MSRFDR). Statistical analysis of the
data was carried out.

Results: 247 patients [71 men (28.7%) and 176 women
(71.7%)] on IGlarLix therapy with mean age 59.0 (+9.3) years;
diabetes duration - 8.6 (+6.8) years; BMI - 36.6 (+7.7) kg/m2

were selected. HbA1c initial level was 8.6 (+1.1)%. Before IG-
larLix therapy, 42.6% of patients received 1 OGLD, 45.9% - 2
OGLDs, 11.5% - 3 OGLDs. The starting dose of IGlarLix was
10U. After 3 months of observation was increased to 27.0 U
(p < 0.05), after 6 months - to 28.8 U, after 9 months – to 29.3 U
(p > 0.05). HbA1c change after 3 months was 0.3% (n = 230,
HbA1c - 8.3%, p < 0.05), after 6 months - 0.4% (n = 163, HbA1c -
8.2%, p < 0.05), after 9 months - 0.7% (n = 46, HbA1c - 7.9%,
p < 0.05). There was no statistically significant change in BMI.

Conclusions: The addition of IGlarLix to the therapy of
T2DM patients on OGLDs in real clinical practice results in a
statistically significant decrease in HbA1c level. The lower level
of HbAc1 decrease in comparison with the values obtained in
randomized clinical trials may be due to insufficient active IG-
larLix titration.

P224 / #253

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

THE BIOCHEMICAL BLOOD PARAMETERS IN TYPE
1 DIABETES MELLITUS FEMALE PATIENTS OF
DIFFERENT AGES AND ETHNICITY.

M. Darenskaya1, L. Grebenkina2, S. Gnusina1, S. Kolesnikov1,
L. Kolesnikova1
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1Scientific Centre for Family Health and Human Reproduction
Problems, Pathophysiology Department, Irkutsk, Russian
Federation, 2Scientific Centre for Family Health and Human
Reproduction Problems, Pathophysiology, Irkutsk, Russian
Federation

Background and Aims: Due to the widespread and the se-
verity of complications type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is
considered the acute problem and priority for the many countries
health care. Features of T1DM course depend on many factors,
including ethnic, racial affiliation and region of residence. The
aim of this study was to reveal the different ages and ethnicity
T1DM patients several biochemical components peculiarities.

Methods: The Caucasian and Asian T1DM patients (17 ado-
lescent girls and 20 reproductive age women) biochemical pa-
rameters were evaluated in comparison with corresponding age
control groups. Spectrophotometric, fluorometric and statistic
methods were applied.

Results: Caucasian adolescent girls with T1DM had higher
diene conjugates values (by 2 times), thiobarbituric acid reac-
tants (by 1.8 times), oxidative stress coefficient (by 3.4 times),
lactate level (by 1.4 times) and the ratio lactate/pyruvate (by 1.9
times), in comparison with same age Asian patients. In Cauca-
sian women with T1DM the following differences with Asian
T1DM patients were observed: content of total lipids (1.5 times)
and unsaturated double bond substrates (by 1.4 times) increase
and blood total antioxidant activity level decrease (by 32%).

Conclusions: Oxidative stress intensity depends on T1DM
patient ethnicity. The lack of accumulation of toxic lipid per-
oxidation products in representatives of the Asian ethnic group
may be a positive sign in disease further course and vascular
complications prognosis.

P225 / #299

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

PHARMACOKINETICS/PHARMACODYNAMICS OF
GLUCAGON AND THE NOVEL GLUCAGON ANALOG,
DASIGLUCAGON, IN AQUEOUS OR NON-AQUEOUS
FORMULATIONS FOLLOWING SUBCUTANEOUS
ADMINISTRATION IN RATS

C. Wenander1, A. Valeur2, F. Macchi3, M. Elander4

1Zealand Pharma A/S, In Vivo Pharmacology, Søborg,
Denmark, 2Zealand Pharma A/S, Bioanalysis And Kinetics,
Søborg, Denmark, 3Zealand Pharma A/S, Device &
Manufacturing Science, Søborg, Denmark, 4Zealand Pharma
A/S, Non-clinical Safety Assessment, Søborg, Denmark

Background and Aims: Endogenous peptide hormones, such
as glucagon used for treatment of severe hypoglycemia events in
patients with diabetes, are generally unstable in aqueous solu-
tions, making development of ready-to-use injection solutions a
challenge. Analogs of endogenous peptide hormones can be
designed to increase the physical stability of the molecules.
Another approach to enable easy administration of unstable
peptides is to formulate them in non-aqueous formulations, such
as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The current study was conducted
to compare the pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics
(PD) of glucagon following subcutaneous (SC) administration in
rats when formulated in an aqueous formulation (Phosphate
buffered solution [PBS]), or DMSO.

Methods: Four to 6 male Sprague Dawley rats received
3 nmol/kg of glucagon in DMSO or in a PBS formulation, or
dasiglucagon at 2 nmol/kg in a PBS formulation. Blood samples
for bioanalysis (glucagon groups only) and blood glucose mea-
surement were taken at pre-dose (0) and 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90,
105, and 120 min post-dose. The PD data were compared to data
generated for the stable glucagon analog, dasiglucagon, in rats.

Results: Glucagon in PBS demonstrated a faster absorption, a
higher Cmax (98.3 vs 39.9 pmol/L) and faster Tmax (15 vs 45
minutes) compared to glucagon in DMSO.

Conclusions: Observed increases in blood glucose levels, by
both time to peak and area under the curve, were similar when
glucagon or dasiglucagon were injected in PBS, and faster than
those achieved with injections of glucagon in DMSO.

P226 / #306

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

DASIGLUCAGON, A READY-TO-USE GLUCAGON
ANALOG, FOR FAST AND EFFECTIVE TREATMENT
OF SEVERE HYPOGLYCEMIA: A PHASE 3,
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL IN CHILDREN
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

T. Battelino1, R. Tehranchi2, T. Bailey3, K. Dovc4,
A. Melgaard2, J. Stone3, S. Woerner5, T. Von Dem Berge6,
L. Dimeglio7, T. Danne8

1University of Ljubljana, Faculty Of Medicine, Ljubljana,
Slovenia, 2Zealand Pharma A/S, Clinical And Medical Affairs,
Søborg, Denmark, 3AMCR Institute, Clinical Research,
Escondido, United States of America, 4University Children’s
Hospital, and Faculty of Medicine, University of Ljubljana,
Endocrinology, Diabetes And Metabolic Diseases (pediatric
Clinic), Ljubljana, Slovenia, 5Indiana University Health, Wells
Center For Pediatric Research, Indianapolis, United States of
America, 6Children’s Hospital AUF DER BULT, Pediatrics,
Hannover, Germany, 7Indiana University School of Medicine,
Pediatric Endocrinology & Diabetology, Indianapolis, United
States of America, 8Children’s Hospital AUF DER BULT,
Hannover Medical School, Pediatrics, Hannover, Germany

Background and Aims: Dasiglucagon, a ready-to-use glu-
cagon analog, is being developed in the HypoPal� auto-injector
for the treatment of severe hypoglycemia in individuals with
diabetes. This Phase 3, double-blind trial evaluated the safety
and efficacy of dasiglucagon in children with type 1 diabetes
mellitus.

Methods: 42 participants (6–11 years: n = 16; 12–17 years:
n = 26) were randomized (2:1:1) to a single subcutaneous injec-
tion of dasiglucagon (0.6 mg; same dose as adults), placebo, or
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glucagon (GlucaGen�)following induced hypoglycemia. Pri-
mary endpoint: time to plasma glucose (PG) recovery (first PG
increase > 20 mg/dL after treatment initiation without rescue
glucose).

Results: Median time (95% CI) to PG recovery was 10 min (8,
12) for dasiglucagon versus 30 min (20, –) for placebo (primary
comparison, p < 0.001); and 10 min (8, 12) for GlucaGen�. Using
linear interpolation, the median estimated true time to recovery
was 8.7 min (6.9, 10.6) for dasiglucagon, 29.3 min (18.5, –) for
placebo, and 9.8 min (7.4, 10.6) for GlucaGen�. No safety con-
cerns were raised. Nausea and vomiting, known side effects of
glucagon, were reported for dasiglucagon (6–11 years: nausea
[25%], vomiting [25%]; 12–17 years: nausea [92%], vomiting
[67%]) and GlucaGen� (6–11 years: nausea [50%], vomiting
[25%]; 12–17 years: nausea [17%], vomiting [0%]). No rela-
tionship was found between dasiglucagon exposure (AUC0-5h or
Cmax) and nausea and vomiting.

Conclusions: Consistent with adult Phase 3 trials, dasiglu-
cagon is fast and reliable in restoring PG levels following in-
duced hypoglycemia in children with T1DM, with an overall
safety profile similar to glucagon.

P227 / #326

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

ENDOGENOUS GLP-1 LEVEL BUT NOT WEIGHT
REDUCTION PREDICTS EFFECT OF LIRAGLUTIDE
3,0 MG ON BLOOD GLUCOSE NORMALIZATION IN
PATIENTS WITH OBESITY AND TYPE 2 DIABETES

I. Sklyanik, E. Shestakova, M. Shestakova

Endocrinology Research Centre, Diabetes Institute, Moscow,
Russian Federation

Background and Aims: According to current guidelines
GLP-1 receptor agonist liraglutide 3,0mg may be given to all
patients with obesity and there is no personalization indicator of
its’ glucose-lowering effectiveness in type 2 diabetic (T2D) pa-
tients before prescription.

Methods: 22 patients with T2D and obesity (median BMI
42,4 [37,7; 48,3]kg/m2) had liraglutide added to prior glucose-
lowering treatment (baseline monotherapy in 22,7%, double
therapy in 45,5%, triple therapy in 31,8%). All patients had
fasting and postprandial (2-h after mixed meal test) glucose,
HbA1c and weight measurements at baseline and 9 months after
treatment. Endogenous GLP-1 was assessed at baseline and used
in predictive model of blood glucose normalization on liraglutide
3,0mg treatment. Blood glucose normalization meant normo-
glycaemia (FPG <6.1 mmol/l, PPG <7.8 mmol/l) achievement.

Results: Medians of HbA1c decreased from 7,85 to 6,40%;
fasting glycaemia - from 9,02 to 5,90mmol/l and postprandial
glycaemia - from 11,31 to 7,16mmol/l. Weight was reduced
down to 35,9 [33,0; 40,9]kg. Median GLP-1 level at baseline was
7,31 [5,34; 8,43]pmol/l. 16 (72%) patients reached blood glucose
normalization. In ROC-analysis we showed that baseline en-
dogenous GLP-1 but not weight reduction could be predictive of
blood glucose normalization on liraglutide 3,0mg treatment; cut-
off GLP-1 value amounted to 5,501 pmol/l (Youden’s statistic).
Method sensitivity was 92,86% (95%CI 66,1-99,8) and speci-
ficity 62,5% (95%CI 24,5-91,5).

Conclusions: Endogenous GLP-1 value could predict blood
glucose normalization after liraglutide 3,0 mg treatment in pa-
tients with T2D and obesity in contrast to weight reduction.

Support: The study was supported by Ministry of Science and
Higher Education of the Russian Federation (agreement no. 075-
15-2020-899)

P228 / #389

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

LIPOPROTEIN(A) LEVELS IN CHILDREN,
ADOLESCENTS, AND YOUNG ADULTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES

M. Mlinaric1, D. Smigoc Schweiger1, E. Plesnik2, K. Dovc1,
N. Bratina1, T. Battelino1,3, U. Grošelj1

1University Children’s Hospital, University Medical Centre
Ljubljana, Department Of Endocrinology, Diabetes And
Metabolic Diseases, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2Better d.o.o., Better
D.o.o., Ljubljana, Slovenia, 3University of Ljubljana, Faculty
Of Medicine, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Background and Aims: Lipoprotein(a) (Lp(a)) is an LDL
like particle that includes a single molecule of apolipoprotein
B100. Lp(a) has been shown with clinical studies, systematic
reviews, Mendelian randomization, and genome-wide associa-
tion studies as an independent risk factor for cardiovascular
disease (CVD) and calcific aortic stenosis. Novel therapeutics
specific to lipoprotein(a) are emerging. It is known that in adults
with type 1 diabetes, poor metabolic control is associated with
higher Lp(a) levels. Studies on children with type 1 diabetes are
sparse.

Methods: 467 patients (children, adolescents, and young
adults) with type 1 diabetes were included in the data analysis
(49% were female). Mean age 14.71 – 5.09 years and diabetes
duration 6.74 – 4.54 years. They were divided by Lp(a) values
into 3 ordinal categories: normal (<300 mg/L), borderline (300–
499 mg/L), elevated (>500 mg/L).

Results: The estimated odds of male patients having Normal
Lp(a) level (versus Borderline or Elevated) was 1.74 (95% CI,
1.08 to 2.80) times that of female patients, Wald v 2 (1) = 2.29,
p = 0.022. We have also found that every unit increase in HbA1c
was significantly associated with an increase in the odds of pa-
tients having Borderline or Elevated Lp(a) level (versus Normal),
with an estimated odds ratio 1.20 (95% CI, 1.11 to 1.31), Wald v
2 (1) = 4.48, p < 0.001.

Conclusions: Already in children, adolescents, and young
adults, poor metabolic control of type 1 diabetes means a higher
risk of increased Lp(a) levels. These results endorse Lp(a)
measurements in every child with type 1 diabetes for better risk
stratification for CVD.

P229 / #435

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

IMPACT STUDY: IMCY-0098 PROOF OF ACTION IN
TYPE 1 DIABETES, ON THE WAY TO A SPECIFIC
DISEASE-MODIFYING TREATMENT

J. Van Rampelbergh1, D. Dunger2, C. Dayan3, M. Alhadj Ali3,
A. Mander4, T. Tree5, N. Bovy1, C. Zeyen1, C. Mathieu6

1Imcyse S.A., Clinical Development, Liège, Belgium,
2University of Cambridge, Department Of Paediatrics
Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 3Cardiff University,
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School Of Medicine, Cardiff, United Kingdom, 4Cardiff
University, Mrc Biostatistics Unit Hub, Cardiff, United
Kingdom, 5King’s College London, Department Of
Immunobiology, London, United Kingdom, 6University
Hospitals Leuven - KU Leuven, Endocrinology, Leuven,
Belgium

Background and Aims: There is currently no curative
treatment available for type 1 diabetes (T1D). IMCY-0098 has
been designed to suppress the autoimmune reaction and provide
long term islet b-cell preservation. IMCY-0098 consists of an
antigen-derived insulin specific peptide supplemented with a
thioredox consensus sequence designed to stimulate the gener-
ation of cytolytic CD4+ T cells able to specifically suppress T1D
autoimmune response. In a first clinical trial (EXALT study) an
excellent safety profile has been observed along with promising
early clinical and immunological trends.

Methods: IMPACT is a multicentre, randomized, double-
blind, placebo-controlled study in patients with recent onset T1D
and is currently conducted in 5 countries in collaboration with the
European consortium INNODIA. The study has an adaptive
design comprising of two steps:

A first step is enrolling 24 adult participants randomly and
equally assigned to each treatment arms and followed up to 48
weeks.

A second step should enrol 60 participants, including ado-
lescents aged 12–17, pending supportive safety data from step 1.

Results: Step 1 will allow to determine the immune signature
of the treatment with the Imotope� IMCY-0098 and select op-
timal treatment parameters for the second step. Step 2 is designed
to evaluate the clinical efficacy of the treatment with IMCY-0098
by measuring the remaining level of C-peptide.

Conclusions: IMPACT will provide the opportunity to eval-
uate if this new antigen-specific immunotherapy has the ability to
preserve remaining b-cell function in new onset T1D patients.
Acknowledgements: INNODIA, T1D UK, DG06 from the
Walloon Region of Belgium and IMI H2020 program from the
European Union.

P230 / #476

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

EFFECTS ON FLASH GLUCOSE MONITORING
PARAMETERS AFTER 6-MONTHS USE OF CTFR
MODULATORS IN CYSTIC FIBROSIS PATIENTS
WITH OR WITHOUT GLUCOSE METABOLISM
ABNORMALITIES

E. Lecumberri Pascual1, M. Martı́n Frı́as2,
S. Vicente Santamarı́a2, L. Nattero-Chávez1, L. Máiz Carro3,
V. Martı́nez Vaello1, C. Sánchez Rodriguez1,
M.D.M. Lorenzo Moñino1, R. Yelmo Valverde2,
B. Dorado Avendaño1, M. Garriga Garcı́a1, R. Nieto Royo3,
A. Lamas Ferreiro2

1Ramón y Cajal, Endocrinology, Madrid, Spain, 2Ramón y
Cajal, Paediatrics, Madrid, Spain, 3Ramón y Cajal,
Pneumology, MADRID, Spain

Background and Aims: Cystic Fibrosis (CF) related diabetes
is one of the most frequent extra-pulmonar manifestations in CF
patients. CF-Transmembrane Regulator (CFTR) modulators
could improve insulin secretion in these patients. We aimed to

investigate the effect of 6-months CTFR modulators treatment
on flash glucose monitoring (FGM) parameters in a CF cohort.

Methods: Twenty one CF patients [17 (81%) Phe.508del
homozygous] were included in a prospective, observational
study. Glucose control and variability parameters were analyzed
using FGM (FreeStyle Libre�) before and after 6-months CFTR
modulators therapy: lumacaftor-ivacaftor (6–12-year-old (yr)) or
tezacaftor-ivacaftor (‡13 yr). Statistical analysis by SPSS v.25.
GLM repeated measures test performed.

Results: Twenty one patients were initially included; 5 were
excluded (3 because they had incomplete sensor data at 6 months
2 because drug intolerance). Median age was 14,7 yr (IQR 8,5-
26,0); 57% ‡ 13 yr and 57% male. All except 1 patient had >70%
of sensor use, and the mean of analyzed days was 14. No dif-
ferences were observed in terms of glucose control [mean glu-
cose, glucose management index (GMI) and time in range
(TIR)], glucose variability [standard deviation (SD) and coeffi-
cient of variation (CV)], or time in hypo or hyperglycemia (see
Table 1).

Conclusions: FGM cannot be considered a tool for assessing
benefits in glucose control and variability parameters with CTFR
modulators. Longer studies are needed to see the real effect of
these drugs on glucose metabolism.

P231 / #490

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

THE DUAL GIP AND GLP-1 RECEPTOR AGONIST
TIRZEPATIDE IMPROVES BIOMARKERS
ASSOCIATED WITH CARDIOVASCULAR RISK IN
PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES (T2D)

J. Wilson, A. Nikooienejad, Y. Lin, D. Robins, W. Roell,
J. Riesmeyer, A. Haupt, K. Duffin, G. Ruotolo

Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Corporate Center, Indianapolis,
United States of America

Background and Aims: In a Phase 2 trial, tirzepatide dose-
dependently reduced HbA1c, body weight, and serum triglyc-
erides in patients with T2D. To better understand possible ad-
ditional effects of tirzepatide on cardiovascular risk, lipoprotein-
related biomarkers and biomarkers of inflammation, cellular
stress, and endothelial dysfunction were measured post hoc.
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Methods: Patients (N = 316) were randomised to weekly
subcutaneous tirzepatide (1, 5, 10, 15 mg), dulaglutide 1.5 mg, or
placebo. Protein biomarkers were assessed by immunoassay and
lipoprotein particle profile was measured by nuclear magnetic
resonance in stored serum or EDTA plasma samples at baseline
and 26 weeks. The lipoprotein insulin resistance (LPIR) score
was calculated. Results were analysed in a modified intent-to-
treat population.

Results: At 26 weeks, tirzepatide dose-dependently decreased
apolipoproteins B and C-III and increased pre-heparin lipopro-
tein lipase levels versus placebo. Compared with placebo and
dulaglutide, tirzepatide dose-dependently decreased large tri-
glyceride-rich lipoprotein particles (TRLP), small low-density
lipoprotein particles (LDLP), and LPIR score. Tirzepatide dose-
dependently decreased hsCRP, ICAM-1, and YKL-40 levels;
tirzepatide 15 mg also decreased ICAM-1 and YKL-40 levels
versus placebo and dulaglutide. GDF-15 levels decreased from
baseline with both tirzepatide and dulaglutide, whereas IL-6 and
VCAM-1 levels were unchanged in all groups.

Conclusions: In a 26-week study in patients with T2D, tir-
zepatide decreased the number of small LDL particles and levels
of apolipoprotein B, hsCRP, and other biomarkers of inflam-
mation and endothelial dysfunction associated with cardiovas-
cular risk. The effect of tirzepatide versus dulaglutide on major
cardiovascular events is currently being assessed in SURPASS-
CVOT (NCT04255433).

P232 / #497

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

TIRZEPATIDE, A DUAL GIP AND GLP-1 RECEPTOR
AGONIST, INCREASES INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND
IMPROVES PANCREATIC BETA-CELL FUNCTION IN
TYPE 2 DIABETES

V. Pirro, A. Nikooienejad, Y. Lin, J. Willency, J. Wilson,
K. Duffin, D. Robins, Z. Milicevic, A. Haupt, M. Thomas

Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Corporate Center, Indianapolis,
United States of America

Background and Aims: Novel dual GIP and GLP-1 receptor
agonist tirzepatide significantly improved glucose control and
weight loss (WL) compared with dulaglutide in a Phase 2b type 2
diabetes study. Tirzepatide 1, 5, 10, 15 mg, dulaglutide 1.5 mg,
and placebo were evaluated. Aim: To explore differentiated
mechanisms of glycemic control by tirzepatide.

Methods: Post hoc analyses of fasting biomarkers of insulin
sensitivity and beta-cell function, targeted metabolomic profil-
ing, and linear regression analyses were completed.

Results: Tirzepatide improved multiple markers of insulin
resistance. Fasting insulin levels were significantly reduced by
tirzepatide 10 and 15 mg and HOMA2-IR was significantly de-
creased by tirzepatide 10 mg compared with placebo and du-
laglutide. Tirzepatide 10 and 15 mg significantly decreased
proinsulin/C-peptide ratios, markers of pancreatic beta-cell
stress, suggesting improved beta-cell function. Consistent with
HOMA2-IR findings, many biomarkers associated with im-
proved insulin sensitivity were significantly increased by one or
more doses of tirzepatide compared with placebo or dulaglutide,
including adiponectin, IGFBP1, and IGFBP2. Higher tirzepatide
doses significantly reduced levels of insulin resistance-associated
branched chain amino acids (BCAAs) valine, leucine, and iso-
leucine and pathway-related metabolites alpha-ketoisocaproic
acid, ketovaline, and ketoisoleucine compared with baseline.
BCAA and catabolic product changes significantly correlated
with HOMA2-IR changes by Spearman’s correlation analyses. In
multiple linear regression analysis, WL significantly explained
13% and 21% of HOMA2-IR variation from tirzepatide 10 and
15 mg, respectively, suggesting insulin-sensitizing effects of
tirzepatide are only partially attributable to WL.

Conclusions: Tirzepatide demonstrated greater improve-
ments in insulin sensitivity and beta-cell function than dulaglu-
tide, which may result in improved metabolic health.

P233 / #499

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND NASAL GLUCAGON
DELIVERY FOR THE RESCUE OF SEVERE
HYPOGLYCEMIA

B. Pack1, R. Allen2

1Eli Lilly and Company, Bioproduct Research And
Development, Indianapolis, United States of America, 2Eli Lilly
and Company, Ddcs, Indianapolis, United States of America

Background and Aims: Nasal glucagon, the first and only
nasally administered glucagon formulation, is a ready-to-use,
drug-device combination therapy containing 3 mg glucagon dry
powder. The aim of this study was to evaluate the chemical
characterization (efficacious dosage delivery) and product per-
formance (consistent dosage delivery to the nasal cavity) of nasal
glucagon as a rescue medication for severe hypoglycemia.

Methods: Chemical purity and content, particle size, shot
weight, actuation force, delivered dose, spray pattern and plume
geometry testing were performed to assess whether critical
quality attributes for a dry powder formulation product were
satisfied for a consistent efficacious dosage delivery. Precise
filling technology and strict humidity controls were implemented
to overcome the complex powder-handling/filling challenges in
the manufacturing process, with 100% weight check
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verifications to ensure the precise amount of glucagon dry
powder was contained within each device.

Results: The integrated control strategy implemented for
nasal glucagon, detailed from in-process tests and controls to
rigorous end-product testing, demonstrated that 100% of critical
quality attributes were satisfied. Furthermore, shot weight and
delivered dose testing demonstrated that >98%, on average, of
glucagon dry powder was delivered to the nasal cavity. As pre-
dicted by nasal deposition modeling and particle size, spray
pattern and plume geometry testing, a vast majority of the
powder is expected to be deposited on the nasal mucosa.

Conclusions: The extensive chemical and physical charac-
terization of nasal glucagon drug-device demonstrated in this
study ensures a consistent efficacious glucagon dosage delivery
to produce a meaningful blood glucose response for severe hy-
poglycemia rescue.

P234 / #507

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

RATIO OF REDUCED AND OXIDIZED THIOL
COMPOUNDS IN PATIENTS WITH T2DM AND WITH
MICROANGIOPATHY OF LOWER EXTREMITIES
AFTER N-ACETYLCYSTEINE THERAPY.

M. Darenskaya1, N. Shemyakina2, E. Namokonov2,
S. Kolesnikov1, L. Kolesnikova1

1Scientific Centre for Family Health and Human Reproduction
Problems, Pathophysiology Department, Irkutsk, Russian
Federation, 2Chita State Medical Academy, Department Of
General And Specialized Surgery, Chita, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: Vascular complications are the dis-
ability and mortality main cause in patients with type 2 diabetes
mellitus (T2DM). The aim of this study was to assess the Cy-
sSH/CysSSCys and GSH/GSSG ratio change in patients with
T2DM and microangiopathy of the lower extremities after N-
acetylcysteine therapy.

Methods: 40 men with T2DM and microangiopathy of the
lower extremities (the main group) and 30 healthy men (control
group) were involved. Depending on the chosen treatment and
the therapy, patients of main group were divided into 2 subgroups
of 20 people. In the 1st subgroup, Sol.Octolipeni 600 mg, once a
day, intravenously for 7 days was prescribed in complex therapy.
In the 2nd subgroup, the introduction of Sol. N-acetylcysteine
(NAC) in a daily dose of 600 mg, once a day, intravenously, for 7
days was additionally applied. High-performance liquid chro-
matography was determined.

Results: The value of the CysSH/CysSSCys ratio in the
control group was 2.1 units, in main group it was only 0.7 units,
relative to the control. In the control group, the GSH/GSSG
coefficient was 20 units, in main group – 3.3 times less than the
control values. When conducting therapy with the inclusion of
NAC, more pronounced changes in the studied parameters were
revealed compared to therapy with a-lipoic acid. Thus, the co-
efficients increased by 2.5 and 3.3 times, respectively. Cy-
sSH/CysSSCys becomes 1.8 – 0.3 units, GSH/GSSG increases to
20 – 0.3 units.

Conclusions: NAC contributes to an increase in the values of
reduced cysteine and glutathione fractions at patients with
T2DM and microangiopathy of the lower extremities.

P235 / #508

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

SOME OXIDATIVE STRESS INDICATORS
CHANGES IN TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS
PATIENTS AT THE PRECLINICAL STAGE OF
DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.

M. Darenskaya, E. Chugunova, N. Semenova, S. Kolesnikov,
L. Kolesnikova

Scientific Centre for Family Health and Human Reproduction
Problems, Pathophysiology Department, Irkutsk, Russian
Federation

Background and Aims: Diabetes mellitus (DM) is one of the
most common socially significant nosology. At present, there is
practically no information about changes in the parameters of
cellular metabolism at the preclinical stages of diseases, in par-
ticular for type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM), which pathogenesis
is closely associated with oxidative stress reactions. Aim: to
study some oxidative stress indicators changes in men with
T1DM at the diabetic nephropathy preclinical stage.

Methods: A survey of 28 men with T1DM with unsatisfactory
glycemic control was carried out. The patients were divided into
two groups - 14 people with normoalbuminuria (NAU) - and 14
people with a positive test for microalbuminuria (MAU). As a
control, 28 practically healthy men of the same age were se-
lected. Spectrophotometric and statistical methods were used.

Results: In patients with T1DM and NAU, the level of com-
pounds with unsaturated double bonds (DB) (by 1.98 times),
diene conjugates (DC) (by 2.34 times), ketodienes and conju-
gated trienes (KD and CT) (by 2.75 times), were significantly
higher than in the control (p < 0.05). In patients with T1DM and
MAU, an increase in DB (by 1.48 times), DC (by 2.09 times), KD
and CT (by 2.25 times) relative to the control (p < 0.05) values
also were noted. At the same time, the group with MAU differed
from the NAU group by thiobarbituric acid reactants products
higher values.

Conclusions: According to indicators of oxidative stress,
T1DM patients require increased attention, regardless of the al-
buminuria level.

P236 / #729

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

REAL WORLD EVIDENCE FOR THE
GLYCOMETABOLIC DURABILITY OF SODIUM
GLUCOSE COTRANSPORTER 2 INHIBITORS – FOUR
YEAR INDIAN STUDY

P. Chawla, M. Chawla

LINA DIABETES CARE AND MUMBAI DIABETES
RESEARCH CENTRE, Diabetology, MUMBAI, India

Background and Aims: SGLT2 inhibitors are available in
India for four years

Methods: We conducted a longitudinal cohort study using
electronic health record data from Lina Diabetes Care Center
(LDCC) SGLT2 registry database (n = 886) to evaluate the du-
rability of the metabolic efficacy and safety for last four years.
ANOVA was used for statistical analysis.
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Results: We analysed the change in HbA1c, body weight and
BP in patients with comorbidities and complications due to
T2DM, in 554 patients, who had atleast one annual follow up
visit. 204 (36.8%), 211 (38%), 139 (25%) patients were on da-
pagliflozin, empagliflozin and canagliflozin, respectively. The
trends for last one year favoured greater no of patients with mild
to moderate renal insufficiency on canagliflozin (n = 23). Mean
HbA1c at the baseline (9.0 %) decreased to 7.6% at last follow
up, (p < 0.0001). Mean Systolic BP reduced by 4.7 mmHg and
Diastolic BP reduced by 2.2 mmHg. Body weight reduced by
2 kg (p = 0.88 NS). The discontinuation rate (14.8 %) within first
year of initiation was predominantly due to genitourinary in-
fection. The persistence of efficacy was associated with adher-
ence in patients with comorbidities.

Conclusions: Despite, numerous limitations, our study dem-
onstrates the durable glycometabolic effects of SGLT2 inhibi-
tors which were comparable to those observed in the controlled
trials.

P237 / #748

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

INITIAL INSIGHTS TO THE GLYCEMIC METRICS
AS REVEALED BY FREESTYLE LIBRE PRO
CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING (CGM)
IN T2DM PATIENTS ON REMOGLIFLOZIN

D. Hasnani1, V. Chavda1, S. Jaggi2, V. Maheriya1

1Rudraksha Institute of Medical Sciences, Diabetes,
Ahmedabad, India, 2Lifecare Diabetes Centre, Diabetes, Delhi,
India

Background and Aims: Remogliflozin is a novel SGLT-2
inhibitor for the management of T2DM

Methods: We evaluated 12 patients who were initiated on
Remogliflozin as part of the standard care approach for the
change in the glycemic metrics; Time in Range (TIR), Time
Below Target (TBT), Time Above Target (TAT), through
flash glucose monitoring. ANOVA was utilised for statistical
analysis.

Results: The mean age, duration of diabetes, BMI, Systolic
BP, Diastolic BP, initial HbA1c was 51 years (–8.1, minimum
35, maximum 64, 95% CI 46 to 56), 7.8 years (–2.4, minimum 1,
maximum 25, 95% CI 2.4 to 13), 27 kg/m2 (–3.6, minimum 22,
maximum 32, 95% CI 25 to 29), 131 mmHg (–17, minimum 110,
maximum 160, 95% CI 120 to 141), 83 mmHg (–10, minimum
70, maximum 100, 95% CI 76 to 89), 9.5% (–2.5, minimum 5.7,
maximum 14, 95% CI 7.9 to 11), respectively. Two patients were
already on insulin, one on lifestyle management and 11 on
metformin. The difference across the 2 hourly groups was
comparable (p = 0.89 NS), with mean glucose values range from

108 mg/dl (6–8 am) to 142 (4–6 pm). Mean TIR, TBT, TAT was
67% (–13), 10% (–14), 25% (–18)

Conclusions: The initial CGM results in real world setting
indicate that Remogliflozin as a novel approach has the potential
to achieve minimal diurnal glycemic excursions, across varied
patient profiles. The study is limited with short duration and long
term, large follow up would probably strengthen the evidence.

P238 / #797

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

EFFECT OF DAPAGLIFLOZIN ON BODY
COMPOSITION IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES

N. Bosch Sierra1, J.D. Salazar León2, C. Grau Del Valle1,
J. Marco Expósito2, B. Zaragoza Villena2, C. Bañuls Morant1,
E. Sola Izquierdo3,4, C. Morillas Ariño2,3

1Foundation for the Promotion of Health and Biomedical
Research in the Valencian Region (FISABIO), Endocrinology,
Valencia, Spain, 2Doctor Peset University Hospital,
Endocrinology And Nutrition, Valencia, Spain, 3University of
Valencia, Department Of Medicine, Valencia, Spain, 4Hospital
Universitario Doctor Peset, Endocrinology, Valencia, Spain

Background and Aims: It is a well-known fact that da-
pagliflozin treatment can improve glycemic control in type 1
diabetes (T1D) population with a body mass index (BMI) of at
least 27kg/m2. Nevertheless, the effect of dapagliflozin on body
composition in this population, including changes in fat mass
(FM) and hydration status, has not been examined. Therefore, we
aimed to evaluate whether dapagliflozin improves body com-
position of T1D patients.

Methods: A prospective study was conducted including T1D
patients who were prescribed dapagliflozin 5mg daily for 3–6
months. Changes in body weight (BW), BMI, abdominal cir-
cumference and body composition (FM, skeletal muscle mass
(SMM), visceral fat, and total body water (TBW)) by bioelec-
trical impedance were evaluated. Statistical differences between
variables before and after treatment were analysed using the
paired Student’s t-test with SPSS 19.0 statistics software.

Results: The present study analysed a total of 12 DM1 sub-
jects – 4 men and 12 women – with a mean age of 47,8 – 5,6
years. There was a significant reduction in BW, BMI, FM, SMM,
visceral fat and TBW after dapagliflozin treatment, being re-
markable the decrease in both FM and visceral fat. There was no
correlation between the starting BW and loss of both FM and
visceral fat; still, a correlation between starting BW and TBW
was found. When analysed separately by gender, significant
differences were only maintained in women.
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Conclusions: Our data provide evidence that dapagliflozin led
to a significant BW reduction, mainly due to a decrease in FM
compared to the depletion in other body compartments.

P239 / #99

Topic: AS09-New Insulin Delivery Systems: Inhaled,
Transderma, Implanted Devices

TOUSTAR: THE FIRST REUSABLE PEN FOR INSULIN
GLARGINE 300 U/ML WITH DEDICATED
REPLACEABLE CARTRIDGE TO BE LAUNCHED IN
INDIA

R. Ghosh1, A. Nair1, N. Shah1, S. Mohanasundaram1,
J. Westerbacka2, D. Bogatirsky3, R. Veasey4, C. Ruf3

1Sanofi India Ltd, Medical Affairs, Mumbai, India, 2Sanofi,
Medical Affairs, Paris, France, 3Sanofi-Aventis Deutschland
GmbH, Medical Device Development, Frankfurt, Germany,
4DCA Design International Ltd., Medical Device Development,
Warwick, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: To date insulin glargine 300 U/mL
(Gla-300) has been available only in prefilled pens but in many
countries including India cartridges and reusable pens are com-
monly used in clinical practice. The novel TouStar pen has been
developed to address this unmet need and its key functionalities
are presented here.

Methods: TouStar is a reusable device, to be used in con-
junction with Sanofi’s Toujeo� (Gla-300) 1.5mL cartridge.

Results: Key functionalities of TouStar include: a dedicated
replaceable cartridge with label, low injection force, dose se-
lection range of up to 80U, the dose dial grip extension £35mm,
penalty-free dose correction, full dose delivery by holding of
dose-dial grip for 5 seconds, three years in-use life of device, and
mechanical last dose stop feature to prevent dialed dose from
exceeding the remaining content. A unique joint interface be-
tween cartridge holder and pen body prevents users from using
the other insulin cartridges.

Conclusions: These unique design features make TouStar pen
the first reusable insulin pen with dedicated cartridge for Gla-300
that will be launched first in India to deliver appropriate dose of
Toujeo� (Gla-300) eliminating the risk of mismatch of cartridge.
Funding: Sanofi Acknowledgement: Medical writing support
was provided by Tejal Vedak of Sqarona Medical Communica-
tions LLP and paid for by Sanofi. Editorial support was provided
by Anahita Gouri and Rohan Mitra (Sanofi, India). Abstract
submission support was provided by Rukhsar Wasta of Tata
Consultancy Services Ltd, India and paid for by Sanofi. All au-
thors participated in development and finalization of the abstract.

P240 / #386

Topic: AS09-New Insulin Delivery Systems: Inhaled,
Transderma, Implanted Devices

DEVICE AND FEATURE UTILIZATION IN NEW
INPEN(TM) SMART INSULIN PEN USERS WHO
RECEIVED VIRTUAL SUPPORT

M. Smith1, G. Im2, A. Gaetano2, J. Macleod3

1Medtronic, Clinical Product Manager, Northridge, United
States of America, 2Medtronic, Data Science, Northridge,
United States of America, 3Medtronic, Clinical Advocacy,
Northridge, United States of America

Background and Aims: The InPen� insulin pen is the first
FDA-cleared smart insulin pen, a new category of insulin de-
livery technology approved for self-start. New users were offered
virtual device setup support (to support appropriate configuration
of app and integrated technologies) and personalized virtual
onboarding support to review key features and benefits of use.
The present study describes differences in adherence and app-
based feature utilization between groups receiving different
virtual support.

Methods: InPen users of all ages were categorized into one of
three groups based on the type of virtual support provided be-
tween April-August 2020: A. No support, unable to reach
(N = 4,911), B. Basic device setup support (N = 995), and C.
Onboarding support (N = 264). Device adherence and app-based
feature utilization were compared using ANOVA and chi-
squared testing (p < 0.05).

Results: Users who received virtual support (both B and C)
demonstrated higher device adherence after 4-weeks use when
compared to no support (+3.9% vs. +6%, p < 0.05). Onboarding
support users (C) had a higher frequency of dose calculator use
(+6.3%) and greater frequency of data report generation (+0.5
more reports per quarter) when compared to those who received
no support (A). No difference between groups was observed for
the frequency of primes, reminders set, percent days with basal
doses logged or boluses per day.

Conclusions: Virtually onboarded users demonstrated more
consistent and optimal InPen use. Future work should continue to
explore self-start and onboarding methods to further optimize
use of smart insulin pen features and describe their impact on
glycemic outcomes.

P241 / #654

Topic: AS09-New Insulin Delivery Systems: Inhaled,
Transderma, Implanted Devices

TECHNOSPHERE INSULIN REDUCED NOCTURNAL
HYPOGLYCEMIA COMPARED TO INSULIN ASPART
IN ADULT PATIENTS WITH T1D – STAT STUDY

J. Snell-Bergeon1, H. Akturk1, A. Peters2, K. Kaiserman3,
S. Garg4

1University of Colorado, Barbara Davis Center For Diabetes,
Aurora, United States of America, 2University of Southern
California, Keck School Of Medicine Of Usc, Los Angeles,
United States of America, 3Mannkind Corporation, Pediatric
Endocrinology, Westlake Village, United States of America,
4Barbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes, Endocrinology,
Aurora, United States of America
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Background and Aims: Fear of overnight hypoglycemia re-
mains a challenge for people with T1D. In an investigator-led,
collaborative open-label pilot clinical study, subjects were ran-
domized to receive inhaled Technosphere Insulin (TI) or insulin
aspart. This post-hoc analysis reports time in hypoglycemia
(<70mg/dL) during daytime (6am-12am) and nighttime (12am-
6am) by treatment group.

Methods: Sixty patients with T1D on MDI were randomized
in a multi-center study, stratified by A1c (£8% or >8%) to the
control arm using aspart (n = 34) versus TI (n = 26). Two TI pa-
tients discontinued from the study and 2 had inadequate CGM
data for analysis. TI patients were instructed per protocol to take
insulin doses before and at 1 and 2 hours after meals based on
PPG values. Study group baseline characteristics were compared
to the randomization group using a student t-test and CGM data
were analyzed using ANOVA models.

Results: Baseline characteristics by randomization group
(HbA1c, age, basal and bolus insulin doses, and FEV1) were
similar. Nighttime percent time below target (<70 mg/dL) was
1.9%+/-0.9 in the TI group (n = 22) and 5.2%+/-0.8 in the aspart
group (n = 34; p = 0.0085). There was no significant difference in
daytime percent time below target with 2.6%+/-0.9 in the TI
group (n = 22) and 3.6%+/-0.8 in the aspart group (n = 34;
p = 0.4001).

Conclusions: Using TI versus aspart reduces nocturnal hy-
poglycemia. The ultra-rapid appearance and clearance of TI,
which more closely mimics physiologic insulin compared to SQ
insulin aspart, may contribute to this finding. Larger studies may
be needed to better understand these results.

P242 / #655

Topic: AS09-New Insulin Delivery Systems: Inhaled,
Transderma, Implanted Devices

RISK OF NEEDLE REUSE: ESTABLISHMENT OF
MICROBIAL CONTAMINATION OF SKIN AND USED
PEN INJECTORS THROUGH MALDI-TOF MS AND
16S/ITS NG SEQUENCING

S. Wareham Mathiassen

Copenhagen University, Department Of Immunology And
Microbiology, copenhagen, Denmark

Background and Aims: The global prevalence of diabetes is
growing rapidly at alarming rates with severe societal costs. The
reuse of needles has been identified as the main cause of treat-
ment compliance issues (pain and bruising, needle clogging, and
injection site reactions). There is currently inadequate data ex-

ploring the rate of contamination of pen injectors during both
intended use and needle reuse. While several studies have
documented contamination of injection devices, most focus on
human cells and hemoglobin or investigate earlier generations of
devices. Similarly, there is a lack of discernment regarding the
microbial contribution of needle reuse-associated complications.
As the industry moves toward more sustainable, integrated de-
vices, the risk of microbial contamination must be established.
This paper assesses the nature and rate of device contamination.
The risk of needle reuse is evaluated through contamination
levels and characterization of injection site skin microflora of
diabetic subjects.

Methods: The skin microflora of diabetic subjects and con-
trols were sampled at typical injection sites (abdomen and thigh)
with tape strips and e-swabs. Used needles and cartridges were
collected from subjects with diabetes (both type I & II). The
tapes, swabs and collected devices were analyzed through either
CSLM imaging, culture and MALDI-TOF MS identification,
and/or 16s and ITS next-generation sequencing (NGS).

Results: The microflora at injection sites is unevenly dis-
tributed and varied. Most collected devices contained no bio-
logical signal, the few positive samples contained commensal
microorganisms that typically inhabit the human skin.

Conclusions: The risk associated with needle reuse likely is
not contributed by microorganisms, but rather other factors.

P243 / #726

Topic: AS09-New Insulin Delivery Systems: Inhaled,
Transderma, Implanted Devices

DEMONSTRATION OF INSULIN CLEARANCE
IN LESS THAN 12 DAYS USING NOVEL
CONTINUOUS INTRAPERITONEAL INSULIN
INFUSION (CIPII) IMPLANT SYSTEM WITH
REGULAR INSULIN

C. Hanson, J. Cutts, T. Hoang

Perikinetics Inc., Perikinetics, San Francisco, United States
of America

Background and Aims: Intraperitoneal insulin delivery
provides more rapid onset of action and shorter duration com-
pared with subcutaneous insulin that is critical for improving
management of diabetes. One challenge with continuous intra-
peritoneal insulin infusion (CIPII) pertains to insulin degradation
due to heat exposure at body temperature. We present data on
insulin clearance and residence time in a novel implant system
for CIPII using an Insulin Delivery Conduit (IDC) made up of a
subcutaneous port and catheter accessed by a modified external
pump infusion set in an ex-vivo environment that mimics the
intraperitoneal space. Aim: This study aims to determine in-
sulin clearance and residence time in the IDC system at body
temperature.

Methods: The port and catheter are filled with a colored
solution and then flushed until the color disappears using a
Medtronic insulin pump at a basal rate of 0.6U/hr and three daily
5-unit boluses. The flushed solution was collected and the ab-
sorbance was measured using a Beckman UV-Vis spectropho-
tometer. The absorbance of the solution was compared to reference
blanks for the original colored solution and the clear solution
pumped through the system. Absorbance versus time was plotted to
determine how long insulin stays in the IDC before infusion into
the intraperitoneal space.
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Results: Studies show that insulin maintains chemical sta-
bility up to 14 days at body temperature. The insulin residence
time in the IDC is less than 12 days confirming minimal risk of
insulin degradation due to heat exposure.

Conclusions: This implantable IDC for CIPII is a promising
method to deliver insulin without insulin degradation.

P244 / #148

Topic: AS10-Devices Focused on Diabetic Preventions

CHIC-D - CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH IN CHILDREN
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES – EARLY DETECTION,
CARDIOVASCULAR PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
MONITORING

E. Bergdahl1, G. Forsander2, F. Dangardt3,4

1Institute of medicine, Sahlgrenska Academy, Gothenburg
university, Department Of Molecular And Clinical Medecine,
Gothenburg, Sweden, 2Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Queen
Silvia’s Children’s Hospital, Department Of Pediatrics,
Gothenburg, Sweden, 3The Queen Silvia’s Children’s Hospital,
Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Paediatric Clinical
Physiology, Gothenburg, Sweden, 4Institute of medicine/ The
Sahlgrenska Academy, Gothenburg university, Department Of
Molecular And Clinical Medicine, Gothenburg, Sweden

Background and Aims: CHIC-D is an ongoing project that
aims to determine the time course of vascular changes in children
with T1D and the impact of metabolic control and blood pressure
on changes in the different layers of the arterial wall. Our ob-
jective is to establish a novel, highly sensitive, clinically appli-
cable method of cardiovascular risk evaluation and treatment
monitoring for paediatric patients with T1D.

Methods: Children (6–15,99yr) with T1D duration of ‡5
years were randomly selected from the pediatric diabetes registry
SWEDIABKIDS. For assessment of vascular health we use ultra-
high frequency ultrasound, enabling visualization of the three
layered arterial wall combined with measurements of vascular
elasticity, endothelial function and 24h blood pressure. Data
have been collected from 36 children with T1D and 23 healthy
controls so far.

Results: Preliminary results show a tendency towards in-
creased intima- thickness (IT) in the radial artery among the
children with T1D as compared to healthy controls (p = 0.09).
A negative correlation between calculated GFR and radial
intima- media thickness (IMT) (-0.36 p = 0.03) and aortic pulse

wave velocity (PWV) (-0.50 p = 0.002) was also found. There
were no difference in systolic and diastolic blood pressure
z-score.

Conclusions: Increased radial IT in this well treated cohort
of children with T1D (HbA1c 48.6 – 6.3mmol/mol) may be
an important marker for early vascular damage. The correla-
tion between GFR and radial IMT respectively PWV indicates
a connection between micro-and macro vascular impact.
Modifiable factors are yet to be discovered. Using our sensitive
methods different treatment strategies may be tested in the
future.

P245 / #212

Topic: AS10-Devices Focused on Diabetic Preventions

A RANDOMIZED PILOT TRIAL: USING
AN ACTIVITY TRACKER TO INCREASE
MOTIVATION FOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN
PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
IN PRIMARY CARE

C. Pelletier1,2, M.-P. Gagnon2,3, N. Alméras4, J.-P. Després2,4,
P. Poirier5, A. Tremblay2,4, C. Chabot2, C. Rhéaume1,2

1Université Laval, Department Of Family Medicine And
Emergency Medicine, Québec, Canada, 2CIUSS-CN, Research
Center In Primary Care (vitam), Québec, Canada, 3Université
Laval, Faculty Of Nursing, Québec, Canada, 4Université Laval,
Department Of Kinesiology, Québec, Canada, 5Université
Laval, Faculty Of Pharmacy, Québec, Canada

Background and Aims: This study aimed to evaluate the
impact of an activity tracker (Fitbit Charge HR) on physical
activity (PA) and cardiometabolic measurements in people with
type 2 diabetes (T2D) and to assess the feasibility of the im-
plantation in primary care.

Methods: This 3-month study consisted in a pilot randomized
controlled trial of 30 T2D patients. Patients were randomly as-
signed to: 1) control group, including a PA promotion inter-
vention supported by a kinesiologist or 2) intervention group,
including the addition of an activity tracker. Cardiometabolic
measurements, PA, PA motivation and satisfaction and accept-
ability of activity tracker were documented.

Results: High-density lipoprotein cholesterol significantly
increased in the intervention group and decreased in the control
group (p < 0.05). Systolic and diastolic blood pressure signifi-
cantly decreased in both groups (p < 0.05). Glycated hemoglobin
tend to decrease in both groups but was not significant (p = 0.08).
PA significantly increased in both groups, especially in the in-
tervention group (p < 0.05). The intervention group had a sig-
nificantly higher step number at baseline (p < 0.05). The
autonomous motivation in both groups was significantly higher
than the controlled motivation (p < 0.01). 86% of the participants
in the intervention group were satisfied of the activity tracker and
the compliance remained high.

Conclusions: The use of an activity tracker improves cardi-
ometabolic variables in patients with T2D. Also, an activity
tracker is a good motivation tool to increase PA and its im-
plantation is feasible in primary care. Acknowledgements: This
research was supported by program grants from Research Center
in Primary Care (VITAM) and LE-250 FMOQ/FRQ-S.
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P246 / #436

Topic: AS10-Devices Focused on Diabetic Preventions

PREVALENCE AND PRINCIPAL DETERMINANTS OF
DIABETIC POLYNEUROPATHY IN TYPE 1 DIABETES
AS MEASURED BY A PORTABLE POINT-OF-CARE
SURAL NERVE CONDUCTION DEVICE IN TYPE 1
DIABETES

L. Nattero-Chávez, J. Quiñones Silva, L. Montanez Fernández,
C. Sánchez Rodriguez, M.D.M. Lorenzo Moñino,
M. Fernández Argüeso, N. Bengoa Rojano,
E. Lecumberri Pascual, H. Escobar-Morreale,
M. Luque-Ramı́rez

Hospital Ramón y Cajal, Endocrinology And Nutrition, Madrid,
Spain

Background and Aims: The diagnosis of diabetic poly-
neuropathy (DPN) using electrophysiological tests is hindered by
a limited access to specialized laboratories. We evaluated the
prevalence of DPN in a cohort of type 1 diabetes (T1DM) pa-
tients as measured by a portable point-of-care sural nerve con-
duction (SNC) study device (DPN-Check).

Methods: Cross-sectional study in 194 patients with T1DM
whose SNC were measured by the DPN-Check. Multiple re-
gression analyses were conducted to address the associations of
SNC velocity and amplitude with clinical parameters.

Results: Only 23 out of 194 patients (12%) presented symp-
toms by Diabetic Neuropathy Symptom Score. However, 76
patients were diagnosed by the DPN-heck resulting in an overall
DPN prevalence of 39% (95%CI 33-46). These patients had
worse metabolic control compared to their counterparts without
DPN (A1c: 7.3 – 1.0 vs 7.0 – 0.9%, P = 0.046, respectively). DPN
was categorized as mild in 55 (29%) cases, in 20 (10%) cases as
moderate, and severe in only one subject. Both SNC velocity and
amplitude were inversely associated with age, and A1c levels.
SNC velocity were inversely associated with evolution of dia-
betes. Multiple regression analyses (R2: 0.154, P < 0.001) re-
vealed that age (b -0.254 [-0.266; -0.073]) and A1c (b -0.241
[-0.302; -0.892]) were the main determinants of the reduction in
SNC velocity. Age (b -0.216 [-0.176; -0.033]) and A1c (b -0.214
[-2.276; -0.454]) were also the main determinants of SNC am-
plitude (R2: 0.082, P = 0.002).

Conclusions: DPN-Check may be useful as a screening tool to
identify asymptomatic DPN at the clinical setting. Sural nerve
functions were associated with age and glycemic control in pa-
tients with T1DM.

P247 / #510

Topic: AS10-Devices Focused on Diabetic Preventions

FEASIBILITY OF USING CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE
MONITORING WITHIN THE ARA.MED.330 DIABETES
PROTOCOL WHICH ALLOWS INSULIN-TREATED
PILOTS TO FLY COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT: A
PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT

G. Garden1, F. Shojaee-Moradie2, E. Hutchison3, B. Frier4,
K. Shaw5, S. Heller6, G. Koehler7,8, G. Roberts9,10,11,
D. Russell-Jones1,3

1University of Surrey, Biosciences And Medicine, Guildford,
United Kingdom, 2University of Surrey, Nutritional Sciences,

Guildford, United Kingdom, 3Civil Aviation Authority, Medical
Department, Crawley, United Kingdom, 4University of
Edinburgh, The Queen’s Medical Research Institute,
Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 5University of Portsmouth, School
Of Medicine, Portsmouth, United Kingdom, 6University of
Sheffield Medical School, Department Of Oncology And
Metabolism, Sheffield, United Kingdom, 7Medical University
Graz, Division Of Endocrinology And Diabetology, Graz,
Austria, 8Austrocontrol, Medical Department, Vienna, Austria,
9CRF-C University College Cork, Hrb Clinical Research
Facility Cork, Cork, Ireland, 10Irish Aviation Authority,
Medical Department, Dublin, Ireland, 11Swansea University,
Diabetes Research Group, Swansea, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: The UK, Ireland and Austria cur-
rently certify pilots with insulin-treated diabetes to fly com-
mercial aircraft with strict oversight using a validated protocol
that requires finger-stick capillary blood glucose monitoring
while on duty and frequent clinical review. This preliminary
study assessed the use of continuous glucose monitoring (CGM)
and compared it to self-monitoring blood glucose (SMBG) while
flying within the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
ARA.MED.330 diabetes protocol.

Methods: This prospective observational study enrolled pilots
requiring insulin replacement therapy, who hold an EU Class 1
medical certificate and were participating in the ARA.MED.330
diabetes protocol and flying. SMBG measurements were re-
corded during pre-flight and in-flight periods and compared to
simultaneously recorded interstitial glucose measurements using
CGM with the Dexcom G6�. The study had to be terminated
prematurely because of the coronavirus pandemic. Results col-
lected to date have been analysed.

Results: Eight male pilots, seven with type 1 diabetes and one
with type 3c diabetes, median age 48.5 years (range 33–60) and
median diabetes duration of 11.5 years (range 2.3–25) partici-
pated. A total of 874 self-monitored blood glucose levels were
compared to values from CGM (Dexcom G6�) during pre-flight
and in-flight periods within the EASA protocol. The mean glu-
cose value recorded with SMBG was 8.78mmol/l (SD 0.67) and
8.71mmol/l (SD 0.85) by CGM. The Mean Absolute Relative
Difference (MARD) between methods was 9.39.

Conclusions: This preliminary study demonstrates the feasi-
bility of using CGM with Dexcom G6� while flying within the
ARA.MED.330 protocol that allows insulin-treated pilots to fly
commercial aircraft.

P248 / #602

Topic: AS10-Devices Focused on Diabetic Preventions

FOOD RECOGNITION IN ASSESSING THE
MEDITERRANEAN DIET: A HIERARCHICAL
APPROACH

I. Papathanail1, Y. Lu1, M. Vasiloglou1, T. Stathopoulou1,
A. Ghosh2, D. Fäh3, S. Mougiakakou1

1University of Bern, Artorg Center For Biomedical Engineering
Research, Bern, Switzerland, 2Oviva S.A., Oviva, Altendorf,
Switzerland, 3University of Zurich, Epidemiology, Biostatistics
And Prevention Institute (ebpi), Zurich, Switzerland

Background and Aims: The Mediterranean diet (MD) is a
dietary pattern that can lower the risk of non-communicable
diseases, including diabetes. The MD Adherence (MDA) index
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determines how closely individuals follow MD, based on their
consumed meals. The index can be automatically evaluated with
a system which accurately recognises the food items that appear
in a photo of a person’s meal.

Methods: We propose a novel hierarchical algorithm to ad-
dress the problem of multi-label automatic food recognition. The
input of the system is an image of a meal and the outputs are the
MD-related food categories it contains. Firstly, a convolutional
neural network (CNN) is trained to recognise the food items that
exist in an image. The food categories are often confused by the
CNN but are merged into coarse classes. Then, a newly intro-
duced CNN following a hierarchical architecture learns to output
from the coarse classes to the MD-related food categories.

Results: We used a dataset that contains 5778 food images
captured under free living conditions. The images are annotated
into 31 food categories of interest for MD, from which the MDA
index is defined. For the 31 MD-related food categories, the
hierarchical model achieved a mean Average Precision of
52.71%.

Conclusions: The proposed algorithm can more accurately
predict the food items that appear in an image than the baseline
method and will be integrated into a smartphone application that
estimates the weekly MDA on the basis of each consumed
meal/drink.

P249 / #119

Topic: AS11-Advanced Medical Technologies to Be Used in
Hospitals

INCREASE IN TRIGLYCERIDES SEEMS TO
OVERWHELM GLUCOVARIABILITY IN
DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETIC RETINOPATHY

S. Ljubic1, I. Cudina1, A. Jazbec2, M. Tomic3, D. Rahelic1

1Vuk Vrhovac University Clinic, Merkur Clinical Hospital,
Diabetology, Zagreb, Croatia, 2University of Zagreb, Statistic,
Zagreb, Croatia, 3Vuk Vrhovac University Clinic, Merkur
Clinical Hospital, Ophthalmology, Zagreb, Croatia

Background and Aims: The aim was to find out association
of glucovariability with metabolic parameters and retinopathy
(DR).

Methods: In patients with type 1 diabetes and LADA, time in
range (TIR), presence of DR, HbA1c, albumin/creatinine ratio
(ACR), glomerular filtration and lipids were determined. Ac-
cording to consensus TIR was define as the percentage of time

spent within glucose range 3.9-10.0mmol/L. We also defined
TIR1 as range 3.9 – 7.8mmol/L. The difference in variables were
tested according to TIR quartiles (Q): Q1< = 56; Q2 56<TIR< =
64,5; Q3 64,5<TIR< = 78; Q4 78<TIR, and TIR1 Q: < = 35; Q2
35<TIR1< = 45; Q3 45<TIR1< = 57; Q4 57<TIR1 using two
factor (TIRQ or TIR1Q and DR) ANOVA with interaction
(TIRQ*DR or TIR1Q*DR). If the effect was shown to be sta-
tistically significant, the post hoc Tukey-Kramer test determined
who made the difference. Correlation between continuous vari-
ables were tested using Pearson correlation coefficient. a = 0.05
was considered statistically significant.

Results: TIR and TIR 1 correlated significantly with HbA1c
(r = -0,50, r = -0,69), TIR1 with ACR (r = -0,29). Significant dif-
ference was determined for HbA1c among quartiles (decreasing)
of TIR and TIR1; for TG among quartiles of TIR and TIR1, DR
and interaction; and for ACR among quartiles of TIR1. The TG
level increased with increase in TIR and TIR1, both significantly
in 4th Q in comparison with others. Increase in triglycerides level
accompanied the presence of DR. TG behaviour differently re-
lated to TIR and DR (TIRQ*DR, p < 0.01).

Conclusions: Although glucovariability is related to devel-
opment of diabetes complication, it seems that TG level is more
important for development of DR.

P250 / #307

Topic: AS11-Advanced Medical Technologies to Be Used in
Hospitals

DESCRIPTION OF THE GLYCEMIC CONTROL
METRICS EVALUATED BY GLUCOSE
MONITORING IN A COHORT OF ADULT
PATIENTS HOSPITALIZED WITH HYPERGLYCEMIA
AND DIAGNOSIS OF COVID 19

A.M. Gómez Medina1, D. Henao2, O. Muñoz1, P. Aschner1,
C. Yepes1, R. Jojoa1, A. Kerguelen1, D. Parra1, P. Jaramillo1

1Hospital Universitario San Ignacio, Endocrinology Unit,
Bogota, Colombia, 2Hospital Universitario San Ignacio,
Endocrinology Unit, bogota, Colombia

Background and Aims: Recently, high doses of dexameth-
asone have been included as part of the treatment of COVID-19
infection that increases glucose levels >180 mg/dL. Hypergly-
cemia has become one of the main predictors of adverse out-
comes in SARS-CoV2 infection. We aim to describe glucose
control metrics measured with continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM) in patients with hyperglycemia and COVID-19 and its
association with adverse outcomes.

Methods: A prospective cohort study. Patients with diabetes
and/or hyperglycemia and SARS-CoV2 infection were included.
Baseline A1c, PaO2/FIO2, lymphopenia, LDH, C-Reactive
Protein were recorded. The time in range between 70-180mg/dL
(%TIR), time above range(%TAR) >180 mg/dL, time below
range(%TBR) <70mg/dL and coefficient of variation(%CV)
were measured using Flash glucose monitoring. The association
between CGM data and a composed outcome including death,
acute respiratory distress syndrome or acute renal failure were
analyzed.

Results: 61 patients were included. Mean age was
60,2 – 14.1 y/o, 48,3% had diabetes, 58.9% had A1c>7%. Almost
30% had at least one severity marker for COVID-19 infection.
Half of the participants received dexamethasone and all patients
were treated with basal-bolus insulin according hospital guide-
lines. During follow-up, 22 patients had the composite outcome.
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%TIR >70% was achieve in both groups [71.5%(55,85) vs
73%(54,90),p0,92]. There was no association in CGM data and
adverse outcomes. Even though %TAR >180mg/dL was in-
cremented in subjects who presented adverse outcomes, it was
not significant [16%(3,34) vs 22.5%(6-946),p0,22].

Conclusions: Tight glycemic control is important in COVID-
19 infection in patients with and without diabetes. The use of
insulin allows clinicians to achieve %TIR during hospital stay.

P251 / #430

Topic: AS11-Advanced Medical Technologies to
Be Used in Hospitals

COMPARISON OF CLINICOBIOCHEMICAL RISK
SCORES AND CONTROLLED ATTENUATION
PARAMETER VERSUS ULTRASOUND FOR
STEATOSIS DETECTION IN SUBJECTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES MELLITUS

J. Mertens1,2,3, J. Weyler3, E. Dirinck1,3, S. Francque2,3,
L. Vonghia2,3, C. De Block1,3

1Antwerp University Hospital, Endocrinology, Diabetology And
Metabolism, Edegem, Belgium, 2Antwerp University Hospital,
Gastroenterology And Hepatology, Edegem, Belgium,
3University of Antwerp, Laboratory Of Experimental Medicine
And Paediatrics, Antwerp, Belgium

Background and Aims: Data are limited concerning the va-
lue of clinicobiochemical scores to diagnose NAFLD in type 1
diabetes (T1D). We evaluated the effectiveness of controlled
attenuation parameter (CAP), Hepatic Steatosis Index (HSI) and
Fatty Liver Index (FLI) compared to ultrasound (US) as refer-
ence method in 407 T1D subjects.

Methods: Subjects were screened for NAFLD using US, CAP
‡215 dB/m (M-probe) or ‡250 dB/m (XL-probe, FLI ‡60 and
HSI ‡36. We subtracted 2 points from each HSI score to correct
for the weight of prevalent diabetes.

Results: NAFLD prevalence was 20.4% (US), 52.1% (CAP),
43.8% (HSI) and 18.3% (FLI). HSI and FLI correlated strongly
(r:0.724,p <0.001), FLI and CAP (r:0.578,p <0.005) and HSI and
CAP (r:0.400,p <0.001) correlated moderately and US and CAP
correlated weakly (r:0290,p <0.001). FLI and HSI (k:0.395,p
<0.001), HSI and CAP (k:0.246,p <0.001) and US and CAP
(k:0.228,p <0.001) agreed fairly, while FLI and CAP showed
slight agreement (kappa:0.177,p <0.001). Sensitivity of CAP
versus US was 81%, specificity:55%, PPV:32%, NPV:92%.
AUROCCAP yielded 0.77[0.71-0.82],p <0.001. Sensitivity of FLI
was 52%, specificity:90%, PPV:58%, NPV:88%. AUROCFLI

yielded 0.79[0.73-0.85],p <0.001. Sensitivity of HSI was 76%,
specificity:64%, PPV:35%, NPV:92%. AUROCHSI yielded
0.74[0.68-0.80],p <0.001. All correlated moderately with the
metabolic syndrome (rHSI:0.433,p <0.001, rCAP:0.135,p <0.001),
except FLI, which correlated more strongly (rFLI:0.568,p
<0.001). In logistic regression analysis, adjusting for age, gender,
systolic and diastolic blood pressure, HDL-c and triglycerides,
FLI (OR:1.04[1.03-10.6],p <0.001), CAP (OR:1.02[1.01-1.02],p
<0.001) and HSI (OR:1.17[1.11-1.24],p <0.001) were associated
with US-determined NAFLD.

Conclusions: NAFLD seems prevalent in T1D. Clin-
icobiochemical scores and CAP show moderate accuracy com-
pared to US to determine NAFLD and moderate agreement
stressing the need for more specific diagnostics in T1D.

P252 / #475

Topic: AS11-Advanced Medical Technologies to
Be Used in Hospitals

RELATIONSHIP OF GALECTIN-3 WITH URINARY
ALBUMIN EXCRETION IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
MELLITUS

Y. Laryushina1, A. Alina1, L. Turgunova2, D. Amirkhanova2,
V. Parakhina1, A. Bugibaeva1

1Karaganda Medical University, Internal Diseases, Karaganda,
Kazakhstan, 2Karaganda Medical University, Internal Disease,
Karaganda, Kazakhstan

Background and Aims: To study relationship of galectin-3
with the level of urinary albumin excretion in patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus(T2DM).

Methods: 74 diabetic patients were included to the study,
aged 56.10 – 7.50 years, males were - 36(49%), females were -
38(51%). Patients were divided into three subgroups: group 1,
(n = 39) patients with normoalbuminuria(<30 mg), group 2,
(n = 14) patients with microalbuminuria(30-300 mg), and group
3(n = 21) patients with macroalbuminuria, (more >300 lg/mg)
(KDIGO 2012).

Results: In the study groups, the level of albumin in the urine
was 9,63 – 4,4; 117,15 – 85,7; 305,23 – 122,1 mg / l (p < 0.001).
Patients with micro – and macroalbuminuria had a decrease in
GFR (61.6 – 28.0 and 59.6 – 26.7 ml / min/1.73 m2, p < 0.001),
compared to the group with normoalbuminuria. The average
level of galectin-3 was significantly higher in group 3
(19170.26 – 11125.1 pg/ml) than in group 2 and 1 (17427.86 –
10295.36 and 14431.55 – 11295.79 pg/ml, p < 0.001). Galectin-3
levels correlated with microalbuminuria (r = 0.656, p < 0.001),
and there was a strong correlation between galectin-3 levels and
proteinuria (r = 0.985, p < 0.005). A significant inverse correla-
tion was found between galectin-3 and GFR (r = - 0.873,
p < 0.001).

Conclusions: Thus, galectin-3 was associated with the level
of urinary albumin excretion in patients with DM2, as well as
with an increase in creatinine, urea and a decrease in GFR, which
indicates a possible role of galectin-3 in the development of
diabetic nephropathy.

P253 / #597

Topic: AS11-Advanced Medical Technologies to
Be Used in Hospitals

HYPERTENSION AND DIABETES, A DANGEROUS
COMBINATION: LET US IMPROVE THE
TECHNOLOGY IN THE TREATMENT OF HIGH
BLOOD PRESSURE (RR)!

H. Von Lilienfeld-Toal, J. Baulmann, J. Kopatsch

Koala iG, Developement, Gelnhausen, Germany

Background and Aims: The coincidence of diabetes and
hypertension is frequent and increases the incidence of compli-
cations dramatically. Many patients with hypertension still have
unsatisfying RR values, despite a great number of highly efficient
RR medications. This is, in part, a consequence of the lack of a
device which allows patients to monitor their RR value regularly
from day to day.
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Methods: We have developed a new method to address this
problem: In contrast to many existing approaches favoring intricate
optical plethysmography, we measure the pressure directly with a
sleeve. Pressure is recorded while the tissue of the arm is precluded
from expanding during systole. In order to achieve this, a non-
extensible band is placed around the arm, and a highly sensitive
textile based pressure sensor system is located between this band
and the tissue. This sleeve system can be worn comfortably.

Results: In changing RR, induced by exercise, we repeatedly
observed a correlation (r > 0,8) compared to conventional office
RR measurement. Using a Finapres Instrument recording every
systole, we observed a correlation between our system and the
systolic RR of r > 0,95 during tilt table testing.

Conclusions: In our new approach, the patient wears a well-
tolerable sleeve around the arm which gives values of the systolic
RR. The resulting data can be transmitted to a smartphone or
other mobile device, and to a physician’s office for remote pa-
tient monitoring. We believe that the use of this device can im-
prove RR values in many individuals and therefore reduce
complications of hypertension and diabetes.

P254 / #206

Topic: AS12-New Technologies for Treating Obesity and
Preventing Related Diabetes

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE ENDOCAN-1
LEVEL, INSULIN RESISTANCE INDICATORS, AND
INTIMA MEDIA THICKNESS IN PATIENTS WITH
PREDIABETES

Y. Laryushina1, V. Parakhina1, L. Turgunova1,
A. Turmukhambetova2, M. Orbetzova3

1Karaganda Medical University, Internal Disease, Karaganda,
Kazakhstan, 2Karaganda Medical University, Strategic
Development And Science, Karaganda, Kazakhstan, 3Medical
University of Plovdiv, Endocrinology, Plovdiv, Bulgaria

Background and Aims: To study the relationship between
the endothelial dysfunction(ED) marker – Endocan-1, Intima
media thickness(IMT) and insulin resistance(IR) indicators in
patients with prediabetes.

Methods: An observational cross-sectional study was con-
ducted, including 140 people, aged 18 to 65 years. Ultrasound
measured IMT right and left common carotid artery(CCA),
value‡than 0.9 mm was considered as an atherosclerosis. Pa-
tients were divided into 2 groups: Group 1 (n = 60)-patients with
prediabetes, Group 2 (n = 80)–patients without prediabetes and
with risk factors CVD.

Results: Significant differences the Endocan-1 level were
found between group 1(Mean–SD: 1683.18 – 421.1pg/ml) and
group 2(635.79 – 119.1pg/ml; p = 0.01). Also differences were
found in IMT with higher values in Group 1, as follows: right
CCA IMT - 0.85 – 0.18 mm, left CCA IMT 0.96 – 0.20 mm,
p £ 0.001 as compaired to Group 2. Correlation analysis found
relationships between Endocan-1, the right CCA IMT(r = 0.6;
p = 0.01), the left CCA IMT(r = 0.83;p£0.001), and also with
presence of atherosclerosis(r = 0.81;p = 0.01). These findings
indicate that in patients with prediabetes the elevation of the
Endocan-1 level is associated with CCA IMT increase. More-
over, an elevation of Endocan-1 level has impact on the devel-
opment of subclinical atherosclerosis in these patients. Endocan-
1 showed significant correlation with insulin(r = 0.25;p = 0.03),
IR-HOMA index(r = 0.32; p £ 0.001), C-peptide (r = 0.22;
p = 0.001), fasting glucose(r = 0.23;p£0.001). Regression analy-

sis found that an increase of IMT significantly affected by HbA1c
3.4 fold, Endocan-1 by 2.7 fold in patients with prediabetes
(p £ 0.01).

Conclusions: We found a significant relationship between the
ED biomarker Endocan-1 with IMT and IR in patients with
prediabetes. We suggest that rising of IR leads to Endocan-1
elevation, IMT and thereby to increase ED and cardiovascular
risk in these patients.

P255 / #223

Topic: AS12-New Technologies for Treating Obesity and
Preventing Related Diabetes

INFLUENCE OF METABOLIC PARAMETERS ON LDL
AND HDL SIZE AND SUBCLASSES IN ADOLESCENTS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

S. Kovacevic, M. Jesic, V. Zdravkovic, S. Sajic, V. Bojic

University Children’s Hospital, Endocrinology, Belgrade,
Serbia

Background and Aims: Alterations in serum of low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) and high-density lipoprotein (HDL) size and
subclasses contribute to the atherogenesis in coronary artery
disease in diabetic patients. Ee evaluated the effect of metabolic
parameters on LDL and HDL size and

subclasses in adolescents with DM type 1 using continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) or multiple daily insulin
injections (MDI).

Methods: Cross-section study included 43 adolescents
(23 females, 20 males) with type 1 diabetes of mean age
15.09 – 1.94 years, with mean disease duration of 5.86 – 3.08
years. 9 patiens were on therapy with CSII and 32 on MDI.

Results: Patients with inadequate metabolic control (HbA1c ‡
7.5%) had higher mean value of triglycerides (TG) (p = 0.041),
higher proportions of small, dense LDL particles (p = 0.045),
higher proportions of LDL IIA subclasses (p = 0.03) and smaller
LDL diameter (p = 0.02) and HDL diameter (p = 0.04) than pa-
tients with optimal metabolic control (HbA1c < 7.5%). Higher
HbA1c and higher TG levels were statistically significantly re-
lated to small, dense LDL (q = 0.341, p = 0.025; q = 0.394,
p = 0.009) and HDL particles (q = 0.684, p = 0.000; q = 0.421,
p = 0.005). Predictors of small, dense LDL and HDL particles,
which contribute to the atherogenesis, were high HbA1c and
elevated TG. There was no statistically significant difference in
lipid subclasses between patients using CSII or MDI.

Conclusions: Diabetic adolescents require particular attention
in order to minimize the factors such as high HbA1c and elevated
TG in the development of future cardiovascular events.

P257 / #623

Topic: AS12-New Technologies for Treating Obesity and
Preventing Related Diabetes

NOVEL BREATH ACETONE SENSOR BASED ON 1D/2D
NANOCOMPOSITE FOR DIABETES PREVENTION
AND MONITORING

D. Wang1, Q. Zhang2, M. Johnson1

1North Dakota State University, Materials And Nanotechnology
Program, Fargo, United States of America, 2North Dakota State
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University, Electrical And Computer Engineering, Fargo,
United States of America

Background and Aims: Diabetes, as one leading disease to
cause death in the United States, can result in a number of serious
medical complications. To avoid these complications, blood
sugar control is critical. Currently, reliable diagnosing methods
are mainly based on blood glucose tests. These tests are accurate
but expensive, inconvenient and invasive. Commercialized glu-
cose meters or kits for daily glucose tracking are much smaller by
using tiny lancet, they are still based on blood test. These devices
are uncomfortable and invasive with risk of infection. Also,
studies reveal that overweight or obesity closely ties to type 2
diabetes. Even small amounts of weight loss can reduce the de-
velopment of diabetes by 40% to 60%. These motivate us to
develop an effective device as for early-stage diabetes diag-
nosis, glucose and weight loss monitoring with features of non-
invasion, convenience, low cost, high accuracy, and ease of
operation.

Methods: Breath acetone has been studied to have a strong
correlation with the concentration of blood glucose and body fat
burning. Measurement of breath acetone can be not only a non-
invasive ‘‘glucose meter’’ for diabetes treatment but also a smart
‘‘weight scale’’ to monitor fat loss for diabetes prevention.
A novel sensor using a newly synthesized nanocomposite, KWO
(K2W7O22) nanorods/Ti3C2 nanosheets, has been recently de-
veloped to detect exhaled acetone.

Results: The results indicate this new sensor having excellent
sensing response to acetone with good tolerance of humidity
interference, and enhanced sensing stability.

Conclusions: The new KWO/Ti3C2 nanocomposite can be an
excellent sensing material for breath acetone detection selec-
tively and sensitively.

P258 / #765

Topic: AS12-New Technologies for Treating Obesity and
Preventing Related Diabetes

PROFILING OF SLEEP MODELS BASED ON
VOLUNTARY AND INVOLUNTARY SLEEP IN ADULTS
WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES

A. Oda, M. Katayama, R. Aijo, C. Kato

Komatsu University, Faculty Of Health Sciences, Komatsu,
Japan

Background and Aims: The purpose of this study was es-
tablishing and profiling sleep models from the concept of vol-
untary sleep (V) and involuntary sleep (IV) in adults with type 2
diabetes.

Methods: Participants was 50 adults with type 2 diabetes, and
their 595 days’ sleep. They finished self-monitoring using Om-
ron sleep sensor (HSL-101; Omron, Kyoto, Japan) and Pitts-
burgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI). 13 elements of sleep were
measured and operationally defined V or IV.

Results: According to principal component analysis, V had
two principal components ‘‘V1: sleep self-determination’’ and
‘‘V2: conscious sleep quantity’’. IV had two principal compo-
nents ‘‘IV1: continuous deep sleep’’ and ‘‘IV2: actual sleep
quantity’’. K-means cluster analysis was performed using five
indicators including PSQI. Cluster 1 had good V and IV, and
named ‘‘CL1: sleep sufficient model’’. Cluster 2 had poor V2 and
IV2, and named ‘‘CL2: poor sleep quantity model’’. Cluster 3
had poor PSQI, V1 and IV1, and named ‘‘CL3: insufficient sleep

quality model’’. Multiple comparisons showed that CL1 had
good HbA1c, high age, and low BMI, and CL3 had high HbA1c,
young age, and high BMI. As a result of binomial logistic re-
gression analysis, HbA1c between CL1-CL3 was OR = 2.047
(95% CI: 1.039-4.032), age was OR = 0.862 (0.765-0.973), and
BMI was OR = 1.363 (1.028-1.806).

Conclusions: Characteristic associations with diabetes con-
trol was found between sleep models based on voluntary and
involuntary sleep. It is expected that sleep model individualiza-
tion and group formation will promote understanding of control
status in adults with type 2 diabetes.

P259 / #788

Topic: AS12-New Technologies for Treating Obesity and
Preventing Related Diabetes

REPLACEMENT OF THE SURROGATE METRIC –
HBA1C BY METABOLIC INDEX SWITCHES THE
THERAPY OF T2DM FROM SYMPTOMATIC TO
DISEASE MODIFYING

S. Levit1,2, T. Gavra3, N. Torban2, I. Musin1, V. Levit4,
C. Ryder2,5

1Kazan National Research Technological University, Medical
Engineering, Kazan, Russian Federation, 2Assuta Medical
Center, Endocrinology And Diabetology Institute, Tel Aviv,
Israel, 3Assuta Medical Centers, Research Authority, Tel Aviv,
Israel, 4City Clinical Hospital No8, Disease Prophylaxis,
Chelyabinsk, Russian Federation, 5Western Galilee College,
Department Of Criminology, Acre, Israel

Background and Aims: Shifting treatment objectives from
glycemic parameters (HbA1C) to energy balance restoration
(BMI reduction) leads to impressive and fast improvement of
diabetes control. There is a strong need for novel ways to mea-
sure T2DM treatment quality, to help predict CV risk and prevent
patient’s overtreatment. BMI strongly predicts overall mortality,
while progressive excess mortality above 25 kg/m2 is mainly due
to vascular disease. Our newly developed parameter, based on a
combination of HbA1C, a patient’s anthropometrical and energy
status (BMI). We named this new parameter ‘‘MI’’ - Metabolic
Index. MI can be issued as follows:

Methods: 54 uncontrolled T2DM patients, treated with In-
sulin were brought about metabolic recovery through weight
loss.

Results: BMI had reduced from 35.1 – 4.8 to 32.8 – 5.0
(p < 0.001), insulin requirements decreased concomitantly by
50% and HbA1C reduced from 9.3 – 1.4 to 8.5 – 1.4 %,
(p < 0.001). Thirteen patients (24%) switched from multiple to
single insulin injection per day, 7 patients (13%) stopped insulin
completely. Patients were divided into two groups: A (success-
ful) and B (unsuccessfull) reduction of weight and insulin re-
quirements. DMI was maximal in group A (-486.6 – 436.7),
compared to Group B (-159.9 – 83.2), p = 0.005. Although both
groups had similar baseline MI levels and eventually achieved
the same HbA1C levels, patients of group A became leaner and
metabolically healthier.

Conclusions: Changes in Metabolic Index (MI) rather than
surrogate glycemic parameters (HbA1C) are better reflectors of
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successful T2DM therapy and may be advised to substitute
HbA1C in clinical practice.

P260 / #812

Topic: AS12-New Technologies for Treating Obesity and
Preventing Related Diabetes

THE ASSOCIATION OF RS7903146 TCF7L2 GENE
WITH TOTAL BODY WATER CHANGES IN PATIENTS
WITH PREDIABETES TREATED WITH THE DIET AND
METFORMIN

F. Valeeva1, T. Kiseleva1, E. Valeeva2, M. Medvedeva1,
K. Khasanova1, I. Ahmetov2

1Kazan State Medical University, Endocrinology, Kazan,
Republic of Tatarstan, Russian Federation, 2Kazan State
Medical University, Central Scientist Laboratory, Kazan,
Republic of Tatarstan, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: TCF7L2 is the gene encodes tran-
scription factor 7-like 2 which takes part in Wnt signaling
pathway, regulating the expression of the genes responsible for
the carbohydrate and fat metabolism. The aim of our study is to
analyze the association of rs7903146 TCF7L2 with total body
water (TBW) changes in patients with prediabetes treated with
the diet and metformin after 3 months of therapy.

Methods: The study involved 35 patients (BMI
36.21 – 6.06 kg/m2) from 19 to 69 y.o. (age 53 – 14 years) and the
diagnosis of prediabetes, proved with the oral glucose tolerant
test. All patients took metformin in addition to the diet with the
exclusion of simple and the limiting of complex carbohydrates
and fats. At the beginning of the study and 3 months after the
TBW with the bioimpedancemetry was measured. DNA was
extracted from the lymphocytes of the venous blood. Real time
PCR-based genotyping was performed on the CFX96 amplifier.

Results: The distribution of rs7903146 TCF7L2 genotypes in
studied group corresponded to the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium
(v2 = 0.72; p = 0.39). The frequency of occurrence of T allele was
37%. TT homozygotes showed a significant decrease in a relative
total body water quantity compared with CC and CT genotypes
carriers (-0.85 – 0.25% vs -0.53 – 0.15% and -0.01 – 0.24% re-
spectively; p = 0.048).

Conclusions: The T allele in the homozygous state of
rs7903146 TCF7L2 in patients with prediabetes is associated
with more decreasing of TBW after the 3 months of the diet
accompanied with taking metformin.

P261 / #32

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

RAMADAN AND DIABETES ADMISSION RATE
(RADAR) STUDY: CAN WE LEARN AND BETTER
SUPPORT OUR PATIENTS WHO DECIDE TO FAST
DURING THE HOLY MONTH OF RAMADAN?

G. Mlawa1, K. Davoh2, S. Patel2, S. Islam1, S. Kotha2,
H. Rehmani2, S. Elshowaya2, I. Ahmad2, A. Afzal2, M. Saleem2

1King George Hospital, Diabetes And Endocrinology/acute
Medicine, LONDON, United Kingdom, 2Queen‘s Hospital,
Diabetes And Endocrinology, LONDON, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Fasting during Ramadan is one of the
five pillars of Islamic practice. Risks associated with fasting
should be considered. It is advisable to forgo fasting in diabetic
patients, however an individual’s decision should be respected.

Methods: Retrospective cohort study identified diabetic pa-
tients attending this London hospital during Ramadan who had
received structured education regarding their diabetes manage-
ment within 3 months prior. Demographic data was obtained
including type of diabetes mellitus, gender, ethnicity, socio-
economic status and religion. Outcomes assessed were if a
clinical diabetic review had occurred 3 months prior to Ramadan
and the delivery of a structured education programme within 2
months prior to Ramadan.

Results: In total, 30 diabetic patients engaged with hospital
services; 25 with type 2 diabetes and 5 with type 1 diabetes. 18
patients were male and 12 females. 6 patients were Muslim with
only 2 fasting. I patient had HHS, 1 patient had acute hy-
perglycaemia and 1 patient had hypoglycaemia.

Conclusions: An individual’s decision to fast during Rama-
dan factors in personal choice, religious practice and medical
opinions. Diabetic patients who choose to fast during Ramadan
may experience acute, diabetes-related complications namely;
hypoglycaemia, DKA, hyperglycaemia, HHS, dehydration and
increased risk of thromboembolism. Structured education and
counselling within 3 months prior to Ramadan should be offered.
Many Muslim diabetic patients participate in fasting during
Ramadan and our role as healthcare providers is necessary for
support and guidance. RADAR study aims to identify solutions
by advocating early discussion and education with diabetic pa-
tients prior to Ramadan.

P262 / #75

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

PREDICTION OF HYPOGLYCEMIA IN PATIENTS
TREATED WITH INSULIN GLARGINE 300 U/ML FOR
BASAL INSULIN THERAPY

S. Takeishi, T. Inoue

Inuyama Chuo General Hospital, Diabetes, Inuyama-city,
Japan

Background and Aims: There is little information on how to
predict hypoglycemia in patients treated with insulin glargine
300 U/mL (Glargine300) for basal insulin therapy from a few
blood glucose measurements during daytime.

Methods: In this cross-sectional study, we analyzed glucose
levels within 24 h when patients consumed test meals and were
treated with Glargine300 for basal insulin therapy during hos-
pitalization; the glucose levels were measured using a continuous
glucose monitor (iPro2) in 54 patients with type 2 diabetes.
Glargine300 was injected at 8:00 AM. Sulfonylurea agents, a-
glucosidase inhibitors, rapid-acting insulin secretagogues, and
glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonists were discontinued and
washed out.

Results: Figure shows the correlations between the time be-
low range (<70 mg/dL) [TBR <70] and ‘differences between the
glucose levels measured every 5 min from 8:00 AM to 9:00 PM
(Glucose levels A) and glucose levels 3 h after each glucose level
measurement (Glucose levels B)’ [‘Glucose levels B – Glucose
levels A’]. Figure also shows the sensitivity and specificity of the
optimal cutoff values (sensitivity OC and specificity OC,
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respectively) and areas under the receiver-operating character-
istic curves (AUCs) of the ‘Glucose levels B – Glucose levels A’
for the TBR <70 < 4%. During daytime, the difference between
glucose levels at 8:20 PM and 11:20 PM had the largest AUC for
the TBR <70 < 4% (AUC: 0.81, optimal cutoff value: -63, sen-
sitivity OC: 0.72, specificity OC: 0.82) (Figure).

Conclusions: Blood glucose measurements after dinner con-
sumption and at bedtime may predict the risk of hypoglycemia in
patients with type 2 diabetes treated with Glargine300 for basal
insulin therapy.

P263 / #124

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

RAMADAN AND DIABETES ADMISSION RATE
(RADAR) STUDY: ARE WE GIVING ENOUGH
SUPPORT TO OUR PATIENTS?

G. Mlawa1, R. Gregory1, K. Davoh1, S. Patel2, S. Elshowaya3,
H. Rehmani3, M. Saleem3

1Queen‘s Hospital, Diabetes And Endocrinology/acute
Medicine, London, United Kingdom, 2Queen‘s Hospital,
Diabetes And Endocrinology, LONDON, United Kingdom,
3Queen‘s Hospital, Diabetes And Endocrinology/acute
Medicine, LONDON, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Fasting during Ramadan is one of the
five pillars of Islamic practice. With the increased prevalence of
diabetes mellitus within Asian-Muslim communities, risks as-
sociated with fasting should be considered. It is advisable to
forgo fasting in diabetic patients, however, an individual’s de-
cision should be respected. With appropriate counselling and
education, as clinicians, we can provide support during Rama-
dan. Aims and Objectivs This study aims to identify solutions
by advocating early discussion and education with patients prior
to Ramadan

Methods: This retrospective cohort study identified diabetic
patients attending this London hospital during Ramadan who had
received structured education regarding their diabetes manage-
ment within 3 months prior. Demographic data were obtained
including the type of diabetes mellitus, gender, ethnicity, socio-
economic status and religion. Outcomes assessed were if a

clinical diabetic review had occurred 3 months prior to Ramadan
and the delivery of a structured education programme within 2
months prior.

Results: In total, 30 diabetic patients engaged with hospital
services; 25 with type 2 diabetes and 5 with type 1 diabetes. 18
patients were male and 12 females. 6 patients were Muslim with
only 1 currently fasting. None of the patients had been offered
counselling or education prior to Ramadan.

Conclusions: Discussion and Conclusions Diabetic patients
who choose to fast during Ramadan may experience acute, dia-
betes-related complications namely; hypoglycaemia, diabetic
ketoacidosis, hyperglycaemia, hyperosmolar hyperglycaemic
syndrome, dehydration and increased risk of thromboembolism.
To minimise these risks, structured education and counselling
within 3 months prior to Ramadan should be offered to diabetic
Muslims who wish to fast.

P264 / #247

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

CGMS AND CSII BENEFITS IN KIDNEY TRANSPLANT
RECIPIENTS DURING AND AFTER THE
INTERVENTION

V. Elian1,2, D. Tacu3, G. Cioca4, M. Musat5, O. Negoita6

1Carol Davila University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Diabetes,
Nutrition And Metabolic Diseases, Bucharest, Romania,
2National Institute of Diabetes, Nutrition and Metabolic
Diseases, Diabetes, Nutrition And Metabolic Diseases,
Bucharest, Romania, 3Fundeni Clinical Institute,
Uronephrology And Renal Transplantation, Bucharest,
Romania, 4Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu, Medicine, Sibiu,
Romania, 5Carol Davila University of Medicine and Pharmacy,
Endocrinology, Bucharest, Romania, 6Carol Davila University
of Medicine and Pharmacy, Marketing And Medical
Technology, Bucharest, Romania

Background and Aims: Poor metabolic control and long
evolution of T1DM frequently lead to Chronic Kidney Disease.
Best survival in end stage kidney disease was achieved after renal
transplantation. Glucose control is challenging with immuno-
suppression and altered renal function. We aim to prove that a
good glycemic control can be achieved using CGMS and CSII
and it may improve evolution during and after transplant inter-
vention and limit early complications.

Methods: We included 28 T1DM patients hospitalized in a
tertiary transplant clinic, evaluated before surgery, 2 weeks, 3
months and 6 months after kidney transplantation. Mean age
42 – 7.9 years, mean diabetes duration 22 – 8.6 years. We divided
them into 3 groups: first using technology (CGMS with or
without CSII) before surgery, the second using technology right
after surgery and the third group using MDI and SMBG.

Results: Patients using technology (group 1 and 2) had sta-
tistically significant better outcomes regarding glycemic control,
renal function and fewer complications compared with those not
using technology. When comparing the first two groups we found
significant better outcomes in short term control in the first group
and there was no significant difference in 6 months complica-
tions.

Conclusions: Technology usage as early as possible in T1DM
with ESRD on transplant program has good outcomes and low
rates of complications. Improved glycemic control and better
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outcomes mean a less money expense for the national insurance.
CGMS and CSII should be recommended in guidelines to all
T1DM patients before intervention.

P265 / #259

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

MULTI-CENTER REMOTE GLUCOSE MONITORING
AT COVID-19 INTENSIVE CARE UNITS. CASE
REPORT IN ARGENTINA

F. Garelli1, D. Arambarri2, L. Mendoza3, N. Rosales1,
E. Fushimi1, H. De Battista1, R. Sanchez Peña4,
J. Garcia Arabehety5, S. Distefano6, C. Barcala7, J. Giunta5,
M. Las Heras6, C. Martinez Mateu7, M. Prieto7, E. San Roman6,
G. Krochik7, L. Grosembacher5

1UNLP-CONICET, Faculty Of Engineering, La Plata,
Argentina, 2UNLP-CONICET, Ee, La Plata, Argentina, 3UNLP,
Faculty Of Engineering, La Plata, Argentina, 4ITBA, Ee,
Buenos Aires, Argentina, 5Hospital Italiano, Diabetes, Buenos
Aires, Argentina, 6Hospital Italiano, Uci, Buenos Aires,
Argentina, 7Hospital Garrahan, Pediatrics, Buenos Aires,
Argentina

Background and Aims: This work analyzes the feasibility
and relevance of remote and on-line glucose monitoring in both
Intensive Care Units (ICU) and quarantined ambulatory patients
using an own platform originally developed by the group to
continue with artificial pancreas clinical trials [1].

Methods: The monitoring platform was developed from
open-source resources and is available on- line (www.insumate.
com.ar), it runs on an own server and can manage up to 40

simultaneous patients in each health center. Furthermore, it al-
lows using different CGMs and is completely configurable in a
remote way. The first four cases using the platform at COVID-19
ICU in Argentina are reported. Four critical patients have been
monitored using Dexcom G6, two children and two adults, to-
gether with an ambulatory patient using FreeStyle Libre to test
the platform versatility and long-term performance.

Results: Fig. 1 presents the ICU monitored cases and their
outcomes. The collected data indicates that the use of this new
platform aids healthcare personnel lower the users mean BG
(blood glucose) levels while diminishing their exposure. All ICU
patients have recovered or have been metabolically controlled by
the date of the submission of this abstract. The ambulatory pa-
tient completed 198 days of remote monitoring without any ad-
verse event (received samples: 96,37%).

Conclusions: An adequate glycemic control and a favorable
clinical evolution were observed in all patients. Also, a great
acceptance and adherence of ICU healthcare personnel has been
found. [1] R. Sánchez-Peña, P. Colmegna, F. Garelli, et al.:
Artificial Pancreas: Clinical Study in Latin America... . JDST,
vol. 12, 914–925, 2018.

P266 / #269

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

MEASUREMENT OF C-PEPTIDE AT DIAGNOSIS
INFORMS GLYCEMIC CONTROL BUT NOT
HYPOGLYCEMIC RISK IN TYPE 1 DIABETES

A. Carr1, R. Oram1, P. Narendran2, R. Andrews3

1Institute of Biomedical and Clinical Science, University Of
Exeter Medical School, Exeter, United Kingdom, 2University
Hospitals Birmingham NHS Foundation Trust, Department of
diabetes, Birmingham, United Kingdom, 3University of Exeter
Medical School, Institute Of Biomedical And Clinical Science,
Exeter, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Using continuous glucose monitor-
ing (CGM) data from a study of newly diagnosed adults with type
1 diabetes, we aimed to explore if variation in C-peptide close to
diagnosis influenced glycaemic variability and risk of hypogly-
caemia.

Methods: We studied newly diagnosed adults with type 1
diabetes who wore a Dexcom G4 CGM as part the EXTOD
study. We examined the relationship between peak stimulated C-
peptide in a mixed meal tolerance test and glycaemic metrics
of variability and hypoglycaemia for 36 CGM traces from 23
participants.

Results: Higher levels of C-peptide associated with lower
glycaemic variability, more time in range and less hypergly-
caemia. For every 100 pmol/L increase in peak C-peptide, per-
centage time spent in the range 3.9-10 mmol/L was increased by
2.39% [95% CI: 0.51,4.26], p = 0.012) with a reduction in time
spent in level 1 hyperglycaemia (> 10 mmol/L) and level 2 hy-
perglycaemia (> 13.9 mmol/L) glucose levels by 2.64% [95%
CI:-4.87, -0.41, p = 0.018) and 1.33% [95% CI: -2.66, -0.0057],
p = 0.041) respectively. Glucose levels were on average lower by
0.19 mmol/L ([95 % CI: -0.39,0.015], p = 0.06) and standard
deviation reduced by 0.14 [95% CI: -0.25, -0.023], p = 0.017) for
every 100 pmol/L increase in peak C-peptide. Hypoglycemia
was not common in this group and no association was observed
between time spent in hypoglycemia (p = 0.967) or
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hypoglycemic risk (p = 0.721). There was no association between
peak C-peptide and insulin dose (p = 0.707), HbA1C (p = 0.364)
or insulin dose adjusted HbA1c (IDAA1c, p = 0.452).

Conclusions: C-peptide associates with time spent in normal
glucose range and with less hyperglycaemia, but not risk of hy-
poglycaemia in newly diagnosed people with type 1 diabetes.

P267 / #288

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

DOES THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY IMPROVE
GLYCOSYLATED HAEMOGLOBIN LEVELS IN
CHILDREN WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS
(T1DM)?

K. Yasso, F. Scott

Alder Hey Children’s Hospital, Diabetes, AB, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: The 2017/18 National Paediatric
Diabetes Audit (UK) reported that on average, insulin pump
users with continuous glucose monitors achieved lower HbA1cs.
This study involves children and young people (CYP) with
T1DM (age <19 years) attending a tertiary UK hospital. The aim
was to compare HbA1c outcomes by grouping patients according
to their insulin regimens and glucose monitoring devices.

Methods: This was a retrospective observational study based
on our hospital diabetes database. Inclusion criteria were T1DM
patients on multiple dose insulin (MDI) or continuous subcuta-
neous insulin infusion (CSII) regimens. 405 patients were cate-
gorised by their insulin regimen and type of glucose monitoring
device which included manual checks, Dexcom G6 , Libre Flash,
Low Glucose Suspend (LGS) and Closed Loop Systems (CLS).
The median HbA1c was calculated for each group.

Results: Of 405 patients, 187 (46%) used CSII and 218 (54%)
MDI regimens.

The lowest median HbA1c was in the CSII group using a
closed loop system, while those on MDI struggled with higher
HbA1cs.

Conclusions: As per the published studies, this work supports
the use of advanced technology in diabetes care and of closed
loop systems to provide the best possible glycaemic control.
Despite Dexcom G6 being more expensive than Libre Flash, this
small study has not shown any advantage for the use of Dexcom
G6 in terms of diabetes control for CYP on insulin pumps.

P268 / #293

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

THE RELATION BETWEEN CARDIOMETABOLIC
RISK FACTORS AND GLUCOSE PROFILE
EVALUATED BY CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE
MONITORING IN TYPE 2 DIABETES PERSONS

A. Morosanu, M. Morosanu

Diamed Obesity SRL, Diabetes, Nutrition, Metabolic Diseases,
Galati, Romania

Background and Aims: Diabetes evolution is influenced both
by glucose status and cardiovascular risk, among many factors.
The relation between these two components is not always in-
vestigated in detail. The study evaluated the relation between
cardiometabolic risk factors(CMRF) and glucose parameters
evaluated by continuous glucose monitoring(CGM) in persons
with type 2 diabetes(T2D).

Methods: 30 persons with T2D (8 women, 22 men, insulin-
treated-14, oral-treatment-16) were assessed by CGM. Mean
age-56.59 years, mean diabetes duration-11.43years, mean insu-
lin-therapy duration-5.71years. CMRF: body weight, BMI, ab-
dominal circumference (AC), physical activity, smoking, alcohol
consumption, lipid profile (total cholesterol-T-chol, calculated
LDLc, HDLc, triglycerides-TG), SBP, DBP, personal and family
history of CVD, family history of diabetes. Glucose parameters:
glycated haemoglobin A1c (A1C), glucose variability (GV),
mean amplitude of glucose excursions (MAGE) (Monnier et al
(2006)), number of glucose values (NGV, time spent), area under
the curve (AUC, glucose exposure), mean glucose values (MGV,
glucose amplitude) on domains–hypoglycemic (<70mg/dl), in-
termediate (70-180mg/dl), hyperglycemic (>180 mg/dl), opti-
mal(90-130mg/dl).

Results: Weight was inversely correlated with GV and MA-
GE.SBP increased with diabetes duration and insulin-therapy
duration.Persons with SPB >130 mmHg had lower percent NGV
and AUC <70,higher total,diurnal and nocturnal AUC,higher
glucose amplitude(MGV).LDLc decreased with increasing in-
sulin-therapy duration.TG values were directly correlated with
diurnal AUC and inversely related to nocturnal AUC.HDLc was
directly correlated with AUC 70–180. Persons with family his-
tory of diabetes had higher time spent(NGV) and total AUC
<70 mg/dl. Persons with family history of CVD had lower A1C.
The other assessed data were not significant, even if the direct
relation between worse cardiometabolic parameters and hyper-
glycemic exposure was close to statistical significance.

Conclusions: SBP was directly correlated with total glucose
status and inversely related with hypoglycemia.TG and HDLc
were directly correlated with glucose status and worsened with
age(HDLc).Awareness of familial RF induced a better glucose
control with a higher exposure to hypoglycemia.

P269 / #474

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

FLASH TECHNOLOGIES FOR MONITORING
GLYCEMIA IN TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS

M. Koshmeleva1, J. Samoilova1, O. Oleynik1, T. Filippova1,
I. Tolmachev1, V. Mutalimi1, N. Bolotova2

1SSMU, Department Of Children’s Diseases, Tomsk, Russian
Federation, 2Saratov SMU named after V. I. Razumovsky,
Department Of Children’s Diseases, Saratov, Russian
Federation

Background and Aims: Continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM) is currently one of the most promising methods for
controlling type 1 diabetes (T1D). Flash monitoring is the most
relevant and promising direction in diabetology, which allows to
monitor the level of glycemia an unlimited number of times and,
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as well as does not require calibration of the device. The aim of
the study was to evaluate the clinical and metabolic effectiveness
of flash monitoring of glycemia in patients with T1D.

Methods: The study included 80 patients with T1D on various
insulin therapy regimens. All patients were tested for HbA1c,
flash glycemia monitoring, and quality of life assessment using
the MOS SF 36 and PedsQl Diabetic module 3.2 questionnaires.

Results: HbA1c decreased by 1.6% (p < 0.001) at the end of
the study in the pump insulin therapy group. In patients of the
basic bolus group HbA1c decreased by 0.6% and reached 8.9 %
(p = 0.028). When comparing the glycemic control indicators of
the two groups, the average blood glucose level decreased in the
pump insulin therapy group to 7.51 – 1.53 mmol/l, in the second
group this indicator was 7.25 – 2.43 mmol / l (p < 0.001). When
assessing the quality of life indicators, improvement was found
in both the first and second groups.

Conclusions: Continuous monitoring, including flash moni-
toring, is an effective method of monitoring and achieving gly-
cemic goals in patients with T1D, and is also an optimal tool for
improving the quality of life regardless of the insulin therapy
regimen.

P270 / #520

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

BLOOD GLUCOSE MONITORING TECHNOLOGIES
AND CORRELATION WITH GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES

S. Fathima, N. Jain

SURREY AND SUSSEX NHS TRUST, Paediatrics, REDHILL,
United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Tight glycemic control helps re-
duce long term complications in diabetes. To assess the impact
of different technologies of blood glucose monitoring (GM)
on glycemic control (GC) and if any correlation to age in
Children and Young Patients with Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus
(CYP T1D).

Methods: Retrospective data collected from FileProMaker
database for period of 17 months( June 2019-October
2020).Newly diagnosed patients were excluded. Age,Insulin
delivery modality, Blood GM technology and HbA1c(mmol/
mol) at each diabetes related appointment was collected and
Mean HbA1c(mHb) calculated. Patients were categoried ac-
cording to GM modality used as: Continous(CGM) /
Flash(FGM) / Self prick(SBGM) and according to age: <12
years(y) and >12y.

Results: CYP T1D included in the study were 241. Age
>12y(n = 163) 68% and <12y(n = 78) 32%. Age <12y had better
GC than >12y independant of technology used for GM.
mHb:60.98 vs 69.09(p = <0.05)respectively. Technolo-
gy(CGM/FGM) was used in >12y(n = 92) 56.4% vs <12y(n = 67)

86%. mHb in CGM vs FGM = 62.41 vs 70.539(p = <0.001); FGM
vs SBGM = 70.53 vs 68.55(p = 0.2)

Conclusions: CGM offered significant improvement in GC
irrespective of age. FGM offered no significant improvement in
GC over SBGM irrespective of age. CYP T1D <12y irrespective
of BG technology had better GC compared to >12y.This could be
due to use of CGM along with parental involvement in care of
younger children and compliance issues in adoloscents.

P271 / #556

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN TIME IN RANGE %,
MEASURED BY CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE
MONITORING (CGM) AND PHYSICAL &
FUNCTIONAL INDICES AMONGST OLDER PEOPLE
WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES

Y. Basson-Shleymovich, T. Cukierman-Yaffe, T. Yahalom-Peri,
M. Azmon, N. Peltz-Sinvani

Sheba medical center, Center For Successful Aging With
Diabetes, RAMAT-GAN, Israel

Background and Aims: People with diabetes have an in-
creased risk for mobility disability and a more rapid decline in
muscle mass (sarcopenia) compared to those without diabetes.
Studies have demonstrated an association between A1C and
Sarcopenia. Less is known regarding the relationship with Time
In Range (TIR). Aims: To assess among older people with dia-
betes type 2, the cross sectional association between: TIR and
aerobic capacity, gait speed, strength, balance and frailty indices.

Methods: A cross sectional study, conducted amongst people
with diabetes over the age of 60. Participants were provided with
a blinded CGM system- (I Pro2 carelink, Medtronic) for 1 week
and underwent elaborate physical-functional assessment in the
beginning and at the end of that week. The association between
the % of time in range (TIR) and several physical indices was
determined using linear regression.

Results: This analysis pertains to 81 men and women. After
adjustment for age and gender, a 1% higher TIR (70–180) was
associated with a 0.246 higher score on the 6-minute walk score,
a measure of aerobic capacity and endurance (P-value = 0.019)
and 0.212 lower score on the Timed Up & Go(TUG), a measure
of fall risk and balance (P-value = 0.045).

Conclusions: Higher % TIR is associated with better scores
on indices of aerobic capacity and a measure predicting falls.
Future studies are needed in order to elucidated if glucose levels
are merely a marker of disease severity, or if there is possibly a
causal relationship.

P272 / #572

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

EVALUATING THE INFLUENCE OF MOOD AND
STRESS ON GLYCEMIC VARIABILITY IN T1DM
PATIENTS USING GLUCOSE MONITORING SENSORS
AND POOLS

J.I. Hidalgo, M. Botella-Serrano, S. Contador, J.M. Velasco,
O. Garnica, E. Maqueda, A. Sánchez-Sánchez
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Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Facultad De
Informatica., MADRID, Spain

Background and Aims: Assess in a sample of patients with
type 1 diabetes mellitus whether mood and stress influence blood
glucose levels and variability.

Methods: CGM was performed on 10 patients with T1DM,
where interstitial glucose values were recorded every 15 minutes.
A daily survey was conducted through Google Forms, collecting
information on mood and stress. The day was divided into 6 slots
of 4-hour each, asking the patient to assess each slot in relation to
mood (sad, normal or happy) and stress (calm, normal or ner-
vous). Different measures of glycemic control (arithmetic mean
and percentage of time below/above the target range) and vari-
ability (standard deviation, percentage coefficient of variation,
mean amplitude of glycemic excursions and mean of daily dif-
ferences) were calculated to relate the mood and stress perceived
by patients with blood glucose levels and glycemic variability.
A hypothesis test was carried out to quantitatively compare the
data groups of the different measures using the Student’s t-test.

Results: Significant differences (p-value <0.05) were found
between different levels of stress. Average glucose and vari-
ability decrease when the patient is calm. Statistically significant
differences between different levels of mood. Variability in-
creases when the mood changes from sad to happy. However,
patient’s average glucose decreases as the mood improves.

Conclusions: Variations in mood and stress significantly in-
fluence blood glucose levels, and glycemic variability in the
patients analyzed with type 1 diabetes mellitus. Therefore, they
are factors to consider for improving glycemic control. The mean
of daily differences does not seem to be a good indicator for
variability.

P273 / #609

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

CLINICAL ACCEPTABILITY OF FLASH GLUCOSE
MONITORING (FGM) IN PREGNANT WOMEN WITH
DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE 1

A. Dreval, T. Shestakova, A. Manukyan

Moscow Regional Research and Clinical Institute
(‘‘MONIKI’’), Endocrinology, Moscow, Russian Federation

Background and Aims: The study of the feasibility of clin-
ical use of FGM during pregnancy is ongoing. The aim is to
assess the possibility of using FGM in pregnant women with
diabetes mellitus type 1 (DM1) in different clinical situations.

Methods: 18 pregnant women with DM1, age 31.0 – 5.1ys,
duration of diabetes 18.0 – 7.9ys, gestational age 14.0 – 4.8ws.
Data are presented as median and quartiles. The patients per-
formed SMBG and simultaneously FGM. A total of 1550 pairs
of blood glucose values obtained from SMBG and FGM were
analyzed.

Results: The average glucose level according to FGM is lower
than according to SMBG: 5.6 – 0.07mmol/L and
7.1 – 0.07mmol/L, respectively, p < 0.001. MARD was 15.5[7.9;
24.6]%, MAD was 1.1[0.5; 1.9] mmol/lL There were high in-
terindividual variability in MARD and MAD (p < 0.001). We
didn’t reveal any dependence of MARD and MAD on the

HbA1c, duration of DM, body weight and BMI. MARD is lower
in areas of hypo- and hyperglycemia compared with glycemia
within the TIR: 13.1[5.7; 21.9]% in the hypoglycemic range,
13.9[7.4; 21.7]% in the hyperglycemic range and 16.9[8.5; 26.9]
% in the TIR, p < 0.001. We compare MARD for different gly-
cemic trends. Unexpectedly, MARD were higher at a horizontal
glucose trend arrow -15.2[7.7; 24.8]%, and lower at another
trends -11.0[6.1; 22.5]%, p = 0.009.

Conclusions: The average glucose level with FGM is lower
than SMBG, the median of MARD is 15.5%. In the ranges of
hypo-and hyperglycemia MARD is lower than in the TIR.
MARD is lower with variable glycemic levels.

P274 / #658

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

PATIENT SATISFACTION AND CLINICAL EFFICACY
OF INTERMITTENTLY SCANNED CONTINUOUS
GLUCOSE MONITORING: A 12-MONTH REAL LIFE
STUDY

D. Borges Duarte, L. Fonseca, T. Santos, V. Benido Silva,
F. Puga, M. Saraiva, J. Vilaverde, S. Teixeira, H. Cardoso

Centro Hospitalar e Universitário do Porto, Department Of
Endocrinology, Diabetes And Metabolism, Porto, Portugal

Background and Aims: Intermittently scanned continuous
glucose monitoring (isCGM) was approved in Portugal for re-
imbursement for patients with type 1 diabetes (T1D) via National
Health Service in January 2018.We aim to evaluate patient sat-
isfaction and glycaemic control in real-life conditions following
a standardized initiation process of isCGM.

Methods: Adults with T1D were prospectively recruited from
the Diabetes Outpatient Clinic. We compared isCGM met-
rics,established in the 2019 ATTD consensus, from baseline (first
14 days of use) and after 12 months. Patient satisfaction was
assessed using the Quality of Life and Treatment Satisfaction
Questionnaire of T1D patients (QoLTSQ), a tool specifically
created and validated for Portuguese T1D patients.

Results: Thirty-six individuals were included (55,6%males);
mean age of 50.6 – 14.4 years and T1D duration of 25.5 – 12.0
years; 91.7% were on multiple daily injections.Comparing
metrics from baseline and 12 months, there was an increase in the
mean time in range[51.1% – 15.9% to 65.0 – 13.3%(p < 0.001)];a
decrease in the median time below range[5,0 (3,0-9,0)% to
2,0(0,5-3,5), p < 0,001], in the coefficient of variation
[40.0 – 6.6% to 37.5 – 5.7% (p = 0.033)]and in mean time in
hypoglycaemia[109.8 – 40.6 to 37.5 – 5.7 (p < 0.001)]. Median
HbA1c(chromatography method) was reduced from 7.6(7.0-
8.65)% at baseline to 7.35(6.8-7.7)%,p = 0.015;the QoLTSQ
scores significantly improved 12 months after initiating isCGM,
particularly ‘‘burden in social activities’’, ‘‘self-perception of
health’’ and ‘‘T1D-treatment impact’’ domains.Both HbA1c and
QoLTSQ 12-months changes occurred irrespective of initial
metabolic control (cut-off at HbA1c‡7.5%).

Conclusions: isGCM contributed to improved metabolic
control, treatment satisfaction and quality of life in Portuguese
patients with T1D and these data reinforce the important role of
this tool in the treatment of this population.
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P275 / #780

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

TO COMPARE THE COGNITIVE FUNCTION IN A
VASCULAR DEMENTIA PATIENTS WITH AND
WITHOUT DIABETES MELLITUS

Z. Maglapheridze, R. Tabukashvili, V. Kapetivadze,
T. Lazashvili, M. Kuparadze, T. Silagadze

Georgia, Tbilisi,, Georgian Therapeutic Clinic, Tbilisi, Georgia

Background and Aims: Abstraqt: Aim: Diabetes Mellitus is a
topical issue in the modern world, including Georgia. Statisti-
cally, the number of cases is increasing every year, The purpose
of this study was to determine the cognitive impairment in pa-
tients with and without Diabetes Mellitus.

Methods: 78 patients (36 male and 42 female) were selected
for the study aged over 65 years. 46 patients were included in the
study group, who had as well as Vascular Dementia as well as
Diabetes Mellitus, 32 patients were included in the control group
who had only Vascular Dementia. The research was ongoing for at
least 6 months, Patients were examined Glycemic parameters, and
for both group every 4 weeks for 24 weeks using a neu-
ropsychological test with mini-mental scaling, and both groups
had low-density lipoprotein and cholesterol levels before and after
treatment.

Results: The MMSE scores of diabetic patients were signifi-
cantly lower than the control group (p < 0.05). The average
MMSE score diabetic patients was 17.28 – 3.48, compared with
control group 22.42 – 3.78 (p = 0.9).

Conclusions: Conclusion: Based on the data obtained from
our study, it should be noted that Diabetic patients showed de-
creased significantly cognitive function compared to Non Dia-
betic patients with Vascular Dementia

P276 / #63

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

PARENTAL CONCERNS OF COVID-19 AND
PEDIATRIC DIABETES

E. Udo, A. Shah, M. Yafi

University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston,
Pediatric Endocrinology, Houston, United States of America

Background and Aims: During the COVID-19 pandemic,
many parents of children with diabetes had concerns about its
association with poor health outcomes and complications with
COVID-19. The exact cause of severe outcomes in patients with
diabetes and COVID-19 is not yet known, but it seems that
children with poorly controlled diabetes are at a higher risk of
becoming severely ill if they were to contract the virus. The
pandemic has created new challenges for parents of children with
diabetes as well as their health care providers.

Methods: We reviewed parental concerns regarding their
children with type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus based on per-
sonal encounters, telemedicine visits, and phone call triage.

Results: Parental concerns were grouped according to the fol-
lowing: 1-Risk of getting the infection: Leaving the house, going to
school, need for complete isolation, and concerns regarding po-
tential COVID-19 symptoms. Also fears of having to visit the

hospital due to diabetic ketoacidosis episode during the pandemic.
2-Resources: Inability to have insulin and diabetes supplies in the
future due to possible shut down, concerns regarding family re-
sources and change of employment. 3- Mental Health: Change of
lifestyle, lack of social and sport activities and weight gain

Conclusions: The COVID-19 pandemic has created many
challenges in delivering pediatric diabetes care. Parental con-
cerns regarding the infection risks, availability of resources,
lifestyle modifications, and mental health were valid. This has
also translated into the need of modifying and expanding the
current health delivery tools (ie, Telemedicine) to be able to
continue providing medical care and psychological support.

P277 / #77

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

DISPARITY IN PEDIATRICS DIABETES CARE

M. Fermin, N. Rubio, M. Yafi

University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston,
Pediatric Endocrinology, Houston, United States of America

Background and Aims: Disparity in providing pediatrics
type 1 and type 2 diabetes care is a major factor that may affect
the outcome of the condition. Analyzing the available resources
is the first step in understanding the actual disparity while
comparing different health systems. Providing pediatric diabetes
care depends on multidisciplinary approach and availability of
modern technology equipment, staff, and on site medications

Methods: To examine the availability of diabetes technology
resources (HbA1c machine, access to Continuous Glucose Sen-
sor Monitoring System: CGMS, demo training kits of insulin
pens and pumps), human resources (on site specialized pediatric
endocrinologists, Certified Diabetes Educator, dietitian) and on-
site rescue medications (Glucagon ,insulin ) in 2 health systems /
clinics : The first is an academic for- profit system and the second
is a county- based not for profit system serving minorities and
lower income families.

Results: The county based system lacked the availability of
modern technology devices (HbA1c machine, CGMS, demo kits
of insulin pen and pumps), some human resources (on- site di-
abetes educator) and availability of on- site rescue medications
(Glucagon, insulin).

Conclusions: Disparities in health care access and services for
minority and other vulnerable populations in the United States
are well known. Medical treatment and quality of resources in
pediatrics with type 1 and type 2 diabetes differed significantly
between the two systems we examined. Disparities in individual
socioeconomic status, regional deprivation, and differences in
medical reimbursement decisions might have contributed to the
patterns observed. Undeserved communities who experience
inadequate health care will definitely have a worse diabetes
outcome.

P278 / #107

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

CHALLENGES WITH DIY LOOP IN PREGNANCY
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

G. Treiber, E. Novak, E. Häntschel, J. Mader
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Medical University Graz, Division Endocrinology And
Diabetology, Graz, Austria

Background and Aims: Tight glycaemic targets in women
with type 1 diabetes (T1D) during pregnancy are associated with
hypoglycaemia which adversely affect quality of life. Pregnant
women with T1D are not willing to wait for commercially
available closed loop systems. In clinical practice use of Do-it-
your Self (DIY) Loops during pregnancy increased.

Methods: We report a case of 32 year-old woman with T1D
(diabetes duration 16ys), who used Tidepool Loop system with
patch insulin pump (Omnipod) and continuous glucose moni-
toring (CGM) (Dexcom G6) to manage her diabetes during her
pregnancy, which was complicated by hyperemesis throughout
pregnancy. Data were collected retrospectively from medical
records and Tidepool documentation.

Results: Mean HbA1c during first, second and third trimester
was 32, 24 and 31mmol/mol. Time in range (TIR) was between
70-140mg/dl was 75-82% throughout the pregnancy. Time be-
low range increased to 13% and CGM deteriorated midterm.
Frequent capillary glucose measurements revealed 20-50mg/dl
lower glucose values for CGM data above target. Total daily
insulin dose increased from 28.7IU to 41.0IU to 61.4IU (first,
second and third trimester, respectively). During labor, glucose
was in tight control by automated insulin dosing (average glu-
cose 110mg/dl). After 24 hours a caesarean section had to be
performed due to failure to progress in labor. Delivery of a
healthy baby girl (Apgar-score 9-10-10, 3590g birthweight, 57.
percentile) occurred at 40th +3 gestational week.

Conclusions: We observed excellent glycemic control with
regard to TIR and HbA1c when using DIY-Loop. However,
CGM inaccuracy likely due to hyperemesis and subsequent de-
hydration complicated the performance of automated insulin
dosing during pregnancy.

P279 / #131

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

SPOTLIGHT CONSULTATIONS: ILLUMINATING
PATIENT PRIORITIES – T2 DIABETES

K. Barnard-Kelly1, D. C Hernavvsky2, R. Lal3, N. Kanumilli4,
L. Cohen1, K. Hood3, R. Kelly5

1BHR Ltd, R&d, Fareham., United Kingdom, 2Dexcom, Cgm,
San Diego, United States of America, 3Stanford University,
Pediatrics, Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, United
States of America, 4Greater Manchester Clinical Research
Network, Northenden Group Practice, Manchester, United
Kingdom, 5BHR Ltd, R&d, Fareham, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Burnout in people with diabetes and
HCPs is at an all-time high. Spotlight – a novel ‘smart’ adaptive
and dynamic patient questionnaire is designed to improve routine
outpatient consultations by rapidly identifying patient priorities
and presenting these in the context of personalised areas for
concern and best-practice care pathways to illuminate consulta-
tions. We assessed the feasibility of using Spotlight in routine
care.

Methods: The Spotlight prototype tool was trialled at three
centres, two UK primary care centres and one US specialist
centre between June-September 2020.

Results: Eighteen adults with T2D (n = 10 male, n = 4 female,
n = 4 did not state) took part in this real-world evidence collec-

tion, each identifying two priority concerns. The psychological
burden of diabetes was the primary area of concern
(n = 18,100%) followed by gaining more skills about aspects of
diabetes (n = 7,38.9%), improving support around me
(n = 7,38.9%) and diabetes-related treatment issues (n = 4;
22.2%). Feeling sad about living with diabetes and ‘whatever I
do to manage my diabetes, it is never enough’ (each
n = 15,83.3%), feeling scared (n = 11,61.1%) and lacking confi-
dence (n = 10,55.6%) were all commonly reported. Participants
who had diabetes for >10 years were more likely to report lack of
social support as a priority concern (50%-v-25%), those with
diabetes duration <10 years were more likely to report gaining
more skills as a priority concern (50%-v-20%).

Conclusions: Spotlight is acceptable and feasible for use in
routine care. Gaining more skills and addressing the psycho-
logical burden of diabetes are high priority areas that must be
addressed to reduce high levels of distress.

P280 / #140

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

SPOTLIGHT CONSULTATIONS: ILLUMINATING
DISCREPANCIES IN A1C SUBJECTIVE RECALL AND
OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT

A. Ali1, D. C Hernavvsky2, R. Kelly3, K. Hood4,
R. Lal4, K. Barnard-Kelly5

1Blackburn and Darwen CCG, Oakenhurst Med Ctr, Simmons
Street, Blackburn, United Kingdom, 2Dexcom, Cgm, San Diego,
United States of America, 3BHR Ltd, R&d, Fareham, United
Kingdom, 4Stanford University, Pediatrics, Psychiatry &
Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, United States of America, 5BHR
Ltd, R&d, Fareham., United Kingdom

Background and Aims: It is important to know not only the
target A1c but also the current A1c in order to effectively self-
manage and assess progress towards that target. We assessed
baseline participant subjective knowledge of their A1c compared
to their latest objective A1c measurement.

Methods: The Spotlight prototype tool was trialled at two
centers (one primary care, one specialist) between June-
September 2020. All participants were asked to report their most
recent A1c result prior to using the Spotlight tool.

Results: Data was collected for 45 participants (n = 31 with
T1D; n = 14 with T2D). Overall, accurate recollection of A1c
was poor with twenty-two participants (48.9%) correct recall. Six
participants (13.3%) did not know their A1c, eight (17.8%) re-
ported it as lower than it actually was and nine (20.0%) reported
it was higher than it actually was. Individuals with T1D were
more likely to correctly report their A1c (n = 18, 58.1%) than
those with T2D (n = 4, 28.6%); over-estimation was reported by
n = 7 T1D(22.6%) vs n = 2 T2D(14.3%); under-estimation was
reported by n = 6 T1D(19.4%) and n = 2 T2D(14.3%). People
with T1D who overestimated their A1c were more likely to have
‘‘gaining more skills’’ (n = 6;85.7%) as a priority concern. People
with T1D correctly recalling their A1c were more likely to have
‘psychological burden’ as a priority concern (n = 17;94.4%).
Those who did not know their A1c (all with T2D) reported
‘psychological burden’ as a priority concern.

Conclusions: Accurate recall was poor. Efforts are required to
ensure patients understand their HbA1c measurement to aid their
medical and psychological well-being.
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P281 / #143

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

PEDIATRIC DIABETES AND COVID-19 INFECTION

P. Donate, M. Davila, M. Yafi

University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston,
Pediatric Endocrinology, Houston, United States of America

Background and Aims: Since the World Health Organization
(WHO) has declared the outbreak of the novel coronavirus dis-
ease (COVID-19) a pandemic, many questions were raised about
risk of this viral infection in children with diabetes. Reports from
affected areas suggested that in most cases the coronavirus ill-
ness generally has a milder course in children and there are no
reliable data suggesting that children with well-controlled type 1
& 2 diabetes mellitus are at increased risk of getting infected or
becoming very severely ill with coronavirus.

Methods: Brief review of cases of pediatric diabetes ketoa-
cidosis (DKA) associated with COVID-19 positive infection
over four months period.

Results: Five pediatric DKA cases were associated w positive
COVID-19 infection Four cases were new onset of Type 1 dia-
betes while one was previously diagnosed. Four cases had re-
spiratory symptoms and fever while one did not.

Conclusions: Previous experience with SARS-associated
coronavirus, was associated with new cases of diabetes. Poorly
controlled diabetes mellitus or unrecognized new onset of the
disease, can cause immune dysregulation and thereby increase
the risk of getting infected by the virus. Several viral infections
have been historically thought to contribute to auto-immunity
and the progressive b-cell death that leads to the development of
T1DM in children. The relation between the COVID-19 infec-
tion and diabetes as an immune trigger or as a comorbid factor
will become more understandable once multinational and inter-
national data are collected and published.

P282 / #160

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

REAL-WORLD EVIDENCE OF DIABETES APP USE IN
DAILY LIFE: PROFILING ADULTS WITH TYPE 2
DIABETES WHO USE A BLOOD GLUCOSE METER
APP

R. Wood1, C. Florissi1, A. Harsch1, M. Younge1, K. Stoner2,
L. Fisher3, J. Knaebel4, C. Lu5, A. Stuhr4

1dQ&A – The Diabetes Research Company, Patient And
Outcomes Research, San Francisco, United States of America,
2Columbia University Vagelos College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Student, New York, United States of America,
3University of California, San Francisco, Family & Community
Medicine, San Francisco, United States of America, 4Ascensia
Diabetes Care, Global Medical Affairs, Parsippany, United
States of America, 5Ascensia Diabetes Care, Interconnected
Diabetes Management, Parsippany, United States of America

Background and Aims: Mobile blood glucose (BG) meter
apps facilitate the documentation, analysis, and sharing of BG
data in order to improve diabetes self-management. Yet, little is
known about those who actually use these apps. In the first phase
of the 4-month REALL study, we assessed the characteristics and
initial motivations of T2D adults using a BG meter app.

Methods: From March-July 2020, T2D adults who used the
CONTOUR�NEXT ONE meter, paired their meter with the
CONTOUR�DIABETES app in the previous 31 days, and had
‡1 reading logged in their app were invited to complete an online
questionnaire.

Results: 585 T2D respondents completed the questionnaire:
mean age was 51.7 +/- 11.9 years, median diabetes duration was
4.0 years, and 52% were male. The majority were overweight
(22%), obese (44%), or extremely obese (27%). Most reported
significantly elevated diabetes emotional distress (58%) and/or
diabetes regimen distress (66%). Overall, 46% of respondents
reported starting the app because it came with their meter; 29%
actively sought out an app that would improve their diabetes
management; 11% received an HCP recommendation; 4% re-
ceived another in-person or online recommendation; and 10%
cited ‘other’ reasons. Those who reported elevated emotional
and/or regimen distress were more likely than those with no/little
distress to have sought out the app themselves (32% vs. 20%
respectively).

Conclusions: Among adults with T2D, those who report rel-
atively short diabetes duration (<5 years), high BMI, and ele-
vated diabetes distress are the most likely to adopt and
potentially benefit from a BG meter app.

P284 / #204

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

FROM FORMULAS TO PATTERN RECOGNITION:
DESIGN OF AN INTERACTIVE DATA
VISUALIZATION TO UNDERSTAND DOSE TIMING
AND CALCULATION

L. Mueller1, G. Lorenzi2, S. Kim1, A. Patacsil1, V. Raghvendra1,
S. Mendoza1, H. Rataj1, E. Aronoff-Spencer1

1University of California San Diego, Design Lab, La Jolla,
United States of America, 2University of California San Diego,
Department Of Medicine, La Jolla, United States of America

Background and Aims: Many people with diabetes (PWD)
struggle to understand insulin dose timing and dose calculations
despite instruction that utilizes measured point in time glucose
values, carbohydrate counts, and multiple formulas. Continuous
glucose monitors (CGM) reveal visual patterns or trends that
provide real-time responses to assist PWD and their healthcare
providers to analyze and improve diabetes management
decisions.

Methods: To explore the role of interactive visualizations in
teaching insulin dosing, we interviewed endocrinologists, dia-
betes educators, physician assistants, and PWD to understand the
challenges of managing diabetes and interpret glucose data
(n = 5). Based on these insights, we created a web-based inter-
active visualization through iterative development and testing of
prototypes with the interviewees.

Results: Interviewees identified insulin dose timing as a crit-
ical concept to understand for PWD using insulin, regardless of
the delivery method. The interactive tool depicts the insulin ac-
tivation curve and resulting glucose response. Participants in the
prototyping phase appreciated the ability to explore real-world
scenarios, such as delayed or insufficient dosing, by manipulating
insulin timing and dose. Insulin units were removed to avoid
misinterpretation of this interactive tool as a bolus calculator.

Conclusions: This simple prototype demonstrates the poten-
tial of interactive visualizations to communicate the relationship
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between insulin activity and glucose response to support the
recognition of glucose patterns and individualized decisions
about insulin dosing and timing. Further research is needed to
incorporate the complexity of additional factors and to measure
the impact of visualization tools on diabetes self-management
education and clinical outcomes.

P285 / #255

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use
of diabetes technology

GLYCAEMIC VARIABILITY AND HEALTH
RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE

Š. Volčanšek, M. Lunder, A. Jane�z

University Medical Centre Ljubljana, Clinical Department
Of Endocrinology, Diabetes And Metabolic Diseases,
Ljubljana, Slovenia

Background and Aims: Despite clinical impression that
glucose fluctuations are distressing, the impact of glycaemic
variability on Health Related Quality Of Life (HRQOL) has not
been extensively explored. HRQOL is recognized as an impor-
tant health outcome and an independent predictor of survival.
Glycaemic variability (GV), mathematically defined as %CV, is
a candidate for predicting diabetes specific outcomes. Our aim
was to determine possible association of glycaemic variability
and HRQOL.

Methods: 22 adults using multiple daily injections (mean
HbA1c = 7.1 – 1.3%) with type 1 (n = 11; mean %CV = 42.3 –
6.9) and type 2 (n = 11, mean %CV = 35.4 – 6.7) diabetes wore a
blinded CGM and completed several QOL questionnaires.
A correlation analysis was performed to assess a relationship
between CGM derived GV and measures of QOL. Difference in
HRQOL between groups with %CV above or below 36%, was
compared by independent-samples t-test.

Results: Glycaemic variability (%CV) was not significantly
correlated to HRQOL measures (Table 1). Patients with high
%CV (‡ 36%) did not have significantly lower HRQOL scores.

Legend: SF-36: Short Form (36) Health Survey, NS: non-
significant

Conclusions: We found no significant impact of glycaemic
outcomes on HRQOL in insulin treated type 1 and type 2 diabetes
patients; HRQOL should therefore be considered as a valued
independent outcome in diabetes research and clinical practice.

P286 / #287

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use
of diabetes technology

INCREASING THE NUMBER OF DIABETIC
PATIENTS AND COVID-19 EPIDEMIC – A CALL FOR
COOPERATION BETWEEN SPECIALISTS AND
GENERAL PRACTITIONERS IN PATIENT
EDUCATION

A. Jirkovska1, A. Adamı́ková2, J. Hradec3, J. Štefánková4,
J. Jirkovska5, K. Čechová1, T. Hrachovinová1, J. Skibova1

1Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Diabetes
Center, Prague, Czech Republic, 2Regional Hospital T.Bati,,
Internal Medicine, Zlı́n, Czech Republic, 3IDE CR Chrudim,
Internal Medicine, Chrudim, Czech Republic, 4Diabetologia
s.r.o., Internal Medicine, Hradec Králové, Czech Republic,
5Central Military Hospital, Internal Medicine, Prague, Czech
Republic

Background and Aims: Cooperation in the education of di-
abetic patients between diabetologists (D) and general practi-
tioners (GP) is now very current. The aim of our study was to
compare the effectiveness of group education of type 2 diabetic
patients treated by D and by GPs at the national level.

Methods: The effect of the course on diabetes control in both
groups was evaluated after 6 months,

Results: 66 Type 2 diabetic patients, 44 from GPs and 22 from
D participated in group education in 10 centers under the guid-
ance of D. Diabetic patients treated by D were significantly
younger compared to patients treated by GPs (59 – 10 vs. 64 – 9
years, p < 0.05), had higher baseline HbAlc (58 – 17 vs.
51 – 10 mmol/mol, p < 0.05), but they did not differ in baseline
BMI 34.8 – 6 vs. 34 – 6 kg/m2. At 6 months after the course, there
was a significant improvement in diabetes control in both pa-
tients from D and GPs: the proportion of patients with HbAlc up
to 53 mmol/mol increased from 50 to 85% in the first cohort and
from 59 to 76% in the second, all p < 0.05. Weight in both groups
decreased by 3 kg (p < 0.001) after 6 months. Physicians in the
regions rated the mutual cooperation very positively.

Conclusions: Group education had a comparable significant
long-term effect on improving diabetes control in both patients
treated by D and by GPs. Better data management system for
integration of community and secondary care in education is
required.
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P287 / #292

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

‘‘GIVE ME A BREAK’’ ADOLESCENT AND PARENT
PERSPECTIVES ON BREAKS IN CGM USE

E. Goethals1,2, S. Jaser1, R. Streisand3,4, K. Datye1

1Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Ian M. Burr Division Of
Pediatric Endocrinology And Diabetes, Nashville, United States
of America, 2KU Leuven, School Psychology And Development
In Context, Leuven, Belgium, 3Children’s National Hospital,
Center For Translational Research, Washington, United States
of America, 4The George Washington University, School Of
Medicine, Washington, United States of America

Background and Aims: Despite increasing availability and
use of continuous glucose monitors (CGM) among adolescents
with type 1 diabetes (T1D), diabetes outcomes remain subopti-
mal. Device reports often indicate gaps in CGM use amongst
adolescents, yet few studies have examined what we term ‘‘CGM
breaks.’’ We explored adolescent and parent perspectives on
adolescents’ CGM breaks, and associations with diabetes
management.

Methods: As part of an ongoing multi-site behavioral inter-
vention trial, questionnaires about CGM use and diabetes self-
management were administered to adolescents and their parents
at baseline.

Results: Participants were 60 adolescent-parent dyads (mean
adolescent age 15.6 – 1.4; 68% female; 70% White, non-His-
panic; 55% pump; 72% CGM; mean HbA1c 9.1 – 2.1). Of those
using CGM, breaks were common according to adolescent and
parent reports (40% and 42%, respectively), typically lasting a
day or two, with adolescents reportedly checking blood glucose
2–3 times a day (adolescent report) to 4–5 times a day (parent
report) during the break. Adolescents whose parents reported
CGM breaks reported lower diabetes self-care ( p = .033) and
although not statistically significant, had a higher HbA1c than
those who did not (9.2 %vs. 8.4%, p = .29). No significant dif-
ferences in HbA1c or diabetes self-care behavior were observed
based on adolescents’ report of CGM breaks.

Conclusions: In this sample of adolescents with T1D, parent-
reported CGM breaks were associated with poorer adolescent
diabetes self-care and higher HbA1c. Given that nearly half of
adolescents in this study reported taking a CGM break, clinicians
should engage with adolescents and their parents about plans for
blood glucose monitoring while off CGM.

P288 / #317
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TIME-IN-RANGE WITHOUT AUTOMATED INSULIN
DELIVERY SYSTEMS IN CHILDREN WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES BEFORE AND DURING A DIABETES
SUMMER CAMP – A GLASS CEILING?

K. Nagl1, I. Bozic1, B. Rami-Merhar1, K. Weimann1,
G. Berger1, J. Mader2

1Medical University of Vienna, Department Of Pediatrics And
Adolescent Medicine, Vienna, Austria, 2Medical University of
Graz, Division Of Endocrinology And Diabetology, Graz, Austria

Background and Aims: In addition to recreation for children
with type 1 diabetes (T1D), summer camps also offer the op-

portunity to train and optimize diabetes management in order to
reach a maximum Time-in-Range (TIR) (3.9-10mmol/mol).
Sensor systems (CGM) support children with T1D and caregiv-
ers to manage diabetes and allow to evaluate glycemic control.
The aim of this study was to compare TIR, Time-Above-Range
(TAR) and Time-Below-Range (TBR) before and during a dia-
betes camp.

Methods: Retrospective analysis of CGM data before and
during the 14-day participation in an Austrian summer camp for
children with T1D in 2019. 31 children (age: 10.9 – 1.39 years;
48.8% female; 64.5% on insulin pump; Hb1Ac 7.3 – 0.2%).
CGM systems used: 48.4% Abbott FreeStyle Libre, 16.1%
Dexcom G6 and 35.5% Medtronic Enlite. No child was using an
automated insulin delivery system.

Results: Mean TIR during the camp was significantly higher
than before the camp (66.4 – 10.0% vs. 56.5 – 16.9%; p < 0.001).
TAR was significantly reduced during the camp (39.8 – 16.1%
vs. 27.7 – 9.8%; p < 0.001). However, there was a significant
increase in TBR compared to the period before the camp
(3.7 – 3.1% vs. 5.9 – 3.9%; p = 0.003). There was no significant
difference with regard to TIR, TAR and TBR between children
using insulin pump therapy vs. multiple daily injections. No
severe hypoglycemia occurred during camp.

Conclusions: During camp, the participating children im-
proved their glycemic control significantly. However, on average
the therapy goal (TIR >70%) could not be achieved despite high
professional effort. This could possibly only be achieved through
the use of closed-loop systems. The increase in TBR might be
explained by increased physical activity.

P289 / #364
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A VIRTUAL DIABETES EDUCATION PROGRAM
INCORPORATING SUPERVISED EXERCISE
IMPROVES GLUCOSE LEVELS IN DIABETIC
PATIENT DURING PANDEMIC

V. Chavda1, D. Hasnani1, B. Saboo2, V. Maheriya1, K. Saraiya1

1Rudraksha Institute of Medical Sciences, Diabetologist,
Ahmedabad, India, 2Diacare – Diabetes Care & Hormone
Clinic, Chief Diabetologist, Ahmedabad, India

Background and Aims: This study was designed and con-
ducted during the time of Covid-19 Pandemic. Maintaining EHR
of patients was in practice before the outbreak of pandemic. The
virtual applications made the transfer of current data more con-
venient. The study aims to examine improvements in glycemic
control in T2DM individuals who undertook supervised exercise
training, diet consultation and insulin titration with diabetes
management strategies.

Methods: 37 number of individuals with T2DM attended 32
program meetings, Twice a week during a 4 month period.
Subjects included both genders ranged from 35 to 40 years of age
(mean duration of diagnosis:3 years). Data collected included:
1.Initial FBG; 2. OAD Medicine recall; 3. 20min: aerobic ex-
ercises; 4. 20 mins: educational activities; 5. Final FBG. BG
values were categorised into strata based on glycemic goals and
analyzed further.[Ref:Abstract no:23 from ATTD 2015 oral
presentation]

Results: Data from all 37 (21 F, 16M) participants for BG
were collected at each program meeting,Initial FBG was 140-
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160mg/dL before the program, FBG values were significantly
lower to 80-120 mg/dL, (p < 0.001) after the virtual sessions.

Conclusions: Diabetes education that includes supervised
exercise appeared to be beneficial in pandemic times in main-
taining BG levels in diabetes individuals without visiting hos-
pital sites. And these programs helped practicing diabetologists
in providing better health care services to their patients without
risking their health.

P290 / #379
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EFFECTS OF AEROBIC VERSUS STRENGTH
EXERCISE ON HYPOGLYCEMIA INCIDENCE IN
PATIENTS WITH DIABETES TYPE 1

M. Ivandic1, S. Canecki Varzic2, M. Gradinjan Centner2,
M. Cigrovski Berkovic3, M. Smolic4, I. Bilic Curcic4

1Clinical Hospital Center Osijek, Dpt. Of Cardiology, Osijek,
Croatia, 2Clinical Hospital Center Osijek, Dpt. Of
Endocrinology, Osijek, Croatia, 3Clinical Hospital Dubrava,
Dpt. Of Endocrinology, Zagreb, Croatia, 4Faculty of Medicine
Osijek, Dpt. Of Pharmacology, Osijek, Croatia

Background and Aims: The aim of this study is to assess
hypoglycemic events during and after aerobic versus strength
exercise using flash glucose monitoring system in type 1 diabetes
patients (DMT1).

Methods: This was a randomised cross over prospective study
including 13 DMT1 patients over the age of 18 using FGM.
Patients were randomized according to the type of exercise
(aerobic exercise and strength training) with a washout period of
three days between group change. Low glycemic index (LGI)
meal was served 60 minutes prior and after each exercise and
25% and 50% of the calculated bolus was administered, re-
spectively. Hypoglycemic episodes were evaluated during and
24 hours after the exercise.

Results: Median age of patients was 49 years (interquartile
range 42,25-56,5), HbA1c 7,1% (interquartile range 6,3-7,85)
and duration of diabetes 28 years (interquartile range 16–40).
Exercise induced a similar decrease in blood glucose from pre-
exercise concentrations in both groups (aerobic versus strength
training, 0,9 compared to 1,1 mmol/l respectively, P = 0.59).
There were 16 hypoglycemic events after aerobic exercise versus
11 hypoglycemic events after strength training (p = 0.99) and 4
nocturnal hypoglycemic events after aerobic training, but none
after strength training (p = 0.13). Median duration of hypogly-
caemia was 180 minutes in the aerobic exercise group, versus
120 minutes in the strength training group (p = 0.81).

Conclusions: Strength training seems to be more favourable
choice although difference in hypoglycemic episodes was nu-
merical and didn’t reach statistical significance. In addition, LGI
meals prevented post exercise hyperglycemia in both types of
exercise.

P291 / #380
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KEY BURDENS IN TODAY’S DIABETES
MANAGEMENT: USER NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS
FOR DIABETES APPS AND WEARABLES.

T. Weiss1, D. Yatsevich2, B. Mattes2

1Panda Insight UG (haftungsbeschränkt), Mhealth, Darmstadt,
Germany, 2Technische Universität Darmstadt, Psychology,
Darmstadt, Germany

Background and Aims: Daily diabetes management presents
a high burden for people living with diabetes. While advances in
sensor technologies aim to reduce this burden, software appli-
cations and algorithms are not yet able to exploit the full potential
of these technologies. This is why we conducted a user study in a
twofold process: First, we conducted in-depth interviews to
identify user needs regarding the improvement of diabetes
management as well as today’s key-burdens. Secondly, we val-
idated the acquired information in an online survey using a
ranking method.

Methods: In the first study we used in-depth interviews with
six patients and five doctors to extract the current status quo of
technological diabetes management. In the second study we
conducted an online survey with a total of 144 participants
completing the survey. All participants were recruited via Ger-
man social media sites.

Results: People are not aware of the whole spectrum of cur-
rently available technical solutions but almost all participants
want to further improve their management. The top unresolved
requirement of T1D is the distance between eating and injection,
while for T2D the analysis of the burden of diabetes management
is most important. The inclusion of physical activity and the
analysis of everyday stress in management systems follow
subsequently.

Conclusions: The perceived value of diabetes apps, wearables
and continuous glucose monitoring systems is high whereas the
adoption is not yet fully utilized. Further developments need to
integrate the users’ perspective and requirements to tackle the
burden of diabetes management.

P292 / #383
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THE GATEKEEPER STUDY: PROVIDER BIAS
IMPACTS DIABETES TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR YOUTH WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES (T1D)

A. Addala1, S. Hanes1, D. Naranjo1,2, D. Maahs1,2, K. Hood1,2a

1Stanford University, Pediatric Endocrinology, Palo Alto,
United States of America, 2Stanford University, Stanford
Diabetes Research Center, Stanford, United States of America

Background and Aims: Diabetes technology use is associ-
ated with favorable T1D outcomes. American youth with public
insurance, a proxy for low socioeconomic status, have signifi-
cantly lower diabetes technology use. Provider bias, a contrib-
utor to health inequity, is defined as the systematic
discrimination or promotion of a sub-group. We aimed to eval-
uate the role of insurance-mediated provider bias on diabetes
technology recommendations for youth with T1D.

Methods: Multi-disciplinary pediatric diabetes providers
completed a diabetes technology bias assessment tool comprised
of a clinical vignette and patient-factor ranking exercises. Pro-
vider bias was defined when providers (1) recommended more
technology for private insurance than public insurance or
(2) ranked insurance as one of the top two reasons to offer
technology. Bias and provider factors were analyzed with
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descriptive statistics, group comparisons, and multivariate
logistic regression.

Results: The majority of providers [44.1 – 10.0 years-old,
83% female, 79% non-Hispanic white, 49% physician,
12.2 – 10.0 practice-years] demonstrated bias (n = 33/39,84.6%).
Compared to the group without bias, the group with bias had
practiced longer (13.4 – 10.4 years vs 5.7 – 3.6 years, p = 0.003)
and were more likely to be non-Hispanic white (p = 0.007).
Practice-years remained significant when additionally adjusting
for age, sex, race/ethnicity, provider role, %public insurance
served, and workplace location (odds ratio = 1.47, 95%CI [1.02,
2.13]; p = 0.007).

Conclusions: Provider bias to recommend technology based
on insurance status was common in our cohort and increased with
years in practice. These data suggest that provider bias contrib-
utes to decreased technology access for youth with public in-
surance. Providers, as gatekeepers to diabetes technology, may
be one contributing factor to inequities in pediatric T1D.

P293 / #405

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use
of diabetes technology

IMPACT OF CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE
MONITORING SYSTEMS ON PARENTAL
QUALITY OF LIFE

J. Ilkowitz1, F. Wu2, Y. Chen2, J. Gonzalez3, B. Lois4,
M.P. Gallagher3

1NYU Langone, Pediatric Diabetes, New York, United States of
America, 2NYU Langone, Departments Of Population Health
And Environmental Medicine, New York, United States of
America, 3NYU Langone, Pediatric Diabetes Center, New York,
United States of America, 4NYU Langone, Department Of Child
And Adolescent Psychiatry, New York, United States of America

Background and Aims: A diagnosis of type 1 diabetes in
childhood impacts parental function and quality of life. While
both benefits and burdens of CGM use are reported, literature on
parental quality of life with newer CGM technology is more
limited. This study’s objective is to assess associations between
use of current CGM technology and parental function using the
PedsQoL Family Impact Module (FIM).

Methods: Parents (n = 95) of a child with T1D completed the
FIM and the Holmes and Rahe Stress Scale (HRSS) as a measure
of recent stressful life events. Chart data was extracted.

Results: Respondents’ children (52% boys) had a median age
of 12.2 years (1.2–20.7), time since diagnosis of 4 years (0–16),
and HbA1c of 8.1% (5.5–12.7). Pump use was reported in 77.9%
and CGM use in 73.1%, of which 69% reported remote moni-
toring. CGM users had a median HbA1c of 7.9% (5.9–12.7),
versus 8.7% (5.5–10.7). Median Total FIM score confirmed
significant impact of diabetes on parental function [70.8 (16-
96.5)]. Adjusting for child’s gender, age, race, and HRSS, use of
CGM was associated with decreased parental worry, a FIM
subscale (11.8 points, 95% CI:1.2, 22.4). Use of remote moni-
toring did not impact the score.

Conclusions: Our findings demonstrate a link between current
CGM technology use and a significant reduction in parental
worry independent of remote monitoring. Future research will
assess the effect of remote monitoring on parental QoL in chil-
dren of different age groups.

P294 / #523
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A UNITED KINGDOM (UK) WIDE SURVEY OF
HEALTH CARE PROVIDER (HCP) EXPERIENCES
REGARDING VIRTUAL CONSULTATIONS IN TYPE 1
DIABETES

H. Forde1, P. Choudhary2, S. Hussain3

1Leicester General Hospital, Leicester Diabetes Centre,
Leicester, United Kingdom, 2University of Leicester, Diabetes
Research Centre, Leicester, United Kingdom, 3Guy’s and St
Thomas’ , King’s College London, Diabetes, London, United
Kingdom

Background and Aims: The recent COVID-19 pandemic has
led to rapid implementation of virtual diabetes clinics in type 1
diabetes (T1D). An understanding of current strategies, HCP
experiences and barriers is needed to allow improvements.

Methods: The diabetes technology network (DTN) UK con-
ducted an online survey of its members involved in the care of
people with T1D to gain an understanding of the experiences of
HCPs towards virtual consultations.

Results: Of 143 eligible responses, 61 (42.7%) were from
consultants, 52 (36.4%) were from diabetes specialist nurses, 22
(15.4%) were from dieticians and 7 (4.9%) were from trainee
doctors. Respondents reported that approximately 50% of con-
sultations were conducted by telephone, 10% by video call, and
20% were face-to-face. When asked to rate effectiveness of re-
mote consultations on a scale of 1-7, 63.7% of respondents gave a
score of 5 or above. The most common barriers and facilitators of
effective remote consultations reported by respondents are out-
lined in Table 1. A significant proportion of respondents did
not routinely have access to patients’ diabetes data during
consultations. Devices that automatically uploaded data to a
cloud platform were felt to make consultations easier and more
effective by 105 (73.4%) and 121 (84.6%) of respondents
respectively. 92.4% respondents highlighted that remote con-
sultations are likely to be a mode of offering care in the future
post-Covid-19.

Conclusions: This study identified important opinions, en-
ablers and barriers to effective remote consultations. The
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implementation of strategies to address these barriers is impor-
tant to ensure maximal efficacy of virtual consultations.

P295 / #535
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EMOTIONS EVALUATION DURING A VIRTUAL
CAMP (VC) IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES (T1D) TREATED WITH AN
ADVANCED HYBRID CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM (AHCL)

I. Rabbone1, R. Bonfanti2, C. Carducci3, V. Cherubini4,
L. Lenzi5, C. Maffeis6, M. Marigliano7, B. Piccini8,
C. Pignatiello1, V. Poloni1, A. Rigamonti2, R. Schiaffini9,
S. Toni8, S. Zanetta1, V.C. Study Group3, A. Scaramuzza10

1AOU Maggiore della Caritá, Department Of Health Sciences,
University Of Piemonte Orientale, Novara, Italy, 2Ospedale San
Raffaele, Uo Pediatric, Diabetes Research Institute,, Milan,
Italy, 3BAMBINO GESU’ CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL -, Diabetes
Unit, Rome, Italy, 4Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria Ospedali
Riuniti Ancona, Women’s And Children’s Health, ANCONA,
Italy, 5Meyer University Children’s HospitalFlorence, Diabetes
Unit, Florence, Italy, 6Verona Azienda Ospedaliero-
Universitaria integrata, Pediatric Endocrinology and
Diabetology, Verona, Italy, Paediatric Diabetology, Verona,
Italy, 7Pediatric Diabetes and Metabolic Disorders Unit,
Regional Center for Pediatric Diabetes, University City
Hospital of Verona, Dep.surgery, Dentistry, Paediatrics And
Gynaecology, University Of Verona., Verona, Italy, 8Meyer
University Children’s Hospital, Centre Of Pediatric Diabetes,,
Florence, Italy, 9Bambino Gesu’ Children’s Hospital, Rome,
Italy,, Paediatric Diabetology, Rome, Italy, 10ASST Cremona
Ospedale Maggiore, Pediatrics, Cremona, Italy

Background and Aims: Camps for children and adolescents
with T1D represent a solid educational and emotional experi-
ence. Even if difficult to define and measure, data exist that
insulin pump led to improvement in diabetes specific emotional
distress. We evaluated the impact of a VC, the first ever to our
knowledge, in children and adolescents with T1D using an
AHCL system.

Methods: During a 3-day VC, held November 2020, 43
children and adolescents [23 F, median age 15 y (IQR 13-17),
diabetes duration 10 y (IQR 8-12)] recruited from 19 Italian
centers, using AHCL (Control-IQ), for 23–93 days, were eval-
uated by a psychologist via Zoom meeting using an adapted
version of Plutchik’s and Geneva Emotion Wheel. Participants
associated emotion concepts with colors, using the provided
matching card with 10 standardized emotions/colors to be cho-
sen. A comparison of the general emotions (related or not to
T1D) chosen before and after the camp is presented.

Results: Daily physical workout, cooking and education
sessions, run through Zoom meeting, together with the psycho-
logical assessment of emotions felt, accounted for the activities
of the virtual camp. Negative emotions evaluated at the end of the
camp tended to decrease when compared with the ones perceived
before camp (Figure).

Conclusions: After the virtual camp, we observed that joy,
calm and satisfaction were the predominant emotions, while
anger and fear were reduced. It is noteworthy that even a virtual
experience has been able to make a positive impact on emotions
in young patients with T1D.

P296 / #542
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ONLINE, COMPETENCY-BASED TRAINING TO
IMPROVE COMPETENCY, CONFIDENCE AND
TROUBLESHOOTING ABILITY WHEN USING THE
CAMAPS FX HYBRID CLOSED-LOOP INSULIN
DELIVERY SYSTEM

C. Ward1, C. Boughton2, S. Hartnell1

1Cambridge Diabetes Education Programme, Wolfson Diabetes
& Endocrine Clinic, Addenbrookes Hopsital, Cambridge,
United Kingdom, 2University of Cambridge, Level 4, Wellcome
Trust-mrc Institute Of Metabolic Science, Box 289, Cambridge,
United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Delivering standardised, easily ac-
cessible training at scale to healthcare professionals (HCP),
people living with diabetes (PWD) and their families/carers
(including school support staff) is challenging, especially during
COVID-19. High-quality training is a key factor in supporting
people make best use of diabetes technologies. Our aim was to
deliver competency-based training, improving competency,
confidence and troubleshooting ability, using a digital, blended
learning approach for a wide range of CamAPS FX hybrid
closed-loop (CL) users.

Methods: The Cambridge Diabetes Education Programme
(CDEP) is a well-established online HCP diabetes training tool.
CDEP collaborated with the CamDiab team and experienced
clinicians to develop bespoke training. A range of modules were
created to refine skills prior to, as well as after starting CL
therapy (carbohydrate counting refresher, dana pump refresher,
HCP/PWD/teacher CamAPS familiarisation and post-start opti-
misation). Modules were tested by experts and target audience
prior to launch.

Results: Since online training was launched in February 2020,
595 people have registered (57% HCPs, 36% PWD and 7%
teachers) and 409 (69%) completed training. The impact of
training is assessed on a 5-point scale (1 = significantly worse,
3 = no change, 5 = significantly improved) across 3 domains:

Qualitative feedback is also captured as part of the 100%
mandatory evaluation process which confirms that online train-
ing is being very well received.
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Conclusions: Supporting time-limited people to robustly
improve their CL skills, confidence and troubleshooting ability is
possible at high scale. In fact, due to the inherent flexibility, it is
often a preferred approach.

P297 / #544

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use
of diabetes technology

EFFECTS OF A TELEMEDICAL SUPPORTED
LIFESTYLE INTERVENTION TO IMPROVE
GLYCEMIC CONTROL AND SELF-MANAGEMENT
OF PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
MELLITUS (T2DM)

A. Dunkel1, M. Wunderlich2, S. Zank3, M.C. Polidori4,5,
C. Woopen6,7

1University of Cologne, Faculty Of Human Sciences, Nrw
Graduate School Grow, Cologne, Germany, 2Generali,
Generali Health Solutions, Cologne, Germany, 3University of
Cologne, Faculty Of Human Sciences, Department Of
Rehabilitative Gerontology, Cologne, Germany, 4University
Hospital Cologne, Faculty Of Medicine, Ageing Clinical
Research, Department Ii Of Internal Medicine And Center
For Molecular Medicine Cologne, Cologne, Germany,
5University of Cologne, Cologne Excellence Cluster On
Cellular Stress Responses In Aging-associated Diseases
(cecad), Cologne, Germany, 6University of Cologne,
Ceres - Cologne Centre For Ethics, Rights, Economics,
And Social Sciences Of Health, Cologne, Germany,
7University Hospital Cologne, Faculty Of Medicine,
Research Unit Ethis, Cologne, Germany

Background and Aims: The key goal of diabetes treatment is
to maintain blood glucose at near-normal level. This is extremely
difficult for many patients and often requires extensive support
from healthcare professionals. Besides drug treatment, lifestyle
adjustment plays a crucial role. Nevertheless, only about 10% of
diabetics in Germany receive this form of treatment. Telemedical
support combined with telephone coaching can help patients
with T2DM and improve self-management, self-efficacy, and
clinical outcomes.

Methods: A 2-arm randomized study enrolled 151 individuals
with T2DM. The control group (N = 65, 83.1% male, mean age:
58.8) received usual care. The intervention group (N = 86, 80.2%
male, mean age: 59.7) received a 12-month support from a
telephone coach and a pedometer, blood glucose meter and tablet
to record daily values. We recorded HbA1c and BMI as clinical
outcomes and information on self-management, self-efficacy,
health status as well as economic data in both groups at baseline
and after 3, 6 and 12 months.

Results: A significant improvement in HbA1c was observed in
the intervention group compared with the control group after 12
months (-.530; CI: -.747, -.312; p < .000). Although the effect of
reduction was statistically most pronounced 3 months after
baseline, it remained constant until the end of the interven-
tion. BMI, self-management and self-efficacy showed similar
progressions.

Conclusions: The combination of personal telephone coach-
ing and telemedical support positively affects clinical outcomes
and self-management in people with T2DM. Their application
should be further explored in larger trials in both sexes with the
aim of systematic implementation in diabetes healthcare.

P298 / #561
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EASE OF USING IGLARLIXI PEN AFTER INSULIN
GLARGINE GLA-100: RESULTS FROM PATIENT AND
HEALTHCARE PROVIDER QUESTIONNAIRES FROM
THE ONE CAN PEN SUB-STUDY

J.-F. Yale1, A. Roborel De Climens2, N. Aggarwal3, T. Dex4,
H. Gerstein5, S. Harris6, I. Hramiak7, J. Stewart8, L. Leiter9

1McGill University Health Centre, Department Of Medicine,
Montreal, Canada, 2IQVIA, Department Of Outcomes
Research, Paris la Défense, France, 3AAA Clinical Research,
Department Of Clinical Research And Family Practice,
Brampton, Canada, 4Sanofi, Department Of Medical Affairs,
Bridgewater, United States of America, 5McMaster University,
Department Of Diabetes Research, Hamilton, Canada,
6Western University, Department Of Diabetes Management And
Family Medicine Studies, London, Canada, 7Western
University, Department Of Endocrinology And Metabolism,
London, Canada, 8Sanofi, Department Of Statistics, Laval,
Canada, 9St. Michael’s Hospital and University of Toronto,
Department Of Medicine And Nutritional Sciences, Toronto,
Canada

Background and Aims: iGlarLixi is a fixed-ratio combina-
tion of insulin glargine Gla-100/lixisenatide for treatment of
adults with type 2 diabetes uncontrolled on basal insulin. As
patients change therapies often, facilitating ease of transition is
important. We provided questionnaires to patients and healthcare
providers (HCPs) evaluating usability of the iGlarLixi SoloStar�

15–60 unit pen in patients with type 2 diabetes uncontrolled on
insulin glargine Gla-100.

Methods: Eligible patients completed a patient-reported
outcomes questionnaire of 10 items on ease of use of the iGlar-
Lixi pen 4 weeks after switching from Gla-100; 8 questions were
answered 1 (very easy) to 5 (very difficult), 2 questions (continue
to use; recommend to others) with yes/no. Stepwise regression
analysis was performed to assess drivers for overall usability.
HCPs completed 5 items on ease of instruction for use of iG-
larLixi 4 weeks after patients switched from Gla-100.

Results: 66 patients completed the questionnaire; 81%–94%
chose ‘‘easy’’ or ‘‘very easy’’ for the 8 questions on ease of use.
Answers to ‘‘ease of dose selection’’ ( p = 0.0004) or ‘‘required
injection force’’ ( p < 0.0001) were primary drivers for overall
iGlarLixi pen ease of use responses. HCPs from 12 sites com-
pleted 48 questionnaires; 85%–96% chose ‘‘easy’’ or ‘‘very
easy’’ for pen instruction and 96% recommended the iGlarLixi
pen. Median time to train patients was 10 minutes. No responses
of ‘‘very difficult’’ were reported by patients or HCPs.

Conclusions: The majority (81%–96%) of patients and HCPs
responded that the iGlarLixi pen was easy/very easy to use after
transitioning from Gla-100, suggesting a potential influence on
patient satisfaction.

P299 / #564
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE HYPOGLYCEMIA FEAR
SURVEY (HFS) AND HYPERGLYCEMIA AVOIDANCE
SCALE (HAS) TO DAILY CGM READINGS

L. Gonder-Frederick1, A. Bisio2, S. Brown3
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1University of Virginia, Center For Diabetes Technology,
charlottesville, United States of America, 2University of
Virginia, Center For Diabetes Technology, Charlottesville,
United States of America, 3University of Virginia, Division Of
Endocrinology, Charlottesville, United States of America

Background and Aims: The HFS and HAS questionnaires
measure worry and avoidance behaviors related to hypo-and
hyperglycemia, respectively. However, the relationship between
these constructs and glucose control remains unclear. This study
used baseline data from a RCT trial to examine the relationship
between HFS/HAS scores and daily CGM readings.

Methods: Data from 120 adults (mean age/SD = 39.7
yrs/13.8) from the parent study was included in the analysis.
Most participants used diabetes technology at baseline (55.8% -
CGM and insulin pumps, 22.5%- pumps only, 8.3%-CGM only,
13.8%- neither). After consent, participants collected 2-wks of
baseline CGM data (Dexcom G6) then completed questionnaires
at randomization.

Results: Regressions showed that HFS scores did not predict
CGM readings <3.0 or 3.9 mmol/L but did predict more readings
>10 (R2 = .16, p = .001) and 13.9 mmol/L (R2 = .13, p = .001). In
both models, the ‘‘Maintain High BG’’ factor was a significant
predictor, indicating self-treatment behaviors to keep glucose
levels higher to avoid hypoglycemia. Regressions also showed
that HAS scores predicted more readings <3.0 (R2 = .15, p = .002)
and <3.9 mmol/L (R2 = .10, p = <.001). In both models, the ‘‘Low
BG Preference’’ factor was a significant predictor, indicating a
willingness to risk hypoglycemia in order to avoid hyperglycemia.

Conclusions: Findings suggest that the HFS and HAS
questionnaires are valid measures of individual concerns and
self-treatment tendencies aimed at avoiding hypo- and hypergly-
cemia. These attitudes may have an impact on daily glycemic
profiles even in individuals whose diabetes management includes
use of sophisticated technology.

P300 / #577

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use
of diabetes technology

EXPERIENCES LEARNED FROM INDIVIDUALS
MANAGING TYPE 1 DIABETES USING
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS

A. Roberts1,2, M. Abraham1,2, L. Fried2, J. Dart1,2,
E. Davis1,2,3, T. Jones1,2,3

1Perth Children’s Hospital, Diabetes And Endocrinology,
Nedlands, Australia, 2Telethon Kids Institute, Children’s
Diabetes Centre, Perth, Australia, 3University of Western
Australia, Endocrinology And Diabetes, Perth, Australia

Background and Aims: Hybrid Closed Loop (HCL) im-
proves glycaemic outcomes in individuals with Type 1 diabetes
(T1D) however there is lack of knowledge regarding their ex-
perience in using the system.

Methods: Children and adolescents 12 – 25 years and their
parents participated in an interview following a six month ran-
domised clinical trial of HCL. Open-ended questions were used
to explore the lived experiences of families. The interviews were
analysed and coded using thematic analysis.

Results: Seventeen young people with T1D (Mean age:
17.5 – 4.2yrs, diabetes duration: 11.0 – 4.9yrs and HbA1c
8.0 – 0.8%) and 10 parents were included. They reported a pos-

itive experience using the HCL system, with improvements di-
abetes management. Four main themes were identified:
‘Ownership of diabetes management’, through increased inde-
pendence with diabetes and less parental responsibility ‘Impact
on anxiety’ with reduced anxiety related to nocturnal and post
exercise hypoglycaemia ‘Confidence and trust in the system’,
related to accuracy and ease of use ‘Issues with device/algo-
rithm’, related to the conservative approach to correction for
hyperglycaemia, the size of study devices, and the number and
sound of alarms

Conclusions: Young people and parents acknowledge the
benifits of the HCL system in improving glycaemic outcomes as
well as in providing flexibility and independence. Lived ex-
pereinces of individuals using the system provide valuable in-
formation on the use of the newer interventions in clinical
settings

P301 / #611

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use
of diabetes technology

DIABETES TECHNOLOGY AND ALARMS:
SUBJECTIVE DISTRESS IS NOT ASSOCIATED
WITH GLUCOSE PARAMETERS

D. Ehrmann, A. Schmitt, L. Priesterroth, C. Knoll, N. Hermanns

Diabetes Center Mergentheim, Forschungsinstitut Diabetes-
akademie Bad Mergentheim (fidam), Bad Mergentheim,
Germany

Background and Aims: Alarms from insulin pumps and
CGM systems are important safety features but can also disturb
people in everyday life. We analyzed associations between dis-
tress due to alarms with general diabetes distress, mood, stress,
energy, and CGM-derived parameters.

Methods: In the DIA-LINK study, people with type 1 diabetes
completed ecological momentary assessment while using un-
blinded CGM over 17 days. Every evening, participants rated
their daily distress specifically due to alarms (from pumps and/or
CGM) from 0 (not at all) to 10 (very much) as well as overall
diabetes distress using 5 adapted questions from the PAID
questionnaire. Four times a day, they also rated their current
mood, stress, and energy levels. Mean daily scores were calcu-
lated per participant. Glucose parameters were calculated for the
study period (mean glucose, coefficient of variation (CV) of
glucose, time in range, time in hypo-, and hyperglycemic ran-
ges). Correlations were analyzed using Pearson’s r.

Results: Data from 203 participants were analyzed showing
that on 22% of days, people experienced elevated distress due to
alarms. Insulin pump users had no higher distress due to alarms
than people without (p = .124). Daily distress due to alarms was
associated with higher overall distress, lower mood, higher stress
(Table 1). Glucose parameters were not associated with distress
due to alarms but with overall diabetes distress.
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Conclusions: Distress due to alarms was associated with
psychosocial variables but not with glucose variables. This may
indicate that when overall well-being is low, alarms may repre-
sent a specific source of distress independent from glycemic
control.

P302 / #633

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

PATIENTS’ ATTITUDES AND BARRIERS TOWARD
DIABETES DEVICES: INSULIN PUMPS AND
CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORS- SAUDI ARABIA
EXPERIENCE

N. Alzaman, N. Barradah, Y. Altayeb, A. Kashkari, F. Kheyami,
N. Alnazzawi, R. Alsefri

Taibah University, Internal Medicine, Al Madina Al
Munawwarah, Saudi Arabia

Background and Aims: Diabetes Devices (insulin pumps and
continuous glucose monitors (CGM)) has been shown to improve
glycemic outcome in patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus, up-
take of these devices have increased over last decade among
Saudi Arabian patients, to promote technology utilization it is
essential to understand barriers to device uptake, in this study we
described the most common barriers and attitudes endorsed by
Saudi Arabian type 1 diabetic patients

Methods: We shared a previously validated survey with type
1 diabetic patients on diabetes devices barriers and attitudes in
Almadinah region of Saudi Arabia, 98 adult type 1 diabetic pa-
tients were included (70% of population age 18-50 and 70% of
them were female), we explored if there was a difference be-
tween different barriers in males versus females

Results: Majority of patients used CGM with insulin injec-
tions followed by insulin pump only and only 10% of patients
used pump with CGM. Cost of the device and related accessories
was the most commonly endorsed barrier (82%) followed by
worrisome that device might not work (27%). Female were more
likely to have concerns regarding the shape of the device and
what others might think about them wearing the device versus
males. In regards to attitudes majority of patients agree that
technology made their life better, easier and helped to improve
their overall health.

Conclusions: Physicians and health care authorities can
proactively assess devices barriers/ attitudes and perception of
advantages/burden to encourage device uptake and potentially
prevent device discontinuation.

P303 / #648

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

SURVEY STUDY ON USE AND ACCESS TO
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES
IN ARGENTINA

L. Lequi1, M.L. Kabakian2, R. Carnero3, G. Rubin4,
M. Roldan Suarez5, D. Bianchi6, M. Pomares7, E. Herrera8,
M.P. Santucci9, S. Zabalua10, D. Croatto11, A. Dain12,
M.F. Soto Campos13, L. Sosa14, A. Maldini15,
C. Gomez Martin16, C. Gonzalez17

1Mains Bleues, Tecnologı́a En Diabetes/ Embarazo, Rafaela,
Argentina, 2hospital churruca, Diabetes Infantil, Buenos Aires,
Argentina, 3instituto medico rio cuarto, Endocrinologı́a Y
Diabetes, Rio Cuarto, Argentina, 4HOSPITAL PRIVADO,
Diabetes, CORDOBA, Argentina, 5Centro cardiometabolico,
Diabetes Y Nutricion, santiago del estero, Argentina, 6Roche,
Área Diabetes, Educación, Rosario, Argentina, 7CEGYM,
Unidad Diabetológiva, Corrientes, Argentina, 8JUVIA,
Tucuman, Tucuman, Argentina, 9Hospital churruca, Diabetes
Infantil, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 10CEMEDI, Mendoza,
Mendoza, Argentina, 11Mains Bleues, Unidad Diabetológica,
Rafaela, Argentina, 12Universidad Nacional de Cordoba,
Diabetes Y Nutrición, cordoba, Argentina, 13Hospital Arturo
Oñativia. Salta, Unidad Diabetológica, Salta, Argentina,
14Hospital Privado Dr. Raul Matera, Diabetes Y Nutricion,
bahia blanca, Argentina, 15Facultad de ciencias Naturales y
Exactas . La Pampa, Unidad Diabetológicq, La Pampa,
Argentina, 16Cendia, Unidad Diabetológica, Concordia,
Argentina, 17Facultad de Medicina. Uba, Departamento
Farmacologia, Caba, Argentina

Background and Aims: Diabetes is a chronic and prevalent
disease that in recent years has acquired socioeconomic impor-
tance in our country and all over the world. The innovations
developed in the field of treatment are important for the control
and quality of life of patients with diabetes, but at the same time
they are limited to certain sectors. In our country we currently do
not have accurate data on the use of insulin pumps and interstitial
measurement devices. For this purpose, from the Innovation
Committee of the Argentine Diabetes Society, we prepared a
survey study to determine the uses of new technologies for
treatment of people with diabetes in order to determine their
frequency and accessibility.

Methods: Cross-sectional descriptive observational survey
study, including patients of all ages with diagnosis of diabetes
from the Argentine Republic. The survey was self-administered
through a google questionnaire and disseminated through social
networks.

Results: 1078 surveys, 62% were women, 69.1%. Type 1
diabetes, 28.7%. 23% insulin pumps, 14% integrated system and
23% interstitial measurement. Ages of use of technology be-
tween 10 and 40 years. 83% of all pumps and 72% of interstitial
measurement belonged to the private care sector. Diabetes edu-
cation 27% medical, 28% education team, 45% pump trainer.

Conclusions: According to the data of the present survey, the
use of technology in Argentina is frequent, especially in people
with type 1 diabetes, under 40 years of age belonging to the
private health sector.Training for the use of these new technol-
ogies does not depend on a structured education team.

P304 / #717

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

TIME IN RANGE, INSULIN DOSE AND
CARBOHYDRATE LOADS DURING A 4-DAY TREK IN
ADULTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES USING SENSOR
AUGMENTED PUMPS: THE D-EXPERIENCE

M.T. Onetto1, L. Norlander2, D. Montt3, R. Sánchez4,
B. Grassi1

1Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Nutrition, Diabetes
And Metabolism, Santiago, Chile, 2Stanford University,
Pediatric Endocrinology, San Francisco, United States of
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America, 3Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, School Of
Medicine, Santiago, Chile, 4Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez, School
Of Engineering And Science, Santiago, Chile

Background and Aims: Prolonged exercise remains chal-
lenging for T1D management with increased risk of hypogly-
cemia and hyperglycemia. We evaluated the effects of a four day
trek on time bellow 70 mg/dL (TBR70), Time in Range (TIR),
insulin use and need for carbohydrate loading in subjects with
T1D using sensor augmented pumps (SAP).

Methods: Adults with T1D using SAP from Latin America
were invited. They participated in a 47 km - 4 day trek in Pata-
gonia with a team of 2 physicians and 1 dietitian. The team
delivered suggestions for insulin dose reduction and carbohy-
drate loads. Data from the trek and the 2 previous weeks was
obtained, including TBR70 and TIR, basal and bolus insulin.
Supplementary carbohydrates were manually registered. Non-
parametric analyses were performed.

Results: Eight Minimed 640G� and three 670G� users were
included. Mean age was 31.4 years, with 17.5 years of disease
duration and BMI 24.8 kg/m2. Average exercise duration was
5.72 hours/day. Comparing with data from the previous 14 days,
during the trek TBR70 decreased from 4.7% to 2.0% (p = 0.026),
TIR remained unchanged 72.5% vs. 70.6% (p = 0.286), and basal
and bolus insulin dose decreased from 16.9 to 13.2 units/day (-
28%, p = 0.008) and 23.9 vs. 17.8 units/day (-34%, p = 0.013),
respectively, without significant changes in meal carbohydrates
(174.7 vs. 192.0 grams/day, p = 0.306). Average supplementary
carbohydrate load was 90.3 grams/day, distributed in 11.4
grams/hour in the first 2 hours of exercise and 19.4 grams/hour
thereafter.

Conclusions: Prolonged exercise without excessive risk is
feasible with the use of SAP with adequate insulin dose reduction
and supplementary carbohydrates.

P305 / #718

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

DIABETES TECHNOLOGY USAGE AND SELF-
EFFICACY IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

R. Gowen1, F. Velcani2, E. Ye1, S. Suhl1, R. Wood1

1dQ&A - the Diabetes Research Company, Patient And
Outcomes Research, San Francisco, United States of America,
2The diaTribe Foundation, Patient Education And Advocacy,
San Francisco, United States of America

Background and Aims: For patients with diabetes, glucose
management often requires constant vigilance and care to pre-
vent potentially life-threatening complications. Feelings of
powerlessness can negatively impact diabetes management, but
diabetes technology may have the potential to improve health
outcomes by increasing patient agency. The present study in-
vestigated whether Type 1 diabetes (T1D) patients’ use of con-
tinuous glucose monitors (CGM) and insulin pumps was
associated with higher measures of self-efficacy.

Methods: 2,054 adults with T1D (69% female, 50 – 16 years)
from an opted-in US research panel were surveyed. Re-
spondents’ technology use was categorized as ‘‘Pump and
CGM’’ (72%), ‘‘Pump only’’ (5%), ‘‘CGM only’’ (16%), and
‘‘Neither pump nor CGM’’ (7%). Respondents completed the
Diabetes Empowerment Scale-Short Form (DES-SF), an 8-item
measure assessing diabetes-related psychosocial self-efficacy,

with higher scores indicating higher self-efficacy. Health and
demographic information were also collected.

Results: The mean DES-SF scores of respondents using a
pump and CGM (32.14) or using a CGM only (32.83) were
significantly higher than scores of those using a pump only
(30.60) or using neither a pump nor CGM (30.80).

Conclusions: This data shows that the use of CGM, with and
without an insulin pump, may be associated with higher levels of
diabetes-related psychosocial self-efficacy. Designing interven-
tions to improve T1D patients’ use of relevant technologies could
improve self-efficacy and diabetes self-management. Long-
itudinal studies are needed to investigate the long-term psycho-
social benefits of technology use in patients.

P306 / #725

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

SELF-REPORTED PHYSICAL FITNESS,
PERCEIVED BARRIERS, AND GLUCOSE CONTROL
DURING A 4-DAY TREK IN ADULTS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES

L. Norlander1, M.T. Onetto2, D. Montt3, R. Sánchez4, B. Grassi2

1Stanford University, Pediatric Endocrinology, Stanford,
United States of America, 2Pontificia Universidad Católica de
Chile, Nutrition, Diabetes And Metabolism, Santiago, Chile,
3Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, School Of Medicine,
Santiago, Chile, 4Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez, School Of
Engineering And Science, Santiago, Chile

Background and Aims: Maintaining euglycemia while ex-
ercising is challenging for people with T1D and creates barriers
to participation in endurance activities. This study evaluated the
correlation between self-reported baseline physical activity as-
sessments, perceived barriers to physical activity, and glucose
control during a 4-day trek in Patagonia.

Methods: The participants were adults with T1D from Latin
America (N = 11, Ages 23-51yrs, mean 30.5yrs). Participants
completed the International Physical Activity Questionnaire
(IPAQ) and Barriers to Physical Activity in Diabetes (BAPAD-
1) assessments prior to the trek. All subjects used CGM and
insulin pump (8 Minimed 640G� and 3 Minimed 670G�).Insulin
and carbohydrate decisions were self-directed with the counsel
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of the medical team. The trek included 22 hours of activity over 4
days.

Results: During exercise, the average time in range (TIR), 70–
180mg/dL, was 70.6% (–10.3%) and time above range (TAR),
>180mg/dL, was 27.4% (–11.2%). All subjects fell into category
2 or 3 (moderate or high activity level) on the IPAQ. The baseline
met/min/week (as estimated by the IPAQ) showed a moderate
positive correlation with TIR, and a moderate negative correla-
tion with TAR on the trek. BAPAD-1 assessment for fear of
losing control of diabetes showed a strong negative correlation to
TIR, and a strong positive correlation to TAR (p < 0.05). Fear of
hypoglycemia did not show any significant correlation.

Conclusions: For subjects on a multi-day endurance trek there
was a significant positive correlation between fear of losing
control with TAR. Assessing fear of losing control prior to sig-
nificant physical activity may allow for focused efforts on those
who need more assistance.

P307 / #771

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

PSYCHOLOGICAL CARE FOR CHILDREN AND
ADOLESCENTS WITH DIABETES-PRELIMINARY
RESULTS FROM THE INTERNATIONAL PEDIATRIC
REGISTRY SWEET PSYCHOLOGICAL CARE FOR
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS WITH DIABETES-
PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM THE
INTERNATIONAL PEDIATRIC REGISTRY SWEET

A. Chobot1,2, A. Eckert3,4, T. Biester5, S. Corathers6,
A. Covinhas7, C. De Beaufort8,9, Z. Imane10, J.H. Kim11,
A. Malatynska1, H. Moravej12, S. Pokhrel13, T. Skinner14

1University Clinical Hospital in Opole, Department Of
Pediatrics, Opole, Poland, 2Institute of Medical Sciences,
University of Opole, Department Of Pediatrics, Opole, Poland,
3ZIBMT, Ulm University, Institute Of Epidemiology And
Medical Biometry, Ulm, Germany, 4German Center for
Diabetes Research (DZD), -, Munich-Neuherberg, Germany,
5Children’s Hospital Auf der Bult, Diabetes Center For
Children And Adolescents, Hannover, Germany, 6Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital Medical Center/University of Cincinnati
College of Medicine, Division Of Endocrinology, Cincinnati,
United States of America, 7Diabetes Portugal, Apdp, Lisbon,
Portugal, 8UZ Brussels, Department Of Pediatric
Endocrinology, Brussels, Belgium, 9Pediatric Clinic/Centre
Hospitalier de Luxembourg, Department Of Pediatric Diabetes
And Endocrinology, Luxembourg, Luxembourg, 10Childreńs
Hospital of Rabat, -, Rabat, Morocco, 11Seoul National
University Bundang Hospital, Seoul National University
College of Medicine, Department Of Pediatrics, Seongnam,
Korea, Republic of, 12Shiraz University of Medical Sciences,
Neonatal Research Center, Shiraz, Iran, 13Siddhartha Children

and Women Hospital, Department Of Pediatrics, Butwal,
Nepal, 14University of Copenhagen, Institute Of Psychology,
Copenhagen, Denmark

Background and Aims: To evaluate the availability and ac-
cess to psychological care and its structure in centers partici-
pating in the SWEET (Better control in Paediatric and
Adolescent diabetes: Working to crEate cEnTers of Refetence)
registry (including 2019 data of 34.912 subjects £18 years with
T1D).

Methods: All centers (n = 112) were invited to a structured
online survey providing information on their psychology service.

Results: 92 (82%) survey responses from SWEET centers
were obtained. In majority centers (78%) have national guide-
lines recommending integrated psychological care. Among sur-
vey responders, psychological care is offered by 88% of centers,
usually by a regular employee (83%) – psychologist or other
mental health professional (MHP). 62% of centers have 0.1-0.5
and 14% ‡ 1 MHPs/100 patients. The total full time equivalent of
MHPs/100 patients is £0.3 in 58% and >0.5 in 14% centers.
Families cover the consultation costs partially in 14% and fully in
12% of centers. In almost all (94%) centers offering psycho-
logical services psychological support is given at T1D diagnosis.
In equal percentages of centers (39%) patients are later referred
to psychologists/MHPs by physicians or arrange an appointment
themselves. In 21% of centers there is a systematic, at least an-
nual, psychological consultation. One third of centers use a
structured tool for psychological assessment.

Conclusions: International pediatric guidelines recommend
easy accessibility of psychosocial care for children and adoles-
cents with T1D and their families. In our study among SWEET
registry, most centers offer psychological support to their pa-
tients. There is widespread heterogeneity in the resources, na-
tional guidelines and organization of psychological care.

P308 / #52

Topic: AS15-Trials is progress

DESCRIPTIVE CROSS SECTIONAL STUDY OF
HEALTH RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE AMONG 140
ADULT PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES AT
PREAH KOSSAMAK HOSPITAL IN CAMBODIA

N. Rann1, C.D. Chin2, K. Touch1

1Preah Kossamak Hospital, Diabetes Center, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia, 2Preah Ang Duong Hospital, Medicine, Phnom
Penh, Cambodia

Background and Aims: Quality-of-life (QoL) has a crucial
role and a positive impact on diabetic patient because when
having better quality of life, they will take good care of them-
selves. As a result, their health will be better and it will decrease
risk for complications and help them maintain good health in
long term time. Health-related-quality of life (HRQoL) is a
useful index for evaluating conditions of health and management
for patients. Aims of study to evaluate HRQoL of older adult
patients with type-2-diabetes (T2DM) and to identify how well
an individual would be able to handle his disease and maintain
his long-term health and well-being.

Methods: A-Descriptive-Cross-Sectional study involve pa-
tient with T2DM in outpatient at Preah Kossamak Hospital in
Phnom Penh from March-April in 2020. Patients were selected
using by face-to-face interview based on ED-5Q-3L and VAS
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score. 140 patients who met eligibility criteria were selected in
study using probability sampling-technique. Data analysing
SPSS.

Results: Among patients (52 males and 88 females) who have
mean age around 58.6 years-old, mostly married, from various
education level, have EQ-5D-3L scores with no problem: Mo-
bility (77.1 %), self-care (97.1 %), usual activities (90.7 %),
pain/discomfort (45.0 %) and anxiety/depression (46.4 %). VAS
Score in male is much better than female, 66.3 vs. 62.4 respec-
tively with significant p-value 0.044. Otherwise duration of di-
abetes and type of medication significantly decrease quality of
life showed by VAS score.

Conclusions: Quality-of-Life for patients with T2DM is af-
fected by numerous factors such as sex, BMI, occupation, du-
ration of diabetes and type of treatment.

P309 / #67

Topic: AS15-Trials is progress

TRANSITION FROM INSULIN PUMP TO MULTIPLE
DAILY INJECTIONS USING INSULIN DEGLUDEC:
INTERIM RESULTS FROM A RANDOMIZED
CONTROLLED TRIAL

V. Shah, T. Vigers, J. Snell-Bergeon

University of Colorado, Barbara Davis Center For Diabetes,
Aurora, United States of America

Background and Aims: We evaluated the efficacy and safety
of an ‘overlap’ strategy (OLS) compared to standard of care
(SOC) for insulin pump (CSII) to multiple daily injections (MDI)
transition using an ultralong acting insulin degludec (IDeg) in
adults with type 1 diabetes (T1D).

Methods: In this single center randomized clinical trial, adults
with T1D > 1 year, using CSII for >3 months, and A1c between
6.5% and 8.5% were randomized to OLS or SOC after 1 week of
run-in-phase. Participants wore blinded Dexcom G6 and insulin
dose was not changed during the trial. Participants stopped CSII
and started IDeg in 1:1 dose (same as total basal insulin) at
randomization in SOC. In OLS, IDeg in 1:1 dose and CSII basal
insulin were overlapped (50% basal reduction for 24 hours and
75% basal reduction between 24–48 hours) for first 48 hours
from randomization. CGM time-in-range (TIR- 70–180 mg/dL)
and time below range (TBR, <70 mg/dL) were compared after
randomization.

Results: Nine adults with T1D (age 33.8 – 7.9 years, A1c
7.5 – 0.3%, diabetes duration 21.8 – 3.8 years, 62% females)
were randomized to SOC, and seven adults with T1D (age
36.7 – 10.2, A1c 7.2 – 6.5%, diabetes duration 23.0 – 15.1, 57%
females) were randomized to OLS. Percent differences for TIR

was significantly higher and no differences in TBR in OLS
compared to SOC (Figure).

Conclusions: Overlap of IDeg and insulin pump for first 48
hours results in better glycemic control without increasing hy-
poglycemia during transition to MDI using IDeg in adults with
T1D.

P310 / #244

Topic: AS15-Trials is progress

CAN AN ADVANCED LANCING DEVICE ALLEVIATE
PAIN AND IMPROVE HBA1C?

J. Kesavadev1, A. Shankar1, G. Krishnan1, B. Chandran2,
A. Basanth1, G. Sanal2, V. Krishna2, S. Jothydev2

1Jothydev’s Diabetes Research Center, Diabetes, Trivandrum,
India, 2Jothydev’s Diabetes Research Center, Diabetes,
Trivandrum, India

Background and Aims: Pain has been perceived as a major
impediment to SMBG. We assessed benefits of using Genteel,
vacuum based lancing device in improving HbA1c and pain of
pricking.NCT04214704

Methods: This is the interim result of an ongoing, open-label,
24-week cross over trial where diabetes patients were matched
using propensity score and allocated to GC or CG arm (G-
Genteel; C- Conventional). GC arm exclusively used Genteel for
12 weeks, and then switched to conventional method of SMBG
for additional 12 weeks, and vice versa for CG arm. A total of
110 patients were recruited with 55 in each arm. Both arms were
provided with same glucometer. CG arm used the lancet and
lancing device which they were using prior to randomization and
GC used BT Lancets during first 3 months. Primary outcomes
were reduction in HbA1c and %SMBG adherence over 24-
weeks. Subjective assessment of pain in both arms was assessed.

Results: Data from 22 patients(13 TIDM, age: 25 – 8.29,
duration of diabetes 10 – 7.12y and 9 T2DM, age: 43 – 13.40,
duration of diabetes: 11 – 6.75y) showed a significant reduction
in A1c in both arms while using Genteel(9.05 – 0.93% at baseline
to 7.76 – 0.84% at week 12 in GC arm and 7.52 – 1.22% at 12 to
7.21 – 0.90% in CG arm at 24 weeks; p < 0.001*).This was re-
inforced by increased SMBG adherence to genteel due to alter-
nate testing sites and contact tips.

Conclusions: This study demonstrates Genteel superior in
terms of A1c reduction and pain of pricking.

P311 / #265

Topic: AS15-Trials is progress

SHORT-TERM USAGE OF A CLOSED-LOOP INSULIN
DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR IMPROVING
OPTIMIZATION OF INSULIN DOSES: A TRIAL
PROTOCOL

T. Kronborg1,2, S. Hangaard1,2, S.E. Engell3,4, T. Aradóttir3,
H. Bengtsson3, P. Vestergaard1,5,6, M.H. Jensen1,2

1Aalborg University Hospital, Steno Diabetes Center North
Denmark, Aalborg, Denmark, 2Aalborg University, Health
Science And Technology, Aalborg Ø, Denmark, 3Novo Nordisk,
Device Research & Development, Bagsværd, Denmark,
4Technical University of Denmark, Department Of Applied
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Mathematics And Computer Science, Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark,
5Aalborg University Hospital, Department Of Clinical
Medicine, Aalborg, Denmark, 6Aalborg University Hospital,
Department Of Endocrinology, Aalborg, Denmark

Background and Aims: Closed-loop insulin delivery systems
may be viable for treating type 2 diabetes. However, this is not
always feasible, and the price is a barrier for long-term usage in a
large proportion of patients. The novel objective of the present
study is to investigate whether short-term usage of a closed-loop
system can improve optimization of insulin doses under free
living conditions.

Methods: The design is a randomized, parallel-arm study with
32 basal-only or MDI treated patients with type 2 diabetes.
Participants will have a 2-week run-in period continuing their
current insulin therapy while wearing a CGM. Participants will
then be randomized 1:1 into a closed-loop arm or a standard
insulin therapy arm. In the closed-loop arm, participants will use
a closed-loop system for 30 days. Afterwards, participants will
transition to standard insulin therapy for 30 days wearing a CGM,
where insulin doses are optimized every 5–7 days. In the standard
insulin therapy arm, participants will continue standard insulin
therapy wearing a CGM for 60 days, where insulin doses are
optimized every 5–7 days. The primary outcome of the study is to
assess the efficacy of a closed-loop system in maintaining CGM
glucose levels within the target range from 3.9 to 10.0 mmol/L
compared to standard insulin therapy.

Results: The study is expected to begin in the summer of
2021, and the results published from the spring of 2022.

Conclusions: The study will reveal whether a closed-loop
system can lead to better glycemic control and provide insights
on patient-tailored optimization of insulin doses.

P312 / #268

Topic: AS15-Trials is progress

ASSOCIATION OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY WITH
INSTRUMENTS FOR PREDICTION OF
CARDIOVASCULAR RISK IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES

A. Goldshmid, V. Fadeyev, I. Poluboyarinova, R. Karamullina,
E. Chechikova

Federal State Autonomous Educational Institution of Higher
Education I.M. Sechenov First Moscow State Medical
University of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation
(Sechenov University), Department Of Endocrinology, Moscow,
Russian Federation

Background and Aims: Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) were
the cause of death in 31.9% patients with type 1 diabetes (T1D).
Patients with diabetic nephropathy (DN) have higher rates of
CVD and mortality than patients without DN. Prevention and
treatment of CVD have been extrapolated from type 2 diabetes
experience. There are two T1D specific scales for predicting
CVD risk. To evaluate association of DN with T1D specific
scales predicting CVD risk.

Methods: Screening of 176 T1D patients was performed: age
32 years [25.5–42.5]; T1D duration 15 years [9–20]; HbA1c 8.2%
[7.2–9.6]. 68.2% had normal albuminuria, 27% microalbuminuria,
4.5% macroalbuminuria, median 25.5 mg/day [15.0–36.5].
Mean eGFR (CKD-EPI) 80.55 – 18.13 ml/min/1.73m2: C1
30.1%, C2 58.5%, C3a 8.5% and C3b 2.9%. Steno T1
Risk Engine scale 5-year risk 3.7% [2.1-8.0], 10-year risk
7.1% [4.2-8.15]. Swedish T1D risk score 5-year risk 0.93%
[0.50-1.79]. The median CVD risk was rated as low for both
scales.

Results: There were significant direct correlation of albu-
minuria stage and inverse correlation of eGFR with 5-year risk
(r = 0.388 and r = -0.506; p < 0,0001), 10-year risk (r = 0.393 and
r = -0.500; p < 0.0001) in Steno scale and risk in Swedish scale
(r = 0.189; p = 0.012 and r = -0.497; p < 0.0001). There is high
density positive correlation between Steno and Swedish risk
score (r = 0.893; p < 0.0001).

Conclusions: Steno and Swedish T1D risk scales correlate
with DN stage and are equivalent to each other for assessing
cardiovascular risk in T1D patients. Swedish T1D risk score
doesn’t require quantitative albumin loss assessment and more
convenient in real clinical practice.

P313 / #325

Topic: AS15-Trials is progress

INDUCING BETA CELL REST WITH
INSULIN – A PART OF THE AZITHROMYCIN
INSULIN DIET INTERVENTION IN TYPE 1
DIABETES (AIDIT) STUDY

G. Forsander1, F. Sundberg1, A. Lyckå1,
O. Skog2, O. Korsgren2

1The Queen Silvia Childrens Hospital, Sahlgrenska University
Hospital, Dept Of Pediatrics, Gothenburgh, Sweden, 2Uppsala
university, Dept Of Immunology, Genetics And Pathology,
Uppsala, Sweden

Background and Aims: Repeated induction of beta-cell rest,
by episodes of intensified insulin treatment, is part of the ongo-
ing, RCT AIDIT study protocol aiming at preservation of beta-
cell function in children recently diagnosed with type 1 diabetes.
All children are treated with SAP from diagnosis and normally
aiming for a blood glucose value 4.0-8.0 mmol/l. In this report,
beta-cell rest induced by insulin given intravenously and sub-
cutaneously is evaluated.

Methods: Insulin lispro is given as an intravenous (iv ) in-
fusion (1U/ml) for 72 hours within one week after diagnosis and
by sc subcutaneous (sc), intensified infusion with a Tandem
T:slim insulin pump (100 U/ml) 6–8 hours during one day in
study week 5, 9, 13, 17, 25, 34, 43. The treatments target a
glucose level of 4.0 – 0.5 mmol/l . Dexcom G6 and p-glucose
(Stat-Strip) are used for glucose monitoring. Extra insulin diluted
to 10 U/ml can be given iv when needed during sc treatment. The
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efficacy of the beta cell rest is evaluated by measurement of C-
peptide, analyzed by ELISA (Ultrasensitive C-peptide, Merco-
dia, Uppsala, Sweden).

Results: So far, seven out of 14 included children aged 6,0–
15,9 years with newly diagnosed T1D are randomized to the
study protocol treatment. All had a stimulated c-peptide above
200 pmol/L six weeks after inclusion. 5/7 intravenous insulin
treatments and 27/39 subcutaneous insulin treatments resulted in
induction of beta cell rest, defined as c-peptide <100 pmol/L
during the treatment.

Conclusions: Beta cell rest can be induced by intensive
insulin treatment by infusing insulin either intravenously or
subcutaneously.

P314 / #727

Topic: AS15-Trials is progress

THE ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT OF REAL-TIME
CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING
ON PEOPLE PRESENTING WITH SEVERE
HYPOGLYCAEMIA (AIR-CGM) STUDY

C. Uduku1, N. Jugnee1, V. Pendolino2, N. Oliver1,
R. Fothergill2, M. Reddy1

1Imperial College London, Department Of Metabolism,
Digestion And Reproduction, London, United Kingdom,
2London Ambulance Service NHS Trust, Clinical Audit And
Research Unit, London, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Severe hypoglycaemia in type 1
diabetes (T1D) is associated with morbidity, mortality, and
emergency health service utilisation. We analysed preliminary
data assessing the impact of real-time continuous glucose mon-
itoring (CGM) provided early to people with T1D following
severe hypoglycaemia.

Methods: Twelve-week randomised controlled trial of
adults with T1D and severe hypoglycaemia attended by the
London Ambulance Service (LAS). Participants were rando-
mised within 72 hours to receive real-time CGM (Dexcom
G6) or standard care and were contacted weekly by a spe-
cialist to optimise treatment. The control group wore blinded
CGM at weeks 1 and 2, 4 to 6, and 9 to 12. Changes in
percentage time in hypoglycaemia, time in range, and gly-
caemic variability were compared from baseline and endpoint
between groups.

Results: Thirty-five participants were consented. After with-
drawals, 15 completed the CGM intervention, 8 in the control
group reached the endpoint. The CGM group had a significantly
greater reduction in % time in hypoglycaemia (<54 mg/dL and
<50 mg/dL) and low blood glucose index compared to the control
group. Both groups had reductions in the mean glucose and mean
absolute glucose (mean of absolute change per hour in glucose
level derived), with significantly greater reductions in the control
arm.

Conclusions: Rapid provision of CGM immediately follow-
ing severe hypoglycaemia improves measures of hypoglycaemia
compared to standard care. While regular specialist advice ap-
pears to improve glycaemic variability measures, it is not suffi-
cient to reduce hypoglycaemia in the control group. Immediate
provision of CGM after severe hypoglycaemia may mitigate or
prevent further events.

P315 / #360

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

HIGHER LEVELS OF SOCIAL DEPRIVATION
ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED PERCENTAGE TIME
IN RANGE IN PEOPLE WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES
DURING COVID-19 LOCKDOWN

P. Avari1, R. Unsworth1, S. Rilstone1, C. Uduku1, K. Logan2,
N. Hill1, I. Godsland1, M. Reddy1, N. Oliver1

1Imperial College London, Department Of Metabolism,
Digestion And Reproduction, London, United Kingdom,
2Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust, Department Of
Paediatrics, London, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: The Covid-19 pandemic required
strict lockdown with rigid restrictions imposed by public health
authorities to prevent viral transmission. We sought to assess the
interaction between social deprivation and glycaemia during
lockdown in people with type 1 diabetes.

Methods: We performed a retrospective, observational anal-
ysis in adults and children attending a specialist centre in Lon-
don, UK, using real-time continuous glucose monitoring or flash
monitoring. Continuous glucose data over 28 days prior to
lockdown were compared with the same duration during lock-
down, and assessed for percentage time in range (%TIR), as well
as glycaemic variability measures. Socioeconomic deprivation
was assessed using English Indices of Deprivation 2019.

Results: Multivariable linear regression analysis in 145 in-
dividuals on multiple daily injections and continuous insulin
infusion revealed the most socially deprived group had an in-
creased %TIR 3.9-10mmol/l (70 -180mg/dL; coefficient: 4.208,
95% CI 0.588 to 7.828; p = 0.02). In addition, a negative asso-
ciation was observed with change in %time above range
>10mmol/L (>180mg/dL; coefficient: -4.746, 95% CI -8.771 to -
0.721; p = 0.02). Individuals in the lower 50% of the deprivation
scores (deciles £4 indicating most deprived vs deciles ‡5) had
significantly greater change in %TIR during lockdown than those
in the upper 50% (change %TIR +3.25 (-0.38 to 8.71) vs +1.79
(-3.61 to 4.73) respectively; p < 0.05).

Conclusions: Glycaemia in people improved during lock-
down, with individuals from more deprived areas most likely to
benefit. This is likely to be due to a complex interaction of social,
behavioural, and environmental factors which warrant further
investigation.

P316 / #449

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND NEW ONSET
PEDIATRIC TYPE 1 DIABETES AT CHILDREN’S
NATIONAL HOSPITAL

B. Marks1,2, A. Khilnani2, A. Meyers2, E. Estrada1,2,
J. Boughton1, R. Streisand1,2, M. Monaghan1,2

1Children’s National Hospital, Division Of Endocrinology,
Washington, United States of America, 2The George
Washington University, School Of Medicine And Health
Sciences, Washington, United States of America

Background and Aims: Reports have varied about the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic on the incidence and severity of
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pediatric T1D presentation. We investigated changes in T1D
initial clinical presentation and patient demographic character-
istics during COVID-19.

Methods: A retrospective cross-sectional review of youth
diagnosed with T1D during the COVID-19 pandemic (3/11/
2020-11/30/2020) and in the time-matched period in 2019 was
conducted at an American pediatric tertiary-care center. ICD-10
code, age, BMI Z-score, and positive autoantibodies at diagnosis
were used to assess for T1D, with confirmation by chart review.
Chi-square, Fisher’s exact, and independent samples t-tests were
used for analyses.

Results: Cases of new onset T1D did not change from 2019
(n = 118, Mage = 10.0 – 4.4 years) to 2020 (n = 119, Mage = 9.6 –
4.3 years). Only 2 youth were COVID-19 positive at diagnosis.
While the incidence of DKA (50.4% vs 59.3%) did not signifi-
cantly increase during the pandemic, more youth presented with
severe DKA ( p = 0.01) and fewer with mild DKA ( p = 0.03).
Statistics regarding race and ethnicity were unchanged, however
the proportion of youth diagnosed with T1D who were publicly
insured increased from 40.3% in 2019 to 55.1% during the
pandemic ( p = 0.05).

Conclusions: Although the incidence of T1D was unchanged
in the first 9-months of the COVID-19 pandemic, a greater
proportion of youth were publicly insured and more presented
with severe DKA. Recent reports have shown higher rates of
COVID-19 infection among socioeconomically disadvantaged
youth and given higher rates of DKA at diagnosis in this popu-
lation, viral-induced autoimmunity from COVID-19 infection
may contribute to these findings.

P317 / #504

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

ONLINE SURVEY ‘‘COVIDENTARY’’: IS COVID-19
LEADING CHILDREN WITH TYPE1 DIABETES TO
SEDENTARY BEHAVIOR?

V. Calcaterra1, D. Iafusco2, V. Carnevale Pellino3, C. Mameli4,
G. Tornese5, M. Macedoni6, F. Redaelli6, C. Cascella7,
A. Chianese2, G.V. Zuccotti4, M. Vandoni3

1Children’s Hospital V. Buzzi Milano and University of Pavia,
Dept. Of Pediatrics, Pavia, Italy, 2Vanvitelli, University of
Naples, Naples, Italy, Paediatric Diabetology, Napoli, Italy,
3University of Pavia, Laboratory Of Adapted Motor Activity

(lama) – Department Of Public Health, Experimental Medicine
And Forensic Science, Pavia, Italy, 4Children’s Hospital V.
Buzzi and University of Milano, Department Of Pediatrics,
Milano, Italy, 5IRCCS ‘‘Burlo Garofolo, Institute For Maternal
And Child Health, Trieste, Italy, 6Children’s Hospital V. Buzzi,
Dept Pediatrics, Milano, Italy, 7Regional Center of Pediatric
Diabetology ‘‘G. Stoppoloni’’, University Of Campania ‘‘luigi
Vanvitelli’’, Napoli, Italy

Background and Aims: Physical activity (PA) is a crucial
component in the management of type 1 diabetes (T1D). We
explored by online system the PA level and describe variation in
glycaemic values before and during the restrictions caused by
Sars-Cov-2 pandemia (COVID-19) in Italian children with T1D.

Methods: Parents or guardians of children with T1D (< 18
years) filled out an online survey. Anthropometric characteris-
tics, PA, play and sport and sedentary time were collected before
and after the introduction of restrictions. Moreover, we investi-
gated the medical related factors.

Results: A total of 280 children and adolescents (mean age
was 11.8 – 3.3 years; 58.5% M) were included in the analysis.
Before and after the introduction of restrictions, we reported
a significant decline in participation in sport activities
(-2.1 – 2.1 h/week) and reduction in time spent in outdoor plays
(-73.9 – 93.6 min/day). Moreover, we reported a significant in-
crease in sedentary time (+144.7 – 147.8 min/day). Finally, an
increase in mean glycaemic values (-25.4 – 33.4 mg/dL) and in-
sulin delivery (in 71.8% of patients) were also recorded.

Conclusions: A decline in participation in sport activities and
a significant increase of sedentary time can influence the man-
agement of T1D of children and adolescents, influencing the risk
of acute and long term complications. Online exercise programs
may be useful to maintain both health and wellbeing of youth
with T1D.

P318 / #525

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

IMPACT OF COVID-19 PANDEMIC ON PROVISION OF
CONTINUOUS SUBCUTANEOUS INSULIN INFUSION
(CSII) AND CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING
(CGM) STARTS AND RENEWALS IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM (UK)

H. Forde1, P. Choudhary2, S. Hussain3

1Leicester General Hospital, Leicester Diabetes Centre,
Leicester, United Kingdom, 2University of Leicester, Diabetes
Research Centre, Leicester, United Kingdom, 3Guy’s and St
Thomas’ , King’s College London, Diabetes, London, United
Kingdom

Background and Aims: Routine diabetes clinical activity has
been significantly reduced due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The
diabetes technology network (DTN)-UK aimed to establish the
impact of the pandemic on diabetes technology provision in the
UK.

Methods: We conducted an online survey of members of the
DTN-UK that comprises health care professionals (HCPs) in-
volved in the care of people with Type 1 diabetes (T1D) between
November and December 2020.

Results: Of 143 eligible responses, 61 (42.7%) were from
consultants, 52 (36.4%) were from diabetes specialist nurses, 22
(15.4%) were from dieticians and 7 (4.9%) were from trainees.
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Most respondents (78.3%) worked with adults. The median
number of pump users per service was 167 [IQR 88-250], real-
time CGM users was 25 [IQR 10-53] and flash glucose moni-
toring users was 300 [IQR 115-485]. A reduction in new insulin
pump starts as well as renewals of out of warranty pumps was
reported by 104 (72.8%) and 87 (60.9%) respondents respec-
tively. Forty-seven (32.9%) respondents reported that the ma-
jority (>60%) of their new pump starts were being done virtually.
Compared to face-to-face initiations, virtual pump and CGM
starts were reported to be effective and respondents agreed that it
was likely that remote technology starts would continue post
pandemic. Digital accuracy and restrictions on group sizes were
identified as important barriers to virtual working.

Conclusions: Although the provision of diabetes technologies
has been negatively impacted by the pandemic, the im-
plementation of virtual pathways can, at least partly, facilitate
many of these services.

P319 / #541

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

COVID-19: QUALITY OF LIFE AND RISK ATTITUDES
AMONG INSULIN PUMP USERS IN A TIME OF CRISIS

K. Madsen1, K. Rytter2, H. Andersen2, E. Hommel2, M. Nexø1,
U. Pedersen-Bjergaard3,4, T. Skinner5,6, K. Nørgaard2,4,
S. Schmidt2, B. Cleal1, I. Willaing1,7

1Steno Diabetes Center Copenhagen, Health Promotion,
Gentofte, Denmark, 2Steno Diabetes Center Copenhagen,
Clinical Research, Gentofte, Denmark, 3Nordsjællands Hospital
Hillerød, Department Of Endocrinology And Nephrology,
Hillerød, Denmark, 4University of Copenhagen, Department Of
Clinical Medicine, Copenhagen N, Denmark, 5University of
Copenhagen, Department Of Psychology, Copenhagen K,
Denmark, 6La Trobe University, Department Of Rural Health,
Melbourne Victoria, Australia, 7University of Copenhagen,
Department Of Public Health, Copenhagen K, Denmark

Background and Aims: At the beginning the COVID-19
pandemic, people with diabetes were immediately characterized
as a vulnerable group. This abstract reports on COVID-19-
related quality of life and disease risk-attitudes measured in the
early months of the pandemic among a cohort of insulin pump
users with type 1 diabetes.

Methods: A survey including the COVID-19 Impact on
Quality of Life Profile (range 1–9, higher scores indicating more
negative impact) based on the DAWN2 Impact of Diabetes
Profile, and a 0-10-point visual analog scale regarding COVID-
19 disease risk-attitudes was distributed in June, 2020 to 1,592
insulin pump users in Denmark. Two-tailed t-tests stratified by
sex and age (£ 49 vs >49 years (median)) were performed.

Results: The 833 (52%) who responded had a mean age of
48 – 16 years; 60% were female. The mean quality of life score
was 4.5 – 0.7, which differed neither between women and men
(p = 0.136), nor younger and older respondents (p = 0.111). The
mean risk-attitude score was 5.5 – 2.8. Women had a higher score
than men (5.7 – 2.7 vs. 5.2 – 2.8, p = 0.029), and older respon-
dents scored higher than younger respondents (5.9 – 2.7 vs.
5.0 – 2.7, p < 0.001) (figure 1). Figure 1

Conclusions: Among insulin pump users, women and older
respondents, relative to men and younger respondents, respec-
tively, did not differ in terms of quality of life scores; however,

women and older respondents assessed the risk of becoming
seriously ill if infected with COVID-19 as higher.

P320 / #547

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

IMPROVED CMG OUTCOMES IN ADULTS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS DURING COVID-19
LOCKDOWN IN PIEDMONT, ITALY

G. Gaggero, F. Viglino, G. Beccuti, S. Bertaina,
F. Broglio

University of Turin, Department Of Medical Sciences, Turin,
Italy

Background and Aims: Few studies from Italy and other
countries observed that large-scale lockdowns to contrast the
global spread of SARS-CoV-2 responsible for COVID-19 had a
positive impact on glucose control in adults with T1DM, due to
modifications in lifestyle, diet, and physical activity. Our study
aims to evaluate whether the national lockdown ordered in
March 2020 influenced glycemic control in T1DM adults using
CGM.

Methods: T1DM participants (n = 148) were enrolled at the
Diabetes Outpatient Service of the ‘‘City of Health and Science’’
Turin University Hospital, Piedmont Region in Northern Italy.
Data were collected from online glucose monitoring platforms
(Diasend and Dexcom Clarity). All patients were using CGM,
standalone or in association with CSII. Sensor data from the two
months before national lockdown ( Jan 01 – Feb 29, 2020; T1)
were compared with those during lockdown (March 01 – Apr 30;
T2). Only data from patients with a percentage of time CMG was
active >70% in T1 and T2 were considered (n = 80).

Results: In T2 compared with T1, there was a reduction in
mean glucose (8.8 vs. 9.0 mmol/L), coefficient of variation (34.0
vs. 35.2%), and time above range (33.0 vs. 35.0%>
10.0 mmol/L), as well as an increase in time in range (63.2 vs.
61.1% between 3.9–10.0 mmol/L), but no difference in time
below range (3.7 vs. 4.0% <3.9 mmol/L).

Conclusions: Among T1DM individuals with a percentage
of time CGM was active >70% in T1 and T2, an overall im-
provement in glycemic control and variability was observed
during COVID-19 lockdown, without an increased risk of
hypoglycemia.
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P321 / #594

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

THE EFFECT OF LOCKDOWN AND EASING OF
RESTRICTIONS ON GLYCAEMIA IN CHILDREN
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES DURING THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC

R. Unsworth1, I. Godsland1, P. Avari1, C. Bound2, S. Vieira2,
K. Logan2, N. Oliver1, M. Reddy1

1Imperial College London, Department Of Metabolism,
Digestion And Reproduction, London, United Kingdom,
2Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust, Department Of
Paediatrics, London, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: The U.K. government imposed a
strict lockdown to slow SARS-Co-V2 transmission on 23rd

March 2020. We investigated the impact of lockdown and the
relaxation of restrictions on glycaemic control for children with
type 1 diabetes (T1D).

Methods: This was an observational study in children and
adolescents with T1D using real-time continuous glucose mon-
itoring (RT-CGM) or intermittently scanned CGM (isCGM)
under the paediatric team at a specialist urban U.K. centre. Data
was collected from four 28 day periods: 1) before lockdown, 2)
during lockdown, 3) immediately after lockdown and 4) a month
later after further relaxation of restrictions. Children with >70%
monitoring data in each time period were included. Friedman test
compared glycaemic variables between the four time periods.

Results: Thirteen children and adolescents met the criteria; 8
male (61.5%), 5 (38.5%) using RT-CGM, median (IQR) age 10.1
(8.1–13.8) years, diabetes duration 2.7 (2.0–4.6) years and
HbA1C 61 (57–72) mmol/mol. There was no statistically sig-
nificant difference (p > 0.05) across the four time periods in
percentage time in range (70–180mg/dL), euglycaemia (70–
140mg/dL), above range (>180mg/dL or >250mg/dL) or time
below range (TBR) (<70mg/dL or <54 mg/dL). There was sig-
nificant variation in percentage TBR (<50mg/dL) (p = 0.025)
with median percentages during observation periods 1–4 of 0.08,
0.24, 0.18 and 0.05, respectively.

Conclusions: There was no change in glycaemic variables
before, during and after lockdown, except in TBR (<50mg/dL),
which increased during lockdown and immediately post-lock-
down, suggesting a more intensive attention to glucose-lowering
during these periods.

P322 / #601

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

SHORT-TERM IMPACT OF COVID-19 PANDEMIC
LOCKDOWN ON METABOLIC CONTROL OF
PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS.

J. Cabré-Vila, G. Cornadó-Cubells, J. Ancı́n-
Martı́nez_De_Espronceda

Catalan Health Institute, Abs Reus-1. Cap Sant Pere, Reus,
Spain

Background and Aims: On March 15, 2020, Spanish gov-
ernment decreed severe lockdown measures with restriction of
physical outdoor activities, social interactions and health centers
focused in COVID. It is well-known that diabetic patient benefits

from physical activity and appropiate nutrition. Aim: to analyze
the trend of metabolic controls in patients with type 2 diabetes
(T2D), during the COVID lockdown in our country.

Methods: Observational study in Primary Care. Clinical and
analytical variables of all patients with T2D belonging to a
contingent are collected, evaluating: age, sex, years of diabetes
evolution, treatment, anthropometric parameters and laboratory
figures (including cholesterol, triglycerides, A1c) as well as an
assessment, once the end of the alarm state has been declared, of
the appropriate measure for that specific patient.

Results: Of 120 subjects analyzed, data can be obtained be-
fore/after lockdown in a total of 75 (62.5%), 39 (52%) men.
Mean glycemic values have increased from a mean of 139.2 –
43.8 to 154.6 – 57 (p = 0.008), blood pressure from 131 – 12.9/
77.6 – 9.7 mmHg to 132.1 – 14.8/77.5 – 9.2 (p < 0.001). The
mean HbA1c value went from 7.29 – 1.22 before confinement to
7.61 – 1.73 after (p = 0.025). Body mass index raised from
27.9 – 4.6 to 30.3 – 1.6 (p < 0.001). The requirements once the
lockdown was finished, were in 30.7% to intensify the treatment;
in 12% add or change a drug and in 5.3% start insulinization.
A total of 30 subjects (40%) suffered a worsening (A1c increase
greater than 0.3%).

Conclusions: Confinement has worsened, in a short space of
time, control parameters of patients with T2D from a medical
contingent. Approximately 4 out of 10 subjects have suffered a
worsening.

P323 / #643

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

IMPROVED GLYCAEMIA DURING THE COVID-19
LOCKDOWN IS SUSTAINED IN ADULTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES

P. Avari, R. Unsworth, C. Uduku, S. Rilstone, N. Hill,
I. Godsland, M. Reddy, N. Oliver

Imperial College London, Department Of Metabolism,
Digestion And Reproduction, London, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Studies report increased percentage
time in range (%TIR) and reduced percentage time above range
(%TAR) in adults with type 1 diabetes during lockdown in the
Covid-19 pandemic. We sought to explore the impact of lock-
down on glycaemia and whether this is sustained following
easing of restrictions in the UK.

Methods: Retrospective, observational analysis in adults at-
tending a specialist centre in London, UK, using real-time or
intermittently scanned continuous glucose monitoring. In-
dividuals with ‡70% glucose data over 28-days from each of the
following time periods were collected: (i) pre-lockdown; (ii)
during lockdown; (iii) immediately after lockdown; and (iv) a
month following relaxation of restrictions (coinciding with the
‘‘Eat Out to Help Out’’ Government Scheme in the UK). Data
were analysed for percentage times in glycaemic ranges and
variability measures.

Results: 97 adults aged 41.0 (31.4-53.1) years with diabetes
duration of 22 (12–32) years on multiple daily injections (64.9%)
and insulin pump (35.1%) were included. %TIR (70–180mg/dL)
increased during the lockdown period (60.2 (43.9–69.3)%)
compared to pre-lockdown (56.7 (43.5–65.1)%; p = 0.007).
There were no significant differences in %TIR between during
and post-lockdown periods. Similarly, significant reduction in
%TAR (>180mg/dL) was observed in lockdown compared to
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pre-lockdown (p = 0.04), which was sustained thereafter. Per-
centage time below range (<70mg/dL) did not change throughout
the 4 time periods.

Conclusions: Glycaemia in adults improved during lock-
down, and this effect was sustained for 2 months after easing of
restrictions. The ‘‘Eat Out to Help Out’’ scheme in the UK had no
adverse impact on glycaemia.

P324 / #664

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

TYPE 1 DIABETES DURING THE SARS-COV-2
PANDEMIC. DOES LOCKDOWN AFFECT
THE METABOLIC CONTROL OF PEDIATRIC
PATIENTS?

A. Zubkiewicz-Kucharska, A. Noczyńska

Wroc1aw Medical University, Department Of Pediatric
Endocrinology And Diabetology, Wroc1aw, Poland

Background and Aims: Due to the SARS-Cov-2 epidemic,
governments of many countries, decided to implement the
lockdown, which included schools closure. This major lifestyle
change also applies to people with diabetes. The aim of this paper
was to analyze how COVID pandemic and related restrictions
influenced metabolic compensation of diabetes in pediatric
population.

Methods: 128 patients with type 1 diabetes (T1D) were in-
cluded into the study (74 boys), aged 2–18 years (12.3 – 3.5),
treated by one therapeutic team, who in 2020 paid at least two
visits in the outpatient clinic. 98 of them (76.6%) use CSII, 98
(76.6%) use CGM. AVBG, TIR, CV and HbA1c, as well as Total
Daily Dose of insulin (TDD) and BMI from the visit before the
announcement of the pandemic restrictions (March 2020) and
during the lockdown (second visit after 6 months) were analyzed.

Results: Despite comparable AVBG (165.4 – 46.5 mg/dl vs.
164,3 – 40.5 mg/dl), TIR (57.5 – 21,4% vs. 59.9 – 20.5%) and
CV (41.3 – 9.2% vs. 38.9 – 10.0%), HbA1c during the pandemic
period improved (7.9 – 1.6% vs. 7.5 – 1.4%, p = 0.0336). Also,
TDD increased significantly (from 37.3 – 18.9 units/day to
41.7 – 21.1 units / day, p < 0.0001), however TDD / kg remained
constant (0.85 – 0.75 units/kg/day vs. 0.81 – 0.21 units/kg/day),
possibly due to increased BMI (19.1 – 3.7 kg/m2 vs.
20.1 – 3.6 kg/m2, p < 0.0001). Also % of basal insulin in TDD
remained stable (39.7 – 11.3% vs. 39.4 – 11.3%).

Conclusions: The parameters of metabolic control in pediat-
ric patients with type 1 diabetes during the pandemic period
remained stable, however weight gain and an increase in daily

insulin dose have been observed, possibly due to reduced phys-
ical activity.

P325 / #755

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

EFFECT OF SCREEN TIME ON GLYCAEMIC
CONTROL OF TYPE 2 DIABETES PATIENTS DURING
COVID-19 OUTBREAK: A SURVEY BASED STUDY

S. Roy1, K. Bhattacharjee2

1Medica Superspeciality Hospital, Internal Medicine,
SERAMPORE, India, 2Independent Practice, Biostatistician,
Kolkata, India

Background and Aims: Decreased workout during cor-
onavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a serious issue for the
patients with type 2 diabetes (T2DM), since their glycaemic
control is very much related to that. Data on adult T2DM pa-
tients’ screen time activity and prevailing glycosylated hae-
moglobin (HbA1c), fasting blood sugar (FBS) and, post- prandial
blood sugar (PPBS) is sparse. To study the effect of screen-time
spent on social media per day on glycaemic parameters of T2DM
patients.

Methods: Data was collected for T2DM patients giving in-
formed written consent and meeting a set of pre-specified in-
clusion criteria. Through two rounds of surveys done from May
15 to June 26, the authors collected the answers to a set of
questionnaires sent via email.

Results: A total of 173 patients had a screen time (henceforth,
it means time spent on social media) of less than 2 hours/day in
the study sample. Among the 173 patients, 73 (42.2%) had
achieved HbA1c less than 7%, whereas the remaining 100
(57.8%) had HbA1c more than 7%. It was found that the odds of
having a poor glycaemic control as per HbA1c, FBS and PPBS is
2.67 times higher (95%CI: 1.91-6.95), 4.34 times higher
(95%CI: 1.52-4.76) and, 8.26 times higher (95%CI: 4.26-11.83)
in the cohort with a screen time of more than 2 hours as compared
to the cohort with a screen time of less than 2 hours, respectively.

Conclusions: There seems to be an increased risk of uncon-
trolled glycaemic indices with increased screen time and, de-
creased work out.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.09.09.20188961
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P326 / #804

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

PRESENTATION OF CHILDHOOD NEWLY-
DIAGNOSED DIABETES DURING THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC - IS THERE A CHANGE?

Y. Bazdarska1,2, V. Iotova1,2, T. Karamfilova1,2, Y. Dyankova1,
T. Stefanova1,2, N. Yordanova1,2, D. Krumova1,2

1Medical University Varna, Pediatrics, Varna, Bulgaria,
2UMHAT St Marina, Pediatrics, Varna, Bulgaria

Background and Aims: Data show increased incidence of
diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) at diabetes onset in youth during the
COVID-19 pandemic. To compare the characteristics at pre-
sentation of pediatric patients with newly-diagnosed type 1 di-
abetes mellitus (T1DM) one year prior and during the COVID-19
pandemic.

Methods: All patients (0–18 years) with newly-diagnosed
T1DM from March to February in 2 subsequent years (2019/20
and 2020/21) were enrolled in the study. DKA was defined ac-
cording to ISPAD criteria.

Results: A total of 76 youth with newly-diagnosed T1DM
were identified. The DKA incidence did not increase (Tabl. 1). In

the ‘‘pandemic’’ group (PG) the blood ketones, BGL and
HbA1c% at admission were higher compared to the ’’non-pan-
demic’’ group (NPG), Tabl. 2. Time spent on i.v. insulin infusion
(hours) was longer during the pandemic (12 – 2.6 vs 10 – 2.6,
p = 0.002).

Conclusions: This study shows no increase of the DKA rate at
T1DM onset opposite to the majority of the published data. The
relatively low COVID-19 morbidity, easy hospital accessibility,
and other contributing factors are suggested.
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R001 / #649

Topic: AS01-Closed-loop System and Algorithm

SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE AUTOMATED
ALGORITHM OF MINIMED 780G ADVANCED
HYBRID CLOSED-LOOP UPON FAST TRACK
INITIATION OF THERAPY

M. Comsa, A. Dumitrescu

Sanamed Hospital, Diabetology, Bucharest, Romania

R002 / #294

Topic: AS03-Artificial Pancreas

A CASE-REPORT DEMONSTRATING IMPROVED
GLYCAEMIA DURING RAMADAN FASTING
USING AN OPEN-SOURCE AUTOMATED INSULIN
DELIVERY SYSTEM COMPARED TO ISCGM-
AUGMENTED INTENSIVE THERAPY
IN TYPE 1 DIABETES

A. Aldibbiat1,2, A. Al Kashami3, S. Hussain4,5,6

1Newcastle University, Institute Of Cellular Medicine,
Newcastle Upon Tyne, United Kingdom, 2Dasman Diabetes
Institute, Clinical Care And Research, Kuwait, Kuwait,
3T1D_Arabic, Media, Ryad, Saudi Arabia, 4Guy’s and St
Thomas’, Diabetes & Endocrinology, London, United Kingdom,
5King’s College London, Department Of Diabetes, London,
United Kingdom, 6Guy’s and St Thomas’ , King’s College
London, Diabetes, London, United Kingdom

R003 / #320

Topic: AS04-Clinical Decision Support Systems/Advisors

AI-BASED PERSONALISED DIABETES
MANAGEMENT GUIDANCE THROUGH THE
INTELLIGENT MODULES OF THE DM4ALL
PLATFORM

E. Polychronidou1, R. Ribeiro2, G. Gerovasilis1,
A. Alexiadis1, K. Votis1

1Centre for Research and Technology-Hellas (CERTH),
Information Technologies Institute (iti), Thessaloniki, Greece,
2APDP - Diabetes Portugal, Project Management, Lisbon,
Portugal

R005 / #49

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

UTILITY OF FLASH GLUCOSE MONITORING TO
DETERMINE GLUCOSE LOAD IN PATIENTS WITH
TYPE 2 DIABETES

M.A. Taras1, S. Cherchi1, I. Campesi2, G. Tonolo1

1ASSL Olbia-ATS Sardegna, Diabetology, Olbia, Italy,
2Pharmacy University of Sassari, Gender Medicine, Sassari,
Italy

R006 / #548

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING USE IN
DIABETICS- AN ACADEMIC MEDICAL CENTER
FROM PAKISTAN’S EXPERIENCE

S. Nadeem1, S. Banu1, H. Rauf2, A. Aziz1, R.S. Martins2

1Aga Khan University, Medicine, Section Of Endocrinology,
Karachi, Pakistan, 2Aga Khan University, Medical College,
Karachi, Pakistan

R007 / #738

Topic: AS05-Glucose Sensors

CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEMS IN
PUMP INSULIN THERAPY OPTIMIZATION IN A
PATIENT WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS

A. Dreval, I. Barsukov, E. Slesareva, O. Dreval

M.F. Vladimirsky Moscow Regional Research and Clinical
Institute, Endocrinology, Moscow, Russian

R008 / #300

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

TELEMEDICINE: A NOVEL APPROACH FOR THE
MANAGEMENT OF NEW ONSET TYPE 1 DIABETES IN
PEDIATRICS DURING THE COVID 19 PANDEMIC IN
PATAGONIA ARGENTINA

F. Grabois1, M. Casullo1,2, C. Cruz1, T. Puliafito1,
D. Recalde3, K. Vignoni3
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1Neuquén Provincial Hospital Dr. Eduardo Castro Rendón,
Pediatrics, Neuquen, Argentina, 2Neuquén Provincial Hospital
Dr. Eduardo Castro Rendón, Pediatrics, Neuquén, Argentina,
3Regional Hospital Dr. Ramon Carrillo, Pediatrics, San Martin
de los Andes, Argentina

R009 / #518

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

ADVANCED HYBRID CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM IN A
TEENAGER USING VIRTUAL PUMP TRAINING
PROGRAM: A CASE REPORT

G. Petrovski, J. Campbell, F. Al Khalaf,
D. Almajaly, K. Hussain

Sidra Medicine, Pediatrics, Doha, Qatar

R010 / #537

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

THE BENEFITS OF SUPPORTING TYPE 1 DIABETES
DECISION-MAKING WITH MOBILE HEALTH APPS

B. Rogers

Quin Technology Ltd, Diabetes Management, Bolton, United
Kingdom

R011 / #642

Topic: AS06-Informatics in the Service of Medicine;
Telemedicine, Software and other Technologies

EFFECTS OF THE AUTOMATIC CALCULATION OF
PRANDIAL INSULIN BOLUS THROUGH A MOBILE
PHONE APPLICATION ON A1C AND QUALITY OF
LIFE IN TYPE 1 DIABETES PEOPLE

C. Vargas1,2, F. Gattini1,2, P. Vignolo1, K. Strodthoff1,
V. Gutierrez1, N. Fredes1

1PADRE HURTADO HOSPITAL, Diabetes, SANTIAGO, Chile,
2Padre Hurtado Hosptal, Diabetes, SANTIAGO, Chile

R012 / #289

Topic: AS07-Insulin Pumps

GLUCOSE CONTROL DURING CORONAVIRUS
DISEASE IN TYPE 1 DIABETES PATIENT ON SENSOR
AUGMENTED PUMP

M. Zivkovic, G. Petrovski, S. Jovanovska Mishevska, I. Bitoska

University Clinic of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Metabolic
Diseases, Center For Insulin Pump And Sensor, Skopje, North
Macedonia

R013 / #108

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

SGLT2 INHIBITOR-INDUCED DIABETIC
KETOACIDOSIS (DKA) IN ACUTE MEDICAL
SETTING: WOULD YOU RECOGNISE IT?

H.Y. Sanda

Queen’s hospital, Acute Medicine, Romford, United Kingdom

R014 / #772

Topic: AS08-New Medications for Treatment of Diabetes

CALYSTEGINES ALLEVIATE HYPERGLYCEMIA AND
HYPERINSULINEMIA INDUCED IN HUMAN LIVER
CELLS THROUGH THE MODULATION OF SIRT1/
FOXO1/G6PC/MTOR SIGNALING PATHWAY

N. Bourebaba1, A. Kowalczuk2, K. Marycz2,3, L. Bourebaba1

1Wroclaw University of Environmental and Life Sciences,
Department Of Experimental Biology, Wroc1aw, Poland,
2National Medicines Institute, National Laboratory For The
Control Of Drugs, Medical Devices And Biocides, Warsaw,
Poland, 3Wroclaw University of Environmental and Life
Sciences, Department Of Experimental Biology, Wroclaw,
Poland

R015 / #427

Topic: AS10-Devices Focused on Diabetic Preventions

STUDY BERA IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS AT
VARYING FREQUENCIES

I. Mishra

Igims,Patna, Tutor In Physiology, Bihar, India

R016 / #20

Topic: AS12-New Technologies for Treating Obesity and
Preventing Related Diabetes

METABOLIC BLOCKS AND INSULIN RESISTANCE

E. Mukhamejanov, N. Ibragimova, A. Aitynova

JSC ‘‘Scientific Center for Anti-infectious Drugs’’, Laboratory
Of Pharmacology And Toxicology, Almaty, Kazakhstan

R017 / #533

Topic: AS12-New Technologies for Treating Obesity and
Preventing Related Diabetes

LOW APELIN-TO-NT-PRO-BRAIN NATRIURETIC
PEPTIDE RATIO PREDICTED HEART FAILURE WITH
PRESERVED EJECTION FRACTION IN PATIENTS
WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS

A. Berezin1, I. Fushtei1, A. Berezin2
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1Medical Academy of Post-Graduate Education, Internal
Medicine, Zaporozhye, Ukraine, 2State Medical University,
Internal Medicine, Zaporozhye, Ukraine

R018 / #208

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

THE IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF MEALS AND
SUPPER NUTRITIONAL COMPOSITION ON
GLYCEMIC PROFILE OF PREGNANT WOMEN WITH
GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS

M. Baptista

Universidade do Porto, Faculdade De Ciências Da Nutrição E
Alimentação, Porto, Portugal

R019 / #228

Topic: AS13-Blood Glucose Monitoring and Glycemic
Control in the Hospitals

EFFECTS OF METFORMIN TREATMENT ON NON-
ALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER DISEASE

Z. Maglapheridze1, R. Tabukashvili2, V. Kapetivadze2,
T. Lazashvili1, M. Kuparadze1, T. Silagadze1, Z. Grigorashvili1

1Georgia, Tbilisi,, Georgian Therapeutic Clinic, Tbilisi,
Georgia, 2Tbilisi State Medical University, Georgian
Therapeutic Clinic, Tbilisi, Georgia

R020 / #433

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

UPDATE OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE
USE OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY IN THE
TREATMENT OF DIABETES IN ARGENTINA

A. Saleme1, M.L. Kabakian2, A. Dain3, L. Sosa4,
M.L. Morosini5, M.P. Santucci2, A. Flores6, G. Rubin7,
G. Rovira8, M.F. Soto Campos9, L. Roccatagliata10,
M. Roldan Suarez11, E. Majul12, M. Re13, D. Sternik14,
N. Carreño14, D. Bianchi15, M. Ferraro16, L. Litwak17,
J.E. Costa Gil18, R. Carnero19

1Sanatorio Santa Fe, Diabetes, SANTA FE, Argentina,
2Hospital Churruca, Diabetes Infantil, Buenos Aires, Argentina,
3Universidad Nacional de Cordoba, Diabetes Y Nutrición,
cordoba, Argentina, 4Hospital Privado Dr. Raul Matera,
Diabetes Y Nutricion, bahia blanca, Argentina, 5Centro Medico
CODIME, Diabetes, buenos aires, Argentina, 6Fundacion
Hospitalaria, Diabetes Infantil, Buenos Aires, Argentina,
7HOSPITAL PRIVADO, Diabetes, CORDOBA, Argentina,
8Hospital Británico, Diabetes Y Nutricion, buenos Aires,
Argentina, 9Hospital Dr. Arturo Oñativia, Nutrición, Salta,
Argentina, 10Consultorio Riglos, Diabetes, Buenos Aires,
Argentina, 11Centro cardiometabolico, Diabetes Y Nutricion,
santiago del estero, Argentina, 12Clinica Universitaria Reina
Fabiola, Diabetes Y Nutricion, cordoba, Argentina, 13Hospital
San Juan de Dios, Endocrinologı́a Y Diabetes, La plata,
Argentina, 14Fundación Argentina Diabetes, Diabetes Y

Nutricion, San Luis, Argentina, 15Roche, Área Diabetes,
Educación, Rosario, Argentina, 16Hospital Pedro Elizalde,
Diabetes Y Nutricion, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 17Universidad
Hospital Italiano, Diabetes, Buenos Aires, Argentina,
18Universidad Favaloro, Endocrinologı́a Y Diabetes, Buenos
Aires, Argentina, 19Instituto Medico Rio Cuarto,
Endocrinologı́a Y Diabetes, rio Cuarto, Argentina

R021 / #496

Topic: AS14-Human factor in the use of diabetes technology

IMPLEMENTING DIGITAL DIABETES CARE IN A
DEVELOPING COUNTRY – A QUALITATIVE STUDY
ON PHYSICIANS’ PERSPECTIVE

A. Putri1,2

1Karolinska Institutet, Master In Medical Science, Solna,
Sweden, 2Brighter AB, Market Intelligence, Stockholm, Sweden

R022 / #272

Topic: AS15-Trials is progress

COMPLICATIONS OF TYPE 2 DIABETES IN
PATIENTS ADMITTED TO INTERNAL MEDICINE
DEPARTMENT

O. Borzykh, A. Lavrenko, Y. Avramenko, I. Kaidashev

Ukrainian Medical Stomatological Academy, Department Of
Internal Medicine # 3 With Phthisiology, Poltava, Ukraine

R023 / #622

Topic: AS15-Trials is progress

MICRODIALYSIS TECHNIQUES IN DIABETIC FOOT
SYNDROME – FIRST EXPERIENCES (DFIATIM
STUDY)

V. Fejfarová1, R. Jarošı́ková1, J. Husáková1, V. Wosková1,
V. Mihálová2, J. Polák3, P. Tůma4, A. Jirkovska1, M. Dubský1,
R. Bém1, J. Mrázek5

1Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Diabetes
Centre, Prague, Czech Republic, 2Insitute for Clinical and
Experimental Medicine, Institutional Pharmacy, Prague, Czech
Republic, 3Vinohrady University Hospital, 2nd Department Of
Internal Medicine, Prague, Czech Republic, 4Third Faculty of
Medicine, Charles University, Department Of Biochemistry,
Cell And Molecular Biology, Prague, Czech Republic, 5Institute
for Animal Physiology and Genetics, Czech Academy of
Sciences, Laboratory Of Anaerobic Microbiology, Prague,
Czech Republic

R024 / #579

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

PREVENTING POOR GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN TYPE
1 DIABETES MELLITUS IN PATIENT WITH COVID-19

V. Labashova1, A. Shepelkevich2
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1Republic Centre of Medical Rehabilitation and Balneotherapy,
Endocrinologic, Minsk, Belarus, 2Belarusian State Medical
University, Endocrinologic, Minsk, Belarus

R025 / #662

Topic: AS16-COVID-19 and Diabetes

A TEENAGER WITH COVID-19 AND INAUGURAL
DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS IN THE EMERGENCY
DEPARTMENT

A. Lança1, C. Rodrigues2, A. Fitas3, C. Diamantino3, L. Lopes3

1Hospital de São Francisco Xavier, Pediatric Department,
Centro Hospitalar De LisboaOcidental, Lisboa, Portugal,
2Centro HospitalarMédioTejo, Pediatric Department, Lisboa,
Portugal, 3Pediatric Endocrinology Unit, Hospital de Dona
Estefânia, Pediatric Department, Centro Hospitalar
E Universitário De Lisboa Central, Lisboa, Portugal
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